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Initial Motion.

The initial motion of a rigid body starting from rest under the action

of a system of j&nite forces ; and when the motion is constrained, the

initial values of the forces of reaction due to the constraints ; are

usually deduced from the differential equations of motion of the second

order. In the case of constrained motion this method is tedious, for

it is necessary to differentiate the geometrical equations twice. The

initial motion and the initial reactions can, however, be obtained in

a comparatively simple manner by considering the momentum gene-

rated in a very small interval of time St.

When we have proved in this manner any theorem concerning

initial motion, when the applied forces are finite, we are able at once

to write down the proof of the corresponding theorem for impulsive

forces. It is only necessary to change the notation.

Free Motion.

"We will first investigate the initial motion of a rigid body starting

from rest under the action of any system of finite forces, when it is

not constrained in any way. .
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Initial Motion.

The initial motion of a rigid body starting from rest under the action

of a system of finite forces ; and when the motion is constrained, the

initial values of the forces of reaction due to the constraints ; are

usually deduced from the differential equations of motion of the second

order. In the case of constrained motion this method is tedious, for

it is necessary to differentiate the geometrical equations twice. The
initial motion and the initial reactions can, however, be obtained in

a comparatively simple manner by considering the momentum gene-

rated in a very small interval of time St.

"When we have proved in this manner any theorem concerning

initial motion, when the applied forces are finite, we are able at once

to write down the proof of the corresponding theorem for impulsive

forces. It is only necessary to change the notation,

Feee Motion.

"We will first investigate the initial motion of a rigid body starting

from rest under the action of any system of finite forces, when it is

not constrained in any way. .
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Take any rectangular axes fixed in space as axes of reference, and

let w, v^ w be the components of the velocity of the point in the body

coinciding with the oiigin, and w^, w^, w^, the components of the

angular velocity of the body. Also let 8 prefixed to any quantity

denote its increment produced in the small interval of time U. Then

if X, y, % are the co-ordinates of any point in the body, we have

X = u — yooz + zwy,

y = V — zooz + XWz,

Z = to— XWy + ytux-

Therefore at the time 8^ from rest

dx = hu — ySwz + zSwy \

5y = 5v - zdwx + xZooz > , (1)

8i = 5w — xZwy + yZbSx /

for if ht be considered as a small quantity of the first order, 8ic, 8y, 8s

are small quantities of the second order, since the body starts from

rest, and consequently terms of the type 8y . ta^ are of the third order

of small quantities and may be neglected.

If X, F, Z^ L, M, N are the constituents of the system of applied

forces referred to the axes, we have, by Newton's Second Law, com-

bined with D'Alembert's principle,

XZt = 'Zdm . dx

= m {du — yScDz + zSwy)

LSt = 'Zd}n {j/{Sw- xZwy + yZoix) - z (5v - zZwx + xdw^'\

= m {yZw — zZv) 4- aZtOx — hSwy — gZwt

(2)

with similar values for YU, ZU^ MSt, J^St, where x^ y^ z are the co-

ordinates of the centre of inertia, «, J, c, /, ^, h them oments and

products of inertia, m the mass of the body, and dm an element of

mass.

These equations hold even if the forces are not constant, but are

coBtinuous functions of any variables, if we write for the constituents

of the force system their values at the instant of starting : provided

the variables are such that during the time ht they only change at

most by quantities of the same order of small quantities as U. For

then during the time 8^ the forces would only vary from their initial

values by quantities of the order ht which would only introduce into

our equations quantities of the order (8Q^ which may be neglected.

The co-ordinates and components of velocity of any point of the body

are variables of this description.
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From equations (2) we can find hi, 8v, Sw, 8co^, S(Oy, Sw,, and then

by means of equation (1) 8i, Sy, 82, and consequently get the initial

direction of motion of any point. When the origin is taken coinciding

with the centre of inertia equations (2) become

Xbi = mSu, rst = mSv, Zdt = mdw

ZiSt = aSoox — hddiu — gScoz

U (3)
Mot = - h^ux + hZuy -fScoz

(

Ndt = - gSoox -fSwy + cSuz
J

and when the axes are the principal axes through the centre of

inertia,

! (4)
LSt = ASwx, Mnt = ^5a>y, iV^t = (75w, )

where A, B, C are the principal moments of inertia.

CoJfSTEAINED MoTIOJf.

'WTien the motion of the body is constrained, at the moment of

starting fi'om rest under the action of the system of applied forces,

there will be a system of forces of reaction called into play. Taking
as axes of reference axes fixed in space which coincide with the
principal axes of the body through the centre of inertia at the moment
of starting, we have from equations (4), if X, Y, Z, Z, if, i\r,

Xi, Fi, Zi, Zi, ifi, iVi are the constituents of the system of applied

forces and the forces of reaction respectively,

mZu = (Z + Xi) 5;, m5v = {Y + Ti) 5t, mSw ={Z+ Zi) St. (5)

Aduix = (X + £i) 8t, £Sa)y ={M+ Ml) St, Cdojz = {N + ^^) St. (6)

From equations (1) we see that any geometrical constraint of the

point xyz gives a linear relation connecting the six quantities 8w, 8v, 8w,

8(0^, S(Oy, 8(0.. Hence if there are six independent geometrical fon-
straints we get six linear equations connecting these six components

of velocity, and consequently each must be zero, and therefore

X + Zi = 0, Y+ Yi = 0, Z+ Zi = 0,

X + Zi = 0, M+Mi = 0, iV+ Ni = 0,

for 8t though small does not vanish, which show that in this case the

initial reactions must balance the system of applied forces, a fact we
know from a priori considerations.

B 2
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But suppose the geometrical character of the constraints only give

five relations connecting the velocity constituents, hu^ &c., from them

we can only get five equations connecting the six constituents of

reaction. Therefore the additional relation necessary to determine

them can only be obtained from the dynamical nature of the con-

straints. In general, if the geometrical character of the constraints

give us m relations connecting the velocity constituents, where

m is not greater than six, we must have Q - m relations between

the constituents of reaction due to the dynamical nature of the con-

straints. For instance, if a point fixed in the body is constrained to

move on a smooth surface, we get one geometrical relation, from the

fact that the point cannot move in the direction of the normal to the

surface at the point of contact, and the five dynamical relations neces-

sary by expressing that there is no force of reaction tangential to the

surface, and no moment of reaction round any line through the point.

Smooth Constraints.

We will now consider the case when the constraints are of such a

nature that at each point of constraint the motion of the point is pre-

vented in a certain direction and the reaction at the point is a force in

the same direction. This is so when the points are compelled to move

on smooth surfaces or are connected to points fixed in space by per-

fectly flexible strings. We may call constraints of this description

smooth constraints. Such a constraint is specified by the co-ordinates

Xj y, z of the constrained point, and the direction cosines, /, m, n, of

the line of no motion.

Suppose there are five smooth constraints,

xiyizihniinx, x^yiz^hmzni, x^ys^^hmtris,

and that the initial reactions are Ri, Ri^ . . . ^5, then if we write

P\ = ymi - ziwi, q\ = 21^1 - xmiy n = xim\ - yih,

&c. &c. &c.,

we have
Xi = 2i2i?i, Fi = Sijiiwi, Zi = 2i2iMi,

Zi=2i2ii?i, Mi='XEiqi, iVi = 2i2in.

The geometrical equations are

hdu + miSv + niSw + piSoox + qiSwy + riSwz =

(7)

hdu + m^dv + n^dw + pa^Wx + jsSw,/ 4- r^Zo}- =
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for these equations express that there is no motion of the point :Piyi2i

in the direction li nii n^, &e. &c. Taking as axes of reference, axes

fixed in space which coincide with the principal axes through the

centre of inertia, we have from these equations and equations (5)

and (6),

Pi + i?i (1 + \li) + ifo (cos Ol2 + \\-l) + i?3 (cos 013 + A13)

+ ^4 (cos au+ Au) + i^o (cos 015+ Al5) =

P2 + iJl (cos 012 + Aia) + i?2 (1 + A22) + Bz (cos 023 + A23)

+ 2^4 (cos 024 + A24) + -So (cos 025 "I" A25) =

P3 + .Rl (cos ai3 + A13) + .B2 (cos 023 + A23) + J?3 (1 + A33)

+ i?4 (cos 034 + A34) + i?5 (cos 035 + A35) =

P4 + ^1 (cos ai4 + Aii) + Bz (cos 024 + A24) + i?3 (cos 034 + A34)

+ i24 (1 + A44) + Bf, (cos 045 + A45) =

Pa + -Rl (cos 013 + A15) + ^2 (cos 025 + A25) + B% (cOS 035 + A35)

+ i?4 (cos 045 + A45) + i?5 (1 + Ass) =
where

V, (8)

P s /iZ + wi F+ n\Z + m
(

L M N\

M2 gi'i >i2\ /P1P2 glg2

012 = the angle between the lines hniini, ^»W2W2.

&c. &c. &c.

n >'2\

Therefore we can at once find the values of the initial reactions

i?i, R2 . , . R^ by solving these equations. It is obvious that when
there are only four constraints the equations for the reactions are the

first four equations with the last term of each omitted. When there

are only three constraints the first three, with the last two terms of

each omitted, and so on.

When there is only one constraint the initial reaction is given by
the equation

Pi + Pi (1 + All) = 0.

This case and several of the subsequent ones, when the system of

applied forces reduces to a single force through the centre of inertia,

have been investigated by the late Professor Townsend^ and he has
given interesting geometrical constructions for the initial reactions.

^ Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, vol. xiii., p. 284.
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If there are two smooth constraints at the point xy% whose specifi-

cations are {xyzlimini), {xyzl^m^n'i) the reactions are given by the

equations

Pi + ii*i (1 + All) + i?2 (cos ai2 + A12) = 0,

P2 + R\ (cos 012 + Al2) + P2 (1 + A22) = 0, >

if we write in them

In this case the point {xy%) is constrained to move in a direction

at right angles to the lines whose direction cosines are ^iWjWi, l^niin^.

If the point xyz is fixed in space, we may suppose it to be fixed by

means of three smooth planes drawn through the point normal to the

axes. The components of the initial reaction parallel to the axes are

obtained from the first three of the equations (8), with the two last

terms omitted, if we write

iCi = a;2 = a:3 = x, y^^y^^y^- y, zi = zg = 23 = 2,

/l = 1 ^Wi =0 Wl = 0, ^2= *«2=1 W2 = 0, /3=0 W3=0 W3=l.

Making these substitutions, the equations become

_ I M N\ _ ( Iz^ y'^\ \ ^ mxy ^ mxz

"When we have obtained the initial reactions, the initial directions

of the motion of any point in the body can be obtained directly by

finding the values of 8m, 8v, hw^ Sw^:, Sw^,, Sco., and from them by means

of equations (1) SiP, 8y, 8s.

The following indirect method, depending upon the fact that, when
the reaction due to a constraint xy%lmn is zero, the motion of the

point xyz is independent of the constraint, and is in a direction at right

angles to I, m, n, is more symmetrical. Consider the case when there

are four smooth constraints

{xiyiZ\hmin\) .... (xiy^ilimini).

Introduce a constraint (xyz Imn), then we have five equations connect-

ing the reaction H at xyz with ^1, 1^2, Us, Hi. If now wc make ^ =

we can eliminate Ry, E2, -^3, ^i, from these equations.
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The resultant is an equation of the form

la + m^ + »y = 0,

where
a.^ ax + by + cz >(- d,

= a'x + h'y + c^z + d',

7 = a"x + b"y + c"z + d" ;

«, i, &c. being functions of the specifications of the four constraints

and the system of applied forces.

This equation is the relation connecting the co-ordinates of a point

in the body with the direction cosines of a line perpendicular to its

direction of initial motion. If /', m\ n' are the direction cosines of

another line perpendicular to the direction of initial motion, we have

also

Va. + m'^ + n'y - 0.

Therefore, if I" ^ m'\ n" are the direction cosines of the initial direction

of motion, we have

l" m" n'"

which give at once the initial direction of motion of any point in the

body.

We may note that the locus of points in the body which initially

have no motion in the direction Z, w, n, is the plane

la + mfi + ny = 0,

that the locus of points which move initially in the direction I, m, w, is

the right line whose equations are

I m n

and that the point which initially has no motion—in other words, the

initial position of the acceleration centre—is the intersection of the

planes
a = 0, )8 = 0, 7 = 0.

This method can also be employed to get the initial direction of

motion of any point in the body when there are no constraints. In

this case the initial direction of motion I", m", n" of the point xy% is

given by the equations

I M N\ ^, IN L\ ^ I L M\X+m^.--y-j r+..^.---.-j Z^^n\y--x-y

L m u
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The initial position of the acceleration centre is the intersection of the
planes

^ / M ]Sf\

These planes have a common line of intersection, if

which is consequently the condition that the initial motion should be
a pure rotation.

The principal axes through the centre of inertia are not always the
most convenient. Consider the case where the constraint is formed by
a fixed smooth circular cylinder of very small radius passing through
a tube in the body which it fits. We will take our axes of reference,

such that the axis of cc coincides with the axis of the cylinder, and the
axis of y passes through the centre of inertia. Since the body is free

to move along the cylinder and rotate round it, Xi = 0, Zi = 0. And
as these are the only motions it can have, Sv = 0, 8w = 0, Sw^ = 0,

8(1)^ = 0. Therefore, from equation (2), remembering a; = 0, 2 = 0,

mSu = X5t,

mi/5a}x= {Z+Zi)5t,

aScox = IjSt,

- hS(ax= {M+ Mi)Si,

- gSoDx - myZu = (iV 4- N\) U.

Therefore the constituents of reaction are

Zi = 0, My = -M--L, m = -N-^L-yX.
a a

The initial direction of motion of any point xyz is found from the
equations

X
5i = — 8/

m

^
a

'

hz = --idt.
a
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The condition that the motion may be initially a pnre translation is

Z = 0, and that it may be a pure rotation is X = 0.

"We will now investigate the initial reaction when there is a single

smooth constraint, taking as axes of reference, axes through the centre

of inertia such that the axis of x is parallel to the line in which the

constrained point is prevented from moving.^ We have already con-

sidered this question when the principal axes through the centre of

inertia have been taken as the axes of reference.

If, as usual, Xi denotes the initial reaction, we have, from equa-

tions (3),
a^oox — h^(*)y — ffSaz = liSt,

— hBcox + bdcoy -fdoDz = {M + zXi) 5t,

- 9^o3x -fSwy + eSwz = (iV - yXi) 5^,

mSu = {X + Xi) St.

Since there is no motion of the point xi/z in the direction of the

axis of Xj

8u — yS(i3z + zSwy — 0.

Therefore
m {pSa, - zScoy) = {X + Xi) St,

Therefore, eliminating 8w^, Sw^, Sw^ from this equation and the first

three, we get the following equation to determine Xi :

—

= 0.

It is an interesting problem to find, when the system of applied

forces is given, what point in the body may be fixed in space in order

that initially the centre of inertia may remain at rest, or, in other

words, that the initial motion may be a rotation round the line join-

ing the point to the centre of inertia. Take, as axes of reference, the

principal axes through the centre of inertia, and let x, y, z be the co-

ordinates of the fixed point. Then, since 8u = 0, Sv = 0, 8w = 0,

our dynamical equations are

Z + Zi = 0, ASoix ={L + Xi) 5^

;

r+Fi = 0, Bdoiy ={M+Mi)dt;

Z + Zi =0, CSooz = (iV^ + iVi) S^.

a
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The geometrical equations (1) reduce to

5a>x 5a;j/ 5a>s

X y z

Therefore
J + Zi _ M+Mx _ N+Ni
Ax Yy Cz

Since we suppose the constraint at the fixed point smooth,

Li ^yZi - zYi = -{yZ-zT),

Ml = zXi -xZi =- {zX - xZ),

m = xTi - yXi = -{xr- yX).

Therefore the point xyz may be any point on the common curve of

intersection of the system of hyperboloids

L-yZ^zT _ M-zX + xZ _ N-xY+yX
Ax By Cz

Each pair of these three hyperboloids has a common generator -which

is not a generator of the remaining one ; consequently the locus is a

t wasted cubic.

The corresponding theorem for impulsive force is :—If a body at

rest is acted upon by a system of impulsive forces whose constituents

referred to the principal axes through the centre of inertia are X, F, Z,

Z, J/, iV, the instantaneous axis of rotation will pass through the

centre of inertia, if any point on the twisted cubic

L-yZ+zT _ M-zX + xZ _ N - xY + yX
Ax ~ By Cz

is fixed.

There is a more general question : to find the locus of the point

P which must be fixed in order that the initial motion may be a

rotation round a line passing through a given point Q in the body.

If we take the same axes as before, and let x, y, % be the co-ordinates

of P; x'^ y\ z' of Q, we find, on proceeding in the same manner,

that the locus is the common curve of intersection of the cubic

surfaces

A{x-x') + m{x{yy' + zz')-x'{y'^^z'^)] B{y-y')+m{y{xx' + zz')-y'iz'^-\-x^)}

L-yZ^zY
~ M-zX + xZ

_ C{z-z') + m{ z{xx' + yy') - z jx"- + y^)

}

-

N-xY+yX '

which is a curve of the seventh degree.
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If we regard in these equations xyz as constant, and x'y'%' as vari-

ables, they are the equations of the axis round which the body begins

to rotate when xyz is fixed.

So far we have only considered cases where the material system

consisted of a single rigid body. If there are several bodies in the

system connected together we can divide the forces acting on any

body into three sets : the applied forces, the forces due to the con-

nections with the other bodies, and the reactions due to any other

constraints it may be subject to. Then as before we can find the

velocity constituents of the initial motion of each body in terms of the

applied forces and the forces due to the connections with the other

bodies. This having been done we can obtain, with the aid of the

geometrical and dynamical equations derived from the connections,

the forces due to the connections, and thence the initial motion of

each body and the initial values of the reactions due to any other

constraints it may be subject to.

Take as an example two bodies A and B, a point Q on A being

connected by a flexible inextensible string to a point F fixed in space,

and a point R on A connected to a point /S on ^ by another string.

Take the axes of reference such that at the instant of starting the

origin coincides with the point Q, and the axis of x with the line QP.

Let X, Y, Z, Z, Jf, N be the constituents of the system of applied

forces, and 8w, 8y, hw^ Sw^, Sw^, Sw^ the velocity constituents at the

time ht from rest of the body A, and x^ y, s the co-ordinates of its

centre of inertia. We will denote the corresponding quantities for B
by the same letters dashed. Let x^ y, % be the co-ordinates of R,

x\ y\ z' of /S, and X, /x, v the direction cosines of R8. Denote by T
the initial tension of the string PQ, by T' of the string RS. Also

let SFbe the velocity of the point R in the direction RS at the time

Zt from rest ; then considering the body A we have from equations

(1) and (2), since Sw = 0,

m ( - 275«a + zSojj,) = (Z + T + T'\) 5t,

m {Sv - zSux + xSoiz) = {T + T'fi) St,

m (5m> - x5a)y+ yScox) = {Z + T'v) 5t, ... {a)

m {i/Sw - zSv) + flSwx - hSojy - gSwz = {L + T' {t/v - z/j.)} St,

m ( - xSw) - hSwx + bSwy -fSwz = {M+ T'{z\ - xv) } St,

m {xSv )
- gScox -fSwy + cSuz = (iV + T' {xfj. - y\)} St,

fiSv + vSw + {yu - ZfjCj Swx + {z\ - xv) 5«j, + {x/j. - y\) Swz = 5 T.



m
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face. Also let ?i, m^, Wi be the direction cosines of the normal to the

rough surface at this point, and 4) ^^j, %, ?3, m^, n^ the direction cosines

of any pair of right lines at right angles to limiUi and to each other.

Denote by ^i, H^, R^ the initial reactions at this point in the

directions of these lines. Then, adopting the same notation as on

page 5, except that everywhere we replace Xiy^z^^ x%yt^2i ^zVz^ hy
xyz^ we have, if hu^^ S% denote the components of velocity of xy% in

the directions l^m^rii^ hm^n^,

Pl + i2l(l +Aii) + i22Xl2 +i?3Al3 =0.

{Pa + i2i Ai2 + i?2 (1 + A22) + -R3 ^23} 5i = w5?^2.

{Pa + i^i Ai3 + -R2 ^13 + i?3 (1 + A33) } 5^; = mUz.

Since the point xy% begins to move in the same right line as the

force of friction acts, we must have

8^2 8?<3

pT" Pa""

h
Let each of these quantities equal - ht, then

m

mdu3 = TcBiSt.

Since ht is essentially positive, h must be negative, for the force of

friction is in a direction opposite to that in which the point begins to

move.

"We have now

Pi + Pi (1 + All) + P2 A12 + P3 Ala = 0,

P3 + P1A12 +P2(l-^ + A22) + P3A23 =0,

Pa + Pi Ai3 + Ri A23 + Pa (1 - k + A33) = 0,

and if motion takes place,

At2Pi2 = P22 + P32,

where /x is the coefficient of friction. Therefore

Pi A12 Ai3

P2 1— A;+A22 A23

Pa A23 1^Z;+A33

Pi 1+Aii Ai3

Pi A12 A2a

P3 ^13 1— A + A33

+

Pi 1 + Aii A12

P2 A12 1— ^+ A22

Pa Ai3 A23

(9)

Physical considerations tend to show that this equation can only

have one negative root if the point xy% has an initial motion ; for, if it

had more than one, more than one initial motion would be possible

;
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and if motion is not possible, that it has no negative root. Suppose
/x' is the coefficient of friction necessary to prevent the point zy%

moving initially. Then, since in this case Sw2 = 0, Swa = 0, we have

-Pi Ai2 Aia
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K «', h', d
^
/', g\ h' are tlie first minors of the determinant,

a — h — g

A= -h h -f
-9 - f c

we have, from equations (11),

A5«x = (P - xh'Rz + xg'Ei) 5if,

A5a)y = (Q - ici'iJa + :r/i?2) 5^,

A5«z = (i? - irfi?3 + a;(?'i22) U ;

where
P = a'i + A'JIf + g'N, &c. &c.

"We are at liberty to take as our axes of y, s any two lines at right

angles to each other in the plane, through the centre of inertia, per-

pendicular to the normal to the rough surface. We will take our new
axes subject to this condition, and so that the new value of/' = 0. This
can always be done ; for if the new axes make an angle with the old,

the new value of/' is

/' cos 2d + {c' - b') sin d cos 6.

Therefore the new axes of y and z are the principal axes of the

section of the ellipsoid of gyration made by the plane perpendicular to

the axis of x.

Now, supposing all our equations referred to these axes, we have

Adwy = {Q-xb'E3)St,

A5«a = (P + xc'Ho) 5t,

Substituting these values for Boiy, Sw^ in equations (12), we have

( /^ mx'^c'\ ^ mxE)

( /, mz^'\ ^ wxQ)
mZw=Ulc Ji?3 +

-—^ 5^

Z + Pi = 0,

„ mxR / , m^V\ _
! + __+ ^i_j.+ __ja, = o,

And therefore
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Therefore we have, finally,

iy^^nxRy I mxQV

M^^' = -7^- Z:z£rZo +

which we may write, for convenience, in the form

^V= 777^2+77—372' (13)
,2^2 _ _i:

_ (

where a and /3 are positive, since b', c\ and A are positive.

It can be shown as follows, that this equation cannot have more
than one negative root.

Assume a> p, and let

then we have . i ,•

- .^fx^,pH'Hk'-y)V=qyc'^+r^{k'r-y)% :. :>..J «

where y = a - 6, and is therefore positive. ..
, ,

' Jixpanamg, we have - -

which equation cannot have more than one negative root, by
Descartes' Rule of Signs, since y is positive, and, a fortiori^ equa-

tion (13) cannot have more than one negative root.

If ft' is the coefficient of friction, which is just necessary to prevent

motion at the point, the last term of equation (13) is {jj? - ix''^)p^o?^'^,

and therefore if /w, > fi', the equation has no negative root.

Generalized Co-OEDHiTATES.

"When there are several bodies in the system, it will often be

more convenient to use Lagrange's generalized co-ordinates. Suppose

the system has n degrees of freedom, and that there are m smooth

constraints. It would then have m ¥ n degrees of freedom if the

constraints were removed. Let 6i, 6^ . . , 6„, <f>i, <^2 • • • <^m be the co-or-

dinates of the system when the constraints are absent. 4>i, <f)2
• . • <f>m

being the distances of the constrained points from points fixed in

space, so chosen that, in the position of rest, the lines joining the

fixed points to the constrained points coincide with the direction of no

motion. The ^'s may be called the co-ordinates of constraint. We
will subject the co-ordinates to the condition that the rectangular

If
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co-ordinates of every particle m of the system can be expressed as a

function of them and the time.

"We have, then, if X, F", Z be the components of the applied forces

acting at any point, and X^ Yi, Z^^ of the initial reactions due to the

constraints.

2w5i = 2 (Z + Zi) 5^

2m5y = 2(r+ ri)5^

2w5i =2(Z + Zi)St.

Therefore, or by the principal of virtual velocities for any small

displacement 8.r, Sj/, Sz, we have

-SmiSzSx + SySi/ + dzSz) = 2{(Z + Zi) Sx+ {T+ Yi) 5y+ {Z+Zi) 5z} St.

Again, since
dx dx .— = —, &c.,
dd de

\ ^^ de del \ dd dd del

/ dx dy .dz\- 52w (:r— + V — + z —
)

\ dQ ^ dd del

(,^dx ,^dy .^ dz\
irS — + yS -^ + s5 —

)

de de de i

(dx dy dz \x—: + y^ + z — 1 .

de de del

8x
For x^ ij^ z are each zero initially, and, consequently, iS — , &c.,

8u

are, at most, small quantities of the second order, and may be

neglected.

We have, then,

^ /^. dx ^. dy ^,dz\ dT
2w

{
5a; — + Sy — + S2— 1 =5—

,

\ de de del de

where T is, as usual, the kinetic energy of the system. Therefore,

dT dT dT
2m {Zxlx + 5y 5y + 5z5z) = 5 -r- 50i + 5^ 502 + &c. + S^ «?^i + &c.

de\ de% d(pi

Let ®i80i, ©28^2> ®n+i8<t>i, &c., be the virtual moments of the «;?^?e>^

forees found by varying 6i, ^2 • • • <^i, <^2 • • • &c., separately (vide

Routh, ** Elementary Rigid Dynamics," § 426). Also let ^1, <E>2 • • •

^n he the initial reactions due to the smooth constraints. They give

B.I.A. PitOC, SEE. III., VOL. IH. C
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no virtual moments when the ^'s are varied, but the virtual moment,

when (^1 is varied, is $i8<^i, and when </>2 is varied $28<^2, &c. Therefore

5 Zi. 5^j + 5 _ 502 + &c. + 5 -^ 5(^1 + &c. = (0i50i + + (0,.+i + *i) 5<pi + &c.) 5^.

ddi dd2 ^"P^

Therefore,
dT dT

5— = 0i5^, 5 -7- = 025^ &c.,

dQi ddi

jjrp jm
S -T- = (0n.l + *l) 5^ S -^ = (0n^2 + *2) 5^ &C.
d^\ a<pz

T is of the form

2T=fliiai2+ +anfi,n+i<^i^+ +2ai2 0i02+ +2ai,MU^i<^i

+ 2&101 + + 25n+i<^i + + <;,

where the «ii, <^i2 • • • ^i, ^2 • • • <^ are functions of the co-ordinates and

the time. Therefore

dT • • • T

—r- = aiiQi + ai202 + + «i . »»+i^i + + Oi.

ddi

Therefore

S .

d9i.

J rp
^ ^ _ .

Since the body is at rest just before motion, 9y, &c., are of the first

order of small quantities. 8<^i, S<^2 • • • are zero, since <^i, <^2, &c.,

are the co-ordinates of constraint. Wi is of the same order of small

quantities as (80^ and, consequently, we may neglect all terms having

multipliers of the type W.

Again,

Therefore

dh\ dh\ ^ db ^
Ui =^ 501 + :rT- 502 + + — 5^.

ddi ddi di

db
56i =

consequently

dbi
dbi = --5t;

dt

' dT ' • • <^bi ^
5 — = aii50i + auSdi -I- amSOn + -— St,

ddi
^^

dT . ^- ^^2
5 -V- = fll2501 + «3ln Odn + -jr 0^,

ddi »^

dT • - • dbn-t-\

S -r^ = Ol . n+1 501 + ««, n+1 50n H -j— of,

d^\ dt

&c., &c.
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In these equations we are to regard a^^ «i2, &c., as the values of

these quantities when the initial values of the co-ordinates are intro-

duced, and t taken = 0.

We now have

«ii50i + ai2 502 +

<»12 5^3 + dii 503

+ «ln50« = 1®J --3-
) ^^'

+ «2, » 50,, = ( ®2 - -37 ) 5^

«1, M+l 501 + 02, n+l 502 + «„, „+i 50„ = ( 0,^.1 + *i Jill
J

5^.?«= li

The first w of these equations give, at once, the initial motion, and,

by combining the first n with each of the last m equations, we get the
initial reactions. For instance, $1 is given by

*,

an ai2

«12 ^23

ain din

«1M

«2n

dnn

+

a\\

(in

«12

rt23

<^ln a2n . . . «

. ain
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II.

ON THE LIGNUM C0NTEN8I0NIS. By THE RIGHT KEY.
CHAELES GRAVES, D.D., Lord Bishop of Limerick.

[Read April 24, 1893.]

Those amongst us wlio study the early history of Christianity in Ireland

have reason to set a high value on the records of the Life and Acts of

St. Patrick, contained in the Book of Armagh. Their antiquity is un-

questionable. The Memoir by Muirchu and the Annotations by Tirechan

were almost certainly written before the end of the seventh century •

and Eerdomnach, the Scribe of the Book, appears to have executed his

task in the beginning of the ninth, copying from aMS.Vhich was then

becoming obscure, as is plainly indicated by marginal notes in his

handwriting. It is also apparent that there are in the existing texts

omissions for which either he was answerable or those who went
before him. In dealing with such ancient documents, we must
expect to meet occasionally with difficulties—words which have

become illegible, and others, or even whole passages, the meaning of

which cannot be determined with certainty. Eortunately these

documents have been made available for our use by two editors of

great learning and critical capacity, the Rev. E. Hogan, S.J., and

Dr. Whitley Stokes. After their labours upon the text and its

elucidation, not much remains to be done by future editors or

commentators. Still, however, the value of these materials is

questioned by critics. A learned German writer has lately taken

pains to analyse the contents of the Patrician documents, throwing

doubt upon their genuineness and antiquity, though he seems forced

to admit that the MS. was written in the beginning of the ninth

century. (Die neue Heidelberger Jahrbiicher, 1893. Die Schriften

S. Patricks, von J. v. Pflugk-Harttung.)

I now propose to lay before the Academy a few remarks upon a

passage, the reading and interpretation of which deserves some atten-

tion, as it suggests inquiries relating to the language and usages

prevailing in the time of St. Patrick.
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The passage as I read it {Book of Armagh, fol. 13, a.a.) stands as

follows, the italics representing the Irish characters :

—

" Et exiit ad Drummut Cerrigi,^ et inuenit .ii. uiros conflin-

guentes, filios unius uiri, ad inuicem, post mortem patris eorum, qui

faber aereus erat de genere Cerrigi . . . umen^ uoluerunt diuidere

hereditatem, et possitum erat lignum contensionis quod uocatur caani^

apud gentiles,* et arripuerunt gladios ancipites extensis' manibus

(pe)rcutere frater fratrem, pedibus erectis,^ quod defunctum^ est

in terra more campi."

The Rev. E. Hogan, reading it almost exactly as I do, accepts the

text as correct, and appears to have rightly understood the purport of

the paragraph. But he leaves the Lignum Contensionis unexplained.

His note upon the passage is as follows :

—

** Caam. cfr. Cam = contentio, duellura ; caman = lignum seu

baculus quo Hiberni utuntur in pilari ludo."

Mr. Hogan has ample authority for saying that caam = contentio,

duellum. But I think camdn is derived not from cam, duellum, but

from cam, curvus. It was the curved stick used in hurling. See

^'Dictionary of the Highland Society," under the words camag and

oaman ; also O'Reilly's and other Irish dictionaries ; and Le Gonidec's

Breton Dictionary, Kammel, Baton courbe par le bout, for playing

La Crosse.

Dr. Stokes {Trip. Life, vol. i., p. clxxvii., and vol. ii., p. 320),

distrusting the knowledge of the scribe, treats the text as corrupt,

and o:ffers an emendation of it. For lignum he reads licium, by which,

no doubt, he understands a place marked out by liciae—lists.

^ This was Ciarraighe Artigh, now Tibohine and Kilnamanagh ; and Diummod
is the name of a townland in the parish of Tibohine, barony of Frenchpark, Co.

Roscommon. See ^oo^ of Armagh, fol. 9, a.a., and O'Donovan's Annals of the

Four Masters, ad ann. 1297, p. 469.

2 Bishop Reeves and I agreed in reading . . . utnen, but failed to make

•out the beginning of the word. Our conclusion was different from that at which

Mr. Hogan has arrived. He reads Airnen or Sannen.

3 Cam, i.e. comland, a conflict. {Cormac's Glossary.)

* Gentiles. Pagan Irish, as frequently in Tirechan; e.g. Book of Armagh,

fol. U, a.h.

^ The epithets extensis and erectis have been transposed. See Tirechan, Boole

of Armagh, fol. 15, b.a.

^ The latinity is questionable. I would translate thus :—All which was

done in due form on the ground after the usage of the duel. Campus was used to

denote the duel as well as the place of combat. See Ducange, in voc. Hence

German Kampf.
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Many years ago, reading the JEgils Saga for another purpose, I

lighted upon a passage which appears to me to explain the real nature

of the Lignum Contensionis. I quote it here :—Egillus et sodales ibi

rapuere omnem rem, quae ipsis sub manus cadebat. Deinde ad navera

suam evecti, vento apogeo in brevi tempore orto, ad velificandum se

compararunt
;
postquam autem ad id erant parati, Egillus in insulam

egressus, sumta in manum pertica corylina, in petrae alicujus, quae
continentem introrsum spectabat, prominentiam processit ; turn caput

equinum cepit, imposuitque perticae, atque adhibita verborum formula

sic effatus est: "Hie ego perticam execrationis [nidstaung] erigo
;

atque hanc execrationem in Eiricum regem et Gunhilldam reginam

intendo." Tum caput equinum continenti introrsum obvertens pergit

:

"Dirigo hanc execrationem in genios hujus terrae indigetes, ut cuncti

errantes Yagentur, et nemo suum domicilium adsequatur aut reperiat,

priusquam terra expulerunt Eiricum regem et Gunhilldam. Deinde
perticam in rupturam petrae immissam defixit, et capite equi ad

terram converse, literas incidit perticae, quae loquebantur istam ira-

precationis formulam integram. His confectis navem inscendit."

—

{Egils Saga, ch. 60, pp. 388-390).

The same practice is also described in Vatnsdaela Saga, ch. 34

;

Zandndma, iv., ch. 4 ; Reyhdaela Saga, ch. 25. In Cleasby and

Vigfusson's excellent Icelandic dictionary we find abundant references

and quotations illustrating the meaning of nid and the various uses of

the nidstong. That word corresponds almost exactly with the

Lignum Contensionis. Stong, like the German stange and English

stang, meaning a pole or stake, answers to the Lignum; and nid,

meaning execration, contumely, derision, reproach, abuse, insult, has

a signification nearly related to contention, dispute, quarrel.

It must also be noticed that nith was the legal term used in the

Brehon Law to denote duel. See Senchas M6r, vol. i., p. 122, line 9,.

armfri nith, a weapon for battle ; and p. 126, line 15 ; and an article

by M. d'Arbois de Jubainville, "Des attributions judiciaires de

I'autorite publique chez les Celtes" {Revue Celtique, January, 1886)

in which he discusses the whole of the procedure in the case of duels.

With the Lignum Contensionis Father Hogan compares the phrase

lignum mittere occurring in another passage of Tirechan :—" Sed

familiam ejus non dilegunt quod i. non licet jurare contra eum, ii. et

super eum, iii. et de eo, iiii. et non lignum licet contra eum mitti,

quia ipsius sunt omnia primitiuae ecclesiae Hiberniae, sed juratur a

se omne quod juratur."

—

{Booh of Armagh, fol. 11. a.l.)

There, however, ligfiimi has, I think, a different signification^
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standing for the hactdus, virga, fustis, staff, rod, wand, verge, mace,

baton, truncheon, which was the symbol of supreme power and

jurisdiction possessed by rulers and judges, and was borne in their

own hand, or by the ojficers who represented and acted for them.

Persons preferring petitions, making vows, or taking oaths,

touched the laculns. Accused persons purged themselves with an

oath taken upon the staff carried by the officer who was sent by their

superior. On this subject see Du Cange on the words haculus, virga,

juramentum, and Grimm, Deutsche HechtsaUerthiimer, under the

headings Stab and -£V^. It is deserving of notice that in a passage

adduced by Grimm the staff used in investiture is called lignum.

I believe that the members of the Academy will agree with me

in thinking that light is thrown upon this obscure passage in one

of the Patrician documents by comparing it, on the one hand, with

the Icelandic sagas and laws, and, on the other, with the text of the

Senchas M6r which, though it may not have been compiled in the

time of St. Patrick, undoubtedly contains elements of a remote pagan

antiquity. ,
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III.

ON PROFESSOR ROSSI'S PUBLICATION OF SOUTH-COPTIC
TEXTS. By ROBERT ATKINSON, LL.D.

[Read May 8, 1893.]

It is admitted on all hands that the ancient versions of the LXX
are likely to be of great service in the reconstitution of the Greek
Biblical text, and therefore the publication of Coptic texts, properly

edited, is a most laudable employment, every scrap of new matter

being a possible aid.

But, obviously, if they are to be of real service, the texts must
be properly edited, and an accompanying version must have the merit

of being correct and faithful.

Professor Rossi has been, for some time past, engaged in pub-
lishing South-Coptic texts from the Egyptian Museum in Turin.

The first fasciculus was published in 1883, comprising the Gospel
of Nicodemus, and a sermon of Theophilos; and, since that period,

Prof. Rossi has exhibited very considerable activity in publishing the

succeeding fasciculi.

His transcriptions are industriously made, up to the extent of his

knowledge of South- Coptic ; but that knowledge is inadequate, and
has involved him in such a mass of errors, that I have thought it

desirable to direct the attention of Biblical students who may make
use of these texts of Prof. Rossi, to the sort of mistake which they
must be prepared to allow for, in any inferences they may be inclined

to make therefrom.

I will here give one example to illustrate the lengths to which
this sort of error can be carried—an example which will be more
instructive than any mere statement to the effect that strange

mistakes do occur. The passage is found in the fourth Fasciculus
of the first volume of these Texts, at p. [41 /J 11] :

ebolje kata petseh Ma, secondo la sentenza di Cristo

mn com nwpolis ehop che non si pud nascondere una cittd

eske ehrai ej5 wtow posta sopra un monte,

wde meuje whebs ne una lampada

nsekaaf ha wsi* (sic) nel cuor delta notte.
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Xow, here the biblical student would naturally be struck witli this

novel statement :
*

' one cannot hide a city placed on a mountain, nor

a lamp in the heart of the.night.'^^ This must be some unheard-of

*' reading", of a wholly different text from that usually given, and

curiosity would naturally be aroused as to the new "text" thus

disclosed.

Let us then examine this text. The last two lines are not really

translated : Prof. Rossi did not understand them at all^ so he guessed

at an explanation, just as he might have done with the fragment of a

. sentence in demotic or hieratic characters of a barely legible writing,

and containing two or three unknown words. But what are the

facts? He had plainly before him w si, which mean simply and

always "a bushel", and he ran these two words into one to make
wse, "night", after altering the word as shown by his "(sic)".

But even 50, nothing was effected in the way of translation. He has

apparently rendered ha by "heart"; but ha means "under", and

thus we have, as the only conceivahle rendering of ha w si ,
" under

a bushel". The previous word nsekaaf can mean nothing but

"ut ponant eum", and there remains only one word to correct, viz.,

meuje, which should have been meujere, "they do not light"
;

and thus there emerges our old friend :
—" men do not light a lamp

that they may put it under a bushel", the vtto rov /xoSlov of Matt. v. 15.

It was while reading Prof. Bossi's versions, with a view to a study

in Homilies, that I was frequently so astounded by "impossibilitiet.",

that the conviction forced itself on me that these " versions" are not

of the slightest service for comparative purposes, because just where

one wants the precise meaning in order to make temporary inferences

or hypotheses, the vagueness or incorrectness of the rendering given

by Prof. Bossi deprives the investigator of all chance of success, and

reduces his Translation to the level of the myriad things that "had
better be done otherwise or not done at all."

I have, therefore, read seven Fasciculi of his Texts, and I do not

seek to hide the opinion which the perusal has produced on my mind,

that these Texts have been exceedingly unfortunate in finding an

editor whose views on Coptic grammar are so undecided, and whose

training in translation seems to have been too exclusively from the

little understood texts of Old Egyptian.

I.

I will begin with an examination of his edition—text and trans-

lation,—of the fragments of the Book of Proverbs. His translation
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occupies about ten and a-half pages quarto of "Vol. II, Fasciculus 2

(1889), and contains about 180 verses or parts of verses, so that it is

by no means a large portion of the text of Proverbs.

I shall here set down about thirty errors, of a character which
shows that Prof. Possi has no proper familiarity with some of the

essential rules of Coptic grammar, in reference to nearly every part

of speech. The text, unfortunately, is not well preserved, so that he

has had to have recourse to conjecture, and conjecture is admittedly

a dangerous weapon. What makes the matter more unintelligible is,

that he had a published text to correct from, if he did not know the

proper emendation. And some of his conjectui'es are about the worst

conjectures that could have been made.

1. To begin at the beginning, the very first verse he has trans-

lated incorrectly

:

pestortr de iiin pniise Ma il disordine e la contenzione

moose hetf nipecroh camminano colV indigenza.

This is to ignore the meaning of hetf, which certainly does not

mean "with," but ''before," ''in front of"; cf. Prov. xxiv. 66,

wcie efsok hetf mpohe mbaampe, " a he-goat stalking before the

herd of goats," rpayos r]yovix€vo'i alTroXcov, LXX. The LXX text

in our passage, (xvii. 14), shows of course that this was the meaning
intended, irporjy^lTai 8e ttJs evSetas.

The word is of common occurrence, and is met with in his own
" texts," cf. Iiv 27 ;8 23 ; 41 y 25, in neither of which is the passage

translated literally, so as to exhibit the precise meaning of the phrase.

2. The very next verse, the second of his text, contains another

mistake, for ho edits conjecturally, his conjecture being in brackets:

[w]u bote lie inpesnau fa due cose abbominevoli

iliiahrm piiwte al rospetto di Bio,

Here, as ne is the copula, the suggestion of wn (which means there is)

is wrong. But the conjecture is further quite out of the range of

possibility by the laws of Coptic construction: for bote is the predicate

here, the meaning being "both are abominations", a construction

which demands henbote ne mpesnau, exactly as in his own text

XXX. 14, we have hensefe ne nobhe mpsere ethow, "the teeth of

the wicked son are swords", eK-yovov KaKov /xaxoiipa<s tov<s oSoVras exct.

In our passage, the LXX has aKaOapro^ koI jSSeXvKToq, which the

Copt has lumped together into his henbote. But Prof. Rossi's con-

jecture is quite out of the question, and is not Coptic at all.
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3. The third verse has a mistake of translation : for he renders

it *'chi eleva alta la sua casa, va in cerca di dolore^^ ; the Coptic

word is wosf , which does not mean dolore, but *' ruin", and is used

to express the LXX a-wrpi^-qv. The word is of constant occurrence, as

the exact representative of o-wrpi^oi, a-vvTpLfxfxa, &c., cf. Job, tx. 17
;

xxix, 17; xxxi. 22; xxxviii. 11, 15; Prov. ix. 24; xx. 30; Eccl.

xii. 6 ; Isai. xiii. 6 ; xxviii. 12 ; Ezek, xxvii. 34 ; xxix. 17 ; in every

one of which it is used to translate this Greek verb or its derivatives..

4. In the next chapter, xviii. 8, we come upon a conjecture which

exhibits in the most vivid manner the want of grammatical knowledge

which shines through his edition of these "texts." It ought not to

be such a hidden mystery that the varied forms of the Coptic verb are

not to be applied at random. But the laxity of rendering which has

been the bane and the reproach of translations from Old Egyptian,

where definite knowledge is often not to be had, must not be allowed

to penetrate into versions from its descendant, the Coptic language,

which in its minute and subtle distinctions, leaves small room for

doubt as to its meaning, and no justification whatever for looseness

in rendering.

If there be one certainly ascertained law in Coptic grammar, it is

the law that the forms of the verb have a definite use and application..

Among these verbs occurs hko with its brother-form hkaeit ; the

latter expresses a very di:fferent idea from the former, for hko means

"to be gettijig hungry", but hkaeit is a sort of participial form, and

means " Z>m?^ hungry ". It is plain therefore that hkaeit, which

means "being now in a hungry state", ought not to be used in the

future ;
and as a matter of fact, there is no more categorical imperative

in any language than the law which peremptorily forbids its use as

a future. Prof. Eossi has broken the rule, and has edited

:

tepetykhe de iiiicabhet Vanima dei pusilli

nahk[aeit] sard affamata.

That is utterly impossible to Coptic structure : he should have con-

jectured the other form, hko.

Here then are four serious errors in his first page of a text which

is extant in another edition, and which has the original LXX to keep

an editor from rushing off the rails.

5. Here is another conjecture, xx. 10 :

^TDoc nsi mS whwi peso grande e piccolo

a[ud s]ei pe snte c misure doppie

henakatharton iie sono immorali.
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This text naturally causes one to open great eyes of wonder at the
ingenuity of wrongness which could stray so far from the lines laid

down by the text of the LXX, a-TaO/jLov /xcya kol fxiKpbv koI fxirpa

SLo-ard. For pe could here have no meaning at all; si (sei) which
he suggests, is masc, whereas snte, *'two" is fem., and it was very
unlikely that the Copt would again use it for fxirpa after he had just

used it for a-TaO/xov.

In fact, it is a bad guess, for the words should be auo oipe snte,
oipe being tlie regular Coptic word for fxirpov, and further haviDg the
advantage of being a noun feminine, — oipe snte, "two measures."

6. Here again he has edited an impossibility, though it is not
possible for me to say whether he has obeyed or disobeyed his

papyrus
: in either case his text and his translation are both wholly

incorrect and impossible (xxiii. 5)

:

esope eksansmn se volgi

eratk erof tuo piede verso di ltd,

nnefuonh ebol non apparisca.

I do not know why he should have thought it right to give such a
weakening to the very strong negative future, nnefwonh ebol,
used to represent the LXX ovBa/xov cfiaveXraL, but the protasis contains

a triple monstrosity in the word eratk given by him and translated
" thy fooV\ tuo piede. The badness is quite out of proportion to the
difference of meaning :

—

{a) the verb smn is in its short form, the form used when it

immediately precedes the noun it governs and with which it forms
almost a compound word— a fonn somewhat analogous to the construct

state in Hebrew, and which therefore has been styled the construct

form of the verb, though I prefer to call it the proclitic form,—and
€ould not possibly be followed by the preposition e in eratk

.

(f) even so, smn with rat could have no meaning such as he
attributed to it.

{c) rat, meaning "foot", is not Coptic at all: the word is only
used in cpd. prepp., and in certain verbal phrases, of which this is

not one
; see No. 24.

The LXX should have kept him straight here, for it has kav

i7n(TT-i]crY}<i TO aov ofjLfxa irpos avTov, i.e. the word was eiat-k, "thy
glance", and has nothing to do with eratk !

7. And as he has a very imperfect notion of the functions of the
various forms of the verbal root, so he has an equally unsatisfactory

grasp on the ascertained facts as to the cases governed by special
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verbs. Of this, the following conjecture of his will give clear proof,

xxiv. 14 :

—

eksanhe de se poi la troverai,

er[e pekhae] anai sara la tua fine buona.

As the LXX has eav yap evpyjs, tcrrat KaXr] rj reXevr-^ arov, he COuld
not very well err, hut he most assuredly cannot get his translation

legitimately out of his text, for, as it stands, it would mean, "if thou
falP\ eksan-he, an intransitive verb. . It could not possibly be the
verb he, "to find", in the text as he has edited it. Then in the

apodosis, his ere is wrong, simply because of the previous mistake :

he should have given eksanhe eros, "if thou find it, wisdom",
and then he would have seen the necessity of having the future na
in his apodosis.

8. His mistake is of course heightened by the fact that he does

not know what case he, "to find," governs, for he has edited, at

xxvii. 26, ekehe [n]hieib, for the LXX tva wat a-ot apves ; but the

verb he is followed by the directive e, and could not have n in

immediate succession to it. |

9. And now we have another conjecture, of the wildest kind, with
absolutely nothing to recommend or justify it, xxx. 12 :

t[efiuntjb]iii de mpftbbos ma non lava la sua sozziira.

The preceding half of the verse is absent from the papyrus, and in the

beginning of the latter half is a lacuna, which Prof. Eossi has filled

up in the most mechanical and farfetched way, reading tef-mnt jbin,
because his papyrus gave him, as he thought, the final letters .... «w,

and he did not know any other Coptic word ending in these letters than

the word mntjbin, rendered sozEz^r^?. "Well, mntjbin is a Coptic

word, certainly ; but what word in the LXX original was it intended

to represent ? There we have Tr]v 8' c^oSov avrov ovk aTreVti/^ei/. I do
dwell upon his non lava, in the present tense, for the confusion in his

tenses is extreme, and mpf as a prefix of past tense has its rights

frequently ignored; but where is the word for mntjbin ?

The fact is, he has misread his papyrus, which obviously has

not . ... in [irt], but . . . . ie [IH], for the word he should have
edited was of course tef-hie, "his way", as the representative of

Tr]v e^oSov avrov.

10. Here follow in the same word two conjectural emendations,

both of which are wrong, exhibiting a very serious want of gram-
matical knowledge of the most elementary kind ; for he has edited
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at XXV. 14, e[t]w[6]nh ebol , instead of euwonli ebol, and

has thereby broken two laws : (a) the definite prefix et - is quite im-

possible here, and {jS) the present stem wonh should have been used.

11. In the next verse he has committed another blunder, which

his translation forbids us to explain as a typographical slip :

ere wlas ncnon de la lingua molle

wesf enkees rompe le ossa.

He renders "Z^ ossa,^^ " the bones," but the LXX has o-wrpiySct ocrraj

without the definite article. This, however, did not deter him, and so

he has edited a text which has three bad errors !

{a) wesf is the proclitic form of the verb, and could not be used

before a preposition.

(b) the preposition could not have been e, as wosf is followed

by the connexive n, and not the directive e .

(c) there was no definite article at all.

Read wesf hen-kees, with the indefinite article, and all is proper

and a literal version of the LXX.
12. And he is equally in the dark as to the distinction observed

in Coptic with reference to the fonn of the verb to be used when a

suffix pronoun follows it. Thus he conjectures, xxv. 21 :

ersan pekjaje hko [matmef] auo efsaneibe iuat[sef]

where both his conjectures are wrong, the only forms permissible here

being tmmo, and tso : matmmof, "feed him," matsof, "give

him drink."

13. The following verse exhibits the same want of skill, for he

suggests knas[6k] henjbbes nkoht hijn tefape, " thou shalt

bring coals of fire on his head"; whether sok be or be not the right

word to suggest here for LXX crwpcvo-ei?, it is certain that it is not

the right form of the verb, because it immediately precedes the

governed noun, and must therefore appear as (sk) sek.

14. (xxv. 24)

:

naniv i^oh e tneglio abitare

lin 'w[knhe nweei] sul canto di uu tetto.

I do not of course deny that knhe is a Coptic word, but the LXX
has €7rt ywvias 8dj/>taTo?, and the word for ywvta is klje, (cf. Prov.

vii. 8, 12; xxi. 9 ; though it is also rendered by kooh, Job i. 19;

tow, Zeph. i. 16; and konia (ywvta), Zech. xiv. 10); but I do not

think it is ever translated by knhe

.
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Tliis word knhe occurs in a curious passage, Amo» viii. 3:

auo senaos ebol nci nmestibs mprpe [Hn] mmelate nknlie,

where the last three words seem a mere gloss, for the LXX has only

Kttt oXoXvicL TO. <l>aTvo)/xaTa tov vaov ; but I do not think that it is

found in any other passage of the South-Coptic version. At any rate,

kooh nwei would certainly have been a better conjecture if the

textual usage be adhered to.

15. A wrong case-government is suggested in his conjecture on

XXV. 23, who de natsipe s[afnw]cs nhenlas, '' una faccia im-

pudente irrita le lingue" ; for nwcs is followed by the directive e,

cf. Gen. xl. 2, afnwcs epefsiwr snau; Job xxxii. 2, afnwcs
e-eiob; Isai. xii. 1 ; xxviii. 28. He should have given saftinwcs,

of course.

16. He suggests a wrong preposition on xxvi. 7, wparanomia
[hitn] row nnathet, where hitn should be ebolhn, to cor-

respond with the LXX e/c crro/xaros a.<^pov(ov.

17. I^or does he understand the principle which guides the use of

the definite prefix et^ for he has suggested, xxv. 28, [nthe nwpolis
et]ere nessobt (sfsor), "like a city whose walls are broken,"

where etere cannot be used, but only ere, as it is in connexion

with an indefinite noun.

18. We now have a proof of his ignorance of the meaning of

common Coptic words, for he suggests, xxvii. 7 :

—

sare tepsykhe ettsieu Vanima satolla

[rhal] epebio ebol disprezza il miele.

To this suggestion of rhal, there are the following objections: it

could not be followed by ebol; it does not govern the directive e

;

and it does not mean LXX e/xTrai^ct, "loathe", disprezza, for it

means "to deceive," cf. Gen. iii. 14, phof pentafihal mmoi, 6 o<^is

rjiroLTrja-i /xe.

[Here, too, Ciasca's text is somewhat doubtful, for he edits : sare

wpsykhe etsieu jer nstste pebio ebol, ij/vxr] iv TrXrja-fxovrj ovcra

KrjpLOi? ilJLTraCicL, with the following note : "etsieu = etsew;
nstste (sic) abundat." But one does not see why either (sic) or

dbundat should appear here, for ts'te is quite coiTect in form, and

t s t e ebol is the translation of e/xTrat^ei. The difficulty lies in

etsieu, where the prefix is wrong: either tepsykhe et-t., or

with the indefinite wpsykhe es-t., should have been found
;
[and

in the use of the paraphi'ase sare ... jer nsfste ebol, which the

Copt evidently used to express the element in e/x7rat^€t, "the satiated
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soul plays with so as to reject the honeycomb" ;] where too it may
be noted that Ciasca's = etsew is also a mistake, for the verb is

tsio, "to satiate," and not tso, 'Ho give to drink," a mistake to

which something is added by the {sic) which he appends in his note

to the word epet t si e n , " better than the satiated man," xxvi. 16.]

19. As he edits the full form of the verb sometimes in place

of the short form, so he performs the counter operation, and gives

impossibilities like his text at xxvii. 17: prome pe saftbs [mpho
m] p e f s b e r , a.vr]p Se 7rapo$vv€i Trpocrwirov eraipov. Here tb s is the

proclitic form, and could not be followed by the connexive m, which

must be deleted as an unwarrantable intruder.

[It is remarkable that Ciasca's text on this verse contains two

errors of a related kind, for we find there saftom ppenipe, where

tom cannot be right, and also saftobs pho, where tobs is also

wrong, being the form of the verb used with the suffix pronoun, as

Job vi. 9, maref-tobs. t , rpoicrdTO) yae.]

20. Nor is it easy to see why he has left the text as it stands,

xxvii. 21 :

[t]doki[inion] mphat la prova delV argento

mil pnvrb e delV oro

.... a vrw i \il fuoco'].

The LXX has Bokl/jllov dpyvpLco kol )(jivcr<2 TrvpoocrLS, but the Coptic for

the last word he has not attempted to suggest. I^Tow, the phrase is

not unknown elsewhere in the Bible, cf. Zech. xiii. 9 : kol Trvpoxroy

avTovs ws TTvpovraL to dpyvpiov, which the Coptic renders ntapastw
nthe mphat esaupastf ; so that it is obvious that the unmeaning-^

.... WW, which he gives as the reading of his papyrus, was a totally

different set of letters, not .... OTO'Jr, but .... CTOT, for Ciasca's

text fits the letters like a glove : pe pastw, a good instance of the

infinitival noun with following suffix.

21. And what is to be said of the following text and translation?

xxvii. 27 :

ps[ere vrn]tk hennoc usa

je mpekonh

So runs his conjectural reading, with the following version, ''figliuolo,

tu hai [da me] parole utili alia tua vita." I^ow, I want to call

attention to this translation : the LXX has vu, Trap" ifxov ep^et? p^a-ei^

icrxvpcts €ts Tr]v t^tarjv crov, and his Italian version keeps close to that,

hut at what cost ? He had to insert da me, and utili had also to be

extracted, for there is nothing whatever to represent it in the text
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as he has given it, unless he read nsau, ''useful"! Then he
thought wntk, " thou hast," would stand well for the e^ets, ignoring
entirely the fact that the nap ifxov is really the predication.

The word tcrxvpas gives the solution, for ''firm, strong", is tek,
so that it is a matter of absolute certainty that the Copt meant to

set forth Trap' ifxov l(rxvpd<s by using [ai]tk "I have strengthened,
confirmed," &c., tk being the proclitic form, used immediately before
the object hennoc nsaje, " many sayings."

And that is Ciasca's text, aitek, &c., of course.

22. Before treating of this passage, I may quote a few lines from
his Preface, in which he speaks of " the absence in [Peyron's] lexicon
of certain roots that do occur in these texts, as for example that of

tsiow with the signification of congregare, which is quoted with this

meaning in Parthey's vocabulary." Kow, Parthey certainly has this

item, as Prof. Eossi says, but all the same the whole statement is a
nullity, for there is no such verb as tsiow, ^^ congregare^''^ in these

texts ! Let us examine the passage, xxviii. 8 :

netna' nnheke
|

le adunerd per quelli

netnatsiow miuow che hanno misericordia del poveri.

The reader will note that he has le adtmerd as the translation of the

pretended root tsiow, "to gather", but it is all wrong : it is the

root tsio, "to satiate", to which reference has been made above,

with suffix pronoun, tsio-w, and the translation is, " they who have
mercy on the poor are they shall satiate the^nselves with them^\ [with
riches, plural, or reading mmos, if it be singular].

There is not the shadow of a foundation for this assumed root

tsiow, " congregare", in this verse, save the very poor argument that

the LXX has crwayet avTov, which the Coptic version paraphrases.

23. The misgovernment of verbs is again illustrated in his con-

jecture, xxviii. 25 :

petkd nhtef mpjoeis chi pone il cuor suo nel Signore.

for ko nhtef is invariably followed by the directive e ; cf. Job vi.20
;

xxi. 24; Prov. iii. 18 ; Ezek. xxix. 7, 12.

24. Kor has he any clearer insight into the mysteries of Coptic

nominal structure, for he has made the following conjecture, xxix. 5 :

efnasorf ebol ene[frat mmin] mmof.

This ludicrous reading is intended as Coptic for LXX irept^dWeL

avTo Tots iavTov TrocrtV. To dream of editing enefrat ! Why, we
R.I. A. PEOC, SEE. III., VOL. IH. D
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know nothing of rat save with pronominal affixes ; as independent

substantive, we must use werete, not rat.

25. The following emendation is yet more noteworthy. His text

is given thus, xxix. 7 :

auo mpf[h]e nkehet nsown.

His translation reads, ''ne anco ha mente a conoscere"; to which he

appends the note, *'letteralmente ha cuore^^ \ i.e., he is translating

so literally, and, as he judges, so accurately, that he will not even

diverge from the text so much as to render ha mente instead of

ha cuore, without calling tlie reader's attention to the fact.

And it is all wrong : text, translation, and note !

I cannot even understand how he got it, for no conceivable pressure

can extract his version out of the text he has given : for mpf is a

past prefix, and he would have to mean " fi.nd" or "get", and then

would have had to be followed by the directive e ; and lastly, he

has ignored the original altogether, for the LXX has koI tttwxw ovx

vTrapx^f' vovs cVtyvw/xwi/. From this it becomes clear that, as vovs

iTnyvwfXdiv is rendered by het nsown, the word ttt^x^ ^^ omitted

altogether in his text ; hence we see that he has misread his papyrus,

for TTTOixos is heke, he eke, i.e.,

not [e]ftKe but [H]KKe.

And then his mpf is further seen to be a mistake for mnte, and

the text should read: mnte pheke het nsown, ''the poor has

not an understanding heart."

26. It is one of the most certain facts in the use of Coptic

compound verbs, that ji and ti denote respectively the passive (or

middle) and the active, e.gr.

:

tisbo, "to teach"; jisbo, "to learn";

tismw, "to praise"; jismw, "to be praised"
;

tioms, "to baptize"; jioms, "to be baptized" ; &c.

But Prof. Rossi has no sure grasp of this not very difficult principle,

for he has edited, xxix. 15 : [jisi]pe mpefeiot, " conturba il padre

suo," where obviously the ji is quite impossible, for "to make

ashamed" is tisipe, whereas jisipe is "to 5^ ashamed".

27. That he does not understand the principle is clear, for in

another passage, Prov. xxiii. 13, he edits, mprlo ektisbo ,

which he translates by "non cessar di istruir^^, perche, «&c., where

the LXX has viyTrtoj/ TracSevctv, tisbo nwkwi, of course.
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28. Now we have the case of a plain unmistakable reading made

to yield an unheard-of word, for he gives, xxix. 22 :

sare if^rdme de nhak thms epnobe

The LXX has avr]p Se opyt'Xos i^wpv^ev a/JLapTtav, and this text Prof.

Rossi has rendered I'uomo pronto [all' ira] scava il peccato, giving

the following note

:

" The verb thms, which I have taken in the sense of the Greek

iiopva-a-oi ^' scavare", is not found in Peyron's Lexicon, where we have

only the form thmso, with the meaning sedere facere, constituere''^

.

It is not found in Peyron's Lexicon : I should think not, for it

does not exist at all in the Coptic language, of any dialect or period

!

He has divided the words wrongly : it should be the proclitic form,

thmse pnobe, ''a hasty man establishes sin", corresponding with

the previous clause, cyetpet vet/cos, " stirs up strife."

29. The last specimen that I shall quote is perhaps also the worst.

It is at xxxi. 26, which he gives thus :

[ii]a[sr]h[m]iiie de mn mmntna bi peslas^

which he renders : "si govemo con benignita nella lingua sua", a

translation and text so perversely wrong, that it almost requires to

be seen before one can believe it to have been possible that a Coptic

editor should have made such a venture.

Let us dissect it: fhmme, does mean "to govern", but what
is the prefix nas ? His translation, si govemo, " she governed

herself", shows that he conceived it possible that there could be

such a prefix as nas- in South-Coptic !

Then, we have three conundrums which solicit attention : what
did he conceive was the function of m before mntna? what does he

take to be the precise use of mn ? and how does he imagine the

preposition hi can be twisted into meaning "w6^/<? lingua" ?

The whole is a mass of absurdities : for, here mn couples two
nouns, of which the latter mmntna is in the plural, "mercies", and

so the former was probably also a noun in the plural. Hence the

problem was simply to determine, what was the noun hidden under

the following fragments ?

a me

Now, there is only one noun in the Coptic language that would
suitably fill up that gap, and that is ansmme , ^eo-/>tot; and the clause

meant ^^ statutes and mercies are on her tongue." The LXX text

D 2
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yaries considerably, and the Coptic version is certainly not a literal

rendering of any text, but the text itself should have been clear.

And it is given in Ciasca.

II.

It will be seen that the above collection of errors, in fragments

of a few chapters of an already published work, is of ominous

suggestiveness as to the probabilities of error, where text and trans-

lation are to be edited independently.

I propose now to take up the consideration of these texts in the

order of their publication. The first Fasciculus (1883), contained:

1 the Gospel of Nicodemus, of which a Latin translation from the

masterly hand of Peyron was published by Tischendorf in his Evangelia

Apocrypha (1876), to which I do not intend to refer; and, 2, an

Exegesis of Theophilus, translated by Prof. Rossi himself, *' as literally

as possible." But, to secure this, another qualification besides the

grammatical was desirable, for in writings of this kind, where the

writer's mind is filled with reminiscences of Scripture, and where his

habitual speech is in fact a mosaic of Biblical texts, it is obvious that

the second essential for a good edition is, that the editor should have

great familiarity with the words of the Bible. Unfortunately, Prof.

Rossi does not possess this qualification either.

I cannot of course set down everything to be found fault with :

I shall confine myself to the mistakes of a significant and character-

istic sort. At the very outset, the editor has failed to see, or at least

does not set forth, the obvious intention of the preacher to make a

sixfold comparison

:

1. the sun has arisen, and the darkness is dispersed;

2. the king has assumed the crown, his foes are suhdued

;

3. the odour is shed forth, the stench is destroyed
;

4. the lion has issued forth, the heasts have fled
;

5. the physician has come, the sick may be healed;

6. the delight of creation is manifested, mourners may rejoice.

30. But the very next paragraph contains an extraordinary mis-

translation, which his note only intensifies : [65 ^ 5]

—

wpolis^ ere wrro* Bjaje nakote eros^ nforbes ehwn^

tote sare netnhets terw sope hn wnoc nthmko.

Toothing can be plainer or more certain than the meaning of this

clause :
** (as when) a hostile king is surrounding a city and besieging
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it, all those ivho are in it are wont to become greatly afflicted, &c."

But he renders the phrase netnhets, by "* ciiori di tutti i suoi

abitanti", adding as a note that the literal translation of this passage

would be i vostri cuori di essa. There is no such construction known
to Coptic grammar as netn-het.s! That reading is a perfect

apocalypse, and the note lifts the veil. What the preacher said was

:

n-et-nhets, "those who are in it".

31. [66 a 8] :

nterefnau epjaje name ntmntroine ters^ ete pai pe

pdiabolos Je afobr ehwn ntoikwmene ters.

In this passage the editor did not understand afobr, and so he

printed a note thereon : "in the group afobr ehwn, I take the root

obr, (not kuown to me from other examples, nor by me found in any

lexicon,) according to the drift of the preposition that accompanies it,

in the meaning of to enter, petietrare, invadere, &c. The Coptic word
which is nearest in form to our root is sbr, amicus, socius, &c.,

whence we have the verb rsbf , amicus, esse, fieri, &c., but I have

not found &c." ; and, accordingly, he concocted a root obr, which

he translated to invade. I^ow, he had just edited on the previous

page, nf-orb-es ehwn, with the pronominal form of the verb,

6rb-s ehwn; and as we have here the connexive particle n, it

might have been expected that a moment's reflection would have

given him the solution: the word is not any imaginary obr, still

less the poor suggestion of sbr, but is simply an inversion of the

letters r and b, viz. af-6rb ehwn, in the absolute form of the

verb, "he besieged" ; cf. nai ntauerb-teutn ehwn, Jerem. xxi. 4.

32. The want of familiarity with the Bible is everywhere pain-

fully manifest, but it does not always avenge itself so plainly as in

the following : [67 yS 8]

ncij etswuw le mani vanagloriose

aftreusoTTtS ebol fece essere rette.

"He made straight the vain-glorious hands!" That is, he not only

did not know that it was withered hands that were healed, but

he did not know the Coptic word for "withered," for he has con-

founded swow with swsw :

CtJOTOOOT with OfOnfClJOT

33. It is natural to infer that he has at times misread the papyrus,

for where the letters are faded, it is the grammar often which adds
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the certainty, and says that such and such a letter must be ; now cf

.

[68^8 26]:

nai ce terw neueire guesie cose tutte fecero

mpow naf pe in questo giorno a lui.

But how could the imperfect tense neueire be rendered by his

preterite fecero, how could mpow, " to-day" be used with a preterite,

and how could the alsolutexeih eire appear without its object and the

connexive particle ? These are three stumbling-blocks, which should

have forced him to see that he should have had mmow, '*them">

and not mpow, in questo giorno. If his papyrus has the latter, it

is simply wrong and impossible, and should have been emended.

34. And just in the same way, it is obvious that his text is not a

faithful representation of the papyrus, where he gives [73 a 18],

euneukleros erow, which he has rendered " (si dividono) alia

8orte^\ although it is utterly impossible to Coptic structure! The
text should have had eunejkleros and not euneukleros, for the

passage runs as follows: eupos nnefhoite ejow eunejkleros erow,

''they part his garments among them, casting lots for them", the

root being plainly nej, **to cast".

His version of [77 a 8] '* si dividono colla sorte le sue vesti", shows

that this text, where there is a lacuna, eune . . . kleros erow, was
misunderstood in exactly the same way.

35. The Greek words with which the Coptic text is interlarded,

are often a difficulty to the editor ; cf . [74 a 8] :

afbdl ebol nnepsykhowe sciolse le anitne
*

etopt entamio n'nkake chiuse nelle tenehre.

Here attention is drawn by his n, which shows that he felt some

awkwardness, a sort of indefinable malaise he could not remedy ; but

his rendering, ^^ nelle tenebre", proves that he had no inkling of

the true state of affairs, viz., "the souls shut up into the chambers of

darkness, ntamieion nkake" !

36. The confusion of his mind with reference to verbal forms can

scarcely be set forth more clearly than in his edition of the following

passage [74 a 14]. His translation runs thus :

Imperocche questo e

quello che promise a noi colla sua bocca di veritd,

quesia, da cui nessuna menzogna esce in

eterno.

Se esaltano me sulla terra, io li trarro tutti

a me.
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This of course is to ignore the fact that tHs last sentence is the

promise referred to in the previous clause; but passing that by, his

esce exhibits a fatal misunderstanding, which his note as usual sets

into high relief. His text has :

*

teftapro mme tai ete mlaau ncol ei

ebol nhets eneli.

His note says: "the text has here mlaau, a form unused, or

perhaps wrong, for mn laau ". The text is certainly wrong, but so

is his note ; utterly wrong, because the verb ei, " to go", is not used

in the present tense at all; so that this mnlaau ei, '' (non) esce^\ is

an ungrammatical suggestion: it should have been mpe, and not

mn, and then the translation would have been " his veracious mouth,

out of which no lie ever came" ; or the future negative nine, '' will

never come".

37. The following seems hardly intentional, but it is significant

:

[75^221 woss ebol nnetnaistheterion, which he has trans-

lated, •* dilatate la vostra selvaggia intelligenza". iN'ow, what does

he suppose is gained by putting in selvaggia, "savage", and whence

is it got ? The Greek word here used, ala-OrjTijpLoy, has surely no

great mystery about it.

38. At [79 a 2], we have the following :

pkah terf tllwlai la terra tutia giuhila,

je a pesnof mpefrro perche il sangue del suo re

poht ehrai ejof e sparso su essa.

Va
afkatbarize ansen Turificb le piante

tepw te[iitiwo] tutte germoglianti (?),

ebolje pjoeis ase poiche il Signore e appeso

ejm pse mpestauros al legno della croce.

On this passage he gives a note: "here also the text is incorrect,

and I fear I have not thoroughly grasped the author's idea ; here, also,

we have a instead of e (ansen for ensen,) and the group tentiwo

in place of nettiwo ". He most assuredly has not caught the idea,

and both his suggestions are wrong and impossible. The word could

not be ensen, with the directive e, because katharize does not

govern the directive, but the connexive n (cf. Levit. viii. 15 ; xii. 7
;

xiii. 6, 23, &c.), and nettiwo is quite out of the question when

ensen is impossible.

He has gone completely astray : the sense is " the earth shouts

for joy because the blood of its king has been shed on it, and has
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purified [it] ; the trees have all blossomed because God has been

suspended on the wood of the cross" ; and the text should have been :

a nsen terw tiwo •

39. The following perversion of the sense seems to be due to the

misconception of a word used in a Coptic-Latin lexicon, for otherwise

it seems unintelligible [80 ^ 5] :

pestauros pe la croce e

pesmine la ferma costituzione

nncjeu etrhot delle navi vantate

hnwmntsaie per bellezza.

What does that mean ? " The cross is the firm constitution of the

ships vaunted for beauty"! l^ow, fhot means *'to sail", and the

words meant, " of the ships that are sailing in beauty". But whence
came his '^vantate'''' ? Parthey's lexicon has two entries :

f ho t , navigare.

r h 6 6 1
,

jactare (navigantem).

Did Prof. Eossi take the latter entry, and render it "to boast",

vantare ?

40. When his text is wrong, he sometimes even does not see any
defect, [81 a 4] :

pestauros pe la croce e

pehlol la caligine

nuentausise dei maledici.

His note says: ''literally, of those who were bitter [in speech]".

Now, what on earth could be the meaning of such a sentence— *' the

cross is the darkness of those who were bitter in speech" ? The cross

was their siveetening^ not their darkness, and the Coptic word was
hloc, not hlol.

41. In the last page of his translation there are a dozen mis-

takes, all of which I cannot set down here. The cross is a terrible

stumbling-block to him, for he edits [81 a 21] :

pestauros pe la croce e

psobt ettajreu la preparazione salda.

The meaning is quite wrong : s o b t has nothing to do with

sobte, "to prepare"; it means ^' {citj-)walP\ being the regular

word to express tcIxos, cf. Num. xiii. 20 ; 1 Keg. xxv. 16; 2 Eeg.
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xi. 24 ; Tobi. xiii. 16 ; Ps. 1. 20 ; Jer. 1. 15 ; Ezek. xxvii. 11 ; whereas

Totxos is t -
j , cf. 1 Reg. xviii. 11 ; Job xxxiii. 24 ; Ps. Ixi. 4 ;

Isai.

lix. 10 ; Ezek. xxiii. 14 ; xl. 13 ; xli. 5 [= <^/)ay/xos, Ps. Ixxx. 14;

Eccl. X. 8]. What the writer said was that "the cross was the

fortified, strengthened city-wall".

42. Here it is the Greek language that mystifies him :

a, pag'g'elos V angelo

^vdnh naf ebol apparve a lui

afkata tortifv naf e lo esaudl

mpefaitema nella sua domanda.

And he gives a long note as follows :
*' I translated the group

afkatatorthw naf according to the sense, by he heard him, not

knowing any Greek verbal root to which this can be referred, &c."

Then he suggests that it should be afkharize kata torthw naf,

*'he gratified him according to justice ^\ though the Greek verbal

root katorthw {KaropBooi) was appealing to him for acceptance, [a

common LXX word, usually rendered by the Coptic sowtn] : "the

angel accomplished for him his atrrjixa".

43. The last of his mistakes that I shall refer to in this Exegesis,

is not the least curious [83 /S 2] :

psoter jo mmos dice il Salvatore

je pig^enos questa nazione

meuesnojf ebol non pub salvarsi

eimete hmpeslel che nella preghiera

mn tnestia e nel digiuno.

On this we have an electric light flashed by his note: "the literal

translation of this passage would be, this nation cannot cast itself save

into prayer and fasting''^ [\~\ Here are his own words, questa nazione

non puo gettarsi che nella preghiera e nel digiuno. And this in spite

of ebol, (cast) ^^ ouV\ The Coptic words can mean nothing but,

"this yei/09, they are not wont to be able to cast it out, save by

prayer and fasting", tovto to yevos Iv ovhcvl hvvarai l^iXOexv, el /jltj

iv 7rpo(T€Vxr} koI viycrreta, Mk. ix. 29, (Matt. xvii. 21, ovk e/cTropcverat).

III.

The second Fasciculus (1884) contains matter referring to the

Council of Mcsea, a portion of the life of St. Athanasius, and some

fragments. A portion of the matter printed here by Prof. Eossi had
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been published by M. Eevillout (1873), but the edition of the latter

scholar was not good enough, according to Prof. Rossi, to make his

reprint undesirable : "he would have abstained from reprinting them
if he [M. Revillout] had shown more faithfulness to the original",

pref. p. 6. I shall not discuss the relative merits of the two editions,

but confine myself to the study of Prof. Rossi's text.

44. [11 a 7]:

pentafjoos je Quegli che disse

:

nej phap eroi, aud anok *' giudica me, ed io

tinatoube renderb il contraccambio*',

ntof pentannej e Quegli in cui ponemmo

penro^s terf erof tutta la nostra sollecitudine.

He who said, ^^judge me and I will repay" : that is plainly meant
as a quotation ; but whence ? It is not in the Bible, and it is not in

the Coptic words, which mean, "throw the judgment on me", "leave

judgment to me", exactly as in the latter half of his own text we
have, " as we have cast our care on him". Where was the logic of his

translation ? The passage is of course the verse quoted at Rom. xii. 19

and Hebr. x. 30, c^ot iKSUrjcns (though Deut. xxxii, 35, has iv rjfxepa

ckSikt^o-ccos,) our familiar words "vengeance is mine".

45. [13a 9]: His text is given as follows

:

lin ^vss (?) nwein neaunoc
hm pkake

The editor is doubtful of his own text, of which he gives this version

:

7ma gran luce sifece in mezzo alle tenehre. Kow, this version demon-

strates that he had no idea of the real construction of the passage.

He should have edited :

liu i/vssne on a sudden

aunoc iivroein a great light

[sa] hEn pkake shone in the darkness.

One would have thought that hn w ssne was common enough

not to be a mystery, and that the missing verb s a must have

suggested itself to even a beginner. To make the matter plain, I

will quote two passages in exemplication :

Job i. 19, hn wssne aunoc nhateu ei

LXX, i^aL<f>vr]<s TTvevfJia fJ-^ya. iTrrjXOev.

Zech. xiv. 7, hm pnau nrwhe fnasa nci woein
LXX, Trpos icTrepav co-rai <f>ios.
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46. The translation of the following passage will be of interest to

the student of ecclesiastical history [15, 20] :

anok de tihomolog^ei lo poi confesso

ntetrias etwaab la Triade Santa,

emn porj soop senza alcuna separazione

ntmntn'wte della divinitd,

wte messibe che non genera mutazio^re^

livte mespoone non genera divisione,

\wte mestako non produce perdita, ^c.

Now, probably the theologian would feel inclined to think he had

come upon a new version of the Athanasian creed in the expression

:

''the Holy Trinity, which does not generate change, and does not

generate division, and does not produce distinction" ! Eut it is simply

a blunder of the editor, who has taken mes to be a verb in con-

struction with sibe, poone and tako, and meaning "to bring

forth", in other words a form of mise ; whereas this mes is

nothing but the negative aorist prefix\ The words messibe, &c.

mean, "the Holy Trinity does not change

—

is not wont to change,

&c.'*, with the full force of this negd^iiYQ present consuetiidinal.

47. The next quotation is from a passage which the editor has

despaired of, largely on account of the word euajiphoros, which

is to him altogether unknown, " affatto zgnota^\ [16 a 24] :

netnaratsutm de quelli che non uhbidiranno

nsetmhomolog^ei e non la cotifesseranno,

euajiphoros (P) mptako si perderanno (?)

narios con Ario.

Obviously, it was a meaning of this kind that was intended to be

conveyed, but the editor does not attempt to solve the enigma in the

word referred to. Probably the change of a single letter will give

the solution

:

eue-ji phoros mptako n-Arios
"they will get the opos of the destruction of Arius".

48. The prepositions are a great stumbling-block to the editor,

who has not realised how definite is their usage. Thus he edits

[18, 13] "(his countenance was full of anger against us, but it did

not cause us any anxiety),

etbe pnoc neo^vr a causa della grands gloria

ntanei nhetf che in noi ne veniva;

on account of the great glory wliich came into us from thence^\ The
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text certainly says no such thing; it says, "for the great glory in

which we came^\ The writer did not mean that glory accrued to

them from the King's anger, but that they did not heed his anger,

"because of God's favour.

49. On the same page, another preposition has caused him to

pervert his original much more seriously [18, 24] :

eaton ce nesbowe dove sono le dottrine

mn cinsmse ed il cidto

Sta pekeidt bouM^ etootk che il padre tuo ti ordino

efnabuk eratf mpnwte di prestare a Dio.

*
' "Where are the doctrines and the service thy father ordered thee

to pay to God"? The editor's translation of the last line is utterly

wrong ; the word eratf is a cpd. preposition, meaning " at the

feet of", and the phrase efnabok eratf mpnwte means, ^^ when
he [thy father] ivas about to appear before God".

50. [20, 11]:

etraspbise io soffrirb

mn nasbr melos co' miei compagni pazientemente (?)
V
sante pn'wte na' nan Jinche Bio avrd misericordia di noi.

As to the meaning of his pazientemente, and that too followed by a (?),

I am quite at a loss. As melos must be a Greek word, the problem

here is to determine how the idea of "patiently" can be got out

of /xcXos ! It is, of course, only nonsense ; the words were

mn na-sbr-melos, "with my fellow-members".

This is quite a common use of sbr, "fellow-", followed by a

defining noun, sbrepiskopos
, "a fellow-bishop", &c.

51. In the following passage there is no insight shown, but mere
guess-work and helplessness. The bishops are telling how the King
had treated them : "he ordered his executioners to bind us hand and
foot, and to scuttle the boat under us" [22, 5] :

eaurbot dopoche ehbero navigato

epekro molto alto {ptel mare)

ankaan ebol ci abbandonarono.

anon de Noi poi tenevamo

nere ncij mpenhet le nostre mani

pors ebol stese ml petto ....
natsarx de

iisebel ebol an
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As will be seen, no attempt is here made to translate tlie last lines

;

and how could they hold their hands stretched out on their breast,

when they were bound hand and foot ? In any case, the Coptic text

says nothing to that effect, but is of quite different purport :
*' but as

for us, the hands of our heart were stretched out, but bodiless, so as

not to faint". Their bodily hands were tied, but the hands of their

heart were stretched out to God in unwearying supplication.

The construction of bol ebol with cij is perfectly correct

Coptic, and occurs ia Isai. xiii. 7, etbe pai cij nim nabol ebol,

LXX Slo. rovTO Tracra X^'-P eKAv^yycrerat ; Jer. 1. 15.

And what was the use of translating in the beginning of the

clause aufhot epekro by ehiero navigato molto alto {pel mare)7
whereas it means ''they sailed to the shore^\

52. The whole of this portion is badly done, and the difficulties of

the text are often slurred over in the translation, and that too without
mention. I may quote a few of these omissions [23, 26] :

nai de ere tpolis ters queste cose la cittd tutta

jo nS]no\¥ hoste disse

etres noein hitn

tase nmmeese
commossa

auo tespere ntassope dal prodigio fatto

aunts nahrm prro si portb presso il re.

That sort of translation is only too common in versions from Old
Egyptian, but it is quite intolerable in versions from a language so

generally pellucid as is the Coptic.

The editor gives no ... to show that anythiag has been omitted,

and his version is neither literal nor faithful. The words mean:
"these things the whole city shouts so as to make it shake by the
multitude of the crowds; and [as to] the miracle that had taken
place, they carried it before the King".

53. Or take the passage [25, 14] :

tenw ce ari pahre eron ora, dunqne, sana noi

lin nzetema etorj .

mn nlog'os

ethm paho mpekhet —
etbe psooce —
ntausoocn nhetf

nci narianos dagli errori degli Ariani.

Here are several lines with not a hint as to their translation, and
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no indicatiou whatever of anything being omitted! The omitted

lines mean : ''in the firm ^y^rrnxara and the Xoyoi which are in the

treasure of thy heart, on account of the wound the Arians have

wounded us with".

54. And surely an omission like the following should not have

occurred! In the confession of Faith made by Athanasius to the

King we have a series of propositions, winding up with this general

statement

:

come il piu grande

di tutti questi capi

noi confessiamo

i quattro evangelii,

a cui attingono (lett. bevono)

tutti i Cristiani.

pnoc nkephalaion
enai tervr

tnhomolog'ei mmof
ete peftovr neuag^g^elion ne

etere iiekhreistianos terow

so iihetw

and ]isah paulos

plas mpesitinwfe

mn nepistoloifre

nkatbolikon

And no notice whatever is taken that the Canon here mentioned

in the Coptic includes the words, " and the writer Paul, the tongue

of sweet savour, and the Catholic Epistles".

55. And the paragraph, as given in his version, winds up with

the following ridiculous misconception as to the possibilities of Coptic

structure [29,12] :

esope ce 6 prro
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imperative, "send thou". Secondly, anine does not mean ''come
thou", but ''bring". And thirdly, epima does not mean "along
with", but it means "to this place". So that the three words
meant the following: "if these propositions seem right to thee,

o King, wh^ then, send and hring hither our fellow-bishops whom thou
hast exiled".

56. [30, 5] :

tote afkelene nteunw allora chiamb tosto

nci prro nwberetarios il capo de' suoi eorrieri

nexuseudynatos pe

tS tefcom etref bok e lo mandb

takhy nsa nepiskopos ai vescovi santi.

His note bears on the unknown exuseudynatos , which he took to

be €^ov(TLohvvaro<ij and then, as he "could not find it in the dic-

tionaries", he rendered it " chief". Just so, and he omits altogether

the very words which should have shown him what it is ! For the

word pe is copula to a clause e-u Svi/aro^ pe hn tefcom, "who
is powerful in his might", and the previous word should be no^rs,
" a swift messenger".

The next article published in these Texts is the Sentences

(yvw/xat) of the Sacred Synod. I do not propose to go through this

publication in detail, as M. Eevillout can very well defend his own
work, with which also I am not here concerned. Towards the end,

Prof. Rossi's version gets somewhat worse, and exhibits some remark-

able handling of Greek words, which calls for notice here.

57. On page 91 of Prof. Rossi's translation we read the following

sentence: " Lo stolto crede che nessuno lo conoscera. Egli ignora

che trovasi nella vita come ad un convito". On looking to see what
the text of this curious passage was, the mystery was at once cleared

up [60, 12]: nfsown an je fo nonh nthe nw trapetes; i.e.

the words ad un convito, "at a banquet", are to be got out of

nwtrapetes. "Why then, the word trapetes must be supposed

to be a deriv. of Tpdire^al It is the word Spa-n-errjs, "a runaway
slave": the fool is like a runaway slave, and God's eye is steadily

watching him all through life, is the idea in the writer's mind.
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58. An equally curious passage is found in his version and note

on the word theodokos, at p. 80 of his translation: "this word,

formed from ©eos, God, and from the verb Se;)(o/>tat (Ionic ScKOfxaL),

signifies literally, one ivho receives God, title perfectly adapted to

Mary the Mother ("la generatrice") of God. However, owing to

the frequent change of t into 8 in Coptic, somebody might believe

that theodokos stands for theotokos {©cotoko^s, Deipara) ; but

this cannot be so here, because the latter epithet is given to Mary
immediately after, in its Coptic form trefjpenwte; and therefore

it would be a useless repetition of the same title".

The argument on the score of "useless repetition" is utterly

worthless, for nothing is commoner than just this habit of adding

the Coptic meaning to a Greek word used ; but when it is recollected

that this passage occurs in a declaration of faith against the Arians, it

seems needless to do more tban quote his note.

59. I shall conclude this " Text" with one more example [61, 1]:

esje 'w na arike Sii propenso

epheke je al povero, perche

mpfsupe nnaet non e felice.

eie w petiiasope Che cosa sard

mprmmao efka del ricco, che pone

uwb ejn niivb oro sopra oro

santVF rsebe sino a che arrugginisca^

" Be kindly disposed to the poor, because he is not happy" : so runs

Prof. Kossi's version of the above text.

There is not a particle of sense in it, in reference to the context,

and no justification for it from the Coptic words. The words mean :

"if there is a charge (a cause of blame) against the poor man, that

he has not been merciful", esje wn arike epheke, "in that case,

eie, what shall befall the rich «S:c." If the poor is blameworthy for

not having shown mercy, what will befall the rich ? The word

arike, curia, ixifjn{/L?, &c., is a common Coptic word; but instead of

this the editor has had recourse, in his helplessness, to the imperative

particle a, prefixed in a quite unwarrantable way to the root rike,

"to bend", which had to be twisted to mean "be kind to"; and

then the word naet, "merciful", had to be rendered "happy",

in order to make a suitable maxim

:

" be thou kind to the poor, because he is not happy" (! !).
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60. With the third Text in this Fasciculus I do not propose to

deal in detail, but shall give one specimen of his text. It occui's in

his 5th Fragment [70, 13] :

seo' g^ar nblle nci neplanos etmmau nthe etfniwi^t

mmoi^ nci pssatanas. saujihbr (?) g^ar hos ag'g^elos nte

pvroein santfexapta mphet nnibaltiet nete ^ntau mmau
mpeuhet efo' none.

Of the whole of this passage he does not translate a single word,

and the reason plainly is found in his confessed ignorance of saujihbr.

There are other mistakes of reading in his text, but that word was
the bugbear.

It is just the inversion of letters, of which we have already had
an example above; just as obr should have been orb, so here

hbr should have been hfb, "forma", "shape". Then we have

to read not sau, but saf, which his papyrus assuredly has, and

and thus we get safjihfb, "he assumes a form", for it is nothing

but the fX€.Taa")(r]fxaTLt,€rai of 2 Cor. xi, 14.

The version is quite plain : "for blind are those erring ones, like

those whom Satan slays [nthe nnet . . •] ; for he is wont to assume

a form as an angel of light, till he deceives [reading exapata, of

<30urse, e^aTrara-] the heart of the simple, whose hearts are of stone".

lY.

The third Fasciculus (1885) contains three texts: part of the

life of the anchorite Aphow ; incidents bearing on the story of

Eudoxia, especially the vision enjoining on her to seek Christ's

tomb ; and a portion of a panegyric on John the Baptist. As to

the first, M. Revillout is again the occasion of heart-searchings to

Prof. Rossi, for what he deems the unsatisfactory edition of the

French Savant: "so numerous are the alterations of the text, that

I have felt bound, in the interest of science, to republish it in its

integrity, &c.", Pref. p. 3.

I should never complete my task were I to set down all the errors

that deform Prof. Rossi's version ; the tenses are translated in the

vague way that Egyptologists have familiarized us with: noi non

osiamo, for " we have not been able to dare " [8 y 19] ; onde io nefui

moUo afflitto^ for " so that they were greatly grieved" [9 y 21]; the

omission altogether of the words auo mpe kelaau saje [10a 25],

R.I.A. PEOC, SEE. III., VOL. III. E
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though he reproves M. Eevillout for reading something else, &c.

These minor offences must be left unscheduled, though it is not

without interest to see how the desire to "better" M. Revillout's

text seems at times to have distracted Prof. Rossi's attention from

the consideration of his own ; e. gr.

61. [11/5 7]:

woeik ea pkah un pane che la terra

tauof ebol ^a prodotto

auo eutoc mmof e cotto

hn whase ci stento.

Here he is careful to say that the words auo eutoc ''are wanting

in Kevillout's transcription", but he is not careful of his own version:

'' a loaf, which the earth has produced and cooked with effort". The

earth had not cooked it, anyhow ; the words are not so vague : they

mean, "the earth has brought it forth, and (men) do cook it," eutoc

mmof, as plainly as any language could state it.

62. [14y 16] :

" As the Saviour said to the apostles",

etetiitn (sic) ketteutS convertitevi

iitetnrthe nnisercsem e fate come i fanciulli.

It never apparently occurred to him to look for the words which

our Saviour did make use of, and so he rendered "be ye converted,

and do as the children", contenting himself with a {sic) after the

word tn. Eut even so, how he extracted an imperative out of the

prefix etetn , I cannot imagine. The tn was wrong : it should have

been tm, the negative, giving the perfectly regular Coptic word,

"«/ ye he not converted, and become as little children", Matth.

xviii. 3.

63. And now we get an example of another order of error, which

divides the words of the text wrongly [17/5 15] :

ektmbolt ebol se tu non sciogli me

mpanas dal giuramento,

ntakmort nhetf eon cui mi hai legato,

tieire mmok io ti faccio

nsmso (sic) straniero

eptoh mterf affatto al movimento

nnekhristianos dei Cristiani S^c.

" If thou free me not from the oath with which thou hast bound me^
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I make thee altogether stranger to the movement of the Christians here

and hereafter". But mterf does not mean affatto, '' entirely ", nor
anything else : affatto would be e p t e r f , and even so, it would
be out of place. And the word rendered movimento has no right of

existence here either, for it is not toh, but tohm; what the text

said was ptohm terf, " the whole convocation of Christians" !

Shortly after he omits from his version half a column of con-

siderable interest. He translates [19/3 4]: "no woman dared to

present herself to him for matrimony, who had ornaments of gold".

Why a woman should be hindered from adorning herself with her
finery when she was going to he married does not appear. Had the

good bishop no disturbances in his diocese that he should promulgate
such an edict ? And besides, what says the Scripture ? Cf . Jerem.

ii. 32, me wn wseleet naf pobs mpekosmos etaaf eros.

The word used is ji, ''to take ", and does not refer to marriage^

but to taking the sacrament of the body and blood of Christ, as in

line 1 5 ; and the edict prescribed that the deacons should not allow

[^ 29] the women in to the sacrament unless they were modestly

attired, "viz. covering their face and hands, their garments not to be

of purple of the wool-dyer, or their xp^l^^ resplendent, and themselves

XafjLTTpov ", all of which Prof. Rossi has left out, though he is careful

to blame M. Revillout for reading Aa/xTrpo? instead of Xa/jL-rrpov !

64. In the second Text we come upon the following : The King
Diocletian said to him. Brother Constantine, king of justice, pardon

me, for thou hast spoken with me many times in secret, saying

[23 y 21] :

sahok ebol iineidolon guardati dagli idoli

mmon pnwte e non dal Bio

nnekhristianos del Cristiani

[na]anekhe mmok an
nteihe sabol

Of what service could it have been to say :
" keep thyself from idols,

and not from the God of the Christians " ? And what has become of

all the rest of the clause ? He has utterly emptied the passage of all

meaning; mmon does not mean, ^^andnot^'; it means, "«/not",
el Se fx-rj ; and the passage should have stood thus :

" keep thyself from idols ; if not, the God of the Christians

will not tolerate thee in this way for ever".

E 2
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65. Here again we have the old ignorance of the right word

where his text was obviously faulty. At [34 y 10] is a passage

which he has rendered: *'we ordain that every man should carry

the rubbish of his house towards the place of this Nazarene".

That is mere guessing, for his text, as he has edited and emended

it, shows that no light had dawned upon him as to its real construction.

This is his text [34y 10]:

rume nim etnanejntn(?) mpefei eb[olh]n netnji

elaau ntoyos nsa ptopos mpinaxoraios.

Here there are three egregious errors; for netnji has no meaning

of any kind, ebolhn is quite impossible, and etnanejntn could

not even be tortured into a semblance of meaning. It was not Stn,

but eitn, ''dung", "who shall fling the dung of his house out^\

ebol; and then the n should have been prefixed to the next word :

nnetnji, "ye shall not take (it anywhere else than, &c.)", i.e.

not
etuancjutii mpefei ebolhn netnji

but, _
etnanej eitn mpefei ebol^ nnetnji^ &c,

66. 'WTiat can be the reason for his rendering euhek, " shaved ",

instead of "girt" [36a 16], "eunuchs according to their custom

shaved and ready to execute orders" ? Or the sense of conjecturing

61m [36 y 13], and translating, "he embraced her" ? There is no

such verb as 61m ehwn; it was 61 ehwn, "he brought her in ".

And why does he put sic at the word nesiwr [35 y 13] and trans-

late ^^ her eunuchs", when the text had, quite rightly, '' the eunuchs

and the virgins"? And where is the justification for publishing the

following translation of the text given at [39 a 20] :

ten^v ce town and now arise

nteanakhorei ne and retire

ehwn epwtamion into thy chamber

je afp nau \? and perforni]

nnwsynaxis thij ffwa^eis (communions)
V- «

nto mn nvrsbrparthenos thou and thy fellow-virgins.

Now, here there was very good ground for putting a (?) after the

words afr nau, which certainly are not of obvious meaning. But

he has slurred over the whole passage thus: "now then arise and

go to thy business with thy damsels ", va alle tue faccende colle tue

donzelle (!)
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67. In continuation of this passage, he makes another impossible

emendation [39 a z] :

" I shall assemble all the magnates and bid them

etpeus[o]te favorire{?) quelli

nuetneu nmme ehe andranno con tej''*

What sote may be presumed to mean, I cannot guess, and indeed

favorire was not clear to himself, as he puts his (?) after it. The
word that should have been conjectured was sobte, "to prepare" :

" I shall bid the vn^gndiies prepare those who are going with thee ".

68. His version of the lines beginning at [42 a 33] runs thus :

"oh ye chief among the Jews, ye whose blindness is not measurable,

and ye counsel the world to remain blind. And so it was necessary

for me to take them away from your guidance, because ye are fools ".

I do not quite understand what he intended to mean by this

" version ", but it is plain that he thinks it is the true meaning, for

he says in his note : "in the rendering of this passage I have adhered

rather to the sense [than to the words] ".

Yery well ; we shall see. The passage runs thus :

6 nnoc nniwdai o grandi fra i Giudei

nai ete mpsrastDV ( voi, la cui cecitd

Inci teumntblle ( non e misurabile,

alia tetnjisojne e consigliate

etoikwmene il mondo

eaas nblle a rimaner cieco.

ne [p]etesse gar eroi pe Epperb era necessario a me

eh ..... e nnetns[aa]r

entw ebollin tetnape di toglierli dalla vostra guida,

je ntetn henatsipe poiche siete degli scempi.

Here note first the translation of lines 2 and 3 : he took rastw to be

a neuter verb, meaning, "to be measurable". Now rast can be

found in the Copt.-Lat. lexicon, with an assigned meaning, com-

mensurart, whatever that delightful Latin word may mean ; but, how
about plural suffix -w? It has nothing to do with "measurable";

it means " suffice them ", being the irregular pronominal form of the

verb rose, "to suffice"; so that the statement was, "[ye are]

persons whose (own) blindness did not suffice them, but ye are taking

counsel against the whole world, to make it blind also".

So much for the persons addressed. Kow for the substance of the

address. Eudoxia had summoned the high priests, in order to extract
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information from them as to the position of Christ's tomb ; but

Prof. Rossi could not guess even the drift of her speech, because of

the lacuna in h . . . e : it was hooke, "to shave, scrape". Then
ape meant simply " head", not " guidance ". And now the omitted

line assumes an intelligible appearance: "it would have been fitting

for me to scrape your skins, to bring them [the hairs] out of your

head, because ye are shameless" ; cf. !N'o. 114.

Prof. Rossi says that the papyrus is here " so damaged that he

cannot guarantee the faithfulness of the transcription"; but it is

still clear enough even in his text to exhibit with tolerable certainty

the drift of Eudoxia's address, which obviously is not expressed in

the words : ''it was necessary for me to take them away from your

guidance^^ (! !)

In the third Text the vagueness or absence of translation is just as

frequently felt. Here e. gr. in a single page of translation are five

objections which cannot be set aside lightly :

—

69. He speaks of John the Baptist as appearing at the Second

Coming of Christ, " as a forerunner [unfcriere'] sanctifying thy way";
now as the text has [63 a 27] :

nthe nwmitator eftbbo ntehie^

one would have expected a note showing whence he obtained foriere

as a rendering for mitator ? It seems much more likely to be the

Latin metator, TertuUian's '^ metator initii et finis".

But passing this, which is of minor consequence, what are we
to say of a translation like the following: "He will be clad in

vestments and stoles which the angels will adorn with great joy"?
There is not a word about the angels adorning the stoles in the Coptic

text [63/3 23] : fcoole tenw nndyma mn nestole mn naggelos
efstolize hn wnoc nrase , "he is clad now with the Iv^vjxaTa

and the a-ToXai of the angels, while he is adorning himself with great

joy". His text has no meaning as it stands, for the mn before

naggelos is impossible : delete the m and prefix the n, nnaggelos,
" of the angels"; and then efstolize has its due force, ^^ he is

dressing", not '* they will adorn".

Or, what is gained by rendering, "the souls of sinners made

reluctant by the pains inflicted to reassume their bodies", [63 y 9]

where the text says : euanaspa mmow hn nkolasis etaau ehwn
eneusoma, " which are dragged [dvao-Traw] with tortures [KoAacts]

to put them into their bodies".
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His version on p. 105 is very unsatisfactory, but I cannot go

through the whole. He seems to have no "feeling" for the

€xigencies of the sense, and often divides the sentences quite at

random. Thus he gives :

" We did not yesterday pass in silence the honour of the greatest

prophet and martyr John the Baptist. But the birthday of a perse-

cutor or rather of an executioner, know ye my dear brethren, that a

little bitter damages a perfect honey. But this bitter &c." What
could have induced him to construct that second sentence? *' We
were not silent about the honouring of John, but about the birthday

of Herod. Ye know that a little bitter &c., but this bitter &c.".

Then, in the next clause, he runs two sentences into one (after

KaT6p$<j)/jLa, per gli atti suoi di virtu nel modo col quale &c.), which are

not thus closely connected in the text.

The whole of the text in 66 y 13-26 is passed over without any

attempt at version or explanation ; and even where the translation is

resumed, the reader could not guess from it the drift of the text.

Thus he gives : Questi partecipa del miovo, e partecipa delV antico,

where the Coptic has [67 a 16] aftahe tkaine , aftahe tpalaia,

where the point is the conjunction of the Old and New Testaments,

Kaivrj and TraAata, in the prophecy concerning John the Baptist,

Malachi iii. 1 and Matth. xi. 10 Ihov eyo> aTvoa-riWia tov ayyO^ov

JJLOV &c.

70. Then compare text and translation here [64 a z] :

ere wnoc nklauthnios

efos soop

mpe ii¥on sope ntefhe

Jintau sor ebol

nnsnte ntoik^niene

sard un grande

ahondante pianto,

ne cessera

finclie non sia divelto

dalle fondamenta il moudo.

One wonders at the ingenuity of the perversion : sinners indulging

in a vast weeping, " which tvill not cease till the world has been tojn

from the foundations" ! Was it to cease then ?

The Coptic writer was not so instructed, and his text says nothing

of the sort: mpe is not future, but past] jintau does not mean
*' tiir\ but ^^ since^^

;
and won ntefhe has a very definite meaning,

" anything of the kind ", so that what the writer said was : "a vast

''weeping, the like of which was never from the time that the

foundations of the earth were laid." The verb sor ebol means to

^'stretch otit^^ ; cf. Num. ii. 34 neusor ebol pe nteihe , "they

encamped in this way", ovTm Trap^vi^aXov ; Job xxxviii. 5 nim
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pentafsr whoseb ejof, ''who 5^r<?#^^^<?alme upon it", 6 eTrayaywK

cnrapTLov ; ProY. xxix. 5 efnasorf enefwerete mmin mmof, "he
spreads it (the net) for his own feet", TreptySaXAet airo ; 2 Reg. vi. 19

hufxipLcre ; Ps. xxvi. 3 TrapaTa^rjTaL &c.

His mistake arose from his utter misconception of the function

of the n after ebol,—the mystery of the connexive particle after the

absolute form sor.

71. Probably the Professors of natural history will be interested

in the following piece of information furnished by the translation of

the text at [71 a z], in speaking of the camel, viz.

:

fsatb iiteftrophe sceglie il suo nutrimento

nthe iiiitbnowe terw come tutti gli animali

etwaab puri.

"The camel selects its nourishment like all pure animals"! Here

the verb is satb, which I suppose the editor to have taken to be a

form of sotp, "to choose": what form, I cannot imagine. But as

there is a verb satbe, "to chew the end," it does not need to be

argued that this was what the Copt intended, cf . Lev. xi. 3 ; Deut.

xiv. 6.

72. The whole of this page, 107, is very badly done. There are,

indeed, a few lacunae in the papyrus, but the translation is much worse

than the state of the original justifies or makes pardonable. He begins

the next clause thus [71y8 8] : Le privazioni adunque, che il profeta

Giovanni si impose, furono fatte per Jtimore delV appoggio dei demoni^

che distrugge la puritd. In order to get this he has to read: nfoce

wn nta I. ta . . . u hioof, rendered "the privations which he im-

posed upon himself". But the text says nothing whatever of foce,

"privations", for 1°, foce does not mean "privations", and 2°, it is

not foce ! The writer was talking of John's camel-hair garments,

and the nf 6 was the dependent genitive on the hbso of the preceding

lacuna, "a garment of hair'\ the ce being a particle (= StJ, crt,

TOLvvv &c.), which immediately follows; so that the words meant,,

"the hair garments which ^ohnput on him, taau hioof.

73. The next words are quite wrong also, for the text has ausope
euhote mpestereoma nndaimon, cannot mean " they were made
through fear of the support of the demons", but "they hecame a terror

of the a-Tipioifxa of the demons ". And the words following in the
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next line do not mean " he ivas purified in Ms holy flesh ", but " they

(the garments) were purified by his holy flesh ". And directly after,

the words meusont ehtes do not mean " nor is respect paid to it

"

(such a garment), ne si inchina ad essa. I am quite at a loss to read

this back into the text, for sont means "to weave", and hte-s
means "its tip^\ and I shall leave the explanation of that riddle

to the author

!

74. And just after, we get the words [y 8] meuf sa' nhets hn
wmntlampros translated by ne si sente compassione di essa nella

splendore. Utterly wide of the mark ; and how obtained ? It is

hardly credible, but Prof. Rossi must absolutely have taken the

word to be sanhtef, "compassionate", and so renders, " one does

not feel compassion for it ", for the camel's-hair garment (!). And
that by an inconceivable congeries of impossibilities. First, sanhtef,

is the adjective, whereas the verb is senhtef , cf. Ps. Ixxvi. 10,

xxxvi. 21, iv. 1 ; Prov. xxi., 26
; Jerem. xiii. 14 ; Mic. vii. 19 ; but

this is a small matter. Eor how could it be = sanhets? how
could it be het ? or -s ? or sa' n with the comma ? or f sa' n, with

the auxiliary f ? And Avhat sense is extracted from it, with all these

infractions of Coptic structure?

The words should have been meursa nhets, "they do not

celehrate festivities in it,^^ in such a dress.

75. The succeeding lines are, if possible, worse, and the conjectures

void of insight into the meaning or knowledge of the language. It is

impossible to correct everything ; I should require a book. The last

line of the column ends with this conjecture: peprophetes etwaab
[aau]eid6s ebol je, &c. But the editor, though he makes the

conjecture aau, has no idea of its meaning, for he does not translate

it. The words should have been Daueid os, and mean, "the holy

prophet David cried out ", the quotation (which the editor knows

nothing of) being Ps. xxxiv. 13.

76. The page following [72 y] is omitted in the translation, with

a note stating that the text is obscure, and "a literal translation of

it does not appear to be possible" &c. But the very words of his

note show that he had not grasped the conditions of the problem, for

he speaks of "the words of St. Peter, who said : arm yourselves with

the thought of death ", and then his note ends with this quotation

:

hook mmotn hm pimeeue, ending with a full stop! But his

own text [73 a 7] had the real words, which are of course the correct

and literal version of 1 Pet. iv. 1, all of which he has ignored in his

version.
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77. The construction of adjectives is just as little understood, for

lie gives [73 y3 1]:

nag^g^elos mpiiwte gli angeli di Dio,

henatmw ne[t]e mer die non sono mortali, si legnno

uhenmojh iiattako con cingoli incorruttibili.

The emendation shows that his construction of the clause is quite
faulty: henatmw is the predicative form before the copula ne,
which is assuredly not to be emended into nete, but the final e is

for semer, " they are bound". To edit nete mer is to make the
sentence incapable of being analysed.

78. It is quite a misapprehension to speak of the locusts eaten by
John the Baptist in these terms, "nor are they mor^ tender than flesh",

for the words are [74 a 23] nwtrypheron an pe nte tsarx,
i.e., ''nor are they a Tpv<f>ep6v of the flesh" : eating locusts is not a
gratification of bodily lust of eating. Eut indeed the whole passage,

with its ''application" of the meaning of the wild honey &c., is a
failure, which will have to be re-edited and properly translated. The
concluding paragraph, p. 108, 16, t mart tutti si commossero, le lingue
tutte parlarono conlro &c., is unsatisfactory, and the last section,

"they bowed down their heads, like the beasts, because thQj feared
JIerod^\ is yet worse, for that is not the construction of fhote,
" to fear", and " King Herod" belongs to the next clause !

79. The following passage he has omitted with as being
too difficult [79 y 17]:

taas epg^azophylakion nilheke je ere wna tahok
mn wrpmeeiie nwoeis uim iiipiuto ebol iupn^tej tlpw (?)

nnsomnt itiparis[. . .]n mpekhwinise iinetrcroh [ ]ere
wtaeio sdpe nak.

The (?) after tipw is the usual confession of ignorance of Coptic
structure, and has brought about the omission of any translation of

the whole passage. Yet it ought not to have been such an unsur-
mountable object to an Egyptologist, for it is simply the Coptic form
of the fraction to express " the one-third^'' !

p-wn nsomnt, ^^ the third''.

[The fact is that the abs. won is rarely used in the Bible, where
it is generally found in the construct form wn, though wne is used
too; cf. Lev. xiv. 21 wne met = "one-tenth"; Lev. xxvii. 15
pwen(!) tiw, "one-fifth"; Lev. xxvii. 19 p-wen ntiw ; Ezek.
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V. 2 wn nftow, *' one-fourth " ; Zech. xiii. 8 p-wne somnt

,

(2 Eeg. xviii. 2), but pwn nsomnt, Zech. xiii. 9.] Tlien the trans-

lation would be as follows :

" give the one-third of the apia-Tov of thy birthday

to those who are in need, so that
(

j e ) there shall be

an honour to thee."

Even the logic one fancies would have forced on his notice the

translation that was to be sought for in the words ! Yet he stops

short just at the point where the passage becomes interesting :
—

"The King said to her: 'ask me what thou wilt, and I shall

give it to thee, even to the half of my kingdom'. Oh foolish Herod,

wilt thou covenant to give the half of thy kingdom to a dancing girl ?

Give it to the treasury of the poor, and mercy and remembrance shall

attend thee ever from God
;
[why, even] give the third of thy birthday

banquet to the needy ^ and it shall be to thee an honour!"

Everywhere the rhetorical contrasts suggesting the meaning, every-

where the words of the writer as plain as a language of pellucid

structure can make them ; but Prof. Eossi has neither understood the

words, nor felt the contrasts, but has let fall over the passage the

asterisk-dotted Veil of I sis.

V.

The fourth Fasciculus (1886) contains two Texts, the life of

St. Hilarion, and the martyrdom of St. Ignatius ; the former a Coptic

version of St. Jerome's "Vita S. Hilarionis ", but, as Peyron says,

*'agraeca versione Sophronii". The Coptic text has an excellent

clue to its reconstruction in the Latin Vita^ so that there was not

needed much ingenuity in ascertaining the meaning. But the editor's

knowledge of the vocabulary of Coptic is here too exhibited in an un-

favourable light. I have not thought it worth while to go minutely

through the text, but there cannot be any doubt that much is wrong,

even with all helps, and that the Latin is really the source of portions

of the translation which the Coptic text does not warrant.

What makes the matter worse is that Prof. Rossi announces in his

Preface his intention to exhibit to the reader of his translation the

differences of the Coptic and the Latin original, by printing in italics the

parts he has supplied from the Latin Life. But in reality that is not

properly done, nor anything like it; for the version, p. 83 foot, has a

long passage in italics^ which is largely found in the Coptic text
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[26 y], and the first page of his version, p. 77, gives at least a dozen

phrases or clauses which are not in the Coptic text.

80. The very first lines of this Coptic text are given wrongly,

and without note or (?), and the translation is neither from the Latin

nor the Coptic :

*

' ecco un clemone in forma d''uomo saltargli sul dorso, e

percuotendo &c."

I do not know whence he has this ' demon in human shape ', for the

Latin has : insiliit dorso ejus festinus gladiator, and the Coptic text,

which is quite unintelligible as he has given it, reads thus :

afomkf ehrai he leapt [_ecco saltargli'\

ejS tefjise on his back \_sul dorso'\.

n.ei w.niskhos

What is to be made of the last line ? It is clear that the Editor had

no notion whatever, but there is no warning given of difficulty either

in text or translation. The Coptic was probably

nthe n^ -rjvio^o^

'

' like a driver^ he leapt on his back, dug his heels into his flanks,,

and struck his head."

81. On the same page [7y foot], his text gave him a word sof

,

concerning which he has composed a note as follows: "the words

tcowne de ethioof mpfsofs eneh (&c.) are the literal transla-

tion of St. Jerome's saccumque semel fuerat indutus, nunquam
lavans (&c.)"; a note leading to his observation: "as an instance

of words with a new meaning I note specially the root sof, which

in the dictionaries of Peyron and others is rendered destruere, desolare,

and in our text evidently means lavare^\

But that is reducing the Coptic text to the position of a mere

word-for-word rendering, which it is not. And if it comes ta

dictionaries, we find mutare also given as the meaning of sof, and

that meaning is quite close enough here: "he did not change his

sackcloth"; so that the "new meaning" asserted is certainly not

proved by this quotation.

82. At [9 a 18], the translation exhibits the same vagueness, for

there is no attempt to interpret coj nfsahpf , though it is evidently

the Copt's explanation of Jerome's sorhitiunculae ; cf . Ezek. xxxiv. S

eis perote atetnsahpf, i8ov to yaXa KareaOeTe

.
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83. I^either will the following text and translation bear analysis

[9a25]:—

tai ce te the i questo fu Vordine di vita

ntaljek [tt]axis e[bol ( che egli segui

pef]bi[os si

The last line is not translated, and as he has emended it, is untrans-

lateable, for most assuredly it does not mean, '' the order of life which

he followed ^^
: pefbios is not dependent on taxis, and si has no

meaning at all

!

84. And what objection does he find in the phrase seos an,

[12a 32], that he should append hereto his query? Did he doubt

that OS was the j!?r^5^w^ stem of asai , "to become numerous ", and

that seos an means " they are not numerous " ?

85. And here also [17 y 4] he has misconceived the original and

slurred over the difficulties of his own text

:

tote petmmaa mentre quegli

afos ebol gridava

afork e scongiurnva,

mpefmakh
afhi-we epkah battendo la terra

ntefape col capo.

Eut mpefmakh means "his neck" and may not be omitted, so

that it is evident that his scongiurava cannot stand : the word was

like, "to hend''\ and not ork "to swear^\ The Latin original

plainly says : "cumque ille ejularet, et reflexa cervice iQridLTo. \Qvt\Q,e

tangeret". And whence does he get his " clamore veniente da

lungi''\ as a version of neu ebol
, [18 a 2] ?

86. Again, [22/? 12]:

esmwte chiamando

mpran mpseresem il nome del giovanetto,

esworp ebol

mpnoc ii^vos

mn pme mpsere sem
ntafei ehwn che venisse a lei.

The last line cannot be thus translated; it means "which has

entered". The omitted words explain it clearly: "uttering the

great desire and the love of the youth which had entered her

[heart]". The Latin might have been suggestive : magnitude quippe

amoris se in furorem verterat.
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87. On tlie next page we have a most comical perversion of the

original, set down without any note of doubt or hesitancy. The
version is given thus :

'

' said the demon, why should I enter into

him, who is already possessed hy another demon of the love called

Poligamo" ?

So Prof. Rossi :
^^ the love called Polygamous ".

What is his text ?

(kedaimon) ete pnie pe eumwte erof

Je g'oleg^amos (sic).

''another demon, viz. Love, whom they call golegamos". The
last word is not intelligible as it stands, of course, so Prof. Rossi has

emended it, into TroXvyafxog. The writers on Folk-lore might add to

their stock of vocables the name of a new demon. Polygamous, then ?

But,—there is the Latin original to be reckoned with ; and it has :

ut quid entrarem in eum, qui habebat

coLLEGAM METJM amoris daemonem ?

so that the mysterious golegamos, was no doubt a Copticised

collega jneus, and therewith the Polygamous demon is exorcised

!

88. And why has he left the text so, at [25 y foot], ntehieiabe
mme, seeing that it is plainly intended to mean, "the Lamb of

Truth ", being said of our Lord, te - hiaeibe.

89. An entire column of his text, [26y 20] to [27a 30], is simply

paraphrased from the Latin, and the translation printed in italics, as

if the Coptic text were wanting !

90. At [28 y 4] is another half-column of Coptic text which is

slurred over with serious omissions. The whole point of the passage

was the omitted reference to pswntowe [28yl8] "the morning-

star", Zuczfer, Yenus, whom they worshipped, and the translation

given fails to convey the slightest idea of either mpe saein sope
nteihe [y 12], or of aslampeue ebol epehwo!

91. Again, he has given quite a wrong turn to the text at

[30 /3 foot] :

nefmoste nminonakhos detestava i monaci,

etroeis che avevano sollecitudine

enetsoop nau I per le cose che

\ potevano loro accadere.

Rut that is not the meaning : " who were anxious concerning the evils

which might lefal them", is certainly not the idea of the Coptic text,
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which means, ''who were anxious ahotit the property they Jiad^^ ta

represent the Latin : in futurum reservarent sua.

92. Nor is it possible to extract his translation out of the text

given at [32 y 3] : se non fosse questa cosa inutile, io verrei con te^

where the Copt writes: nereweu gar hm phob pe auo esje

neinaei nmme pe.

93. Again, at [34 y 29] the text says, *' (he came to a little city

called) Aphroditon, that is to say Fetpeh^^; but Prof. Rossi has left

out this native name, which is the Coptic abridgment of the Egyptian

name pa neh tep ahe, p-etpeh, which the Arabs read atfh, cf. "Piankhi-

Meriamen" (p. 5, note ^\ De Rouge).

94. So again [35 a 5], his text has : afmisthw nse ncamwl
nse hbes ete ndromas ne, but the version only says, "he hired

100 dromedaries". Now one would have liked to know what he got

out of the Coptic words, "camwl nse hbes, that is to say, Spo/xag"?

I do not think the words nse hbes bear a meaning: at least I do

not know any; it is not impossible that the papyrus has nsetbes,

"camels of head-binding", ^^ haltered camels". In any case, this

word should not have been slurred over without notice.

95. Or, compare the text and translation at [36 a 10], in describ-

ing the caves in the rock into which Father Antony was wont to

retire to avoid the crowds of visitors

:

eausetsutw erano scavate nella roccia

eaukotw an e non si entrava

eimetei en ro mmate che per una sola porta.

" caves cut out in the rock, and into which one entered only by one

door". How many doors does one usually enter a place by, might
reasonably be asked : but I want to know, where is the one door in

the Coptic ? Did Prof. Rossi take the en before ro to be ti/ ??

But if language can say things clearly, it is the statement made, that

"they did not build them except the doors only"! There is no
non si entrava, and the word en ro must be e-nro, "the doors".

The Latin states distinctly : verum hae in vivo excisae saxo, ostia

tantum addita habebant.

The next text is that of the martyrdom of St. Ignatius. Kow, as

according to Prof. Rossi, p. 94, note(^), "with the exception of this

(our Coptic text), all the other texts have been published in

[Lightfoot's] Apostolic Fathers''\ it is natural to add, as he does, that

his publication "will serve to fill up the gap left by that illustrious

scholar". Certainly, if it had been well done ; but it is not. For he
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has gone wrong in many passages in this small text, in spite of

having the Greek text to guide him ! Not only so ; but though

Lightfoot's text has the Biblical quotations in a different type of

Greek, so as to show that they are quotations. Prof. Rossi has ignored

that also, and made the wildest attempts at translation.

96. "What could be plainer than the Coptic [53 y 7] : ko nsok
nteignome, "forsake this yvw/xT;", which he has rendered, '' ohey

my order^\ in spite of the Coptic text and the Greek text {x^Ta-

Tt^€/x€vos rr}<i yj/w/Ary? ravTTys ?

97. And just below, he translates thus :
'' it is not fitting in order

to ohtain favours^ to hurt the soul", though his text is [53 y 17]:

nwpetesse an pe eti henkharis eunablaptei nwpsykhe,
i.e., '.'it is not fitting to give favours which will hurt the soul",

corresponding fairly with the Greek, ^dpLTa<s Set irapi^uv ras fxr]

ySAaTTTOvo-as {[/vx^v.

98. Even in the omissions, where one might have felt inclined to

overlook a few slips as the result of mere inadvertence, he contrives

to deprive himself of all "benefit of clergy", by some unlucky note

or comment in his text, e. gr. [54 a 5] :

Xens pai^ questo Giove,

etksaje erof di cui tu parli,

ntlsown an je io non conosco

WW (sic) mmiiie pe

Here, if it had not been for that dreadful (sic), one might have

forgiven the omission ; but the {sic) shows that he had no idea of the

text, which is absolutely correct, for the first w is the indef. art.,

and the second w is the interrogative adj., so that w.m-mine
means " of what kind", i.e., w w.m-mine ,

" (I do not know) that

he is a person of what kind", "this Jove, I know not what manner

of being he is" : a quite normal and familiar construction.

99. The translation continues thus :

" ed il regno del mondo non desidero ; imperocche qual

utile avrei ? Se io cercassi V utile in questo mondo,

perderei la mia anima^\ " If I sought the useful in this

world, I should lose my soul".

I need not point out that such is not the thought expressed in the

Eible ; but neither is it possible to extract it from the Coptic, which

has simply, "if I should gain the whole world", eisantiheu

mpkosmos terf [54 a 16].
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100. And his last clause is "wrong also [54 a 19], for lie has con-

jectured nta[tak]e ntapsykhe, which is utterly impossible, as

take is the proclitic form: the word was, of course, tiose, "to

lose, be mulcted in", and has nothing to say to tako ,
" to destroy".

101. As on a previous passage, we find the word hooke wrongly

rendered, at [57 /S 27] :

hooke nnefspirowe cingetegli i Jianchi

hn heneieib mpenipe di cingoli di ferro.

But what could be the appropriateness of such an order as this

:

^^ gird his flanks with girdles of iron, and cast salt on his wounds"?
The words mean: ^^ scrape his sides with hoofs [hooks] of iron &c.",

answering to the Greek, rots ovv^i rag TrXevpas avrov Kara^dvare.

102. At [58 a 5] we have a passage concerning which we are left

in complete darkness. Here Prof. Rossi has simply ''borrowed" the

Greek in his translation :
" (are we to sacrifice) to the infernal Fluto^^ ?

The Greek text, x^^^^^ UXovtidvl, is here calmly inserted, without

any indication in the version that the Coptic words were, to him, an

unknown quantity: nna ton euspet (?) [ep]eset m[pk]ah.
That is the state in which he has left his text, though he had the

Greek to give him the clue : he has simply set forth the letters with

an appended (?). The exact shape of his printed text is as follows,

with the correction :

. nna
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104. The Greek text in fact occasionally helps him to go astray,

so that I am inclined to think that his use of Lightfoot's name is no

guarantee that lie thought it worth while to keep by his side the

learned prelate's book. The following will illustrate this [60^ 4] :

anon de autinomos nan a noi e fatta legge

etSika neipbarmag^os di non prendere farmaci

eonh per la vita

e refmwte o da incantatori, o 8^c.

One can fancy the horror of Bp. Lightfoot at reading such a trans-

lation : "it is made a law to us not to take medicines for {our) life

either from incantators or from diviners" ! The text says nothing

of the sort; it says : *'not to allow (papfxaKot to live^\ exactly as the

Greek has

:

17/xti/ 8e vevojxo6iT7]TaL <f>a p fxaKOv ? fxr] lav ^rjv.

Did Prof. Rossi think (^ap/xaKos was the same as <^dpp,aKov ?

105. The editor continues with his ignorance of Coptic verb-

government, just as in the first Fasciculus. At [61 y 4] we have

:

nfnat^heu laau an a nulla riesce,

eimetei etreuhe erof ma cade per avere

efmise mn pnwte combattuto contro Dio.

It is the old blunder of rendering he, "to fall", whereas it is he "to

find", and the words mean : "he will gain nothing except to let

them (folk) find him [= to be found] fighting with God ", ovSev irXiov

auTO) vTTap^ci rj to ucofxa^^ov etvat .

106. At [62 a 25] is an omission: "heresy is a fantasy, a heart

which errs, paying worship to its own thoughts",

n^hob an ad una cosa che non

efmpsa nt[a]ei[of
]

e degna d^essere onorata,

ntbe ntbairesis come Veresia

nswtm[. . . .]rds

nnepikwrios degli epicurei.

Here he has put the negative wrong in the first line : "to its own

thoughts alone, not to a thing worthy &c." ;
and in the second clause

he has entirely omitted the fourth line, which was adjectival to

"heresy", viz. swtmros "worthy to shut its mouth", "the heresy

whose mouth should be shut".
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107. The quotations from the Bible are even here a difficulty to

the editor; e.gr. at [66/3 21] are two quotations, given in spaced

letters by Lightfoot, tbs Seppiv i$iT€ivev, and wg Ka/xapav e-rrrjiev,

which are literally rendered by the Copt

:

(af)porss ebol nthe nwhbo distese a guisa di un lenzuolo
;

aftajros uthe nwkepe [sic). e lo rese fermo come un ciiho.

That is, he translates hbo by len%uolo, ''sheet", and kepe by culo,

" cube ". He then gives a note stating that his text is "the exact

translation of the Greek text ws kv/3ov rjSpaa-ev^^ because he took

the Coptic kepe to be the Greek word kv/Sos. Thus both his words

are wrong, for kepe means camera, and hbo is certainly not " sheet",

but ''tabernacle", a-Ktjvr] (cf. Isai. 1. 8), just as the !North Coptic

text here has aftajros 'mphreti 'nw skene.

108. And finally we have an old error at [71 y z], where his text

reads, naosem nnetherion, rendered si sarehbe dato alle Jiere^

while really the Coptic is a literal version of the Greek /xeAAct

^77/3io^axetv, "is about to fight with wild beasts", for it should be

naose mn netherion.

VI.

We have now come to the fifth and last Fasciculus of the first

volume (1887), comprising Fragments of the Council of iN'icaea, of the

Life of St. Athanasius, &c.

Now, in this Text, Prof. Rossi had the advantage of seeing his own
original, as transcribed by M. Revillout, and printed along with the

Borgia text of the Vatican, as well as the Greek text of the Didascalia

cccxviii. Patrum pseudepigrapha, published by P. Batiffol, and which

Prof. Rossi says he used "in the interpretation of the incorrect and

obscure passages of the MS." But all the same, the version he has

given is certainly not what it should be, and the helps afiorded by
the previous labourers have not been utilised to the full extent, as

may be seen from the following examples.

109. [11 a 24]:

senasine g^ar nsa teientole utootw nnentausope
eujose nhet nhets^

'^ Imperocche qiiesto precetto e seguito anche da guelli che stanno

in grado elevato.^^

But how is this to be got out of the Coptic ? Let us examine the

•Greek : ^'qTr^Orja^rat yap yj TOiavTrj IvroXr] Trapa. r^v VTreprjcjiavevcrdvTOiV

F 2
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avTTjv. That is not a very intelligible sentence ; but it certainly does

not give anything like Prof. Eossi's version: ''this precept is fol-

lowed by those who stand in high degree "
! This, indeed, is no

version of the Coptic, for the word ntootw is the Greek -n-apa, " at

the hands of", as the words senasine nsa are the equivalent of

t,r]Trj6-^a-€TaL ; besides, the word josenhet means "elevated in

heart", "arrogant"; and so the Coptic really means: "this com-

mandment shall be required at the hands of those who have become

high-minded in it".

The Vatican text simply says: "this commandment shall be

required at thy hand", ntootk.

110. The Vatican text he has at times simply translated, when

his own text was unmanageable. Thus, at [11 y 26] :

auo netkslel e pregherai

nmmau an. con essi

esope w5[c]oiii

khuris hairetikos ad eccezione pero degli eretici.

Here his translation is from M. Eevillout's text, ngslel nmmau satn

nhairetikos ; it certainly does not correspond with his own, which

must mean: "(thou shalt be at peace with every one) and not

[merely] with those thou art praying with, if there is strength,

^wpt's a heretic".

111. [12a7]:

auo ngji ntootf mpekephalaion. Ersan

won sope n[a]k, mprrkrof &c.

This he translates : [if a man borrows from thee], " do not take back

from him aught but the capital. If that happens to thee^ do not act

deceitfully before the Lord".

Now, I do not deny that the words ersan won sope nak,

might mean: "if that happens to thee", but it is plain that there

would be no relevancy in this rendering ; for where is the " deceit",

if a man should simply take back his capital without claiming interest

on it? But further, the text says nothing of " aught hut the capital",

as he renders it : the words simply mean :
" thou shalt take at his

hand the capital", and the next words state the condition on which

he may ask even that, viz., "if there is aught [of capital] to him^\

It is clear that nak is wrong, and should be naf, as indeed it is

written in the Vatican text. In M. Eevillout's Turin text, there is

only (n . . .) which Prof. Eossi has made out to be n[a]k , but it
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is wrong, in any case. And what has the Greek ? Sos koX XajSk Trap

avTOv TO KCcj^dXaLOV, kol /xovov oTav ^XV'

112. Political economists would have strange conclusions to deduce

as to the action of this Council of Nicaea, if they took the authority

of Prof. Eossi's translation [12 a 15] : "if thou hast money or grain,

and one asks it of thee for usury [to pay thee interest], sell it at a high

price, and seek also to have it at a low price at a fitting time, in order

that thou mayest profit more largely".

Surely, even the editor might have seen that this was an impossible

counsel to have been given by the prelates at any time, especially

when they had just declared that men are not to exact usury, nor to

ask back anything of a loan but the principal

!

The extraordinary thing is that he is careful to tell us that

M. Revillout has omitted certain letters as illegible, which are to

be found in Prof. Possi's text, just at this exact passage ; while he

did not see that his own text is utterly wrong, and contains a senti-

ment diametrically opposite to the whole teaching of the Church, at

any period ! How did he even think of the imperative here ?

esope wn homiit [so]op nak e [e]bpa, nte wa wos ^i
ntootk emese^ ng'ti ebol nwnoc ntime^ ng^sine hoof
nsa jitw nwkwi ntime ephow^ je ekeji nwhwo.

*^M. Pevillout reads : emese n . . . . ng ebol".

So runs his note
; was there no other difficulty ? M. Pevillout

had edited two texts, and the other text suggests an explanation, viz.

alter the first mese, '* usury", by inserting the words: mepos
ngtmwos eji mese, after which second mese, both texts proceed

with the remaining clause. The text as it stands reads: "if thou

hast &c., and one ask to get it from thee on interest, and if thou sell

at a high price &c", corresponding to the Greek eai/ yap exv* • • • •

KOL . . . Sta TO fXT] Xa/x/SdveLV ce tokov, TrwXrjs TLfXLO}Tipo)<s Iva a.yopa.(rr)S

€v<i)vo}<3 iv ^v6(rTov~\ Kaipw k.t.X.

113. [12^ 26]:

mprhi-we erome m percuotere Vuomo

epterf eimetei affatto, se non

eukwi un poco

etbe wsbo per istruzione.

But e-u-kwi certainly does not mean, "a little"; it is the

directive case after hiwe, "to smite", of w-kwi meaning "a child":
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"do not strike a person at all save a child ior instruction", /xr/ rvTrre

avOpo)7rov ei /xr) fxovov irathiov arov fXLKpov irpos TratSctav. The Vatican

text has w-kwi ntak, TratStoi/ crov.

114. Again, he corrects M. Revillout, at the same time that he

translates M. Revillout's text, and not his own, at [13 a 25] :

mprheke tekmort non tosare la tua barba,

wde mpr sobs nevm'iarla {con colore).

His note says that M. Eevillout "reads mprsobe": thereupon.

Prof. Rossi translates this same sobe, which does mean "to alter",

instead of rendering his own word sobs, which does not mean
" alter", but, " do not shave Wl

Compare the following passage, Ezek. xxix. 18: ape nim
nahooke, auo nahbe nim senasobw: "every head will

be scraped, and every shoulder shall be shaved^\

Here are the identical words coupled : iraaa Ke(fia\rj cfiaXaKpd, koI

TTa? U}/Mo<5 fiaB(i)v, with two words of similar import, cfiaXaKpd and
fxaSiov, denoting the baldness resulting from the radere and tondere

expressed by the two Coptic words, sF- j 6 and hli -
j 6 being in use

for that purpose.

And what has the Greek here ? jxrj^e TrepiKovpLOLs xp<^f^€^o<s !

115. [14y 12] : I do not see any reason for his omission of the
clause: sope eknkotk hipeset esope ekmotn, "let thy bed be
on the ground when thou art well [lit. 'be sleeping below']",
Xap-^vvcLV OiXe. lav rj<; vyi?;?.

But, while omitting the whole precept, he is careful to extract
the mote out of M. Revillout's eye by noting that the latter read*
esope ekmotn [which is right] instead of the esopekmotn of

the papyrus.

116. So at [15/3 2], he chides M. Revillout for editing mntatbei
(sic), the sic being that of M. Revillout ; and what has he himself
given ?

ebol an li5 henmese noti coW usura,

e hn wmntatbes coW omicidio,

e hn wprag^matia col traffico.

^His version, therefore, "homicide," makes it clear that he accept*
mnt-atbes; but how does that come to mean "homicide"? That
would be hatbes

, not atbes
, and still less with the abstract prefix,

mnt - atbes ! If the papyrus gives mnt - atbes really, the papyrus
is wrong: the word intended is certainly mnt-atsei, as in the-
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Vatican text, which of course was the cause of the legitimate (sic) of

M. Revillout. The Greek is fxr] airo tokcov 17 TrAcove^ta? Trpay/xarcov

[i.e., ^ -Trpay/jLareLas, Hyvemat apud Batiffol] ; the -n-Xcove^La was

the "insatiableness', mntatsei, of the Coptic text. Something is

omitted, of course, and none of the text is satisfactory just here : the

next clause has distaze [T.], but tiose [V.], while the Greek text

has not got it at all.

117. [loyS 14]:

eksanjpo nak nwsose se possiedi un campo

ekeanakhorei cedilo,

Sg'anakhorei an se non lo cedi,

alia eksube ma inganni,

ere henkowe sobe nsdk altri ingannano te.

This is no version of the Coptic, for the verb dva^wpetv does not

mean to cede, but to retreat (from the world into a monastery) ; and

the drift of the passage is this: "if thou art acquiring a field, then,

while pretending to retreat, thou art not really doing so, but mocking,

and so others will mock at thee." Cf. the Greek kav ^^wptov KTrjarj,

[ev fxovacrTr)pL(i)^ dva^oipwv ovk dve^^wpTycra?, dXA.' e/x7rat^eis koL ifxiraL^rj,

from which it is clear that the Coptic should be ek - (and not eke -)

anakhorei , as it is in the Vatican text.

118. Nor is it a good version of the Coptic text when Prof. Rossi

edits as follows, [lo y 1] :

esope wn kwi se altri

calovr erok ti commenda,

sope ekthbbieu sit umile.

I call attention to this passage, because it exhibits precisely the

defect of the procedure : Prof. Rossi's version is dependent on the

word found at the time in the dictionary.

Consider the above : "if another person commend thee, be humble'*;

such a translation must mislead readers into the idea that approbation

was meant, which is not the case. The word calow is unsatis-

factorily treated in the dictionaries : it is either, {a) the present

participial form of coeile, "to be a sojourner", cf. Ps. xxxviii. 13,

where ei-cal6w is coupled with rm-n-coile, TrapcTrtSTy/zos ; or

(i), as here, the verb calo, "to commit, entrust", with 3 pi. suffix

-w. The text means : "if i/oung persons entrust themselves to thee^^

;

the Greek has vcoirepovs iav ^XV^ ^repl aeavTov. And if he yet doubts

the meaning, he may compare Tobi. iv. 20, speaking of the ten talents

which ^^ I deposited with G.^\ ntaicalow e-G., a irape^e/xiyv.
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119. And it is not easy to see why he has lavished the asterisks of

silence over much of the following text; e.gr. he puts not a syllable

of this, at [16)8 12]:

"for not alone shall sinners render account to God, but he who
shall consent with them ; even though they do not sin [themselves,

but they rejoice in others when they are sinning] ", the parts in

brackets being supplied from the Borgia text. Just afterwards, all

this is left out by Prof. Rossi :
" [it befits] the priest of God to become

sober, so as not to make naught of his primogeniture for the sake of

eating and driuking." Kot a word of this in his version, but there is

a note to the effect that M. E-evillout reads mntsrpmise instead of

mntsfpmmise, ** primogeniture"; [as a matter of absolute correct-

ness M. Eevillout's spelling is the proper one, with the proclitic srp,

but both forms are found, cf. Gen. Ixviii. 14; Num. iii. 2; xxxiii. 4,

where the incorrect mmise follows, but Levit. xxvii. 26 has the

normal sfpmise].

120. One does not see why M. Hybernat has the note "y/oavs]

omitt. Copt.^\ because the Coptic text has hllo, [16a 16]; and

where does Prof. Rossi get his following preti ?

"What can be the meaning of rendering the mutilated word
[17a 19], which his text gives as syn .... dion, by "reunion",
" assembly" ? This was simply taking the text of M. Revillout, who
suggests syn[edri]on, but Prof. Rossi was surely debarred from

such a translation by his own reading.

The next piece of text, of the Life of St. Athanasius is too frag-

mentary to be worth discussion here, but the following text of the

Martyrdom of Joore contains one of the most startling mistakes ever

made by an editor.

121. The short story is in the easiest style of Coptic, but never-

theless I have to register such a monstrosity as the following [27 a 2] :

nim r ntk che fax tu ?

There is no conceivable explanation for such a translation save an

almost unpardonable ignorance of the very elements of Coptic gram-

mar: nim r ntk, "what doest thou"? The curiosity is that the

three words might be equated

:

nim = interrogative pronoun,

r = do(e8t),

ntk = thou.

And yet, though the Coptic words do separately mean the English
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words, it is beyond all question or doubt, that together they do not

meaD, ''what doest thou" !

First, nim could not be accusative
;

Secondly, f is the proclitic form
;

Thirdly, ntk is the copula form.

And that such a version could be imagined and printed in Turin, in

the splendid museum of Egyptian lore, in the haunts of Peyron, and

by a Professor of Egyptology !

"What doest thou", would be expressed in Coptic by ekf w
ntok , but here the words are :

nim rntk, " what is thy name " ?

As this form rnt-k, "thy name", seems such a terrible stumbling-

block, I shall exhibit here a couple of examples of the use of the

word.

The very phrase occurs in Gen. xxxii. 27 nim rntk, tl to 6vo/xa

<Tov icTTLv; Prov. xxi. 24 ploimos rant-f, Xoi/xos KaXetrat, " pest is

his name^^ ; though the commoner form before the suffix is rin, cf.

Isai. xvii. 19 and Prof. Kossi's own text, 1"^ 67 y 5, 68 a 12 &c.

So, even his e chi set, " and who art thou", is not a right rendering

for ntk w-w, "thou art a what", "what is thy trade"? Nor

does ti ricorderd le tue rapine, express [27/8 11] tinaeine ejok

nnekmntlestes, but "I will bring upofi thee [the punishment of]

thy robberies." And again [27 y 14] his translation of auo etbe

pikehob on je shime, " as for this other thing called 'woman' &c.",

is very poorly rendered by per altra parte &c. And again [27 y 20]

his version, io conservero &c., destroys the force of the Coptic eihareh,

which knits this clause to the preceding, "inasmuch as I am
keeping my body &c." And perhaps we might have had a note on

hermetarion [28/8 16] ; or there might have been some indication

of the language from which comes the word kasis [28 /8 z], though

there is a considerable note on the word, which it explains as "an
instrument of torture in form of a metal cap or helmet which was

placed red hot on the head of those condemned to martyrdom" &c.

But if the Latin cassis had been mentioned, we should have perhaps

not needed the note.

122. "Why should Prof. Rossi have conjured up such a dreadful

form as af[ne]u erof [29 y 19], which he evidently deems to be a

possible South-Qo^tic mode of expressing, "A« came to him"!! It

should have been ai-nau erof, "he saw him".
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123. I have had occasion to call attention to the distinction be-

tween JTorth- and South-Coptic ; here is one more example of the

result of its neglect. At [29 y z] he edits the following

:

^vmag'os ncal un falso mago,

adding in a note that it means un mago lugiardo, " a lying magician".

Eut, in South Coptic, the word for "falsehood" is col, not cal; and

he has entirely ignored the next xvord^ which is mutilated at the end,

viz., ho[...j. Here there arises a difficulty; it was not simply

wmagos cal, concerning which he has put an utterly futile note,.

even if it had been correct, but it was wmagos ncal ho..., which

must be emended: it was not even cal at all, but cap-hof, '*a

serpent-catcher", "snake-charmer" (!)

The rest of the story, which is unfinished, is much mutilated, but

even what is given, is unsatisfactory in many places.

124. The following Text treats of the Martyrdom of Ama Heraei.

It is only a fragment, and there are many lacunae, which make its

reproduction difficult enough, even without any additional errors of

conjecture. At [36/5 27] is a quotation from Jerem. x. 11, which he

emends: mpwtamfio] tpe instead of tamie tpe or tamio ntpe;

he has then ignored the connexion of the clauses, and rendered take

by '^ dispersi (dalla terra)", which it does not mean, but " Ifet the

gods also have not created heaven and earth perish".

125. I do not see how he contrives to extract his translation from

the words of the text he has edited at [37 a 14] :

^^^[i nty]lclie I non e abhattuta la statua

katalye ( delta Fortuna ?

I suppose him to have imagined kwi, "little", "a little one of

fortune" {rvxq), but how he got the non e, I do not see. In other

words, his TV)(r] is an invention, which has nothing to recommend it

;

his " statue" has no existence at all ; and the negative interrogative is

nowhere.

If he had conjectured dpxr} instead of Tvxrj, he would have had

better chance of a tolerable phrase, and then perhaps ovkow might not

have appeared too difficult to conjecture. Surely, when the Governor

bade her sacrifice to the great gods, Zeus and Apollo, it was more

natural for her to retort in words involving the use of KaraXveiv apxqvy

than to say, "is not the statue of Fortune thrown down "

?
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126. When real difficulties begin, the editor has very little help

to give, hut often slides over by a translation which is of no service

;

e. gr. [37 ^ 15] :
'' the Governor said to her",

aianekhe mmo io ti voglio risparmiare

;

tone nto hoote non condannarti

mpr tiso* esost da te stessa !

There is not a word of this in the text: "I wish to spare thee; do

not condemn thyself of thyself" ; the meaning of the words is wholly

different

!

They mean: ^^ I have home with thee very much (tone), hut thou

(hoote) hast not spared to insult we" (e-sost); mpr should be

mpe, for mpr is impossible in this passage.

And with this particularly bad specimen, I shall leave this Fasci-

culus, as the remaining fragments are too scrappy to make it worth

while spending time in their elucidation here.

VII.

We now come to the Second Volume, of which the first Fasci-

.cuius was published in 1888, containing fragments of a Discourse by

St. Athanasius on the Virgin Mary, and of John, Archbishop of Con-

stantinople, on the envy shown by the priests and Pharisees towards

our Lord, together with other fragments.

127. The text is very broken, and I shall not find fault with the

arrangement of the leaves, but the translation of what is given leaves

much to be desired. How does he intend the words : the ntaunojn

nmto hn thalassa, [6a 1] to be construed? Certainly he cannot

get nei gorghi del mare out of nmto hn th. Why does he persist

in printing the non-existent word sw for *' to know" ? e. gr. [6 a 9]

mpei sw nhowt eneh instead of the proper proclitic foim swn
howt ; cf. [^ 21]. Or, how can the words " who is he whom /have

seen ?" and " she said &c.," be obtained from the text given [10^ 1]

nim pentafnau, and afjoos ! But these are minor objections,

over which I must pass.

128. Eut this is not a small error [27^ 13] :

rome gli uomini

lien crow je loro vicini, dicendo,

ere etebol hn nim d' onde sono ?

Here it is plain that he takes nim to be = what place ; but it is not
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so clear how even so he finds his verb, ''whence are they"? But

what is the context ? Joseph had seen Mary become pregnant, but he

never asked her, after all the travelling and the being in company with

so many men near them, "Jy whom art thou pregnant'''''^ That was
the question, as the Coptic text plainly expresses it: er' eet ebolhn
nim, "thou art pregnant out of whom" ? What sense was there in

asking, '^ where are they'''' ?

129. The prepositions form the usual stumbling block:

[33^24]:
cf.

assdye ntere

pag-g^elos bok
ebolhitootvr

enere nsoos saje

accadde che

Vangelo venisse

a loro

ed i pastori dissero.

Why, the text could not make it plainer that it means :
'' it happened,

when the angel went away from them, the shepherds said &c."

130. The following is given at [34 y foot]: ''this is my beloved

son, ivho fulfils my wilV\ Now the text has : penta pa-w6s sope ehrai

ejof, which is the South Coptic version of Matth.xvii. 5 kv (S evSo/o/o-a.

131. In the same column, at 35/3 2 and ^19, we have the word
physi, viz. ^vVet, which he has omitted in both cases; and not

only so, but he has disconnected the clauses at yS 18, though they

form a quotation from Gal. iv. 8.

132. Here is an instance of his want of familiarity with Coptic

modes of expression [37 /8 1] :

aucd hirdw stettero alle loro parte.

This rendering, "they stood at their doors", does not convey anything

like the real meaning of the words, which denote: "they sat down

and besieged the city". To make this obvious, it will suffice to quote

two examples : 2 Reg. xi. 1 auo auco hirn hrabath, koX SLeKadicrav

€7rt 'Fa/SdO ; Habak. I. 10 nfn] ten erow, nfco hirow, kol jSaXei

X^h''^ '^^^ KpaT'^<r€L avTOv.

133. Of course the ignorance of the quotation often avenges itself

immediately. Here is a striking example [41/3 1] :

ntetiiuth enetnwerete

mpsobte mpeuag^g^elion

ntntihdon

mpethyroii

ntpistis

mn tsefe mpepneuma

Unite i vostri piedi

alia preparazione del Vangelo ;

noi ci vestiamo

net vestibolo {Qvpcov)

della fede,

e la spada dello Spirito.
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Here the sequence of the tenses is quite ignored, so that no real notion

is given of the march of the Coptic phrase. But the passage is further

curiously misrendered, for the word he has taken to be Ovpcov^ was of

course Ovpeov, " shield", the scutum fidei of Ephes. vi. 15. It will be

seen, too, that he has rendered 6th wrongly by ''unite", whereas it

is simply the Coptic for the vTroBrja-dixevoL of the original. Then he
would have seen that his text in the beginning of this fragment was not

ho plia .... pnwte , but the rrjv TravoTrXi'av tov 6eov of verse 13.

134. Just as little did he perceive that in the next column

[41 y 2] we have another quotation, for in rendering the words of

his text: ensbtot eji mpekba mmntatsotm nim by siamo

pronti a riparare ogni disublidienza, he evidently had not before him
the original, 2 Cor. x. 6 Iv kroiixw e)(OVT€^ iKhiKrjcrai iracrav TrapaKorjv,

where iKSiKyjcraL is exactly the Coptic jikba, " to take vengeance".

135. IS'ay, even when he has found out the quotation, he cannot

always use it, and goes wrong in spite of it ! Compare his treatment

of the following [42 a 22] :

" Paul crieth out in every place and at all times",

marntabo eratw leviamo

nncij etbel ebol le mani lihere

mil mpat etke ed i piedi . . .

ntetntamie benbiowe fate strade

euswton diritte

Snetnw^erete eoi vostri piedi.

Here he gives in a note the place whence this is taken, viz. St. Paul
to the Hebrews, xii. 13; and yet what has he done with the know-
ledge? He has rendered etbel ebol by ^^free hands", for the

Greek Trapet/^eVas ; he has wholly omitted etke, ''enfeebled";

and he talks of "making roads straight with your feet" (!) There
could be no meaning in

^^
free hands", one would have thought, but

perhaps the original was after all instructive ; cf . his text and ren-

dering of another passage shortly after [47 y 5] :

ere nefpat bel ebol i suoi piedi sono molli,

ere ncfcij be le sue mani sono languide.

where the identical words occur, and are rendered by him molli and
languide respectively

;
yet here, where he had the Greek to guide

him, he has gone astray.

1 So it is often found written ; cf. 2 Reg. i. 21 ; Cant. iii. 4 ; Isai. xxi. 5, of

Maspero's text in Miss. Arch. Fr., vol. vi.
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136. Here is a fragment which he has not even made an attempt

to translate, but slurs it over with the ready asterisks [42 y 8] : when
.a man gets drunk,

eueine mpefrpmeeue
etmete

euwohm mpsaje

ntn neuerea

bos ere pliob

o nspere erow
easube nsow

his memory is brought

to the half,

and his words

cotitradict each other,

so that the thing

is a wonder to people,

and the {words) are laughed at.

Of all this passage there is not a word, and the reason of this

omission is not far to seek ; because, after groping about in un-

certainty with one or two similar places, he finally translates as

follows, apparently in despair [43a 26] : "when he speaks against

one, then he exalts himself . . .", though the words : safomkf
ehrai plainly denote the inarticulate utterance of a drunkard, " he is

wont to swallow it down, when he utters a word " &c. And then he

continues, in equal uncertainty [43 /? 1] :

137.

ai porta il nome

di tutti gli uomini

in mezzo {?) delV ehrieta

saun pran g^ar

nrunie nim
etmete bitm ptibe

bn mnianso

eusaje nsa

netsotp eroiir

nelle taverne

parlando contro

gli eletti.

It is almost incredible that this sort of work should have been pro-

duced ; but there it stands :
" for the name of all men is brought into

the midst of intoxication in the taverns, speaking against the elect "

!

The passage really means :
" for they bring the name of every

man to the half, oicing to intoxication, in the taverns, while they

speak against those who are letter than themselves ".

138. I have already stated that Prof. Eossi has no definite idea of

the function of the tense-regents ; the wildest confusion often reigns

in his rendering of these particles. On the same column we have

this specimen [43 yS 15] :

mn benrows nte pbios

nte pebo^v etmmau
ei cjn teutn

ntbe nwpas
atetusdtm ob^ je

e le cure della vita

di quel giorno

vennero su di voi

a guisa di un laccio.

Udiietni ancora.
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Here Prof. Rossi sliows that he believes that the words nte pbios

nte pehow mean '' of the life of that day" ! The last nte is the

regent of the present subjunctive, and the clauses should be dis-

connected: "[drunkenness] and cares of this life, so that that day

come upon you like a snare", the passage being a '* contaminatio "

of two verses, Luke xxi. 34, 35. Then he renders fhe. perfect regent,

atetnsotm by an imperative ; why, I cannot conjecture.

139. The paragraph at [45 a 1] conveys no idea of the real meaning,

and the latter half of it is signalised by the old error of confounding

ti with ji, for his translation runs: "they are ashamed o/ the poor

and of those who go to the church to celelrate the festival", though

the Coptic text says: "they cast shame on, they dishonour, the poor

and those that pass by, pretending that ' going to the roVot of the

martyrs, we are [going to] celebrate M^zV festival '"

:

eutisipe nnheke arrossiscono dei poveri

mn netparage/ e di qiielli che vmino

eucnloice je

•ubek •

entopos nmmartyros alia chiesa [note]

eneire mpeusa per celebrare lafesta.

Prof. Rossi has mistranslated 1 1 s i p e ; omitted or mistranslated

Trapaye ; dropped out without mention the next words ; added a

note that the words he has rendered "the Church" mean "the
places of the martyrs", which only makes more apparent his own
mistake ; translated en -e ire as if an infinitive (!), and finally ignored

the poss. pron. peu in the last word: six bad mistakes, for which

I can see no reasonable excuse.

140. And, as if for the sole purpose of demonstrating his

ignorance of tisipe, he commits the same fault again in this very

column [45 a 27], although his attention was called to the absurdity

of the passage, and he puts his (?). In this case it was a quotation,

too, from 1 Cor. xi. 22, where the original has Karaio-xwere.

141. On this very page he edits [45 y 10] :

tai [the] questa e la maniera,

esare ndaimon rjoeis con cui i demoni dominano

epettahe sopra colui che catturano.

ITow this is an utterly impossible rendering, so bad that I cannot

speak too strongly about it

:

epet-tahe "ow him whom they capture" !

Where is there any hint of " thei/ " ? and how could the proclitic
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form of the verb, tahe^ "be conceivably used here ? The word means :

*' on him who is intoxicated ''\ e-pettahe.

142. So at [46 a 14], he has completely missed the point of the

passage :

etrefpoht Sodoma e (Gomorra) le ridusse

ebolhn ^vmhaau in una tomba.

Here Prof. Rossi evidently thinks that the words refer to the destruc-

tion of Sodom and Gomorrha : ^^he reduced them into a tomb".

That is one of the most curious blunders ever committed ; there is

nothing about reduced, nor them, nor into, nor a tomb ! The Coptic

writer was referring to Lot, and the melancholy circumstances

connected with his intoxication, and the words literally mean: '' to

make him Ik^Uiv [cf. Lev. xiv. 41 ; Ps. Ixxviii. 3, 10] in a cave''''.

I need not write a commentary on this ; but assuredly the contrast

between Prof. Rossi's text and his translation of this passage is, to

say the least of it, noteworthy !

143. The same page exhibits another example [46 y foot] :

ntbe n'wsen al modo di un albero,

eautocf che pianiato

esauti mow erof in un terreno inaffiato

ufauxane tai[o cresce rigoglioso ;

n]te the cost e

nepithymia dei desideri ^c.

The text says :
" like a tree which men have planted and watered

that it may grow, such is the way of desire ". In place of this^

Prof. Rossi introduces a terreno, which is not to be found, and

apparently renders taio = "rigoglioso" "(grows) vigorously ^^
I I

fear there is no doubt that he read it so, for he has distinctly

tai[o n]te the
, i.e. he made taio an adverb, joining the o to

tai; he conjectured n before the te, whereas tai is the demon-

strative, and te is the copula! But if he <?^^ mean tai "this", his

text is still unintelligible : why not have edited o n , TraXtv ? He
had previously conjectured [45 y 7] tai the, with no copula; could

he here have meant tai o nte the, with two copulas ?

And the last three lines of his fragment he did not venture to

touch at all

:

esje minon^ el Sh fiijf

sdtm tatikneue mmos listen, that I may show it ;

for the mysterious tikneue is, of course, SctKvvciv.
,
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144. At [47a 7] we have another perversion in the translation:

"for drunkards speak of a multitude of things", saying, "what and
what thing shall we do ? But when they abandon themselves to intoxi-

cation, they do not remember the oaths" &c. The text says: **but

when they recover from their drunkenness"!

eusanlo de hm ptihe

145. He seems to have no idea of the source whence the writer

has derived his denunciation of the harlot city [49 a 13], which is

Ezekiel's parable, xxiv. 4 seqq. And he renders the words [a 22],

*' I will descend upon it":

tinatalos ehrai io scendero su di lei.

But how could talo mean "descend", and how it could have a pro-

nominal suffix fern., it is impossible even to conjecture. In reality,

the words mean "I will offer it [the city] up (as a sacrifice)"; cf.

Gen. viii. 20, aftalow ehrai nholokautoma, av-qvcyKiv etg oXoKapTrojo-Lv.

146. In fact, nearly every page of this Fasciculus contains some

astonishing mistake ; so that I do not see how the translation could

be made tolerable without reprinting it. It is the grammatical

foundation that is wanting ; the editor is moving in the unsteady

grooves of hieratic guess-work ; the tenses, the moods, the prepo-

sitions, the regents, the verbal forms, oust each other in sportive

wantonness, till the translation sometimes presents the appearance

of a game of blindman's buff.

At [50 y 19] is an instance :

sare tepsykhe

taeio^ nte psoma hoof

si/¥s\v m

Vanxma e

V onore del corpo stesso

I^ow, here we see that the aorist regent sare has no verb, for he has

rendered taeio as a noun; he has made nte the sign of possession,

whereas it is the regent of the subjunctive ; and he has omitted

swsw m ... altogether.

Translate :

'

' the soul is wont to be honoured, so that the body also

hoasts^^ (swsw mmof, as Prov. xx. 9).

147. At [51 ^ 20], he again mis-translates the regent of the

subj. nte, in his translation, sulV altare del sacerdote, and thus

leaves the verb testo-n ebol without any regent at all, and even

so, makes it plural, ci gettino (!) The words are, and plainly :

nte pweeb teston ebol^ ''' SO that the priest reject us''\

E.I.A. PEOC, SEE. Til., VOL. III. G
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148. This is immediately followed by this statement, which Prof.

Rossi puts into the words of the original he has edited :
" never is

the dew produced for us without our finding coolness". This is a

perversion caused by the ignorance of a Greek and of several Coptic

words in his text [51 ^8 foot] : (" let us flee from the fire, whilst it

is the time of dew").

mepote nte tiote non mai la ricgiada

wo ntootii si produce a noi

ntntmhe senza che noi troviamo

ekbo refrigerio.

Let this version be examined, and we find fxrjTrore translated "never";

nte used for present indie. ; wo rendered " is produced " ; ntootn,

''to us" ; and ntntm, '* senza che noi"; and all Jive are impossible,

even according to the structure of the clause ! The words mean

:

" lest that the dew failfrom us so that we may not find coolness".

He does not realize the meaning of the prepositions : they are

translated by him as if they were Old Egyptian clouded over by the

"darkness" of a Mosaic plague. And wo does not mean "to be

produced"—^he is confounding it with ti-w6, "to blossom": wo
means "to cease"! To the end that he may realize this meaning,

1 append here a few instances of its occurrence : 1 Beg. ix. 7

;

2 Reg. ii. 26; vi. 18; xiii. 36; xvii. 23; Job. xv. 22; xxxviii. 1;

Isai. xxxii. 10 ; Tobi. xiv. 1 ; Eccl. i. 10; iv. 2; Amos. viii. 5.

149. And not only does he give a totally wrong meaning to a

common Coptic word, but he will not allow a good Coptic root to

stand as his text has it, because he does not happen to know it!

Thus he translates [52^ 10]: "he shall take q/ his garments, and

shall wash himself with water " ; adding as a note :
" I have considered

the root som as a wrong form, or a variant of son , removere &c."

Why, this root som is just the very root which means to wash

clothes ! ! cf. Lev. xi. 25, 28, 40 ; xiii. 6, 34 ; xiv. 8, 9 ; xv. 27
;

xvi. 26, 28 ; being in fact the word invariably used for irXvvcLv in

Leviticus, the word rohe being found only in Exod. xix. 10.

The next Text is a fragment of a Sermon by John, Archbishop of

Constantinople, on Envy. But the procedure of the editor remains

unaltered and unimproved. He has constructed a new Coptic word

nearly at the beginning, in the note, where he says :
" I consider here

the root khte ... as the corresponding Coptic form of the Greek

<J306vos^\ The thing is an utter impossibility : there is no such root,

and never was, in any Coptic dialect ! The word assuredly conveyed
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quite a different idea, pek-hae (?), but the text can hardly be

emended, as it breaks off directly after. Only, the Coptic Dictionary

is not to have additions of this sort made to it : jxri yevoiro.

150. The confusion in the prepositions continues, thus [55 y 13] :

** ship, laden with every evil ! For what evil wilt thou seek, that

thou dost not find in iV^ ; here he has separated two clauses, which

are to be joined, and he has utterly spoilt the construction by rendering

erof ,
" in it". The words mean :

" o ship, what evil wilt thou [the

ship] seek, so that thou dost not find it^ (and not find it)".

151. Here is another absurdity [56 a foot] :

i/¥nte peijoi

benhaucal mpenipe
alia auwot hwe
heueift mpe XS

ha qtcesta nave

dncore di ferro.

Ma furono piu prestanti (?)

dei chiodi di Cristo.

The last clause is a complete mystery: "this ship has anchors of

iron. But they were more excellent than the nails of Christ." What
foim must the Coptic language assume to make itself clear ? The

text edited by Prof. Rossi is as bad as bad can be, and the translation

quite corresponds. His text has indeed all the letters, but he could

not sort them! The words mean: "this ship has anchors of iron,

hut they melted them doivn into nails for Christ",

not, auiivot hue heneift^

but, aa-woth-^v e-hen-eift

152. The text continues: "the ship had a mast, but the devil

sawed it (for the cross)", and then it adds [56/3 14] :

a niwdai ale erof

auruht ehun hii tpetra

auoms
hitn tnintatuahte

salirono \julla nave] i giudei

V aggravarono con pietre

e la immersero

nelV incredulitd.

'

' The Jews ascended the ship, overloaded it with stones, and sunk

it in incredulity" !

^N'othing of the kind :
" they were dashed against the rock and were

drowned, owing to their unbelief". It is impossible to translate the

Coptic words in any other way than as I have rendered them. Prof.

Rossi has no feeling whatever for the passive construction of the verbs,

any more than for the sphere of meaning of the prepositions.

153. At other times, the memories of hieroglyphic pronominal

suffixes are too strong for the editor, and he forthwith breaks away

^; G 2
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from all the restraints of Coptic grammar ; of this we have a good

example at [61 y foot] : ''why were ye Pharisees not grieved at

Manasses",

hmpnau quando

Htaftreuweise' fece che si allontanassero

nesaias dal profeta Isaia.

One naturally asks what so great cause of grief was it, that

Manasses should have caused them to be removed to a distance from

Isaiah ? And then one asks, whence comes this translation ? In

this wise : wei , "to remove to a distance", and - se , a suffix pron.

of third plural. !N'ow, I know quite well that besides the normal

Coptic suffix -w, we have both - sw, (cf. ani-sw, Gen. viii. 17),

and at times -se (though I have met it only after tennow, and

jow, "to send", cf. Isai. xxvii. 8 ; Jer. xiv. 14, 16 ; xxxiii. 5 ; xliv.

4 ; Matth. xx. 2 ; xxi. 3) ; but it would be a mere waste of time to

search for instances of its use after wei, in this clause, because—it

is not wei at all! It is the verb weise , "to saw asunder"; the

deed of Manasses was that he had caused Isaiah to be sawn asunder,

for which statement Prof. Rossi may consult the Rabbinical legend

given in Lagarde's Prophetae Chald., p. xxxiii.

154. The verb lo is again misunderstood at 62 y 1 :

easlo avendo lasciato

esswo che si esiccasse

nci tpege mpesnof la fonte del sangue.

Erom this it appears that he took swo in the meaning "to be

dried up", esiccare, and the verb, lo to YRQQ.n ^^ she had lefV^ \ In

reality the words mean : " the fountain of blood had ceasedflowing ".

The verb lo , followed by a present participle, means to cease doing,

here to cease flowing [cf . 1 Reg. ix. 5 ; xxviii. 20 ; xxx. 4 ; Jonah

i. 11].

155. I can form no idea of the source of his translation of the

word he has invented at [63 ^17], when he edits : 6 teita[h]s

etmeh nata[xia] mn peinomos etmeh mparanomia, rendering

"oh I questa nazione plena di disordine, e questa legge plena di

iniquita". Who does not see that the words were

Ttt^ts filled with dra^ta, and

vofxo^ Trapavo/xta.

There is no mention of any nation, nor could his emendation tabs

mean anything else than " anointing" !
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156. Here it is the personal pronoun which has led him astray,

hut this would have been impossible if he had known the proper

ease-government of the verb nau, "to see". The sentence reads

[64 /? foot] :

atetnaiiekhe avete tollerato

nau loro

eneipethow questi mali.

There is no meaning in his version: "ye have tolerated to tliem

[mthem?] these evils". The words mean: "ye have endured to

looTc upon these evils", for nau governs the directive e.

157. So in the next column he has : avete pensato pensieri varii del

vostro operare opere anclie diverse^ where he has taken the Coptic nega-

tive perfect regent 2 pi. mpetn for the genitive of poss. adj. pron.

2 pi. ! The words mean: "ye have thought different thoughts, hut ye

have not done different deeds "
: atetnmeeue ehenmeeue eusobe,

mpetnf henhbeue on eusoobe [64y4].
158. The three fragments following are badly mutilated and their

restoration by emendation is not easy, but at least the emendations

attempted should be possible ones, and that is not the case in the

following [65 all]:

a ne[up]lag^khnoii de essendo . . . .

nm[ina]au delle madri

s[t6p]tr bitm .... conturbato dal

Kow, it is obvious that in the first line, it was a Greek word that

had to be dealt with, so that the problem was to read [. . .] irXay^Q^ov^

but his text and translation both show that he could not compass

the right word, ne-cnrXayxvov, "the bowels, the hearts, of the mothers

were troubled, &c."

And what a grammatical inaccuracy to suggest the long 6 in

stortr

!

159. His tentative translation of the previous portion is certainly

wrong, because the Coptic text he has given, will not bear it : li

hanno respinti con violenza cJiiamando (?) le lacrime dei pastori (?) che

sono i loro padri &c. Here respinti is certainly not a translation for

ntaujoolw, and chiamando is probably the " other side of the medal"

in the confusion of toh with tohm (cf. No. 63), and one does

not see why the (?) is put to the word pastori. The meaning of the

section, as it stands, is something like this: "[tears] of children, as

when the wine [emris] of the young palm-trees [bah?], which had
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been violently vintaged^ was mixed with the tears of the husbandmen,

who were their fathers. And while the eyes of the fathers were

blinded by tears, the hearts of the mothers were torn with grief (S:c."

But so much depends on the correctness of the readings of the

legible portion, that the passage is too uncertain.

160. Concerning his treatment of the next fragment, I have to

make the same remark : his conjectural emendation of the words

[64 a foot] :

[hi]tm pa[r]s[in] iiSrm[eiowe]

has nothing to recommend it; for his translation, "like fountains of

water flowing from the source of tears", is literally, according to his

emendation, "flowing by the lentil of the tears ^\ because arsin
means ^aKos, "pulse, lentils". Did Prof. Eossi take lente= 1° lentils,

2° lens (eye-glass), to be the normal progression of meaning from

which arsin , in Coptic, would come to mean " the ball of the eye "?

161. And how does he get "bosom" out of the word kons

[65y 15], which must mean "slaughter", for "bosom" is quite

different, viz. kwn, never written kon,—not to speak of the inex-

plicable affix of 3 sg. fem.

162. But indeed the task becomes drearier, as I go in in these

fragments : the editor is naturally helpless when the real difficulties

begin, for he misses the most obvious portions. Thus he translates

[66 /? 6] : "I wished to take away the organ of my tongue from
silence." Why, if that meant anything, it should mean, that he
wished to speak, whereas the text says : "I wanted to hold the organ

of my tongue by [hitn] keeping silence" ; i.e. he wished to he silent
;

but their conduct would have made the very stones cry out.

163. Nor is Prof. Rossi to be kept from erring, by what one

might consider the irresistible force of analogy : even a simile fails to

produce its natural effects. The Coptic writer, at [67 yS], uses an

obvious comparison, viz. "fire is quenched by water, but even the

abundant fountains of instruction could not prevail to quench envy''\

But how has he rendered it? "The abundant fountains of doctrine

cannot he destroyed hy envy" ! Yet the writer had been dwelling on
this/r^ of envy just previously. The very next paragraph carries on
the rhetorical antithesis :

" iron gives up its rust through the [action

of the] hone, but the heart of the Pharisees did not give up the

blackness of" [its envious feelings] &c. But I do not want it to be
thought that his translation is merely a matter of misunderstood com-
parison

;
the Coptic words cannot be rendered as he has given them :
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to render mpw-es-cmcom e-6sm m-pe- <j>6ovo's as lie has done

is wholly to disregard Coptic structure.

164. In the next column, he has not seen that it is a quotation

from Jerem. xiii. 23 ; from which accordingly his lacunae may be

easily filled up.

165. Even when it is a familiar quotation from the New Testa-

ment, he fails to catch it, or convey the meaning. Thus he gives

[68 y 1] : "as St. John said, ' it is not needful that one should testify

for man. Because does he hnotv what is in man?'" But there is no

sign of interrogation in the Coptic, which is a literal version of John

ii. 25, "for he knew what (is) in man," ntof gar nefsown je w
pethm prome

.

166. A very instructive example may now he given, of the amount

of critical acumen he has exhibited in handling this Coptic text, which

is so interlarded with Greek words. Thus he has edited [69 /? foot] :

pma et5Fnhetf / dal luogo in cui e

nci pephthonos mn Vinvidia e

tniesikia

etai te

tnintrefmestpethow

sare peXS we ebolmniof Crista si allontana.

He has made no attempt whatever to solve the difficulty here, but

has given it up in despair. There cannot be the slightest doubt of

the solution, but it may be well to show the materials that lay ready

to his hand, to guide him to the solution, if such had not instan-

taneously presented itself to him.

It was evident that mesikia was some Greek word, and the form

of the following words is the normal form by which the Copts define a

Greek term when employing it, [ete tai te] a form of words exactly

equivalent to our viz. The problem therefore resolved itself simply

into the determination of the uncouth word

tiuntrefmestpethow.

I need not dwell on its loveliness to the eye of the body, but to

the mind's eye it presented no great embarrassment : t- is the fem. art.,

mnt denotes the abstract state (as in righteousness), ref means " a

person (who)", and pethow means " evil" ; so the whole problem is

the determination of the last element mest . Here then the investi-

gation begins. Now mest might seem to be the proclitic form of the

verb moste , "to hate" ; but, as our word is used in conjunction with
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*' envy," it cannot mean "the state of one who hates evil". The
lexicon gives a form refmespethow , "maleficus," which is much
more to the purpose, as from it we should get an abstract term,

meaning " maleficentia"
; but it would not bring us to the understand-

ing of the Greek word which was the puzzle to Prof. Rossi.

^ow, this very word does occur in the Coptic Bible, Prov.

xxi. 24, where Ciasca has a note, disqualifying it, "prefmeste
pro prefmeeue"

; but this disqualification must be taken off, as our

text shows that it is the right Coptic word. And what is the word in

LXX. Prov. xxi. 24 ? fjivrja-LKaKel. Just so : the word in our text

m[njesi[ka]kia, ixv-qariKaKia.

The two passages show that mest- was used in Coptic to represent

the Greek fxvrjcn-, " to remember," and that it has nothing to do with
either moste, "to hate", or mise, " to generate'.

And with this specimen, I pass on to the Frammenti Diversi in

the second part of this Fasciculus. So far the Second Volume of

Prof. Rossi's texts has shown itself to be worse than the First Volume:
the remaining fragments carry on the demonstration.

167. Thus, I should have liked to see a very different rendering

of [71 a 6] :

henkehte lombi

eumeh enanww pieni di venusta.

for "to be filled wiW\ is meh n, and not meh e ; nanww is not
a substantive, but a verb with plural affix, and the indefinite e pre-
fixed, to make it participial, so that the two last words are eu - meh

,

"full", and e-nanw-w, "beautiful'. His translation exhibits

entire ignorance of the mechanism of the verbal system; just as on the
same column [a 17] his rendering ''come un artista poteva cosi farlo",

shows that he had no notion of the function of ene, which he evidently

took to be the imperfect regent, {come) poteva, as if it had been e-nere !

168. Here is a passage in which the noun is the principal cause of

stumbling [72 /? 3] :

emn
_ V

. . . mmanseleet la veste {?) nuziale

to hiouk che * in te.

nte rof ia g^^ porta

torn nteunw e tosto chiusa,

nfti mmof etootw e sard dato

iinbasauisterion ai tormenti.
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There is no reason why the (?) should appear after veste, "because

it is obviously to the "garment of the wedding-festival" that reference

is made; but why should the first word emn have been omitted?

Then the next clause :
*' His door is quickly shut,^^ is not a translation

of the Coptic words at all, because ro means ''mouth" (not "door",

which is ro) , and the verb tom does not mean " to shut a door",

(which is stam), but "to shut the mouth". One would have thought

that the expression tm ro was common enough in Coptic, but it is old

Egyptian just as well. And it is a quotation also, being simply the

Coptic of 6 8' ec})L{jLU)6r} of Matth. xxii. 12, with which may be com-

pared the version Prof. Rossi has here printed :
" the nuptial garment

which is in thee. His door is soon shut, and he will be given &c." (!)

169. In fact, the quotations are often the worst treated passages
;

of. the following instances.

The text begins, "the Parhoimiastes says," but the editor has

made no attempt to find out what the writer of the Proverbs did say,

and edits [73 a 6] :

JO nimos

efcnarike jinnsorp

Je enentak ....
e[t]slecl6c pe

dice

:

cei'cando querela sin da principio.

But the word slecloc is not so very common a word as to have

made a search for it in the Proverbs an impossibility : it is found at

ii. 20, a comparison with which will be instructive to the editor.

170. Just below [a 20], he renders: "those who abandon the

right and choseii ways for the oblique ways . . .", though his text has

the word nau , which should certainly have given him pause : his

text must be altered into eu-s6tp nau, " choosing /or themselves

the crooked ways" ; this also is a quotation. Prov. ii. 13.

171. And a little further on, [y 2] he renders oltre le frodi^

showing that he did not comprehend his text khoris si nkrof,

"false jueasures^^ ; cf. the use in Prov. xx. 23, where we have si snau

and mase nkrof mentioned.

172. I shall finish my criticism on this Fasciculus with an exami-

nation of five passages in the last two pages of his text.

(a) At foot of [75 y8], his translation runs thus :

"... little children, he is angry and smites them. Some do not

die (?) ; the Spirit of God departs from them, and gives them into the

hands of evil spirits that they may torment them, saying : if my spirit

dwells in . .
."
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Such rendering conveys no meaning ; it is of course pure nonsense.

And it is bad grammar, besides; for the text henkowe eutmmw,
can by no possibility be twisted into his version, ^^ some do not die^\

The negative tm is never so used ; it is the negative of the infinitive

;

it may be used after the conditional ei-, or the subjunctive nte, but

most certainly not -with the present indicative ! Nor could mw
be so used. If the text is really so in the papyrus, it must mean,

eu-tmmo-w, '' ?>Qme feed themselves^ live luxuriously, and so God

withdraws himself from them."

173. And what sense is to be found in the words at the end of the

clause, " if my spirit dwells in . . ." There can be little doubt that

the Coptic writer was using a quotation from Gen. vi. 4, ov fxr] Kara-

fJi€Lvr} TO TTvev/Jia iv rot? avOpcj^iroL^ tovtol<; cts rbv aiwva, so that either

his ene must be read nne, ^' shall not (remain)", or else the use is

that of Gen. xiv. 23, je ene tmaji wlaau ebolhn nete nwk ne, which

is practically a strong negative :
'' I swear to God, if I will take," " I

will not take."

174. The connexion with this verse is established by the next few

lines which he renders :
" their days are a hundred and twenty years",

which is quite wrong, for the words are : ere neuhow sope , "may
their days lecome^\ There is not in the whole of Coptic literature a

single instance of sope used, as he has taken it, as a simple present

tense: it is impossible. The phrase is optative, as frequently, and

represents the ccrovrat of Gen. vi. 4.

175. And he gives at [76 a 2] :

wn hoine alcuni

eujok mn neusere si voiano (?) coi loro figli

bn mmow etkons alle acque micidiali{?)

I do not know what meaning he intended to be conveyed by his

suggested si votano (?), but it is quite immaterial, for his text is

wrong : it should be divided differently, not

eujok mn, but eujokm n,

for what the writer said was: "they bathe them, their sons", and

most assuredly not "they empty themselves with their sons", or

anything of the kind.

176. The paragraph finishes with another misunderstanding, for

he translates euwocp nneskeuos nblje by: distruggono . . . di

fango ; but the words evidently mean "the vessels of potsherd",

"the earthen vessels", with reference to a-vvrpiprja-iTai and the

o-K€vos ocTTpaKLvov of Levlt. vi. 28 ; xi. 23 &c.
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And now I take up the Second Fasciculus of vol. ii. (1889), after

tlie text of the Proverbs, already criticised. The remaining portions

are "fragments" of versions of three Homilies by St. John

Chrysostom, extant and published in Greek, so that here also the

editor had every possible advantage for his text that could be derived

from a knowledge of what the Coptic translator must have intended

to say. What Prof. Eossi, however, represents him as having said

is often a very different thing. Thus there are in the first page of

his text half a dozen errors, from which the Greek original ought to

have preserved him.

177. What was the use of printing etfhob in the first line

with a note, saying: "literally, working''^ when the original made
it plain that the word was etfhot " sailing" ?

178. Why render sibt, by "valley", when the original had

l3ovv6^, which is regularly so rendered? Cf. Ps. Ixiv. 13, Ixxvii. 58
;

Prov. viii. 25 ; Isai. x. 32 ; xl. 4.

179. At [20)3 14] he renders : "for God knows that the nature

of men who love good is to aspire to the chosen things of all times",

which is not what the Greek means : rrjv (fiva-Lv twv dv^ptoTrwv

tfiiXoKaXov Koi . . . €(l>L€/x€vr]v. But in order to get his version, he

had to emend his text, which now stands thus

:

efsown g^ar nci ynnfte [nteyhysis] iinronie [et]niai

petiianw[f. et]epithyniei eii[etsd]tp n^oeis nim.

[etbe pai] afko ehrai n[nen]eiote nneg^raphe

[nthe ii]heiikosiiiion &c.

Here his translation degli nomini amanti il bene makes of [etj
maipetnanwf an adjective agreeing with nrome, "the men";
but that is impossible in Coptic : the adj. is attached by the con-

nexive n (nrome mmaip. &c.) ; and if et- were to be employed

as the def. ptcple., then the verb in its proclitic form mere would

have been indispensable before petnanwf, so that the conjecture of

et- is utterly wrong, as it is also in the next word.

180. Nor is his version of the remainder correct: "he placed asi

an ornament in the Scriptures the struggles of our fathers &c." ; for

this would absolutely make the only representative of the struggles to

be the Coptic adverb ehrai ! His version is made from the Greek

Tovs Twi/ TTaripoiv a$\ovs. The Coptic says quite differently: "he
hath deposited with our fathers the Scriptures as Kocr/xia " ; it was
the Scriptures that were the Koa/xLa, not the contests of our fathers,

if his Coptic text is rightly transcribed.
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181. And assuredly, the flowery rhetoric of the original is not to be

handled with so little appreciation as is shown in the version of the

passage describing the physical beauty of the youthful Joseph,

[21 /? 21] :
" the hairs of his beard begin to grow on his cheeks like

budding roses, shadowing his rosy countenance'' \ There is nothing about

''his rosy countenance'''' in the Coptic, because the word rendered '4'osy"

agrees with the word " hairs", fJiopcji'q is not merely " countenance",

and the last words have been omitted altogether. The words are :

euhobs ntetmorphe
eutresros

nsa pisa mn pai

covering his fj.op^i]

and being ruddy

on thin side and on that

182. And if ever an editor erred in spite o/ light, it surely was on

the occasion, when he invented the following misconception, [22 a 19]:

"he who shall not have been made free by his own sentiments, not

with a multitude of papers or writings shall he be able to effect, that

he who is Hack should be white ". There is no force of logic in that

;

nor is there the slightest resemblance to the original, tovtov ixvpioi

^aprat Acat fxiXava ypa/x/xara iXevOepwcraL ov SvvavTat ; and it is utterly

impossible to derive it from the Coptic :

mn henase iikhartes

e iisliai efkem
nastref n'bas

not multitudes of xapTTjy

or of black writing

will avail to make him become white.

The point to the Copt was that '' black letters would not give a man
the whiteness (of freedom)".

183. Often enough, the version is so turned that the general sense,

which the context made certain, is given correctly enough, but where

the text is so edited that a competent scholar at once sees that there

is a "hiatus valde deflendus " in the editor's knowledge. Here is a

ease, [23^ 21], rendered:

" See the nobility of this athlete. What a struggle was hisV But,

the text is edited as follows :

je ii[e w'] iiwer mise niuuiaf,

from which it is clear that he took i^ to be = " what", and that he

read iv nwer = qualis. There is no escape from that, for he has put

his accent over the word {ov) in his emendation ; and even so, he

could not construe the words, for wer could not be followed by mise

without the connexive. The Coptic text was really ne wn wer
mise nmmaf, i.e. '' how many fought with him''

\
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184. The wrong word is conjectured at [24 a 17], where he gives :

hm plogis[mos etb]be, rendermg con raffionamenfi pudichi. There

is no such word as etbbe , and even the form intended, viz. et - tbbe

,

would be no more tolerable, because tbbe is still only the proclitic

form : he would have had to alter his papyrus, and read et-tbbeu.
But there is no need ; the Greek has tw o-(o<^povt A.oyicr/xw, and for that

logis[mos nsa]be were the proper words, sabe being the normal

adjective for <^poi/t/xo9, and so the rendering pudichi is quite out of

place here.

185. Eut this wrong rendering of Greek words is much better

exemplified in the next passage [25 a 22] :

miinsa nai p[m^Y'
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187. Even the commonest Greek word or phrase is at times a

stumbling-block ; e. gr. at [27 y8 2] :

teo* ffar Satsown tu non sei nascosta

mpbal mpiiwte aW occhio di Bio,

ete mefobs che nulla ignora.

Here lie has erred in every line, for the words mean :
'

' thou art

ignorant of the eye of God (that it is one) which is not wont to sleep'';

for obs is 'to sleep', but Prof. Eossi has confounded it with the

reflexive use obs -f e , ''to forget oneself over, to overlook, neglect"

&c., [cf. 1 Reg. xxiii. 9; Job vi. 4; xi. 11 ; xxxi. 19; Ps. ix. 22;

liv. 2; Ixxvii. 59; Eccl. xii. 14; Isai. Iviii. 7; Zech. i. 12; and for

obs, "to sleep", cf. Job iii. 11 ; Ps. iii. 5 ; Ixxvii. 5 ; Ixxvii. 65
;

Eccl. V. 11 ; Jerem. xiv. 9]. And if he did not know the Coptic word,

there was the Greek with its ayvoct? and its dKOLixrjrov 6(^6aX.ix6v !

Then his rendering of swsw mmow ejn by "to be jealous of"

[27)8 10], is hardly equal to the Kav)((DfX€voL<; of the original; the

Coptic means "to boast of". In the succeeding lines, he seems to

have no notion,—at least he has given no note of any kind, that the

Coptic is wrong, for the phrase : wn wer naggelos nau eron, is

repeated instead of the second clause referring to the fxdpTva-t of the

text.

188. The last sentence in the Homily is ludicrously misunder-

stood, in the teeth of both Greek and Coptic : "but since it is good

to let you go away thirsty for the word of instruction, lest ye become

(over-)full so that ye vomit the things ye have heard, therefore we
shall put off the story of Susanna to another day". The Greek text

has Kol fj.r) Toi>s Kop€a6evTas koL a eSiiavro iKTrrvaat, of which the

Coptic, as translated above, is a pretty exact equivalent [29 y8 z].

And how has Prof. Rossi rendered it ?

mepote ntetn sei acciocche non vi saziate

ntetn ka ebol di andar ruminando

nuentatusotmw le cose che avete tidito.

i.e. " that ye may not be satiated with going ruminating the things ye

have heard" (!!)

The Homily on Susanna follows, in a very fragmentary condition.

The translation exhibits the same deficiencies.

189. It begins by a wrong emendation [30 a 18]: ntn6[sk]

peteron an, ^'per nonritardar {aipagare) ilnostro dehito\ But osk

was not the word here : it was "to fail in", and not " to delay", that

the writer intended to express, viz. ojn. He renders the irapaKu-
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Aowres of the Greek, by "we content ourselves with" [30^ 9];

translates wrongly : nasope gar an ensaat [/8 13] by "«/ it shall

happen to us to be deficient", whereas the Coptic says, ''^ we shall not

become deficient", ovSkv ikXeiij/oixev ; thins off the words takha ro

[y8 22] into ''now", ora, whereas they mean "perhaps even" ;
edits

ji tsabo [31 /5 16] for " to teach"; gives si volsero, for the hn wjer
of the text [32 a 2], (o/i/xa) aTaKTov, and winds up the paragraph by

rendering :
" there came from the depth of the sea a storm, which

overwhelmed me", whereas itis[32a21]: ^' I came into the depths

&c.", aiei enetsek nthalassa, cf. Ps. Ixviii. 3.

190. The next paragraph contains two perversions of the text

[32^8 11]:

sausek tepsykhe V anima resta

euhto[iiit]iii attenehrata

mil wtihe col gusto.

" If the throat gives itself up to tasting a multitude of victuals and

abundant wine, the soul remains darkened with the taste ". But the

words mean, "the soul is dragged into cloudiness and intoxication '*''

.

There is no mention of "the taste", tipe ;
and the construction

of mn by "with the taste", is quite impermissible. The Coptic

htomtm, "darkness" is a thinning-off of the Greek expression:

Trpos fxiO-qv kol KOLTa<s rrjv ij/v)(r]v KaTa<f>6€Lp€L. (Perhaps the papyrus

has not hto . . . m but hmhm, "licentiousness".)

191. And a few lines below [32/? 20] :

ivparthenos una vergine

eauparadidw mmos che si e data

ebolhitn neshmhal in balia de* suoi servi.

But the text says nothing about the virgin " having given herself into

the power o/her servants "
; it says: " who has heen letrayed ly her

servants". Prof. Eossi seems to have the dimmest possible notion

of the meaning of the prepositions, hitn being his especial plague.

There are hundreds of mistakes in these texts, arising from the

confusion of the Coptic prepositions.

192. In the very next column he has rendered it wrongly, and

put his text wrong also [33 a 15] :

nai eusoop costoro, che erano

liitm prokh nel fuoco

nteuepithyiuia della loro concupicenza.

But hitm does not mean "in" ; it means "by", "by means of"
;
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and therefore his version ,
'* who were in the fire", besides being

a very weak representation of the Greek (jiXoyl Kai6fx€vo<5, is positively

incorrect: the words, if they were correct, would mean: "who

exist hy means o/the fire ". I do not believe the text had soop, but

sobh, "burnt", "dried up".

193. Here again is an emendation with nothing to recommend it

[33 a 5]:

kata [5j]e mpnophos secondo il detto del saggio.

I am embarrassed here to see hoiv he intended to construe his con-

iecture ! Was it Kara followed by n ? was it nje, plural of jo,

" a word" ? It is utterly impossible, anyhow, to Coptic structure,

and should have been kata [psa]je.

194. And I am just as little able to accept his emendation on the

next column [33 y8 3] :

tote ausmiit allora stabilirono

[mn] neuereu insieme

ejok ebol di mandare ad effetto

[tep]raxis V opera.

The translation reads well enough, but the text will not bear it : his

emended text has no meaning at all

!

For, smnt can mean nothing, by itself ; it must have an object,

and that object must he a pronominal suffix. The word was not

smnt; it should be smn [tootw mnj, i.e. "they joined hands

with one another", "they covenanted" ; cf. 4 Eeg. xv. 19.

195. The same column [33 b foot] gives another example of mis-

conception as to the prepositions, for he has edited

wshime esmise a woman fighting

[nlm iihowt siiau with males twain.

Here two questions arise at once :

(a) What on earth is nm, which he has conjectured? Ac-

cording to Prof. Rossi, it is a preposition nm ,
"with" : in JVorth-

Coptic, yes ! but this is Soiith-CoY>tic, which knows no such word.

{b) And what is the n before howt snau? The sign of a

plural, and with snau !

There was no need for emendation: the text should be esmise

mn howt snau.

196. It does not seem easy to see why Prof. Eossi should so often

go out of his way, to misrepresent the text in his translation, by
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paragraphing the clauses wrongly ; e. gr. he gives this version of

[34 /? 2] :
" It was a great and joyous spectacle, great by those who

were in the contest, joyous by the virtue of a weak woman who had
power to struggle against these powerful men, ivlio had mutually prepared

each other for the struggle.

The heavens opened, the angels &c."

Then he gives a note, quoting the Greek : ws ovv €TOLfxo<: yeyovev

^ TrdXrj, r)voc)(Or](Tav ol ovpavoC &c. Why, that is exactly what the

Coptic says, which paragraphs the clause in just the same way

:

'^ when these had prepared themselves to fight with each other, the

heavens opened &c." It was not of the mutual preparation of the

two old reprobates that the text was speaking, but of the two com-

batants, viz. Susanna on the one side, and her accusers on the other!

Prof. Eossi's translation is utterly impossible with his text, which
reads, ntere nai de sbtotw emise mn neuereu.

197. At [33 a foot] he leaves a word omitted, as being unable to

conjecture it, and edits :

^vde petnaboethei eros ne alcuno che le portasse aiuto

nsa laan n[. . . .]

It should have been ;
" nsalaau nsa, " on any side whatever";

Job xix. 7, mmn hap nsa laau nsa, ovSaixov Kpt/xa.

198. And here is another confession of ignorance [36 a 17],

where he suggests: af[j]61c nnse ejof; his translation being:

''already the wood was placed upon the altar". But, as is seen,

there was a letter missing in the text, where the word was . . . 61c.

'Now, there are only three verbs known to the Coptic language,

which would//? up the gap, viz. hole, pole and sole; well

Prof. Eossi has selected not one of these, but has invented a new
verb, jolc. Surely, pole distrihuere was more likely.

199. In fact, wherever a conjecture almost forces itself upon one,

Prof. Rossi will shut his eyes to it, and select something impossible.

Here is a striking example [36/3 foot] :

ano eisheete ed ecco

tmamw mpeirla. ... io morro per questa calunnia.

That is absolutely his version, "behold, I shall die by this calumny "

!

And how did he obtain it ?

The word la does mean *' calumny ", but it never is used with f :

the proper verb would be hi, ^^ to fling calumny", hi-la, not r-la
" to do calumny "

; and even then, it would not be a noun.

R.I. A. PBGC, SER. IH., VOL. III. H
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Yet his text showed a gap, which should he supplied, thus

:

mpei fla[au], i.e. "I have not done anything", corresponding

exactly to the Greek koX tSov, cyw aTroOv-qa-KO), jxrjhlv Trpa^acra. The

most curious part of the matter is, that Prof. Rossi has translated

the last words, hut has placed them in italics to show that they are

not in the Coptic text

!

The remainder of the Fasciculus is taken up with Fragments of

a Sermon on Christ's hirthday. The condition of the papyrus is

lamentable, hut Prof. Rossi has printed no doubt the largest portion

of what is at all legible. Still, the same remarks are to be made as on

the previous portions ; but my space and time are limited.

200. At [497 11] he edits:

kote e[j]6n volgeievi a noiy

pcjaf nci pepBal[]no]dos disse il psalmista,

ntetnholc eros unitevi a Lei.

The Psalmist said no such thing as this: ''turn to ws" ; for the

double reason that the Coptic text, as the editor has emended it, would

not mean that, and next, because the original words are to be found at

Ps. xlvii. 12, KVKXwcaTc ^tajv, koX TreptXaySere avrrjv, showing of course

that his text should have been: kote e-sion, and was not the

impossible kote ejon of his conjecture.

Nor can there be any reason for omitting an attempt at least to

translate the words on [50/3 foot] : "they bring a musician, that he

may sing by his art",

nte won nim that every one

wohm nsof may repeat after him

the words of the birth-day song, which immediately follow.

His note, p. 104 (1), states that he has "limited himself to

the translation of those phrases only, about which there can be no

doubt". Rut I am afraid that is too optimistically said, for there

is much more than "doubt" of the accuracy of such a rendering

as Vangelo eletto ad annunziare la gioia, for the text [52 y8 14]

esotp paggelos &c. It is quite impossible to make esotp into an

adjective (past ptcple) in agreement with the angel. The text has a

totally different construction, for it is preceded by ntaf ei , "who
hath come", which the editor has omitted altogether.

Nor do I think that he has hit the mark, on [53 a] foot, where

he renders: "the Lord God is his old name. Do not cause that

they delay to lean on the staff &c.", for his text should stop
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at pef-ran, "His name", and the following word nhello, is

not adjectival to pef-ran, "his old name", but it is voc. pi.:

'^1/e aged, do not be remiss &c."; and then the next words flow

on with a suitable meaning referring to the hoariness of their

intelligence, which of course was quite unintelligible to the editor,

and has occasioned his (?) after perfetti ; for his translation runs

thus:

il Signore Iddio e il suo noma vecchio. JVbn fare che

tardino ad appoggiarsi sul hastone delta loro consolazione,

perfetti ij) nella canizie delta loro prudenza.

Phrases, about which there can be no doult ?

Here I shall conclude my examination of the texts. The remainder

of this Fasciculus is too fragmentary to make it worth while to dis-

cover by divination what the papyri may really contain in addition to

the parts which Prof. Rossi has deciphered. It is past doubt, how-
ever, that the whole of these texts as published so far will have to be

gone over again by competent scholars, before science can be satisfied

that the papyri have yielded all they are capable of giving.

It was my fate, twenty years' ago, to show that knowledge of

the modern form of a language was not a sufficient qualification for

undertaking the task of editing texts in the older form of the

language : the converse is now my lot, to show that a knowledge of

the ancient form, of itself, will not suffice to enable an editor to

handle the later form of the same speech. It cannot be permitted

that even a Professor of Egyptology should, with impunity, play

"hieroglyphics" with the Coptic language.

H z
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IV.

A HEPORT 0:N^ ancient monuments in CO. KERRY.

By sir THOMAS NEWENHAM DEANE.

(Plates I. and II.)

[Read February 13, 1893.]

Dingle, Corkagthnt, and Stteeounding Disteict.

In the "Transactions of the Kilkenny Archaeological Society," for

the years 1852-3 (vol. ii.) will be found a most interesting article

headed Dingle in the Sixteenth Century. I commend it to those who

care for antiquity. An extract will here suffice to show that the dis-

trict is rich in early remains, and is a fruitful field for investigation.

''Here, indeed, would the antiquary be tempted to designate this

Western ' tongue of land' as a Baal-bee of Ireland, if not of Western

Europe. I sometime since amused myself by making out from the

Ordnance Survey Maps and other sources of my own a tabular list of

the principal remains of antiquity in the barony of Corkaguiny, and I

found them to be as follows -.—Eleven stone cahers, three cams, forty

caUuraghs, or obsolete burying-grounds, where unbaptized children

only are interred, ten castles, eighteen artificial caves, twenty-one

churches in ruins, and nine church sites, two hundred and eighteen

cloghauns or beehive-shaped stone houses, sixteen cromleacs, twelve

large stone crosses, three hundred and seventy-six earthen forts or

raths, one hundred and thirteen gallauns, or immense rude standing-

stones, fifty-four monumental pillars, most of them bearing Ogham

inscriptions, fifteen oratories, nine penitential stations, sixty-six wells,

many of them bearing the name of some saint, and twenty-nine mis-

cellaneous remains." {Loc. cit., p, 136.)

Thus wrote Richard Hitchcock in 1852. The list is a large one.

I have not verified the accuracy of it ; but from my investigation of

the district, I have no hesitation in stating that few parts of Ireland,

or elsewhere, are so interesting as the barony of Corkaguiny.

I have also to refer to the interesting pamphlet written by

Du Noyer on the ancient city of Fahan, which forms a leading

feature in the district.

At the close of last year the ruins on the property of Mr. Drum-

mond, of London, were scheduled under the provisions of Sir John
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Lubbock's Act of 1882. Since then they have been vested in the

Board of Works by an Order in Council, and a portion of the last

grant from the Treasury has been devoted to their investigation.

I was fortunate in securing the services of Mr. D'Arcy, of whose

zeal and efficiency I cannot speak too highly ; and the result, so far as

it has gone, has been most satisfactory. The ruins, such as Gallerus,

certain cells, the Church of Kilmakedar, and others at the north side,

Garfinny and Eallintaggert on the southern, have for some time been

cared for under the vesting order of 1875 ; the funds being found by a

grant under the Church Act of 1885, and subsequently increased.

To visit these ruins described by Hitchcock requires some climbing,

rough walking, and knowledge as to where they lie to enable a visitor

to see them. The roofs of the beehive cells as a rule have fallen in

;

the walls are standing, and the interior filled up with fallen debris

;

the very fact of the destruction of the roofs has protected what remains.

The work I have done consists of removing this debris, and laying bare

the original floors, and further investigating what exists beneath the

flooring.

In 1844 Dr. Petrie wrote an interesting letter to the late Sir 'F.

Larcom, pointing out the great interest of the district ; and the present

Sir E. Burton, who was then an official in Ireland, replied to Petrie in

a long and exhaustive letter,^n which he rather doubts Petrie's fixing

the date of these structures so remote as he was disposed to. Burton

bases his objection to remote antiquity on not finding the beehive

structures surrounded by a cashel or wall, but I think he must have

overlooked many instances where such buildings are so surrounded,

especially at Glenfaun.

There is considerable evidence that a great Milesian expedition

from Spain, some time before our era, landed in this part of Ireland.

Differences of opinion exist as to the exact spot, but all point to a

locality in proximity to Dingle. I do not venture to give any direct

opinion as to the origin of the structures which cover the peninsula,

but rather give the results of my investigations, and allow the reader

to form his own conclusions, and press further for a solution of the

difficultv.

On the other hand, there is evidence that in St. Brandon's time,

the 6th century, the district of Dingle was inhabited by a large colony

of monks, three thousand in number ; so the remains studding this dis-

trict may claim the more ancient date of the Milesian invasion, or the

^ See Stokes' Life of George Petrie, p. 163.
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more modern of St. Brandon's time. Suffice to say, the whole district

from Dunleer Mountain, on the eastern side of Dingle, to Slea Head,
the western promontory, is full of structures of most ancient date,

some above, and others underground, which have only been partially

investigated.

The funds available for the current year have been carefully used,

and I trust the results are not over-estimated from an archaeological

point of view.

I have not extended my investigation to the country east of

Dingle, but a reference to an Ordnance sheet, upon which I have
noted in red many of the numberless structures which abound in this

country, is sufficient to show what a field of exploration is available.

Taking the promontory of EuU Head alone, I have visited many forts

and circles, some of the former surrounded by recessed apartments,

and evidently with substructures. Across Bull Head is a massive

wall, which I have not explored, and whose uses are as enigmatical as

the great fort of Dunenges, at Arran, or the forts at Dunbeg.

One most remarkable fact is that the inhabitants have a definite

name for each dwelling or fort, no matter how much ruined or unob-

servable to the visitor. Amongst such designations I find :
—

The city of the course field.

The big structure.

The cell of the old inhabitant.

The cell of the big family.

The little fort.

The city of the glen of the slope.

Martin's big city.

Martin's little city.

The city on the big point.

The new city.

The city of the "Western Coast.

The fortifications of the rock.

The lair of the little hare.

The black structure.

The white structure.

The structure of the high place.

The structure overlooking the

other forts.

These are a few of the names I have hitherto got ; but I have no

doubt that further investigation will add to the nomenclature, and

that the cells and other ruins mentioned by Hitchcock can be scheduled

and named.

These names may again raise the doubt as to the antiquity of these

remains ; but it must be borne in mind that the majority of them have

been overgrown with weeds and covered with stones, and hardly

recognizable to the eye until investigated carefully and excavated,

so that it is more than unlikely that modern names should be attached

to spots which gave such little evidence of their existence, unless
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ancient tradition handed down the names and uses to those who now

occupy the country.

The general character of the buildings are as follows :

—

Earthen forts, with and without subterranean chambers.

Tombs. Circular dwellings in groups of trees, with outlying

chamber, which was possibly for the dog or other domestic animal

;

cells underground connected with circular cells ; chambers beneath the

ground containing bones which, when brought to the air, vanish into

powder.

Forts constructed of dry masonry, with chambers in the thickness

of the wall. Ditches and Valiums, underground passages giving access

to the open land, outside the fortification.

The ancient road of Pahan, separated from the surrounding land

by stones fixed in the ground.

With these remains I deal seriatim as far as the investigation

hitherto has extended.

I may also add that the class of structures referred to are not con-

fined to the mainland, but that the Islands of the Elasket contain

many similar subterranean cells.

DuNBEG

—

The Little Foet.

(Plate I.)

On a cliff or promontory, surrounded on three sides by water, the

fourth the mainland, about 200 yards from the old Fahan road, is

Dunbeg. Close to the cliff is a well-built wall of large stones, ** A"
in plan ; removed from the cliff is the circular structure marked " B"
round on the exterior, square internally, certainly stone roofed, with

entrance and observation chambers. About 20 feet from this building

is a massive wall, about 15 feet thick, with chambers and passages.

This wall extends from cliff to cliff for a distance of about 240 feet.

A reference to the plan shows the chambers, observation holes, and

other appliances to protect the entrance door shown on plan.

On raising a flat stone near the entrance a subterranean passage

was discovered, 59 feet long, the roof of flat stones supported on others

of massive size, each pair of stones forming the roof, which had

circular perforations at intervals for ventilation. My belief is that

this passage communicated with the last of the ditches shown on plan,

and formed an exit to the open ground outside the lines of fortifications,

which are four in number. I have failed to discover this exit, but I
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am convinced that it originally existed. The similarity of the fort to

those in Arran is remarkable, with the exception that whereas the

great enclosure at Dun Engis, in Arran, is protected by a " Cheveux
do Frise" of upright stones, the fort at Dunbeg is protected by earth-

works. "Whether the fort described was for protection from the sea,

or a retreat from the land, I leave it to the consideration of those inte-

rested in archaeology.

Inland, in the direction of Dingle, is another structure, also of the

fort type, the entrance being marked with great stones, and part of

the surrounding wall is intact.

I have not investigated this great structure, but there it exists,

and I trust next year, when funds are available, to make a more
exhaustive examination of it.

High up to the right is the ancient Fahan-road, well marked, and
faced at intervals with upright stones.

Glenfaun.

(Plate II., fig. 1.)

Passing to the westward we next come to Glenfaun. Here it will

be observed that the cells indicated in the plan are surrounded by a

massive wall.

The following is an extract from Mr. William D'Arcy's report :

—

As I reached Glenfaun this evening the men at work had just

removed the floor of one of the cells, which revealed a deep opening

into the floor. A candle was procured, and an exploring party entered

the opening. The entrance was at first very small ; the passage, how-
ever, widened and continued to enlarge in space for about 20 feet. At
the end of this passage a small opening way was met. Getting through
this there was a slope of 3 feet, leading to a chamber 5 feet wide, 5 feet

high, and 13 feet long, with two air passages, 9 inches square, 3 feet

from the floor. The length of these passages could not be calculated.

(A) Shows passage and chamber.

(B) Outline of cells communicating with boundarj* wall.

(C) Stone uprights^ leaning south.

(D) An arrangement of upright stones on cell floor. Dotted lines

indicate a possible connexion between C and D.

^ "Upright stones. What these stones mean it is difficult to say; but their

presence in this collection of cells, as well as in others, tend to refer to some rite,

reHgious or otherwise, and the upright stone C, bearing north and south, is also a

curious feature, found generally in the greater number of these circular structures."
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It is curious to note that these cells are surrounded by a thick and

closely built wall of dry stones, obviously not noted by Burton, and

tending to Petrie's theory of great antiquity.

The curious stone now placed in the Museum of the Royal Irish

Academy formed what may be called a jamb-stone of one of the

circular cells in this fort of Glenfaun. It is inscribed with two

ancient crosses, one on either side ; beneath are hollows and connecting

spirals ; on the other side ornamentation below the cross, and on the

edge a round ornament, an Ogham inscription.

TJndeegeouisT) Cave at CLoaHANE, Ventey.

(Plate II., fig. 2.)

The entrance, which is small, about two feet in the ground, is 7 feet

from A to A\ and gradually widens from the outside end at A, towards

the inner A^ notice it turns and forms a chamber with No. 1.

First Chamher.— This cell is 12 feet long from B to B^ 4 feet wide,

and 5 feet high ; the roof is composed of 4 lintels laid across from east

to west. On the western side is a passage 3 feet long, 1 foot 6 inches

wide, and 1 foot 10 inches high. In this passage is a flag set upright,

2 feet from the outside, and 1 foot from the inside, through which an

opening is scooped.

Seco7id Chamber.— This is 9 feet long from east to west ; width at

east end 5 feet, at west 6 feet ; height 5 feet. The roof consists of

three flags, laid from north to south.

The walls of the 1st and 2nd cells, which incline from the floor to

the roof, are built of small rubble stones without mortar, and are so

accurately fitted to each other that it would be hard to remove one of

them.

The passage at the south-west corner of cell 2 dips about 4 feet,

and at a distance of 3 feet runs for about 9 feet, where it enters

chamber 3. This passage is 3 feet wide and 4 feet high.

Third Chamber.—This chamber is in the shape of an inverted canoe,

is 14 feet long from acute northern angle to south, and in which some

loose stones are piled up as high as the roof, and which being deep

seems as if a drain led from it to take off the water. Height of this,

5 feet ; width, 6 feet.

The passage from chamber 3 runs west for 6 feet, 2 feet wide, and

2 feet high, and then through a hole 1 foot 6 inches wide, and 1 foot
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8 inclies high under a lintel, it turns by 6 feet long, 3 feet wide, and

2 feet 6 inches high into cell 4.

Fourth Chamber.—This is over 13 feet long, 6 feet where widest

between north entrance and south passage, and 5 feet where highest*

On south side of heap of stones and eastern end are remains of bones

and a skull ; shell of skull crumbled when touched. The passage from

4th to 5th cell is scarcely 14 inches in diameter at the entrance, but

widens to 2 feet 6 inches by 2 feet high, and is 6 feet long.

Fifth Chamber.—Length, 12 feet; breadth, 4 feet; height, 5 feet.

There are stones piled in east end ; saw no bones. The roof of west

end, which is not acute, is formed of rough gravel and stones.

Sixth Chamber.—A passage 5 feet by 3 feet, and 3 feet high, runs

fi'om west end of 4th cell to the 6th cell, which running north and
south is 13 feet by 6 feet, and 6 feet high. At south end are remains

of a skull and bones among some stones, and at north end are dry

stones piled up. The passage at west side runs north-west 14 feet by
1 foot 6 inches and 1 foot 8 inches high to an entry 9 feet long by
5 feet wide, and 3 feet 6 inches high to 7th cell.

Seventh Chamber.—This cell runs east and west; is 13 feet by
5 feet, and 6 feet high. Hemains of a skull and bones among stones

at west end ; stones piled up at east end passage at north side, 9 feet

long by 3 feet wide, and 3 feet high to 8th cell.

Eighth Chamber.—This is the last cell; is 14 feet long, 5 feet wide,

and 6 feet high ; it seems the driest of them all. The roof at eastern

end appears to be partly fallen in. The air through these chambers is

more close than cold.

Obseevations.

All these chambers, with the exception of 1 and 2, are excavations,

-and are more or less in the shape of inverted canoes or boats. How
the material was scooped out through the narrow passage is a mystery.

The supposition for a concealed cell rests on the fact that at east

«nd of chamber 7 are upright flags or heavy stones. They do not

appear to have been placed from the inside of the chamber, but from

the opposite side ; hence a notion exists that there is a chamber behind

them. The same theory applies to chamber 3, where stones are piled

up at south end, but not with the same degree of plausibility as at

chamber 7.

It is difficult to make an exhaustive Paper on the buildings I have

brought under your notice for many reasons : firstly, that next to
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notliiiig except what might be ashes were found in the beehive cells

;

that I am assured a sword was found in similar structures near Tralee
;

that what were evidently wells have been discovered, and the curious

projecting stones in nearly all the cells, there is nothing up to the

present to identify the buildings with any particular race, or to indi-

cate with a degree of certainty their age. But this paucity of evidence

should not delay further investigation or leave a country so full of

mystery unexplored.

I may here add, apropos to the subject of Ancient Monuments, that

an excellent extension of Sir John Lubbock's Bill passed both Houses

of Parliament, which enables not only prehistoric monuments to be

scheduled for preservation, but embraces extra Ecclesiastical ruins.

The consent of the owner is necessary for the exclusion of a ruin, and
no time has been lost in making fresh selections.

The Royal Irish Academy have been consulted ; and I have the

pleasure of stating that not only is public interest alive to the import-

ance of the protection of the relics of the past, but that the suggestions

of public bodies and individuals are in excess of the number of ruins

that it would be prudent (considering the limited funds) to place under

the control of the State.

I trust with careful management of the funds available, and pos-

sibly with an additional annual grant, that no such thing should occur

as the desecration of a ruin which ought to be protected from further

removal, and that Irish Buildings, numerous as they are, but simple

and grand in their character, owing to the hardness of the material,

and the limited sum disposable at the hands of those who erected them,

may remain as marks in history, more faithful and more enduring than

written lore.
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ON THE HEPATICiE OF THE HILL OF HOWTH.

"By DAVID McARDLE.

(Plates III. and IY.)

[cOMMinsriCATED BT F. W. MOORE.]

[Read April 10, 1893.]

The Hill of Howth forms a rocky promontory or peninsula on the-

north side of Dublin Bay, of which the hill itself occupies the wider

portion. It is about two miles in length, by one and a-half in breadth,

and rises to 563 feet above sea level, forming a very striking object,

and adding greatly to the picturesqueness and beauty of the sea

entrance to Dublin. The locality is so widely known, and has been

so often described by writers on different subjects connected with

natural history, that any attempt at a further description in this

paper is unnecessary.

The flowering plants which may be gathered in their season are

so interesting for their rarity and geographical distribution in Great

Britain, that the locality has been for many years the hunting ground

of eminent botanists. Amongst those who have left records of their

observations, I may mention the late Doctors "Wade, Mackay, and

Moore. Lastly, after many years of collecting and research, Mr. H.

C. Hart, in his "Flora of Howth," enumerates 520 species of plants,.

" which," he writes, " is probably above the average—certainly as

regards Ireland—for a district of about four square miles in the

British Islands."

Excepting in the case of the Ferns, the account of the cryptogam*

is not so complete ; though I am aware that the late Dr. D. Moore

paid considerable attention to the mosses, and mentions several genera

and species from Howth, in his work on the Mosses of Ireland. The

account of the Liverworts was still more unsatis^factory ;
and I think

that this is the first attempt at a detailed list of these plants that has

been made by any person for this locality. It is provisional only,

and there are still probably many rare or undescribed Mosses and

Liverworts to reward the search of any person engaged in such an

interesting study.
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In the summer of 1891, I was on an excursion of the Dublin

IN'aturalists' Field Club to the Hill of Howth. The weather was
unfavourable for collecting, and we only succeeded in gathering a few

Liverworts, and when examining them afterwards, under a dissecting

microscope, I picked out a few stems of Cephalozia francisci, imperfect

specimens, mixed with the common Cephalozia hicuspidata, but suffi-

cient for identification, so distinct is this rare plant. Encouraged by
this find, I availed myself of the further opportunities to visit the

hill, and to endeavour to rediscover the plant. This I succeeded in

doing, and I found a small quantity, fortunately, in fruit, which I

sent to Dr. Spruce, the acknowledged authority on such matters, and

his interesting communication concerning the plant is as follows :

—

*' Many thanks for Cephalozia francisci^ which is indeed the true plant,

and in good fruit ; as you say, it is probably new to Ireland, for

when I visited Dr. Taylor at Dunkerron, all he had under the name
of Jungermania francisci were merely varieties of Cephalozia divari-

cata. It is doubtful if Miss Hutchins' plant was anything more."
" Collected near Bantry, Miss Hutchins, very rare in Ireland." This

was the only locality quoted by the late Dr. Moore in his excellent

work on the Irish Liverworts. Since the period referred to, I have

visited the Hill of Howth many times in search of these plants, and

I have become well acquainted with the habitat of this rare species,

and have observed its growth. It is very scarce, and only grows in

one place, on a small shallow bog near Eallykil plantation, on lower

Carboniferous limestone which belts the hill, round to the village

of Sutton. In the same locality I also found the rare Cephalozia

denudata (more widely known as Odontoschisma denudata) ; Dr.

Spruce remarks! that Cephalozia francisci is almost a miniature copy

of this, having the numerous flagellae, the sub-orbicular leaves, the

female involucre and perianth, the reddish gemmse borne on the apex

of attenuated branches, &c. The only slight but distinct and constant

apical notch of the leaves of Cephalozia francisci is quite wanting in

Cephalozia denudata. It was the copious gemmse which were quite

perceptible from a little distance, and gave the black peat on which

the plant was growing a golden colour, that first attracted my atten-

tion to it ; and I had no difficulty in at once determining it from the more
common Cephalozia sphagni of our bogs, by the help of Hooker's

unrivalled Monograph of British Jungermaniae, where it is figured

under the name of Jungermania sphagni (Supplement, table n.), and

Spruce on Cephalozia, p. 9.
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from an admirable description of the plant in Dr. Spruce's paper on

Anomoclada/ a genus of South American Hepaticse. I sent specimens

of the Howth plant to Mr. M. B. Slater, r.L.s., of Yorkshire, an ex-

cellent authority on Liverworts, who says it is the plant I had made it

out to be, and that it is not common on the Yorkshire moors, where

it grows in company with Cephalozia catenulata. It has also been

collected by Dr. Spruce near Tunbridge Wells and other parts of

England, and is abundant in a fertile state along the western foot of

the Pyrenees on the rotting stumps of trees ; also in the Andes, and

on Mount Campania in Peru at about 1400 metres elevation. It is a

rare or overlooked plant in Ireland ; the only previously known locality

in this country is on the side of the Corslive Mountains, near Bangore,

Co. Mayo, where it was collected by the late Dr. Moore in 1859.^^ It

is plentiful in several places on the Hill of Howth, growing on moist

peat and on the decayed stems of XJlex and Erica ; most plentiful near

Ballykill plantation.

Another species of the same genus (Cephalozia), which I find

plentiful in a few stations on the hill, is C. curvifoUa, which abounds

most at Killamey, and is one of the most beautiful of all the Hepa-

ticse, not only from the elegance and singularity of its form, but from

its showy colours of white, rose, and purple ; it grows in neat,

compact strata, the stems of equal width throughout ; from their

convexity, the leaves looking like strings of small beads. Another

rarity which I found sparingly in the crevices of the rocks near the

Baily lighthouse, Anthelia juratzkana (Limpr.), is also found in

Austria, Sweden, and Lapland, at high elevations ; and it has been

collected in 1880 by Mr. "West, on moist rocks below the summit of

Ben Nevis, and I have since found it on Ireland's Eye and on Dalkey

Island.

From the appended list I have chosen these few examples to

demonstrate that many of the Liverworts of the Hill of Howth are

very rare and interesting, and in the number of species by no means

below the average of any other similar locality on the Irish coast.

I enumerate thirty-six species, two of which are new to Ireland,

Cephalozia francisci (Plate III.), and Anthelia juratzhana (Plate lY.);

others are very rare ; and one, Cephalozia denudata, has only been

previously found in small quantity in the Co. Mayo. The follow-

ing fourteen species are new to the Co. Dublin, being additions to

1 Journal of Botany, 1876.

- Dr. Moore on Irish Hepaticse, Proc. R.I. A., Science Sec. Ser., vol. ii.^ p. 624.
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the last list published by the late Dr. D. Moore in 1878^:

—

Cephalozta denudata (Nees), (rare) ; C. francisci, Hook (new to Ire-

land) ; C. Jluitans, Nees ; C. divaricata^ Smith ; C. elachista, Jack

(rare) ; C. curvifolia, Dicks. (Plate lY.) ; C. muUiflora, Spruce ; C.

catenulata, Huben ; Anthelia juratzhana, Lirapr. (new to Ireland)

;

Blepharostoma setacea, "Webb ; Jungermania minuta, Crantz (rare)
;

«/". incisa, Schradr ; Pellia calycina, I^ees ; Meizgeria conjugatay Ray,

Lindb.

To Dr. Richard Spruce, f.g.s., and to M. B. Slater, Esq., f.l.s., of

Yorkshire, I offer my grateful thanks, for their kind replies when
consulting them on matters of doubt, and to W. JN". Allen, Esq.,

Dublin, for a delineation of the plants on Plates III. and IV.

i^The asterisk before a species * denotes that it is new to the Co. Dublin.)

1. Frullania dilatata, Linn. Hook. Brit. Jung. tab. 3. Plentiful on

the trunks of trees.

2. Frullania tamarisci (Mich. L.). Hook. Brit. Jung. tab. 6. On the

trunks of trees and on rocks near Sutton, and the Baily light-

house ; abundant on rocks, Ireland's Eye.

3. Radula complanata, Linn. On the trunks of trees ; common.

4. Lepidoziareptans, Linn. Hook. Brit. Jung. tab. 75. E. Bot. tab. 608.

On a shady bank near the Quarries on the Sutton side of the

Hill.

5. Cephalozta sphagni.—Jungermania sphagni, Dicks. Crypt. Brit.

1875.

—

J. sphagni, Hook. Brit. Jung. tab. 33 (pro-parte). In

boggy places, on Sphagnum ; frequent.

6. '^Cephalozia denudata.—Jungermania sphagni^ Hook. Brit. Jung, et

al. ex p. Sphagnocetis communis^ /S. macrior, 'Nees, in Syn.

Hep. Odontoschisma denudatum, Lindberg. Dioecious. Stem pro-

cumbent, branched (branches with flagellse) ascending, leafless

near the points, tipped with gonidiferous gemmae. Leaves

small at the base or none, increasing in size towards the middle

of the stem, and decreasing from the middle to the apex
;

roundish-ovate, with the points sometimes slightly emarginate.

Eolioles (stipules) larger and more readily observed than they

are in the commoner C. sphagni. Colesule cylindrical, fringed

at the mouth. Rare in Ireland, possibly it has been passed

} Scientific Proceedings, Eoyal Dublin Society, N. S., vol. i., p. 250.
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over for the preceding species. Dr. Spruce writes^ :
— '' A few

salient and easily observed characters suffice to distinguish the

two. In. C. sphagni, the trailing stems grow out at the apex

almost indefinitely. I have seen them six to eight inches

long, lengthening by repeated archings, and rooting by flagellae

at the descending flexures, and are clad throughout almost

uniformly with leaves of equal size ; the few branches preserve

the same habit and character, nor are they ever seen erect and

gemraiparous. In C. denudata we have first an intricately-

branched leafless caudex, or rhizome, which puts forth

assurgent arcuate branched stems, that scarcely ever root at the

decurved apex ; and both stems and branches are (normally)

short, linear, lanceolate in outline, from the leaves being

broadest at the middle of the branch and decreasing in size

toward either extremity ; but there are nearly always present

a few erect branches, gemmiparous at the apex, on which the

leaves decrease in size from the base upwards, while the

associated folioles (stipules) increase, so that the upper leaves

and stipules are nearly equal in size ; whereas the folioles that

are scarcely ever absent from the ordinary branches and the

stem are many times smaller than the adjacent leaves. But on

C. sphagni there are either no folioles at all, or only a few

minute ones near the apex of the stem and branches. The

leaves scarcely differ in form in the two species, but are rather

smaller and more pellucid in C. denudata, and never secund

(as often in C. sphagni).

Plentiful on the peat amongst the rocks on several parts of

the hill, very fine and abundant on a small bog near the

Ballykill plantation (fertile). Rare or overlooked in Ireland,

once found on the side of the Corslieve mountain near Bangor,

Co. Mayo, in 1859, by Dr. D. Moore.

7. '^Cephaloziafrancisci^'KoQkifiwoiiort). Plate III. Hook. Brit. Jung,

excellent fig. t. 49. Jenson in G. et Rab. Hep. Eur. No. 301

sub. nom. J. catanulata. Carr et Pearson Hep. Brit. Exsicc. fasc.

3, No. 176-177 vera. Dioecious, cladocarpous, coespitose, green

or purple, flagelliferous, sending out slightly branched stems

from a creeping, whitish, branched, nearly leafless, radiculose

root. Leaves, small, rigid, patent or sub-imbricate, ovate, orbicu-

late, concave, cloven at the apex to \-\, rarely even to \^ into two

^ On Anomoclada, by Dr. Richard Spruce, in Journal of Botany, 1876.
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obtuse or sub-acute teeth. Cells small, sub-equilateral (present-
ing a beautiful microscopic object). (Stipules) folioles, half
as long as the leaves, ovate, lanceolate, obtuse, or bidentate.
Bracts in threes, inner series three times larger than the leaves,
ovate, oblong, with erect base ; apex, bifid to i ; segments^
lanceolate, obtuse, recurved; small bracts, subspinose. Perianths
twice as long as the bracts, narrowly ovate, fusciform, three-
keeled almost from the base

; mouth, six plicate, repand, three
cells thick at the base, and in the middle two cells thick.
Calyptra, dimidiate, two cells thick below. Capsule large,
brown, ovate, cylindrical. Androecia occupying the apex or
middle of the stem or branch, a little broader and shorter than
the bract leaves, and very concave.

On account of the whole habit, flagellae, concave leaves,
small cells, &c., it clearly approaches Cephalozia denudata.
There also occur frequently in barren plants erect branches,
the leaves gradually becoming smaller to the apex, bearing rose
coloured propagula at the summit, quite similar to the gemmi-
parous branches of C. denudata. Yery rare, probably not
previously found in Ireland. Side of a shallow channel on
a small bog near the Ballykill plantation (sparingly fertile).

8. * Cephalozia fluitans {l^ee?).—Jungermania fluitans, Nees, in Syll.

Eatisb. (1823), p. 129. J.fiuitajis, Funck. Cr. Gew. IS'o. 593,
J. inflatafluitans, l^ees, Eur. Leberm. J. inflata, laxa amli-
gua (amphigastriata!), G. L. et K Syn. Hepat. 106. Jung,
francisci, Eng. Bot. t. 2569. Cephalozia oUusiJoha, Lindberg,
Is^'ot. 1872. C. fluitans, Carr. et Pearson, Hep. Brit. Exsicc.
Ease. 3, ^0. 178.

This fine and most distinct species is rare, or most probably
overlooked in Ireland, and confounded with J. inflata. It is

fairly well figured in English Botany under the name of
J. franeisci, from which it is abundantly distinct. ITy own
acquaintance with this plant dates many years back, when I
gathered it on Bracklin bog in the Co. "Westmeath, growing on
Sphagnum in a part of the bog which was often submerged, I
named it C. cladorhizans, Spruce, one of the synonyms which
it bears, having identified it with a specimen collected by
Dr. D. Moore, in the Co. Galway. Though the specimens I
collected were imperfect, I made a drawing of it which is

included with others in a paper which I read before the
E.I. A. PKOC, SEE. III., VOL. Ill, j
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Koyal Dublin Society in 1880/ where I first published the

species as Irish. The principal merit of the drawing is, that

it shows the flagellae, one of the characters by which the

plant is so readily distinguished from Jungermania inflata.

The characters of both plants are ably contrasted by Dr. Richard
Spruce:— ** Which are for C. fluitans, the stem-rooting by
numerous stout flagellae ; the branches whether foliiferous or

floriferous, all postical ; the longer, narrower, and more laxly-

reticulate leaves ; the constant presence of folioles ; the

cladocarpous inflorescence, the tristichous female bracts, toothed

at the base, the innermost embracing the perianth ; finally

by the lineari-fusciform, trigonous, thin perianth. But in

Jungermania inflata there are no flagellse ; the branches arise

variously from the mid-axil of a leaf, or from its posticle

angle, and the female flowers are borne on the apex of the

stem or of long leafy branches ; there are no folioles at all,

except rarely a small sub-floral one ; the bracts are distichous

conformable to the leaves, and usually remote from the perianth

which is pyriform, inflated, and obscurely 4-5 plicate only

at the very apex
; it is besides composed of two strata of cells

to i of its height." 2

9. ^Cephalozia divaricata, Smith, Eng. Bot. t. 719. Spruce in Trans.

Bot. Soc. Edin., 3, p. 207. In damp shady places on the

ground, and on the larger Hepaticae sparingly.

10. *Cephalozia elachista, Jack., in Gottsche et Rabenhor. Hepat.
Europ. exsicc. ^o. 574, with excellent figure and full descrip-

tion by Dr. Gottsche. Monoecious, stems very small and
somewhat rigid ; leaves variable, inclined to quadrate, deeply

bifid, but sometimes entire segments nearly linear, bearing

occasionally a well developed tooth or two, but more frequently

without teeth. Eoliole generally present, especially among the

perichsetial leaves. Involucral bracts much larger than the

cauline leaves, irregularly lobed, lacerated at the margin, and
imbricated on every side. Perigonial leaves strongly toothed

at their margins, and terminating in longish incurved points.

Colesule roundish, or inclined to triangular, but rather vari-

able in form, contracted and ciliated at the mouth. Antheridia,

with short stalks in the axils of the terminal or cauline

1 Scientific Proc, R.D.S., vol. iii., 1880. « Spruce on Cephalozia, p. 54.
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leaves, single. Eare
; on a moist bank amongst the rocks near

Sutton, Cliffs on Ireland's Eye ; sparingly in both places.

11. Cephalozia licuspidata^ Linn. Hook Brit. Jung. tab. 11 et Suppt.

t. 4. Damp, shady places ; common, abundant about Sutton,

and on a ditch bank near the Baily Lighthouse.

Cephalozia hicuspidata, var. A curious dwarf, reddish-coloured

form occurs amongst the rocks at the Lighthouse, and also on
the cliffs on Ireland's Eye.

12. Cephalozia lammersiana, Huben., Hepat. Germ. 185. J. hicuspi-

data y ulig7iosa, JS'ees. Eur. Leberm. 2. 253, et {ex parte) yy
olliquata^ iNees, i., c. 254. Jungermania hicuspidata, E., Bot.

t. 2239. Plentiful in damp boggy places on most parts of the

hill.

13. Cephalozia '^curvifolia, Dicks., Hook Brit. Jung., tab. 15 et Supp.,

t. 1, ex parte, evidently not the true plant, more like C.

lammersiana. J. curvifolia, Carrington, in Trans. Bot. Soc.

Edin,, vol. 7, pi. 2, fig. 4, vera. (Plate lY.) On shallow peat,

under the branches of Erica, and on decayed wood, plentiful

near Ballykill and several stations on the hill.

14. Cephalozia connivens, Dicks., Hook Brit. Jung., tab. 15. E. Bot.,

t. 2436. Yery scarce ; on a small bog on the Sutton side of

the hiU.

15. ^Cephalozia multiflora, Spruce, = C. media, Lindb. Meddel. Soc.

Eenn. Spruce on Cephalozia, p. 37. Excellent description.

Yery scarce, near the quarries on the Sutton side of the hill.

16. *Cephalo%ia catenulata, Huben. Hepaticol. German. 169. Junger-

mania catenulata, IS'ees. Hepat. Eur. 2. 248 et Syn. Hepat. J.

reclusa, Tayl., Lend. Jour. Bot., 1846. Spruce Hep. Pyren.,

No. 41, 1847, et Trans. Bot. Soc. Edin., 1849. J. catenulata.

Carrington, in Trans. Bot. Soc. Edin. 7, p. 449, t. 11.

fig. 2, vera. Dioecious ; tufts shallow, extensive, olive brown

;

stems rigid, terete, flexuose, catenulate; leaves scarcely

broader than the stem, roundish, quadrate, upper ones erect,

lower semi-vertical, secund, all concave, adpressed, divided

about half-way by a rather obtuse sinus, the segments acute.

Fruit terminal, on short branches
;
perichaetial 1. 2. 3. fid.

appressed, entire, perianth lanceolate, trigonous, apex minutely
toothed, capsule elliptical, brown

(
Carrington), The following

are the more salient portions of Hubener's account of the plant

condensed by Dr. Spruce in his valuable work on the Cepha-
lozia, p. 34, to which I would refer the readers for a fuller
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description of this curious plant. **It loves the society of

J. setacea and J. anomala [in England oftener of J. setacea and

J. trichomanes to which e/". divaricata is sometimes added]. The
Howth plant was mixed with Karitia trichomanes and Cepha-

lozia hiscuspidata. Stems opaque, rather rigid and brittle.

Leaves assurgenti-concave, when dry more incurved, so as

exactly to resemble the links of a chain, cloven to the middle,

with acute segments, less transparent than in other species of the

series, and composed of smaller thick-sided cells [it is the

opaque chlorophyll aggregated in the circumference of the

cells, that makes them appear thick-walled]. Colour, dull,

yellow green, passing into olive brown. Involucral leaves cloven

to i of their length, margins entire. Perianth distinctly

ciliated at the mouth. On damp turfy banks between the

rocks near the Baily Lighthouse, growing amongst Kantia

trichomanes and Cephalo%ia hicuspidata.

17. Lophocolea hidentata, Linn., Dumort, Eng. Bot. t. 606. Hook.

Brit. Jung. t. 30. Plentiful on old wood in plantations and on

damp banks.

18. Kantia trichomanes, Dicks., Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 79. Common in

damp shady places, abundant on a ditch bank near the Baily

Lighthouse.

19. *Anthelia juratzkana (Limpr.), Flora von Schlesien, 1887.

J. nivalis, Sw., in Schleich Exsicc, No. 1803 (1821). Wahl.

Flor. Suec. pro parte. Plate lY. Paroecious; smaller than

A. julacea
;
pallid green at the apex, or becoming glaucous

;

slightly branched, with radicles along nearly all its length.

Leaves and bracts little differing from those of A. julacea, in

Swiss examples often cleft only half way with triangular

segments, but, in Styrian and Scotch examples, cleft even

more than f , with narrower sub-acuminate segments, cells

3-5-3-0 mm., larger and more pellucid than those of A. julacea.

Bracts, many together, with bisexual flowers (terminal on each

stem), loosely capitate, perceptibly larger than the leaves,

similar, only that those bearing antheridia have a broader

ventricose base, with a few spines at the apex (florets termi-

nating the branches often slenderer and unisexual, i.e. female.)

Perianth, ovate, oblong ; other parts similar to those of A.

julacea (Spruce on Cephalozia and allied genera, p. 82J. Dr.

Spruce, in the excellent treatise above alluded to, further writes

concerning this plant:—"Apart from the inflorescence, A.
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jurat%Tcana differs from A. julacea by characters so slight that

it may well be the two are merely forms of a single species

;

as in the analogous Blepharostoma trichophylla, where dioecious

and paroecious inflorescence certainly coexist. However that

may be, there is no evidence to show that either Swartz or

Wahlenberg discriminated between the two forms, and did not

equally include the /. julacea of Lightfoot, as well as J.juratz-

hana, under their name ' J. nivalis,^ so that, whether species

or variety, to Limpricht belongs the honour of first distin-

guishing J. jxiratzkana by its inflorescence." The specimens

collected by me on Howth and two other stations, one of which

is very little above sea level, are remarkably di:fferent from

A. julacea in the smaller size and bright olive green colour,

and above all in tristichous arrangement of the leaves, which

like the Scotch specimens are cleit to f , with narrow, often

acuminate or triangular, segments. A. julacea is a truly alpine

plant, never found at low elevations, and is much larger ; the

5'oung shoots often assume a silvery colour in conspicuous

patches, often more than 2 inches in depth, with the leaves of

the lower plane dark olive brown, closely adpressed to the

stem, and often imbricated so as to conceal it, deeply cleft to

f of their length into two acute segments. The following are

the localities in Europe known for the plant :—On the summit

of Warschneck Mountain, Upper Austria, alt. 2200 feet,

where it was found by Juratzka ; in Lapland, at Pitensis, in

Tjidtjalsk Mountains (Lindberg, 1856) ; in the Grimsel Alps,

Switzerland, along with Marsupella sphacelata (Schimper,

1847). On moist rocks below the summit of Ben Nevis, in

fruit, August, 1880 (Mr. W. West). Amongst the rocks at

the Baily Lighthouse, Howth ; on Ireland's Eye ; and on

Dalkey Island, Dublin Bay. Not previously recorded as Irish

that I am aware of.

20. ^Blepharostoma setacea ("Webb), Mitt. Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 8. On
turfy and damp boggy places ; abundant on the Sutton side of

the hill
;

plentiful amongst the rocks near the Baily Light-

house, and is to be met with on most parts of the hill, often

mixed with species of Cephalozia and other Liverworts.

21. Scapania undulata (Linn.), Dill. Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 22. Side of

a stream near the Lighthouse green, and on a small bog near

the Ballykill plantation.
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Scapania undulata, var. purpurascens, Huben. Hepat. Germ. Wet
boggy place near Ballykill.

22. Scapania nemorosa, Dumort, Carrington. Brit. Jung. pt. 4, p. 74,

pi. 5, fig. 15. Amongst the damp rocks opposite Sutton.

23. Diplophylluyn alhicatis (Linn.), Dumort. Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 23.

On moist banks
; frequent on most parts of the bill

;
plentiful

on Ireland's Eye.

24. Jungermania {Aplozia) crenulata, '^mith.. E. Bot. t. 1463; Hook.
Brit. Jung. t. 37. On moist, turfy banks; very fine, in fruit;

plentiful on most parts of the hill.

Jungermania (Aplozia) crenulaia, var. gracillima. J. gracillima,

Smith, E. Bot. t. 2238. On a ditch-bank near the Lighthouse,

and on the hard ground, amongst rocks, on the Sutton side.

20, Jungermania {Aplozia) sphcerocarpa. Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 74.

Aplozia sphcerocarpa, Dumort. Hepat. Europ., p. 61. "Very

scarce
;
in a boggy place near the quarries opposite Sutton.

26. "^Jungermania (Sphenolohum) minuta^ Crantz. Hook. Brit. Jung.

t. 44, E. Bot. tab. 2231. Biplophyllum minutum^ Dumort.

Kev. Jung., p. 16, et Hep. Eur., p. 49. Rare ; on a heathy

bank among rocks, near a small bog at Ballykill.

27. "^Jungermania {Lophozia) incisa, Schrader. Hook. Brit. Jung.

t. 10. Damp banks in several stations on the hill in small

quantities.

28. "^Jungermania {Gymnocolea) inflata, Huds. Hook. Brit. Jung.

t. 38. Gymnocolea inflata, Dumort, Rev. Jung. p. 17. Plenti-

ful on tlie Sutton side, near the quarries ; very fine on a small

bog near Ballykill; " Flat Rocks;" and side of a small stream

near Lighthouse green.

"^Jungermania (Gymnocolea) injlata, var. compacta, Carrington. On
the top of Howth Hill, Dublin, where it grows among dry

rocks, and is green, not having the usually black colour of the

species (Dr. D. Moore on Irish Hepaticse,^). I have not

gathered this interesting form.

29. iVar^^m sm/an's (Schrader), B.Gr. Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 61. Damp
bank, by the side of a stream near theBaily Lighthouse; plenti-

ful, marshy place, near the quarries opposite Sutton.

30. Cesia crenulata (Gottsche), Carruth. Carrington, in Trans. Bot.

Soc. Edinb., vol. 7, p. 3, tab. 1, fig. 5. Rocks on the HiU of

Howth : Dr. Moore. [Note—Though this locality for C.

^ Proc. Boyal Irish Academy, Ser. ii., Science, vol. ii., p. 654.
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cremdata is not mentioned in Dr. Moore's work, I have exa-

mined specimens collected by him on Howth, and find amongst
them a fine form, with the margins of the leaves beautifully

ciliated. They were also seen by the late Professor Lindberg,

to whom I sent a small portion, with two others from Dr.

Moore's Herbarium, which he collected in the Counties Kerry
and Mayo, and which I made out to be distinct from the type.

These Lindberg named C. coralloides and C. ohtusa, which, with

other rarities, were included in a paper read by me, and
published in the Proc. Roy. Dub. Society, vol. iii., 1880. I

have not gathered C. crenulata on Howth Hill.]

31. Pellia epiphjlla (Dill.), L. Hook. Brit. Jung. tab. 47, figs. 1, 4,

8, 17 ; Eng. Bot. t. 771. Plentiful in moist places on the

hill ; abundant on the sides of drains in Ballykill plantation.

32 '^'Pellia calycina (Nees), Taylor. Jung. epiphylla,\2iY. y furcigera

;

Hook, Brit. Jung. t. 47, figs. 18, et 2, 3, 9, 10-12; Eng. Bot.,

Suppl., t. 2875. Eare; on a small, shallow bog by the mar-

gins of a brook near Ballykill.

33. Metzgeria furcata (Linn.), Dumort. Hook. Brit. Jung. t. 55 et

56. On the trunks of trees and on damp rocks plentiful.

. 34. "^Metzgeria conjugata (Dill.). Lindberg' s Monographia Metzgeria,

p. 29, fig, 6 ; Dill. Hist. Muse, t. 74. Autoecious, stems

• robust, not much elongated, more or less dichotomous ; irre-

gularly pinnated or decomposite linear, but narrower in some

parts of the frond than in others, often narrowed suddenly to

the middle, in transverse section semi-lunar ; margins remote,

hairs longish, singly or often in pairs on the margin, and

divergent. Yery rare in this station, growing on Frullania

tamaresci ; amongst the rocks near the Baily Lighthouse.

35. Eiccardia multifida (Dill. Linn.), Gr. Eng. Bot. t. 186. Plentiful

on wet, boggy places on most parts of the hill.

36. Riccardia pinguis (Linn.), Gr. Hook. Brit. Jung., t. 46. Plentiful

on a small bog near the quarries opposite Sutton ; abundant

on a bog near Ballykill.
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EXPLA]^ATION OF PLATES III. and IV.

Plate III.

Cephalozia francisci^ Hook.

Fig. 1. Plant, natural size.

2. ,, magnified.

3 & 3'. Antical and postical portions of the stem, showing-

leaves and folioles (stipules).

4. Portion of an erect branch, bearing minute rose-

coloured propagula. x 40.

5. Leaf, x 150.

6. Perianth and bracts, x 30.

Plate IV.

Cephalozia curvifoUa, Dicks.

Fig. 7. Plant, natural size.

8. ,, magnified, x 3.

9. Cells of the leaf, x 250.

10. Leaf magnified, x 50.

11, 12 & 13. Portion of the stem and leaves, x 30.

Anthelia Jurattkana, Limpr.

Fig. 14. Plant, x 30, showing stem, leaves, and sessile peri-

anth (young).

15. Leaf and cells, x 150.

16. The same perianth more mature.
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YI.

0^ SOME Ts^EW AND RAEE IRISH POLYZOA. Ey J. E.

DUEEDEjS', A.R.C.Sc. (Loncl.), Demonstrator in Biology and

Palaeontology at tlie Royal College of Science, Dublin.

(Plate Y.)

[communicated by the secretahy.]

[Read May 8, 1893.]

Being at present engaged upon the Hydroids and Polyzoa collected by

the Royal Irish Academy Dredging Survey of the South-west Coast

of Ireland during the years 1885,^ 1886,- and 1888,^ and upon those

collected by the Royal Dublin Society Fishery Survey of the west of

Ireland in 1890* and 1891, I have drawn up the following notes,

based principally upon specimens collected by the former expeditions,

.and a few upon my private collections.

The west-coast of Ireland is proving itself very rich in the rarer

species of these two groups of animals ; and from the quantity of

material still unexamined many other interesting discoveries may be

expected. These forms of life, from this portion of the British Isles,

have as yet received very little attention. The results, so far, are

very encouraging, and when fully investigated, will, no doubt, also

prove of great interest in relation to geographical distribution.

The present paper concerns itself only with the results, so far

obtained, as concern the genera Retepora and Crisia, the family of the

Triticellidae, and the genus Barentsia.

There are only two British species of the genus Retepora at present

known, and I have to record both from the south-west of Ireland.

Jt. heamatia, King, is mentioned by Prof. Allman from' Cape Clear,

^ " First Report on the Marine Fauna of the South-west of Ireland," Proceed.

Roy. Irish Acad., 2nd Ser., Vol. iv. (Science), 1886, p. 599.

2 ''Second Report on the Marine Fauna of the South-west of Ireland," by

Prof. Haddon and Rev. W. S. Green. Proceed. Roy. Irish Acad., 3rd Ser., Vol. i.,

1888, p. 29.

3 Unfortunately there was no Report of this Expedition di'awn up.

* Proceed. Roy. Dub. Soc, Vol. vii. (N. S.), 1892, p. 221.

R.I.A. PEOC, SER. III., VOL. III. K
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"but the Rev. T. Hincks regards the identification as doubtful. It is

therefore of very great interest that the dredgings of the Academy

should have brought the species to light again from practically the

same locality, and thus established the accuracy of Allman's identi-

fication. E. couchiij Hincks, is new to Ireland. It is a southern

form, and has been recorded from only a few British localities. A
considerable number of fine colonies have been obtained from west of

the Great Skellig, of a larger size than any yet recorded from England.

The British species of Crisia have lately been revised by Mr.

Harmer ; and, principally from a consideration of the ovicells, he

places the identification of these otherwise difficult forms upon a

more secure basis. I have, therefore, mainly followed him in my
investigations of these collections, and have to record for Ireland all

the six British species he mentions, including the new species

C. ramosa, Harmer, which I have obtained from Dublin Bay. I have

to thank Mr. Harmer for having kindly verified my identifications of

this genus.

The family of the Triticellidse calls for especial notice. The

south-west of Ireland is more fruitful in these forms than any other

locality. There are only four well-defined species in the family,

and one, Hippuraria egertoni, Busk, is only known from Berehaven,

while the same locality has yielded to the Academy^ the first British

example of Triticella hoechii^ G. 0. Sars. The two other species,

T. Tcorenii, G. 0. Sars., and T. pedicellata, Alder, are each only

recorded from one British locality ; but I have here to record them

from several Irish localities. The quantity in which these rare forms

have been obtained enables me to add a new generic character,

namely, the presence of a continuous horny crust from which the

peduncles arise. Considering the abundance and luxuriance of the

colonies obtained, as compared with any other locality, the south-

west of Ireland may be regarded as, par excellence^ the home of the

Triticellidae.

The genus Ascopodaria^ has been lately founded by Busk, in his

^ Most of the specimens recorded from Berehaven in this and the following

Paper were actually collected hy Prof. Haddon after the close -of the first Survey

in 1886.

2 The genus Ascopodaria, which Busk has founded and which Lomas employs,

has no claim to a place in the nomenclature of the Polyzoa, It was anticipated hy

the name Barentsia, which Hincks had given to an Arctic form long before Busk's

name was published (Ann. and Mag. N.H. for October, 1880, p. 277).

In his " Challenger" Report, Busk sets aside Barentsia in favour of his own
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report of the "Challenger" Polyzoa, to include forms of which

Pedicellina gracilis, Sars, may be taken as the type. Mr. Lomas,

working over the material obtained by the Liverpool Biological Com-
mittee from the Isle of Man, has formed a new species, Ascopodaria

nodosa, Lomas. I have obtained it from Dublin Bay, and have also

found it in material obtained from the west coast by the Eoyal Dublin

Society Survey.

In the preparation of the Paper I have to thank Prof. Haddon for

many suggestions and kind assistance, the Eev. T. Hincks, P.U.S.,

for his help on the genus Eetepora, and Dr. Schar:ff, Curator of the

!N'atural History Department of the Dublin Science and Art Museum,
who has custody of the material of the Eoyal Irish Academy Survey,

for the loan of the specimens.

All the slides and preparations which I have made in the examina-

tion of species here mentioned, will be ultimately handed over to the

Science and Art Museum for future reference.

Sub-order I.—CHEILOSTOMATA, Busk.

Family.

—

Eschaeid^ .

Genus.

—

Eetepoea, Imperato.

There are only two British species of this genus, and I have to

record both from the Irish coasts.

1. Retepora heaniana, King.

This species was obtained by the Eoyal Irish Academy Survey of

1886 from log 53, 5-8 miles west of Great Skellig, at a depth of

70-80 fathoms. It is considered a northern form, and the only Irish

locality recorded previously is off Cape Clear, by Professor Allman.

Mr. Hincks Brit. Mar. Polyz., p. 392, in a footnote, remarks, in

regard to AUman's specimen from Cape Clear :
—"As no other southern

locality for it is known, I venture to think there may have been

genus, but on grounds which are quite untenable. When Hincks's description and

figure of Barentsia were published no account of this generic form had appeared.

Busk had obtained a kindred form and had labelled it in his own collection

Ascopodaria. Busk endeavours to justify his rejection of Hincks's name from the

fact that a pediceUine form, which the latter had named Pedicellinopsis, was really

a Barentsia, and that as Hincks had given two distinct names to the same generic

type he was at liberty to discard both the names, and substitute his own hitherto

unpublished name—a course certainly not warranted by common usage.

Tv 2
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some mistake, and that one of the nearly-related forms may have

been confounded with it."

It is very interesting, therefore, to find that it has again been

found from very near the same locality ; so that Professor Allman's

identification was, no doubt, correct, and the species possesses a

farther southern range than was anticipated.

Another small colony was also obtained from log 28, off Baltimore,

at a depth of 30 fathoms, by the Royal Irish Academy Survey.

Again, a very large colony, 1 J inches high and If inches broad,

was also obtained by the Royal Dublin Society Survey, 54 miles off

Achill Head, at a depth of 500 fathoms.

Localities.—Several Scotch and North of England localities are

recorded for this species. The following are "West of Ireland :

—

Cape Clear (Allman), 5-8 miles west of Great Skellig (Roy. Irish

Acad.), Baltimore (Roy. Irish Acad.), 54 miles off Achill Head, at a

depth of 500 fathoms (Roy. Dub. Soc).

2. Retepora couchii, Hincks.

This is easily distinguished from the former species. The rostrum

is very much elongated and recurved, giving the inner surface of the

colony quite a hispid appearance. At the end of the rostrum is a

minute avicularium ; and, on one side, the peristome is produced into

a wing-like elevation.

All Hincks's specimens come from Cornwall. It has also been

obtained from Guernsey by Canon [N'orman and Dr. M'Intosh.

Hincks regards it as a southern form, it having also been obtained

from the Mediterranean and Bay of ITaples. It has been dredged

from three different localities on the south-west of Ireland by the

Academy Survey, and is now recorded for the first time from Irish

waters.

From log 53, 5-8 miles west of Great Skellig, depth 70-80 fathoms,

I have received a very considerable quantity of fine colonies. One

over an inch in height, and another nearly two inches broad. Hincks

gives the height of his largest specimens as only a little over half an

inch, and the breadth about three-quarters of an inch.

The Rev. T. Hincks, who has kindly confirmed me in my identifi-

cation of this genus, speaks of these specimens from west of Great

Skellig as '^ very fine examples of the species."

A colony was also dredged from log 44, 38 miles west, ^ south

of Dursey Head, at a depth of 108 fathoms, and another from Glan-

dore Harbour.
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Localities.—Off the Land's End (R. Q. Couch) : south-west of

Polperro (T. Hincks) : Guernsey (A. M. !N"ornian and Dr. M'Intosh)

:

5-8 miles west of Great Skellig, 70-80 fathoms ; 38 miles west, ^ south

of Dursey Head, 108 fathoms; Glandore Harbour (Roy. Irish Acad.)

Sub-order II.—CYCLOSTOMATA, Busk.

Family.

—

Ceisiid^.

The British species of this family have lately been revised by
Mr. S. F. Harmer in the Quart. Jour. Micros. Sc, March, 1891.

He bases his identification principally on the form and position of the

ovicell, this being, in his opinion, the most characteristic feature of

the colony. From a consideration of this organ he restores Crisia

aculeata, regarded by Busk and Hincks only as a variety of C. ehurnea,

to the rank of a distinct species, as it is regarded by Hassall, Johnston,

and Smitt. Similarly he restores the C. geniculata of Milne-Edwards,

regarded by Busk, Smitt, and Hincks as only a spineless variety of

C. cornufa, to specific distinction.

He makes one new species, C. ramosa, the important distinctions

of which are the regular pear-shaped form of the ovicell, and its

•circular aperture borne on a long and very conspicuous funnel-shaped

tube, considerably wider at its summit than at its base. The British

species of Crisia are thus increased from the three given by Hincks in

the Brit. Mar. Polyz. to double the number, and I have been^fortunate

onough to obtain all the forms around Dublin Bay.

Genus.

—

Crisia, Lamouroux (part).

1. Crista cormita, Linn.

In this and the next species the zooecia are in only a single series

on the segmented zoarium ; while in the other four species they are

arranged in two alternating series. In C. cornufa, there is only a

single curved zooecium to an intemode, with a long-jointed spine

springing from the side. The ovicell is. described and figured by

Harmer, loc. cit. p. 171, pi. xii. fig. 9. There are no zooecia on the

internode which bears it, but a lateral branch on each side. The
ovicell is very much inflated, with a tubular aperture.

Irish Localities.—Ireland's Eye (Miss Ball, 1837) : Down and

Antrim Coasts, and Killery Bay, Connemara (W. Thompson) : Kil-

liney, Dublin Bay (J. E. Duerden) : Bantry Bay (Roy. Irish Acad.).
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2. Crista geniculata, Milne-Edwards.

Busk, Smitt, and Hincks consider this only as a variety of

C. cormita^ but Harmer follows Milne-Edwards in regarding it as a

distinct species, differing in the form and position of the ovicell, and

in the total absence of spines. It is more slender and delicate than

C. cor7iuta, and the ovicell, which is not often found, is smaller, not

much inflated, and there are always one or more zocecia on the inter-

node which bears it.

Irish localities.— Glandore Harbour (Eoy. Irish Acad.) : Dublin

Bay (J. E. Duerden).

3. Crisia ehurnea, Linn.

This species, so far as any identifications yet go, appears to be the

commonest Irish form, and has been recorded from many localities;

though, as Mr. Harmer mentions, *' owing to the fact that it is often

impossible to distinguish species of Crisia without having the ovicell

to refer to," the name may easily have been given to other forms, such

as C. acideata or C. ramosa. The characteristic habit is that of the

branches being turned towards the axis, and closely massed together.

I have met with a peculiar variety from Dublin Bay, in which

nearly all the internodes bear only three zooecia, some only two, and

others more. Mr. Harmer informs me that he has not found any quite

like my specimens from his collections ; but he refers to the fact, loc,

cit., p. 173, that G-. Winter has stated "that in the Danish forms of

C. ehurnea from the brackish waters of the Baltic the internodes are

said to have typically only three zooecia ;
in those most exposed to the

IS'orth Sea the internodes have seven zooecia, and in colonies from

intermediate localities there are five zooecia." He says, however, that

he himself has not been able to observe any such definite correlation

between the character of the colony and the conditions under which

they grow. My specimens were obtained from the sands along the

Bull-wall, Dublin Bay, washed up after a storm.

Mr. "William Thompson records this species as being common

on algae and zoophytes around the coast of Ireland. I have found it

amongst the Royal Irish Academy Survey's dredgings from Glandore

Harbour and Berehaven, and on several occasions from Dublin Bay.

Irish Localities.— CliMen, Connemara (W. Thompson): Youghal

(Miss Ball) : Glandore Harbour (Roy. Irish Acad.) : Dublin Bay:

Berehaven (Roy. Irish Acad.) : Antrim and Down Coasts (Mr.

Swanston).
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4. Crisia aculeata, Hassall.

This is regarded by Hassall, Smitt, and Harmer as a distinct

species, whilst Busk and Hincks consider it only a variety of Crisia

ehurnea, the principal distinction being that some of the internodes

bear long-jointed spines in addition to the ordinary branches.

Harmer, however, shows also that the ovicells of the two are quite

distinctive in their characters. The ovicell in the present species is

small, prominent near its upper end, and falling away suddenly to-

the aperture, which is inconspicuous, and never borne on a distinct

tube. In C. ehurnea it is large, curved inwards, with a conspicuous

aperture borne on a very distinct tube, wider at its base than at its

summit.

Irish Localities.—Km%?>town Harbour (Dr. Hassall) : Strangford

Lough (^^. Thompson) : Antrim Coast (W. Swanston) : Killiney

Strand (J. E. Duerden).

5. Crisia denticulata, Lamarck.

This species is easily distinguished from the others by well-defined

characters. It has an erect, strff mode of growth, the internodes con-

tain 11-16 zooecia, and the joints in the older parts of the colony are

jet black. The branches arise high in the internodes, and " the basis

rami are situated very low down on the zooecium, appearing as if

wedged in between the zooecium which bears it and the next below

it on the same side."

Under the synonym Crisia hixata, Plem., it is recorded in Thomp-

son's JS'atural History of Ireland from Glenarm, Youghal, and the

Waterford coast. It is also recorded in the Brit. Assoc. List for

Dublin. I have also obtained it on one or two occasions from Dublin

Bay, and very abundantly from collections made by Professor Haddon

in Dalkey Sound.

Irish Localities.—Glenarm (Miss Davison, 1833): Youghal (Miss

Ball) : "Waterford Coast (Miss A. Taylor) : Dublin Bay: Dalkey Sound

(Professor Haddon).

Crisia ramosa, Harmer.

Crista ramosa, Harmer, Quart. Jour. Micros. Sc, March, 1891;

p. 134, pi. xii., figs. 10, 11.

Mr. Harmer considers the characters of the ovicell so constant in

this form that he is forced to the conclusion that it deserves recogni-

tion as a distinct species. Although it is evidently alluded to by
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previous authors, he cannot identify it with certainty with any form

which has previously received a specific name, and therefore suggests

the name C. ramosa, in allusion to the large number of branches given

off by a single internode. The important characters in this new species

are in the habit and ovicells. In form the zoarium is rather strag-

gling, the numerous branches being arranged in fan-shaped systems,

with little or no tendency to curve inwards. The branching is more

developed than in any other British species. The ovicell is large,

regularly pear-shaped, with a circular aperture borne on a long and

very conspicuous funnel-shaped tube, much wider at its summit than

at its base.

Harmer has only obtained his species from Plymouth, where it is

the dominant form ; and from the contents of a bottle obtained either

from the Channel Islands or Arran. Whilst working, from Harmer's

description, at various forms of Crisia obtained from Dublin Bay, I

came across a colony which I recognized as having the characters of

the ovicell, which he describes and figures for C. ramosa. To make
absolutely sure, I sent off a mounted specimen to Mr. Harmer, and he

very kindly confirmed me in my identification. It does not seem to

be very abundant in Dublin Bay, and I have not obtained it from any

other Irish locality.

Localities.—Plymouth, abundant (Harmer) : Channel Islands or

Arran (Scotland) (Harmer) : Dublin Bay (J. E. Duerclen).

Sub-order III.—CTENOSTOMATA, Busk.

Eamily.

—

Teiticellid^.

The dredgings on the west-coast of Ireland have proved them-

selves very rich in species belonging to this Ctenostomatous family,

which contains the two genera, Triticella and Hippuraria. Of the four

species described by Mr. Hincks, in his " British Marine Polyzoa,"

Triticella flava., Dalyell, is considered a doubtful species ; Hippuraria

egertoni, Busk, has only been obtained from one locality, namely,

Berehaven, in Bantry Bay ; Triticella horenii, G. 0. Sars, has only

previously been obtained from one British locality, Kerrera Sound,

near Oban ; Triticella pedicellata, Alder, only from Northumberland.

I have to record the occurrence of these two latter species from

several Irish localities, and also another species, Triticella hoeckii^

G. 0. Sars, not previously found in British waters.

Sir J. Dalyell, in 1848, first described a species of the genus

Triticella ; but the family, especially as regards T. boeckii and T.
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korenii, has been the subject of an elaborate paper by Prof. G. 0.

Sarsinthe " Christiania Yidenskabs : Selsk., Forhandlinger, 1873."

The characters of the family are thus given by Mr. Hincks :

—

*'Zocecia horny, Tvith an aperture and membranous area on the

ventral aspect ; borne on a rigid peduncle to which they are attached

by a movable joint, deciduous."

The most important structural feature in the family is the presence

of an aperture or area, with a membranaceous covering, on the

ventral aspect of the cell, which is regarded as representative of the

aperture existing in many Cheilostomata. Through the genus Aetea

on the one hand, and Triticella and Cylindrcecium on the other, Smitt

and G. 0. Sars have pointed out that the two great divisions of the

polyzoa, the Cheilostomata and Ctenostomata, are very closely linked

together.

Genus.

—

Teiticella, Dalyell.

Triticella, Dalyell (1848), Eemark. Animals. Scotl. ; G. 0.

Sars, Christiania Yidensk. Selsk. Forh., 1873, p. 397; Hincks, Brit.

Mar. Pol., p. 542 ; Farrella (part), Alder.

Hincks thus defines this genus:—"Stem repent; zooecia with a

membraneous area on one side (the ventral), flat, or slightly

depressed ; more or less gibbous on the other (the dorsal) ; com-

pressed laterally, attached by a movable joint to a rigid peduncle.

Polypide without a gizzard."

Prof. Sars, in his diagnosis of the genus loc. cit., p. 397, gives as

one of the characters that the "peduncles rise from a continuous

€rust or a creeping stolon." He describes T. hoechii as arising in

dense tufts fram a continuous crust, and T. horenii as being scattered

and rising from a delicate creeping stolon. Hincks follows him in

this, and also Alder in his description of T. pedicellata^ which agrees

with that of T. korenii.

In all these three species, which I have under examination, from

the west-coast of Ireland, there is a more or less continuous homy
crust, which appears alike in structure in the three forms when

removed from the crustacean on which the colony is growing. It

appears under the microscope as a very thin horny layer with circular

perforations, from which the peduncles arise. In specimens where

the individuals arise in dense tufts, as in T. korenii and hoechii^

the crust, with the perforations for the peduncles, is quite continuous
;

and the tissues of the animal under the crust can be traced as
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continuous with the thin lining in the peduncle. But in cases where-

they are not so closely packed, the homy crust can be seen in process

of growth, at first as a delicate creeping stolon, and afterwards

expanding on all sides as the budding proceeds. Probably, therefore,

the descriptions hitherto given of T. horenii and T. pedicellata, as

" scattered, rising from a delicate creeping stolon," can only have
been founded on young colonies where the crust had not commenced
to form. It would appear to be a character of generic importance.

I would therefore propose to emend Mr. Hincks's diagnosis of the

stem by adding the character, formerly given by Sars—but with limita-

tions :

'

' stem forming a continuous crust, or a creeping stolon in

small colonies, from apertures in which the peduncles arise." The
presence of such a chitinous or horny crust, in many ways resembling

that of Hydractinia, in this Ctenostomatous group, is rather peculiar^

and I hope to be able to study its formation further.

1 . Triticella flava, Dalyell.

TriUcella flava, Daly., Rem. An. ii. 66, pi. xix. fig. 1 ; Sars,

Christiania Vidensk. Selsk. Porh., 1873, 398 ; JN'orman, Ann. N. H.,

Eeb. 1879, p. 138 ; Hincks, Brit. Mar. Polyz., p. 543.

This species was founded by Sir J. Dalyell on a form he obtained

from Scotland, but his description is not sufficiently minute, nor his

figure sufficiently trustworthy in details, to make sure what form
he actually had under observation. Canon JS'orman is of opinion that

it is identical with T. horenii, Sars, which species he has obtained

also from Scotland. His specimen was obtained near Oban, growing
on Sacculina carcini^ this parasitic Cirripede being also the habitat of

Dalyell's form. T. horenii has, however, been obtained from several

Irish localities, but in no case growing on Sacculina, so that the fact of

habitat, to which l^orman attaches some importance, is evidently of no
account. The peduncle in T. flava is very short, being only about
half the length of the cell. In most of the Royal Irish Academy's
specimens of T. horenii, the peduncle varies considerably in length,

being generally two or three times the length of the cell ; but in one
group there are several specimens in which the peduncle is not
even half the length of the cell. Again, in T. pedicellata, the ordinary
length of the peduncle is two or three times that of the zooecium,

but I have also specimens of this in which the peduncle is only about
half the cell-length. It is pretty evident, therefore, that the length

of the peduncle is of little moment. As compared with Dalyell's
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figure of T. flava, I should be much more inclined to consider it as

related to T.pedicellata, since, in this species, there is no sharp line of

demarkation between the stalk and the zooecium, such as exists in

both T. Icorenii and T. hoechii. However, the number of tentacles

given shows a considerable difference between the two.

2. Triticella loecTcii, G. 0. Sars. PL Y., figs. 2, 6.

Triticella loechii^ G. 0. Sars, Christiania Vidensk. Selsk, Forh. 1873^

p. 387, pi. viii. ; Hincks, Brit. Mar. Pol., p. 546.

Zocecia horny, growing in dense groups from a continuous crust,

lateral surface obliquely oval, posterior extremity incurved, dorsal

margin subsigmoidal, sharply curved beyond the middle, ventral side

almost entirely occupied by the elliptical area. Frenaculum very

distinct and thick, placed about one-third the length of the cell from

the base. Peduncle about three times longer than the zooecium.

Polypide with 20 tentacles.

This species was founded and first described by Professor G. 0.

Sars, who obtained it growing on Geryon tridens from Christiania

Sound. Mr. Hincks, in his description of T. horenii, G. 0. Sars,

states that T. loeckii may probably occur on the British coasts, and

gives one of Sars's figures. It is therefore with considerable pleasure

that I am able to announce its discovery on the west coast of Ireland.

It was obtained, covering the eye-stalks and front portion of the

carapace of Portunus depurator from Berehaven, by the Royal Irish

Academy Expedition of 1885, at a depth of 7 fathoms.

It is closely related to T. Icorenii^ G. 0. Sars, but differs from it in

the smaller size of the zooecia, the greater curvature of the dorsal

side, and especially in the well-developed frenaculum or curved

chitinousband. This, at the dorsal surface, is considerably thickened,

but thins away towards the upper part of the ventral surface. It is

also farther from the base, being placed at about one-third the length

of the zooecium from the peduncle. The continuous horny crust, which

seems to be characteristic of all the Triticellae, was first observed by

Sars in this species.

Habitat,—On various Crustacea from shallow water.

Localities.—Berehaven, S. "W. of Ireland ; on the eye-stalks and

carapace of Portunus depurator, from a depth of 7 fathoms (Boy.

Irish Acad.).

Geographical Pistrihution.—Christiania Sound ; on the carapace

and appendages of Geryon tridens^ from about 15 fathoms (G. 0. Sars).
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3. Triticella korenii, G. 0. Sars. PI. V., fig. 1.

Triticella horetiii, G. 0. Sars, Christiania Yidensk. Selsk. Forh.

1873, p. 393, pi. ix.

Triticellaflava, Norman, Ann. N. H., Feb. 1879, p. 138.

Triticella horenii^ Hincks, Brit. Mar. Polyz. p. 545, pi. xlv.,

figs. 8-10
;

pi. Ixxx., fig. 6.

Zocecia hyaline, slender, laterally elongate-ovate
;
posterior extre-

mity somewhat incurved ; dorsal margin slightly curved outwards

;

growing in tufts from a continuous horny crust. Frenaculum very

thin, approaching the posterior extremity. Peduncle very variable in

length, from half the length of the cell to three or four times as long.

Polypide with 18 tentacles.

This species, founded by Sars, is described by him as having the

zocecia scattered, and the peduncles rising from a delicate creeping

stolon. In examples which I have received from the Royal Irish

Academy Survey, the zocecia grow also in tufts of very variable size.

In these cases, the peduncles rise from small apertures in a continuous

horny crust, which has never been previously observed for this species.

The peduncles are longer where the tufts are densest, in some cases

being four or five times longer than the zocecia. The majority, how-
ever, are two or three times as long. "Where the zocecia are scattered

and around the margins of the tufts, the peduncles in some cases are

scarcely half the length of the zocecia. Owing to this variability,

Canon IS'orman gives it as his opinion that this species is really

identical with the T, flava of Dalyell ; but, ,as has been previously

shown, there is not sufficient evidence to warrant this.

The only British locality previously recorded for this species is

from the shore of Kerrera Sound, near Oban, where it was found by
Norman, growing on Sacculina carcina, and was described by him as

T. flava, Dalyell. Sars obtained his specimens near Bergen, and at

Bohuslan. It has been obtained on three occasions by the Eoyal
Irish Academy Survey from the south-west coasts of Ireland, in each

case growing luxuriously in tufts on various Crustacea.

Habitat.—On different Crustacea from tide-marks to very deep

water.

Localities.—Shore of Kerrera Sound, near Oban ; on Sacculina

carcina (A. M. Norman) : Berehaven, S. "W. of Ireland, growing pro-

fusely in tufts on Xanthia rivulosa and Portunus arcuatus, from
a depth of 7 fathoms ; also from log 73, at a depth of 50 fathoms
(Roy. Irish Acad.).
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Geographical Distribution.—Near Bergen, in 120 fathoms, on tlie

carapace of Calcocaris macandrei, Bell ; Bohuslan, on the same

(G. 0. Sars).

4. Triticella peclicellata, Alder. PI. Y., figs. 3, 5.

Farrella pedicellata, Mder. IS'orthumb. and Durh. Cat. of Zoophy.

p. 68, pi. yi., figs. 1-3.

Farrella pedicellata, Alder. Quart. Jour. Micros. Sc. vol. v. 24,.

pi. xiv., figs. 1-3.

Triticella pedicellata, Hincks. Brit. Mar. Polyz. p. 547, pi. Ixxx.,

figs. 3-5.

Zocecia ovate ; oblong ; transparent ; scattered along a delicate

creeping stem (in young colonies), or rising in tufts from a continuous

horny crust ; dorsal side only slightly curved outwards ;
front side

occupied almost entirely by the membraneous area ; no angular pro-

jection at the base of the area; truncate above ; wrinkled and slightly

narrowed towards the base ; connected with the peduncle without any

definite joint. Frenaculum wanting. Peduncle very slender and

variable in length, usually two or three times the length of the cell.

Polypide with 12 tentacles. Length of cell ^ inch.

The zooecium in this is smaller, more delicate, and regular than in

the others. There is no frenaculum. The peduncle is not sharply

separated from the zooecium by a well-defined joint, as in T. Tcorenii

and T. loechii. The wrinkling at the base of the zooecium passes also

on to the peduncle. The whole surface of the former shows very fine

transverse lines, of which the more basal wrinklings seem but

exaggerations. Although the usual length of the stalk is two or

three times that of the cell, in many specimens it is not more than

half the length. In some colonies the individuals are numerous, and

here the formation of a continuous homy crust can be observed, as in

the other two species, showing that the example, which Alder

described as "scattered along a delicate creeping stolon," was not a

fully-formed colony.

The only locality from which this species has up to the present

been recorded is from [N'orthumberland, where it was obtained by

Alder growing on Buccinum undatum and Fusus antiquus from deep

water. I have found it from the dredgings of the Royal Dublin

Society Survey of 1890, from two localities on the west coast of

Ireland, in each case growing on old shells. On an old Katica shell

from Station 114, off the Skelligs, the zooecia were very numerous,,

and the horny crust had formed.
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JSabitat.—On old shells from moderately deep water.

Localities.—Korthumberlarid, on Buccinum widatum, and Fusus

aiitiquus (Alder) : Station 114, off the Skelligs, depth, 80 fathoms,

on Buccinum undatum and Natica catenularia\ Station 80, off Slyne

Head, depth, bb fathoms, on Trochus magus (E,oy. Dub. Soc).

Genus.

—

Hippuraria, Busk.

Hippuraria, Busk, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., Jan., 1874. Hincks,

Brit. Mar. Polyz., p. 548.

Lagenella (part), Joliet.

" Stem repent or erect, tubular, jointed, nodular. Zocecia with a

membranous area on the front or ventral side, attached to a peduncle

by a movable joint, and disposed in whorls or groups at the nodes."

—

T. H.

Hippuraria, so far as it has been investigated, appears to be a

Triticella in which the zocecia are clustered at the nodes of the stem,

and hence Mr. Hincks places it in the family Triticellidse, whilst Busk
makes of it a separate family, Hippuraridae. There is only one British

species known up to the present.

Sippuraria egertoni^ Busk.

Hippuraria egertoni, Busk, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., Jan. 6, 1874,

p. 29, pi. V. Hincks, Brit. Mar. Polyz., p. 549.

This species was founded by Busk upon a specimen obtained by
Sir Philip Egerton from Berehaven in 1873, growing on Gonoplax

angulatus. His description was based upon a small fragment, with

four nodes, which had been dried and re-expanded. There are many
points for which it is necessary that a re-examination of other speci-

mens should be made before an exact diagnosis can be formed. Its

principal characters are, that the stem is erect, jointed, with nodular

enlargements, from which the long clustered peduncles of the zocecia

spring. Busk describes the zooecium as having two compartments, a

smaller front, and a larger hind.

Berehaven, in Bantry Bay, which has already yielded many rare

forms of marine life, is the only locality from which it has been

obtained. My reason for introducing this species here is to show the

great desirability that further search should be made on the same spot,

and to fully complete this peculiar family of Polyzoa, in which the

West of Ireland has shown itself so predominant.
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Group.—ENTOPEOCTA, Mtsche.

Family.

—

Pedicellinid^, Hincks.

Genus.

—

Bahentsia, Hincks.

Barentsia nodosa, Lomas. PI. V., fig. 4.

Pedicellina gracilis, var. nodosa. Fauna of Liverpool Bay, vol. i.,

p. 190, pi. iii., fig. 3.

Ascopodaria nodosa, Lomas, Proc. Liverpool Lit. and Phil. Soc,

1886, vol. xli., p. 46.

The history of this species is interesting. Mr. Hincks, in his

description of Pedicellina gracilis, Sars, Brit. Mar. Polyz., p. 570,

mentions, that occasionally the slender portion of the peduncle is veiy

much elongated, and consists of several sections separated by knots or

swellings, which are muscular in character like the larger basal swell-

ing. Mr. Lomas, in the "Fii^st Eeport upon the Fauna of Liverpool

Bay," figures this form, and makes of it a new variety under the name
of Pedicellina gracilis, var. nodosa. Further consideration, however,

led him to place it in the genus Ascopodaria, founded by Busk.

—

'' Challenger " Eeport, vol. xvii., Polyzoa, p. 41. In 1886, Lomas
described it qlb Ascopodaria nodosa, in a Paper read before the Liverpool

Literary and Philosophical Society. It has been shown above,

however, that the generic term Barentsia has the claim of priority to

that of Ascopodaria.

The important feature in the new genus is connected with

the stem. It is divided into a barrel-shaped expansion at the

base springing from the stolon, and a narrower, rigid, distal portion.

The basal cylinder and parts adjoining are filled with muscular tissue,

which stains deeply and works the other portion, while the other con-

necting parts of the chitinous peduncle are lined with a delicate

parenchymatous tissue.

In Barentsia nodosa the most striking feature is regarded by

Lomas as a second muscular swelling or node in the middle of the

stem above the basal cylinder ; while there is a third and smaller one

under the head.

In material which I collected from Killiney Bay, in January, 1891,

I came across this species growing on sea-weed, and I have since had

my identification kindly confirmed by Mr. Lomas. In my specimens,

several of the forms have two muscular swellings in addition to those
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in the basal cylinder and under the head ; while others again do not

show any medial swelling. Lomas regards these latter as imperfectly

developed forms.

I have also found it in considerable quantity on algae, obtained by

the Royal Dublin Society Survey from Killybegs, and from Smerwick

Harbour.

Habitat.—On sea-weeds, from shallow water.

Localities.—Isle of Man (Lomas) : Killiney, Dublin Bay (J. E.

Duerden) : Killybegs and Smerwick Harbour (Roy. Dub. Soc).

EXPLA]SrATIO:N' OF PLATE Y.

EiG. 1. Triticella horenii^ Sars, with a portion of base. Magnified.

EiG. 2. Triticella hoechii, Sars. Magnified.

EiG. 3. Triticella pedicellata, Alder. Magnified.

Etg. 4. Barentsia nodosa, Lomas. Magnified.

Fig. 5. Two connected patches of horny crust of T. pedicellata^

Alder. More highly magnified.

Fig. 6. Irregular horny crust of T. hoechii, G. 0. Sars, with

six peduncles arising from it. More highly magnified.
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YII.

EEPOET ON THE HTDEOIDA COLLECTED BY THE EOYAL
lEISH ACADEMY STJEYEY OF THE SOUTH-WEST
COAST OE lEELAlS'D, 1885, 1886, AKD 1888. By J. E.

DUEEDEN, A.E.C.SC. (Lond.).

[Read June 12, 1893.]

TJp to the present time no attempt lias been made to give a list of the

Hydroids occurring on the west coast of Ireland. In fact, the only

lists of Irish Hydroids of any importance is that for Dublin Bay,^

which only contains about fifty species ; and that contained in

Mr. William Thompson's l^atural History of Ireland, which records

about forty-five species. They have been studied very little from the

north and west coasts. The material dredged by the Academy (in

the years 1885,- 1886,^ and 1888^) has afforded me opportunity of

examining many of the forms occurring on the south-west coasts.

The present Eeport records forty-six species obtained from various

points. Of these fourteen are new to Ireland, some of them being

rare forms. They have been obtained from the material now in

the custody of the Science and Art Museum, growing upon various

molluscs, Crustacea, and upon one another.

The following is the list of species now recorded for the first time

from Ireland :

—

Podocoryne carnea^ Sars. Campanularia (?) raridentata,

Podocoryne areolata, Alder. Alder.

Atractylis arenosa, Alder. Calycella fastigiata, Alder.

Perigonimus repens^ T. S. Wright. Cuspidella costata, Hincks.

Perigonimus (?) linearis, Alder. Biphasiafallax, Johnston.

Picoryne conferta, Alder. Piphasia alata, Hincks.

PougamviUiaramosa,\8iR'BeTieden. Plumularia halecioides^ Alder.

Tubularia simplex, Alder.

1 Brit. Assoc. Fauna of Dublin, 1878.

2 *' First Eeport on the Marine Fauna of the South-West of Ireland." Proc.

Royal Irish Acad., 2nd Ser., Vol. iv., No. 5 (Science), 1886, p. 599.

3 '' Second Report on the Marine Fauna of the South-West of Ireland." Prcc.

Royal Irish Acad., 3rd Ser., Vol. i., No. 1 (Science), 1888, p. 29.

* There was no report drawn up of this Expedition.

B.T.A. PKOC, SEE. III., VOL. LEI. L
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The genus Podoeoryne lias probably generally been confused with

the more common Hydractinia, to which there is a strong resemblance

in the remarkable polymorphism and habitat. In preserved specimens

it is only when one comes to examine closely the chitinous crust and

the polypites, that the difference is detected. £oth of the two British

species seem not uncommon on the west coast.

In the family of the Bimeridae (Atractilidse) the survey has been

very fortunate, five species of these minute forms having been

obtained, all of which are new to Ireland. Atractylis arenosa, Alder,

is a rare and interesting form. Species of the genus Perigonimus are

very common as compared with other localities, and some peculiar

forms require yet more comparative examination. Perigonimus (?)

linearis^ Alder, which is here recorded for the first time for Ireland,

has only been once previously obtained from British waters. JDicoryne

conferta, Alder, has also been obtained. The harbour of Glengariff,

Co. Cork, has in the past yielded to Prof. Allman the closely allied

Seterocordyle conyhearei ; but it is scarcely possible to distinguish

between the two from the descriptions given. Yery probably more

careful examination on the spot will reveal still more of the lesser

known gymnoblastic hydi'oids.

Amongst the Calyptoblastea, the rare Calycella fastigiata^ Alder,.

is pretty common ; and the peculiar Cuspidella costata, Hincks, has

been found on one occasion. This latter is only known from two

British localities.

In the genus Diphasia five species have been dredged, all from one

locality, 13 miles south-west of GaUey Head. Of these, D.fallaXy

Johnston, and D. alata, Hincks, are new to Ireland, while I).

attenuata has only been once previously recorded. Jj. fallax is regarded

as a northern form, and its present occurrence on the south of Ireland

gives it a much greater southern range than was supposed,

A list of the species obtained from each locality is given at the

end of the Paper.

In the preparation of the Eeport, I have to thank the Eev. Thomas
Hincks, F.R.S., our highest authority upon this group, who is ever

ready to favour one with his valuable assistance upon the more

difficult forms.

The slides and preparations made will be handed over to the

Dublin Science and Art Museum, which has custody of the Academy's

material.
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Order.—HYDROIDA.

Sub-order I.

—

Athecata.

Family I.—CLAviDiE.

Clava midtieornis, Forskal.

This species was niet with on many occasions growing on the

limbs of Stenorhynchus and other Crustaceans. In the majority of

cases the colonies are only young, and consequently the gonophores

are undeveloped, but the polypites are of the scattered type. It has

been obtained abundantly from Dursey Sound on the limbs of Inachus,

from Kenmare River, and from Berehaven. The species is generally

distributed on our coasts, and occurs more commonly growing on

stones and algae.

Family II.

—

HydraCTrNirD^.

HySractinia echinata, Fleming.

Very abundant from most localities, covering shells inhabited

by hermit crabs. From Berehaven, Long Island Sound, mouth of

Kenmare River, Crookhaven, Dursey Sound, thirteen miles south-west

of Galley Head at a depth of forty-three fathoms, and off Baltimore.

Family III.

—

Podocoeyktd^.

1. Podocoryne carnea^ Sars.

This species was found encrusting a very large Buccinum undatum,

inhabited by Pagurus, from Long Island Bay. The smooth linear

spines of the encrusting base easily distinguish it from the former

species in preserved specimens. It has not previously been recorded

from Ireland.

2. Podocoryne areolata, Alder.

This form is principally distinguished from the former by having

areolar spaces between the linear spines, which are arranged in

groups ; and by having the gonophores growing on the stolon instead

of on the body of the polypite. It has been found coating shells of

Fusus, Turritella, Nassa, and JN'atica, inhabited by hermit crabs, from

off Dursey Head, Berehaven, and from Station I., forty miles off south-

west of Ireland. It is recorded from several British localities, but

not before from Ireland.

L 2
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Pamily IX.

—

Eudekdeud^.

1. Eudendrium rameum, Pallas.

This common species was dredged from off the Great Skellig, off

Galley Head, and south of Glandore Harbour. A fine colony was also

obtained from Log 73, at a depth of fifty fathoms, growing on a large

Pinna.

2. Eudendrium capillare, Alder.

This is a much smaller and rarer form of this genus. It is

mentioned from only four or five British localities. Prof. Haddon

recorded it for the first time for Ireland in his Preliminary Keport on

the Fauna of Dublin Bay.^ It was obtained by the survey from Log

62, Bereliaven.

Family X.

—

Bimebxd^.

1. Atractylis arenosa^ Alder.

A fine colony of this minute and rare zoophyte was obtained

amongst the loose material from Log 73, at a depth of 50 fathoms.

The creeping stolon is of very considerable length, and only gives off

the simple erect stems at wide intervals. The surface of the polypary

is covered in most parts with fine mud and a few broken spicules.

The stems bearing the polypites vary much in length, expanding

gradually from the base to the top. "Where the polypite is retracted

it is closed in by the polypary. The specimens do not show the

gonophores which give rise to the peculiar mode of reproduction so

graphically described by Dr. T. Strethill Wright.^

It has been recorded from Tynemouth, Cullercoats, Largo, and

Filey Brigg, but never previously from Ireland.

2. Ferigonimus repens^ T. S. Wright.

The collections have proved themselves very rich in different forms

of the genus Perigonimus, but many of them seem to be different from

any described species. They are a group of minute zoophytes, gene-

rally of simple habit. One form, which I have submitted to Mr.

Hincks for examination, presents peculiarities in its mode of growth

which seem to separate it from forms already described. Hincks

1 Proc. Roy. Irish Acad., 2nd Ser., Vol. iv.. No. 5 (Science).

- Quart. Jour. Micros. Science, Vol. iii., N. S., p. 47.
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regards it as closely related to P. vestitus, the body of tlie polypite

being enclosed in a delicate continuation of tlie polypary, and the

stems are much roughened by adherent particles of sand. It differs,

however, from this form in its mode of growth, being much branched,

while P. vestitus has simple or slightly branched stems. The specific

limitations of the various rare forms of the genus are not well defined,

and the many forms dredged by the Academy will be submitted to

more comparative examination. The simple P. repens, with the stem

terminating above in the well-defined cup-shaped expansion has, how-

ever, been obtained from Berehaven, growing on Sertularia ahietina..

It has been recorded from several localities in England and Scotland^

but this is the first occasion from Ireland.

3. Perigonimus (?) linearis ^ Alder,

This is easily distinguised, when fully grown, from P. repens,

which it much resembles in the young state. The stem is much
longer and smoother than that of its ally. It is a little undulating

and slightly wrinkled on the lower part, where it springs from the

creeping stolon. Specimens were dredged from Log 72, 11 miles south

of Glandore Harbour, at a depth of 54 fathoms. It has only been

previously recorded once from British waters, by Prof. Allman from

Cullercoats, where it was found growing on shells from deep water.

The examples obtained by the Academy do not show the gonophores.

The reproduction requires further study before the exact generic

position of the species can be definitely settled.

4. Bicoryne conferta^ Alder.

This is a rather rare species and has not previously been recorded

from Ireland. It appears, however, to be pretty abundant on the

west coast. Specimens with fertile polypites on the stem and on the

creeping stolon have been obtained from many localities, growing

mostly on old shells. Fine colonies were dredged from Bantry Bay,

and from Berehaven, coating an old shell of Littorina inhabited by a

hermit crab. Also two loose colonies amongst the material from

Log 73, at a depth of 50 fathoms. It is very difficult to distinguish

this form from Heterocordyle conyhearei, recorded by Allman from the

Harbour of Glengariff, Co. Cork. Bicoryne conferta has only previously

been noticed from Cullercoats, Orkney, and Shetland, so that in this,

as in many other forms, the west of Ireland agrees in its fauna with

that of the north-west of Scotland.
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5. Bougainvillia ramosa, Van Beneden.

Small colonies of this rather rare zoophyte, with the gonophores

well developed, were found growing on Retepora couchii, from Log 35,

Glandore Harbour. This is the first time it has been recorded from
Irish waters.

Family XI.—TrBULARiiD.T5.

1. Tuhularia indivisa, Linn.

This species is recorded in the Preliminary Eeport of the 1885
Expedition from Station I., forty miles off S.W. of Ireland, and fi'om

Station XIL, nine miles south of Glandore, having Gephyra dorhnii

growing upon the tubes. Only these horn coloured tubes remain.

Dr. Perceval Wright records having found it in remarkable beauty off

the west coast.

2. Tuhularia simplex, Alder.

About ten examples of this much rarer foim were found growing
on an old Pecten shell from Berehaven. They are probably young
specimens, being only about half-an-inch in length. The stem is

without annulations and is angulated. It is only recorded from three

or four British localities, and is new to Ireland.

Sub-Order II.

—

Thecaphora.

Family I.

—

Campanttlaeiid^.

1. Clytiajohnstoni, Alder.

This ubiquitous species was obtained from most localities, growing
upon other zoophytes. Some of the rarer branching forms were
dredged from Log 38, off Barlogue, at a depth of 41 fathoms. Fine

specimens with large calycles, and stems almost completely ringed,

were got from Log 67, at a depth of 345 fathoms, growing on Steno-

rhynchus.

2. Ohelia geniculata, Linn.

This generally distributed species was got from Dursey Sound,

Berehaven, and Long Island Channel.

3. Olelia dichotoma, Linn.

This form is very common on the west coast. Fine colonies, with

gonophores, were obtained from most localities.
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4. Cainpanularia verticillata, Linn.

A small colony was found growing on a Stenorhynchus from Log

37, Berehaven. It is recorded by Thompson, in his Natural History,

from several Irish localities.

5. Campanularia Jlexuosa^ Hincks.

Many colonies of this common hydroid were dredged from Glandore

Harbour, mouth of Kenmare River, and Berehaven.

6. Campanularia angidata, Hincks.

Found growing on Zostera, from Log 15, Ballinskellig Bay. This

occurrence was mentioned in the Preliminary Eeport. It has pre-

viously been recorded from Youghal by Miss Ball, and from the l^orth

of Ireland by Mr. "W. Thomson.

7. Campanularia (?) raridentata^ Alder.

This rarer species was dredged from Log 73, growing on Sertu-

iarella polyzonias. This is its first record from Ireland.

Family IV.

—

Lafoeid^.

1. Lafoea dumosa, Tleming.

A common form, which was found growing abundantly on Sertu-

laria ahietina from Log 38, 8 miles S.S.W. of Barlogue, and from

Log 73 on other zoophytes.

2. Calycella syringa, Linn.

A widely distributed and common species. It was obtained grow-

ing on other hydroids from Log 37, 13 miles S.W. of Galley Head,

and from Berehaven.

3. Calycella fastigiata, Alder.

This rare hydroid appears to be widely distributed on the west

coast of Ireland, almost as much so as C. syringa. It was dredged

very abundantly from Log 37, 13 miles south-west of Galley Head, at

a depth of 43 fathoms, growing on Sertularia ahietina and DipJiasia

alata. The pedicles in these are about half the length of the calycle.

Other specimens were got from Dursey Sound, growing on calcareous

polyzoa, from Log 72, 11 miles south of Glandore Harbour, and

from Log 73, depth 50 fathoms. It has only previously been obtained
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from Britisli waters, by Canon N'orman from the Hebrides, from
Shetland by Mr. Barlee, and by Mr. Hincks from Cornwall, and is

another of the interesting forms, along with the next species, which
has been added to the fauna of Ireland by the dredgings of the

Academy.

4. Czispidella costata, Hincks.

This species was found growing on tubes of Tiihdaria indivisa

from Berehaven, obtained in 1885, from a depth of 7 fathoms. It

shows very distinctly the three or four segments with the conical

operculum. It is a very small and rare form, and has not been
mentioned before from Irish waters, and only from two English

localities—from "Whitby, where it was obtained by Mr. Hincks, and
from Plymouth by Mr. Bourne.

5. Filellum serpens, Hassall.

A number of small colonies were found growing on Sertidaria

ahietina and Biphasia tamarisca from Log 37, Berehaven, and from
Log 72, south of Glandore Harbour.

Pamily YI.—CoppiNirD^.

1. Coppinia arcta, DaljeU..

This is a widely distributed species and was obtained from 8

miles S.S.W. of Barlogue, growing on Sertularia ahietina.

Family VII.

—

Halecitd^.

1. Halecium halecinum, Linn.

Colonies of this species wese dredged from Berehaven, and from
Log 37, 13 miles south-west of Galley Head. It does not seem to be

so abundant on the west of Ireland as the next species.

2. Salecium heanit, Johnston.

Pine specimens of this more delicate and graceful species were
obtained from many localities. Prom Berehaven colonies with male
and female gonophores were got in 1885 and 1886. Also from

Bantry Bay, Glandore Harbour, and Log 73.
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Family.

—

Sekttjlaeiid^.

1. Sertxdarella polyzonias, Linn.

This ubiquitous species was obtained from most of the localities.

2. Sertularella rugosa^ Linn.

A small colony was found growing on Sertularia ahietina from

Log 37, 13 miles south-west of Galley Head. It is described as being

common, but this is the only locality from which it was obtained. It

is recorded from Dublin Bay.

3. Diphasia rosacea^ Linn.

This is a form generally distributed around our coasts. It was

dredged from Log 37, 13 miles south-west of Galley Head at a depth

of 43 fathoms, growing on Sertularia ahietina. The small gonothec3&

were well developed.

4. Diphasia attemiata, Hincks.

Examples of this species were found growing on Diphasia alata

from Log 37. They show the female capsules and the branches

ending in tendrils. It has previously been recorded from Ireland by

Prof. Haddon, but only from Dublin Bay.

5. Diphasia fallax, Johnston.

This example is known principally from the north of England and

Scotland, and is considered by Mr. Hincks to be a northern species,

ranging from the coast of Yorkshire to Shetland. It was dredged by

the Academy from Log 37, 13 miles south-west of Galley Head off

the south of Ireland, at a depth of 43 fathoms ; so that this is the

most southerly locality from which it has been found. It has not

been recorded from Ireland before. It shows well the male capsules

and tendril-like claspers.

6. Diphasia tamarisca, Linn.

Three small pieces of this widely distributed species, with female

capsules, were got from Log 37.

7. Diphasia alata, Hincks.

A small colony from Log 37 shows the male gonophores. This

rare species is new to Ireland. It has previously been recorded from

Shetland, Hebrides, Ealmouth, and Cornwall.
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It is remarkable that these five species of Diphasia should all have

been obtained only from the one locality.

8. Sertularia pumila, Linn.

This, which is one of our most common zoophytes, I have obtained

from the material of the expeditions from only one locality, namely,

Berehaven, growing on Fucus. Shore collections would, no doubt,

yield it in great abundance.

9. Sertularia operculata, Linn.

This widely distributed species was dredged from Berehaven,

Dursey Sound, and Glandore Harbour.

10. Sertularia abtetina, Linn.

It is one of our commonest Sertularians, and was found from

Berehaven, covered with many other zoophytes, from Kenmare River,

and from Log 73.

1 1 . Sertularia argentea, Ellis and Solander.

Only a small portion of this common species was obtained from

Dursey Sound.

12. Sydrallmania falcata, Linn.

Although one of our most abundant zoophytes, no example of it

has come under my examination from the dredgings. It is mentioned

in the Preliminary Eeport from Scullane Bay, under Toe Head.

Family IX.

—

Plttmulaeied^.

1. Antennularia antennina, Linn.

Examples of this common species were dredged from Berehaven,

Kenmare River, south-west of Ballycotton, and other localities.

2. Antennularia ramosa, Lamarck.

A small colony was obtained only from Berehaven.

3. Aglaophenia pluma, Linn.

Colonies of this species were dredged from Station I., forty miles

off the south-west of Ireland; also from the south-west of Great

Skellig, and from Berehaven. It is mentioned by Mr. W. Thomson
from around our coasts ; and a delicate variety, dichotomously

branched, is recorded by J. V. Thompson from Cork Bay.
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4. Aglaophenia mi/riophyllum, Linn.

This is a rather rare species, and has previously been obtained

T3y Ellis from Dublin Bay, from Belfast Bay by M'Calla, and from

Youghal by Miss Ball. The Academy dredged it from Log 19, south-

west of Great Skellig, at a depth of 79 fathoms.

5. Flumularia eatharina, Johnston.

A few small pieces were obtained from Log 37, 13 miles south-

west of Galley Head. It has previously been recorded from Dublin Bay,

and dredged from the Arran Islands on the west coast by llr. Barlee.

6. Flumularia halecioides, Alder.

Colonies of this delicate and beautiful form were found growing

on the appendages of Stenorhynchus phalangium from Berehaven.

This is a rather rare species, and has not been recorded previously

from Irish waters.

LIST OF SPECIES EEOM EACH LOCALITY.

I.

—

Cetjise or THE "LoED Baitdon," August, 1885.

Station I.—Forty miles off the south-west of Ireland : depth, 75-90

fathoms.

Fodocoryne areolata^ Alder. Tuhdaria indivisa, Linn. Aglao-

phenia pluma, Linn,

Station II.—Dursey Sound : depth, 20-25 fathoms.

Clava 7nidticornis, Forskal, abundant on limbs of Inachus. Olelia

yemcidata, Lmn. Oheliadichotoma, Linn. Calycella fastigiata^

Alder, very abundant. Sertularia operculata, Linn.

Station IIL—Mouth of Kenmare Eiver : depth, 44-48 fathoms.

Clava muUicornis, Forskal. Hydractijtia echinata, Fleming.

Station IY.—Ballinskellig Bay : depth, 5 fathoms.

Campanularia angulata^ Hincks, growing on Zostera.

Station YI.—About 12 miles south-west of Great Skellig : depth,

79 fathoms.

Antennularia antennina, Linn. Aglaophenia pluma, Linn. Aglao-

phenia myriophyllum, Linn.
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Station Yll.—Mouth of Bantry Bay : depth, 40 fathoms.

Dicoryne conferta, Alder. Salecium ieanii, Johnston. Sertularella

poly%onias^ Linn.

Station VIII.—Berehaven : depth, 7 fathoms ; fine, dense mud.

Sydractinia echinaia^ Pleming. Podocoryne areolata, Alder.

Perigonimus repens, T. S. Wright. Dicoryne conferta, Alder.

Clytia johnstoni, Alder. Campanularia flexuosa, Hincks.

Olelia yemcidafa, Linn. Ohelia dichoto?na, Linn. Caspidella

costata, Hincks. JSalectum halecinum, Linn. Salecium heanii,

Johnston. Sertidarella polyzonias, Linn. Sertidaria pumilay

Linn. Sertidaria operculata, Linn. Antennularia antennina,

Linn. Aglaophenia pluma, Linn. Plumularia halecioides^

Alder.

Station X.—Long Island Bay.

Podocoryne carnea, Sars.

Station XL—Off Baltimore : depth, 30 fathoms.

Sydractinia echinata, Pleming.

Station XIL— Nine miles south of Glandore.

PJudendriiim rameiim, Pallas. Tubularia indivisa^ Linn. Sertu-

larella polyzomas, Linn.

11.

—

Cetjise of the "Loed Bandon," July, 1886.

LogKo. 31.—Depth, 39|- fathoms; 8|- miles south-west of Bally-

cotton.

Antennularia antetmina, Linn.

Loa No. 32.—Ballycotton Harbour.

Sertularella polyzonias^ Linn.

Log No. 35.—Depth, 4 fathoms; Glandore Harbour.

Bougainvillia ramosa, Van Beneden ; Ohelia dichotoma, Linn.
;

Campanularia flexuosa^ Hincks; Sertularia operculata, Linn.

Log No. 36.—Scullane Bay ; under Toe Head.

Sydralhnania falcata, Hincks.

Log No. 37.—Depth, 43 fathoms ; 13 miles south-west of Galley

Head.

Hydractinia echinata, Fleming ; Eudendrium rameum, Pallas
;

Clytia johnstoni, Alder ; Campanularia verticellata, Linn.
;

Calycella syringa, Linn. ; Calycella fastigiata, Alder ;
Filellum
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serpens, Hassall ; Coppinia arda, Dalyell ; Salecium halecinum,

Linn. ; Sertularella rugosa, Linn. ; Sertularella tenella, Alder

;

Diphasia rosacea, Linn. ; Diphasia fallax, Johnston ;
Diphasia

tamarisca, Linn. ; Diphasia alafa, Hincks ; Sertularia ahiettna,

Linn. ; Plumularia catharina, Johnston.

Log 1^0. 38.—Depth, 41 fathoms ; 8 miles S.S.W. of Barlogue.

Clytia johisto7iij Alder ; Coppinia arcta, Dalyell ; Serttdarella

polyzonias, Linn. ; Lafoea dumosa, Fleming ; Sertularia abietina,

Linn.

Log 1^0. 39.—Depth, 0-20 fathoms ; Lough Hyne.

Ohelia dichotoma, Linn.

Log Ko. 40.—Depth, 8^ to 5 fathoms ; Long Island Channel.

Clytia Johistoni, Alder ; Olelia geniculata, Linn. ; Olelia dicho-

toma, Linn. ; Halecium deanii, Johnston.

Log !N'o. 41.—Depth, 3^ fathoms; Crookhaven.

Hydractinia echinata, Fleming ; Clytia johnstojii. Alder.

Log No. 42.—Depth, 37^ fathoms; 9^ miles south-west of Castle-

town, BerehaTen.

Clava multicornis, Forskal.

Log "No. 43.—Depth, 20 fathoms. Dursey Sound.

Clava multicornis, Forskal ; Hydractinia eckinata, Fleming
;

Clytia johistoni, Alder; Sertularella polyzofiias, Linn. ; Sertu-

laria opercidata, Linn. ; Sertidaria aryentea, Ellis & Solander.

Log No. 53.—Depth, 70 to 80 fathoms ; 5 to 8 miles west of Great

Skellig.

Midendrium ramewn, Pallas ; Clytia johnstoni, Alder.

Log No. 55.—Depth, 23 to 38 fathoms; mouth of Kenmare Eiver.

Clava multicornis, Forskal ; Campamdaria flexnosa, Hincks

;

Antenmilaria antennina, Linn.

Log No. 56.—Depth, 93 fathoms ; 29^ miles west of south of Dursey

Head.

Fodocoryne areolata, Alder.

Log No. 62.—Depth, 5 to 10 fathoms ; Berehaven.

Clava midticornis, Forskal ; Sydractinia ecJiinata, Fleming

;

Fodocoryne areolata, Alder ; F^udeyidrium capillare, Alder

;

Olelia dichotoma, Linn. ; Calycella syringa, Linn. ; Salecium

halecinum, Linn. ; Halecium heanii, Johnston ; Sertularella

polyzonias, Linn. ; Anteti?iularia ratnosa, Lamarck.
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III.

—

Ckfise of the " Lord Bandon," 1888.

Log No. 67.—Depth, 345 fathoms; fine sand; lat. 51° 2' IT. ; long.

11°27'W.

Clytia johnstoni, Alder.

Log No. 70.—Depth, 7 fathoms ; Berehaven Harbour.

Hyd^ractinia echinata, T. S. IVright ; Tubularia simplex, Alder.

Log No. 72.—Depth, 54 fathoms; 11 miles south of Glandore

Harbour.

Eudendrium rameum^ Pallas ; Perigonimus (?) linearis^ Alder

;

Campanularia fiexuosa^ Hincks ; Olelia dichotoma, Linn.
;

Filellum serpens, Hassall ; Calycella fastigiata, Alder ; Sale-

cium heaniij Johnston ; Sertularella polyzonias, Linn.

Log No. 73.—Depth, 50 fathoms ; south-west of Ireland.

Eudendrium rameum, Pallas ; Dicoryne conferta, Alder ; Tuhularia

indivisa, Linn. ; Clytia johnstoni, Alder ; Campanularia rari-

dentata^ Alder ; Lafoea dumosa, Fleming ; Calycella fastigiata.

Alder ; Salecium beaniiy Johnston ; Sertularella polyzonias,

Linn.
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VIII.

OlS" THE YOLCAITOES AND HOT SPEINGS OF INDIA, AND
THE EOLK-LOEE CONNECTED THEEEWITH. By V.

EALL, C.B., LL.D., E.E.S., Director of the Science and Art

Museum, Dublin.

[Eead January 23, 1893.]

The selection of a suitable title for tbis Paper bas been a matter of

some difficulty, it being desired to convey by it that tbe object in

view is to describe tbe influence upon tbe inhabitants of India of

certain selected classes of physical phenomena. The subject is there-

fore connected with those which I have previously discussed either in

this Academy or elsewhere, with reference to some characteristics of

the animals, plants, and minerals of India, as they are regarded

from the natives' point of view, and as affording the origins from

whence sundry myths and traditions have sprung. As will be seen

in the following account, the phenomena here described have exer-

cised a considerable effect on the habits, customs, and religious beliefs

of those who live in the regions where they are manifested.

In all cases, both with regard to the subjects previously treated

of, and those which are discussed in the present Paper, sufficient

scientific descriptions of the objects have been given, to insure

precision of identification. Many interpreters of myths, with a sub-

lime indifference to the laws of geographical distribution, have

searched the world over in order to provide themselves with means for

explaining the myths they have sought to investigate. But a more

satisfactory method appears to be to describe, where possible, a phy-

sical phenomenon, a zoological or a botanical species ; then to mention

the views of the inhabitants on the spot where it occurs, and so pass

to the consideration of how those views may be connected with, or

have given rise to, a particular myth or tradition. What is aimed at

principally in the present communication is to give a systematic account

of a certain group of Indian myths and traditions, which may afford

material for comparisons hereafter with the myths and traditions of
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other countries in connection with similar natural phenomena; and

also to suggest to residents in India a line of inquiiy which has

perhaps hitherto not received the attention it deserves.

The collection of such native opinions is not quite so easy as might

be supposed, because the majority of scientific writers rather avoid

reference to them, while the descriptions of non-scientific authors,

when dealing with them, often lack the precision which would justify

specific identification of the objects with which they maybe connected.

However, there are exceptions among both classes, and the stories

previously recorded, in addition to my own observations, have enabled

me to bring together a considerable number of these myths and their

explanations.

I am tempted to add here in illustration of what has just been said,

as to non-scientific observations, that I remember hearing a well-known

traveller inveighing at a meeting of the British Association against our

system of education, which allowed travellers like himself to go forth

unprovided with the means of explaining the phenomena they

encountered, and by way of example he mentioned several subjects,

not in themselves really difficult of explanation, which had puzzled

him, but regarding which he could only give the native accounts

without any attempt at rational elucidation.

YOLCANOES.

Although peninsular India affords evidence of vast volcanic

activity in long past geological times, there is no trace in it at present,

from and including the Himalayas to Cape Comorin, of any volcanic

centre which has been in active operation since early tertiary or late

cretaceous times. For more recent manifestations we must pass from

the peninsula to the Islands of the Bay of Bengal, and to the regions

on the mainland, further eastwards, within the limits of Burmah.

But before passing to these more recent sites, we may well pause

to say a few words in reference to the phenomena in connection with

the earlier activity to which reference has just been made. Through-

out an area of some 200,000 square miles, in Western India and the

Central Provinces, together with a not inconsiderable outlying tract

of strata of possibly somewhat earlier age, in Bengal, namely, the Baj-

mahal Hills, the prevailing rocks are wide-spread flows of basalt, which

extend with marvellous uniformity in thickness over wide areas. In

some localities this Deccan trap, as it is commonly called, flowed over

beds which had been deposited on the surface of previous flows,

during their submergence under lakes or the sea ; and, as a result, we
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find that some of the sedimentary beds which often contain remains
of plants and animals (thus a:ffording evidence of the age to which
they belong) have been baked by the superincumbent heated mass of

basalt, and have consequently received such names as porcellanic

shales and the like. Throughout these vast areas diligent research

has resulted in the discovery of no definite evidences of the former
existence of any volcanic cores or craters from whence these vast

masses of trap can have been poured forth. N'earer at home in the
north of Ireland, and in the west of Scotland, we meet with some-
what similar conditions, and, inferentially, it may be suggested that

wide-spread flows of trap will also be found to occur, or to have
formerly existed in the Soudan and other parts of Africa ; for, from
thence have been brought silicious pebbles similar in character with
those which are found in the other above-named regions. India has
long been renowned for the agates and cameKans, &c., which are

produced in the trap areas; they have, when cut, been articles of

trade from the earliest times, the artificers having learnt how, by a

process of heating them in specially constructed ovens, to punfy and
develop the beautiful combinations of colours which so far back as the

time of the Eomans rendered the Murrhine vases famous and almost

priceless.

Among traces of what has by some writers been supposed to have
been a volcanic centre is the Lonar Lake, a vast hollow in the trap in

Buldana District, Berar. But in the opinion of those most competeiit

to judge, it was more probably formed by an explosion which took

place long after the flows of basalt had been poured forth. Indeed it

affords an example comparable in its form and general characters to

the pipes and crater-Kke hollows which have proved so prolific a

source of diamonds in South Africa, the probable origin of which
has, I think, been very satisfactorily explained by Daubree's recent

experimental researches.^

The peculiar appearance of this Lonar Lake (of which I exhibit

an illustration) has given rise to much speculative imagination on the

part of the natives who, while regarding it as a sacred spot, also take

advantage of the benefits derivable from it as a source of certain

salts of some commercial value. The principal salt is the sodium
carbonate, which indeed is the most abundant salt in the trap regions

^ Application de la Methode Experimentale au role possible des gaz souterraines

dans I'Histoire des Montagnes Volcaniques. Extrait de I'Annuaire du Club Alpin
Fran^ais, 18tli vol., 1891. Paris, 1892.

E.T.A. PEOC, SEE. III., VOL. HI. M
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generally. It is collected when, by evaporation and drought in the

hot season, the level of the water falls.*

As is elsewhere the case, the true source of these basalt flows appears

to be quite independent of volcanic action in the ordinary sense of the

term. The material apparently flowed from reservoirs deep-seated in

the crust of the earth through long cracks or fissures, and without the

accompaniment of ordinary volcanic phenomena. Some of the layers

of basalt, partly perhaps in consequence of their constituents but

chiefly because they cooled down more slowly than others, have

assumed what is commonly known as a basaltic structure, and scenes

may be visited in several parts of India where the basaltic columns are

almost as strikingly developed as they are at the Giant's Causeway

and the Island of Staffa. In such localities the natives have not failed

to take advantage of the mystery attaching to the caves naturally

formed among these pillars, and have made them the subjects of myth
and the objects of pilgrimage. Many such sites have I seen in the

Rajmahal Hills, and in some of them I have been invited by the

guardian priests to remove my shoes when entering the holy ground.

Whenever in such caves there happens to be a natural diip of water,

every drop is invested with mystical and curative properties if admi-

nistered to pilgrims through the intervention of the Erahmins.

Besides these nature-wrought temples there are those which by
means of incredible toil and labour have been excavated by past gene-

rations of men about 1 000 years ago. Such are the temples of Elephanta,

on an island near Bombay, and those at Ellora, in Haidarabad, Deccan,

which extends for a mile and a quarter along the hillsides. These have

been carved out of the solid basalt by the hand of man (Buddhist,

Brahminical, and Jain), as well as the flgures and decoration on the

walls, and the supporting columns of the roofs. Well may the pre-

sent generation ascribe them to the anthropomorphic deities of formcT

times ; to them it seems incomprehensible that ordinary humanity

could have accomplished such extensive and laborious tasks. We
now know a good deal about these temples, and one of the principal at

Ellora, that called Kailas, a perfect Dravidian temple, measures inside

247 feet by 150 feet, and is in some places 100 feet high. It is highly

sculptured, both inside and out, the solid rock having been cut away,
both internally and externally, so as to isolate it from the hill. It

was executed in the 8th century, a.d.^

1 Ayin Akbari, Gladwin, vol. ii., 1800, p. 69.
' Economic Geology of India, p. 493.
' Ferguson's History of Indian and Eastern Architecture, p. 334.
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Passing now to more recent scenes of volcanic activity, there are

two islands, and possibly a submerged third, which claim attention as

being of purely volcanic origin, one of them, moreover, having been
in a condition of violent eruption within historical times. Of these
I have published descriptions already,^ and subsequently they were
exhaustively surveyed and described by Mr. P. E. Mallet and Captain
Hobday.2

Here it is only necessary to make a very short reference to them.
The more northern of them is now called ]N'arcondam

; it is situated in

lat. 13° 26', long. 94° 15', is 2330 feet high, and 2^ miles in diameter.
It consists mainly of a mass of hornblendic andesite, and there being
no signs of a crater or of any alternations of lava and ash, it has been
suggested by Mr. Mallet that it owes its origin to the "extrusion of

viscid lava without the accompaniment of crater-forming materials "

thus resembling in its origin the " domite" of the Puys of Auvergne.
Colonel Yule has suggested that the name may have been derived

from two Sanskrit words, Naraha londam^ signifying a pit of hell, a
not very appropriate title under the circumstances, because there is

no crater and no historical record of any volcanic eruption havino- ever
been observed in connection with the island ; but passing to the other
volcano, which is now called Barren Island, we there find, in lat.

12° 15', long. 93° 50' a perfect crater with central cone, rising respec-
tively to 1100 and 1000 feet, and of this volcano, which is now
quiescent, we have abundant evidence that towards the close of the
last century and beginning of this, i.e. from 1789 to 1804, it was
in an active -state of eruption.

Mr. Mallet, however, in searching old charts of the bay of Bengal,
came to the conclusion that the name of JS'arcondam may originally

have been applied to it before it received its English title of Barren
Island, and hence we can see reason for accepting the title "A pit

of hell " as having possibly been conferred by native navigators to this

basin-like crater from the centre of which the usual volcanic pheno-
mena were at the time being manifested. (I exhibit a photograph
which shows how appropriate such a name would have been for Barren
Island.)

On the same line of volcanic activity, further south, there is a reef
which may possibly indicate the position of a third volcano.

1 Geological Magazine, vol. vi., 1879, pp. 16-27, and Id., Decade III., vol v
1888, No. 9, p. 404 ; and recently Id., Pecade III., vol. x., 1893. No 349

'

p. 289, with Plate.
>

» •

^^^,

2 Mem. Geol. Surv. of India, vol. xxi., part 4.

M 2
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It is also recorded that a violent eruption took place in the year

1757 in the sea three leagues distant from Pondicherry. An island

formed by it disappeared soon afterwards, having been eroded by the

sea/ as was the case with Graham's Island in the Mediterranean Sea
in 1831.

A passing reference may be made here to the volcanic phenomena
found in Burmah, and to the curious so-called mud volcanoes which
are however unconnected with true volcanic action, being more closely

related to those which cause hot springs.

At Puppa Doung, about fifty miles KIS'.E. of Ye-nan-Khyoung,
and thirty miles E.S.E. of Pagan on the Irawadi there is a volcanic

crater believed to be of Pliocene age which rises about 3000 feet

above the surface. It has long been extinct, as is testified by the

vegetation. The crater consists of a breccia of ash, and towards the

base there are flows of trachytic lava.

The place is regarded by the Burmese as the home of Nats or evil

spirits, and probably there are traditions and myths connected with it,

though I have not yet succeeded in meeting with any record of them.^

The principal mud volcanoes are at Membu on the Irawadi, and
on the islands of Eamri and Cheduba on the Arakan coast. Those of

Eamri, of which there are about a dozen, are subject to violent erup-

tions and eject stones and flames. They consist of cones formed of

mud which has been ejected by the pressure of gas. The craters at

the summits contain mud in a viscid condition. The gas is the
ordinary marsh gas (carburetted hydrogen) ; with it petroleum and
saline waters are also ejected, but there is nothing indicating volcanic

action, and the ignition of the gas is attributed to electricity induced
by friction of the gas and water through the vents. The mud cones

exist where the local strata consist of soft tertiary shales which are

softened by the action of the gas and water. The gas and petroleum
are believed to be derived from the fossil plants and animals in the-

tertiary rocks in which these mud volcanoes are alone found.

As regards the natives' opinions of these phenomena, and the

myths connected with them, the records are unfortunately incomplete^

—they deserve special inquiry.

1 Asiatic Annual Kegister, vol. i., 1758, and Jour. As. Soc. Bengal, vol. xvi.,

1847, p. 499; Bomb. Geol. Soc, vol. x., p. 146.

^W. T. Blanford, J. A. S. B., vol. xxxi., 1862, p. 215, and Manual of the-

Geology of India, vol. ii., p. 725.

Descnbed by Mr. F. R. Mallet, who incorporates tlie views of previous-
observers.—Rec. Geol. Survey, vol xi., 1878, p. 188.
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Mythical Volcanoes.—Although, genuine volcanic action is quite

unknown from personal observation to the inhabitants of peninsular

India and the Himalayas, still, curious to relate, the belief that there

are burning mountains in regions included within these geographical

-areas is not uncommon. In some parts of the Central Provinces and

"Western Bengal which I have explored, I was prepared by the writ-

ings of previous travellers to hear stories of certain peaks from which

smoke, and it was generally added flames also, issued. In some cases

I saw the so-called smoke rising from the peaks, but it proved to con-

sist merely of wreaths of misty cloud which, in certain conditions of

the atmosphere, clung to the highest points, before disappearing under

the influence of the morning sun. I examined these peaks, and in

none of them was there the slightest trace of volcanic action. There

is before me a somewhat sensational paragraph taken from the Madras

Mail about a hill in a region I know well, Bhawani Patna, in the

Central Provinces, which was said to have emitted loud reports and

flashes of fire ; this is but an example of an amplified myth founded

on native authority, which when embellished with more or less correct

references to actual geological phenomena, subsequently obtained a

wide circulation through the press.

yire, in whatever form it may appear, is an object that arouses the

n^i^e imagination. It is commonly said that the fires which occur

in the jungle in the hot seasons in India, as in the prairies of America,

are the result of spontaneous ignition. Although well acquainted with

a number of methods by which a spark may be produced by the labo-

rious rubbing of two sticks together, having investigated the species

of wood that are necessary to produce the result, I venture to think

that, ready as the dried-up herbage may be to ignite, it does not ignite

without human agency, either intentional or accidental. I have seen

a fire spread for miles by night-time along a range of hills, which I

had myself ignited a few hours previously ; and certainly in India the

intentional setting fire to dried-up herbage in the jungle is a common
practice, as the grass which immediately springs up affords much
needed fodder for cattle, while accidental ignition may take place

from the cooking-places of wayside travellers.

Spontaneous fires, however, are not unknown in India, and whether

in connection with exposed coal seams or jets of inflammable gas,

they are much resorted to by pilgrims as sites of divine manifestation.

Of the former I have seen several, and of the latter cases are recorded

in the following pages.
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Hot Springs.

Hot springs, like most other natural phenomena, provided they are

something out of the common, appeal directly to the respect, nay, even

arouse the adoration of the people of India.

Whether for its area India is more or less largely provided with

hot springs than other countries is a question that cannot be answered

off-hand; possibly they are relatively more numerous in Japan; but

the point is of no very great importance in connection with the

present investigation. Within the limits of India itself they are found

more frequently in some areas than in others : this, of course, whatever

theory of their origin may be adopted, is only what might be expected

to be the case. The actual sites where they occur present, however,

considerable varieties in their physical surroundings. They exist in

the depths of the sea, in the beds of rivers, in low-lying alluvial tracts

where no rocks are exposed, in the strata of many different formations,

and at elevations varying from the minus altitudes of sites beneath the

sea up to those which are 16,000 feet above it.

The total number of recorded sites where hot springs occur in India is

about 300, and this, probably, approximates to the total of those which

actually exist, and for this reason, being, as has been said above,

objects of veneration and, consequently, in not a few instances of

annual pilgrimage, they have come under the notice of resident

officials and surveyors ; long, too, before either appeared on the scene,

many were heard of and recorded by travellers through the regions

where they occur ; moreover, the native literature of India is by no

means devoid of reference to them.

The term "site" has been used advisedly above, because the

quoted total is not intended to represent the actual number of outlets,

or individual springs ; these, at particular sites, may amount to 20 or

30, or even more ; and, as was the case in a particular group of

springs which came under my own notice, the number of outlets may
vary from time to time, new ones bursting forth, and old ones

becoming inactive.

The native nomenclature of these springs, taken by itself, would

be somewhat confusing as a means of identification, because the names

of the deities, after whom they are often called, as Sita, Parvati, Pevi,

and Mahadeo^ frequently recur ; as also do such names as Suraj-Kund

(Fountain of the Sun), Chand-Kund (Fountain of the Moon). Further,

titles like Garmal, Tatta'pani, Jerriapani, Unari^ &c., all signify hot
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water, and some others, in whicli the word gandah (sulphur) is incor-

porated, are also widely employed. Hence a list, to be useful, requires,

for purposes of identification, to be drawn up under the names

of the villages nearest to the actual sites, which can, however, be

further identified, and with more precision, by their latitudes and

longitudes. Such a list was published some years ago by Mr. R. D.

Oldliam, of the Geological Survey of India. ^ Although to but a

limited extent dealing with the particular aspect of the case which I

desire to specially present here, his list has been in many ways most

useful in the preparation of the following pages ; and in several cases

the serial numbers used in it are quoted, together with the names of

the springs. As a scientific record it supersedes all the previously

published lists ; but some of them contain material not quoted by

Mr. Oldham, which has been employed in this account.

Of the majority of these Indian hot springs, the temperature has

not been recorded ; this is due principally to the observers not having

provided themselves, beforehand, with thermometers suitable for re-

cording high temperatures. Of recorded temperatures, 190°r. is very

nearly the maximum limit, but a few exceed that amount; thus one

of a number which I tested at a site called Tatapani, in Sirguja,^

registered 196°E., and the hottest of the springs in the Pa-luk valley,

in Mergui, also registers 196° P.^ The hottest spring mentioned iu

Mr. Oldham's list is at Manikarn on the Parvati (83), of which the

temperature is given as 202° Y. ; another authority, Mr. Edgeworth,

has recorded it as slightly higher, namely, 207° E. It is stated that

the inhabitants of this place, where the "boiling-point " of water at

the time the 202° F. temperature was taken was only 201° 85' P.,

cook their food in these boiling springs, wood never being used by

them for culinary purposes ; and at Jamnutri, where the temperature

of the spring is 194° P., rice is cooked easily, as, at the elevation of

11,000, water boils at that temperature. I may remark, en passant,

that I have been told by travellers at these high latitudes, that their

native servants have manifested considerable uneasiness at the Ioav

" boiling-point," thinking there must be something uncanny about it,

and asserting, moreover, that their food could not be properly cooked,

which was probably true.

1 Mem. Geol. Surv. India, vol. xix., 1882, pt. ii, pp. 99-161, with Map, show-

ing the Distribution.

2 Geology of Aurunga and Hutar Coal Fields, Mem. Geo. Surv. India, vol. xv.,

1880, p. 22 ; and '< Jungle Life in India," 1880, p. 663.

3 Hunter, W. W., Imp. Gazeteer of India, vol. ix., p. 407.
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From these high temperatures there is a decline, in other springs,

downwards, till a point of constant temperature is reached whicli is

independent of that of the surrounding atmosphere ; when such is the

case, the natives say of the water that it feels hot in the cold weather,

and cool in summer. I know of several in Bengal which are so referred

to, and there is one in Kashmir, called Theed (No. 75), which was
similarly described in the native chronicle of Akbar's time.

That there is any very great constancy of temperature in these hot

springs for long periods is unlikely. "We know them to occasionally

decrease in size, and ultimately die out altogether ; and we have one

instance at least, though it differs from the others in the fact that it is

in the immediate proximity of a dormant volcano, in the spring on

Earren Island, where there is a steady periodic diminution in heat.

The facts in connection with this particular spring I have elsewhere

recorded ; they may, however, conveniently be summarized here as

follows: — In 1832 it was described as almost boiling; in 1857

(Drs. Mouat and Playfair) it was too hot to be borne by the hand

(their theiTQometer was only capable of measuring up to 140° E.) ; in

1858 (Dr. Liebig) almost boiling ; in 1862 (Rev. C. Parish) scalding

hot; in 1866 (Andaman Committee) 158°-163°F. ; in 1873 (V. Ball)

130° F.; in 1884 (F. E. Mallet) 106°~116°F. These observations

are not sufficient to establish the ' rate ' of cooling, though the later

ones indicate that the rate itself has diminished as the cooling has

progressed, in general accordance with the well-known law.

Many of the hot springs in India, which are fairly warm, are pro-

vided with large masonry reservoirs, in which visitors can bathe. But

sometimes the priests or people have not been enterprising enough to

construct regular baths. One which I visited at Atari, near Khurda, in

Orissa, flowed with a copious stream, at a temperature of 138° F., into

a small basin, from which the water overflowed into a puddle. I was

told that annually, at a particular festival, this spring is visited by

numbers of people, and that scrambles take place for betel nuts, which

are thrown into the mud by the Brahmins. The scramblers are prin-

cipally barren women, and those among them who succeed in finding

a betel nut will, so it is said, have their desire for children gratified

ere long. In the meantime a somewhat amusing spectacle is afforded

to the rest of the congregation. Of specially prepared baths, with all

the devotional adjuncts, that at Sohna (No. 136), about thirty -five

miles south of Delhi, may be taken as a fine example. The water in

the hot spring there has a temperature of 108° F. ; it is received in a

basin cut out of the solid rock, which is 1 6 feet square and about 30
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feet deep ; it is covered ty a dome, and surrounded "by apartments,

-with an open verandah, now occupied by the Brahmins.

A site at Sitakund, in Chitagong, in the East, several which are in

Sind in the West, and others in the high Himalayas, besides many

nearer at hand, are visited by pious Hindus from all parts of India.

Kot unfrequently Hindu temples, and, in a few cases, Mahommedan

shrines, have been erected in their immediate vicinities. At Tatapani,

in Sirguja, already referred to, I saw a dome-like structure which had

been erected over a spring which, when I was there, had ceased to

flow, though there were numbers of others in an active condition all

round it. Possibly the deserted aspect the place then presented may

have been connected with the cessation of that particular spring.

The mineral substances which have either been proved to exist in

the waters of these springs by chemical analysis, or are manifest to

the eye by the deposits which concrete and solidify as the waters cool

down, indicate with sufficient clearness the nature of the chemical

reactions which have probably given rise to the heat. In some

few cases, however, where the water is comparatively pure, or for

other reasons, it may be necessaiy to invoke the aid of the internal

heat of the earth to account for the high temperature.^ In general

terms, however, it may be said that such hot springs as are here

described are not connected with true volcanic phenomena.

The explanations given by the natives are not all so extravagant

or mystical as those which are quoted below ; for, in the time of

Akbar, the heat of the spring at Sohna, already referred to, was

ascribed to a mine of sulphur,^

The following are typical examples of the usual explanations

given by the natives to account for the phenomena. The first presents

a striking resemblance to the biblical story of the miraculous supply

of water which we are told Moses obtained for the Israelites in the

wilderness. It refers to a spring near Anaval (Ko. 23), 50 miles

south-east of Surat, which is said to have been produced by an an'ow,

shot by Eama in order to supply 18,000 priests, who had been miracu-

lously transported there by Huniman, and were in want of water. This

locality is the site of a great fair which is held in the month Chaitro^

when the temperature of the water, so it is said, is miraculously

lowered from its normal height so as to admit of the pilgrims bathing

in the water. In Sind there are somewhat similar stories of certain

^ " Jungle Life in India," p. 531.

2 See Ayin Akbari, Gladwin's ed., vol. ii., 1800, p. 88.
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hot springs at Lakhi (No. 36) having been produced by the interven-

tion of a saintly personage. Here it would seem that if a visitor

" plunges in without confessing to the priest [and paying his dues]

he comes out covered with boils." ^

Several of the explanations are connected with the story of the
adventures of Eama and Sita, the spring called Sitakund, in Monghyr,
for instance, being thus accounted for :

— ^' Sita having been suspected

of having been unfaithful to her husband, while a captive to Ravan,
underwent the ordeal of fire, but this was not considered sufficient,

so she was compelled to throw herself into a pit filled with fire, and
when she came out pure from the flames, warm water flowed from the

rock and continues to do so to this day." ^

At Jamnutri,3 in the State of Garhwal in the north-west Hima-
layas, near the source of the Jamna river, there are numerous hot
springs, from one of which a column of water of considerable size

issues, all the springs have their own special names. In the centre

there is a reservoir, the heat of which (Temp. 194° F.) is explained by
the Hindoos, who say that in it the monkey god Huniman extinguished
his flaming tail after he had set fire to the palace of Eavan in Ceylon.

At Jawalamukhi,* in Dehra, Kangra District, there are six hot
mineral springs which are impregnated with common salt and iodide

of potassium, there are also jets of combustible gas, which are kept
constantly burning as a manifestation of Devi, to whom a temple has
been erected. According to the local tradition the flames issue fi'om

the mouth of the Daitya king or demon, who was overwhelmed by
Siva under a pile of mountains.

Near the town of Islamabad,^ in Kashmir, there are one or two
springs the temperature of which is only 10° above that of other

springs close by ; the water is sulphurous and large quantities of gas

exhale from it. A legend connects the origin with a creative act of

Yishnu. The water swarms with sacred fish. The reservoir used to

be called Anat Nag.

Sometimes when there are accumulations of calcareous tu:ff, or

travertin, especially of that variety which presents some resemblance
to the cancellous tissue of bones, we find stories about their being thfr

1 Todd, " Eajasthan," vol. ii., p. 234.

2 Martin, " E. India," vol. ii., p. 43.

^ Hunter, Imp. Gaz, of India, stcb voce Jamnutri.
* Hunter, Imp. Gaz. of India, S2ib voce Jawalamukhi.
^ Hunter, Imp. Gaz. of India, sub voce Islamabad; and Adams, " "Wanderings

of a Naturalist in India," 1867, p. 200.
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petrified remains of dragons or monster snakes, as at Eisut in

Bamian ;
^ or even the bones of human giants. And here it may he

well to add that throughout India deposits of travertin, though not

necessarily formed through the agency of hot springs, are called

assahar, or giants' bones. I have seen many cases of this deposit being

formed by the evaporation of percolating waters and even of running

streams both in India and elsewhere, in fact the phenomenon is not

uncommon. In one case near a waterfall in a river flowing from the

plateau to the south of the station of Hazaribagh, in Bengal, the spray

which struck one of the confining walls of the fall has, by its con-

tinuous evaporation, left behind it a deposit of calcareous solids, which

by long accumulation has formed a mass of several hundred tons in

weight. jMore than one instance might be quoted where geologists

in India have been strongly urged and sometimes even induced to

make long and fruitless journeys to investigate such deposits of

travertin, in the hope of finding a rich harvest of fossil remains of

extinct animals.'^

The following are a few of the cases where there are considerable

deposits of travertin in connection with hot springs. A hot spring

near Pir Gazi, in Sind, has deposited what is now a clrffi of calcareous

tuff, 200 feet high, and several hundred feet in length.^ There is

also a considerable spread of calcareous tuff at Shah Euhi. Besides

which there are in Sind various other springs which afford similar

deposits. All of them evolve sulphuretted hydrogen.* In Baltis-

tan the hot springs are accompanied by enormous deposits of travertin,

which have even been compared to the deposits in the Yellow-Stone

Park in America. They also evolve sulphuretted hydrogen ; and

one of them at Chongo enjoys a high repute among the Baltis for

its medicinal virtues.^

Apart from all superstition there can be no doubt of the medicinal

value of many of these springs, and in some cases they have been

highly commended by medical men ; but to what extent the waters

are used internally as curatives has seldom been recorded fully
;

indeed, in some cases they are regarded, probably from experience, as

1 Masson, " Belochistan," vol. ii., p. 357.

2 Similar stories are told, I Leheve, about the pumice in some of the South Sea

Islands.

3 Blanford, W. T., Mem. Geol. Surv. India, vol. xvii., pp. 111-2; and Yicary,

Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc, 1847, p. 344.

* Blanford, W. T., 1. c., p. 113.

5 Lydekker, R., Rec. Geol. Surv. India, vol. xiv., p. 54.
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unwliolesome for internal use. A curious testimony to the virtues of

one is given in tlie case of Mat (No. 2), in the Konkan, where, accord-

ing to Dr. Duncan/ the people are afraid to drink the water on

account of the increased consumption of food it occasions by creating

a voracious appetite.

According to Gerrard a group of springs at Changrizang (No. 121),

near Shalkar, in the northern Himalayas, have '' great repute for their

curative powers, each being considered specific for some special com-
plaint, just as it might be at some European spa," and with a cruel

indifference to the interest of the '' profession" in that part of the

world, " the names of the different diseases and directions for bathing

and drinking are engraved in the Tartar tongue upon flat stones beside

•each. "2

The water of Sita Kund at Monghyr used formerly, in consequence

of its great purity, to be bottled for export, and indeed is still largely

used ia the manufacture of soda water. Its purity is attributed to the

fact already referred to that Sita once bathed in it.^

According to one writer,* to frequent bathing in a particular hot

spring, namely, Sohna, near Delhi, which has already been referred

to, an unhealthy and cadaverous appearance among the people is

attributable ; the bath is said to be crowded by men during the day

and by women at night. But it is stated^ that the water is consi-

dered a specific for the well known *' Delhi ulcers," and that "it

possesses remarkable curative properties in rheumatism and skin

-diseases."

At Attaran, in Amherst, there are ten springs which have a tem-

perature of 130° F. ; carbonic acid gas is said to be abundantly evolved

by three of these springs which are in active ebullition, and a cold

fetid spring yields sulphuretted hydrogen gas. The water is said to

approach nearest in character to that of Toplitz, and it is excellent

in many diseases, especially in liver complaints. The Burmese use it

in fever and skin diseases.^

Jhilanand, an island in the Eann of Cutch, contains a hot spring,

called Bholwa. And Anand, a king, is said to have been cured of

leprosy by bathing in it.'

^ Trans. Med, and Phys. Soc. Bombay, vol. i.
'^ " Koonawar," p. 142.

'^ Hooker, Himalayan Journals, vol. i., 1855, p. 80.

* T., in Gleanings in Science, vol. ii., p. 34.

= Hunter, "VV. W., Imp. Gaz., vol. xiii., p. 48.

^ Hunter, W. W., Imp. Gaz., stib voce Amherst
' Hunter, W. W., Imp. Gaz., suh voce Jhajawara in Kathiawar.
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At Lasundra, in Kaira, there are six hot springs of various

temperatures up to 124° P. The water is believed to be beneficial for

skin diseases. The place is held sacred by the Hindus, who assert that

Eama performed the funeral ceremonies of his father there.^

So far back as the time of Akbar a spring at Parwa, in Kashmir,

was described as being one in which lepers were healed by bathing.-

At Eelkapi (No. 173), in Hazaribagh, there is a copious deposit of

sodium chloride and sulphate, with indications of iron sulphate, from
a hot spring ; cattle are said to be very fond of it.^

In the Bakh ravine of the Salt Eange of the Punjab, sulphuretted

hydrogen bubbles up, and the water, which is covered by a thin film

of gypsum, deposits a black tenacious mud used as a dye by the

natives for colouring cotton clothes.*

In some cases the hot springs are accompanied by outbursts of

inflammable gas. Occasionally there are cases too of gas being evolved

without the accompaniment of water. At a place, nine and a-half

miles from Ka-ma, in the Thayetmyo district of Burmah, there is a

curious manifestation known as the " spirit fire." It is caused by the

(reputed) spontaneous ignition of gas stored in the subterranean

fissures.^

A spring at the N'chongbum stream, in the upper Dehing Basin in

Assam, is described by Mr. T. D. LaTouche as evolving a considerable

amount of gas in conjunction with a small .amount of water at a

temperature of 89° P. The gas when ignited burnt freely with a

flame three or four feet high.^

In an interesting Paper by Dr. Waddell, in which he gives an

account of the hot springs of Behar, he says that most of them are

held in considerable repute by the natives of the neighbourhood as

potent remedies, especially for itch, ulcers, and other skin affections.

But a most essential part of the process consists in the preliminary

worship which must be paid to the presiding deity of the spring.

"Nearly all of these springs are worshipped by the Hindu and

semi-aboriginal villagers in the vicinity ; for these strange outbursts

of heated water, boiling up cauldron-like and wreathed in clouds of

vapour, are regarded by them as supernatural phenomena, and the

1 Hunter, "W. W., Imp. Gaz., sub voce Kaira ; and Oldham, No. 145.

2 Ayin Akbari, vol. ii., Gladwin's ed., 1800, p. 134.

3 Oldham, No. 122.

* Wynne, A. B., Mem. Geol. Surv. India, vol. xiv., p. 48.

5 Hunter, "W". W., Imp. Gaz., s2ib voce Thyet Myo.
^ Rec. Geol. Surv. India, vol. xix., p. 112.
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especial expression of the manifestation of a deity. The deity usually

worshipped at the springs by the semi-aborigines is Mata or Mai, the

mother goddess, one of the forms of Kali, and large melas or fairs are

held in her honour. She is especially worshipped by those sneering

from itch and other skin diseases ; also by the barren, both male and

female, who all bathe in the water and drink some of it. Goats, &c.,

are sacrificed to her, and the rocks are daubed with vermilion or red

lead, and pieces of coloured rags are tied to the nearest bush or tree

in her worship. At Tat-loi the mela is held in January, and is

attended by over 100,000 persons. At I^un-bil the goddess is called

Nun-hil devi, and she is believed to reside in a large sal tree {Shorrea

rohiistd) over the spring ; her mela (or fair) is held in December, and

is also attended by about 100,000 persons. The melas at the other

springs are less numerously attended. At Jhariya, the Bhuniya

ghatwals of Dravidian type, with short frizzly hair, worship with a

fowl for sacrifice, and offerings of rice, the spirit of Son-mon Pande, a

Brahmin priest who is said to have died there. The more Hinduized

worshippers, however, believe that their favourite god, Mahadeva, is

present at all these hot springs, and to him they offer worship, except

at Sita-kund, where worship of Ram and Sita is performed." ^

The mention in the above extract of the custom among the abori-

ginal inhabitants of tying pieces of coloured rags to the bushes will

naturally excite the attention of those who are aware of the preva-

lence of a similar custom in this country, as is also the case, I believe,

in certain other parts of Western Europe. During the past year I was

present on an occasion when this, as being a custom practised in

Ireland and among Celtic nations generally, was being discussed, and

my statement that it was prevalent in India, at least in those parts

with which I am most familiar, and which are largely inhabited by

the so-called aboriginal races, was received with some surprise. I

could not help regretting that I had not given the subject closer

investigation, wheu I had the opportunity, in India. I have, how-

ever, frequently noticed rags thus tied to bushes in the regions

referred to ; and in the Himalayas I have noted near Darjiling the

practice of attaching pieces of calico with block-printed prayers in

the Tibetan language, on the bushes and planted poles near the

temples. This last is perhaps a not wholly analogous practice. The

Abbe Dubois^ indicates in the following passage that the custom is

1 J. A. S. B., vol. lix., 1890, pt. ii., p. 233.

2 '* Maimers and Customs of the People of India," p. 436. Madras, 1879.
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practised even by the Hindus of southern India. He says :
—" Among

the trees there are some which Hindu superstition has distinguished

with particular honours, on account of the good or evil they are

capable of producing. Of the mischievous kind there is a prickly

shrub, the points of which are poisonous, to avert the effect of which
they offer a sacrifice of a particular nature. It consists in sticking

rags on its branches, with which it is sometimes wholly covered.

Those who have travelled in the southern provinces must have

observed many examples of this." It is impossible from so meagre

a description to identify the tree referred to, but I think I have seen

rags on the babul {Acacia arabica), a thorny shrub which is common
in the neighbourhood of the Grand Trunk-road in Bengal.

'Wliere hot springs occur in spots sheltered by rocks or trees it not

unfrequently happens that the warm and moist atmosphere of the

immediate neighbourhood supports a vegetation unlike that occurring

in the surrounding areas.

Sir Joseph Hooker thus described the effect of some hot springs

with a maximum temperature of 116° F., which are situated at

an elevation of 16,000 feet above the sea, one mile from the foot of

Kinchinjow glacier in Sikkim :
—"A few plants make the neighbour-

hood of the hot springs a little oasis, and the large Marmot is common,
uttering its sharp chirping squeak." A few days after leaving this

neighbourhood. Sir Joseph's thermometer was found to be missing,

and the servant responsible for the loss voluntarily started back to

retrace the marches to Kinchinjow in order to search for it, and
spent the whole of a cold October night in the hot water, without

fire or shelter at 16,000 feet above the sea," thus affording an

instance of how hot springs may furnish the means whereby life may
be sustained in localities where it would otherwise perish.

Animal life is present, naturally, in the waters of many of these

springs. I have seen brightly coloured fish swimming about in the

sea near the spring on Earren Island, where the temperature was
almost too hot to allow of the hand being retained in it for any time.

And the famous Magar Pir (or as it should be Mungal Pir), seven

miles north of Karachi, is the prolific home of numerous crocodiles.

The animals, however, live principally in the swamp below the hot

springs which feed it. But in one of the stone reseiwoirs which
collect the water a large crocodile was seen on one occasion together

with a dozen young ones. He is called the peacock^ by the in-

^ Himalyan Journals, vol. ii., 1855, p, 140.
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habitants, who regard him as the progenitor of the race. Goats are-

frequently brought as offerings to the crocodiles by those who
come to these springs in pilgrimage from Karachi. The temperature of

the springs is 133 F., and the water is considered efficacious in all

kinds of disease.

I should add, in mentioning the above facts, that the point intended

to be emphasized is rather the maintenance of and veneration paid ta

the crocodiles by the natives, than that these animals thrive specially

under the influence of the hot springs.

Dr. Thomson has recorded some remarks on the influence of hot

springs on the vegetation and animal life at Pugha, where at an eleva-

tion of 15,500 feet on the banks of the Indus there are numerous

hot springs, in association with which there are considerable deposits

of sulphur and borax. "The hottest spring had a temperature of

174 P. From these springs gas was copiously evolved, smelling

strongly of sulphur" . . . "The stream which was perhaps 20 feet

wide was usually rather deep. Dense masses of aquatic weeds,

chiefly species of Zannichellia and Potamogeton grew in the water-

... A small crustaceous animal was common among the weeds

. . . The stream was full of fish, which swarmed among the weeds-

and darted backwards and forwards in the tepid water in immense

shoals. They were generally about six inches in length, and appeared

to my inexperienced eye to belong to two or three different species

from those which had been found at Hanle. In the hottest water of

the hot springs I collected three species of conferva. The existence

of the tree Myricaria^ in the gorges between Pugha and the Indus,

which had appeared to us at the time very remarkable, was fully

explained by the occurrence of the hot springs, and the consequent

high temperature of the water of the stream, and was peculiarly

interesting as an illustration of the influence of temperature on

vegetation. It may fairly be considered, I think, as a proof that

arboreous vegetation does not cease at great elevations in con-

sequence of the rarifaction of the air, but only on account of the

diminution of the temperature which usually accompanies increased

elevation. The trees of Myricaria, it must be observed, came abruptly

to an end with the ravine, none occurring on the open plain. We
cannot suppose that the trifling increased elevation caused their

disappearance ; it seems probable that the narrow walls of the gorge,

by concentrating the heat, prevented its escape, and that therefore

the temperature was more elevated than on the open plain, where the-

action of winds and free radiation combined to lower it."
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" The occurrence of fish in the water at Pugha, at an elevation

of nearly 15,500 feet above the level of the sea is also very remark-

able, and still more strikingly demonstrative of the same fact, in-

asmuch as it would certainly not have been very surprising that air

at that elevation should from its rarity be insufficient for the support

of life in animals breathing by gills." ^

To those who may desire to pursue this line of enquiry it may be

useful to mention that lists of the species of conferva and diatomacece

which have been found in the hot springs at high altitudes in the

Himalayas are given in Balfour's " Cyclopaedia," together with refe-

rences to the literature of the subject, in the article on hot springs.

These facts and deductions lead very naturally to the considera-

tion of what I have elsewhere suggested^, namely, the probability that

the evidence which is usually relied upon by geologists in their

reconstructions of the climates under which life existed in long past

geological periods may require some revision, or at least reconsidera-

tion. Where the fossils of animals or plants are found which seem to

indicate tropical or semi-tropical conditions of the climate at the time

when they lived, may it not be possible to suggest, especially if there be

any facts tending to prove the existence of different climatic condi-

tions elsewhere at the same time, that there may have been widespread

fumaroles or hot springs sufficient to have produced local hot-houses

in which animals and plants may have flourished which could not

otherwise have existed in the normal conditions of cKmate belonging

properly to the time and place ?

1 Thomson, " Western Himalayas and Tibet," pp. 164-5. London, 1852.
- " Jungle Life in India," p. 561.

E.I. A. PROC, SEE. in., VOL. HI. N
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IX.

THE GEOMETRY OE THE CUBIC. By R. RIJSSELL,

M.A., E.T.C.D.

[Read April 24, 1893.]

If X and y be the rectangular co-ordinates of a point -Z), it is custo-

mary to represent that point by the single symbol x + ^/- ly = z.

We thus see that any relations between a number of such alge-

braic quantities may be interpretable into geometrical relations

between a corresponding number of points.

As an example, let us] consider a cubic equation which may have

all its coefficients imaginary, and which therefore, in general, will have

three such quantities as its roots. The problem of solving the cubic

is the same as the geometrical problem of determining the vertices of

a triangle.

Fig. 1.

Now let a, /?, y be the roots of this cubic, and A,B,C the points

which they define. It is obvious that z- a = re^'^, where r is the

length of AZ, and the angle which it makes with the axis of x. In
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other words, %- a defines the length and direction of AZ. It is

equally plain that

= — e-*^
s - a r

defines a length the reciprocal of AZ, and a direction which is its

reflexion with respect to axis of x—in fact it defines Aq'Zq. Similarly

% - a z-yS' s-y

define the distances and directions of three points Aq\ Bq Cq from Zq^

and these four points Aq\ Bq\ Cq, Zq from a figure the exact reflexion

of Z, and the inverses of AB C with respect to a circle of unit radius

round ^as centre. Any geometrical relations, therefore, which hold

between the points Aq, Bq, Cq, Zq in virtue of some algebraic relation

between the quantities

s-a' s-/?' s-y

will also hold between the points A', B', C, Z. If the cubic equation

be az^ + 3hz^ + 8cz + d = 0, where a, b, c, d are quantities of the form

p + \/- 1 q, it is well known that it can be reduced to the form

I (2 - 2i)' + m(%- Ss)^ = 0,

where 2i and 23 are roots of the Hessian

{ac - P) z" + {ad - be) z + {bd - c-) = 0. (1)

This quadratic breaks into two factors which, expressed in terms
of the roots, give for Si and 22 the equations

1 ta or
+ + = 0,

2i - a Zi- 13 Si - y
a.»=l. \. (2)

1 /..2to" O)

+ ^ + = 0,
22 -a 22-/3 22-y

N 2
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If the first equation in (2) be written

itir
1 \ tUf \

= e ^

2i— yS Zi —

a

V^i-ci %y-yy

we see that geometrically it signifies that AqBq is equal in length

CqAqj and is inclined to it at an angle —-, or in fact that A^B^C^ is
o

an equilateral triangle.

Zi, Z2 are therefore the origins round either of which ABC inverts

into an equilateral triangle.

Fig. 2.

Again, if we take the segment intercepted on a side of the triangle

ABC by the internal and external bisectors of the vertical angle,

and on it, as diameter, describe a circle, we have one of the circles

of Apollonius, and the three circles thus described have the points Z^^

Z2 as their common points. These circles cut orthogonally the circum-

scribing circle of the triangle, and the points Z^^ Z^ are therefore inverse

points with respect to that circle.

It is hardly necessary for me to indicate how the points Z^^ Z-j. are

determined from the known equation (1), and in what follows I shall

therefore suppose them known in position, and from their positions

determine those of the points ABC.
Solution of the Culic.—Solving the equations (2), we obtain

for the complexes denoting Zi and Z^ the values

_ /Sy + yao) + ajBoi^ (By + yaw^ + aySw
^

^^ ~ ~ 7~6 ;—r ^ —
. o >

,

J

a + [idi + y0)^ a + pco- + yo)

and if we mark on the plane the points Z^, Z^ defined by these quanti-
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ties, and the point G which is the centre of gravity of equal weights

placed at the points A, B, C, then we easily see that

-Z~> _ a + /? + y y8y + yaw + a^oy' (a + ^oi^ + yo))- m-
' ~ 3 "*" a+y8a> + y(o2 " 3 (a + ^w + yw^)

"
3/

^^^'

> P
and ZM - — :

3m'

and if the angle Z^GZ-i, be trisected by the lines GM, GL^ and mean
proportionals inserted, i.e. GZ^. GL = GM"^^ GM . GZ^= GL^, then

the lengths and directions oi LG and MG will be defined by the

quantities

a + ySw + ya>2 _l j ^ + (^^^ + yo> m
— = 77 » and =— •

3 3' 3 3

We shall see now that if two equilateral triangles be described on

Fig. 3.

ML, their vertices will be denoted by two roots of the cubic ^, y. To
prove this, it is only necessary to show that

a+^+y 2/3-a-y
GJB = I3-

3
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Now

o o o 3

and

6^C= GM-^MLe 3 =— + a) =o> = -^^ -,
3 3 3 3

The position of the vertex A is of course obtained by joining X to

G, and producing the joining line so that GA = 2GX.
We see, therefore, that the solution of the cubic involves the tri-

section of the angle ZiGZ^, and the extraction of the cube root of

either of the quantities GZ^ . GZ^, or GZ^ . GZ^, where GZi and GZ^
are lengths only.

Let us finally apply these results to the cases where the coeffi-

cients of the cubic are all real ; and firstly let us suppose the roots all

real, and therefore the points which are denoted by these situated on

axis of X. In this case the circles of Apollonius have two common
points, which are reflexions of each other with respect to that axis

;

and therefore as in the general case an angle has to be trisected, and

the cube root of a number extracted.

Secondly, when two roots are imaginaries of the formj^ ± *y- 1 q,

it is easy to see that the points common to the circles of Apollonius

lie on the axis of x, and therefore the angle to be trisected is either

or IT, In other words, the solution of a cubic of this class differs from

a quadi'atic only in the extraction of a cube root.
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X.

REMAEKS ON CERTAIN PASSAGES IN CAPT. CUELLAR'S

NARRATIVE OE HIS ADVENTURES IN IRELAND

AETER THE WRECK OE THE SPANISH ARMADA IN

1588-89, FOLLOWED BY A LITERAL TRANSLATION

OE THAT NARRATIVE. Br PROE. J. P. O'REILLY.

[Read February 27, 1893.]

Ix a recent series of articles on the "Invincible Armada," by Mr.

Froude, wbich appeared in Longman's Magazi?ie, be cites, amongst

other authorities, the remarkable work of the Spanish naval captain,

Cesareo Fernandez Duro, "La Armada Invincible," which gives a

lucid account of that extraordinary expedition, based upon original

documents, copies of which form the essential and more promi-

nent portions of Duro's work. In the first volume this author gives

an admirable summary of the main events of the expedition ; the

remainder of the first volume and the entire of the second are

devoted to the reproduction of the original documents on which the

summary is grounded, as also to a list of authors whose works bear on

the question. Amongst these original documents is that numbered

184 (p. 337 of vol. ii.), and having for title, " Carta de uno que fue

en el Armada de Inglaterra y cuenta la Jornada" (Letter of one who

took part in the English Armada and his account of the affair) by

Don Francisco Cuellar. As it is a narrative of what happened to

that officer from the time that he was wrecked on the coast of

Ireland to the date of his arrival in Flanders, and as it gives his

experience of the people he met with, and of the country, during his

more than six months' stay in Ireland, I thought that a translation of

it might prove interesting to the members of the Academy, and

possibly be of some service for the history of Ireland during the

period in question, the more particularly as he gives a very precise, if

somewhat short, account of the manners and style of living of the

inhabitants with whom he came in contact, and which may serve as a
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term of comparison with other and better known accounts of the Irish

of the period considered.

In order to better understand both the narrative and the bearing of

Cuellar's remarks concerning the inhabitants, it is necessary to have a

clear idea of the districts which he traversed or stayed in. Now,
whether through design on his part, or through his ignorance of, and
indifference as to, the names of the localities which formed the stages

of his journeys, it is at first very difficult to make out either where his

vessel (the '' San Pedro") was wrecked, or from what port he finally

escaped to Scotland. Fortunately, other documents cited by Duro
throw some light on the first point, that is, the locality where
Cuellar's ship was wrecked. In following up the narrative of what
happened to the different ships which were wrecked, Duro furnishes

the following details (pp. 120, 121, vol. i.) :—

''The vessels which on passing through the Canal of the
Orcades (Orkneys) did not succeed in getting as far to the

westward as did these {i. e. the ships which reached Santander
and the Cantabrian ports), and those vessels which by reason

of their defective build did not work well under sail, were all

driven on the coast of Ireland. Eecalde and Aramburu risked

putting into an unknown port, with two other vessels which
were there lost, without it being possible to save more than
the crew of one of them."^

*' The Admiral's ship (Eecalde's), with several others, cast

into the coast of Dingle Cush (Dingle-i-Cush) = Dingle
(anciently Dangean-ni-Cushey = the castle of Hussey)."^

*' Three great ships of 900 tons, being the Admiral's, whose
name is John Martines de Eicaldo, ride at anchor betwixt the

Pereter's main island and the shore (Ferreter's Castle, near
Sibyl Head, north of Dingle Bay)."^

" And in the seven ships which lay at Eaviskeith on Thomond
side, whereof two were lost and one burnt, was the galleon
* St. John,' wherein went Martinus de Eecaldus, admiral
of the whole fleet, who put to sea the same day the Duke
did." ^

The *' Jerona" gaUey was repaired as well as possible, but the

^Compare State Papers, Ireland, 1588-92, p. 39, vol. cxxxvi. 41, i.

2 Compare State Papers, Ireland, 1588-92, p. 42, vol. cxxxvi. 43, x.

^ Compare State Papers, Ireland, 1589-92, p. 49, vol. cxxxvii.
* Sir E. Bingham to the Lord Deputy, 1588. Sept. 21, Shrowle.
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heavy weather opened her anew in the canal (between Scotland and

Ireland), and nine sailors alone of the whole crew escaped.

In Lough Foyle a galley with 1100 men was wrecked. Three

ships perished in Sligo Haven. ^

" Three vessels cast away at Sligo."

A Guipuzcoan ship was totally lost in Blasket Sound, only one

man having been saved.

Nine other vessels were lost between Lough Foyle and Lough

Swilly without there being anything ascertained as to the localities

of the wrecks and the numbers saved.

"Between the islands of Erith and 11a (island of Paril) of

the Hebrides, two vessels went ashore, after having had to

contend with the stormy weather up to the end of September.

Twice had one of them reached as far as Cabo Clare (Cape

Clear), and each time had to put back, with the ship's sides

open, which the crew repaired with cowhides, the pumps not

stopping for a moment. Finally they reached a place of

anchorage, at which they disembarked, and immediately after-

wards the ship sank . . .

"Having saved their lives from the sea, they lost them by

hunger on land."

In the general map of Kobert Adams, or Adamo, drawn up in the

bame year, 1588, 17 wrecks are marked as having taken place on the

coast of Ireland. Strype gives the same number, with 4791 men lost.

In this list of wrecks only one group of three ships is mentioned,

that is the three great galleons mentioned as having been lost in Sligo

Bay or Haven (about the 14th or 15th September) ; this corresponds

with the number mentioned by Cuellar. As to the particular locality

in Sligo Bay at which the wreck occurred, it would seem to have been

on Streedagh Strand, as would appear from the following extracts

from Wood-Martin's "History of Sligo, 1882," pp. 324-5 :—
" Sunset on a September eve saw three huge galleons blundering

through the race between Tory Island and the Donegal Coast, units

of the Great Armada, which had been scattered to all points of the

compass.—Midnight brought the storm; furious squalls in quick

succession came up from the Atlantic, a wild, fierce wind sweeps

over the dark sea. All through the night they are driven about at

1 Compare State Papers, Ireland, 1588-92, p. 41, vol. cxxxvi. 43, iii. : Sir R.

Bingham and others to the Lord Deputy, September 15th.
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the mercy of winds and waves ; dawn breaks slowly and reluctantlv,

and discloses to view the castellated hulls of those floating fortresses

strewing the beach at Streedagh. Of their crews comparatively

few succeeded in struggling safely to shore. Even within the last

few years have been exposed to view war materials, stores, cannon
balls encased in lead,^ and likewise bones of those mariners buried

nearly three centuries before upon the strand. The largest of the

galleons struck on a reef (from that circumstance called Carrig-na-

Spania, or the Spanish rock) situated off the little island of Deminish,

parish of Ahamlish ; and on the map of the Sligo coast (a.d. 1609) is

placed opposite to this island the following observation:—"Three
Spanish shipps here cast away in An° Dni 1588."

On the Admiralty Chart of Sligo Bay, scale TT-gWo, 1880, Aham-
lish Church is shown at less than 2^ miles from Streedagh point.

This fixes sufficiently accurately the point where Cuellar's ship went
ashore. His description of the strand and headlands: "A strand of

fine sand, surrounded by immense cliffs, something never before seen,"

would rather indicate the northern extremity of the strand, where
the hills in the immediate vicinity of the strand are higher than those

in the vicinity of Streedagh point. On the other hand, the vicinity

of Ahamlish must probably be accepted as fixing the adjacent stretch

of strand as that where Cuellar's ship came ashore. From other

sources of information furnished by the State Papers, Ireland, 1588,

the date of the wreck must have been about the 14th or 15th Sep-

tember. That the other two ships, Cuellar's consorts, were wrecked
•close by, is implied by his description.

Notes on JS'aeeative.

1. '' When the day broke I commenced moving little by little in

search of a monastery of friars situated near by."—(Narrative,

p. 198.)

As regards this monastery, the only indication remaining relative

to the existence of such a building is that given by the Ordnance

Survey Map of the Co. Sligo, sheet 2, which marks the existence of

an old " Church" quite near the strand, and not far from a house

caUed ''Eindally Cottage."

1 "What is probably meant by " lead" bere is wbat is usually known as " black

lead," that is, graphite, which being present in the cast-iron bahs, would resist the

action of the sea-water, and thus coat the iron not yet acted on by the sea-water.
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2, " Until finally he put us on a road leading from the shore

to a village."—(p. 200.)

This village was seemingly not far from the shore.

3. *' And I commenced to get along little hy little and reached

the top of a hill from whence I discovered some thatched

huts, which I made for, the road leading through a valley."

—

(p. 200.)

This village was probably Grange, as no other village is marked

on Pettys' map—possibly it may be " ClifEoney "
; both are situated

on the coast road as shown in Pettys' map.

4. " The boy turning to me told me to keep on straight for the

mountains, which seemed to be about six leagues distant from

there, that behind these lay a good country belonging to a

great and lordly native."—(p. 202.)

These mountains would seem to have been (taking the Spanish

league as equal to 3'66 English miles) (Encyclop., Lond., 1829) as

those of southern Donegal (Tyrconnel), which from their heights,

ranging up to 2219 feet in the case of the Eluestack Mountain, might

well be visible from the neighbourhood of Streedagh Strand. The
direction given is northerly (''taking the northerly direction pointed

by the boy to me"), but the direction of the road could only be

north-easterly along the coast. Compare State Papers (Ireland)

Calendar, 1588-92, p. 53, vol. cxxxvii., 10, iv.—Geif. Penton to the

Lord Deputy. " The Spaniards are marching towards Sligo, and are

very near Lough Earne," 1588, October 7, Sligo.

5. " That night I reached some huts where no harm was done

me.

These people were making the round of the coast, robbing

and killing all the Spaniards they could meet with."—(p. 202.)

This would tend to prove that Cuellar was on the coast road, as

shown in Pettys' map.
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6. "And reaching the mountain ridge pointed out to me as a

sign, I came on a lake around which were some thirty huts.

* God guided us in the evening to these huts.' "— (p. 203.)

The lake here mentioned could not, therefore, be much more than

a day's journey of march, such as weak, starved and naked men could

make, from the scene of the wreck. It must have been small, to be

described as being surrounded by thirty huts, and must have lain in a

north-easterly direction from the scene of the wreck. On Pettys' map
there is a small lake marked, as then existing, near the point where
now is the village of Clifiony, and therefore quite near to the then

existing road. On the Ordnance Survey map, the only lake marked
in the vicinity of Cliffony is Lough Cloonty to the E.S.E. thereof.

There is also a small lake (Lough Aderry) lying about four miles

north-east of Cliffony, and near the border of O'Rourke's country,

which might possibly be the lake mentioned.

7. "That near to this place we would come on a country of

friends and Christians, that I had information of a village

some three or four leagues off, belonging to the Lord de

Ruerque."—(p. 204.)

Compare State Papers, Ireland, 1588-92, p. 49, vol. cxxxvii.,

October 1.—Sir R. Bingham to the Lord Deputy. " So as now this

province stands clear and rid of all these foreign enemies save a

' silly ' podi^ prisoners, except O'Rourke do keep any contrary to

our general order and proclamation, whereof I have not heard from

my brother how he hath answered him in that point."

Id. p. 54, same vol., 10, x.—Gen. Penton to Lord Deputy.
" O'Rourke, M'Glannogh, Maguire and the Burkes in Mayo " ara

combined with the Spaniards. "The Spaniards with the M'Sweeny
lay last night at Donegal, not 10 miles beyond the Earne." October 9,

Ballymote.

In the map of Ireland, given in Walpole's " Short History of

Ireland" (1882), of the country before the Anglo-Norman Invasion,

the territory of O'Rourke is limited on the west by a line running
from a point on the coast somewhat south of the mouth of the River
Drowes to the eastern extremity of Lough Gill. Assuming that the

village spoken of by Cuellar was on O'Rourke's territory, and near

the coast, it could only lie in the narrow tongue of the territory lying

between the point mentioned and the mouth of the Drowes River, or
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€lse must have lain inland in the vicinity of Lough Melville, which
formed the northern boundary of O'Rourke's territory, according to

the map cited. As, however, the village which he reached evidently

lay not far from the coast, it may have been in the vicinity of Bun-
drowse or Bundoran, which parts were still safe at the period for the

Spaniards, as would appear from the entry in the State Papers

already mentioned, p. 53, vol. cxxxvii., 10, iv., where appears the

statement, " The M'Glanoughes will not suffer our spies to pass."

8. " While begging there (at O'Ptourke's house) news was con-

veyed to us that there was a Spanish ship off the coast.

Hearing this news some twenty of us without more ado set

off in the direction in which we were told the ship lay."

—

(p. 206.)

Evidently, therefore, O'Rourke's house or hut was in a village or

town not far from the sea coast, and at about five to six leagues

distance from the scene of the wreck, say about 15 to 18 miles from

Dernish Islands counted along the sea coast. In the State Papers

(Ireland) Calendar, referred to p. 464, is given the names of the five

baronies in O'Rourke's country. The barony of Roslougher is given

as M'Glannough's country. O'Rourke's house was called " l^ewton,"

and was situated in none of the five baronies mentioned, but stood

upon the borders of his country, near to Sligo, and had belonging to

it eight quarters of land in demesne called " Moyghhells." As Sligo

was, however, at the time in question in the hands of the English

forces which Cuellar was carefully avoiding, it cannot Have been at

that house that he was begging when the news of tlie arrival of the

Spanish ship on the coast was brought him.

9. " And pointed out the road that I should follow, in order to

reach, a castle distant about six leagues from there, the castle

of Manglana, such being the title of the native with whom I

then was. Since the castle was very strong and very difficult

to carry, unless it were stormed by artillery, having its

foundations in a lake, there very deep, and more than a league

broad in certain places, and some three or four leagues long,

having further a communication with the sea, but so that even

during spring tides, there could be no approach made by that

way. Eor these reasons, the castle could not be carried, either

by water or from the land side, which is nearest to it, nor,
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indeed, could any harm be done it, since for a breadth of a

league in extent all round the town (which is built on firm

ground) there extend marshes in which one would sink up to the

breast, so that there is no approach to it but by narrow paths."

—

(p. 206.)

All these indications point to the castle having been situated on

the shore of Lough Earne, at a distance of about six leagues from

Bundoran or Ballyshannon along the road, and probably on the

northern shore, where the ground is low and used to be flooded by the

winter waters of the lake, and even still is, to a certain extent. The
season of the events spoken of by Cuellar was about November, and

the native Lord Manglana was in all probability the M'Clancy of the

time, since he was one of the native chiefs mentioned as having given

asylum to the Spaniards who had escaped from the wreck of the

Armada. Thus, in the State Papers cited, it is stated in the summary
given in the preface, p. xv. :

— '' The son of O'Hourke, who lately ran

away from Oxford, lieth upon the borders of his country with 200

men, and M'Glanathie has made proclamation to all the wood kerne

to resort unto him and they shall have entertainment." And p. xl. :

On the 12th October, Sir Pdchard Bingham wrote to the Lord Deputy
that he doubts the Earl of Tyrone more than all the combinations of

the Spaniards with Sir Brian O'Eourke, M'Glannagh, Maguire, and

M'Mahon. The name given here, M'Glannagh, might very easily

sound in the ear of the Spaniard, and be written by him, " Manglana."

In Lewis' " Topographical Dictionary of Ireland," under the heading
" Leitrim," is mentioned Breffey O'Eourke, as represented by the

present baronies of Carrigallan and Mohill, the principal families of

which were the Maghranalls, or M'Grannals ; further, the O'Eourkes

ruled over several subordinate septs, the principal families of which

were the O'Murrays, M'Loughlins, M'Glanchies and M'Grannils.

In O'Donovan's letters on the Co. Eermanagh, p. 56, he says: "I
landed on Inis Caoin, the ancient residence of the M 'Clancy (now
Maglanshie)."

In Henry's account of Upper Lough Earne in 1739 (republished

by M'Gee, 1892), p. 50, it is stated: ''Lough M'Nane or M'^^ean,

fills up the whole of the bottom that lies between the rdountains of

Dubally on the south, the Doows and Slieve M'Glanaghy on the west,

and Belmore on the north." On Charles O'Conor's edition of Ortelin's-

Map of Ireland (dedicated to the Duke of Leinster, no date, about

1753), the territory corresponding to the position of Slieve M'Glanaghy,
is marked as being that of MacClancy.
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It is therefore reasonable to assume that the native Lord
*'Manglana," who received and succoured Cuellar, was the then
M'Clancy or M'Glannagh, as he is named in Bingham's letter..

M'Grannal is also a possible reading, but there is nothing to show
that any chief of that name succoured the wrecked Spaniards.
Assuming that the chief referred to was the M'Clancy, there arises
the question as to the locality of the castle which Cuellar describes.
IS'ow, the residence of the M'Clancy was on an island in Lough Melville,
as mentioned by O'Donovan, and it might be inferred that it was
the castle on that island that was defended by Cuellar against the
Queen's forces ; but taking into account that the castle defended was-
six leagues from a place near the coast, and situated on the edge of a
lake (not on an island), that the lake was three or four leagues long,
and more than a league broad, that marshy ground surrounded (at
the time), the neighbouring town to a distance of a league (character-
istics which do not agree with those of Lough Melville), it is more^
reasonable to look for the position of this castle either on the north-
east side of Lower Lough Eame (say in the neighbourhood of the
present Kesh), or possibly on the south-west side, opposite Derrygonilly,
near the territory of the M'Clancy, and such that it would be relatively
easy for him to withdraw to Slieve M'Glanaghy. The indications of
old castles on the Ordnance Survey map of Lough Earne are few,
and give but little help in this respect; while from O'Donovan's.
letters on Fermanagh (1839), p. bQ, it appears that the country was
(even at that date) '' nearly as wild now, in the nineteenth centuiy,
as it was in the sixteenth century, during the rage of chieftain fights
and bad laws," while at p. 39, he speaks of the country about as being
"altogether an unexplored region, exhibiting ruins of castles and
churches of which nothing is known." It may not be out of place
to here insert the letter of Sir Eichard Bingham to the Lord Deputy,
from Athlone, April 24th, 1590. State Papers, Ireland, 1588-92,

p. 333, vol. cli., 84 i.—Details of the charge made by Sir George
Bingham on O'Eourke's force—M'Glannaghe's head brought in.

''M'Glannaghe ranfor a lough which was near, and tried to save
himself by swimming, but a shot broke his arm, and a gallowglass
brought him ashore. He was the best killed man in Connaught a
long time. He was the most barbarious creature in Ireland, and had.
always 100 knaves about him. He would never come before any
officer. His country extended from the Grange beyond Sligo, till you
came to Ballyshannon. He was O'Eourke's right hand. He had
some 14 Spaniards, some of whom were taken alive."
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10. '' And then the lord having embraced us, withdrew to the

mountains, where had already preceded him his people."

—

(p. 211.)

Compare State Papers, Ireland, Calendar, 1588-92, p. 93, vol.

cxxxix., December 31st. ''At my coming to the castles of Ballyshannon

and Beleek, which stand upon the river of Earne, and are in possession

of one Sir Owen 0' Tool, alias 0'Gallagher, a principal man of that

country, I found all the country and cattle fled into the strong

mountains and fastnesses of the woods in their own countrie, and

neighbours adjoining, as O'Eourke, O'Hara, the GlannaghieS; Maguires

and others."

As Cuellar makes no indication of the direction in which lay the

mountains to which M'Clancy retired, nor speaks of his having to

traverse the lake, it might be inferred either that the castle defended

was on the south-west shore of the lough, and not far from the

mountains in question, or that if the castle lay on the north-east shore,

that he withdrew into the mountains of Donegal, it being more likely

that he withdrew into the mountains of his own territory, wherever

the castle may have been.

11. " And came down on the castle with all his force, some 1800

men, taking up a position about one and a half miles from it

(half a league), being the nearest they could approach on

account of the water which lies around it."^—(p. 211.)

" I took my journey directly to Athlone, and from theuce through

Connaught to Sligo, as I passed from Sligo, having then gone 120

miles, I held on towards Bundrowes (in the Co. Leitrim), and so to

Ballyshannon, the uttermost point of Connaught that way, and riding

still along the sea coast I went to see the bay where some of those

ships wrecked, and where as I heard, lay not long before, 1200 or

1300 of the dead bodies, I rode along upon that strand near two
miles (but left behind me along mile and more), and then turned off

from that shore." Same p. 92. Dublin Castle, December 31st—Lord
Deputy, but signed also by Loftus and Fenton, to the Privy Council.

" First, therefore, it may please your lordships, I undertook the journey

the 4th November, and finished the same the 23rd of this instant,

December, being seven weeks and one day, returning without loss of

anyone of H. Majesty's army."

1 Compare State Papers, 1588-92, Calendar, p. 93, vol. cxxxix.
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rrom Cuellar's narrative it would appear that he arrived at the
castle about the 4th or 5th October, and remained three months with
the people there, that is to the 5th January, 1589, so that the siege
of the castle would be covered in time by the journey of the Lord
Deputy. There is, however, no mention of any operation against any
castle such as that described by Cuellar, which would not, however
invalidate Cuellar's statements. He left the castle about the 5th
January, 1589, and

—

12. "... ten days after the l^ativity of the year 1588,
continued journeying by hilly countries and uninhabited places,

with what sore fatigue God only knows, so that after 20 days
of travelling, we came to a halt in a place where were lost

Alonso de Leyva, the Conde de Paredes, and D. Thomas de
Granvela, with many other gentlemen."—(p. 212.)

Luro says of D. Alonso de Leiva, vol. i., p. 120 :

—

" The squadron commanded by D. Alonso de Leiva was driven by
the stormy weather towards the gulf which forms the commencement of

the ISTorth Channel, lying between the coasts of Ireland and Scotland,
the transport (urea) ' Kata ' having her seams so open that at times she
almost sank. The squadron took the ground (embarrancaron), off the
first of these islands (Ireland), and some musketeers having taken
possession of an old tower situated on the shore, 2000 men were
disembarked, as weU from the 'Eata' as from the transport (urea),

'Santa Anna,' and the Galleass 'Jirona.' The Irish chief 0'iS"eill

furnished them with provisions, with which they (the Spaniards),
re-embarked on the ' Jirona,' but the stormy weather opened her
seams anew in the canal, and nine sailors alone escaped with their
lives." ^

" Three of the Spanish ships coming into the harbour of Killybegs
in M'Sweeney's country, one of them was cast away a little without
the harbour, another running aground on the shore broke to pieces.

The third being a GaUey and sore bruised with the seas was repaired
in the said harbour with some of the planks of a pinnance which
they had of M'Sweeny. The 16th of this instant, October, the
said Galley departed from the said harbour with as many of the
Spaniards as she could carry, and sailing along the coast towards
the out Isles of Scotland, whither they were bound, struck against
the rock of Eunboyes (near Dunluce), where both ship and men

1 Compare also State Papers, Ireland, 1588-92, p. 64, vol. cxxsvii. 39, vi.

E.I.A. PROC, SEE. Til., VOL. LET.
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perished, save only five who hardly got to shore. This rock of

Bunboys is hard by Sorley Boys House (of Dunluce).'*

Also same, p. 98, 25, 1 :
— '' The examination of James Macharg :

He saith he was imprest at Lisbon. After the fight in the narrow

sea, she fell upon the coast of Ireland in a haven called Erris St.

Donnell, where, at their coming in, they found a great ship called the

Eat (' Kata ') of 1000 tons or more in which was Don Alonso de Leiva.

After she perished Don Alonso and all his company were received

into the hulk of ' St. Anna,' with all the goods they had in the ships

of any value, as plate, apparel, money, jewels, weapons, and armour,

leaving behind them victual, ordnance, and much other stufi which

the hulk was not able to carry away, which done they set the ship on

fire, and made sail for Spain, in which course, by a contrary wind

they were driven back upon M'Sweeny ne Doe's country to a place

called Lough Erris, where falling to anchor, there fell a great storm

which brake in sunder all their cables, and struck them upon ground,

whereby Don Alonso and all his company were enforced to go on

shore, taking all their goods and armour with them, and there by

the ship's side encamped themselves for the space of 8 or 9 days.

Don Alonso before he came to land was hurt in the leg by the

capstan (capestele) of the ship in such sort as he was neither able to

go, nor ride, neither during the 9 days of his encamping, nor upon

his remove, but was carried from that place wherein the Galleas

named * Jerona ' lay, between four men, being 19 miles distance,

where likewise, he and all his company encamped 12 or 14 days, in

which time the Galleas was finished and made ready for sea, as well

as she could be. He being advertized certainly from time to time

that the Lord Deputy Eitzwilliam was preparing himself to come

against them, put himself aboard her, having for his pilots, 3 Irish-

men and a Scot. There was in the Galleas of her own soldiers, besides

300 slaves, 500 to 600 men. He saith that D. Alonso for his stature,

was tall and slender, of a whitely complexion, of a flaxen and smooth

hair, of behaviour mild and temperate, of speech good and deliberate,

greatly reverenced, not only by his own men, but generally of all

the whole company. And they being all shipped, in the said

Galleas, he said they departed for Scotland, but what became of

them this examinate cannot say." 1588. Deer. 29.

Some relics still exist of the *' Gerona," as would appear from the

following extract from O'Donovan's Letters on Fermanagh, p. 51,

where, speaking of the Museum of Castle Caldwell :
— *' A part of the

top of one of the Guns of the Spanish Armada raised out of the sea at
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Port-na-Spania, near the Giant's Causeway, where some ships of the

famous fleet were dashed to pieces against the rocks : it is 2|- inches

in the bore, and 19 inches outer circumference, and is remarkably

thick. Many of the guns were taken up at the same time and broken

by the country people and sold as old metal."

Taking Cuellar's words in their strict meaning, the place where
D. Alonso de Leyva was **lost" would be Port-na-Spania, near the

Giant's Causeway, or the " Bunboys " rocks, near Dunluce, and the

nearest post-town or village at the period was probably Portrush, of

which it is remarked in Lewis' " Topographical Dictionary" :
—"Ac-

cording to the early annalists, this was the chief landing place in the

territory of the Eoute or M'Quillan's country ; it was also chosen by
Sir John Perrot as the landing place of his artillery at the siege of

Dunluce Castle. On the plantation of Ulster by James I., it was made
a Creek of Coleraine." Portrush is not marked on O'Connor's map,
but Coleraine is. And under this heading Lewis' "Dictionary" says :

—

'

' The country of Coleraine is described as having extended from the

Eiver Bann on the east to Lough Foyle on the west, and as having

formed part of the possessions of O'Cahan, from whose participation in

the rebellion of the Earl of Tyrone in the reign of Elizabeth, it

became, with the whole province of Ulster, forfeited to the Crown."

13. " Until one day information was given to me of the Country
of a certain !N'ative called the Prince Ocan (O'Cahan) where
were certain ' charruas ' ( ?) which were about to

leave for Scotland, and on my arrival at the place found, that

in spite of all my diligence, the ' charruas ' had sailed two
days previously."—(p. 212.)

It might be inferred from this that the place from which Cuellar

set out was at some distance from O'Cahan' s town or residence. This,

he says :

—

" Was a poor place and one full of enemies, as many English

were living in the port, and were coming every day on

business to O'Can."

This description corresponds with that given in Lewis' "Dic-
tionary," of the state of Coleraine at that time; and it is probable

that the port in question was Portrush, or Coleraine, the town of

O'Cahan being at Newtown-Limavady.

2
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14. "I told them I was one of the soldiers of D. Alonso de

Luzon who had surrendered a few days previously to them."

—

(p. 213.)

As regards this officer, Duro cites (in Spanish) the following

letter from Barrow's " Life of Drake," p. 141 :

—

*' To the Lord Deputy (of Ireland).

*' Shortly after having written our last letter to you, we set out

for the place where it was reported the Spaniards were, and we came

up with them in a village of Sir John O'Dogherty, called Illagh

(Elagh,? Townland of Baloor, Co. Donegal, Ord. Survey Map, sheets

8 and 9.) We sent an emissary to learn who they were, and what

was their intentions in thus invading a part of the dominions of H. M.

the Queen. They made answer that they had come with the intention

of invading England and formed part of the Armada which had been

beaten by the English fleet, and that they had been obliged by stress

of weather to land in this place. (These 700 Spaniards were

driven in by force of weather into a creek named Glanganvey where

their ship is drowned with 200 or 300 men in her. State Papers, Ireland,

Calendar, p. 36, vol. cxxxvi.) Having heard this answer, and seeing

that they were more than 600 men, we encamped at nightfall at a

distance of a musket shot, we not being more than 140. Towards

midnight, we commenced skirmishing with them for about two hours,

killing the ' teiente de campo,' and more than 200 men besides,

causing them moreover, much loss in wounded, without our having

lost more than one man. O'Donill and we have come with some

of them to Dongainne with the intention of bringing them to your

Lordship, for which effect we beg you will be pleased to give orders

that rations may be allowed them, as the prisoners are very weak

and unable to march, and also should it appear proper to your Lord-

ship, that carts and horses be provided for their conveyance to

Dublin. The chief of them has a certain air of majesty, and has

been (24 years ago) in command of 30,000 men. Amongst the other

prisoners are persons of quality. From Dongainne, 14th Septr. of

1588. Your most humble servants. Rich. Hovenden, Henry Hovenden,

To the Lord Deputy of Ireland. Urgent."

Duro adds :
—" The ship that went ashore at this point of Ireland

(O'Doherty's country) was the Levanter ' Trinidad Valencer,' on

board of which went the Maestro de Campo (Major-General). Of the

division of iN'aples, Don Alonso de Luzon, with 281 soldiers and

79 sailors as a crew, and 200 persons in addition, which he had taken

on board from a transport (urea) that sank, making a total of 560
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persons. The ship touched on a rock, and at once commenced ta

make so much water, that the pinnance was immediately put afloat

to carry the people on shore. The pinnance was, however, in bad

condition, so that at the sixth or seventh journey it went down, those

who were in her, having to save themselves by swimming, a good

many however were drowned. The first disembarked were the sick,

being about a hundred; altogether the number landed was about

400 men with some arms, but having nothing to eat. They marched

along the coast, keeping by the rocks until they met two companies o£

English and some cavalry, and being offered terms of capitulation

and security for their lives, they surrendered confidingly ;
but in con-

travention of the conditions of surrender, the English stripped them

of their clothing to the skin, illused and killed many of them, only

80 of the soldiers escaping with their lives, as also the chiefs and

officers, who having been subsequently brought to the Capital

received more humane treatment."

15. " Until after some time I lost sight of O'Can's Castle, and I

followed in the same direction until the approach of night

brought me to a very big Lagoon."—(p. 214.)

Under the heading " Newtown-Limavady," Lewis' " Dictionary
"

says :—" The district in which the town stands was anciently the

territory of the O'Cahans or 0' Canes, the head of the powerful and

warlike sept, whose Castle on the brow of a romantic Glen was called

' Limavaddy,' or the Dog's leap."

16. " So that I was obliged to leave the place very early in the

morning, and take the road in search of a certain Bishop to be

met with some seven leagues from there in a castle to which

the English had obliged him to fly. . • . He had with him

twelve Spaniards whom he had intended to pass over to

Scotland."—(p. 214.)

It may be inferred from these passages that the Castle of the

Eishop in question was situated near the sea-coast in the vicinity of

some point of embarkation for Scotland, and at a distance of about

8 or 10 leagues from JS'ewtown-Limavaddy, probably somewhere about

the mouth of the Bann, or between that and the entrance of L. Eoyle.
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17. *' A passage whicli usually takes two days "—(p. 214.)

The passage being made in an open and loaded boat, the rate of

sailing could harely be more than 3 to 4 miles per hour ; and counting

the two days to represent 36 hours, that is two days and one night,

the whole length of the passage would be about 110 to 120 miles.

The distance from Lough Foyle to the coast of Ayr would be about

110 miles, and would so far point to some place of embarkation in the

vicinity of the mouth of that Lough.

18. " He was called D. Eeimond Termi (?), Bishop of Times (?).—

(p. 215.)

The name, as written by Cuellar, "Termi," would seem at first

to point to the Irish name Terney or Tierney. But as no Bishop of

that name can be traced for that period of Irish history, it is pro-

bable that " Termi " is either a corrupt form of the real name, or an

intentionally altered form, so as to hide the personage referred to.

The following extracts from the State Papers Calendar (Ireland),

1588-92, p. 44, would point to the then Bishop of Derry as being the

prelate who received and succoured Cuellar.

" It is also reported that a great number of Spaniards that were

stripped naked by the soldiers that serve under the leading of both

the Hovendens, are now come to the other Spaniards that landed in

M'Sweeny's country, and thither brought by the Bishop of Derry

(Redmond O'Grallagher) a most seditious Papist, and a man very like

to procure great aid to the Spaniards if he can."

Id., p. 63—38 I. " Redmond (titular) Bishop of Derry to Cornelius,

Bishop of Down and Connor, granting the power of absolution, &c.,

for one year. 1588, July 1. Tamlar Church, Lat. copy, p. 1."

Id.y p. 375, 1590, Dec. 17. ''N'ote (by the Archbishop of

Cashel) of Popish Bishops, Doctors, and seminary priests now in

Ireland.

" 1. In Ulster there is one, Redmond O'Grallagher, Bishop of Derry,

Pope's legate, and Custos of Armagh, one of the three Irish bishops that

were at the Council of Trent} He rides from place to place with pomp

^ This statement is not borne out by Chifflet's " Canons and Decrees of the

Council of Trent" (Paris, Maquignon jeune, 1824). On p. 468 is given the

names of the three Irish bishops who attended the Council as follows :
— *' Thomas

Overllaitthe, Hibernus, Episcopus rossen; Eugenius O'Hairt, Hibernus, ord. predic.

Episeopus -^gaden; Donaldus Magongial, Hibernus, Episcopus rapoten."
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and company aswas the custom in Queen Mary's days. The clergy there

have even changed the time according to the Pope's new invention.

He has been several times before the Governors of that land upon
protection, and yet he is suffered to enjoy his bishoprick these 26

years past and more."

Id., p. 596, vol. clxv., 69, ii. Faculty by *' Eedmundus Derensis

Episcopus ac Primatis locum tenens, to William ISTugent, to hold,

lands, possessions, and tithes pertaining to churches, and monas-

teries. In coenobio de Lios Gabbail, 19 Aprilis, 1592 (Latin),

The christian name Eedmond, the episcopal title Derry, and the

fact of his being denounced as a harbourer of the wrecked Spaniards,

would point to Bishop O'Gallagher, whilst the wording of the Latin

title as cited would explain how the word '' Times '' came in. Cuellar

does not say how he learned the name or title of the bishop, nor does

he say that it was told him. On the other hand, the fact of his

having had long conversations with him, most probably in Latin, on

affairs of state, would point to his having learned the title in that

language, and quite probably in connection with some document of

which he was made the bearer, either to people in Scotland or to

people of importance in Spain. He caught up and understood the

name Redmond, roughly read or understood Derensis to be the equi-

valent of Derni or Terni or Termi, did not understand or rightly read

the words ^'ac primatis locum," which may, if in writing, have been

in a contracted form ; and finally only roughly caught the sense or

sound of the word "tenens," which if obscurely written or pro-

nounced, might have appeared as if being '
' Times." Hence, the strange

title, " D. Eedmund Termi Obispo de Times."

As to the subsequent movements of Cuellar, after having left

Ireland, it is unnecessary to follow them here. It may be, however,

of interest to make the two following citations from the State Papers

already quoted : p. 105, vol. cxL, 1 589, January, i. 5. "Mcholas White
to his father, Mr. John White of Dublin, Merchant—Thomas
Kename reports that 500 Spaniards were conveyed to Scotland and

well received. The king of Scotland hath caused shipping to be

prepared towards the conveying of them into Spain." Strangford,

November 26 : p. 132, vol. cxlii. March 5, 12. ii. '' JSTine Spaniards

have come from Donegal to Strabane. Sorley Boy (M'Donnel) sent

18 Spaniards into Scotland the last week." Solomon Farenan, Sir

Tirlagh O'Neill's man to the Lord Deputy, 1588-9, February 18,

Extract, p. 1.
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This last extract seems to tally with Cuellar's statement

—

19. " The very next day at early dawn, I went on board a poor

boat in which went altogether eighteen persons."

It would thus further appear that Sorley Boy (M'Donnell of

Dunluce Castle) was the agent of their escape, and quite probably

Dunluce Castle was the place of refuge of the Bishop of Derry and of

the Spaniards who escaped with Cuellar. However, it must also be

borne in mind that Dunseverick Castle may have been the place of

departure of Cuellar and his companions, as having a small inlet or

boat harbour beside it, and as being at the time in the hands of Sorly

Boy M'Donnell, as mentioned by O'Donovan in his article on

Dunseverick Castle in the Dublin Penny Journal, May Uth, 1833.

It would thus appear that the districts which Cuellar traversed

were a part of Sligo, a part of Leitrim, probably some parts of

Fermanagh and Donegal, and finally a part of Antrim, and that the

people whose habits he describes were the Clan M'Clancy and other

clans of O'Eourke's country, and of Donegal.

Teanslation of Nakrative.

" Letter of One who took part in the English Armada, and accoxmt

of that affair}

" I quite believe that you will marvel greatly on seeing this letter,

considering the faint assurance that you can have entertained of my
being still alive, and it is in order to afford you some certainty in

that respect that I write, and verily at considerable length, for in

very truth there is plenty of grounds for my so doing, considering the

great sufferings and misfortunes which I have gone through since the

sailing of the Aj'mada from Lisbon for England, and fi'om all which
our Lord in his infinite providence has delivered me. And because

also, I have not found a single opportunity of writing to you during

more than a year : In fact I could not do so up to the present moment,

when God has conducted me to these States of Flanders, which I

reached about twelve days ago, with those Spaniards who escaped

from the vessels which were wrecked in Ireland, Scotland, and
Shetland, numbering more than twenty, and of the largest of the

'Translated from the Original Spanish as given in vol. ii., p. 337, ot the

Armada Invincible ot Cesaieo Fernandez Duro.
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Armacla, having had on board many splendid regiments of Infantry,

many Captains, Enseigns, and Major-Generals, and other officers of

the army, many gentlemen, and other young noblemen, of all whom,

numbering altogether about 200, hardly more than five escaped, the

rest having been either drowned, or having succeeded in reaching the

shore by swimming, were cut to pieces by the English garrisons

which the Queen maintains in the kingdom of Ireland. I escaped

both from the sea and from these enemies, through having recommended

myself most earnestly to our Lord and to the most holy Virgin His

mother, along with some 300 soldiers or thereabouts, who also had

been able to look out for themselves, and to reach land by swimming.

With these I passed a most unfortunate time of it, naked and bare-

footed during an entire winter, living for more than seven months in

the mountains and woods amongst savages (salvajes), such as they

are in all those parts of Ii-eland, on the coast of which we were lost.

I also think that I should not fail to narrate to you, and in noways

to pass over the wrongs and the grievous insults they sought to heap

on me so unjustly, and without any fault on my part, in the matter

of the fulfilment of the duties which concerned me. From all which

troubles our Lord delivered me, condemned as I was to death, as you

are aware, and to a most disgraceful death. I, seeing the severity

that had been decided on as regards my execution, demanded with

much excitement and anger, the reason why such grievous outrage

and affront was being put on mc, who had served the king as a brave

soldier and loyal servant on all occasions, and in all the encounters

we had with the enemy's fleet, from which engagements the galley

which I commanded, came out badly hurt, and with much loss in

killed and wounded. I demanded to be furnished with a copy of the

sentence passed on me, and further, that the statements of the 350

men who were on board should be taken, and that if anyone of them

declared me to be in fault, I should be quartered. I was refused a

hearing, as well as many gentlemen who interceded for me, the

answer being that the Duke was at the moment in his private cabin,

greatly depressed in mind, and not wishing to be spoken to by anyone,

the cause being that besides the unfortunate engagements that he had

had eontiniuilly with the enemy, he was on that very day of my
troubles, informed that the Galleys' San Mateo 'and 'SanFilipe' of the

Portuguese fleet, having on board the two Majors-General (Maeses

de Campo), D. Francisco de Toledo, brother of the Count de Orgaz,

and D. Diego Pimentel, brother of the Marquis of Savara, were

completely lost, the greater part of those who were on board being
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cut to pieces and killed. It was therefore on this account, and

because the Duke kept to his cabin, that his Councillors were inflicting

outrages right and left, by way of compensating themselves for his

crossness, at the expense of the lives and honours of those who were
no way to blame, all this being so public as to be well known by
everyone. The Galley ' San Pedi^o,' on board which I was, had suffered

badly from the many very large shots with which the enemy had
pierced her in various places, and although repairs were immediately

made as well as could be done temporarily, there remained nevertheless,

here and there shot holes undiscovered, so that at these points much
water was being made. Thus it was that after the stiff engagement

we had off Calais, which lasted from early morning to late in the

evening, and which was the last of all those fought on the 8th of

August, our Armada commenced to retire, or whatever else you may
call it, the enemy's fleet following close on us, so as to drive us from

their territories. When they had done so completely, which was on

the 10th of the same month, and the enemy having drawn off, some

of our vessels set to righting themselves and repairing their damages.

On this day, for my great sins, and while I was taking some rest (not

having during the previous ten days slept or ceased to expose myself

wherever there was pressing want), a pilot, an ill-conditioned fellow,

whom I had on board, without saying a word to me, spread sail and

forged ahead of the flagship, something about two miles, as other

vessels had done, so as to be able to make repairs. At the very

moment he was about to • furl the sails in order to see where the

Galley was making water, there came alongside us a despatch boat,

with orders from the Duke that I should go on board the flagship.

I went accordingly, but even before reaching it, orders had already

been sent on board another vessel, to the effect that I, as well as

another oflScer named D. Christobal do Avila, who was acting as

Captain of a supply ship, which had got much further ahead than my
Galley, should be put to death in a most outrageous manner. "When

I heard this rigorous sentence I thought I would burst with rage,

calling on those about me to bear witness- to the wrong that was being

inflicted on me, who had served so well, as could be proved in writing.

Of all this the Duke had not heard a word, because as I said, he had
withdrawn into his cabin, and the senor, D. Francisco de Bovadilla,

was the single person who made and unmade in the Armada, so that

by him, and a few others whose doings are well known, everything

was being managed. He ordered that I should be taken to the

Auditor-General's ship in order that his judgment on me be there
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carried out. I went there accordingly, and although the auditor,

Alartin de Aranda as he was named, was a man of great rigour, still

he listened to me and had private information furnished him regarding

me, showing that I had served his Majesty well, and as a brave

soldier. On this account he did not dare to carry into execution the

order which had been given him regarding me. He wrote to the

Duke about the matter, stating that unless he received his instructions

in writing and signed by him, he would not carry out the order

received, perceiving that there was no default on my part, or

sufficient cause for so doing ; at the same time I wrote a letter to

the Duke, such that he was led to look carefully into the matter, and

to answer the Auditor-General, that he should not carry out the

order previously received regarding me, but should do so as regarded

Dn. Christobal, whom they hung most cruelly and outrageously, he

having been a gentleman and well known to many. God was

pleased to deliver me because of my being without fault, the which

you can well know of, or may have learned of, from the many
persons who were witnesses of the transaction, and the aforesaid

auditor showed me much favour on account of the great respect he

entertained for people who could claim to merit it. I remained on

board my ship where we were all in great danger of death, rough

weather coming on and the seams opening so, that we were deluged

with water, to the point that we could not master it with the pumps.

AYe could neither make repairs nor look for help elsewhere than to

God, because the Duke did not show himself, and the whole fleet was

being scattered by the storm, so that certain vessels made for Germany,

while others sought refuge on the islands of Holland and Zealand,

then in the hands of the enemy. Others made for the Shetland

Islands, others for Scotland where they went ashore and were bui'ned.

More than twenty were lost in the kingdom of Ireland with all the

-chivalry and best blood of the Armada. As I was saying, the vessel

on board which I was, hailed from the Levant, and had for consorts

two very large ships, we keeping together so as to be able to aid

one the other if necessary. In these sailed D. Diego Enriquez, the

hunchback, as Major-General (maese de campo), and it not being

possible for us to double Cape Clear in Ireland, on account of the

heavy weather which came on heading us, the three ships, which, as I

mentioned, were very big, had to make for the land, and came to

anchor, at about half a league from the shore, where we remained

four days without making further provisions, nor, indeed, could we.

On the fifth came on a fierce tempest, which took us on the quarter
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srith a sea running as high as heaven, so that neither could our

hawsers stand the strain, nor could sails be of any service, so that the

three ships were driven ashore on a strand of fine sand, surrounded by
immense cliffs, something never before seen, and such that in the

space of an hour the three ships went to pieces, and of their crews not

more than 300 escaped, while more than 1000 were drowned, amongst

them being many noblemen, chief officers, gentlemen and other

persons of their suits. Don Diego Enriquez met his death in a most

miserable manner ; for, frightened by the heavy sea that was running

and which passed clear over the vessels, he took to the ship's boat

which had a deck, and along with him went the son of the Count de

Yilla Franca and two other Portuguese gentlemen having on their

persons more than 16,000 ducats' worth of jewels and coin. Having

got into it, and having stowed themselves away beneath the deck,

they ordered the hatch to be closed and caulked, whereupon, as they

were casting off, more than 70 of the survivors, wishing to reach land,

threw themselves into the boat. At that moment a big sea came on^

which completely covered it and carried away these people, and then

the boat went whirling about with the hea\y sea, until it was cast

ashore, where it brought up, keel upwards, and in such a condition,

that the gentlemen who were inside the hatches, died there. Having
remained thus for a day and a-half, there came along some natives

(salvajes) who took to turning the boat over, in order to strip her of

the iron fittings and nails, and breaking open the hatch, they took

out the dead bodies, Don Diego Enriquez dying in their hands, and

stripped them, taking all the money and jewels that they found on

them, and then threw the bodies aside without any attempt whatsoever

at burial. His lot was so singular, and what I describe to you so

perfectly true, I have been anxious to inform you of it in order that

you may know what was the death that this gentleman met with. It

would not be reasonable did I not tell you of my good luck and how
I reached the shore, it was thus : I mounted on the highest part of

the stern of my ship, having recommended myself to God and to our

Lady. Erom that point I surveyed the pitiful scene that lay before

me, many being drowned in the very vessel, others throwing them-

selves into the raging sea, and sinking without again coming to the

surface, others on board the ships calling aloud for help, and imploring

God's aid. The captains cast into the sea their chains and "escudos"

(cadenas y escudos), while many again the immense seas caught up on

board the ships and carried them away. As I stood viewing but too

distinctly this scene, I knew not what to do, nor what step to take.
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not knowing how to swim, and the breakers being very great. On
land, there was the shore lined with enemies, dancing and jumping

about with joy at the sight of our misfortune, and when anyone of

our people succeeded in reaching the shore, down on him came some

200 natives (salvajes) and other enemies, who at once proceeded to

strip him of every stitch he had on him, until entirely naked, then

illtreating him and leaving him covered with wounds. All this could

be very well seen from the wrecked ships, and what was going on on

these meanwhile, seemed to me just as bad as what was happening on

shore. I went up to the auditor, whom God pardon, he looking very

woe begone and miserable, and asked him what he wished to do to

save his life before the vessel had finished breaking up, saying to him
that she would not hold together more than a quarter of an hour, as

in truth she did not. Already the greater part of the crew, as well

as the captains and officers, had been either drowned or killed, when I

resolved on making an effort to save my life. I therefore went and

got on a piece of the hull which had been broken off, and the auditor

followed me, loaded as he was with escudos which he carried sown up
in his doublet and hose ; the piece of wreck, however, would not

€ome away from the hull, being bound to it by heavy iron chains,

while the seas and the floating timbers beat so against it as to cause us

extreme pain. I sought out, therefore, some other mode of escape,

which was to throw myself on a hatch about as large as a good-sized

table, and which, seemingly, the mercy of God had brought there

within my reach, when, however, I sought to get on it, down I went
some six fathoms and took in so much water that I were almost

drowned, coming, however, again to the surface I called to the auditor

and was able to get him on the hatch along with me. As we cleared

ourselves of the ship and were getting away from her, there came on

an immense wave, which struck us with such force, that the auditor

not being able to hold on, was swept away with the sea and drowned,

crying aloud for help, and calling on God as he disappeared. It was
out of my power to aid him, since the hatch being now unloaded at

one extremity, commenced to turn over with me, while at the very

same moment a piece of floating timber almost broke my legs. I

therefore, with great resolve, got firmly fixed on the board, calling

for help to our Lady of Ontanar; just then there came on in quick

succession four waves, and without knowing how, and unable as I

was to swim, I was carried to land where I got out of the water,

unable to stand up, and covered with blood and bruises. The enemies

and natives (salvajes) who were on the beach engaged in stripping
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those who had saved themselves by swimming, did not touch me nor

even come near me, seeing me, as I have said, with both legs and
hands, as well as my linen drawers, covered with blood. Thus, I

crept away little by little, making such way as I could, coming up
with many Spaniards stripped naked, without a particle of covering

and shivering with cold, which at the moment was very keen. In this

state I passed the night in the open, and had no other resource than

to throw myself on some rushes in a field, suffering much from pain.

" Soon afterwards there joined me a gentleman, a handsome young
fellow, naked, and in such a state of fright, that he could not speak,

nor even say who he was. It was then about 9 o'clock in the night,

the wind had lulled down, and the sea was becoming calm ; I was
feeling quite drenched with wet, and half dead with pain and hunger,

when there drew near two men, the one armed, the other holding in

his hands a great iron axe ; and as they approached I and my com-
panion held our peace, and remained as still as if we had nothing wrong
with us. They appeared grieved to see us, and without saying a

word proceeded to cut a quantity of rushes and hay with which they

covered us up entirely. They then marched off to the shore to rip

open and break into the boxes and effects that they met with, in

which work they were helped by some 2000 natives (salvajes) and
English, who formed the garrison of a neighbouring fortress. Striving

to get some rest I commenced to sleep, and when at the soundest of

it, somewhat about 1 o'clock of the night I was awoke by a great

noise of horsemen, some 200 of them, making their way to the

wrecking and the looting of the ships. I turned round to my com-
panion to see if he were sleeping, and found him dead, to my very

great sorrow and grief. I learned, subsequently, that he was a

personage of importance ; there he lay in the open field with more
than 800 other corpses, which the sea had thrown up on the

shore, and the ravens and wolves fed on them, without there being
any one to give them burial, not even to poor D. Diego Enriquez.

When the day broke ^ I commenced moving, little by little, in search

of a monastery of friars situated near by where I hoped to be able to

get such relief as were possible, and I reached it with much trouble

and pain. I found it, however, to be forsaken, the church and images
of saints burnt and totally destroyed, and within the church twelve

Spaniards hung by the English Lutherans who were prowling about

in quest of us, in order to finish with all who had escaped from the

^See note 1, p. 178.
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disasters of the sea. All the friars had fled to the mountains, through

fear of these enemies, who would have sacrificed them had they

caught them, as, indeed, is their custom, leaving neither temple nor

hermitage standing, destroying them all, and making them watering

places for cows and pigs. (Thinking that, hetimes, when you are

resting after your meal, you may, for distraction sake, take to reading

this letter, which seems as if it were copied from some book of

chivalry, I have, on that account, gone into particulars, in order

that you may learn, what adventures and trials I had to pass through

and undergo.) Finding, therefore, no one in the monastery, other

than the Spaniards, hanging in the chapel from the iron bars of the

windows, I hastened away and got on a road leading through a thick

wood and followed it for about a mile, then I met with a woman of

about 80 years old, a coarse native (salvaje), who was driving five or

six cows to a hiding place in the wood, to save them from being

seized by the English who had come to live in her village.' ^ Seeing

me, therefore, she stopped, seemed to recognize who I might be, and

said, ' Tu, Espana ' ! I answered by sign that I was and that I had

been wrecked with the ships. She commenced to grieve much and to

cry, making signs to me that I was near her house, and not to go

there, because it was full of enemies who had beheaded many
Spaniards already. All this was sore affliction and misery for me,

finding myself alone, and so badly hurt by a piece of timber, which,

as I said, had nearly broken my legs when in the water. However,

acting on the hint of the old woman, I determined on taking to the

sea coast, where the ships had been lost three days before, and

whereto were trooping many squads of people engaged in carting off

and stowing away in their huts all the goods of which we had been

despoiled. I dared not make myself known to, or even approach

them, fearing that they would strip me of the poor linen vest that

covered my shoulders, or even kill me, until I saw drawing near two

poor Spanish soldiers as naked as when they were born, shouting and

calling on God to help them. One of them had a bad wound in the

head, which they had inflicted when stripping him. Calling to them
from the place where I was hid, they came to me and told me of the

cruel deaths and penalties which the English had inflicted on more

than 100 Spaniards whom they had taken prisoners. This news only

added to my affliction, but God gave me strength, and having

recommended myself to Him and to his Holy Mother, I said to the

> 1 Probably Grange, which is marked on Petty's Map.
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two soldiers, 'Let us go to the ships where these people are busy

robbing, perhaps we shall find something to eat,' since, as a matter

of fact, I was perishing of hunger. Going in that direction we began

to see dead bodies, most miserable and pitiful to look on ; as the sea

from time to time threw them up on the beach, so that on that strand

there lay stretched more than 400. Some of them we recognised, and

amongst them, poor D. Diego Enriquez, whose body, even in the

midst of my distress, I could not bring myself to pass without burying

it in a hole which we made in the sand at the water's edge. Along

with him, we buried another captain, much honoured, and my great

friend. Hardly had we covered them when there came down on us

some 200 natives (salvajes) to see what we were about. "We gave

them to understand, by signs, that we had buried there these men,

who were our brothers, in order that their bodies might not become

food for ravens, and at once separated from them in search of food

along the beach, such as the biscuits which the waves were casting

up. Just then four natives (salvajes) came up and commenced to

take from me the covering I carried, another of them seemed, how-
ever, to be pained thereat and pushed the others aside, seeing them
commence to illtreat me ; he must have been their leader as they

seemed to pay him deference.

He by God's grace stood by me and my two companions, and drew
us away from that place, and remained in our company for a good

while, until he finally put us on a road^ leading from the shore to a

village where he lived, making us understand that we should wait for

him there, that he would be back soon, and that he would show us

the road to a place of safety. Setting out therefore on this road,

there was for me the further misery that it was very stony, so that

I could not even move nor put one foot before another, being in my
bare feet and suffering mortal agony from one leg in which was a

great wound. My poor companions who were entirely naked, and

almost frozen with cold, then very sharp, were more dead than alive,

and could not render me any assistance. They went on therefore

before me and I remained where I was praying that God would
favour me. He gave me help, and I commenced to get along little by
little,^ and reached the top of a hill from whence I discovered some
thatched huts, which I made for, the road leading through a valley.

I entered a wood and had hardly gone the distance of two shots of a

matchlock when there started out from behind the rocks an old native

1 See note 2, p. 179. 2 See note 3, p. 179.
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(salvaje), of more than seventy years of age, and two other young

men carrying arms, the one English the other French, and a young

woman of about twenty years of age, in the last degree handsome.

All four were going to the shore to rob the wrecks. Seeing me pass

amongst the trees, they drew near me, and up came the Englishman

crying out : 'Yield, thou cowardly Spaniard!' and with intent to

kill me he made a stroke of a knife at me, which I was able to parry

with a stick which I carried in my hand, but finally he got in on me
and cut the tendon of my right leg, and sought to follow up the

stroke, but the old native interposed, as also his daughter, who must

have been the friend of the Englishman. I said to him that he might

do his will on me, since I was forsaken by fortune, and had been left

without arms when in the sea. Then they separated him from me,

and the native commenced to strip me to the shirt, underneath which

I wore a gold chain worth more than 1000 reals; seeing this they

were delighted, and commenced searching my doublet thread by thread,

in which I carried 45 golden crowns (escudos), the double pay which

the Duke had ordered to be paid me in Coruiia. !N'ow the English

man seeing that I wore a chain of gold and had gold coins, sought to

hold me a prisoner, saying that I should offer him a ransom. I

replied that I had nothing to give, being merely a poor soldier, and

what he saw I had earned on board the ship. The young woman
grieved much at seeing the illtreatment they were inflicting on me

;

she begged they would leave me my coat, and that they would do me
no more harm. They all then left in the direction of the native's

hut, and I remained amongst the trees, losing blood from the wound
inflicted by the Englishman. I set about putting on again my doublet

and coat, the shirt they had carried away, as also some relics which I

esteemed very much, and which I had carried in a little vestment

(habitillo) of the order of the Most Holy Trinity, which was given

me at Lisbon. These relics the young native lady took and put them

on her neck, making signs to me that she desired to keep them being

a Christian, and so she was, just as much as Mahomed. They sent

to me from the hut a boy with a plaster made of herbs, that I should

apply to the wound, and some cheese and milk, and a piece of oaten

bread that I might eat. I dressed my wound, and having eaten, the

boy accompanied me along the road, pointing out the direction that

I should take so as to avoid a certain village visible from that point,

and where many Spaniards had met their death, not one having

escaped that they could lay their hands on. Eor this good turn I had

to thank the Erenchman who had served as a soldier in La Terceira

K.I.A. PEOC, SEE. III., VOL. III. P
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(Azores), and whom it deeply pained to see me so maltreated. The

boy turning to me, told me to keep on straight for the mountains^

which seemed to be about six leagues distant from there, that behind

these lay a good country belonging to a great and lordly native

(salvaje), a great friend of the king of Spain, that he protected and

was friendly to all the Spaniards who went to him, and that he had

in his village more than 80 of those having escaped from the ships,

and who had reached him completely naked. Hearing this I plucked

up courage, and stick in hand commenced hobbling along as well as

I could, taking the northerly direction pointed out by the boy to me,

That night I reached some huts- where no harm was done me, there

happening to be there a person who knew Latin, and in the strait

in which I found myself, our Lord was pleased to enable us to under-

stand one the other ; in Latin I related to them my misfortunes, and

the Latinist for that night gave me the shelter of his hut, dressed my
wounds, gave me to eat, and a sleeping place on some straw.

Towards midnight his father and brothers arrived, loaded with spoil

and effects which had belonged to us, and it seemed in no way»

displeasing to the old man that they had given me shelter in his house^

and had treated me well. Kext morning they gave me a horse and a

youth as guide to help me over a mile of bad road that lay before m-e,.

it being there mud up to the bellyband. When I had reached about

a cross-bow shot beyond that part, we heard a great noise and the

youth made signs to the effect ' let the Spaniard fly !' that many

Sassenachs (Sasanas) on horseback were coming that way, and ' that

they will cut thee to pieces if thou gettest not into a hiding place, so

fly and be quick !' They call Sasanas, the English, so he hastened

to hide me in some hollows in the rocks, where we lay well hidden

away without our being seen by them. These people were making

the round of the coast,^ robbing and killing all the Spaniards they

could meet with. God delivered me from them, and going on our

way there came up with me some 40 natives (salvajes), on foot, who

threatened to cut me to pieces, they being all Lutherans. They

desisted however when the youth who accompanied me told them

that his master had made me prisoner, and had sent me on horseback

in order to be cured. Withall however, it sufficed not to cause them

to leave me go peaceably, since two of the ruffians drew near and

gave me six blows of sticks which almost broke my back and my

1 See note 4, p. 179. 2 gee note 5, p. 179.

^ See note 5, p. 179.
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arms, at the same time they stripped me of nearly everything I

carried, leaving me as naked as when born. That I speak the truth

I swear by the sacred baptism which I have received. Seeing myself

in this plight I rendered thanks to God, supplicating His Divine

Majesty that his will might be fulfilled on me, that being my sincere

desire. The youth of the old native wished to return to his hut

with the horse, being moved to tears seeing the naked state in which
I was left, so badly ill treated and in such cold weather. I begged

of God most earnestly that he would conduct me to some place where
I might die confessed and in His grace. I regained my courage

although being then in as great an extreme of misfortune as ever any

man had met with.

" Gathering some fronds of ferns, and picking up by chance a bit of

an old mat, I put them round me so as to cover my body from the cold

as well as I could. I continued my route in the direction that had

been pointed out to me, looking out for the district of the Lord where

had been received the Spaniards as mentioned, and reaching the moun-

tain-ridge, pointed out to me as a sign,^ I came on a lake around which

were some thirty huts, all seemingly uninhabited, and with no person

within them. There I proposed to pass the night. Having no parti-

cular place to go to, I sought out the hut that seemed the best, in

order to put up therein for the night. Entering, therefore, by the

door, I saw that it was full of sheaves of the oats of which is made
the common bread eaten by these natives (salvages), and I was thanking

God, who was so good as to provide me wherewithal to sleep upon,

when suddenly I observed creeping out on the other side three men as

naked as when born, who rose up and stared at me. I certainly was
frightened, thinking in truth that they were devils, and they on their

part could even less understand who I could be, coated as I was with

fern-fronds and the old mat. On my entering, they spoke not, being

all trembling, neither did I speak to them, not knowing who they

might be, and the interior of the hut being rather obscure. Seeing

myself, therefore, in this so great perplexity, I cried out ' Mother

of God, be good to me, and deliver me from all evil
!

' Hearing me,

therefore, speak in Spanish, and invoke the Mother of God, they cried

out in answer, ' Sea con nosotros esa Gran Seuora !

' (may this our

Great Lady be with us). Then did I feel safe, and went up to them,

asking them if they were Spaniards. ' Indeed,' said they, ' we be so, for

our sins. Some eleven of us were stripped near the shore, and naked

1 See note 6, p. 180.
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as we are we came along seeking some land of Christians, when on the

road we came upon a troop of enemies who killed eight of us, and the

the three that remained took to flight through a wood so thick that

they could not find us. God -guided us in the evening to these huts,

where we have sought rest, though they are uninhabited, and offer us

nothing to eat. I said to them, therefore, that they be of good

courage, that they should recommend themselves always to our Lord,

that near to this place ^ we would come on a country of friends and

Christians, that I had information of a village some three or four

leagues off, belonging to the Lord de Kuerque (Lord O'E-ourke ?)^ where

were being sheltered many of our shipwrecked Spaniards, and that

badly treated and wounded as I was, on the morrow we would make
our way there. The poor fellows were greatly rejoiced, and asked

me who I was. I told them I was Captain Cuellar. They could

hardly believe it, having taken for granted that I was drowned, and

came up to me almost smothering me in their embraces. One of them

was an Enseign (Alferez), and the other two soldiers, and, laughable

as the story may be, it is as true as I am a Christian. I must, however,

finish it in order that you may enjoy your laugh at us. I got well

into the pile of sheaves, cautioning the others not to spoil the straw

nor to disturb it, from the state in which it was, settling by agreement

that we should rise in the morning for our journey. AVe slept, having

1 See note 7, p. 180.

2 Declaration made by "William Car and John Brun, natives of Dublin, from

"whicli place they sailed with their ships, named the Margaret, the 20th December,

1588.

" Declare that there were lost on the coasts of Ireland 7 or 8 ships of the

Armada of His Majesty, the names of which they do not know, and of them one,

in the port of Lough Foyle (Logfuile), that the people on land saved nearly all

the crews, in boats, that some of these were beheaded by the soldiers of the Queen ;

that on board that ship much wealth was found, that ten principal persons were

brought to Dudat, where they move freely about the streets, amongst them being

one chief personage whom some call D. Alonzo, Chevalier of the Order of Santiago,

pointed beard, great mustache. They relate, likewise, that there were in Dublin

two Spaniards in hiding, and who were seen by one of these merchants, but who
does not know their names :—Declare that the Governor of that province collected

forces in order to go against two leading gentlemen called Oroierk and MacKesuene,

who furnished provisions to certain Spanish ships, and who keep in their country

some Spaniards who escaped from the wreck, and whom they refuse to give up,

for which it is sought to destroy them and take their property, a proceeding which

other Governors have tried and have not been able to succeed in owing to the

strength of the position which that county (Condado) possesses."—Coll. Sans de

Earutell Artie. 6, num. in.), La Armada Invencible, C. T. Duro, vol. ii. p. 467.
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had nothing for supper, nor anything to eat except blackberries and

watercresses, and when, God favouring, day broke, being early awake

by reason of the great pain that my limbs were causing me, I heard

talking and a noise of people, and then there came to the door a native

with a halbard in his hand, and he commenced looking at his oats and

speaking to himself. I remained quite quiet, holding my breath, while

the comrades, already awakened, peeped attentively from behind the

straw at what he was about to do, which was that he went out and went

away with many others, who along with him had come to reap and

work close to the huts in a place such that we could not leave the hut

without their seeing us. We remained still, buried alive as it were,

talking over what had best be done, and we agreed that we should not

show ourselves, or move from the spot, whilst these heretical natives

(salvajes) remained where they were, they being from the locality

where had been so ill-treated the poor Spaniards who had fallen into,

their power. The same they would have done to us had they perceived

that we were in this place where we had no one to look to for help

except God. The whole day passed over thus, and as night came on,

the traitors went away to their homes, while we lay awaiting that the

moon should rise, then, covering ourselves as well as we could with

straw and hay, it being extremely cold, we escaped from the great

danger in which we found ourselves without waiting for daybreak.

We went on our way, falling from time to time into the mudholes and

breaking our hearts with hunger, thirst and pain. God was, however,

pleased to conduct us to a land where there was some safety, where

we met with huts inhabited by a better class of people, although all

natives (salvajes), but Christians and charitable. There, one of them,

observing that I had been badly treated and was wounded, brought

me to his hut, and he and his wife and sons attended to my wounds,

and he gave me to understand that I should not leave the hut until

he felt satisfied that I would be able to reach the village to which I

was going. In this village I found more than seventy Spaniards, all

going about naked, and subject to ill usage, the lord of the place not

being there, he having gone away to defend a territory which the

English were after seizing."

"For although he be a 'savage' (salvaje), yet is he a good

Christian and enemy of heretics and always at war with them. He

is called the Lord (O'Eourke?) (Seiior de Euerge). I reached the

door of his house with much labour, covered with straw and having a

piece of old mat round my body, and in such a plight that no one

could look on me without being moved to pity. Some of the natives
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(salvajes) gave me a poor old coat full of lice, which however served

as a covering, and afforded me some relief. The next day in the

morning, we came together some twenty of us Spaniards, into the

hut of this Lord de Ruerque in order that we might beg of him for

God's sake to give us something to eat, and while there begging,^

news was conveyed to us that there was a Spanish ship off the coast,

that it was very big, and that it come in quest of the Spaniards, who
had escaped. Hearing this news, some twenty of us without more

ado, set off in the direction in which we were told the ship lay.

We met with much obstruction on the way, although, in truth, it

was a great mercy and a salvation to me from God, that I did not

reach the harbour in which she lay, as did the most of the others

who were with me. These got on board her, she being one of the

Armada, that had drifted there by good luck. Her main mast and rig-

ging were badly injured, and fearing that she might be burned or suffer

some other injury from the enemy who were constantly on the look

out (for these ships) she set sail two days afterwards with her crew,

and those she was able to pick up, but farther on she went ashore on the

same coast, some two hundred of the crew being drowned, while those

who escaped by swimming were caught by the English and all put to

the sword. It j)leased God that I alone of the twenty who went in quest

of this ship remained behind, and did not therefore suffer with the

others, may His most holy mercy be ever blessed, for the many
mercies He has shown me. When going along after the twenty

Spaniards (in quest of the ship), much troubled and with great

labour, I lost my way and came upon a road, on which was walking

a clergman in secular dress, for thus do the clergymen do in that

kingdom, so that the English may not recognize them, and he was
grieved, looking at me and spoke to me in Latin, asking me of what
nation might I be, and about the wrecks that had occurred. God
granted me the grace to be able to answer in Latin all the questions

he asked me, and so satisfied was he therewith, that he shared with

me the food that he carried with him, and pointed out the road

that I should follow,- in order to reach a castle distant about 6

leagues from there, very strong and belonging to a native lord, a

very valiant soldier, and a great enemy of the Queen of England, and

her belongings, a man who had never consented to yield her obedience

or to pay her tribute, and who was then looking after his castle and

the mountain territory which defended it. I set out for that place,

^ See note 8, p. 181. ^See note 9, p. 181.
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enduring on the road many trials, the greatest and that Tvhich gave

me the keenest pain was caused by a native (salvaje) whom I met

with on the road, and who by deceit led me to his hut which lay in

a desolate valley, and then informed me that I should have to pass

the rest of my life at his trade which he showed me to be that of a

blacksmith. I knew not what to answer him, nor indeed did I dare

to say anything in opposition to his putting me to the forge, on the

contrary, I showed a smiling countenance and commenced to work,

and continued blowing the bellows for more than eight days, which

assiduity much pleased, as well, the malicious and savage smith

(seeing that I worked carefully in order not to cause him annoyance)

as also a cursed old woman thathe had for wife. I was brooding over my
troubled andmiserable state consequent on the continuous and fatiguing

labour that I had to undergo, when our Lord brought me a remedy

by causing the clergyman to pass that way. He was shocked at seeing

me, and learning that the native (salvaje) would not allow me to pass

my way in order that he might get service out of me. The clergyman

abused him roundly and told me not to be in trouble that he would

speak to the lord of the castle to which I was intending to go, and

cause him to send for me. This he did the following day when he

sent four of his native followers and a Spanish soldier, he having

already ten of these with him of those who escaped from the wrecks

by swimming to shore. Seeing me so naked and covered with straw,

the soldier and those who were with him were sorely grieved, and

even their women wept to see the ill-treatment I had received.

They succoured me there (at the castle) as well as they could, giving

me a cloak such as they were in the habit of using themselves, so

that I passed three months with them in the same savage way as they

themselves do. The wife of my master was extremely handsome, and

was very kind to me, so it happened that one day we were sitting

out in the sun, she and other of her relatives and friends, they com-

menced asking me about the affairs of Spain and of other countries, and

finally they came to asking me to look at their hands and tell them

their fortunes. I, thanking God, since it had come to the pass that

I should play the part of gipsy amongst these savages (salvajes),

commenced to examine the hand of each one in turn, making a

a hundred thousand absurd remarks which gave them the greatest

pleasure, so that, I was declared the best of the Spaniards, and was

the man who had the greatest influence with them. Kight and day

both men and women pestered me asking to have their fortunes

told them, so much so that I found myself very much embarrassed,
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and was driven to asking permission of my master to leave the
castle. This he refused, ordering at the same time that no one
sliould annoyme or cause me trouble. The characteristic of these natives

(salvajes) is that they live like brutes in the mountains, of which
there are very wild ones in the part of Ireland where we were lost. They
live in huts made of straw.^ The men are big-bodied,^ with handsome
features and limbs, active and nimble as roe deer ; they eat but one
meal in the day, and that at night : their usual food is butter and
oaten-bread ; their di^ink is sour milk, having none other ; they
do not drink water which is the best of all. On feast days they
eat some half-cooked flesh meat, without bread or salt, such being

their custom. They dress after their fashion with tight hose

and short coats (sayas) made of very coarse goats' hair
; they cover

themselves with cloaks, and wear the hair down to the very eyes.

They are great pedestrians, and very enduring as regards fatigue.

They are continually at war with the English who hold garrison

near by in the Queen's service, and from whom they defend them-
selves, not allowing them to enter on their territory, which is mainly
submerged and covered with lakes. They range over a district some
forty leagues in length and breadth. Their greatest tendency is to

thieving, so that they are continually robbing one another, and that

hardly a day passes without a call to arms amongst them, for so soon

as the people of one village learn that in some other one there are

cattle or something else, immediately they go by night armed, and
engage in deadly conflict. The English of the fortresses knowing
the parties who had 'lifted' and collected the most cattle imme-
diately attack them, in order to spoil them of their plunder, so that

they have but one resource, that is, to fly to the mountains with
their women and cattle than which they have no other property,

nor furniture, nor store of clothing.

"They sleep on the ground on freshly cut rushes, full of water and
frost. The most of the women are very handsome, but ill-arranged

('tothery'), wearing only a shirt and a cloak which covers tliem

1 (( The cotters who dwell in the more retired and mountainous parts are poor,
and their cabins are wretched huts, with a wattled door and a straw mat on the
inside."—Lewis' "Topograph. Diet." (Fermanagh).

2 Compare Lewis' " Diet." (Fermanagh), 1837: " The peasantry are a fine race,
much superior in appearance to those of any of the other northern districts ; they
are tall, well formed, and robust ; their countenances display the bloom of health,,

and they possess that uninterrupted flow of spirits which is the constant attendant
on regular living and active, yet not overstraining, industry."
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entirely, and a linen cloth which they double closely about the head,

tying it in front. They are very laborious and very domestic after

their fashion. These people style themselves Christians, and mass is

said amongst them, their ritual being according to that of the Eoman
Church. Kearly all their churches, monasteries, and hermitages have

been pulled down by the English garrisons and the natives who have

joined them, and who are just as bad as the English, so that finally,

in this kingdom, there is no justice or reason, since that everyone does

according to his will. As for us, these savages (salvajes) liked us

well; because they know that we come to fight the heretics, and

whose greatest enemies they know us to be ; indeed were it not for

these natives (salvajes) who watched over us as over their own
persons, not one of us would have survived. On this account we bore

them goodwill, even although they were the first to rob and strip

naked those of us who succeeded in reaching land, from whom, as

well as from those of the thirteen ships of our Armada, on board

which were so many persons of mark, and all of whom were drowned.

These savages (salvajes) acquired much wealth in jewellery and

coined money. A report of this, indeed, reached the ears of the great

governor of the queen, then residing in the city of Dublin, and he

soon set out with some 1700 soldiers in search of the ships which

were lost, and of the people that had been saved from them. Of these

there were somewhat less than 1000 men in all, unarmed, and

naked, wandering about the different localities where the ships had

been wrecked. These fugitives for the most part the governor caught,

and at once proceeded to hang and otherwise subject them to punish-

ments. As to those who, he learned, were succouring our people, he

imprisoned them, and inflicted every evil he could on them, he even

seized two or three native lords who held castles in which they had

given shelter to some Spaniards, these he seized, the natives as well

as the Spaniards, and travelled with them along the coast until he

reached the point where I was wrecked, and from that he turned in

the direction of the Castle of Manglana, such being the title of the

native (salvaje) with whom I then was, and who had been the con-

stant and bitter enemy of the queen, having no love for anything

belonging to her, and never having yielded her obedience. On this

account the governor anxiously desired to make him prisoner, and the

native (salvaje) seeing the great force that was being brought against

him, and that he could not resist it, resolved on flying to the

mountains, which was for him the only chance of safety. "We, the

Spaniards who were with him, soon learned the trouble that was
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approacliing, and we knew not what to do, nor how to protect our-

selves, so that one Sunday after mass, the lord, with his hair down to

his eyes, and boiling with rage, told us that he could remain no

longer, that he had resolved to fly with his people, cattle and families,

and that we had better consider what we should do to save our lives.

I replied asking him to be quiet for a little, and that we would soon

give him a reply. I went aside with the eight Spaniards that were

with me, all brave fellows, and told them to consider all the trouble

they had gone thi^ough, and what was threatening us, that as we
were so few it were better to finish with the business once for all

honourably, that we had then an excellent opportunity, and could

not indeed expect a better, nor should we go flying over mountains

and through woods, naked and shoeless as we were, and with the

intense cold then prevailing. Seeing, moreover, that the native

(salvaje) seemed to feel acutely the abandonment of his castle to the

enemy, I added that we, the nine Spaniards there present, should

gladly occupy it, and defend it to death, which we could very well do,

even though as great a force again as that approaching were to attack

it, since the castle was very strong, and very difficult to carry unless

it were stormed by artillery, having its foundations in a lake, there

very deep, and more than a league broad iu certain places, and some

three or four leagues long, having further a communication with the

sea, but so that even during spring tides, there could be no approach

made by that way. Eor these reasons the castle could not be carried

either by water or from the land side, which is nearest to it, nor

indeed could any harm be done it, since for a breadth of a league in

extent all round the town (which is built on firm ground) there

extend marshes, in which one would sink up to the breast, so that

there is no approach to it, but by naiTow paths. Taking all this into

consideration, we determined to say to the native (salvaje) that we
desired to hold the castle and defend it to death, that he should

diligently and at once set to work to provision it for six months, and

furnish us with arms. This decision greatly rejoiced the lord, seeing,

as he did, our determination, and accordingly he made no delay in

providing all that was requisite with the full approval of the chief

persons of the town, who were well pleased with what was being

done. In order furthermore to take surety against any treachery on

our part he made us swear that we would not abandon his castle, nor

hand it over to the enemy by reason of any agreement or convention,

even although we were to perish of hunger, nor should we open the

gates to admit inside the walls, any Irishman, Spaniard, or other
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person ^vhom soever, until lie, the lord himself had returned, as he

most certainly would. Thus all the necessary preparations and

proYisions having heen made, we took up our post in the castle,

receiving in charge the ornaments and furniture of the church, as

also some relics which he had. We also took in three or four boat

loads of stones and six muskets, six arquebuses and other arms, and

then the lord having embraced us,^ withdrew to the mountains,

where had already preceded him his people. Immediately the

report went out through the whole country that !Manglana's Castle

had been placed in a state of defence, and would not surrender to the

enemy, being defended by a Spanish captain and garrison, who had

fortified themselves within it. The entire country applauded our

courage, while the enemy was very much irritated at it, and came

down on the castle- with all his force some 1800 men, taking up a

position about one and a-half miles from it, being the nearest they

€ould approach on account of the water which lies around it. From
that distance they menaced us, hanging two Spaniards, and doing

every other possible injury in order to frighten us. They summoned
us several times by trumpet to surrender the castle, and that our

lives would be spared, and free passes given to us for Spain. We
answered, asking them to come nearer to the tower, that we could

not understand what they were saying, and always making light of

their threats and promises. They kept us beseiged for seventeen

days, at the end of which our Lord God was pleased to bring aid to

ns, and finally to free us from this enemy, by causing to prevail heavy

weather and snow storms which came with such violence, that they

were obliged to raise the siege, and with the whole force to take the

road back to Dublin (Duplin), where was the enemy's basis and his

garrisons.

" From thence the Governor sent us a message warning us to keep

clear of his power, and not to fall into his hands, and that he would

in good time return to that district. We answered according to our

taste, and to that of the * Chatelain,' who so soon as he learned that

the English had retired, returned to his town and castle, settled

down, and rested himseK for the while, treating us very liberally.

He assured us that we were his most trusty friends, and placed at our

service all that belonged to him, as did also most liberally the chief

persons of the country. To me he offered a sister of his, that I might

have her for wife, for which I returned him my best thanks, but

1 See note 10, p. IS-i. - See note 11, p. 184.
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declined, assuring him that I would be quite content with a guide

who could conduct me to some place whence I could take ship for

Scotland. He was most unwilling, however, to give me leave, or any

of the Spaniards who were with him, pretexting that the roads were

not safe, his determination really being to detain us, so that we might

serve him as a guard. So much friendship did not quite satisfy me,

and consequently I came to a secret arrangement with four of the

soldiers who were in my company, to get away in the morning two

hours before daybreak, so that they might not stop us on the road,

and also because the day before, a son of Manglana told me, that his

father had declared that he would not allow me to leave the castle

until the King of Spain had sent soldiers to his country, and that he

intended to imprison me in order that I might not get away. Taking

into account this information, I dressed myself as well as I could, and

one fine morning took to the road with the four soldiers, it being ten

days after the (feast of the) Nativity of the year '88, and continued

journeying by hilly countries and uninhabited places,^ with what sore

fatigue God only knows, so that after twenty days of travelling, we
came to a halt in a place where were lost Alonso de Leyva, the Conde

de Paredes, and D. Toma's de Granvela, with many other gentlemen^

the details relative to whose misfortunes would fill a quire of paper.

There I went among the huts of some natives inhabiting the district,

and learned from them the pitiful deaths of our people who were
drowned there. They also showed me many of the jewels and valuable

property which had belonged to them, all which caused me great

pain, the greatest, indeed, being when I ascertained that I could not

find there wherewithal to embark for the Kingdom of Scotland, until

one day^ information was given me of the country of a certain native

(salvaje) called the Prince Ocan, where were certain 'Charruas'

( ), which were about to leave for Scotland. I set out

at once for this place, dragging myself along, and hardly able to move
on account of a wound which I had in the foot, it was, however, a

matter of life or death with me, and consequently I put out all my
remaining strength on the road, and, on my arrival at the place found

that, in spite of all my diligence the * Charruas '
( )

had sailed two days previously. This for me was a sore disappoint-

ment since I found myself in a poor place, and one full of enemies, as

many English were living in the port, and were coming every day on
business to Ocan. At this time I was suffering great pain in the leg,

1 See note 12, p. 185. 2 gee note 13, p. 185.
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such that I was quite unable to stand on it. I was therefore advised

to keep out of the way, as there were many English there ready to

cruelly use me, should they lay hands on me, as they had done to

other Spaniards, and more particularly so, did they come to know who
I was. I knew not what to do since the soldiers who had accom-

panied me had left for another port farther on in search of a sailing

vessel. In this my state of abandonment and sickness, some women
took pity on me, and conveyed me to some cottages that they had in

the mountain, and kept me there more than a month and a-half, care-

fully looked after and so well tended that my wound closed, and I

found myself strong enough to go to Ocan's house and speak to him.

He however refused either to hear me or even to see me, having, as

was said, given his word to the great Governor of the Queen, that he

would not harbour in his country any Spaniard nor even allow one to

pass through it. It happened that at this very time the English

who were lodged in the town had set out with the design of invading

a certain neighbouring district, and taking possession of it, and along

with them had gone Ocan and all his troopers, so that one could go

about freely in the town, which was built of straw huts, and therein

were very many handsome girls, with whom I was on terms of very

close friendship, so that I entered their houses, now and then for con-

versation sake and company. Thus it was that one evening being

with them, there entered two English youths, one of whom was a

sergeant, who had knowledge of me by name, but had never seen me,

and having seated themselves, they inquired if I were a Spaniard,

and what I was doing there, I told them I was one of the soldiers of

D. Alfonso de Luqon,^ who had surrendered a few days previously to

them, and being wounded in the leg I had not been able to leave the

country, that I was there at their service and ready to do whatever

they might order me. They replied, telling me to wait awhile for

them, that I would have to go with them to Dublin, where were

many Spaniards of consequence in prison. I said I would not be able

to travel, nor keep up with them, and they then sent in quest of

a horse to carry me. I assured them meanwhile that I was quite con-

tent to do their pleasure and to go with them, thereupon they became

reassured, and commenced to play with the girls.

The mother made signs to me that I should go out by the door

which I did in all haste, and dashed off leaping ditches, and finally

getting into some thick underwood, through which I proceeded until

1 See note 14, p. 188.
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after some time I lost sight of Ocan's Castle^ and followed on in the-

same direction until the approach of night brought me to a very big

lagoon, at the margin of which I observed a herd of cattle in move-

ment. I commenced approaching them in order to see if there were

anyone with them, who could tell me where I was, when suddenly I

saw two native youths coming to get the cattle together and drive

them to the top of the mountain where they had collected together-

for safety, as also their parents, through fear of the English. I remained

there two days with them, receiving from them much courtesy, until

it became necessary that one of the youths should go to the town of

the Prince Ocan, in order to learn the news and any rumours that

might be current. This he did, and saw there the two Englishmen

going about furious with rage and in search of me, having had already

information of who I was, and inquiring of everyone who passed if

they had seen me. The youth was clever enough when learning

this to immediately return to their hut and give me notice of what

was taking place, so that I was obliged to leave the place ^ very early

in the morning and take the road in search of a certain bishop to be

met with some seven leagues from there, in a castle to which the

English had obliged him to fly and to remain there in order to be out

of their reach. The which bishop was reputed to be a truly good

Christian. I went my way dressed as a native (salvaje), so as to avoid

discovery, and I can assure you that I could not restrain my tears

when I reached his dwelling and kissed his hand. He had with him

twelve Spaniards whom he intended to pass over to Scotland, and he

was much gratified on my arrival particularly, when the soldiers

informed him that I was a captain. During the six days that I

remained with him he showed me every possible courtesy, and gave

orders that a boat fully equipped should be procured, so that we might

pass over to Scotland, a passage which usually takes two days.^ He
furnished us with provisions for our voyage, and said mass for us in

the castle. He conversed with me as to certain a:ffairs concerning

the loss of the kingdom, and spoke of the assistance which his Majesty

had afforded them, informing me that he intended going to Spain

so soon after our having landed in Scotland as he could. He counselled

us to live there very patiently and quietly, as the inhabitants were for

the most part Lutherans, and the Catholics very few. He was called

1 See note 15, p. 189. ~ See note 16, p. 189.

3 See note 17, p. 190.
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D. Eeimimd Termi (?) Bishop of Times (?),^ an honourable and just

man ; may God guard him and deliver him from his enemies. Th&
very next day at early dawn I went on board a poor boat in which
went altogether eighteen persons,^ and during the day, the wind
becoming adverse, we were obliged to run free with wind aft, at the

mercy of God, and got under the lee of the Shetland islands, where
we awaited the morning on shore, the boat having been nearly drowned

and the mainsail torn. We having reached land, returned thanks to

God for the mercies He had shown us in bringing us there with our

lives, and thence two days after, the weather having become favourable

we set sail again for Scotland, where we landed in three days, not

indeed without having run great danger, the poor boat having made
much water. Blessed however be God who delivered us from so many
and such severe trials, and conducted us to a land where there was

a chance of our faring better. We had been given to understand

that the king of Scotland gave protection to all the Spaniards who
reached his kingdom, clothed them and procured them the means of

taking ship for Spain, but we found it to be quite the contrary, since

we received absolutely no favour from him, and nobody gave us even

a real in charity. All those of us who reached this kingdom suffered

the extreme of want, and were obliged to remain in it more than six

months, actually without covering, just in the state in which we had

come from Ireland, the same happened to others of us who arrived

from other directions, in search of some improvement in their condition,

and of means of returning to Spain. I am even of opinion that the

king was then actually won over by agents of the queen of England,

to give us up to her, and were it not that there arrived certain

Catholic lords and nobles of that kingdom (since therein are many and

great gentlemen) who favoured us, and spoke for us to the king in the

councils which were held over this matter, we would most certainly

have been sold and delivered over to the English. Because in reality

the king of Scotland is a mere nobody, having neither the authority

nor the style (tallo ?) of a king, and he neither takes a step nor eats

a bit, but by the order of the queen (of England), hence have arisen

dissensions amongst the lords, and they have no good will for him,

and wish to have done with him, and have placed in his stead his

Majesty our king, in order that he may re-establish the church of God,

so sadly wrecked here. This did they repeat to us many a time,

almost moved to tears and longing to see the day in which these things

1 See note 18, p. 190. - See note 19. p. 192.
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would be accomplislied, which they hoped in God would be soon. As
I was saying these lords maintained us the whole time we were there,

giving us much in alms and showing us much kindness, while grieving

with great sorrow at the trials we had to endure.

" They begged of us to take patience with the people, and to suffer

patiently that they should call us idolators and bad Christians, and

throw in our faces a thousand heresies ; to bear in mind that anyone

who might venture to controvert with them, they would fall on him and

might kill him, so that it were difficult to live in such a wicked

kingdom and with such a bad king .......
\_Here the paper is hroJcen and illegihle.']

There was sent to the Lord Duke of Parma an express . • .

at all which His Highness was much grieved, as became a pious prince,

and very diligently he sought out the means of remedying our position

• •••• •••• ••«•
to the King, that he should permit us to leave his kingdom free, and

to the Catholic lords and friends, the expression of most gracious

thanks on the part of His Majesty, with his most friendly letters.

There was at that time in Flanders a Scotch merchant who offered

his services, and agreed with His Highness that he would come to

Scotland for us, and would have us embarked on four vessels with the

necessary provisions, and would convey us to Planders, His Highness

to give him 5 ducats for every Spaniard he would convey there. The
agreement was entered into with him on our part, and he put us on

board, without arms, and naked as he found us, and passed us by

certain ports of the Queen of England, by doing which we were

supposed to be insured free transit through all the fleets and by all the

ships of the kingdom. In reality this was false, since they had made

a treaty with the ships of Holland and Zealand, by which it was
stipulated that they would be put to sea and wait for us off the bar of

Dunkirk, and that there we should be all put to the sword to the very

last man. This agreement the Dutch carried out according to instruc-

tions, and remained waiting for us during a month and a-half in the

port of Dunkirk, and there they most certainly would have caught us

had not God been pleased to succour us. It pleased Him, therefore,

that of the four vessels on which we were embarked, two escaped and

were run ashore, where they broke up and went to pieces. So the

enemy, seeing the stratagem to which we had recourse, put us under

a fire of artillery such that we were obliged to throw ourselves into
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sea, where we thought that we had seen our last day. From the

harbour of Dunkirk no assistance by boats could be sent to us, since the

enemy fired hotly on such boats as showed themselves. On the other

hand, the sea was running high, and the wind strong, so that we
found ourselves on the brink of being all lost. jS"otwithstanding all,

we took to swimming, helping ourselves with planks or floating

wreckage. Some soldiers were, however, drowned, as also a Scotch

captain. I reached land in my shirt, and without any other clothing,

and some soldiers of Medina, who were near at hand, came to my
assistance. It was pitiful to see us entering the town, reduced again

to a state of complete nakedness, while under our very eyes 270

Spaniards, who were on board one of the vessels which brought us to

Dunkirk, were being cut to pieces by the Dutch, who spared but three

out of the whole lot. All that they are now paying for, since more

than 400 Dutchmen, who have been taken since then, have been

beheaded. All this I was anxious to write to you. From the city of

Antwerp, 4th of October of the year 1589.

Feancisco de Cuellae.

(^Acaclemia de la ITist., Colec. Salazar, No. 1,Jol. 58.)

^^.
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XI.

ON AX OLD lEISH MS. FOUND IN CO. CLARE.

Br BRIAN O'LOONEY.

[Read June 27, 1S92.]

I BEG to exhibit to the Academy an old manuscript containing, beside

other interesting things, a vahiablc if not unique collection of the ori-

ginal writings of the Rev. Dr. Geoffrey Keating. The manuscript was

recently discovered at a place called Inch, in the parish of Ballyea, about

three miles west of Ennis, in the county of Clare, by a number of

labouring men who were engaged in removing an old foss and clearing

out an old drain. When discovered it was covered with clotted clay,

and supposed, at first, to be a slab or tablet. "^Tien it came into my
hands it certainly bore but little of the appearance of an Irish manu-

script. I succeeded, however, in removing the clotted mud with which

it was covered, and having separated the leaves, and having cleaned off

the scum of muddy cement with which they were covered, the writing

became visible, and I proceeded to examine its nature and contents. I

found it to be a collection of the original writings of the Rev. Dr.

Geoffrey Keating, who was admittedly one of the best Irish writers of

whom we have any knowledge since the disruption of the ancient courts

of Ollamhs and Bardic institutions of Erin, and hence he has been styled

the Irish Herodotus, a title to which his claim has been well sustained

by the variety and quality of his original writings, and by the beauty,

force, and linguistic style of his works—always characterised by a

purely classical tone, and free from taint of bigotry of any shade. The

contents are mainly ecclesiastical, and of that important class with

which Dr. Keating's name has been always identified. It contains a

copy of Keating's "Key to the Shield of the Mass"; his
"
'Jhree

Shafts of Death"; and a series of original discourses on moral and

religious questions, all written in the author's best style, representing

the Irisli language in its purity as written and spoken by educated

natives before the leaven of corruption got infused into the Irish lin-

guistic system. The style is smooth, flowing, chaste, and classical,

and if utilised as a medium of instruction it would be found most

useful.
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It was written a.d. 1709, and possibly from Kcating's original, by

Andrew !ilac Curtin, one of the best Irish writers in succession to Dr.

Keating himself of whom we have any knowledge. He was a native

of West Clare, and Ollamli and historian to the O'Briens of Tliomond,

and author of a history of the Dalcassians and their country, known as

Mac Curtin's "Book of Miinster." There can be no doubt as to the

identity of the author and transcriber, as their names are distinctly

set down in Mac Curtin's original and well-known hand in several

places in the manuscript, and notably at pages 203 and 206, and again

at page 248. The present exhibit is but a fragment of what appears

to have been originally a very large manuscript. It contains 267

written folio pages, and the contents are as follows :
—

1- 6oc.M]i ^-ciAC ^n d.iciq\inii.
—"Key to the Shield of the

Mass."—The first nine chapters of Kcating's Treatise on the

Mass, which terminates abruptly with page 40
;
after which

there is a chasm.

2. U|\i biop ^.Noice ._Mi his^y.—"Three \Younding Shafts of

Death."—This piece is defective at commencement, wantins

the title and about forty linos of the introduction, which

must have disappeared with the missing folios above-men-

tioned. After this, however, the greater part of the text

remains intact, and continues complete to the end. It ends

on page 203, where the writer gives what the ancient sages

regarded as the three essentials of the work, namely, the per-

son, place, and time of the writing. The person or writer was
Andrew Mae Curtin ; the place of it was Dun Ogain, in the

county of Clare ; and the time of the writing was a.d. 1709.

And the following memorandum is added :
—" Scriptus p

Andream Curtin de Dunogane in Comitatu Clare Anno De-

mine II. D. ccix."

3. Ag |-o ionio.5.sllni^ mi ovtinuv ^gu]' mi cuip)D le ceiLc ^p
nc^ cup Mi-e^5^>H tei]- An ii j'0.\]\ ce^iJtiA ni4^p ^nca c>.\\

t)occui]\ ol]^6e.^pc CAjnAnJe .i. SeAC)Mnn Keicmg.

—

" Here follows the dialogue of the soul and the body with each

other, written by the noble and erudite author, namely, the

illustrious and eminently learned Dr. Geoffrey Keating."

There arc many pieces in prose and verse purporting to treat

on this subject, but 1 am not aware that there is any other

ropy of this Treatise in any of the manuscript rnllfctious iu

this country.
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4. "Ad majorem Dei gloriam."—A series of pieces on tlie glorifica-

tion of God, and treating of the various forms of punishment
reserved for the various kinds of sin. It commences with a

Latin prologue or dedication, and is followed by a preface

specially addressed to the reader as follows :

—

5. CutTi An Le^^copAv. A5 -po *oion'b|ioltxi.c riA li-oibiie yo
•oocuiTi ^toijAe "oe.

—"To the reader. Here follows the

Introduction to this work, dedicated to the glory of God."

6. A5 -po "00 c]Ai conn -Mb '01bp•eA|A5Ac-^ -oe—-^ii zxiy "oon

coinn 005^*6.—" Here follows a Treatise on the three

Waves of the Wrath of God—firstly of the Wave of War."

7. U]ii conn/s •oili)|:ei|A5e 'oe—X)on comn pt^^A..—"Of the

three Waves of the Wrath of God—thus of the Plague

Wave."

8. T)on gojicA A^nn-po ^.5/^^ tDon A'DbApi o' C-U15.— *' Of the

famine plague here, and of the causes whence it comes."

The margins of two pages of this treatise have been injured

by damp, and the texts on margin of p. 243 and p. 244 are

illegible. It is otherwise complete to the end, and concludes

on p. 248, where the transcriber adds the following note :

—

Ain'otAiA'p TDac C]AtJicin "00 ^^^piob An leAbAiA -po \\o-

rriAin A^u-p y^\\^m ope a '6ia corriACCAi^ cpocAipe X)0

•oeAnAiTi opin -pA "oeoi^ •^S^ip ^UToim An teA^coi]!

eA^nAi'oe a n-Ainm 1opA cpipc "oo 'oeAnA'o eA'OAp-

5iii"6e Ap m'AnAtn cum An ACAp popAi'oe. A^vip tiiA

UA ein ni cmbenne An Ap p^^Aiobup cpem Aineotup

^AbAiin CGA'o An tei^ceopA a^atti A^tip ineA-pA'o

^upAb me ip cionncAc A^up hac iax) nA b-u^'OAip

"oeAppcnAiue x)o cup a n-OA^Ap nA teAbpAibp.

—

*

' Andrew Mac Curtin that wrote this book before us, and I

beseech thee ! potent God to have mercy on me at

the end and I implore the learned reader in the name of

Jesus Christ to make a prayer of intercession for my soul

to the Eternal Father. And if there is anything censurable in

what I have written through my ignorance I pray the reader

to excuse me and let him know that the blame is to me and

not to the beamed authors who compiled and wrote these

books."
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A^'^uy is]\ An c-colMiin ^.^uf x^-|\ ^n n^inToe^tiAf "oon

.QyiiT^_
—"Here follows a short treatise upon the devil,

upon the world, and upon the body, and upon their hostility

to the human being." A moral discourse on the temptations

of the world, the flesh, and the devil, and the evils to which

they subject the soul. Then follows a number of short reli-

gious poems and pieces, whose titles follow here :

—

10. A coUn "oonriA qAOi-o^ c^lApAC.— '' miserable perverse

obdurate body." A poem of four quatrains on the sinful

pursuits of human pleasure.

11. 1^- f^o^^lcA pn A. 'pA.05A.1l.—" That is worldly, world."

A poem of twenty-eight quatrains on the ways and tempta-

tions of the world.

12. SciA.cltiipeA.c mtii|Ae.—" The Corselet of Mary." A poem of

eighteen quatrains on the beauties and attributes of Mary,

Mother of God.

13. eocA.i'oe o Iveo^UfA. ceceniu.—'^Eochaidhe O'Heogus cece-

nit." A poem of forty-eight quatrains on the position of

the Roman Catholic Church, in regard of the important

questions under consideration, at the time referred to, circa

1630. The author of this poem was a writer of great merit,

and OUamh to the Maguires of Fermanagh from 1593 to

1630.

14. A Feagment.—Thirteen quatrains of a poem on the Blessed

Trinity. The title and first line are missing.

15. A Feagment.—Ten quatrains on the torments of hell. Title

and first line are obscure.

16. A Feagment.—A prose tract on the snares and temptations of

the world, the flesh, and the devil. The title and a few

lines are partly missing and obscure.

17. Amu ce^vcsczcsc clAnn A.-6A.itn.—" Though sad to-day the

children of Adam." A fragment of a poem—thirty-five

lines—on the attributes of the Mother of God, by the cele-

brated Tadg Mac Daire Mac Brody, who flourished a.d. 1 600-

1650. This poem is not mentioned by O'Eeilly, and I do not

know of any other copy of it.
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18. A Feagment.—Thirteen quatrains in praise of Mary, Mother of

God. Title and first line are obscure, this portion of the
manuscript having suffered from damp.

19. rriAcg^mAin olii^in cecemu.—"Matthew O'Higgins sang."

A fragment of thirty quatrains of a poem on the Life and
Passion of Our Lord.

20. ftn^ioll be^niixscc bjui mtii]\e.
— *' A casket of blessings is

Mary's womb." A fragment, of twenty-two quatrains, of a
poem on the gifts and graces of Mary, Mother of God, by
Donochadh Mor O'Daly, Abbot of Boyle, whose death is

recorded by the Four Masters at a.d. 1244.
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XII.

NOTES OX LITHOTHAMiS-ION MET WITH IN DEEP CUT-
TINGS AT THE MOUTH OF THE RIVER LIEFEY.
By J". P. O'REILLT, C.E., Professor of Mining and Mineralogy,

Royal College of Science, Dublin.

[Bead AprH 24, 1893.]

During the course of the years 1871-72, the deepening of the extremity

of the south quay-wall was being carried out under the direction of

Dr. Stoney, C.E., and by the contractor, Mr. W. J. Doherty, C.E., and

foundations were being sought at a depth of 24 feet 6 inches below the

Datum-line of the Port of Dublin. Passing by the works on the 5th

August, 1871, I saw on the quay what appeared to be a heap of shelly

a

d

f

a, Line of o Datum of port, b. Drift, c, Blue clay, d, Bed of hazel-nuts,
leaves, and vegetable remains without shells, e, Speckled clay, with roots and
trunks of trees, f, Bed of shells, g, Gravel.

sand, so relatively clean that the forms of the shells could be dis-

tinctly recognized at once, but presenting the peculiarity that the
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shells appeared to be, in general, coated with a singular growth

which I could not account for at the time ; I therefore took some

(and, unfortunately, only some) samples of those shells, along with

which occurred nodular concretions, seemingly inorganic growths, but

with which I was not familiar. Of these I also took some samples,

and, chancing to meet Mr. Doherty, he very kindly gave me some

data as to the conditions under which these peculiar shells were

found. These data I noted at the time, and herewith reproduce in

the accompanying sketch.

The shells were found at about 2 feet from the bottom of the

excavation (caisson), and, consequently, about 22 feet 6 inches below

the low-water mark of the river (/in fig.). They rested on a bed

of speckled clay, having roots and trunks of trees ; this bed rested on

the gravel which formed the lowest stratum of the caisson. Abore

the shells was a bed of blue clay of 3 feet 10 inches to 4 feet 10 inches

thick ; then over that some speckled clay with hazel-nuts, leaves, and

vegetable remains imbedded in blue clay, but -without shells ; and then

above this the washed drift, so characteristic of the bottom of the

Liffey. The specimens taken were put aside for further examination
;

but other lines of work caused them to be neglected until the photo-

graphic plates accompanying Mr. Foslie's article on Arctic Algae in the

Year Dook of the Tromsu Museum for 1891 called my attention to them

anew. I had then no doubt but that they represented some form of

coralline alga, but, not being a botanist, I thought it best to send

some of my specimens to Mr. Foslie, with the request that he would

be good enough to inform me if they were really Lithothamnion, and,

if so, to kintUy indicate the species. From him I received the following

letter :—

" Trondhjem, Srd Bfcemher, 1892.

" De.ir Sir,—The specimens I got from you yesterday belong to Lithothamnion,

but it is probably impossible to detenuine the species v. ith certainty. The two

specimens are very much like Lifh. po/i/worp/ifon (L.) Aresch (= Mflobcsia poly-

murpha, Ilarv. Phyc. Brit.) ; the third one may, perhaps, belong to Lith. fascicii-

lation (= Mdolesia fasciculata, Phyc. Brit.); but 1 am not sure, especially of the

latter. I return them to-day.

'' Believe me, yours truly,

" M. FosiiE."

The above species arc still to be found living in the Bay of

Dublin, but apparcntlv not any longer in the mouth of the Kiver

Liffey.
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XIII.

ON SOUTH-COPTIC TEXTS : No. II.—A CRITICISM ON
M. BOURIANT'S "ELOGES DU MARTYR VICTOR, FILS

DE ROMANUS." Br ROBERT ATKINSON, LL.D.

[Read November 13, 1893.]

I HAVE already had occasion, iu a paper read before the Royal Irish

Academy, May 8, 1893 i^mitea p. 1), to exliibit the very unsatisfactory

treatment of South Coptic by an Italian scholar. But the deficiencies

of knowledge which were patent in the case of Prof. Rossi's publication,

are to be found in other editors of this neglected language.

There is now going through the press in Paris a splendid-looking

series of folio volumes, under the auspices of the Ministere de VInstruc-

tion Publique et des Beaux Arts, and entitled, MifejioiEES publics par

LEs Membees de la Mission Arch^ologique Fran^aise au C.aike,

which contains an edition of a South-Coptic text, not less prolific of

discontent than some of Prof. Rossi's worst work.

These French Memoires are published sorts la direction de 21.

TJ. Bouriant; and it is just M. Bouriant's work that I propose here to

criticise.

Broadly I may say that much of M. Bouriant's version is the product

of the methods of hieroglyphic divination so much in vogue. But these

times of ignorance have been too long winked at : the eTraotSoi tuiv

AiyvTTTiuiv must put away their t^ap/xoKias, and the iyyaa-TpLjxvOoL give

up their incantations ; the Egyptian ctko'tos yi'd^os must be lifted, and

the light of reason take the place of unauthorized speculation.

The texts I propose to examine are two Eloges du Martyr Victor,

contained in pp. 147-265 of the Second Fascicule of vol. viii. ; less

than one hundred and twenty pages of about sixteen lines each, some-

what under two thousand lines, so that it is not a very extensive

material out of -which has been gathered tliis collection of curiosities

of translation.

K.T.A. I'KOC, SKK. III., VOL. III. K
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Before descending to the small details of which a review of thi&

kind must largely consist, I propose to give here several examples of

the results attained by the method followed by M. Bouriant, some of

the results being not less interesting considered as translations, from a

language so finely organized as is Coptic, than the examples of transla-

tion furnished by the publication treated of in my previous paper.

The method to which these perversions owe their origin may be

described briefly as consisting in

—

{a) Insufficient knowledge of the perfectly definite system of

Coptic grammar.

{h) Very limited acquaintance with Coptic idiom.

{c) Want of familiarity with the Bible.

Editions of Coptic text are not to be lightly undertaken in any case,

but under the conditions of the above method, the results cannot fail

to be disastrous.

1 . I doubt whether the exemplification of the expression traduttore

traditore has ever been more plainly brought to view than in the

following passage [209, i] :

—

anok de praii liijoi je tike ebol nwkwi, tihes

mparan ethn tephyllake^ ebol je netnimau men
secine mysolf nneuereu, auo w nrome mmau
ere pna nhetf usafpot epesteko ufcine mpeusine

uftiuau iihuag^ape^ auok de juntai laau nsolsl

iisa laau nsa.

Pour moi, c^est 7noti nom meme qui est cause que Von me delaisse et qui

me vaut les peines que m'infligent mes gardiens ; car ceux-ci y trouvent

matiere a benefice pour Vun et pour Vautre; tout homme assez rempli de

misericorde pour se rendre a la prison satisfait a leur demande et lenr

donne quelque cadeau, mais pour moije n'ai de consolation d^aucun cote.

In this we may note the following points

:

{a) my name is the cause of my being abandoned
;

(h) my guards inflict pains on me on account of my name
;

{c) they find gain therein
;

(d) pour Vun et pour Vautre (to whatever these words may refer)
;

{e) they also get presents from pitying visitors.
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I do not think that I am doing injustice to his translation in

holding that those are Five Points in the passage.

And every one of them is wrong !

{a) anok de pran hijoi je tike ehol nwkwi [209, i], "as
for me, the name is upon me that I am forgiven a little ",

(5) tihes mpara nethn tephyllake, ''I am tortured 7nore

than those -who are in prison" ; where he has absolutely edited mparan,
as if it were a combination with pa -ran, 'my name', though it is

mTrapa [!]. How he proposes to analyse tihes, 6\t^ofxai, with

following ethn &c., I cannot imagine.

(<?), (d), ebolje netmmau men secine mpsolf nneuereu,
"because they [= the prisoners] indeed get the consolation of each

other ". I do not know how he proposed to deal with his mpsolf;
the logic seems to demand mpsolsl, ' consolation '.

(e) safpot epesteko nf cine mpeusine &c., " goes to the prison

to visit them and gives them [the prisoners] presents ", " whereas, he
continues, I have no consolation from any quarter".

The drift of the passage thus becomes :

" I have the name of being pardoned, but really I suffer more than
those who are kept in prison

;
for they get mutual consolation and the

gifts of pitying visitors, whereas I have no consolation from any side ".

I do not think that anything could be worse than his treatment of

the second point : (c^est mon nom) qui me vmit les peines que m^infligent

mes gardiens. This is very bad indeed from a grammatical point of

view, but the inexplicable element in the matter to me is how the

logic of the paragraph seems to have been hidden from him.

2. There is a very significant specimen of editing, at [224, 12],

ni Vor, ni Vargent ne servent de rien pour preserver Vhomme de la mort.

That is pure guess-work, for his text gives

mii nwb \%'de hat there is not gold nor silver

nas nhe in what way

mprunie •
( ) the man

ebol hS tanag^ke mymw from the necessity of death.

His phrase de rien is the equivalent for the words of Ms text nas
She, ^ in what manner', in very much the same way as on [215, 8"'

einaswong nas nhe, ^liow shall I recognize thee', which he has

rendered, je ri'en sais rien. Further, where is the verb pour preserver,

E 2
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in the text? As he has edited it, the passage is absolutely without

meanini? of any kind ! I will emend it

:

Not, lias u-he niprome

but, na-s-nehm prome.

i.e. notn-as, "inwhat", n-he, 'of manner', but n a, ''will", s, "be
able", nehm, "to save". And so the words assume grammatical form

and logical coherence : mn nwb &c. then being the subject of the

clause, which means, shall not he able to save man.

3. Fancy a pagan king addressing a young Christian martyr as

follows [174, 5] :

Quel Dieu veux-tu quefadore ? Est-ce que le Dieu que nous adorons

tous les jours n''a pas souffert ? Ne nous a-t-il pas reellement recom-

mande d''adorer des dieux nouveaux ? Sache hie7i ceci, c'est que Notre-

Seigneur Jesus- Christ a He, est et sera eternellement ; c'est pourquoi ne

me dis plus qu'un homme ne peut avoir plusieurs dieux, car si Vun d^eux

passe a VHranger, les autres veillent a sa place.

I commend that clause to M. Bouriant's serious consideration, and

cannot help feeling that a strong temptation to sleepiness must have

overcome him at tliis particular ' psychological moment ' !

(«) The first clause is wrong :

me Sta piiwte (ynTj) has the God

ensmse naf mmene whom we serve daily

hise become wearied ?

It is the old blunder of equating fxr} with ne-pas [see Ko. 36] ; and

the error of rendering hise here wrongly.

(h) The second clause is wrong :

e ntafosk tonw or has he become worn out utterly,

je enna^ost that we should worship

nhnnwte nbrre new gods ?

The editor has elaborated a new meaning out of the root osk, which

he renders ' to recommend '; so that it will not be amiss to equate this

word with the Greek of the LXX ; cf

.

South C. North C.

Ps. xlviii. 15, . TTakaLtaOrja-erai, . na-6sk, . es-er-apas.

Ps. vi. 7, . . . iTraXaLwOrjv, . ai-6sk, . ai-er-apas.

Of course there are other words to render TraAatow, such as hite,

r-plce &c., but there can be no doubt of the use of osk, cf. Levit.

xiii. 10, wsobh efnaosk pe hm psaar mpefsoma, AeVpa TraXaiovixevrj

icTTLV iv tCj hepfxaTL tov ^puiToS'
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{c) And the third clause is wrong ; for quite apart from the

absurdity of a pagan king talking of ' Our Lord', and quoting Hebr.

xiii. 8, (which obviously must have come from the young martyr,

in a portion of the colloquy omitted from this text), what could be

more illogical than for him to say :
" therefore don't tell me any more

that a man cannot have several gods &c." ? And what has become of

the grammar?

mprjo eroi an je ne me dis plus, que &c. •

It is an impossible text, to which there are three fatal objections

:

how could mpf have an after it? or how could jo be without its

object, or how could it govern the directive eroi? And the transla-

tion following, quhm homme ne peut avoir plusieurs dieux, is absolutely

out of place, for the words form a ' nominativus pendens', {as to the

case of a man) who has mamj gods &c. Eut, as it stands, the discus-

sion is unintelligible, because the rejoinder of the martyr has been

omitted.

4. And even when he has the original Greek before him, he is

not able to resist the temptation to go astray, by shutting his eyes to

the LXX after the first cursory glance ! How else can we com-

prehend a version like the following :

—

'Fai passe [altered in the Corrig. into je passe~\ sur la terre comme

tons mes peres. A moi qui suis jeune, il dit : je me siiis repose avant

d'' avoir marche, et n^ai point acheve mon passage.

The interjected clause which he renders, " a moi qui suis jeune, il

dit", is [176, 6] fos nai nwkwi, which he has thus translated :

nai a. moi

nwkwi qui suis jeune

f-us. il dit.

Absolutely so !

!

He knows the quotation, that it is from Ps. xxxviii. 14, and he

therefore was not sufficiently skilled in the Coptic vocabulary to

realize that the words were simply

fos nai uwkwi^ " spare me a little",

with the not uncommon change of/and J, cf. bos. Job vii. 19.

5. And the two clauses following are both wrong :

—

{a) je eiemton mmoi hathe mpatibok, a literal rendering

of tva dvaij/vio} irpo tov /xe aireXdeiv.

(5) tatmsaat esope, ' that I may cease to be ',

Koi ovK€TL fxr) virdp^ui.
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6. The next lines continue the misconceptions : Vhomme marche

dans uu ensemUe dHmages sans savoir qui les a rassemhUes.

Why, such aversion makes ef-s6wh ehwn a participle agreeing

with hikon, and makes nnim the grammatical suljectl

prome moose hn whikon man walks in an e'lKwv,

efsowh ehwn gathering up [riches]

eufsown an je while not knowing

efsowli uiniow nnim. for whom he is gathering them.

A literal version of the LXX iv gIkovl StaTropcveTat av^pwTro?
,

OrjcravpL^ci kol ov ytvwo"Ket tlvl avva.^€L avrd, Ps. xxxviii. 7, which he

quotes as the reference.

7. And then, still with the quotation he/ore him, he goes on,

incomprehensibly, as follows

:

Seigneur, enseigne-moi ma fin . . ., car je sais ce qui me manque

et je mettrai un frein a ma louche pour que ma langue ne peche pas.

Car void que tu Vas faite coupahle de mes crimes, et ma force est comme

la force de ceux qui sord devant toi.

It is certainly not, car je sais, but afin que je sache, as he gives in

the Corrigenda, so that his attention must have been called to this

very passage. He further corrects: et ne pecherai pas par ma langue;

and he also emends : ma force oi'est rien devant toi. But, the middle

clause was a problem he could not solve. The words are aktre

nahow eras, which cannot mean anything but *'thou hast made

my days to become old ". And what is his version ? Evidently thus :

ak-tre thou hast made

na-liovir my crimes

eras upon it [my tongue] [!]

Fancy a Greek scholar supposing that yA.cocro-a was of the masculine

gender! As if eras could have represented the masculine word

p-las, * the tongue' ; and this quite apart from the utter impossibility

of such a construction as ak -tre . . . eras, or of na- how meaning
' my crimes' ! Tu Vas faite coupahle de mes crimes [!]

8. The Greek words are often a difficulty to M. Bouriant, who
quotes St. Paul as saying : Les Mens des villes dUci-las cesseront d^etre,

mais nous soinmes citoyens du del par le Christ. This he declares to

be from Ephes. ii. 19, which is curious and noteworthy! But let us

examine his text [184, 3] :

(a) mn tanpolis mpeima esnaco,

les hiens des villes d^ici-has cesseront d'etre [!!]
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It almost takes one breath away : how could mn be followed by

esnaco? how could tanpolis mean 'les biens des villes'? how

could ta mean anything at all?

It is all wrong, and should be mntan polls, ^^ we have not here a

city which will last", " continuing city ", for the quotation was from

Hebr. xiii. 14, fxivovaav ttoXlv 1

{h) And the second clause was another quotation, nous sommes

citoyetis du del par le Christ, alia ere penpoliteuma hn mpeue
hatm peXS. Surely the word 7roAtT€i;/xa is not so very common a

word in the IS'ew Testament as to have made it difficult to discover

that this also was a quotation, Philipp. iii. 20 yjjXLv yap to 7roXtT€v/xa

iv ovpavoLs vTrapx^i, with an added " alo7ig ivith Christ", hatm peXS.
{c) And the subsequent words are also quotation, viz. Hebr. xi. 10,

which is ignored by the Editor, who also renders. Us ne regardent que

la ville qui a des fondations telles que doit en avoir une ville dont

Varchitecte et le createur est Dieu, but the Coptic is a literal rendering

of the words t>)v Tov<i ^e/xeXt'or? l^ovcrav ttoXiv, tpolis ete wnts

snte mmau ; there is no telles que doit avoir.

And in the end of the paragraph, [184, 12], the Editor once more

goes wrong, rendering : fai dit que ceux qui avaient ete Sieves dans la

richesse supportaient plus penihlement les soxiffrances du monacat on die

martyre que ceux qui avaietit ete eleves dans la pauvrete, a moi^is qti'ils

n'eusseyit le cceur dur comyne une pierre. But why should martyrs

have hearts as hard as stone ? That is certainly not the idea of the

Coptic: eimete nsetajro mpeuhet nthe nwpetra, ''unless

they strengthen their heart like a rock".

It is Trerpa, not Trerpos !

9. And again, consider his treatment of [186, 2], mpefka pnwte
naf nboethos, rendered, Dieu lui a retire sa protection/ Here we

have

—

(a) pnwte, the subject after the verb without its introductory

[the " de?iotative^\ as I call it] nci
;

(h) the proclitic form ka without an immediately following object

;

(c) the connexive n (before boethos) after ka
;

{d) boethos made an abstract noun = 'protection';

{e) ka rendered ' to take away'

;

(/) naf , after ka , rendered ' to take away /row him'.

There are six distinct unmistakable fundamental errors in this version,

containing six French words !

The words mean : "he did not put God to himself as a helper",

^' he hath not made God his helper ".
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10. And here is another example of want of skill; this time

perhaps because M. Bouriant has not sufScient philological training

to realize what the dialectal peculiarities of his own text are !

The passage occurs at [194, ii] wdikaios pe pjoeis efsoot

inpmokh nnrefrnobe, rendered, le Seigneur est juste^ lui qui punit

Usfantes des pecheurs.

And since when, or in what dialect, does

{a) mokh mean/«2^^^s?

or
(J))

soot mean punishes?

The word mokh is dialectal for makh, ' the neck ', and soot is

of course ' to cut off ', Kvptos St'Katos a-vveKoxj/ev av)(^€vas dfxapTcaXiJov,

Ps. cxxviii. 4.

1 1

.

Immediately after the above sentence, he resumes with the

words, mais n^insistons pas et retournons aux autres combats et a ce saint.

Here the phrase mais nHnsistons pas is quite incorrect ; the words are

[194, 1 1],

eita je nnenjoore ebol mpsaje.

M. Bouriant thought of jo ore, 'strong', so he translated

nHnsistons pas ; and as it seems a difficulty to other Able Editors,

it will not be out of place to exemplify the proper meaning of the

word when followed by ehol.

It means ' to scatter, to confound
'

; thus Gen. xi. 9, ' they

called its name ' p-j66re ebol, avyxva-iv. It is regularly used for

StacTKopTTt^co, StacTKeSa^w &c., cf. Ps. xxi. 40; xxxii. 20; Ixxii. 2;

Ixxxviii. 11; Eccl. xii. 5; Job xvi. 12; Jerm. xiii. 24; John x.

12, 52 ; &c. Of this meaning he has no notion, for he renders

hua-KopTTLcrev ocrra of Ps. lii. 6, of which the Coptic [204, 12] is

pjoeis na joore ebol iinkees, by le Seigneur brisera les os[!]

Therefore the above passage meant, "that we may not scatter, put

into confusion, tlie matter".

12. The very next words are wrongly rendered : Commengons a

nous oi^idre et a parfumer nos cmurs de son parfum. These words have

a sort of ' Song of Songs ' ring about them, though perhaps the

repetition of the word is weak; ^perfume our hearts yvit\i perfume \
is not a good rhetorical phrase, even if it advocated an intelligible

process ! But may be it might become intelligible after we had ' hegun

to anoint ourselves\ There is no mention of any such 'anointing

of ourselves' in the Coptic text, which says simply [194, 13],

etrenkim epsocn, tare penhet wnof hm pefstinwbe, i.e.
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'' to let us stir the imguent that our heart may rejoice in its sweet

scent " ; which transhition, if it have less of Solomon's rhapsodic

resonance, at least may claim the merit of doing no injustice to the

Copt's common sense in the employment of a metaphor.

13. And the next sentence is not right either, ta table . . . .

est couverte de mets excelletits, qui different les ims des autres si lien que

cJiacun d^eux se trouve au gout de quelqu\m. The Copt has not said, in

the last clause, that " each one of these ' mets ' is according to the taste

of somehody", for the words, [194, y] wet ttipe mpwa mpwa
mmow, only mean, " different is the taste of each individual [food] of

them"; and the relation of the earlier clauses is not stated, nanw
(which should have heen nanww) nescinwom, " good its edibles,

because they differed from each other". The argument was not that

each one could find something suited to his taste, but that each course

was so varied in taste that nobody could get full ! Hence, he adds,

aussi aujourd^hui ne pouvons-nous nous rassasier &c.

14. At [196, i], 'eh quoi, celui-ld aussi mefera subirplus de tourments

encore que mon corps {ii'en a sup)p)ortesy ! That was not quite the drift

:

his text stands thus, afmeeue nteihe, je wara petere peikewa
naentf ejoi nhwo enethm pasoma, but it is clear from his wara,

*&nd the parenthesis, that he had no notion of the construction. It

should be: w apa petere &c., i.e. "what then is that which this

man also will inflict on me greater than those which are in my body ?
"

That, of course, is but a small matter ; but on it the writer is

supposed to remark in the following lines, JSfe sais-tu pas qu^il suffit de

faire passer Vor xme ou deux fois par le feu? AVhy, that is just what

the writer did wo^ say ! He says, mere wsop nwot rose epnwb
etreupastf, e snau, "a single time does not suffice to refine gold,

nor twice, but they refine it many times ".

15. AndM. Bouriant continues, suivant ce qu'a dit le sage Salomon,

^ qu^ 071 le frappe suivant sa valeur afn qu^il soit tout a fait purif('\

Wise or not, Solomon did not say so ! But the text is a nest of

blunders

:

rehtw qiCon le frappe

ha suivant

tef-sotp sa valeur.

Here evert word is whong.

Correct rehtw ha tefsotp
into reht w-hat ef-sotp

i.e. "beat [even] a piece of chosen silver !

"
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And the next sentence is wrong : la vigne elle-meme^ si on la

plante dans un terrain vierge, se contentera d'un simple labour comme les

autres graines. *No !
" Again, as to the vineyard, if they sow [plant

trees in] it in new ground, to get it ploughed one single time does not

suffice as in the case of other seeds", pnianeloole de on, eusanjof
hn wkah nbrre, mere wsop nwot rose etreuskai mmof
nthe mpkeseepe ncrooc.

16. His version of [206, i] is little short of astounding, suivant la

parole de Paul : ' ime parole dite avec le cceur vaut mieux que dix mille

autres paroles dites avec la langue\ This he has corrected into the real

quotation, faime mieux cinq paroles, OlXni irivre Xoyov? ; but what a

disclosure of want of grammatical skill to edit as he did originally

:

tiwes ti wnsaje ! ! For indeed the correction was the result of the

discovery of the source of the quotation, as is shown by his helpless-

ness in the matter of a subsequent quotation, at [206, 4], le Seigneur a

dit aussi: ' mieux vaut parler avec le cceur qu' avec la louche'' [!], where
the Coptic has, ebolhm pehwo mphet esare ttapro saje, "out
of the abundance of the heart the mouth is wont to speak ".

17. And what judgment is to be passed on this passage?

JEt si tu as jamais He d la guerre, tu sais que si le peuple ne remporte

pas la victoire, le roi n''en est pas capable lui-meme.

iN"© doubt a good sentiment, but the logic ?

Why, the writer had just been talking of the vicarious punish-

ment inflicted on David through the sufferings of his people ! And
the words mean, "unless the people be overthrotvn, one cannot pre-

vail against the king", for the Coptic has, [215, i], eimetei nte
plaos cotp meuscmcom eprro.

Eut M. Bouriant has not fathomed the abyss in which is contained

the doctrine of the passive !

18. And his handling of the vocabulary shows how utterly at

the mercy of the winds of hazard he is at times when the word is not

absolutely commonplace. Here is a text, [215, 7], mpekswont 6

Biktor pahmhal eto nhot, "hast thou not recognized me,

Victor, my faithful servant?" And how does M. Bouriant render

this simple sentence ?

sais-tu, Victor, mon serviteur, qui est en face de toi ?

Here, instead of the adjective nhot, et-nhot, 'faithful', he has

made a clause, qui est en face de toi.
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That is :—

{a) he has made o, the copula verb, a verh of existence
;

(b) he has ignored its following connexive of the predication
;

or, he has transformed ho into an adj.
;

{c) he has made ho, 'face', a noun that ca7i take a suffix pronoun
;

{d) and he has made a suff. pron. 2 sg. masc. out of the appended

(ho)-t. (!)

n-ho-t^ en face de toi. [!!]

19. And it needs no great familiarity with the Coptic language

to see that his text and his translation are alike wrong, at [227, 13] :

uekbasaiios tes supplices,

nai etjer uhwo trop aigiis

eukot pour etre supportes

nnacolte par mes reins.

Certainly no form of grammatical analysis will supply that meaning;

and no dictionary will lend any aid to it, either ! There is nothing

about ' supporting \ and nothing about 'loins''] absolutely nothing.

The words mean :
" sharpened more than the wheels of carts ", iihwo

e-n-kot nn-acolte.

Perhaps I can make it clearer by an example, of. Isai. xxviii. 27

(Maspero) auo pkot an ntacolte pe safkote hijm ptapn, ct'Se

Tpo)(o<s a.ixd^7]<; TrepLci^ei irrl to kv/jllvov. And if this is not sufficient, the

study of Isai. xli. 15 will probably remove all doubt : ws rpoxov^
ajxa^yi^ . . . ttp lo-tt] p oe l8 els, ^ saiv-like wh.eels\

He imagined the last word to be na-cloote ' my loins '

!

20. The following is a good example of the necessary confusion

which arises when the Editor of Coptic texts is not tolerably saturated

with Biblical knowledge. This Coptic language, in the form in

which it has come down to us, is so permeated with the Eible, that

it is foolish to attempt the publication of a Coptic text without

having acquired this requisite familiarity. At every turn we meet

phrases which can only be understood by their ' situs ' being remem-

bered.

Thus, when it is told how the count summoned the young virgin

and asked her name, the answer she gave is utterly emptied of

meaning by the trivial version M. Bouriant has provided : elk lui (lit

:

' Pourquoi demandes-tic mon 7iom ? Cela m^etonne\ But the words are

[232, 13], etbe w ksine nsa paran pai wspere pe, where the last

words most assuredly were not intended by the writer to be thinned
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off and colloquialized into cela m'etonne ! The words are a reference

to Gen. xxxii. 29pai ete w sperepe: the girl was going to explain the

mystical meaning of her name Stephanw, so the writer's mind at once

reverted to the well-known incident of Jacob, in the passage referred

to, from which the Coptic words here used are directly taken.

21. Here is a nice moral to put into the mouth of a young martyr

sermonizing his pagan father!

—

Si TJrie avail ohei d David qui etait

son roi pourtant et voulait le renvoyer d, sa propre maison, le peche de

David eut He cache et Dieu ri'eut pas^ par vengeance, verse le sang

d^ Urie. One would have to get rid of a great many habits of

morals and memory before one could gulp down such a morsel as

this presented by M. Boiiriant, that God shed the blood of Uriah in

vengeance for the latter's not having consented to &c. ! But the

Coptic text has not said so; the last clause is [159, x] nere pjoeis
najikba an pe mpesnof nhwrias, i.e. 'God would not have

avenged the blood of Uriah'.

22. Particularly disagreeable are the minor blunders, because it is

just these small details of grammatical structure which give point and

definiteness to the language : the prepositions, the regents, the relative

particles, are the essential ligatures without which the skeleton is

liable to tumble down into a mere heap of bones.

Cf. the following passage [189, 3] :

—

6 pathet insense

aktT ma iiiinai teiiw qui me donnes Voccasion

etraisaje niuinak de retorquer tafolie.

kata nintathet.

Well, ti means 'to give', and ma means 'place', so that do7mes

roccasion seems to result ; but, it would not govern mmai

!

Here it is the ignorance of the case governed by the verb ti which

has brought about the absurdity. It was not ti ma at all; but tlie

Greek root ri/xav used according to Coptic usage, ak-tima mmai [for

mmoi], "thou hast honoured me to let me speak with thee". The
point was that Victor was about to snub the governor, who had been

his military subordinate, for daring to speak to him in such hauglity

language; adding, a propos de quoi es-tu devenu aussi orgueilleux?

It is just the opposite of 190, 4, mpe paeiot Kara^tov nimok
holes esaje niumak.

23. Here is a passage which certainly deserved a little more conside-

ration from an Editor ! The martyr in his aTvoXoyia for disobeying his

father's order tells of Abraham, how his disobedience to his father was
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not punished, seeing that God ordered him to leave his father and to

cease worshipping his father's idols. That is the context : here is the

continuation as given by M. Bouriant

:

Cela veut dire : quitte les habitudes mauvaises de tes peres, ahandonne

les {doles quails reverent et suis-7noi, car j'e sicis le Dieu veritable, et ne

sois point un sectateur d'idoles comme les autres. Dojic pour celui qui est

mort, adieu ses dignites ; car Dieu ne lui dira point : Sors de la maison

de ton pere, mais Dieu examinera le cceur de chacim . . . c'est Vdme

pecheresse qui mourra.

Xow, I call attention to the central clause :

Bone pour celui qui est mort, adieu ses dignites.

What sense has it, or was it supposed to have ? The logic of the

passage is obviously this, that thoagh a disobedient son was no doubt

to be put to death, yet if the son disobeyed his fatlier on a principle

of higher obedience, obedience to the law forbidding idol-worship,

then the son was not amenable to the ]Hinishment for such disobedience

;

the father suffered for his own sin, but the son did not die for it. And

the Coptic text of the central clause expressed that idea [200, 3] :

ara pai iitafmw did he then die,

pbol mpefbathmos outside of bis ^dOfxos ?

continuing, ' assuredly God would not have said to him, come

out &c.' But how did M. Bouriant even imagine, adieu ses dignites ?

The phrase, pbol m, 'outside of, is a common equivalent for e^o),

t^iiiOev. cf. Exod. xxvi. 35 ; Lev. viii. 17.

24. Or again, where is the logic to be found in the following ?

Je suis venu pour Jeter le feu sur la terre ^^c. . . . void ce quhl veut

dire : Je suis venu pour repandre le feu de Vi^itelligence sur les gentils et

sur tons ceux qui adorent la creature plutot que le Createur . . . etje

donnerai un signe a ceux qui me craignent ... Je ferai tomber sur les

pecheurs . . . U7ie pluie de feu et de soufre Sfc.

So then, it would seem that in order to spread the fire of i^^tel-

LiGENCE over the Gentiles, the suitable way is to rain flaming sulphur

down on them

!

And what said the Coptic writer? He simply talked of a koht

nnoeton, 'a vo-qrov fire', and had not the remotest notion in his

head of t'hi?, fire of intelligence !

But now, in the Coptic text the words are quite wrongly divided

[201, 2], for they are not nwj enwkoht, as he has it, but

ntaiei enwje iiwkoht nnoeton.

M. Bouriant has taken the line over the n in nwkoht to be the
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accent over tlie final e of the previous word, thus making complete

nonsense of his text, which would mean something like, " I have come

to he cast into a vo-qrov fire"! !

25. The logic of the phrase is perpetually at fault, there being

hardly a paragraph where some error does not manifest itself ! E, gr.

la manifestation de tes paroles a eclaire mon cceur et mon dme, lien queje

n'aie supporte que de hien petites souffrances en ton saint nom, Ce n'est

pas une grace pour moi d^ avoir accompli ces choses.

That is not rightly ' phrased', but " though I have home some small

pains, it is 7iot a special grace in me to have done so^^ [223, 2].

Again [223, 4] :

puisque tu as disperse ton corps et ton sang pour toute la terre, il est

utile que mon sang soit repandu pour ton saint nom.

This version is wrong ; it means, " if thou hast given thy body and

blood for the whole world, ivhat is the gain of my shedding my hloodf''

w hoof pe pheu mpasnof . It is, as before, the humility of the

martyr, disclaiming a7iy special merits.

26. One would think that the Coptic words for 'to think' and ' to

remember' were distinct enough ; but M. Bouriant shows that he has

not a clear notion of the great gulf fixed between meeue and ari

pmeeue ! Twice occurs the quotation : senatako nci neumeeue
terw , ''all their thoughts shall perish", at [157, 2J and at [176,4] ;

and twice has he misrendered it, leur memoire disparaitra, leur souvenir

sera aneanti, in spite of the ol StaXoyicr/xoi avrCov of Ps. cxlv. 4.

27. So one might suppose that the Coptic for ' to go away' and ' to

lie down to sleep ' could not be confused with each other ; but here

too M. Bouriant has proved that they can, and that on two occasions.

At [162, 9] we have : ngenkotk hn wmton hn amnte, rendered

va-fen paix en enfer; i.e. he took nkotk, which is a common verb

meaning, 'to lie down, to sleep', to be the reflexive kot-k, 'to

turn thyself, to go away'. And then, just after, he quotes a verse

from Job, viz. aunkotk hn wmton hn amnte, [162, 11], also

rendered, ils sont alles en paix a Venfer. ]^ow, whatever shadow of

excuse there might be in confounding nkotk Tvith kotk, there was

none whatever in the second occurrence, where the verb au -nkotk
could not conceivably mean ils sont alles ! And why does he say the

quotation is from Job xxxvi. 14? It is from xxi. 13, Iv 8e avairava-iL

aSov iKOLjXTijdrja-av.

28. This misconception of Coptic words occurs in the most unlikely

places
; and the treatment by M. Bouriant of many of the commoner

words shows that he has but the vaguest notions respecting them.
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Thus when he translates, que la mort crie contre eux dans Venfer ! he

lays himself open to the criticism, what is the verb which he renders

crie'^. The text says [165,9] marwsope ere pmw hra nsow
eamnte ; therefore hra must mean 'to cry'! No doubt, hra, ' voice,

^

is one of the nouns with suffixes which constitute such a characteristic

feature in Coptic, but it was not hra, 'voice', at all: it is the verh

hra nsa, 'to drive (sheep, cattle)'.

The structure of the clause was a complete mystery to the Editor

also: the words mean :
" may they become (persons) whom death is

driving into hell "

!

29. And when the young martyr checks himself from devoting any

more time to answering the arguments of his opponent, how does

M. Bouriant set forth this ? pourquoi jetterais-je mes sai7its aux chiens I

But the words are [168,7] plainly, "why shall I give my holy

(things) to the dogs", einati nnapetwaab nneuhoor, referring

plainly to the phrase, /xt) Swre to ayiov rots Kvcrt, Matth. vii. 6.

30. One wonders how the Editor could have escaped hearing the

first verse of the Psalms, for otherwise it is scarcely possible that he

could have edited and translated it thus, 170, 6 nnessope mmoi sa

eneh etrabok hm psaje iinasebes, wde nnaaherat hn tehie

nenrefrnobe, il 7ie m^ arrivera plus jamais de parler avec les impies ou

de suivre la vote des pecheurs. Clearly it was not saje, but sojne;

and then the passage is a literal version of Ps. i. 1, ovk i-n-opevOy] iv

jSovXrj do-e/3coi/, kol iv oSw d/xaprwA-toF ovk ecrryjl

31. Here is a passage which will exemplify the want of knowledge

of Coptic idiom which unfitted M. Bouriant for being the Editor of

South-Coptic texts. His translation of [149,5] runs thus: Je tie

sais comment entamer son eloge, a moins que je ne rappelle la propre

parole du Seigjieur, ^ celui qui me glorijiera^ je le glorijierai\ Regois

dans ta gloire celui que Bieu a favorise, ce saint qu^il a fait entrer dans

V armee celeste.

^Tiere is the logic in the last clause ? And ivlio is to receive the

martyr into his glory ? But the grammar !

The text is thus given :

au6 sp epkeow Re<;ois dans ta gloire

nsa penta puwte celui que Bieu

kharize mmof afavorise,

mpeipetwaab eafstrateue inmof ce saint qu^il a fait entrer

hn iiipeue. dans Varmee celeste.
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So then M. Bouriant believed it possible, that

(a) sp could govern the connexive n, in nsa;

{b) that such object could be dissevered from the proclitic sp
;

(c) that e-pkeow could mean '' (receive) «w^o thy glory "
;

{d) that sa here meant 'individual';

(e) that sa penta could mescn celui que

;

[or in place of {d) [e), that the preposition nsa could be

used with s p , and that the proclitic could be so used ;"]

(/) that kharize meant 'favoured' a person

;

(ff) that m m f after kharize referred to a person
;

(A) that the connexive m in mpeipetwaab put the word

into apposition with the word nsa;

(i) that the initial a u 6 was quite otiose.

Here are nine mistakes in one single line of his printed text

!

To understand the construction it is necessary (a) to realise the

meaning of the preposition nsa; to this end, cf . the following

passage from a homily given by Mingarelli 129 [/57 of text] :

—

as ce pe pebio quidnam est mel

nsa psaje mn tesbo nisi Scripturarum

nnegraphe Sermo et Doctrina?

Therefore the phrase as pe p-X nsa p-Y, means '
' what is X

other than Y?" JSTow the insertion of ke between the article and

its noun only adds the meaning 'also', 'even'; cf. the sentence,

on [238, lo],

ano as pe pkemathetes and what is even the disciple

nsa pentafpoht ebol but one who has shed

mpefsnof ejm pefran his blood for His name ?

We express the meaning in English by saying ''what else is x

than y ? " " who else is the disciple but the martyr ?
"

{!)) Next, we have to ascertain the meaning and construction of

the Greek word yapit^^iv in its Coptic form ; cf.,

[246, 5] ntaf kharize mmof naf ,
" which He granted to him ";

[253, 12] saf-kharize nan mptalco, " He grants them healing ".

It is therefore certain in our passage that mpeipetwaab is the

dative, and that mmof is the complementary accusative in the

relative clause, so that the words penta pnwte kharize mmof
mpeipetwaab mean: "that which God has vouchsafed to this

saint (in that He hath made him a soldier in the heavens) ".
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"With these two points clear, we may set about the emendation,
VIZ

V
not, auo sp epkeo w usa &c. *

but auo as pe pkeeow nsa &c.

And thus the phrase becomes exactly like that on [238, lo] :
" and

what is even honour, what else is honour but what God has vouchsafed

him ?
"

32. And finally, it is certain that no reasonable person could be

satisfied with M. Bouriant's presentation of the following passage

at[251, ii]:—

anon de ntnwos an nous ne consentons meme pas

enesteue ntnestia snte d Jeuner deux fois de suite,

sante neu now ejok .....
alia sanwom mais nous mangeons

mpnau etehnan qudnd nousvoulons.

as tenw te tumeris Quelle sera done notre part

mil phag^ios Biktor d cote de celle de St. V.

eauhise auqnel on a infiige

auke tootw ebol

auo mpwe^ro erof .....
anon de niebien

tncotp ajn basanos ... tant de supplices.

The above passage of twelve lines has a dozen bad faults !

{a) it is notjeuner deux fois ^ but '^the two [regular weekly] /^sifs ".

{h) there is no de suite, which is also unmeaning.

{c) {d) {e) there are four words omitted completely, without any hint

of their omission ! The words as they stand, indeed, are not intelligible,

but that is because the Editor was too unskilled in the language to

enable him to divide them properly. I will amend the line :

not, sante neu non ejok

but, sante ne-wnowe j6k

i.e. ''to fast the two fasts, till the hours should he co}npleted^\ and

then the next words follow on rightly. But his three items neu,
now, and ejok are utterly unmeaning

!

(/) Nor is it right to render mn as a cote de celle de ; the words
imply no comparison, they connote a severance : "what then is our share

along with St. Victor?"

E.I.A. PEOC, SEE. III., VOL. HI. g
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(g) The remaining lines are very bad. Cf. this juxtaposition of

the two renderings :

on whom men were wearied out auquel on a inflige

and gave up, ....
and could not conquer him

; ....
but we, poor wretches, ....
are overcome, without any torment

!

tant de supplices.

Here he has {g) misunderstood auhise
;

{h) wrongly edited and

then omitted, auke tootw ebol [cf. 252, i]
;

(i) left out the

next clause
; {j) omitted the following ; (h) failed to grasp the

meaning of tncotp as a present passive, and (I) made no attempt at

rendering ajn.

Surely this is a deficient tale of bricks ! It may be said that the

ipyoSLU)KT7]<5 is strict, but at all events the axvpov was abundantly

supplied, so that the crwra^t? r^? 7r\Lv9eta<s should have been forth-

coming. "Would a little ' chaff ' mixed with the criticism lead to a

better treatment of the ' syntax ' in the future ?
J-

[11.]

These examples will suffice to bring into relief the kind of errors

committed by this school of Egyptologists, And curiously enough,

just a century ago [1785], Mingarelli made the same complaint about

Wilkins : Ceterum si ut Memphiticce lingnce peritus fiiit JVilkinsius,

ita et thebaicam calluisset, .... mendis, quce .... notavi, librum

suum nequaquam fcedavisset, Aegyp. Cod. Eel., Ease. 2, p. 5. That is

precisely the position :

—

The Editors of South Coptic will have to learn South Coptic :

they must not rely on their [great or small] skill in North Coptic. For

example, J^orth Coptic use ai, ak, &c., as both perfect and present

prefix, but South Coptic does not. That is surely an elementary piece

of knowledge not hard to comprehend, but apparently it is hard to

realize ! The confusion in the translation of these verbal prefixes is

lamentable, and leads to all sorts of misconceptions, as will appear

from the numerous examples of defective editing now to be given

nearly in the order of the pages.

33. In the very second line of his translation, M. Bouriant errs on

this score, by rendering [147, 2] eke-wonh-k nai ebol qui m^es

apparu, instead of ihou wilt appear to me.
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On the same page we have me ak-swon-t rendered 7ie me

reconnais tu pas ; but it is t\iQ perfect tense ; see also J^o. [8].

Again [148, lo] saje etennajow is not parler comme nous Vavons

fait, but, ^5 we shall say ; for it is t\ie future tense.

But it would be quite unnecessary to spend time over a review,

if it were merely a question of tenses. When however the laxity

of tense-rendering is extended to looseness of sense-rendering, then

criticism is not out of place. In the version :
' aJors qic'il ri'a pas

encore servi les mets suffisants a ses convives,^ for hotan efsantohm
nnrome nfti nau nteukhria kalos [149, i], 'when he invites

the men that he may give them their need KaAcos ', we feel that the

translation is not good enough.

34. And on reading the continuation : mats quand ceux-ci ont ete hien

traites, Us s''empressent autour de leur hote et le comUent de louanges, we
feel that version has descended into perversion, for the text says :

^they go aicay from him, praising him', esaupot ebolhitootf

[149, 2].

35. How are we to take what he gives as the version of [149, y],
la stupidite a laquelle le dialle Vavait soumis? peflibe nta pdi-
abolos efjoeis erof nhetf. Here ef-joeis is quite impossible,

and the sentence means " his madness through which the devil ruled

over him", fjoeis.

36. Perhaps one would not err in judging that M. Bouriant was not

a distinguished Hellenist : I have often had to wonder what he takes

to be the function of the Greek ixrj ; he hardly ever renders it rightly.

Ex. gr. [150, 6] me nanoi nhwo enai ter^^je ne suis pas meilleur

que tons ces autres. Is ^rj then a categorical negative ?

This is no isolated case : it occurs constantly throughout his book.

M. Bouriant has not learnt the fundamental principle with reference

to the Coptic usage of the Greek negative particle /x?/, viz. that

Ixrj CANNOT be used in Coptic in the simple negative sense.

233,11, me ntar-poss nthe mpeikewa, "hast thou gone

mad like this other one", where he renders, ne sois pas folle comme
eeV. '

[Here M. Bouriant must have absolutely taken the perfect Jine^ejii

of 2 sg. fem. ntare, to be the conjunctive nte, for otherwise he
could not have even imagined an imperative here !]

Compare his treatment of this particle in the following :

—

147, 1 1, me akswont, "hast thou recognized me?" ne me recon-

nais-tu pas ?

s 2
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150,12 me iitafaan nheke, •' hath he made us poor ? " ne nous

a-t-il pas eleves ?

157,8 me nanwk nhwo eroi, "art thou better than I?" ne

veux-tu etre plus bon pour moi ?

167,7 me nta pnwte eratcom, "was God powerless?" Bieu

n* a-t-il pas semhle impuissant?

174,6 me nta pnwte . . . hise, "has God become wearied

out?" est-ce que Bieu . . . n'apas souffert?

179, II me ntaklibe, "hast thou'gone mad?" n^es-tupas devenu

fou ?

207,6 me ntaksorm, "hast thou gone astray?" rCes-tu pas

egare ?

225, 13 me ntok wdiakonos, " art thou a deacon ? " n^es-tupas

diacre ?

The negatives are wrong in his version of [221, 8], si je ne Vavais

pas voulu, je n'aurais pas laisse DiocUtien te condamner dans ta ville
;

for the meaning is, " if I had wished, would I not have let D. give

sentence upon thee in thy own town without sending thee away to

Egypt". The very point was that Diocletian had not condemned

Yictor in his own town ; butM. Bouriant's treatment of the negatives

is most reprehensible. The text is me ene ntaiwos mitre D.

tiapophasis erok hn tekpolis nftmtnnowk &c., where the fx-q

does not go with the ene , but belongs to the mei - tre clause !

And just after, "if I had wished I would have caused thee to be

separated from Armenios," is rendered si je ne Vavais pas voulu, je ne

faurais pas laisse separer d'A., whereby he demonstrates that he does

not understand the particle ene ,
nor the imperf.fut. nei-na, which

is certainly not negative ! It is exactly the opposite :

not, " I did wish, so I did cause &c."

but, " I did not wish, so I did not cause."

37. This page [150, 12] again suggests strange ideas: me nta

pnwte enwost naf mmene alasse? le Bieu que nous adorons

chaquejour n^est-il pas misericordieux ?

Then what on earth is alasse? misericordieux ! The phrase meant

:

has he changed ? for it was the Greek verb aXkaaaziv.

38. The text continues : me ntafaan nheke para nensber

matoi? 'hath he made us poor beyond our fellow-soldiers ?
' But

M. Bouriant translates : ne nous a-t-il pas eleves, nous, miserahles,

au clessus des soldats nos compagnons ?

Let any person read the text of these two passages and see whether
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the mere logic should not have suggested a different version than that

given by M. Bouriant.

39. Again [151, ii], nanw nan para pei meese terf montre-toi

honpour nous en presence de toute cettefoule : so then -rrapa = ' in presence

of ' ? He would have had a more defensible rendering with nanwn
an, " are we not letter than all this multitude ?

"

40. Or what becomes of the particle mere in the clause on [152,

3], mere neeiote wem elelhmj nte nobhe nnsere nwcs, which

he renders : et si les peres mangent des raisins aigres, les Jils auront les

dents agacees, mais chacun portera son propre fardeau\ cf. [187, y].

There is certainly no et si in the negative mere, and the very

point of the final clause, is to emphasise the fact of the ivant of

solidarity between the parents and the children !
" The fathers do 7iot

eat sour grapes, so that the children's teeth are set on edge, bat &c."

41. The division of Coptic words is not to be effected without a

clear comprehension of the laws of verbal and nominal structure, so

that when M. Bouriant gives c'est ce qu'enseigne le precepte as a

rendering forkata the ntafweh mpsaje nsa tootf [153, i], we

can only conclude that he knows nothing whatever of the structure

of a verbal form such as weh mpsaje! The thing is impossible :

it was wehm psaje, i. e. ' as he has repeated it immediately after ;

'

see also ^0. [90].

42. The next clause is a quotation from Prov. xx. 26, as he

himself says, but he has rendered it, [le roi']fait retomler les maux sur

eux, ignoring the original rpox^ov, and the Coptic n-w-kot.

43. Most people have some notions of the story of i^ebuchadnezzar,

but they will probably be unaware of the variant provided by M.

Bouriant in his translation [154, 11]: il Jit sa nourriture du pain

dedaignepar les chiens repus. Here one has to fancy the bloated dogs re-

jecting some not very appetising pieces of bread, which then the bull,

Nebuchadnezzar, comes and eats ! The Coptic does not say this, but

the following : God deprived Is^'ebuchadnezzar of "even the bread

the dogs get plenty of", auo pkeoeik ere neuhoor seu

mmof afhwroof mmof. The word hwro, means to deprive of, to

defraud of cf. Gen. xxxi. 7, 14; xlviii. 11 ; Ps. xx. 3.

44. Nor is it correct to render as he has done at [155, 13], il

voulait nuire a celui qui Vimplorait, when the Coptic has, epetsotp

erof, " to one who was better than himself^' : a not uncommon error.

45. Nor is it any more tolerable to say that Saul en fut avise afin

qu'ilput le repoiisser, when the Coptic has [155, x] : aftame Sawl
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hm pai je afsahoof ebol mmof, "thereby God instructed Saul

that He had gone away from him".

M. Bouriant does not understand the structure of sahd ehol : saho

is here reflexive ; turn thou away from me is sahok ebol mmoi, cf.

Job vii. 1 6 ; xiv. 6 ; Isai. lix. 9 ; a very different construction

appearing of course where there is no mmo following, as in Ps.

xliii. 10, aksahon ebol, dTrwo-w 17/^5?, ''thou hast cast us off."

46. At [156,6] it is told how God saw that David abandoned the

place to him (Saul), saying, ' I will not lay hands on God's anointed';

but the phrase afka pma naf is thus rendered : Voccasion lui

etant offerte{\).

47. At [157, 8] he translates, ne veux-tu plus etre ho7i pour moi

qui suis ton pere ? But the text has : me nanwk nhwo eroi, '/xt),

art thou better than I
',

just as above, ]S"o. 36 ; 39. So, in the next

sentence: me akwos eonh nhwo eroi, ''hast thou wished to live

longer than I", the misrepresentation is continued, ne veux-tu plus

vivre pour moi ?

48. Then he puts words into the mouth of Victor, which are not

so in the text, [158, i], einar w nshime, ' what shall I do with a

wife?' But M. Bouriant edits wnshime, rendering y^ n'aurai de

femme .... que comme mon Seigneur.

49. It is curious how little insight he possesses into the Coptic

verbal system ! The verb to le is especially little known, so that

s 6 p e, 0, and w n are confounded with each other in the wildest

way. Here, for example, is w n treated as a copula-verb : une

oleissance pernicieuse est pire que la desoheissance. The moral is

probably identical, but that is certainly not what the Coptic says,

[158, 12] wn sotm efhow para mmntatsotm, " there is an

obedience which is worse than disobedience". Wrong also, at [160, 3].

50. At [159, 3] he edits ntwost naf, rendering {le veau) quails']

adorererent : one wonders what he took the tense and mood of ntwost
to be? Or how does he construe nsto, [159, 8] ? sto ebol, or teste

ebol , he may have after mpe, but certainly not nsto !

51. At [160, z] he renders ' laisse alter mon peuple, car ilme revere\

but the text: je euesmse nai, means "in order that they may serve

me".

52. But the grammatical blunder is much greater, to edit and

render as he has done [161,5] ^^je pjoeis was nfnajitn ehwn
erof, si Dieu le veut il nous y conduira.

Here was is the pronominal form of the verb; it cannot stand

without a suffix pronoun, in this case -n ; add this, and then the
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apodosis becomes intelligible, " if God loves us (wasn), He will take

us into it". Apart from the mistake in reference to was, what

analysis did he imagine was possible for

nfnajitn?

The LXX has et at/Dert^et i^/xag Kvpios, eicra^et 17/xas ets Ty]v yrjv,

^Num. xiv. 8.

53. Surely the meaning of acjiopix-^ is not so recondite a mystery,

as to justify the following [161, 13] : leur pere 7ie serait pas mort le

jour meme de leur trepas, which is supposed to be the equivalent of the

words, hte peukeeiot mw mpeihow nwot nteuaphorme !

' so that their father also died that very day on account of them,

through them.''

54. What makes the matter more noticeable is, that in the very

next sentence, this word occurs and is equally misunderstood along

with another grievous blunder in grammar : auo nte pkelaos cotp

nteuaphorme hm ppolymos, " so that the people also were

by cause of them defeated in the battle." The writer was speaking of

the evil conduct of Eli's sons, but M. Bouriant has actually rendered

this clause as follows : et le peuple lui-meme n'aiirait pas cause leur

mort dans le comlat [ ! ] It is plain that he thinks a^opfXTj means
' death' ! And he also thinks se ntba [161, 8] means 60,000 I

55. The Biblical knowledge seems sadly wanting in even the

most familiar incidents, so that the grammatical deficiencies have no

chance of being supplied from that quarter. Here is a curiosity :

Si les JSfinivites avaient ecoute les proclamations de Jonas et qu'iJs se

fussent repentis^ Bieu ne les aurait pas detruits.

But, the Ninevites did repent, and they were not destroyed ! And

the Coptic text says so [162, i] :

ene mpe uroiue nX, if the men of N. had not

sotm Ssa pkerig^nia listened to the Kripvy/uLa

51. nsemetauoi of Jonas, so as to repent,

nere pJ. naku uau ebol au pe. God ivould not have pardoned them.

For the word Ico ebol means ''to pardon," and most assuredly not

"to destroy."

56. He perseveres, of course, in his misconception of the phrase

referred to above, by his version of [162, 3], pour te motitrer que Voheis-

sance est chose precieuse ; where the words are : eitamommok epsotm
etsotp, "[I] pointing out to thee the good [kind of] obedience [as

opposed to the bad]."
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57. This is an unlucky page for M. Bouriant, who, on the next

line, has given the following perversion of a plain text :

—

Be meme qu'il est honteux d'engendrer le pecM, comme le dit Salomon,

et quHl y a certaines hontes qui sont glorieuses et benies, de meme il y a

certaine oheissance qui conduit Vhomme au del et certaine autre qui le

precipite dans Venfer\ see also No. 111.

The simple perusal of that sentence ought to have aroused mis-

givings in his mind : il est honteux d"*engendrer le pechL

The words are: wntesipe esafjpe pnobe, the whole passage

being simply a version of Prov. xxvi. 11, ta-Ttv ala-xvvq eTrdyova-a

d/xaprtav k. t. X, He may settle the question of W7ite with hi&

papyrus ; but the meaning is as clear as possible :
'' There is a shame

that engenders sin, and there is another shame that is glorious."

58. It is incomprehensible to me out of what grammar some of

these South-Coptic editors have learnt, to be alle to produce the sort

of text which deforms the pages of this magnificent-looking series

of Memoires. One can only glance amazed when one reads la hlessure

faite par un ami est plus sensible que celle faite par un ennemi^ given as

the translation of [162, x], nanw ne polh nwsber ehwe mpi
nwjaje.

Here if we put the question to M. Bouriant, ' How do you parse

mpi' ? one wonders whether it would be a shock to him to find that

he could not parse it. Fancy rendering mpi 'than Hiaf \ It is the

plural oi pi^ 'a kiss'; ''better are the wounds of a friend than the

hisses of an enemy", Prov. xxvii. 6. Even the second word of his

sentence, the little word ne, is intolerant of analysis in his trans-

lation : did he take it to be the copula ?

59. And his version of the next words in the line is quite wrong

:

^ parce que tu ne vois pas que la gloire qui entoure maintenant Diocletien

est vaine.'' But it is mpfnau :
" do not looh upon him, as he bears this

empty glory, so as to say in thy heart, 'his honour is great'."

60. On the next page the misconceptions continue : unjour viendra

oil ceux qui seront nes maudiront leurs parents is a bad rendering of

[163, 2], wn whow nasope nfshwer teunw ntaujpof epkosmos
nhets. The text says nothing whatever of the man cursing his

parents! It says, "he will -curse the hour in which he was born into

the world."

61. Here is another perversion which is not luciferous: ^^ ne sois

2)as comme la poussiere que le vent disperse sur la terre et ne te Uve pas

au {jour du) jugement ; si tu te leves, tu te presenteras d la resurrection

pour etrejuge, et Dieu te dira voiei mes ennemis Sfc.^^
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Eancy a preacher exhorting his auditor ' to be sure and not rise on

the judgment-day' !

It is nonsense, of course ; nor has M. Eouriant perceived that it is

just an adaptation of Ps. i. 5 :
'* so that thou (like the ungodly) do not

rise in the judgment; (or) even 2/ thou do rise, thou rise to a resur-

rection of judgment, and God say to thee &c." The words are plain

[164, 7], ngtmtown; kan eksantown on, ngtown euanastasis

ngrisis, auo nte pjoeis joos nak.

62. It will be readily understood that errors of this kind must

involve hundreds of small errors of relatively little consequence

which must be passed over in print, but which go ' to make up the

main account '.

Thus, when he says, je fai gagne a la 'parole du Seigneur, he is

ignoring that the words involve a reference to Matth. xviii. 15, seqq.,

and that the Coptic says kata psaje [164, z], the meaning being,

"I have gained thee [my brother], according to the word of

Christ ".

And when he renders [165, 2], en qiioi la voie du pecheur est-elle

droite ? Tons ceux qui ont fait ceuvre de perdition ont prospere, he

assuredly does not express the mind of the speaker, nor the logic of

the accusation ! It was a double question, used by Jeremiah xii. 1, ri

OTi 6S6<s acre^Cjv evoSovrat ; evdrjvrjcrav Travres ot aOerovvTe? aOeTtjfxaTa

;

So it is incorrect to say, qu^07i fasse disparaitre Vimpie^ car il ne

voit pas la gloire de Dieu; for the Coptic says [165,4] J® nnefnau
epeow, "that he may not look upon the glory ".

!N'or does the translation, que leur route tenehreuse s'effondre sous

leur pas, express the meaning of the words ns-slaate nau, * so that

it be slippery to them', Ps. xxxiv. 6. But, in fact, his text does not

mean anything, for he has given [165, 8]

mare teuhie nkake nsslaate nau,

which is not Coptic; for where is the root to which mare refers?

He evidently took nkake to be an adjective, ' leur route tenehreuse ';

but then, how did he explain mare .... ns-slaate? It should

be rkake, or he must insert sope before nkake.

63. Of course, it is obvious that the exigencies of the Prench

language give an unsound translator many opportunities for turning

the point of a difficulty ; but then the French language is so trans-

cendently lucid that it leaves no doubt as to what the translator

means to convey as his meaning. And then this inexorable logic

comes in

!

.^'

» «
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I wonder what would be the precise effect on the mind of a dis-

passionate French reader, of this sentence [166, i] :
^^ II ressemhle

a un lion dans le desert et qui apergoit de loin toutes sortes de lonnes

€hoses^\ The reader would probably conclude that that lion would
instantly ' make tracks ' for those good things, and that the latter

would soon cease to be perceived afar off. But the comparison was to

a perverse man, whose heart was far removed from God; and certainly
the form of the translation does not suggest that. This is in fact an
interesting passage, and a careful study of the words will pro-
bably lead to an acceptance of the conclusion that the writer
had here in mind the words of Jerem. xvii. 6 koI eWat ws rj

dypiOfxvpUrj y iv rrj ip-^fioi, ovk oij/eraL orav eXOy to. ayaOd.
Unfortunately the South-Coptic version of this passage is not published,
(if extant), so that we do not know how the Copts rendered y aypio-
[xvpU-q—not impossibly by p-nom—or by what paraphrase they
interpreted it, or even whether the mysterious "l^"lj} may have had

some other rendering in their copy of the LXX^ "

But, in any case,

the 'seeing good things afar off' refers to the subject of the clause,

and not to the 'lion,' if the papyrus really have what M. Bouriant
has given: efesope nthe nwmwi hi pjaie, auo nfnau
ehenagathon euweu.

But it is clear that it is no longer a question of form,
when the logic is contorted in the following fashion, as at [166, 3],
Roma7ius fut irrite, et ne voulant pas consentir d se justifier, il dit

a son fls Sfc. But the Coptic has no hint of ^^//-justification ; the
words are, afposs ehrai ejn nef apologia, "he was amazed at
his [son's] aTroAoyta". ISTow, how did the editor come by such a
version as 'not wishing to consent to justify himself ? The root poss
is used to express the idea of Ikcttckti^, e^Lo-T-qixi ; so that I suppose
him to have taken it as, he turned away from his [own] ojrokoyia,;

but then, how on earth could ehrai ejn, 'down upon', come to

mean from ? The root means, " to be amazed, mad"; cf. Dan. x. 7
;

Job xii. 17; Isai. xiii. 8; xxviii. 7; xxxii. 11 ; Eccl. vii. 17.

Again, the notion is quite wrong in the lines following : je te

repondrai done cette fois encore et je protwerai ta folie, car tes paroles
ont bien montre que tu n'es pas sage. But the text said [167, i] je
nnekwonh ebol mauaak nsophos hm pentakjoof, "that
thou alone mayst not appear wise in what thou hast said"; there is

no hint whatever of ' his words having proved his folly!'

64. Here is an old friend, [167, 7], Dieu n'a-t-ilpas semhle impuis-
sant a chdtier Pharaon au moment meme oil celui-ci disait, Je ne connais
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pas le Seigneur. That is not the meaning, but, '
' was God powerless,

a single time [nwsop nwot], to smite Pharaoh"?
And in the next clause, [^Dieii] Va patiemment supporte jusqiC

a ce quHl ltd eut manifeste ses prodiges, d, lui si redoutable pour les

autres, we have an equally flagrant perversion of the meaning, which
is :

*' till He showed forth his wonders in him, that he might become a

terror to the rest", santefwonh ebol nnefspere nhetf, nfsope
nhote mpkeseepe, [167,9].

65. Again, the Coptic words, mere laau mpethow esei nahraf,

[167, z], do not mean, aucun mal ne se c'ommet sous son regne, but " no

evil shall be able to come nigh him". Surely the preposition

nahraf, ' lefore him,' ought to have been a guide to the real meaning,

if he did not know the reference, Ps. xc. 10.

Q6. It is extraordinary how an editor can have kept himself from

acquiring a knowledge of the construction of negative clauses in

Coptic. It seems incredible, but it is a fact that M. Bouriant kegu-

LARLT translates the phrase neiwos eje wraeese nsaje, hj Je ne

veux pas dire ime foiile de paroles, cf. 168, 2 ; 188, i ; 202, 1
1

; 210, 10
;

211, 8; 215, 2; 239, X.

That is, he takes nei-wos, "I tvas wishing", to be the negative

future 1 sg., hna-wos, "I won't "[! !]. I know that it sometimes

appears in the form nnei, cf. Job vii. 16; ix. 17; xvi. 5-; but this

does not mend matters one whit, for it is nei, not nnei.

67. And what could be farther from the meaning than to render

thus, le diahle a louche tes yeux . . . . , de peur que si tes yeux voyaient

et tes oreilles entendaient, tu ne te detournes de lui qui te mai)itie)it dans

tes crimes, seeing that the text says, " lest thou hear S:is ivords, so

that thou turn to Sim, that He heal thee in thy sins". The Coptic

is quite clear, ngkotk erof, nftalcok, [168, 6].

68. Nor is M. Eouriant to be congratulated on the success of his

attempt at rendering the meditations of the Penitent Thief, in the

following words : Vmi d^eux . . . . Jit de telles reflexions qii'il se mit a.

dire, laissant echapiyer a lafois des paroles de lenediction et de malediction

;

' Allons, je dirai une parole excellente a cet homme et ma langue le con-

solera, et pour moi qui n^ai point fait le lien, (il est juste) que le mal

retonihe sur moi plutot que sur lui\

Now, here it is to be noted that what the Thief said is intro-

duced by je ene, as the sign of an 'indirect question' : "he began

to reflect, does he say that out of the same mouth proceedeth blessing

and cursing" ? The he is no doubt St. James iii. 10. Surely, the

Penitent Thief did not act in the way alleged, laissant echapper a. la
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fois Sfc. ! The point is quite missed ; St. James was holding forth

about the tongue as an unmanageable member ; and the Thief reflected

that though he had in previous hours uttered curses, it was still in

his power to voice forth a blessing, which the editor calls * une parole

excellente
'

;
' Come, let me utter a good word concerning this man'.

But further, what is the next clause ? I may here ' phrase ' the

words so as to show M. Bouriant's conception [169, 5] :

—

auo kan mpei et pour moi qui n'ai point

pathe iapetnanwb fait le bien [il est juste),

mere petho-w tahoi teds^ que le mal retombe siir moi

nh'wo epeti 5hetf plutot que sur lui.

And I cannot for the life of me make out how that translation

has been come by

!

{a) How can pathe^ {Traa")((^iv) be rendered, *I have not done good'?

{h) How can mere be ignored ?

(c) What meaning is given to kan, or to teos ?

(^d) How can nhwo epeti nhetf mean plutot que sur lui?

These queries will need satisfactory answers before M. Bouriant's

translation can be looked at in any other light than as a suggestion

of what the thief ought to have said !

69. The Psalmist does not seem to have left a deep impression on

M. Bouriant's mind ; it is curious how the old words have taken upon

themselves new forms on being passed through the Editor's crucible !

Here is a curiosity of the kind, [170, 9], mats je suivrai la loi de mon

Seigneur jour et nuit^ [so far we feel on solid ground : it is evidently

Ps. I. 3 ; but the translator continues] et je ne serai pas comme Varhre

plante dans un lieu hattu par les flots. That has a plausibility about

it, and a ring of novelty, at least : he is to be firmly fixed, not like a

tree whose roots are having their earthy subsistence continually washed

away by the floods !

But now the Psalmist had said, ws to ^vXov to 7re(f>vT€vix€vov

irapa ras St€^o8oi;s Ta)v {^Sarcov, which is exactly what the Coptic says :

nta r the mpsen etret hijn mmanhote nnemow, for the man-
bote are just the Ste^oSot of waters, the decursus aquarum ; cf. hate,

'to flow', Job xxix. 6 ; Ezek. xxxii. 14 ; Mingarelli, 119 a 1. And
nta r is ut sim ; whence did he imagine je ne serai pas?

^ Without disputing that pathe may be used in Coptic as the stem for irdo-x^iu,

I should like to see examples of its use as such.
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It is not of any consequence, but it would be interesting to

know the species of insect which M. Bouriant had in view in

rendering cijif [l7l, 8] by ' insectes ' : anyhow it should be cajib,

ants'.i

70. The page following contains some bad errors : il y a no?}ihre

de gens qui^ si leur fils commettait qtielque folic .... nHraicnt

pas le livrer pour ccla au poiivoir public^ is a translation which once

more exemplifies utter ignorance of the negative construction. The

Coptic words nseparadidw mmow [172, i] mean, "(if the sons

have committed some evil act), so that they are delivered up into the

hands of the authorities".

And when the Editor continues : la parole du Seigneur s'est

accomplie par toi : ' quelqu'un livrera son fils a la mort', we ask

naturally, on what occasion the Lord said this ? The Coptic text is

wrong at this point, for wnwot [172, 5] is absolutely unmeaning

here ; wot does not mean quelqicun, ;ind in fact means nothing!

It should be wn weiot naparadidw, " a father shall deliver

up his son to death ", referring to Matth. x. 21.

71. j^or is the reproof given to the king, in the words at [175, 5,]

rightly stated. The words mprnau epiaxioma ettoe hiook

ngjoos je aijise emate mean " do not look upon the d^tw/xa with

which thou art invested, so as to say, I am raised on high &c.",

and it is incorrect to render, 7ie vois-tu pas Vorgueil qui fenveloppe

quand tu dis &c.

72. ISTeither is it a fitting meaning when he gives, chaque heure

nous rapproche du reglemcnt veritable dont se charge la mort, as the

version of [175, 12]. He has here run together into one clause two

sentences, the first of which ends with saupoonen ebolnhetf, 'we

are driven away from it ', most assuredly not nous rapproche du ! In

fact it is a Coptic paraphrase of 2 Chron. xxix. 15, koI ovk ia-rlv

vTToixovr). And the second sentence is whap mme petere pmw
eire mmaf, "a judgment of truth is what death does", ''death

passes true judgment."

But the two sentences must not be mixed.

1 Apropos of this word, an amusing mistake of Mingarelli may here be corrected

[285, a 9 of text] : 'in this way we shall see all men who are on the earth, that they

are not different from ants,' nsesobe an [e]ncajib. From the height of heaven

we shall look down upon men as ants ; but M. misconceived cajib (confounding

it with cojb, indigens), and rendered doubtingly homines . . . conspicie7itur
,
pauper-

iatem {atque indigentiam) non dissimulantes.
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73. The errors continue :je suis afflige pour toi, o roi, {voyant) quelle

Jin fattend [\1 Q, z']. But the words are, knarhtek ephae , ^t\\o\\wiU

repent at the end,' of. Prov. xx. 25 ; xxv. 8 for the use of f -hte -f

,

&c., which it is evident M. Bouriant does not know, for he renders

the next clause Vinutilite de ta gloire , hut it is tek- mntrefrhtef

,

from the same root, meaning, " thy [repenter-ship-ness =] penitence".

74. The quotation from Ps. cxiii. 4 [12] sqq. is not rightly given

[174, x], neeidolon ne nhethnos hn hat hi nwb ne hnhbeue
ne ncij nrome, les idoles des gentils qui sont d^or et d^argent sont

I'wuvre de la main des hommes. What is to be said of the three ne he

has edited ? Whence has he his qui'^ The first ne should be joined

on with the following word, and the second ne is the copula, oblite-

rating his qui.

And then again: eueerteuhe nci pentautamiow , which

means, "they who have made them shall he like them''\ is thus

rendered, elles sont pareilles a ceux qui les ont faites [!]

And why are ne mmwng [175,4] separated? What does he

suppose n e is here ?

75. The following lines are also wrong [176, q], for he renders

netko nteuhae haeiatw nwoeis nim, by ceux qui passent leur vie

cL mediter constamment. M. Bouriant does not understand the words of

his text, which mean, "those who at all times keep their end in their

view^\ teu-hae ha eiat-w-. He was not speaking of 'thinkers',

but of 'those whose thoughts ever dwell on death\ He must have

read teu - ahe ,
' their life^, in utter ignorance apparently that ahe

,

' life', is masculine \

76. It is a mere detail, but not without interest, to see how
M. Bouriant deals with the Coptic word for ' to make naked'. Thus

[177,5] ^6 has etreu-kakf aheu
; at [181, 4] he has ef-kek

aheu; at [195 z] mn wkok aheu; from which we may infer that

aheu was an entity with him. But then, tvhat were kakf and kek
supposed to be ?

77. But of course it is just the inattention to this kind of small

detail, which leads up to the grave defects which are so patent in

M. Bouriant' s work. What would be thought of a historian, using

the foreign languages he has to study and is supposed to have

mastered, in anything like the following way?
DiocUtien irrite votdait donner un dementi a Victor., mais se souve-

nant de la compagnie dans laquelle il avait vecu avec son pere, ou phdot
de la sollicitude avec laquelle Dieu avait veilU sur lui, {il imagina) de
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Venvoyer en Egypte pour que sa gloire «'y repandit, et que Victor y
adordt les idoles.

Such a version is a complete perversion of the original : Diocletian,

recalling to mind the solicitude with which God had watched over

him, proposes to send Yictor to Egypt &c. [!] [178, z] :

—

mallon de tepronea Sipnwte or rather, the providence of God

teiitashareh erof was what preserved him (Victor),

santwjitf ehrai ekeme till he was taken down to Egypt

nte pefsmw sope lin keiue and his fame grew in Egypt.

It was not DioQlQtidin^s recollection of this circumstance ! I^ot can the

two final clauses be brought into co-ordination : Yictor was allowed

by God to be taken to Egypt, to get glory, but certainly not to adore

idols ! The phrase is ungrammatical, anyhow, for the text has

:

auo nfsmse eidolon ethm pma etmmau, and eidolon et-hm
pma is an impossibility, for eidolon i's, indefinite. It is evident that

some words are omitted. The logic demands rather :
" that his glory

should grow in Egypt, and [that he should overcome] the idol-

worshippers who are in that place," nrefsmse- eidolon.

78. And his translation becomes positively ludicrous, through the

want of all feeling for the language : it is a herbarium shuffling-about

of the diied plants of a dictionary, not the living knowledge of a

language recreated in his mind by a long and minute study of the

organisms to be seen at work in the extant literature.

Cf. the following sentence [180, 9] :

—

neitontn ninio an je ne te rapporterai pas

tout ce d qiioi

enentauosk Us se sont attardes

hn neuhow ethow dans leur malice perverse.

"What did M. Bouriant mean precisely by that rendering? The
young martyr Yictor is urging his mother to listen to his words and

become a Christian : "Do not, he says, reject my counsel on the

ground of my youth, but remember how Daniel in spite of Lis youth

was enabled to deliver a woman from death." And then he adds the

words just quoted :
" I am not comparing thee to those who havegroivn old

in their evil days, but I am teaching thee ... how thou mayst he to

me a mother in the kingdom of my Lord Jesus Christ &c." And now,

let the version of M. Bouriant be read : je ne te rapporterai pas tout ce

a quoi ils se sont attardes dans leur malice 'perverse [!]. Even the next

clause is wrong, for he has : que ma mere soit avec moi, which most

assuredly is not a proper translation of ere sopenai mmaau.
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79. And how does he come by his rendering of mpr babe rome

[180, y] :
' n\xalte nonplus aucun liomme^'l But baberome has a

different meaning. Cf. Sapient, v. 8, where tmntbaaberome is

used as the equivalent of oXoZfivda; or cf. Prov. xxi. 24, where

aAa^wv is rendered pbaberome; so that the words of our text mean,

" be not boastful".

80. Nor has he entered into the mind of the writer [181,2] when

he gives : la terre est a tnon Seigneur, c'est lui qui Va creee^ for pap j oeis

pe pkah mn pefjok ebol, which is a literal rendering of Ps. xxiv. 1,

^' the earth is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof".

81. And though the sense is not altered in his rendering, there is

little doubt that the Editor did not understand the construction at

[181,6], nftmoi nwoeik, which he has translated qui me donnera

du pain.

He was probably thinking of the North Coptic im'perative form

moi, as in moi nan 'mpaioik 'nseu niben, TrdvTore Sos rj/juv tov

uprov TovTov, John vi. 34. But it is no such thing : it is the causative

root of worn, 'to eat,' viz. tmmo. 'to cause to eat', 'to feed,

nourish' ; that he may " nourish me with a loaf "
; see also [209, x].

82. So again, the grammar is utterly ignored in the following

clause, si tu ne fais pas le hien dans le temps de trouble . . . ., {tu laisses

passer) la honne occasion donnee a tous de hien faire. He has not the

remotest conception of the structure of the passage, which runs thus

[181, z], eie pkairos etnanwf sare won nim erpagathon.

Here he has to insert tu laisses passer , as not being in the text, and

he renders donnee a tous, in order to get some sort of a construction

that should enable him to bring in won nim; but his insight was

quite at fault, for he has left the subject pkairos without a verb,

and what was sare ?

And it is equally unsatisfactory to find Bieu a permis a tout

cela d^arriver, asii anai terw sope [182, 4] could possibly be rendered

' d tout cela d'arriver
'

; did he take a[-nai] to be a dative ?

83. Then again, his very correction shows that he often does not

realize the full import of the connective particles ; thus after giving

le Jils de Vhomme viendra et trouvera la foi sur la terre for the words

psere mprome neu nfhe etpistis ejm pkah, he corrects the latter

clause into trouvera-t-il?, because the quotation is found so at Luke
xviii. 8. But, unfortunately, this is not the logic of the passage, nor

the grammar. The argument was different, viz, "the race of Chris-

tians is not extinct, and faith has not disappeared utterly, as the Lord
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said [182, 7] : Hhe Son of Man cometh that he may find [= and will

find] faith upon the earth '." It certainly is not a question here.

84. And on the same page [182, y], he has fallen into a very

objectionable mistake. As Victor's mother was expostulating with him,

she uses the argument, that she has got a bride for him ; to this he

replies, rudely enough, one might say, if M. Bouriant's version were

correct, '' qu'est-ce qii' U7ie fiancee " ?

But the young martyr did not say any such thing ; his words are,

according to M. Bouriant,

aseleet w eine, ivhaVs a hride?

I cannot divine how he ffot that meaning even

!

The Coptic text should be : a seleet weine, a tmntfro
ters parage nahrai, and means: ^^ hride hath 2^(^ssed away, and

the kingdom hath passed away before me". And then he con-

tinues in the same exalted strain, "aye, and the whole world with

its vain glory hath passed away before me, and this world with

all therein is a nothing". Here, too, the translation has a wrong-

turn given to it by the hypothetical form of the clause, quand on

me donnerait tout Vempire &c., le monde et ce qiCil renferme ne sont

Hen.

85. Occasionally on the other hand the dry prose of the Copt is

bedewed with a ' suspicion ' of sentimentality, as for instance, Venez,

femmes qui avez connu le doux haiser des enfants. That is charming,

but, the Copt did not say it. His words are [183, 10], ameitn 6

nehiome terw ntauji pira mpehloc nensere; and how did this

furnish le doux haiser ? Was the literary reminiscence too strong, or

did the Editor really conceive the possibility of pi, 'a kiss', and

mpehloc, *of sweetness ' ? I am afraid he did, but then what about

the syllable ra? was this, too. North Coptic ra = 'mouth' ? It was

an unlucky word to stumble on, for neither was it pi 'kiss', nor ra

'mouth', nor was it Coptic at all, but the Greek -n-elpa, after the

Coptic ji "to take', "ye who have (ji-peira) experieneed the sweet-

ness of children". Of course, hut for the frequent errors in the

handling of the text, I should never have doubted that it was

simply a question of literary taste.

86. The following paragraphs contain matter for thought. The

words ayant pr is place a la trihune do not, of themselves, elucidate the

mystery of his text [185, 2] afhmoos eraf pro bematos. lean
only conjecture that he intended eraf, 'at', pro, 'the door',

bematos, /37//xaTos (in genit.), but there my imagination fails me.

E.I. A. PEOC, SER. III., VOL. III. T
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Clearly, the Coptic language is not concerned with this order of specu-

lation !

And why should he render : JDieu a domie la langue a Vhomine avec

deux murailles pour la proteger, when the Copt says [185, lo], ere

snau nsabt mpefbal, "with two walls outside iV\

And cf. his rendering of [184, lo], il leur a hdti une ville, where

he has bdti, because the Coptic w^ord for "wall" is sobt, and the

text here has safsobte nau ! But that means, ^^he prepareth for

them".

Nor is his phrase, comprends done cela aussi, a satisfactory version

of ksown hook mpai [185, x], which means, "thou thyself

knowest this".

87. And I am smitten with amazement to see how little feeling for

the elements of Coptic grammar M. Bouriant must have when [185, 5]

he edits 6 p anhosios , and renders, 6 saint homme ! I do not dispute

of course the possibility of a word TravoVios ; but, what about the case?

It is vocative case, and so must have the def. article, i. e. p - anhosios

,

" oh, thou unholy"!

And again [186, y], he has exhibited the same want of knowledge

in rendering : il a dit aux rois de la terre, ' attacJiez-vous &c.' But the

text has pejaf nrrow, "he saith, ye hings &c."

88. But obviously, these minor matters would have been justly

passed over with the mere mention, if they had been the only defects in

the work now under examination. They are emphasized here, because

they are of a piece with the whole of the work : when M. Bouriant is

right, it is certainly not owing to his familiarity with Coptic grammar

and structure. Therefore it is not surprising to read his 'version'

of the Second Psalm. He subsequently corrected parts of this curiosity

of literature in his Corrigenda, but even so, it is not all correct.

When he renders (^pourquoi) les natioiis s' attachent-elles a des

choses vaines, of which the Coptic is [186, 7], auo nlaos aumarw
nhnpetsweit, he is, one may feel quite certain, unaware that the

Greek verb [xeXerav is such a stumbling-block to the Egyptian, that

he alwaijs renders it hj itself [at all events cf . Job vi. 30 ;
xxvii. 4

;

Ps. i. 2 ; ii. 1 ; xxxvi. 30 ; xxxvii. 13 ; Ixii. 7 ;
Ixx. 24 ;

Ixxvi. 13

;

Ixxxix. 9 ; Prov. viii. 7 ; xxiv. 2 ;
Isai. xvi. 7] ; and one feels also

tolerably sure that he does not know the construction of mwr, ' to

bind', for aumorw ii would mean "they girded themselves with

vanities ".

And further on, when he renders les liens dont lis veulent nous

charger (which he has not corrected) [ ! ], for the Coptic ntnnajw ebol
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hi] on, "that we may fling them from us", his rendering is

utterly unsatisfactory.

89. And in continuation, car le Dieu du del montrera a tons leur

petitesse et leur erreur ; why does he so paraphrase the plain peu-
thebbio ,

' their humiliation'? And why does he continue : Et Von
s'est ri d/eux [corrected into et Voji se rira~\ et le Seigneur les a detruits

when the Coptic has [186,12] nsesobe nsow au6 nte pjoeis
kamsw nftakow ;

ignoring utterly the connexion with the previous

verse, and completely dropping out of account the word kamsw
[Job xxii. 19] ?

90. And how does he justify to himself his next lines, comme le

montre V instruction qu^il a donnee a David, when the Coptic just says

"according to the way that he reiterated the statement immediately
after"? Hereads ntafweh mpsaje

,
"he hath given instruction",

as if such a construction were possible, weh with a followino"

€onnexive\ But it should be ntafwehm psaje, ^' he hath repeated

the word". And what has he done with nsa tootf , an adveri

meaning " immediately after " ? He has rendered it as a veeb, quHl
a donnee [! ]

91. "Why render ntai-ei eporj, je viendrai separer [187, 14]?
It is the perfect tense.

Is it an intelligible phrase to say " (God will punish thee) car tu

rCas produit aucun fruit quimerite leregreV ? The words are [188, 9],
* any fruit ivorthj of repentance ', which at least have the merit of

being a Biblical reminiscence.

When the governor came to the capital, sajsYictov, pour ij chercher

mon pere et tu lui as parte ainsi : ^ prie le roi en ma favenr &c., what
was the result? mon pere refusa tout net de parler pour toi, says

M. Bouriant ; but Victor says much more drastically, " my father did

not deem thee worthy even to talk with thee^\ mpe paeiot kataxiw
mmok holos [= oAcos] esaje ninmak, [190,4].

92. Then the governor in despair appealed to Victor himself

to intervene with his father on his behalf, saying : fai dejci pris la

peine de le supplier, mais il ne m^a pas du tout ecoute. Here again the
version fails to represent the original, mpef sp hrai ehwn holes
[190, 8]. Of course, the sense could not be misrepresented, because the

governor's failure to persuade the fatlier was the very point dwelt on
but that M. Bouriant had not any notion of the construction is evident

from the form of his version, il ne m^a pas du tout ecoute. Here he
took hrai to mean ' my voice', but it was a totally different word
viz. hra, 'face', for this phrase also is Biblical, cf. Gen. xxxii. 20,

T 2
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mesak gar efe-sep hrai ehwii, tcro)? yap 7rpocrSe^€Tat to irpo-

(ToiTTov fjiov. There is no sucli idiom known to Coptic as sp hra, 'to

receive the voice ', ' to listen '.

And what was the young noble's reply to the appeal of the

governor? Je ne fai pas montre un visage hostile. That also is not

correct: mpiaak nho nsmmo [190,9] iiieans, ''I did not make

thee a stranger ''\ for the suffix -k is not a dative case.

93. In the subsequent conversation, the quotations are curiously

handled, and the Editor's embarrassment is only too plainly made

visible. He is quoting Job here, leurs peres ne valent pas les chiens de

mes tronpeaux ; but why has he omitted the previous words which give

point to the quotation ? M. Bouriant gives only, je puis dire de toi ce

que Job disait d^aiitres gens : * leurs peres'' &c., and yet the Coptic has

netmmi opw je se mpsa nneuhoor nnaahe! The editor knew

it was from Job xxx. 1, yet he has not been able to follow the LXX,
ous ov^ ^yr]crdjxr]v d^tovs kvvCjv roiv kjxoiv vofxaSoiv, because he did not

understand netmmi opw [191, 6], which should be nete mei-op-w,

'those whom I do not deem (them)', with aor. neg., or nete

m p i - pw with ^^r/. w^^.

94. And now consider the next quotation! He translates,/^ me

console avec David qui dit, ' mes amis et ceux qui me connaissent m^ont

ouhlie '. That sounds rather Davidic, perhaps, but it is very bad all

the same. The Coptic has [191,9] anasbeerw mmoi, which he

has rendered mes amis.

na-sbeerw mnioi^ * my friends ' [!!]

!N^o doubt sber means 'acquaintance', but what form of the plural

could sbeerw be? and how could mmoi be used in connexion

therewith ?

The text is wrongly edited ; it should be :

a na-sbeer y^e mmoi,

"my companions have gone away far from me", fiov airia-rrja-av,

cf. Job xix. 13.

95. And on the same page we have, ne te fie pas aux choses cor-

porelles, le corps est chose vaine qui avant peu sera dissoute dans la terre;

but the Copt had in view a different idea [191, x], "do not rely on

the leauty of this body, which will become ugly after a while, and be

uissolved in the earth", mprtajrok ejm psa mpsoma pai

etnarcaie mnnsa wkwi nfbol ebol hin pkah. It was the

contrast between the sa and the caie, that the writer intended to

set forth, cf. cae, 'ugly', sae, ' beautiful ', [175, y].
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96. And after rendering a quotation from Solomon by la louche de

Vinsense est une trappe (?) et ses votes sont un piege, he corrects the

former clause rightly into est tme mine pour lui, but has left the latter

untouched. Kow the text has : ttapro mpathet whenaf te auo

wpas te nefhiowe [189, 13], where after correcting the impossible

whenaf into whe naf te , one would have thought that he could not

have failed to see that it balanced the latter clause : whe te . . .

wpas te [n]nefh., '' (his tongue) is a ruin to him, and is a snare to

his ways^\ an adaptation of Prov. xviii. 7. How in the wide world

could the/^m. sg. copula te appear between the Coptic words for ses

voies and tm piege ?

97. !N^or is it allowable to glide over the difficulties as M. Bouriant

has done at [192,9], ke malista mprro ndikaios sope eneh
nthe mpai. Here the writer had been speaking of David's inability

to secure the life of his child, and so the Editor renders, si un roiJuste

a ete frappe ainsi, a plus forte raison le sera ce roi impie dans lequel tu

places ton espoir. Evidently therefore the argument was that ' as

David's child died, so the pagan king's child will die also'. But the

Copt does not say so; the words mprro ndikaios sope eneh do

not convey the meaning of si un juste roi a He frappe ainsi^ nor any

other meaning of aky kind ! There was sope 'to become', and there

was eneh, 'for ever', and there was no regent for sope, and

the m before pfro 'the king' had no meaning, and therefore as

the Editor could make nothing out of it, he paraphrased it and so

slid over. It should have been mpe prro ndikaios sope eneh,

"most assuredly the just king did not live for ever''\ the Greek words

preceding, koX fiaXLo-Ta, being a strong asseveration, " just so assuredly,

the unjust king &c."

98. Sometimes even the plain Greek word is an insuperable diffi-

culty ; thus when the governor is said to have become angry because

Victor Vavait humilie in presence of his court, the translation is mere

guessing. The words are [193, i]

aftiatreijei mmof.

Now he had had the word before at [151, 3], where he edits

mpftj atrepei mmoi

which this time he renders ne me desoheis pas !

It is obvious that this procedure is constructed Kara (tvv€(tlv, but

certainly not ' according to knowledge ' : the word in question was
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StaTpeTTO}, ' to dissuade, deter ', and had nothing to do with either

humiliation or disobedietice I

99. The following sentence is no doubt easy of comprehension, tu

recevras une foule de couronnes et toutes sortes de louanges^ but no human
being could ^ai it out of his text as it stands ! The words are [193, yj,

knaji nwmeese nklom, auo knasope nswsw terw.

Let the Editor meditate on his later clause,

knasope nswsw terw

knasope 'thou wilt become', nswsw 'a boasting'; was that

the destiny of the martyr? And what was terw? The text is

wrong: read knasop enswsw terw; and then the sentence is

not only easy of comprehension but of analysis.

100. And there is no point whatever in his version of [195, x], as

a quotation from St.Paul,/^ supporte tout, lafaim, Valondance, lamisere,

tijont hn hob nim ehko erhwo esoot. Most people could

'support' abundance, but the Greek said (eV Travrl koX iv TrSo-t)

fxefxvrjfxai, Philip, iv. 12, which is literally rendered by the Copt.

M. Bouriant did not know the word jont, which I shall therefore

exemplify. It means ' to test, try, prove, practise ' ; cf. Eccl. vii. 24,

nai terw aijontw hn tsophia, lircipaa-a; ii. 1, amw tajontk
hn w-wnof, Treipdaio; Habak. i, 8, senajontw tn neuhtoor nci
neuhippeus; Zechar. xi. 13^, tajontf, ntaujont.

101. The Editor is not strong on theological points either, or he

would hardly have presented us with this passage as an utterance of

our Lord's, celui qui viendra a moi ne ha'ira point son pere, ni sa mere,

. . . ., autrement il ne pourrait etre mon disciple. That is a curious

perversion, based upon grammatical ignorance, for the principal clause

is [199,5], i^S com mmof ermathetes nai, whereas nfmoste
an mpefeiot is the ' continuative ' form (of the conjunctive), and
the original is of course Luke xiv. 26.

Or cf. the following [200, x], Vaccomplissement de toutes ces choses

est suffisamment montre par la parole de Notre- Seigneur, where the

words really mean, "but as to the end of the whole matter [= but
finally], the word of our Lord suffices &c."

102. The clearest indications are often ignored; thus at [201, i],

Dieu ne cherche pas d rendre le fits odieux cL son pere, mais void ce qu^il

veut dire Sfc. This sounds natural enough, and of course I do not dis-

pute the statement, but it is not what the Coptic text says, me ere
pnwte moste neiot hi sere mmon, alia pai pe tefjo mmof,
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the meaning of which, is, " doth. God hate father and son ? no ! but this

is what He saith [petef -jo] &c." M. Bouriant has totally ignored

mmon, which is merely the ' explicit' of the negative implicit in the

introductory fx-q. But the translator should have been kept from his

version by all the other indications : the meaning assigned to moste,

the function allotted to the preposition hi, the position of mmon in

the sentence, all concurred to warn him off a dangerous precipice,

— in vain.

103. The prepositions are like the small cog-wheels of a complicated

piece of machinery, the whole of which is often flung out of gear by

the wrong action of the little intermediators. Thus when he renders,

je sauverai mes hien-aimes en le's pla^ant a ma droite, he has given a

wholly wrong turn to the meaning, which is, " (I have come) to save

my beloved hy my right hand", auo ntanwhm nnamerit hn
tawnam [201,4], where it was his anxiety to render rightly the

preposition hn that led him into the error; but hn is just the

precise word to use in this connexion to express the instrument.

104. Surely one would have thought that the words kata tmeris

mpeujo [201,6], "according to the portion of their cup^\ rj fxepls

Tov TTor-qptov avTU)v, were sufficiently obvious to make error therein

impossible, but M. Bouriant renders, as if it were jo, 'to sow' {Je

ferai tomler sur les pecheurs mie pliiie de feu et de soufre )

suivant ce qu'ils ont semel It was only Ps. x. 7,

105. The misconception of the meaning of a term introduces curious

confusion, when he renders la separation d'une jille de sa mere, dhme

Jiancee de son fiance. But fancy such a mistake as this,

tes-some, son fiance \

tes used as masculine, and some, the characteristically /^^wmeVi^; form :

som, 'father-in-law'; some, ' mothei'-in-law ' ! This mistake occurs

at [201, i], and to make sure is repeated at [201, 13].

106. At [202, 3] we find, je suis un Dieu hon qui n'ai de haine pour

aucun de ceux qui viennent a moi, where the text gives emeiste laau
nrome, which he took to be the verb meste, ' to hate' ! But it was

mei - ste ebol, * I do not cast out', ov /xtj iK^aXoi e^w, John vi. 37.

107. Immediately after, il ne me convient pas d' avoir les preferences

parmi ceux qui sont a moi, is given for the words, ouk exestei nai

er petiwasf hn netenwi ne, "is it not lawful for me to do what

I will with those that are mine" [nete nwi], Matth. xx. 15.

108. And just below he gives rightly, si un de ceux qui m^appartien-

nent s^eloigne de moi pour ce meter aux gentils, though he has edited the
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impossible phrase nftohm nnenhethnos, [202, 7]. What in the

world is the prefix nnen? Besides, tohm means 'to invite' : it is

an old error, a wrong division, for toh mn nhethnos.

109. I fear he has not wholly succeeded in his account of the Bel

and .Dragon story, for at [203, 8,] where the text says, afhotb nneto
nhmhal naf etbe worn hi so, it will not bear the meaning

he has imposed, [il tua~\ les serviteurs qui leur servaient a hoire et

a manger ; for the etbe denotes the interested motives of their

attendance on the idol, and not the definite function they had to

perform.

And when he renders, just after, puis il tua le dragon venire par

le roi^ one would like to know how he compassed venere^ when the text

says, pedrakon ere prro synenei ninmaf. What is synenei,

then? The preposition following, nmmaf, 'w^YAhim', shows that

it probably is for k o 1 1/ w v e i

.

110. And Sirach's son would certainly not be content with the ver-

sion, Malheur a vous qui avez perdu patience. Si Bieu exauce vos prieres,

queferez-vous ? ISTow he gives a reference here to Ecclesiasticus ii. 16, 17,

so that it may be instructive to quote the Yulgate here, et quid facient,

cum inspicere coeperit Dominus. I infer that his reference to verses

16, 17 shows that it was the Latin in which he sought his quotations

—certainly a bad source for Coptic parallels,—for the LXX is ii. 14,

oval v/juv rot? aTroXwXeKOcn rrjv vTTOfxovrjv, kul n TroirjcreTe orav cTrtcrKeTr-

rr/rat 6 Kvpios; and what are the Coptic words? An exactly literal

version, of course, ersan pjoeis cm petnsine etetnnar w! Why,
this verb cm-psine is just the very expression for cTrio-KeTrro/xat and

that order of ideas; he may compare Job ii. 11; vi. 14
;
xxxiv. 9;

Isai. xxix. 6 ; Jerem. ix. 9 ; xiii. 21.

But to render it, si Bieu exauce vos prieres !

Another quotation is misrendered at [204, 13], auji sipe je

apnwte sosfw , ils seront honteux de Vignominie que Dieu leur infligera,

Ps. lii. 6, KaTr](T)(yvOr]aav on 6 0€os i^ovSivoicrev avTOv<;.

111. Here we have a mistake of his repeated, with additions,

though this time he prints it in italics to show that it is a quotation

!

The Coptic says, wnsipe esafjpo pnobe wnsipe on ef eow hi

hmot nhetf , i.e. "there is a shame which doth engender sin, there

is a shame on the other hand in which there is glory with honour".

Instead of this, M. Bouriant writes, c^est la honte qui engendre le peche,

c'est mie honte aussi (Pen tirer gloire et faveur [!] He took it to be e-f

'to make', eow ' glory', nhetf 'from it'; but it should be ere , the

present participial regent, and has nothing to do with the verb r , 'to-
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do'! The Coptic version in Ciasca may possibly have obscured his

perception, for it differs slightly in construction, with its e -u -eow,

^tending to glory', Prov. xxvi. 11, though Ciasca gives everything

rightly here, jpe, and wn separately &c.

112. !N'or can he defend his version at [205, 2~\^je ti'aijamais adore

les idoles, mais si je voulais fobeir et fadorer en meme toiips^ je serais

pareil a ceux qui out passe leur vie a les adorer. The lexicon and

the logic are opposed to such a rendering of the words: kan esje

mpismse eidolon eneh, alia eisanwos esotiin nsok tawost nak
nwsop nwot, sauopt &c., " even though I never idolatrized, but

were I willing to listen to thee so as to worship them [nau, rather

than nak] a single time^ I sJiould he counted «S:c," It is obvious tliat

the logic demands this contrast of a single act of Jiomage^ and it is

certain that the words wsop nwot can only mean ''a single

time," not en meme temps.

And similarly just after, [205, 12] there is a clause, eksaje w
on hn nai nkesop, tinatreusolp ebol mpeklas, which is

translated, qtie veiix-tu encore dire cette fois ? Je te ferai arracher la

langiie. But nkesop could not mean cette fois; it means ^another

time I will cut out thy tongue '.

113. A curious misconception is found in his version of [208, x],

tons ceux qui ont traite de la puissafice de ce monde en ont parte en ora-

teurs ; but the Coptic has, won nim ntaumatheteue harats

ntexwsia mpeikosmos, which means, "all who have learnt under,

at the foot of the authority of this world" !

114. I doubt whether M. Bouriant understands the particle ahro .

Here is not the place to write an article on the word, but it must not

be treated as if it were simply the preposition nahrn, as he has

obviously done in the following passage ! It is an interrogative

particle which takes a pronominal suffix indicating the agent affected

by the question. jS'ow we find, at [209, z], f ai des le commencement

rencontre en toi lafranchise, aussije te croirai. Cependant tu me dis : fe
suis etranger '. That is certainly 7iot the meaning of the Coptic text,

epide aiarkhei ncm parresia ahrok etbe pai tinapithe

mm ok, " since I have begun to get boldness of speech, why am I to

believe thee on this account (that thou hast declared thyself to be a

stranger)". It is utterly impossible to render ahrok, ^entoi^; it

means ahro-k, tl o-ot, 'why, in reference to thee'. He has made

another mistake at [186, 6], with ahrau!

115. There is no force whatever in the reason alleged by Yictor

for not giving the stranger bread, Je ?ie puis pas sortir ouvertement a
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midi [210, 5]. For, if he could not go openly at mid-day, could he

not go a little later, or a little earlier ? And where was the point of

such a mere mid-day limitation ?

But further, what is the text ?

meiesmoose mmeere hn wparresia.

And the problem is to get mid-day out of mmeere! The Coptic

expression for at mid-day is mpnau mmeere [cf. Gen. xviii. 1 ; Job

V. 14; Isai. xviii. 4; Amos viii. 9 &c.], for 'mid-day' is meere.
His text should be mmeene ,

" daily".

116. And there is no insight into the language shown in the words,

je n'ai pas regu de pain aujourd''hui, whereas the Copt said [211, 6],

mn oeik socp nai mpow, " there is not a loaf remaininy-over to

me to-day".

What did he take socp to be? Did he think it was sop, and

for the form s e p ? It was of course just s j p, ' left over '.

117. And what could be poorer than this version, at [212,9],

mats nous nous offrons a toi en sacrifice^ where the original says, alia

hrai hn whrow ntobh hi exomolo g esis, tneine ehwn
nak ntnthysia, " but with a voice of supplication and confession we
bring to thee our sacrifices", like [= in place of] that of rams. The

wliole point is missed, the passage being simply from the Symn of

the Three, vv. 15, 16.

His text is wrong, at [212, z], efsanwos efiot nmmai
etbe nentaiaau, [fil^veut examiner mes actions ; for fiot has no

meaning whatever, it is fi-6p nmmai, "to rechon with me about

my actions ".

The passive is a perpetual stumbling-block : aucun homme ne pent

se dire juste devant toi, is the manner in which he tries to make up

for the proper grammatical knowledge, which should have taught

him that in the sentence [213,8], mn laau nrome natmaio
mpekmto ebol, the verb tmaio is passive.

And in continuation of this quotation, he adds : fen ai pour

temoin Moise. Such a version has no reference to the text, which

says, aurmntre haroi, 'they have given evidence concerning me'.

The point is, not that Moses is a witness in his (Victor's) favour, but

that he (Victor) also is naturally (as a soldier) accused of homicide,

and that Moses after death was charged by the devil with having

murdered the Egyptian.

What justification is there for rendering airatrome hijni

pkah [213, 13], fai He lache sur la terre ? It is simply, " I have
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l)ecoiiie desolate on earth", as lie continues, " every man has fled from

me on account of my poverty".

118. And twice he has spoilt a quotation from Eom. iii. 19 ;
at

[213, lo], tapro nim natom nte pkosmos terf sope ha phap
mpnwte, toute houche sera muette, qiiand le monde entier paraitra au

trihunal de Dieu; and subsequently, at [241, 12], quajid le monde

entier sera juge par Dieu; neither of which versions gives the force of

the Coptic, a literal rendering of the Greek, Iva irav arofxa (f^P^yV '^^'

119. Equally obvious is it that his translation of [214,2] is a

mere guess, je pre/ere aller entre les mains du Seigneur &c., for

his je prefer6 can certainly not be extracted out of his text smot

nnai! That combination of letters has not the slightest meaning;

it should be of course s-motn nai, for it has nothing to do with

smot, 'form'. There is here a play on the immediately preceding

phrase from Job, in which death is declared to be mton, ' a [transfor-

mation to] rest'; so here David says that the penalty rpet? r]jxipa<;

6dvaTov iv rfj yxj is motn, 'a state of rest ', to him : the prefixed

s- is the fem.-Tieuter of the impersonal subject.

120. M. Bouriant has introduced a very considerable variation

into the traditional story of this punishment of David for the enormity

of his offence in having a census of his people taken. His version is

:

Ze troisieme chdtiment qu^infligea Dieu au roi David fut d^eloigner de

lui la mort.

That statement runs so differently from the tenor of the original

narrative that it at once arrests attention : it apparently means that

immortality is one of God's punishments, and that after having

inflicted two other punishments. He now hurls upon David the last

dire penalty,—of immortality !

What says the Coptic text ?

kaigar prro Daueid ntere pjoeis horize ejof

nsomte nepitimia we'i naf nsa pmw [213, z].

And I confess to the utterest inability to extract M. Bouriant's version

€ut of these words : what is opt^etv, then? and how is nsomte an

ordinal? and what is naf? and what tense is we'i? and what is it?

regent? and what is nsa ?

And what words of his MS. has he omitted'^

121. The next sentence is again mere guessing, voici trois choses

auxquelles je veux comparer {mes souffrances). The parenthesis again

!

there is no mes souffrances^ and no reason for their mention. The text
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has [214,4], aikatanta erow, " I have met them", '' three things

have hefalien me ". The editor could not handle the verb Karavrav,

but had some notion of /caravrtW, '[setting] over against\ and so

' comparison '

!

122. On the same page we have, dis-moi quelque chose de ta vie etje

te consolerai ; but the words are [215, 12] ta-solsl, 'that I may he

consoled '

!

123. Thencf. [215, z] :

me naaak ntok enapostolos.

This he analysed into me, the categorical negative (!) ; na-aa-k
ntok, ' shalt not comjiare thyself (!!). The words are quite diffe-

rent : it is me naa-k e-n-apostolos, "art thou greater than the

apostles?" And this was the very point of the previous clause, lest

thou appear^ fancy thyself, superexcellent.

Here is his version : pensais-tu que je t'avais oublie ? Non, car

[! dWa (.iixrjri] tu fes mo7itre semhlable a u?i elu, Mais maintenant je

veux te convaincre, et tu ne te compareras plus a mes Apotres.

124. On [217, 5] we read, ma divinite s'est affuhUe d^un cceur

charnel, the Coptic being : ere tamntnwte weh nhet somatikos.
That is to say :

weh affubUe

iiliet d'un cceur

somatikos charnel [as an adj. (!)]

Every word is wrong : weh means ' is dwelling
'

; nhet, ' in me',,

but he took it to be het, 'heart' ; and the last word is necessarily

the adv. crw/xartKois ! It is a reminiscence from Coloss. ii. 9, kv avT<^

KaroLKei ttolv to TrAiypw/xa t^s OcorrfTOS crco/xartKoos.

[These Greek words are often a trouble to him ; cf. cependant il

est juste quHls te soient rendus dans son royaume. That is not the idea :

" (I am perplexed and give it up), but He is sufficient to repay thee

them in His kingdom", plen whikanos pe ntoobw nak hn
tefmntero, [240, 3]. Here M. Bouriant has violently made iKavos

jnean juste, has overlooked the ending in tKavos, and has completely

misconceived the function of the connexive n before toobw!]
Again [217, y] the ]3oint is missed in his rendering: ilm'aparle

avec insolence et on lui a donne pouvoir contre moi, for what the speaker

said was, "he spake haughtily with me saying that power over me had

heeti given to him^\

125. I do not know whether the following version has ever been

utilised in any Dictionary of the Bible, as an example of the manners

and customs of the Jews, but it sounds strangely enough to suggest a
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note of the kind ! Moi aussi, pour tme parole quefavais dite^ le servi-

teur du grmid pretre ni'afrappe au visage, car c'est ainsi que chdtiait le

grand pretre. I do not know of any authority for the statement in the

last clause; the Coptic says, (218, 7] tai te the nwosf mparkhie-
reus, and wosf means 'to answer', cf. Gen. xxxi. 43; it was the

high-priest's mode of ansivering, but the text says nothing of its being

his method of chastisement.

126. Of course there are multitudes of small errors here and there

which I am not attempting to catalogue: haroi [217, x] rendered

' speaking to me ', instead of * on my behalf
; aurokh [218, 8] which

is wrong and unintelligible without the suffix -/, ' they burnt him '

;

eres invariably rendered dans le Sud [259, 5], ati Sud, though it is

often only the adverb 'np^; afrbol eneucij, [219, 10] ilfuf tomhe

aux mains de ceux qui &c., whereas it means, ''[and so] he escaped

out 0/ their hands"; [219, z] tout cela est ecrit avec d'autres choses

encore, mn netwotb enai, " along with things that SMrj!?«.ss these

things ". »

And why does he put his parenthesis marks, a un {de mes) disciples,

when the text has plainly [220,3] nwmathetes ntai? What
did he think ntai meant ? Or how does efkeb ' duplex ' come to

mean centuple [220,3]? ^^^^ where is the justification for his au

lanquet des miUiers d^annees, as the translation of hmpdipnon mpso
nrompe, [220, 12]? This was of course the heiirvov of a thousand

years, the Millennium of Eev. xix. 17 ; xx. 4.

But these are only provocative of a little discomfort, and would

call for no mention at all, save that it is difficult to say precisely where

the line is to be drawn between the venial and the mortal sin where

the offences are perpetually recurring ; to which category does this

belong? [220, i] mprmeeue je eitauo nnai eico je ebol

nnekhise ajn byke, 7ie va pas croire quefai dit tout cela pour

laisser tes souffrances saiis recompense. Here his words pour laisser

show that he read c6! But what was the next word je? The

text should have read eicoje ebol, 'I cut off\

127. Nor is it permissible to ignore so utterly the laws of the

language as to render, as at [220, 10], en echange des Metis de ce moyide

. . .je fen donnerai que les yeux ne peuvent voir. The text says diffe-

rently, tinati nak nnetmpebal nau erow, 'I will give thee

things that eye hath not seen
'

; for it is most assuredly not any com-

bination with tm and Vciq present tense, but i\\ki perfect negative, mpe
lal nau . But M. Bouriant repeats this present in the following clause,

^ que les hommes ne peuvent imaginer\ although the words are plainly,
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^^ they have never ascended upon the heart of men", mpwale ehrai
ehrai ejm phet nnrome, koi eirl KapSiav dvOpMirov ovk ave/Srj,

1 Cor. ii. 9 ; cf. the same error [245, 5 ; 248, 3].

128. I do not see what meaning M. Bouriant intends to convey in

the last clause of this passage, 07i rCa pas coutume de louer le lahoureur

quand iljette son grain a la terre et le laisse Id simplement, mais quand,

apres Vavoir convert d\m fumier siiffi,sant^ il le serre parmi ses tresors.

The Coptic says, [222, q], nsafapolaue mmof hn nefagathon,
"he enjoys himself with, his goods". What did the Editor think the

Greek word aTroAaiJeii/ could mean? And whence has he the adj.

sujisa7it? The words are: eusantsof nsetimehro naf, "when
they water it and give dung to it ". It seems hardly credible, but he

must have thought that tso, 'to water', was identical with tsio,
' to satisfy '

!

Here is another Greek word shorn of its natural rights, '^le

hasard voulut que S. vint . . ., et qiCon lui presentdt Victor; but the

text says, [224,5] ^^<^ audiabale mmof naf, "and so t}\Qj slan-

dered him to him". Was Sta/SdWetv tlvo. Trpos tlvu such an utterly

unknown expression ? •

Why does he render mefjiho [224, z], " it accepts not the person

of", by elle n'attend point ? So again, his version of [225, 3] elle n'a

pitie ni du petit enfant ni de la jeimesse, is qnite wrong ; it should be,

" death pities not a little one on account o/his youth ".

At [225, 5] aujourd^hui nous mangeons et nous nous usons des hiens

de la terre, is incorrect; for mmene does not mean 'to-day', but

'daily': and the verb -rrepicnrdoi is inadequatelj' represented by shiser

de, in any legitimate use of this phrase. This ' Ecclesiastes ' word
was so thoroughly unmanageable to the Egyptian, that he is obliged to

render it by itseK ; thus he always has Trepio-Tracr/xos, Eccl. 1, 13;

ii. 23, 26; iii. 10; iv. 8; v. 13; viii. 16; and the verb is used iii.

10; V. 19. Only in i. 13 has he attempted an Egyptian rendering,

TreptcTTTacTyLtoj/ TTOi/rjpov eSw/cev 6 0eo? tol<; vtots rwy avOpoiirwy tov

TreptaTracrOai iv avTio, wperispasmos mponeron apnwte taaf

iinseere nnrome etreuji hrau nhetf hn whedone ; a ver-

sion in which the periphrasis ji-hran hn whedone shows clearly

in what sense the Copt took the word, "to amuse themselves with

rjSovrj ". The Greek word occurs once in N. Test., Luke x. 40, where

it has the same rendering ji-hrau ; but there is no doubt that this

Coptic word involved the idea of ' play, sport ', for we have it in Habak.

i. 10 for Tratyvta; but also Ps. Ixviii. 12 Kar' i/xov rjSoXeaxovy,

neujinhraau hioot; [cf. also Ps. Ixxvi. 4, 7, 13; Lam. iii. 20,
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KaraSoXeo-x^oret ; dSokeax^a was a difficult idea to express]. It is

alternated with eusobe in Mingarelli, p. 116 a 5, "laughing or

joJc{?if/.''^

So it is bad to say n'es-tu pas diacre . . ., pour savoir ou trouver

tant de sagesse? For the text has, eksown ton nteinoc nsophia,
" whence knowest thou this great wisdom ? Art thou a deacon &c. ?"

It is not il y a une autre mort qui s'abat sur les idoldtres, for ke

ehrai means " is appointed for " [226, 10]; cf. 246, w ; 252, 4.

Again [226, 13], aihise eitiso erok means, " I have become tired

of sparing thee"; not, fat supporte et souffert tes paroles (!)

And it is wrong to render stje w'y suis refuse for the text [226, z]

esje mpiarna mmof , which means, 'if I have not denied Him.'

129. Here again, it is impossible to understand the grammatical

system by means of which he has contrived to extract the following

translation : Jusqu' ou persisteras-tu dans ta folie? Tu mourras en pleme

jeunesse. The sense is correct enough, but it is equally certain that

the Editor has no notion whatever of the grammatical relations of the

passage! How on earth could sante w sope ekmen ebol mean
" how long wilt thou persist ?" He has missed the point, for the text

should be punctuated differently [228, 5]; sante w ce sope being the

expression for the LXX ew? ttotc, " how long is this to go on ?" cf.

Ps. vi. 3 KoX (TV Kv/oie eco? Trore, ntok de pjoeis sante w sope;

Jerem. xiii. 27 ews rtVos en, sante w ce sope, i.e. ''^ until ivJiat

happensV AYhat did M. Bouriant take sante to be? A preposition,

governing w[!!], ''until when"; in fact satnau! Then the

remainder of the passage is clear; ekmen ebol hn teimntsoc

knamw hn tekmntseresem ,
" if thou persist in this folly, thou

wilt die in thy youth",

130. And his grammar is bad at [229, 5], where he reads eaftamie

hethnos nim ebol hn wa, lui qui d\m seul {homme) a forme tous les

peuples. His text would rather mean, "who has formed all nations

out of somebody^''; cf. Gen. xiii. 16 esje wn scom n-wa eop mpso
mpkah , ei Swarat ri?. His text should probably be hn w - af

,
' out

of one flesh', e^ ei/os alfxaros. His translation would have needed wa
n- wot

.

So again, the grammar is quite wrong [231, 10], jro ntecmcom,
is assuredly not affermis ta force ; for cm com is not a noun 'force',

and te does not mean 'thy'! The words are a representation of

Ps. xxvi. 14, avSpilov Kol Kparaiovadoi rj KapSia crov, nte cmcom,
' that thou mayst prevail'.

131. And at [231, 11] we have another Biblical reference, to
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Matth. XX. 3, 6, which is missed, when he renders : ne reste pas ainsi en

repos, instead of 'be not idle\ mprsope erwosf , for wosf is the

very word for "idleness", of. Prov. xxviii. 19, petpet de nsa wosf
fnasei in ninth eke. And in the same passage, recevoir la recompense

de tes fatigues, is no version of jekas ere ji nipwbyke mn nerhise,

for the last words certainly do not mean '' of thy fatigues" ; they were

intended as a text meaning, ' along with those loJio laiour ', nete .

132. On the other side, he does not hnoiv at times when he is

right ; for what can be the meaning of his [227, y] putting a (?) after

his version, alors le Seigneur viendra, son van d la main, nettoyer son

aire{?). Of course the Coptic word means aire (Matth. iii. 12) ; the

form it appears here under, jnaau, just exemplifies the dialectal

use of a for o, common in this MS., jnow being the normal South

Coptic, cf, 1 Heg. xxiii. 1 ; Job v. 26 ; Agg. ii. 19, But he certainly

was justified in putting (?) at [227, lo] where tek-rjnau is not so

-explicable

!

The text here is : ohs mpasoma ... auo nghi hn tekr j nau,

which he has rendered, moissonne mon corps . . . et hats-le sur ton aire {?)

But how does hn come to mean 'upon' ? That is just about the

most improbable meaning that could be assigned to this preposition

!

Here it certainly denotes ' instrumentality
' ;

[if one were inclined to

guess the meaning of the feminine word rjnau, it would be to explain

it as ' flail ', "smite with thy flail ". But there is no good in guessing
:]

perhaps an emendation may be suggestive ; certainly the Jem. word

arcnah, ' craticula', would come very near to the letters of his text.

133. Then we have a Biblical passage disfigured beyond recognition

in the version of [229, 3], qui ne se trouve pas dans un temple d^idoles et

qui ne contraint personne a Vadorer par V intermediaire de la force

humaine. I doubt whether the most accomplished theologian would

be able to divine that this is the form which Acts xvii. 24, 25 has

been made to assume ! The Coptic text, wde nfsaat nlaau an,

means, " he does not need at all" (to be served by men's hands). The

verb saat is so commonly used in this sense, 'stand in need of,

Beofxai, ivSerj^, variprjixa, (cf. Job vi. 22 ; xvii, 2 ;
Prov. vii. 7 ; ix. 4

;

xxi. 17 ; xxviii. 16 ; Eccl. i. 15 &c.), that I am at a loss to account

for the failure to comprehend the word.

134. The next page contains a curious misconception, at [230, z],

where the young virgin martyr in her bold speech cries, si doncje

suis capable de faire quelque chose pour mon pays, void mon corps qui

retournera, comme il le doit, a la terre &c. The Editor here seems to

have been misled by memories of his country's heroine, Joan of Arc,
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[or Jeanne Bare, as the case may be], " if I can do aught for my
country". But the Coptic words, tinaserhob epakah ete pasoma
pe, mean '' (if) I shall be able to till my soil, that is, my body".

The phrase fhob epkah means 'to cultivate, till land', as the

following example will show ; Prov. xxviii. 19 6 epya^o/xei/os rrfv

eavTov yrjv, irXrjaOrjcreTai aprcov, petrhob epefkah fnasei noeik.

It is quite a common conception in this order of writing ; thus the

martyr said[178,ii] "here is my body as a field in the hand of a

husbandman
;
plough [tibi] in it as thou wilt, and reap it [tibi] as it

may please thee".

135. But, as if to make up for not translating by c^est a dire when
he ought to do so, he at times employs it when he ought not^ as in

the following :
" heureux ceux quiecoute7it la parole de Dieu^\ c' est-d-dire

la sienne. There is not the slightest justification for such an

addition, for the words are, [232, 1], naiatw nhwo nnetsotm
epsaje mpnwte eteire mmof, which is the Coptic rendering given

for Luke xi. 28 ^jL^vovvyc [nhwo] /xaKaptoL ol aKovovres tov Xoyov rov

®eov KOL (jivXda-crovTes avTov. ^ut c*est-a-dire la sienne {\)

137. If the word be a somewhat uncommon one, we have no

expectation that M. Bouriant will meet the emergency. Thus he

says, pourquoi tHnformer de jours dejd ecoules et trompeurs—a phrase

which has much more of the savour of Lamartine's style than' that of

a Coptic homily-writer—where the Coptic has, etbe w ksine nsa

hnhow eunasrofref nse parage [233,4]. Sere criticism is at

once to hand with the objections, that eunasrofref certainly does

not mean deja ecoules, and nse parage does tiotmesLntrompeursl j^or

will it mend matters to alternate the meanings; the words mean: "days

which will fall like leaves and pass awai/^'; for nseparage is the

' continuative ' use of the conjunctive, and the verb srofref may be

examined m situ, at Job xiv. 2 ; xv. 30 ; Ps. xxxvi. 2 ; Ixxxix. 6

;

Prov. xi. 14 ; Isai. Ixiv. 6; Mingarelli, 146, a; 322, a.

138. Surely it would be nonsense for a blind man to have appealed

to the saint in the words which are put into his mouth, si tu as pitie

de moi, je suis miserable [!!] The words are, [236, i], ekesanhtek
haroi anok peitalaiporos , "thou shalt have compassion on me,

this wretched me ". Where did the hypothetical particle come from ?

Did M. Bouriant read eke - san - htek ?

139. And all the sense is washed out of the words by such a

version as, nous ne te laissero?is pas VEgypte qui ne te suffit pas. The
words [236, x] wkwn mpenko nak ebol nkeme, auo mpefrose
erok mean, "well then, didwe^iotlediYQ thee Egypt, audit has not sufficed

E.I.A. PEOC, SEE. III., VOL. III. U
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thee". All througli this passage he has ignored the function of the

perfect regent mpe .

140. It is exasperating to see how persistently disobedience to

definite grammatical rnle is exhibited in this translation! But at

times the feeling of tvonder predominates ; what other feeling could be

roused by such a translation as, tandis que les pauvres restent en dehors

semhlahles d des chiens qui sont a la porte et que Von ne voit pas, when

the text has, [237, 13], ere neheke how mpekbol eutnton

eneuhoor nahrok euhirm pekro ngnanau an.

Consider the words :

—

ngnanau an et que Von ne voit pas.

But where is the olject (erow) of nau in that case? For he

evidently read it as nau , 'to see.' The words are quite different,

ng-na nau an, "thou art not merciful to them''^ ; for nau is the

pronoun, and the verb is the preceding word na , 'to be merciful'!

But there is more to find fault with. For consider the previous

clause, "the poor rest outside like dogs that are at the door"
;
here

the verb is ' rest', and how is that obtained ? Why, of course, he will

reply, is there not na-hrok? Certainly, the text has nahrok, but

it is merely dialectic spelling for nahrak, apud te, 'in thine eyes'

;

for most assuredly the laws of Coptic structure do not admit of such

an arrangement of words as ere neheke how mpekbol eutnton

eneuhoor na-hrok euhirin pro!

It is quite impossible; the predicate was mpekbol, being fol-

lowed by two subordinate clauses, eu-tnton &c., and eu-hirm &c.

This was the construction :

—

ere nebeke how mpekbol,
eututon eneuhoor nahrak^
euhirm pekro

n|^na nau an.

Then the sentence is: "while the poor are outside of thy house,

being like dogs in thy sight ; though at thy door thou hast no mercy

on them".

In the continuation of the discourse much is wrong; sowh [238, i]

certainly does not mean se reunir ; and the paraphrase of [238, 3],

mais, me direz-vous, quefaut-il donefairepourfeter le martyr, is certainly

not a satisfactory rendering, for the words auo as pe pkehob a
J
is

eroi, ntai an te tcinfsa inpmartyros, mean "and what is

even this, tell me, [probably meaning, and even this sin of calum-
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niators is nothing to other sins you practise] ; this is not the com-

memoration of the martyr".

141. Again, [238, lo], que sera-ce alors potir im disciple qui aura

verse son sang pour le saint nom. Eut the text means : if a cnp of

cold water given in the name of a disciple is rewarded, then evidently

any gift to the holy martyr will not fail of reward. It does not

mean, if a cup of water is rewarded, then much more the shedding of

one's blood ! The words are :
'' who else is a disciple other than the

man who has shed his blood for His holy name?", as pe
pkemathetes nsa pentafpoht ebol mpefsnof ejm pefran
etwaab ; see No. 31.

142. And at [238, zj, au lieu de vous rendre a {sa chapelle), repenfez-

vous de vos peches, comme ces hommes impurs qui comme vous se tiennent

avec des femmes debauchees. There is no sense in that, and the Coptic

words are quite wrongly rendered: epma etre tekcinpot eratf
sope nhie mmetanea nneknobe. The meaning of the passage is

this: "it is no celebration of a martyr's feast-day, to be like that

kind of impure men who make assignations on the way to church in-

stead of letting thyjourney thither lecome apath ofrepentancefor thy sins''\

And again, [238, y] vous restez avec elle jusqiCa ce que vous soyez

pris pour elle de desirs mauvais is certainly not what the homilist

meant to convey by his words: ngsmn tootk nmmas santekcn
nekpathos ethow nmmas, ''so that thou covenant with her till

thou gratify thy evil passions with her".

143. And immediately after he distorts the meaning: cojnme ces hom-
mes impurs qui se tiennent avec des femmes debauchees ; quelle fete en effet

et de quel martyr que celle dont le jour est venu ! " Viens a moi des avant

le soir ; je viendrai Id et nous irons coucher dans tel lieu^\ Eut the words
mean, '

' they covenant with Tropvai, saying, ' lo, such and such a feast

of such and such a martyr has drawn near ; come to me at eventide •

see, I shall go there that I may sleep in such and such a place'."

Here is the text [239, 2] :—
eis as nsa nte as mmartyros afhon ehwn, ame nai

njin harwhe, eisheete tinapot mmau ntankotk hn as mma.
What could be the meaning of the ejaculation in his version, quelle

fete &c. And why se tiennent avec, as a rendering of smn tootw
mn ? And why le jour est venu for afhon ehwn? And why des

avant le soir, for njin ha-rwhe [cf. I^orth Coptic hanameri,
hanarwhi, hanatowi: see Schivartze, Matth. xx. 1, and his refe-

rences ;
the North Coptic spelling with hori, not hai is significant

T7 2
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enough] ? And why je viendrai for tinapot ? And why nous

irons coucher for nta-nkotk, which he must absolutely have read

ntan-kotk 1 pl.^ and then rendered as di future !

144. Here again is a sentence in which the real meaning of the

writer is distorted by the translator's endeavour to round off his

period before he had sufficiently considered the grammatical struc-

ture :
^^ Mon desir est de vous parler asse% sur ce sujet^ mais je crois

que la mesure est suffisante pour chacun et que le poids suffit pour chaque

chose''

\

That seems nicely balanced : the two final clauses are co-ordinate

and identical, then ? Do they represent a general, abstract proposition,

or do they refer to the particular concrete case ?

The Coptic text is misrepresented [239, x] : neiwos men pe eje

prose netn etbe nai, alia timeeue je a psi sope nsa sa nim,

auo wsi petsoop hn hob nim. The translator has completely

ignored the distinction between the perfect a . . . sope, and the

present etsoop: "I wanted indeed to say 'the sufficient' to you

about these things, but I think that the measure has talien place on

every side [= is completely filled up], and further a measure does exist

in everything".

145. His text at [239, 8] is quite wrong: me mn tetnei mmau
ewom, which should be me mntetn ei, 'have ye not a house &c.';

and his translation of both tense and preposition is wrong on the next

line, ne cherchez pas un lieu pour Vaccomplissement de vos desirs pervers

dans la sainte cliapelle du saint; for the Coptic has mpekcn, and

nsa, " thou hast not found a place .... except the martyr's chapel"
;

nor is dit en d^autres circonstances a correct rendering of afjoos

nhenkowe, "he said it to other persons ^^
; nor do the words of

240, 2 refer to a banquet better than any previous banquet, as would

be inferred from his version, tel que nous ne nous sommesjamais rassasies

a un pareil festin, but to a banquet, at which the viands are so excel-

lent that we have not yet got satiated therewith, tai te the ete

mpensi sa tenw; see Ko. 13.

146. And the next clause is a complete misconception, par Id

j^entends les liens que tu as regus pour le Christ et que fdhandonne a

regret. This latter clause is quite unmeaning, and bears no relation

to the Coptic words, [240,2] esaimeeue ebol etbe nentaksopw

etbe peXS, sairhba taka toot ebol, "when I think on all

that thou hast suffered for Christ, I am perplexed and have to give

up (the calculation) ". If M. Eouriant should object that the sop-w

refers to the feasts the martyr has received, still rhba is not rightly
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rendered ; for when the LXX describes Jacob's agitation at the prospect

of encountering Esaii, icfio/SijOr] Se laKw/3 cr<fi6Spa, koI rjTropelro,

Gen. xxxii. 7, the Coptic gives precisely this word aferhba to express

The meaning invitus, coadiis, found in Parthey for hba, is based

on Mingarelli's guess, p. 236, who adds in his note : Nam ^E.A.
memphitis est violentia, vis. But the South-Coptic word has nothing

to do with khba, which becomes kba, of course. The speculation,

therefore, invitus, coactus, must fall ; and in fact it was quite out of

place, for the passage in Mingarelli is petmmau de afwahf nsof

efo nhba eflypei jew petnasope, 'he followed him, i7i per-

2)lexity and grief, as to what would happen.'

147. On the same page he has rendered mpekwes tmntrmmao
[240, ii] by tu ne fes pas prosterne devant la richesse, showing that

he did not understand his own text : it is " thou didst not love riches",

wes ; whereas he translates as if he read west, 'to pay ivorship to',

which could not be so used.

148. How could the Coptic writer have brought himself to indite

so unorthodox a proposition as this which M. Eouriant has credited

him with ? quel saint parmi les saints^ si je te compare a lui, ?i^est

a cote de toi meprisaUe I Of course each community preferred its

own particular saint, whose biography naturally was the letterpress

description of the museum-relics preserved by each monastery, but

they were not wont to speak of the character of a rival saint as being

meprisahle ! And as a matter of fact, it is not said so here, for the

text has, [241,6] nim hn netwaab petmatntong erof ngtmsos
ninmaf, where the root sos, 'to be equal'', is not to be confounded

with SOS, 'reproach, contumely', for the sos which does mean
' reproach &c.' is a North Coptic root ! The writer only meant to say

that his saint was as good as any other.

[An instructive example occurs at Levit. xxvi. 24, where the

expression ^v/xw TrAayto) of the LXX is rendered by hnwthemos auo
hn w-s6s an, 'not on a level, equal, straight &c.' and so = TrAaytw.]

149. And M. Bouriant does not hold the balance fairly in the

discussion between the respective merits of the saints and martyrs
;

for he states the case as follows : no doubt the saints are good, but

the martyrs are better, mais les martyrs auront le cceur et Vdme fermes,

eux qui pourro7it dire, ' Seigneur, tu as verse ton sang pour nous, mais

nous aussi nous avons verse le notre pour toi\ That reads very per-

suasively, but it is quite wrong!

The text urges just the opposite side : it is not the martyrs but
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the saints wlio are urged to be of good cheer, even though they cannot

say, 'we have shed our blood &c.', for the words are [241, x], kan
esje meu-s-saje hn wparresia; for, it is subsequently added,

God has taken care that the martyrs are 7iot to take precedency of

everybody in heaven.

150. The last page of this Homily is deformed by errors in the

concluding lines. Ainsi le Dieu de V TJnivers .... nous a rendus

dignes d'etre reunis dans ce saint lieu axijourd'hui pour la commemoration

du . . , . martyr A. Victor ; quHl henisse noire reunion. But that

does not express the text, which says, "as he hath made us worthy

to gather A^r(? ^o-^ay, .... ^o\q will hless every reunion of us k,Q,P

And finally, whatever fitness there might be in a religieux of the

time of Louis XIV. adding a prayer for the political welfare of le

Grand Mo7iarque, there does not seem the slightest appropriateness

here in a valedictory peroration like this :

—

quHl hetiisse notre reunion, qu'il garde notre roi ami de Dieu afin

qu'il accomplisse sa carriere sans trouble ni emeute, quHls nous henisse

tous, petits ou grands &c.

I rather think that their "God-loving king" was not a political

one, for the prayer is :
" that he may complete his narration without

any confusion or trouble"! nfjek tefdiekesis [= StT^yT^o-ig] ebol

ajn laau nstortf hi tarakhe.

[ ni. ]

The subsequent "portion of Coptic text given in this Fasciculus

(pp. 243-265) is another Eloge on the same martyr, St. Victor. It is

not necessary to go in detail through this second article.

But indeed it is throughout of a piece with the previous portion :

in the space of its 22 pages, I have noted upwards of 100 errors.

Many of these are of course trivial, and involve no grave misunder-

standing in situ, because the general sense secures the passage from

the calamities which would result from the legitimate process of

translation ; but in order to work this oracle properly, a translator

must have come to terms with the sibyl, and secured a knowledge of

the drift of the clause lefore attempting its grammatical analysis!

But this is not always possible.

I have not space to set forth everything : my aim in this paper is

to urge on Coptic students the necessity of learning the grammar
before venturing into the dangerous post of editor. Errors will occur
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in the very best work. But the work I have here criticised is not the

best : it is not even good.

Even in the Greek words there is an extraordinary want of

critical treatment shown by M. Bouriant. Cf. e. gr. his rendering

of TrpwToaTToAoyta [248,7], ^^^^ la premiere parole
\ [245, 3] thyrdn,

des insignes, but it is Ovp^ov, ' shield', cf. Ps. xlv. 10 ; what is KOiXa-

K€V€ [249, g] ? how does lirtOvixiL [251, i] become 'choleric'? or

what is a^oTo<; [258, z] ?

And why render [245, 4], les amies perissalles de ce monde, when
the text has nhnhnaau nte peikosmos , i.e. ^vessels of this world';

for the word does not mean 'arms, weapons,' it means vessel, vase,

howl, basket, ayyos, dyyelov, Kpar-qp, arKevos ; cf. 2 Beg. xvii. 28 ; Prov.

ix. 23; Ps. XXX. 13; Jerem.xiv. 3; Amos viii. 1 ;
generally 'implement.'

To make it mean ' weapons,' it would have to be determined by some

following word; e.gr. hnaau n-ka sote is ' an implement for keep-

ing arrows,' a quiver, (Ps. x. 3; Job xxx. 11; Ezek. xxvii. 11), just as

hnaau n-shai, 'implement for writing,' is used for ypacj^Ls, Ezek.

xxiii. 14. Just so hnaau mmise may be used for 'fighting imple-

ments'; but the Greek word ottXov is regularly itself used in both

South and jN'orth Coptic; cf. Ps. v. 13; xxxiv. 2; xlv. 10; Ivi. 5;

xc. 4 ; Ezek. xxxii. 27. Then in the Cox)tic, why edit solp [246, 3],

"qui nous atte?id^\ when it is plainly Bom. viii. 18, and should be

colp? why translate wrongly [246, 7], instead of " so that I do not

find thee equal to him" ? what is [246, y] ji sojp e, in a passage

obviously fi'om Hebr. xi. 7 {KareKpive, ji sojne?)? and the last line,

which means :
" it was testified, ' I have not found &c.' " ? why render

nhboos, pour te cacher [249, 8], when it is plainly only hboos,
* garment', (the previous ;)(Aa/x7ys (sic) being perhaps only a mistake

for lakm) ? why omit '' (cannot take it) from him^\ [249, 12]'?

why edit mn twepe for mntw epe [250,5]? ^^^ ^^J ^^^t ete

sauvees, for the future [247, 6] ? why ignore the particle je [254, 10],

"in heaven they call his name viz. 17ie Greatesf^ ? what is tinasent

[256,5]? "^by glide over c6, " Ji? still that I may see them",

[256, 14] ? why omit ntaka as [258, 10]? why ignore naa [258, 3] ;

[259, 10]? or why edit wrongly [258, 12] mpe woeis, for it is

m-pe-woeis? what is ntafei ntho [260, i] ? and what is wam-
thme [260,5] ? &c. &c.

Words of a quite definite meaning are tortured or twisted into

something quite foreign to their real drift. Thus he takes the

common preposition nwes n, which simply means ' without ', and

makes of it a compound of the verb wos 'to desire', to which he
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prefixes a perfectly inexplicable sansl Tlius lie translates [249, 3]

Daniel a i^asse 25 jours dans la fosse aux lions sans desirer manger ni

hoire. "Where did he learn that DanieFdid not desire to eat or drink

during that period ? Eut he evidently thinks that is the analysis of

the word, for he repeats it immediately below, sa7is vouloir manger ni

hoire !

He does this even with the simplest words. Thus [252, z] he

has ta tete a He couioee^ where there was no decapitation at all,

euhook mmok, meaning merely, loTiile torturing {scraping thee) I

And what has possessed him to give such a turn to the phrase as he

has done in (twice) rendering tpolis mp merit, la ville d'amour '^

St. Victor had been exalted to *Hhe city of The Beloved''\ [253, i
;

254, 7]. And what is gained by describing Yictor as ceint d^une epee

d''or, when the text [256, 12] has majh, dialectic for mojh,
" girdle " ? Neither is there any advantage in rendering saje erok,

a toi que je parte [252, 11], instead of, "while I am speaking con-

cerning thee". And [253, 13] il leur accorde la guerison, et sHls se

rendent a sa chapelle, leur cceur trouve le repos, is the version given of

the text: nsebok epeuei ere peuhet matn; but these words

mean, " so that they go to their house, with their heart light ".

And again, cf. [258,6] tesomnt mmahe, in the sentence which

he has rendered il saisit le magon a trois coudees du sol. The mason

had fallen from the wall, but St. Yictor suddenly appeared, and held

him up, mpatefpoh epkah sa tesomnt mmahe, "before he

had gone to the ground except [=more than] three cubits ". According

to his text, te- would be the article before mahe, which is masc, as

his own text somnt shows, or he may cf. Deut. iii. IP; Ezek. xl.

1, 9. It was the prep., sate (somnt mmahe); but how did he

come to the meaning a trois coudees du sol?

Once more, [258, x] mais sije ne puis les redire tous . . . . du moins

fen conterai quelques-uns dontfai etetemoin. The last words are quite

impossible: tinataue henkwi ntaho eroi; here too, the verb

taho, 'to overtake,' must have flitted before him, but lam absolutely

incapable of guessing hoiv he proposed to handle it. The words meant,

"so that I may content myself", nta-ho eroi; cf. Eccl. v. 9 nim
pentaf-ho erof, tls yyaTrrjaev ; Gen, xxxiii. 13 ho eroi, " it suf-

fices for me ": cf. his own text 263, 10.

The next section has some strange misconceptions. The translator

begins thus : II y avait, dans cette ville, un homme de qualite qui n''avail

pense pendant toute sa vie qu'd hoire et a manger. On looking to see

the Coptic for un homme de qualite qui n^ avait pense^ we find [258, z]
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pai de ne w-axotos pe nreftiswmbwle ;
and the desire grows

strong to discover the precise relations between text and translation !

What was the word axotos ? There is no Greek word corresponding

to that, and there is just as little critical handling of swmbwle .

Anyhow this is what we have to discuss

:

w-a|oTOS un Jiomme de quallU

S reftl-(rov|xPovXT| qxd n^ ava'xt pense. &c.

Kow, I do not think any Greek scholar will be able to tolerate

such a version of Greek vocables ; but it is still less tolerable considered

in the light of Coptic structure! Por the word refti s. can only

mean " a man wlio gives (Tv\x^ov\y] ", and if it were so taken, it might

have to mean, that this person was one who used to give advice at his

meals ! The version petise is quite out of the question : it was a-vfx/SoX-^,

*' a man who gives o-v/x^oXas". But what about the a^oros? It was

probably only acrwros, ' a profligate
'

; but I shall be willing to accept

any better emendation.

Then [259, 8] we get a quotation which is not satisfactory, foute

imprudence irrefleckie est en alomijiation a Dieu. The Coptic has

:

tbote mpnwte pe jar bal nim natsbo, where there is certainly

no reference to imprudence. For the jarbal was a person who

stiffened his eye, the passage being simply a memory quotation from

Prov. xxvii. 20, a-Trjpi^ojv ocfiOaXfxov. The words mean, ''the abomi-

nation of the Lord is every stiif-eyed person, [and] the indocile who do

not restrain their tongue ". But here is the version presented : ear il

est ecrit^ " Toute imprudence irreflechie est en abomination a Dieu",

a propos de ceux qui ne savejit retenir leur langue. But the Coptic text

is wrong; for the LXX has Kai, auo natsbo ete men -a., *'the

stiff-eyed and the indocile who do not &c."

]^or does there seem to be any good in rendering il cut He incapahle

de distinguer, for the words ns-wonh ebol an mean, ''it does not

appear", [262, 4].

I rather think that some very instructive criticism is possible on

such a line as he presents at [263, i],

tinawaje hm pitak mpaflo.

Here he renders : si tu veux que je te guerisse^ je perce cette masse {'i)

avant de te guerir. He saw that this was unmeaning; hence his (?).

Whence came masse ? The dictionary gave it, not under tak, but under

tac! Then whence has he Je perce, for tina-waje? For as the

verb must have an object, or be passive, it is clear that waje must
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include the object, and therefore that the object is the 2 sy. fem. : ''I

will cut thee with this razor^ The implement was expressed in hm
pei-tak ; tak being merely dialectic for tok ,

" a razor ", Ps. li. 4
;

Ezek. V. 1.

So, too, Coptic scholars might also bestow a little thought on the

words just below, hnse mmehtop, rendered les dents d^un peigne.

Then also the final words [265, 4] might be deemed worthy of

a note: 6 nah, si mmof hm prase, which are rendered: Vie\

rassasidz-le de lajoie &c.

Undoubtedly the worst feature of this kind of editing is that one

loses the sense of trust in the data furnished : is the text correctly

given, and is the rendering legitimately attained, become very serious

questions when the words are not common words. How indeed can

one trust the treatment of uncommon words, when the common words
are treated as follows ?

Cf . the translation of [260, 1 2] (^7) vint le visiter siir sapriere ; where
is swr sapriere'^ for the words are af-ei sarof ecmpefsine, ''he

came to him to visit him ", with not a hint of sur sa priere ! How
did he come by it ? thus :

—

ecm = ejm = upon
pef-sine = his prayer [! !]

But the words mean simply e-cm, "to find, get", pef-sine,
*'his visiting".

Or cf. [258,13] :

nim g^ar iiro men tahe peto nhikanos &c.

This he renders, quel homme se recontrera qui sera capable &c., which
we may intuit better as follows :

nim Spo quel homme

men (not rendered, jueV)

tahe se rencontrera.

Everything is wrong : it should be

nim iirdme what man

nta-he like me [can ^c]

It was the expression n-ta-he, * of my kind,' that he failed to

understand; then ro, 'mouth', was paraphrased into 'man', and
the particle />teV was edited—and ignored.

The Old Testament story does not warrant anything like the
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following statement, Isaac i^egut de son propre pere Vord/re de s'offrir en

mctime d Dieu ; the Coptic text simply says that Isaac's own father

took him, to sacrijice him, pefeiot mmin mmaf pentafbitf je

efnatalaf ehrai, 247, 13.

And the New Testament is equally unheeded, when he renders,

6 artisan qui n'as point eu d te repentir de lalourer la vigne de ton

Seigneur, et qui de ton corps as fait un champ pur pour le Seigneur

ton Dieu; for it will hardly be maintained that qui n^as point eu d te

repentir is a good version of ete mefji sipe, [248, 8], 'who is not

wont to be ashamed'', the ipydrrjv dveTraLcrxyvTov of Tim. ii. 15. But

the phrasing is quite wrong, for he has made two independent clauses

:

(a) Y. has not had to repent of tilling God's vineyard

;

(h) he has made of his body a pure field
;

whereas the Coptic is careful to weld together these two clauses by

its admirable particles : ef ere mpma neloole mpefjoeis, ete

pefsoma pe, ntafaaf niohe nkatharos mpjoeis pefnwte, of

the ipydTr]<s, "who by digging up the vineyard of the Lord, i.e. his

body, has made it a pure field &c." ; cf. No. [134].

Finally here are three instructive examples :

—

At [249, 7] efsasm does not mean expose d la chaleur, but 'worn

out, wearied ', cf. 2 E,eg. xvii. 29 ; Ps. Ixxxix. 7 ; Ezek. xxiii. 32
;

Jonah ii. 8 &c. He plainly does not realize the force of this word,

for at [251, 11], he renders, absurdly. Saint Victor est mort effame,

altere, Irule de desirs [!]. Surely it was no merit on the part of a

saint to die hrule de desirs ! !

And to render hnkowe nrefskoptei, at [250, y] by les autres

sont mefiants is to exhibit a very unsteady hold of the realities of the

Greek language, for crKwirTecv means ' to jeer ', and the Copt was

referring to ' jeerers ', and not to ' mistrustful ',
' suspicious' persons.

Did M. Eouriant take it to be the verb o-KeTrro/xat ? Why, then his

translation is still equally uncritical ; for the Greek word does 7iot

involve the idea of ' sinful distrust '

!

This same list of sinful persons is taken by M. Bouriant to

include a set of men described generically in these terms : les autres

violent les his, which I am again constrained to indict as an act of

high treason against Coptic lexicography, because neither are laws

mentioned, nor is their violationieieYiedi to, in the phrase, nrefpeene
tos ebol, at [251,5]! It means, "men who remove landmarhs^\

Perhaps a quotation will clinch the matter : Prov. xxii. 28 mprpeene
ntos ebol sa eneh nta nekeiote smntw, fx-r] fxiraipc opca aiwvia

a iOevTO ot Trareyacs arov.
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It is not too much to say that the most hopeful prospect of pene-

trating into the mysteries enshrined in the older stage of a forgotten

language, which has left a lineal descendant with a grammar and
vocabulary at our disposal, lies in the thorough study of this modern
form. It may he that the Book of the Dead will never be made
intelligible, that Old-Egyptian grammar in its totality will never be

brought within the sphere of modern science ; but at any rate the

primal condition of effective effort towards a successful solution of the

problem is the absolute mastery of the Coptic language, "the tongue

of the folk of Egypt".

But to attain this, attention will have to be paid to the words of

the masters : Coptic Grammar is not now a matter of personal specu-

lation, but of formulated statement.
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XIV.

NOTES ON NEWTONIAN CHEMISTRY. By REV. SAMUEL
HAUGHTON, M.D.

[Eead Notember 13, 1893.]

Note Y.

ReCAPITULATIOX of NeTVTOXIAX PeIXCIPLES (cOiS'TAIXED IN THE FIRST

FOTJE notes) and MEilOEANDril ON THE LaW OF AyOGADRO.

I PROPOSE, in this Note, to give a brief summary of the results of

the preceding notes, concerning the i>aseous compounds of hydrogen

with other single elements, and to state the laws of their com-

binations in a general form, capable of future development.

I.

—

Combination of Monad Elements with Hydrogen.

A hydrogen molecule is represented by two hydrogen atoms, re-

volving under the influence of their mutual attractions in a circle

round their common centre of gravity, according to Newtonian prin-

ciples, in accordance with which the attraction of two atoms for each

other is expressed by the equation

:

mm'
attraction = yu ——^

f

where ?w, m' are the masses of the atoms, r their mutual distance,

and /x their specific coefficient of attraction.

If /x denote the coefficient of attraction, at unit distance, for unit

masses of hydrogen, I the radius of the orbit, a the mass of the

hydrogen atom, and w the angular velocity of the orbital motion,

then we have

attraction = \j.

(20

centrifugal force = mHa.

Equating these, we find

/xa = 4^0)2, (1)
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which represents Kepler's well-known third law that the squares

of the periodic times are proportional to the cubes of the distances.

Let us now take a molecule of chlorine, and represent it as

follows :

If now,

then,

I

0)1

attraction coefficient of CI CI,

radius of chlorine molecule orbit,

angular velocity of chlorine molecule orbit,

mass of chlorine
;

/>ii/3 = 4Po)il (2)
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If I we now consider the molecules in space, we replace the circles by

spheres, and imagine the atoms of hydrogen and chlorine revolving

on their respective spheres in every possible plane passing through

the centre, so that each molecule will exclude, from its own sphere,

the intrusion of any other molecule. We shall assume nothing at

present as to the relative radii of the molecular spheres, except that

they are very small, as compared with the distances that separate the

molecules in space.

The most general form of the fundamental equations is the fol-

lowing :—When a molecule of hydrogen and a molecule of chlorine

combine to form two molecules of hydrochloric acid, the orbits bein

supposed coplanar

:

^/W=/3n2c.,+ l+a,, (A)

/5+1

g

^
/2o>'2+2€i = ^rr<+ 1, (C)

These equations represent, on JSTewtonian principles,

(A) The Conservation of areas (Couples)
;

(C) The Conservation of vis viva (Energy)
;

(B) The Configuration of the molecule
;

and the letters have the following meanings

:

yS = atomic weight of chlorine, &c.

r' = radius of hydrochloric acid molecule.

Ti = radius of chlorine molecule.

(o' = angular velocity of hydrochloric acid molecule.

o)i = angular velocity of chlorine molecule.

ai = additional couple, positive or negative (if any), to be added

from without, to effect the combination (reckoned ^<?r

atom of hydrogen).

€i = loss of energy, if any, caused by the collision of the atoms

during combination (reckoned j!?(9r atom of hydrogen).

/x' = coefficient of attraction (or repulsion) between hydrogen

and chlorine, &c. ; or, action of unit mass of hydi'ogen

upon unit mass of chlorine, &c., at the unit distance.
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^.B.—The units of mass, space, and time are assumed :

Unit of mass = atomic weight of hydrogen
;

Unit of space = radius of hydrogen molecule

;

Unit of time is found by making the angular velocity of the

hydrogen molecule equal to unity.

The equations (A) and (C) contain six unknown quantities, viz. :

and cannot be made use of, without some hypotheses.

Let us suppose

r,= \
I ai = / Ci = 0,

or, that the chlorine molecule has the same radius as the hydrogen

molecule, and that the combination takes place in the cheapest way,

without additional area, and without loss of energy by the collision of

the atoms.

These hypotheses reduce equations (A) and (C) to the following :

^/W = !^i±^, (A)
p 7111

—fs-^^ = T-

;

K^)

where Wj = —, and is proportional to the periodic time of chlorine, &c.

If we eliminate <o' , we find

and, if we eliminate r', we find

Ml {nil + p)

We have already shown that the combination (catastrophe) is

greatly aided by chlorine, &c., having an opposite rotation to hy-

drogen, and their periodic times having a small common multiple.

We shall therefore assume Mi to be an integer and negative.

We are able to assign a probable limit to the value of mi by

the consideration that the stability of the hydrochloric, &c., molecule

must be greater than that of the hydrogen molecule.
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The stability of the compound molecule is measured by its centri-

fugal force, which is w'-r' ; but the centrifugal force of the hydrogen

molecule is represented by unity
; therefore we have the condition

w'V > 1, or w'V^ > 1
;

which gives finally, substituting for w' and r', the preceding values,

the equation

P {mC' + fSy > {/3 + 1) m,' {m, + P)\ {c)

We are now in a condition to determine the constants of hydro-

fluoric, hydrochloric, hydrobromic, and hydriodic acids.

Hydrofluoric Acid.—The configuration of the monad elements

combined with hydrogen is shown in the following figui^e.

In the case of fluorine, ^ = 19, and equations {a) and (h) become

{a)
,2

19 K+19y-
r^ = zr:: X

(J) =

20" 7}h^+ 19
'

Mi2+19

mi{mi + 19)

'

R.I.A. PEOC., SEk. III., VOL. III.
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with the understood condition {c)

0)'2/ > 1.

If Ml = - 7, we find

/ = 1-4183, o)'2 = 0-65623, w'V = 0-93078.

This solution must be rejected, for oi'-r' is less than unity.

If mi = - 8, we find

/ = 1-1768, w'2 = 0-88959, wV = 1-04690.

This solution satisfies the conditions of the problem.

Hydrochloric Acid.—Here we have /? = 35-5, and equations {a)

and (J) become

35-5 (^1+35-5)^
/2 = —- X

36-5 ^1^+35-5 '

»ii(wi+ 35-5)

If Ml = - 16, we find

r' = 1-1263, (o'2 = 0-87290, w'V = 0-98322.

This solution must be rejected, for w'^r' is less than unity.

If Ml = - 17, we find

r' = 1-0128, a)'2 = 1-0646, w'V = 1-0782.

This solution satisfies the conditions of the problem.

Sydrohromic Acid.—Here we have jS = 80, and equations (a) and

(b) become
80 (mi + 80)2 .

r'2 _ X
81 mi^ + SO

'

mi" + 80
0) =

mi(mi + 80)

If wh = - 38, we find

/ = 1-06920, o)'2 = 0-91180, w'V = 0-97490.

This solution must be rejected, for w'^r' is less than unity.
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If m^ = - 39, we find

r' = 1-01833, w'2 = 1'00250, w'V = 1-02088.

This solution satisfies the conditions of the problem.

Hydriodic Acid.—Here we have /S = 127, and equations {a) and

(h) become

,'2 _ 127
^ (wi + 127)2

wii2+127''128

O) =
wh^+ 127

nh{m^ + 127)

If w?! = - 62, we find

/ = 1-02744, co'2 = 0-97093, co'V = 0-99758.

This solution must be rejected, for w'V is less than unity.

If mi = - 63, we find

r' = 0-99632, w'- = 1-03099, co'^r' = 1-0272.

This solution satisfies the conditions of the problem.

In the preceding cases we have found values for m^ that satisfy

the problem, but we have no right to assume that the value of nii so

found represents the actual value of w?i ; because it only represents

the minimum value of nii that is possible : higher values of nii would

give a solution of the problem with higher stabilities to the molecules,

and further facts may require such higher stability. Let us now
bring together the facts already ascertained.
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II.

—

Combination of Dead Elements with Hydhogen.

When a dyad atom combines with two atoms of hydrogen, we
suppose that two molecules of hydrogen combine with one molecule

of the dyad, so as to produce two molecules of the compound.
Thus
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li Mi = - 3, we find

r" = 1-2126, w"2 = 1-2814,

w"V" = 1-5576.

If »^2 = - 3^, we find

r" = 1, (o"2 = 1-6530,

o,"V" = 1-6530.

li rtii = - 4, we find

/' = 0-81647, (o"2 = 2-2500,

a,"V" = 1-8371.

Any one of these solutions will account for the formation of water,

and the exclusion of hydroxyl (HO).

Sydroxyl.—If we discuss the properties of hydroxyl (HO), after

the manner of those of hydrofluoric or hydrochloric acid, it is easy

to see, from the preceding section, that if /? = 16, we have mi = -7

as the most probable solution. We thus find

)8 = 16, nil = - 7,

r = 1-0829, co'2 = 1-0645,

CO
'2*./ _/ = 1-1528.

Calculating the value of the attraction of oxygen upon one atom

of hydrogen, in hydroxyl, we find

^'P = ^^±lY/3^/2 ^ 1-5263.

If we choose for water the second of the three solutions just

given
r" = 1, a)"2 = 1-6530,

we find the attraction of one atom of oxygen upon one atom of

hvdrogen, in water,

fx"(3 = o)"2-l = 0-6530,

being less than half the attraction in HO.

Sulphuretted Hydrogen (HSH).—If we suppose, as in the case of

oxygen, r" = 1, we find

/8 = 32,

4

(0
"2 = 1-2844.
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The best solution for HS would be

7ni = - 15,

/ = 1-04424, ^ = 32,

o)'2 = 1-01574,

(o'2/ = 1-06068.

This explains why HSU makes its appearances and not HS.

The attraction of an atom of sulphur upon an atom of hydrogen

at the unit distance is, in HS,

//5 = fi^±iY^-'3^/2 ^ 1.2300.

The attraction in HSH, is

/'/5 = co"2_ 1 = 0-2844,

being less than one-fourth the attraction in HS.

Selenuretted Hydrogen (HSeH).—If we suppose r" = 1, we find,

^ = 79,

m-, = —-^ = - 19A.
4

This gives us
a)"2 = 1-1065.

The most favourable value for HSe would be

riH = - y, /3 = 79,

/ = 1-02681,

w'2 = 1-00256,

w'V = 1-02955.

(HSe)/^ = M130,

(HSeH) /'^ = 0-1065,

being less than one-eighth the attraction in HSe.
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Telluretted Hydrogen (HTeH).—If we suppose r" = 1, we find

^2 = —^ = - 31i ^ = 128,

a)"2 = 1-06449.

The most favourable values for HTe would be

Wi = - 63, /3 = 128,

r' = 1-01180,

w'2 = 1,

w'V = 1-01180.

(HTe)/^ = 1-05206,

(HTeH) /'^ = 0-06449,

being less tban one-sixteenth the attraction in HTe.

III.—Combination of Triad Elements'with Hydrogen.

Ammonia Type.

In this case, three molecules of hydrogen combine with one

molecule of nitrogen to produce two molecules of ammonia.

The most general equations of this type are

3^3 + /?Y'lii^n, ^
Sm

+ a3, (A)
3

/"W'- + 2c, = ^-^!-t^, (C)

IM"'f3 = a)'"2_2sec 30°. (B)

If we suppose that ammonia is produced at the cheapest rate, we have

€3 = 0, as = 0,

and (A) and (C) become
... ... 3m, + iS

(A)

(C)

Eliminating w'", we find

When /" = 1,

m^ =

r'"2(o'"
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This is the relation between atomic weight and periodic time in the

•«

if:

triads, when the compound has the same size as the elements.
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Eliminating r'" between (A) and (C), we find

(O =
m3(3m3+ /?)*

We thus find

r'" = 1, m, = - ^, /? = 14,

(o'"2 = 2-3884,

lx"'P = + 0-0794.

As ammonia (NH3) is formed, to the exclusion of (T^Hj) and

(!N"H), we must examine these two compounds.

The most probable constants for NHg, are^

r" = 1,
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The most probable solution of PITg, is,

r'" = 1, m, = -^ = - 4f, y8 = 31,

(o"'2 ^ 1-4744^ ^///^ ^ 0-8350.

The most probable constants for PH2 are

// T
2-^ 29

tu"2 = 1-2948,

fM"/3 = + 0-2948.

The most probable constants for PH are

^ = 31,

(o'2 = 1-01688,

fjL'/3 = 1-2594.

Arsenuretted Eyclrogen.^Th^ most probable constants for this

gas are

'''' ^
a = ~ ^^' ^ = 75,

^'" = 1, o>'"2 = 1.1736,

ix!"^ = - M358.

The most probable constants for AsHg are

2-/? 73
^^3 = -^ = - -, ^ = 75,

«

'^" = 1, co"2 = 1-1125,

I

At"/? = + 0-1125.

/Wi
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The most probable constants for AsH are

^1 = - y, P = 75,

r' = 1-01952, o>'2= 1-00284,

(o'V = 1-02248, /yS = 1-0912.

Antimonuretted Sydrogen.—The most probable constants for this

gas are

3-/? 119
^'3 = -^ = -—

,

p= 122,

r'" = 1, (o'"2 = M033,

/"yS = - 1-2061.

The most probable constants for SbHs are

?W2 = —Al = - 30, ^ = 122,

r" = 1, a)"2 = 1-0678,

ix"p = + 0-06777.

The most probable constants for SbH are

^1 = - 60, /5 = 122,

, r' = 1-01211, (o'2 = 1-00130,

co'V = 1-01343,
f^'l3

= + 1-05523.

IV.

—

Combination of Tetead Elements with Hydeogen.

When a tetrad atom combines with four atoms of hydrogen, the

form of the general equations is the following :

—

47)11 + B ...
r'^2o>- = ' ^ + Ui, (A)

4/«4

r-^a>-H2e, = ^^^'+/
(C)

ix'-'ji = co'^2 _ /i + 2sec45°\ ,-g.

\ [3-8284]
/' ^ ^
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The equation of configuration (B) depending on the assumed form of

the compound molecule

If we suppose r^^ = 1 (compound molecule of same size as molecule

of element), the cheapest and most probable result will be found,

from making €4 = 0, a^ = 0, from which we obtain

m^^ =
4-/?

8

as the general relation between the atomic weight and periodic time

of the tetrad.

Marsh Gas (CII4).—The most probable values are

4-iS
^

oi'-'~ = 4,

r'' = 1 :

P = 12,

fji'^'P = +0-1716,

The most probable values of the constants of CH3 are

S-/3 3
m. =

6 2'

o)'"2 = 2-7778,

/5 = 12,

fx'"IS = + 0-4684,

r"' = 1,
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The most probable values of the constants of CHg are

(0

2-/3
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The most probable constants of (SiH) are

?wi = - 13, y8 = 28,

r' = 1-0501,
.

co'2 = 1-02061,

(o'V = 1-07176, //? = + 1-2678.

MEMORANDUM ON THE LAW OF AYOGADEO.

The weight, specific gravity, and volume of a body are connected

together by the simple equation, discovered by Archimedes,

Weight = specific gravity x volume.

If we suppose that in a given volume of a gas, we have N mole-

cules, or separate systems, the preceding equation may be written, if

we call M the weight of the molecule (proportional to the atomic

weight), and S and Fthe specific gravity and volume of the gas

MxN = Sx F;
or,

Now, the Law of Avogaclro states that

M Molecular weio;ht
= Constant

S Specific gravity of gas

therefore, as V is constant, N is constant, or

In a given volume of chemical gas^ there are always the

same numher of molecules. .

The following Table contains the data on which the Law of

Avogadro is founded :

—

[Table, &c.
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Table of Data, Etc.

Element.
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0^^ SOME CAYES IN THE SLIEYE NA CAILLIAGH
DISTRICT, CO. MEATH. By E. C. ROTHERAM.

(Plates YI. and YII.)

[communicated by geoege coefey, a. i.e.]

[Read June 12, 1893.]

Having been asked last summer by a Member of the Royal Irish

Academy to examine any dry-built caves I might hear of in the

neighbourhood of the Slieve na Cailliagh Hills in Co. Meath, I made

inquiries as to the existence of such caves, from which the following

list has resulted :

—

Knockrath. Loughcrew.

Moat. Millbrook.

Ballinlough (2). Newtown.

Stonefield.

It is also reported that there are caves somewhere in Drumlerry

and near Oldcastle, but these reports are so vague that I have not

thought it worth while to follow them up. Some years ago I was

told that a cave had been found by a farmer not very far from Old-

castle, about the borders of Meath and Cavan, and that he had broken

down the roof and filled up the interior. Caves of this class also exist,

and I believe are at present open, at Bective and Lucan, Co. Dublin.

The general features of these caves are a passage leading from the

open air to one or more subterranean dome-shaped chambers, circular

or nearly so in plan, built of dry masonry, and covered at the top of

the dome by a flag. The passages I have examined are also, without

exception, roofed with flags, and the masonry in every case consists of

rough stones, put together with great ingenuity without the assistance

of mortar, and held in their place by the pressure of the earth which

must have been filled in at frequent intervals outside the building

during its erection.

It is not easy to arrive at any accurate conclusion as to what these

caves were made for, unless it be that some of the overground habita-

R.I.A. PEOC, see. in., VOL. IH. , Y
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tions of former days had these suhterranean appendages to serve as a

last resource in case of raiders appearing in too strong a force for

ordinary resistance to be effective.

From their nature it is improbable that anything belonging to the

original builders or occupiers will be found in them, as, after their

abandonment, there can be little doubt but that such constructions

were frequently entered and ransacked, by people finding them, and

going in out of curiosity.

For many years Knockrath cave has been open. It lies on the

south side of a small rath, about 125 ft. in diameter, which occupies

part of a small hill. As will be seen from the plan of this cave

(Plate YI., fig. 1), there are two bends in its passage, which are of

such an angle that should an invader throw in missiles either from

the entrance or from the first bend, if he ventured so far, they would

not go straight into the chamber, whereas anyone inside could throw

stones or arrows at an advancing enemy with hardly any exposure

of himself to danger. Although this cave is on a steep little hill, I

have frequently found water lying in the chamber, and covering almost

the whole floor to an average depth of about a foot, which circumstance

would seem to preclude the possibility of its having been used for a

permanent habitation.

The drawing of the end of the passage, where it joins the chamber,

will give a fair idea of the masonry in all the other caves examined,

but in most of them small stones are used from the top of the passage

to the foundation, the two large ones resting on the ground here

shown being unusual.

The rath is now partly destroyed, its ditch being nearly filled up.

The cave is built of dry masonry, its passage being flag-roofed. The

top of the chamber is formed from a large flag about four feet in

diameter.
FT. IN.

Length of passage to centre of chamber

Diameter of chamber.

Height ,, ,,
...

of passage at entrance,

,, chamber,

,, entrance, a5o«;(? 2ft

,, chamber, ,, 1ft

Breadth
n

n

)5

55

n n 55 55

7in.^

9in.

;

helow

5>

53
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road towards the north, I was told there were two caves. Mr. L.

O'Reilly kindly gave me permission to excavate for them, and indi-

cated their probable whereabouts. After some time the men employed

succeeded in finding a roofing-flag of the passage which had been

discovered many years ago when the hill here was reduced for the

improvement of the road. The road appeared to cut the passage at

right angles, and it was necessary to make a considerable hole in the

footpath to gain admittance to the latter, its roof being just level with

the road's surface. Having got in I found that about 12 feet of the

passage remained, and led to a fine, domed chamber of the usual con-

struction. (Plate VI., fig. 2.)

An old man who had been in this cave when it was discovered, or

soon after—for it seems to have been left open for a long time

—

assured me that there was a heap of ashes on the floor of the chamber,

and that a girl found a silver coin nearly as large as a shilling in the

passage, which, he and others examined, but being afraid to take it

out of the cave they left it among some gravel in the passage. As this

passage was so short, and if continued far enough in the same direc-

tion would appear on the other side of the road, I had a trench, cut

there for some yards, but failed to find the continuation. This trench

was 22 feet from the flag above the entrance by which we got into the

chamber. The passage was of the usual type, broader below than at

the top, and roofed with flags. Having obtained the necessary mea-

surements, I closed up the entrance, which from its position could not

be left open.

The next cave was about a quarter of a mile further on, in a field

close to the same road, and near Ballinlough House.

This cave, or rather its remains, turned out to be the smallest of

all I have examined. (Plate YI., fig. 3.) Its chamber was broken

down, and filled with earth, and only a small part of its walls

remained. The passage, which was 13|ft. long, was only l|-ft. high

and 1ft. 10 in. wide, making it a most difficult matter to wriggle

through it. The roof, walls, and floor were covered with a black

deposit, probably soot, for the remains of a large fire existed all about

the mouth of the passage. No doubt some unfortunate who had

taken refuge here had been smoked to death.

In the passage were found a flat piece of iron and one of the pipes

known as " Danes' pipes," such as are often found in Dublin, showing

that the cave had been open at a comparatively recent date.

About a mile further north, a few hundred yards beyond Mac

Daniell's cross-roads, in a field to the left, I was told there was a cave

Y2
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(Stonefield) which was open ahout forty years ago, and many people

who had heen in it came to show where it was. Notwithstanding

their assistance we searched in vain all the morning, and it was well

on in the afternoon before the crowbar indicated a large flag, which

proved to be the top of the chamber. (Plate VII., fig. 4.) Admittance

was gained by removing some of the stones '^at one side of this flag,

and letting down a ladder into the chamber, on the floor of which

was a heap of stones which had evidently been thrown down through

an aperture in the roof since closed.

The passage from this chamber was terminated by a wall built

across it at a distance of 11 ft., which formed a step. Here the roof

of the lower passage was discontinued, and one could get up into

the upper passage, which was here enlarged, and carried back

nearly to the wall of the circular chamber. This part of the upper

passage was so widened as to form a sort of rectangular chamber

above the lower passage, an arrangement I have not found in any

other cave, although there is something like it at Loiighcrew. This

upper passage turns nearly due north, just beyond the step, but from

this point onwards it has been filled up with stones, which were for-

merly thrown in at what was probably the entrance.

As anyone in the lower part of this cave would be at a disadvan-

tage should an enemy get in at the entrance, I surmise that the

arrangement is intended to give those inside the circular chamber

a chance of not being smothered should the foe make a fire at the

entrance or in the upper passage, for it would be an easy matter to

stop up the hole between the two passages so as to exclude smoke.

Indeed, in nearly all the caves I have examined, the entrance is

higher than the chambers, probably with a view to making it quite or

nearly impossible to smother those inside should anyone attempt

to do so.

All the caves I have examined are excavated in small hills or hill-

sides, no doubt for the sake of drainage, and the chambers are never

under the highest point of the hills, but almost always well on one

side, where there is a good slope on the surface.

The entrances which one might expect to find at the sides of the

hills are generally close to the top, so that it is necessary to get down

into them. This position of the entrances may in part be accounted

for by the supposition that in many cases they were connected with

dwellings on the surface, which would be made on the highest ground

for defensive purposes, and partly from the difficulty if not impossi-

bility of making smoke pass down so as to get into the chambers.
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Close to Millbrook, near Oldcastle, is a small cave (Plate YII.,

fig. 5) which is almost filled up. The plan I give of it is at the

level of the surface of the debris in the chamber. Some years ago

a friend contrived to get about 12 ft. along the passage marked a,

but this passage has since been filled almost to the top by the rabbits

which have taken possession of the place. The passage /? only

extends a few feet, and the stones which roof it are continued across

the roof of the chamber as if the latter was regarded by its builders

as an enlargement of this passage. I have met no other cave in

which the roof of the passage is practically at the same level as the

roofing flags of the chamber. In the elevation of this cave the part

below the surface of the debris is an imaginary restoration.

The debris with which the chamber is filled contains quantities of

bones said to be human, and tradition declares them to be tlie bones

of malefactors who suffered on the gallows, which gave the name of

Gallows Hill to the slight elevation in which this cave is situated,

and who are said to have been interred there. The cave lies on one

side of a small rath about 22 paces in diameter. I have been told

that traces of a passage were found across the road, about 30 yards to

the south of this cave.

About a mile and a-half from here is the garden of Loughcrew, and

in it is the entrance to the largest and most perfect cave I have seen. As

will be seen from the plan (Plate YII., fig. 6), the entrance is at (a), and

the passage seems to have been made with a view to defence. Anyone

inside armed with a club could make it impossible for an invader to

enter, supposing the defender to have taken up his position above tlie

step, at which point an invader would arrive on his hands and knees.

Between here and the southern chamber, three of the roofing-stones

project downwards in such a way that anyone who was unacquainted

with the place, in passing down the passage, would bring his head

into violent contact with them. The southern chamber, 18 ft. in dia-

meter, is a triumph of the art of dry masonry, and is much the finest

chamber examined in my expeditions. The other chamber is entered

from the northern end of the long passage by another short passage,

the roof of which, where it joins the long passage, is level with the

floor of the latter. In the plan the unshaded part is on a higher level

at the points of junction than the two passages communicating with

it, both of which are shaded.

In all the elevations of caves which illustrate this Paper tlie

inclines are approximate, but are sufficiently near the truth to serve

for all practical purposes.
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The cave at Lucan, Co. Dublin, is partly broken down ; it is said

to contain six circular chambers, only one of which is at present acces-

sible. It is entered by a passage which is continued at the opposite

side of the chamber to that at which it enters. After tliis point it

becomes wider, but is filled nearly up to the roof with rubbish.

This cave is on top of an eminence to the left of the road from

Lucan to the G. S. W. Railway station of that name. It is about 200

yards from where the steam-trams stop.

The cave at Bective has been thoroughly investigated by Mr. God-

dard Orpen, whose account of it is published in the Proceedings of the

E,oyal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland.^

At Moat, a few miles from Oldcastle, the entrance to a cave in the

side of a large moat is visible from the road, but I hear that the pas-

sage is stopped up a few feet in.

The Newtown (Killallon) cave is also in a large moat, and was

open some years ago, but is at present closed, and I have been refused

permission to re-open it.

It is a remarkable fact that all these caves are quite close to

existing roads, which probably occupy the same lines of communica-

tion that were in use when the caves were made.

It is also noticeable that all the caves in the district of the Slieve

na Cailliagh, except those at Moat and Killallon—both of which are at

a distance of some miles from the rest—have their entrances above,

while that at Moat is in the side of the mound, which I think is also

the case at Newtown. It would seem as if these two moat caves were

not built by the same people who constructed those round Slieve na

Cailliagh, or else that they were made at a different period.

In this Paper I have not ventured on any theory as to the age of

these caves, as I do not think enough of them have been investigated

to enable one to assign them to any particular period, but I hope that

before very long enough material may be got together to make it

possible to do so.

^ Proc. Koy. Soc. of Antiquaries of Ireland, vol. xxi. p. 150 (1892).
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STUDIES IN IRISH CRAI^IOLOGY : II. INISHBOFIN, CO.
GALWAY. Et ALFRED C. HADDON, Professor of Zoology,

Royal College of Science, Dublin.

[Read November 13, 1893.]

The thirteen crania from the island of Inishbofin, Co. Galway, herein

described, form part of a collection of Irish crania that I gave to the

Anthropological Museum of Trinity College, Dublin, in 1890. So

far as I am aware they are the only specimens from that island, or

indeed from that district of Ireland, to be found in any museum.
Not one specimen in the collection is perfect, most of them being

broken calvaria. They are considerably weathered ; this prevents

most of the measurements from being absolutely accurate, and as a

matter of fact, makes them a trifle smaller than would be the case

had the crania been uneroded.

As the Catalogue of the Crania in the Museum is not yet com-

pleted, I have been obliged to refer to these specimens by means of

alphabetical signs.

Desceiption" of the Ceania.

A.—Cranium, adult female, under fifty years of age. Teeth absent,

but from the alveolar sockets it is evident that the full complement
of teeth was present. The glabella corresponds to No. 1 of Broca's

figures.^ The sutures are fairly simple, corresponding to Broca's

3 to 4 ; the pterion is in H, the suture being 20 mm. long on the

right side, and 26 mm. long on the left; there are no wormian
bones.

An interesting point about this cranium is, that a ragged fissure

extends down from the centre of the parieto- mastoid suture, over the

outer surface of the mastoid portion of the temporal bone, to the tip of

1 Broca, Paid: " Instructions Craniologiques," Mem. Soc. d'Anth., ii., 2 ser.,

1875, pi. VI.
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the mastoid process. From this it would seem, that the fusion between
the squamosal and periotic is incomplete, and further, that a scale of

bone has grown down over the mastoid from the post-auditory process

of the squamosal.

Indications of a similar peculiarity are to be seen in specimens C
and F

;
and in K and L it is almost as well marked as in A. I have

also seen it in other Irish Crania.

The facial measurements are as follows :

—

N'asio-alveolar length, 71. Bi-zygomatic breadth, 123 ? Bi-max-
illary breadth, 91. Bi-dacryc breadth, 23. Basio-alveolar length, 89.

Auriculo-alveolar radius, 95. Bi-malar breadth, 91. Naso-malar line,

104. IS'asal length, 50. JS'asal breadth, 24-5. Orbital breadth, right,

89, left, 38. Orbital height, right, 36, left, 37. Palato-maxiUary

length, 47. Palato-maxillary breadth, 57.

This is the only specimen in which the bones of the face are

present ; it may be described as being a small, well-formed cranium,

which is mesaticephalic (77*4), metriocephalic (73-4), leptoprosopio

(58), distinctly orthognathous (93-7), prosopic (114), mesorhine (49-0),

megaseme (92-3 right orbit, 97-4 left orbit), brachyuranic (121),

phsenozygous and barely mesocephalic (1350).

B.—Calvarium, probably female ; left squamosal and base of

cranium wanting
;

glabella, IsTo. 1 ; sutures : the central median
portion of the coronal has a complication of IS'o. 2 ; the sagittal, Nos.

3 to 4 ; and the lambdoid, ^o. 5 ; the pterion on the right side is in H.
There are two epactal bones, the lower measures 37 mm. by 28 mm.>
and the upper 18 mm. by 10 mm.

; numerous large wormian bones in

lambdoid suture.

C.—Calvarium, evidently an old male ; left squamosal and base

of cranium wanting
;
glabella, IS"©. 3 ; the coronal sagittal and lamb-

doid sutures obliterated.

D.—Calvarium, probably a young male ; many of the sutures are

gaping
;

glabella, No. 2 ; coronal suture, Nos. 3 to 4 ; sagittal, No. 3

;

lambdoid, No. 4 ;
pterion in H, the suture being 13 mm. long; there

is a wormian bone 23 mm. by 15 mm. in the right occipito-mastoid

suture.

E"—Calvarium, old male; base of cranium wanting; glabella,

No. 3 ; sutures : coronal, Nos. 3 to 4, half effaced ; the sagittal,
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appears to have been complex but it is almost obliterated ; lambdoid,

No. 4, partially obliterated ; no wormian bones ; the mastoid process

is much swollen, but not particularly long.

r.—Calvarium, old male ; base of cranium imperfect, right

squamosal broken, right parietal cracked
;
glabella, No. 3 ;

coronal,

sagittal, and lambdoid sutures obliterated. Mastoid process large and

swollen.

G.— Calvarium, old male ; base of cranium and left squamosal

wanting, occipital bone broken
;

glabella, No. 3 ;
sutures : coronal,

Nos. 3 to 4 ; sagittal, No. 4, partially obliterated ; lambdoid, No. 4,

just commencing to become obliterated ; mastoid process long, but

not so swollen as in E and F.

H.—Calvarium, adult female ;
right squamosal broken, left

squamosal and base of cranium, &c., wanting; glabella. No. 1 ;

sutures : coronal, No. 4 ; sagittal, Nos. 4 to 5 ;
lambdoid, No. 5 ;

one

wormian bone 15 mm. by 5 mm. in coronal suture, and several small

ones in the lambda.

I.—Calvarium, adult female; the roof of the left frontal sinus

partially broken, lower part of left coronal suture damaged
;

glabella.

No. 1 ; sutures : Nos. 3 to 4 ;
pterion in H, suture, 14 mm. ;

a small

epactal bone 8 mm. by 5 mm. ; the base of the cranium is flattened.

K.—Calvarium, old female
;

glabella, No. 1 ;
sutures all but

obliterated, the lambdoid is least so; base of cranium flattened;

part of the right malar bone is present ; the breadth of the right

orbit appears to have been 40 mm., it was probably megaseme.

L.—Calvarium, old female ; right squamosal and part of base

of cranium wanting
;

glabella. No. 1 ; sutures remarkably simple,

central portion of the coronal, No. 1 ; sagittal, Nos. 3 to 4 ;
lambdoid,

Nos. 2 to 3 ;
pterion in H, suture, 12 to 13 mm.; no wormian bones.

M.—Calvarium, old female
;

glabella broken ; sutures : coronal,

Nos. 2 to 4 ; sagittal, Nos. 4 to 5 ;
lambdoid, No. 4 ;

pterion in H,

suture about 15 mm. ; no wormian bones ; base of cranium flat.

]Sr.—Calvarium, old female
;
glabella broken ; sutures of roof of

cranium obliterated; pterion in H, suture probably 10 to 15 mm.
;

base of cranium flat.

The basio-bregmatic height is so low in this specimen that I

have excluded it from my average total. It is clearly abnormal.

The following is a Table of Measurements :

—
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Analysis of the Male Calvaeia.

The five male calvaria form, a distinct group by themselves, and

it is easy to pick them out, at a glance, from the female. Their

cephalic index ranges from 75-3 to 77*1, the average being 76*3;

thus all are mesaticephalic.

The altitudinal index of the only one (F) in which it could be

determined, is probably 70*7, or distinctly tapeinocephalic. This

is also the average of five female calvaria. A marked feature of the

male calvaria is a swelling in the central parietal region, which

makes them appear higher than the female calvaria. Owing to the

absence of the basion I was unable to test this by means of direct

measurements, and so I had recourse to auricular radii as measured

by Cunningliam's modification of Eusk's instrument. I may take

this opportunity of stating that, as ancient crania are so often

imperfect at their base, it is desirable, even in unbroken skulls, to

take auricular radial measurements, so that a means of comparison

may be available when the basion is wanting. The following table

gives the average auricular radii of the male calvaria D, E, P, and of

the female calvaria A, I, K, M. The several measurements will be

found in the general table. The " auriculo-parietal radius" was

measured from the auricular axis to about the middle of the sagittal

suture, that is, in the region of the parietal eminences ;
this gives the

highest auricular radius.

Average of

—

3 males,
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higher mid-parietal altitudinal index for the male than for the female

calvaria.^

The swollen character of the mastoid process appears to be a

sexual character in these calvaria.

Analysis of the Female Calvaria.

The eight female calvaria fall into two groups. A and B, with a

cephalic index of 77 '4, are more distinctly mesaticephalic than any
of the male calvaria. The remaining half dozen are all dolichocephalic,

ranging from 72-5 to 73'9, the average being 73-0.

The calvaria I, K, L, M, have an average altitudinal index of 70-1,

and are therefore distinctly tapeinocephalic, whereas A. is metrio-

cephalic, with an index of 73-4.

Measured with millet seed the average cerebral capacity is 1350.

I was unable to employ shot in measuring the cerebral capacity

owing to the fragile character of the calvaria. The standard cranium

in the laboratory has been measured by Dr. Browne, with the

following results :— the water capacity is 1410, the millet seed

capacity is 1445, and the shot capacity is 1455-1460.

In order to form a means of comparison between the cranial

height of the living subject and the height of the cranium, I have

given auriculo-vertical radii. These measurements were taken with

the calvaria held in a position similar to that in wiiich the heads of

the subjects are placed, and the height is similarly the vertical radius

above the external auditory meatus.

1 Sir William Turner, in his "Challenger" " Eeport on the Human Skele-

tons: I.—The Crania," says, p. 117:—"As regards to sexes, my measurements
generally confirm those made by preceding craniologists, who give to the female
skull a less absolute and relative height than to the male."
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Inteoduction.

1^ pursuance of the plan adopted by the Dublin Anthropometric

Committee of combining the ordinary work of the Laboratory with

local investigation in selected parts of the country, and first tried last

year in the Ethnographic Expedition to the Aran Islands, I, this

autumn, made the second local inquiry, the field chosen being the

islands of Inishbofin and Inishshark, Co. Galway.
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The inquiry was conducted on almost exactly the same lines as

that of last year ;
the slight differences of method being either due to

changes made as the result of former experience or to local causes
;

but every effort was made to ensure as great uniformity as possible, a

matter of much importance as facilitating comparison of results.

In this report the same headings as used in the previous one, and

arranged in the same order, have been adhered to as closely as possible,

so as to allow of easy reference.

II.

—

Physiography of the Islands,

The two islands under consideration, together with several small

uninhabited islets, form the parish of Inishbofin ; they are situated

outside the mouth of Killary Bay, and are distant some thirty-six

miles from Westport, and about sixteen miles from Clifden, Co.

Galway, the nearest town of any size. The post town is Cleggan, a

small village on a point of the mainland, about seven miles from

Inishbofin. Of the two main islands Inishbofin (locally called Bofin

or Boffin) is much the larger, as out of the total area of the parish

of 3151 acres, it contains 2312.

Its greatest length is about four miles, and it varies in breadth

from half a mile to over two miles. The nature of its coast line is

greatly varied ; at some places, as at Knock-quarter or East End,

being low and sandy ; at others, as on the north side, and at Dun More
on the western extremity, being rocky, at times rising into high and

jagged cliffs worn into coves and natural bridges; while, again, in

other places it is high bluff overhanging a shingly foreshore. The
harbour is very safe and well sheltered, and looks S.W. The coast of

Shark, which lies about a mile S.W. of Inishbofin, is much more

rocky, and may be said to be precipitous nearly all round, and much
broken into by caves and deep fissures a few yards wide, with precipi-

tous overhanging walls. It is difficult to land on this island if the

weather be at all rough, and the inhabitants are often stormbound for

weeks at a time. The difficulty and danger of landing is not so great

as it used to be since the building of a new pier by the Government

as a relief work in 1892. Mr. Michael Lavelle, writing about the

natives of this island, says :
— '' It is very hard for these people to

live ; they may be two months before they can go to Boffin to get some

commands, and they live during that time on potatoes and ' white

Wine.

The principal rock of both islands is gneiss, but belts of steatite are

also found.
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The surface of the land presents much variety, a large part con-

sisting either of moor and bog or of rocky hills, some of which, reach

a height of nearly 300 feet, but much of the soil is said to be of good

quality. There are several small longhs in Inishbofin, lying in the

hollows between the hills, and numerous wells and small rills which

are kept well supplied by the frequent heavy rains.

The following description of the islands is given in the memoir of

Sheet 83 of the Geological Survey.

IVith reference to Inishshark the authors say :

—

"It is bleak and wild, rocky towards the west and north-west,

while there is an envelope of drift on the eastern slopes. At the

north-west shore are high and almost perpendicular cliffs.

" As the drift contains numerous angular and semi-angular blocks

and fragments of local rocks, it is x^robably of moraine origin

On Inishshark there are igneous rocks. . . . identical with those which

have been called melapyre by Mr. David Forbes. These occur in wide

dykes, weathering much more rapidly than the associated schists, and

form deep narrow ravines that have the local name of Boher-na-collig

{Anglice, the road of the old hag or witch). . . . Inishiojin has a

general E. and W. bearing ; on the average it is four miles long and

two wide, but the north and south coasts are indented with bays ; and

at Lough Eofin, from sea to sea, is not half a mile.

" The island consists of five hills, namely, Westquarter, its greatest

height being 292 feet ; it forms a promontory nearly separate from the

rest of the island, being connected by the previously-mentioned low

isthmus in which Lough Bofin is situated ; Middlequarter, highest

peak, 288 feet ; Cloonamore, the N.E. hill having a height of 157 feet

;

Knock, the hill east of the harbour, 271 feet; and, Inishlyon, 143 feet,

which is a tidal island, and separated from the other hills during high

water. Most of the island is rocky, having a thin peat coating, except

the valley of Boffin Harbour, where there is a considerable thickness

of drift which gives the island a verdant aspect when viewed from the

southward."

The climate is mild even in winter, frost being rare, and snow not

lying if it should chance to fall ; but these advantages are counter-

balanced by the frequent fierce storms which often cut off all commu-

nication with the mainland for days, and by the heavy and long-

continued rains.

The warmth and damp of the climate are probably due, to some

extent, to the impinging of part of the Gulf Stream upon the islands,

as several of the glass globes set afloat to test the current have been
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washed up on them ; at least four of these are now in Inishbofin, and

large quantities of drift of various kinds are thrown up on the shores

from time to time.

The botany and zoology of the islands is outside of the scope of the

present Paper, but a few words of general description may help to

make the picture of the place more complete.

Here, as elsewhere, on our western coast, there is a tradition that

the islands were at one time well wooded ; and this is corroborated by
the occasional discovery of tree-trunks in the bogs. At the present

day, though under the influence of the warm, moist climate, other

vegetation flourishes, trees of any sort cannot be got to grow, and all

attempts to rear them have hitherto been failures, as the strong winds

quickly destroyed them. Even in the most sheltered spots bushes

will hardly grow, and there are not a dozen of five feet in height to

be found in the islands.

Large numbers of sea-birds nest on the rocky islets round the

coasts; pigeons in large numbers inhabit the caves of Inish shark, and,

until within a few years ago, eagles used regularly to nest on a high

pinnacle of rock, known as the Boughal, in the channel between the

islands. Rabbits and rats are both very plentiful ; but hares, bats,

weasels, and frogs are not found on either island.

Around the coast, porpoises, sea-otters, and seals (which latter

are looked upon as forerunners of stormy weather when they appear)

are often seen, and the " sun-fish " {Selache maxima, the great basking

shark) appears usually about the end of March ; it leaves nearly

always before the end of June, and was until a few years ago regularly

fished for.

III.

—

Anthkopogeaphy.

1. Methods.—These do not require any very extended notice, being

practically the same as those employed last year, and described in the

report on the Aran investigation. A few changes were made, con-

sisting mainly in the substitution of measurements and instruments

shown by experience to be needed, for some which had proved unne-

cessary, and the use of the new observation form provisionally adopted

by the Irish Sub-Committee for the Ethnographic Survey of the

British Association. This form, though not perfect, proved to be of

much value for field work as, owing to its arrangement, observations

can be made with much greater rapidity than is possible by the old

system; and the chance of omitting any important point is almost

entirely avoided. The economy of time alone is a point of much im-
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portance when there are several persons to he examined, for, if kept

waiting, they will most prohably either slip off or refuse to be

measured.

(a). Hair and Eye Colour.—In the ohtainin?^ of these data the

methods, cards, and tables were precisely the same as those used in

the expedition to Aran, to the report of which the reader is referred

for particulars.

(b). Meamremerd8.—These were, with the exceptions hereafter

mentioned, the same as previously. The head circumference and ex-

ternal binocular breadth, not having proved satisfactory, were omitted,

and for them were substituted :—(1). The upper face length measured
from the naso-frontal suture to the separation between the central

incisors at the gum. (2). The height sitting. This, though it is

certainly a most valuable measurement, for which reason it was in-

serted in the observation schedule, was found to be altogether unsuited

for field work, as it could only be taken in a few exceptional cases,

so I had reluctantly to abandon it. (3). Auriculo-mental radius,

measured with the Dublin craniometer, from the centre of the ear-hole

to the point of the chin.

(c). Instruments used.—These consisted of Garson's anthropometer,

a sliding measure for the limbs, Broca's compas d'epaisseur and compas

glissiere and a Chesterman steel tape. Instead of the fixed metallic

Cunningham craniometer, the new portable pattern of the same instru-

ment (made specially for field work by Messrs. Eobinson, of Grafton-

street, Dublin) was taken, and stood the test well, being quite as rigid

as the older pattern when set up, and, as it is made of boxwood, much
lighter. Its portability is a great advantage, as by the removal of one

screw-bolt the whole instrument may be disjointed and carried in the

coat-pocket. A set of Snellen test-types for accurately estimating the

keenness of eyesight was also taken, and proved to be very useful.

The whole, with note-books and observation forms, were carried,

fitted in a canvas knapsack, and, as they weighed under ten pounds,

were light enough to be easily carried even in long walks over very

rough ground.

(d). Remarhs on the Methods employed.—There were several diffi-

culties experienced in the making of the observations this year, due

partly to the visit being made at harvest time when most of the people

were engaged in the fields, partly to local causes, the principal of

which were the shyness of the people, the manner in which the hair

of most of the women was covered by the shawl which was drawn
more closely on the approach of a stranger, and the closeness with

E.I.A. PROC, SER. m., VOL. III. Z
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which the hair of many of the men was cut, which often rendered dis-

tinction of shade very difficult. Owing to the season most of the

observations had to be made in the morning when the people were

going to their work, or early in the evening when they were returning,

or gathered around their cottage doors ; in many cases, however, they

were followed to the harvest field and measured there.

The taking of photographs did not, as elsewhere, cause the assembly

of the knot of spectators which usually affords so good an opportunity

for the collection of eye and hair colours ; it had rather the opposite

effect, as the people have a strong dislike to having their portraits

taken.

In spite of these difficulties, however, I succeeded in noting the

eye and hair colours of 241 individuals, on 40 of whom (being about

one-fifth of the adult males of the islands) measurements and other

observations were taken.

Care was exercised that none of those measured should be entered

in the ordinary nigrescence cards, as well as to avoid recording the

same individual twice or the noting of persons who were not natives.

(e). Photography

.

—For the reasons already mentioned there could

not be as much done in this department as had been hoped ; but, in

spite of the strong aversion shown by many of the people to having

their portraits taken, and the strong winds prevailing during our stay,

my brother, J. M. Browne, who accompanied me to do the necessary

photography, succeeded in obtaining a considerable number of typical

groups, as well as some single portraits in full face and profile, and a

series of views illustrative of the modes of life and environment of the

people.

2.

—

Physical Characters.

(a). The people, on the whole, much resemble the inhabitants of

the opposite coast of Connemara, and their appearance testifies to a

mixed origin. The following is believed to be a correct description of

their average physical characters :

—

Stature and hulk.—The men, as a rule, are stoutly built, and of

medium height ; very few can fairly be termed tall, and there is a very

considerable proportion of men of low stature. The average height is

1633 mm., or about 5 feet 6|- inches, which falls short of the Irish

mean stature as found by Gould, the Anthropometric Committee of the

British Association, and others, by about two inches.

The women are of a slighter build than the men, and, apparently,

more even in height ; they also show more strikingly that great simi-
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larity of appearance produced by the constant intermarriage of the

same families through several generations.

Limbs.—The hand is often short and broad, and the forearm and

upper arm long. In no case was the span of arms [grande envergue)

obseryed to be less than the stature, a peculiarity which was observable

in nearly a quarter of the persons measured in Aran last year.

Head.—The head is, in many cases, of large size, and is usually

well-shaped, with an almost straight or but slightly projecting occiput.

It rises to a considerable height above the ears (yielding a mean height

index of 69*2), and has a mean cephalic index, when reduced to the

cranial standard by the subtraction of two units, of 78-4, or, in other

words, it is mesaticephalic ; about a quarter of the men measured, how-

ever, were brachycephalic, and an eighth slightly dolichocephalic.

The eleven crania of both sexes measured at TempuU Colman yielded

an average cephalic index of 77*0, thus nearly agreeing with the

measurements on the living subject (see p. 333). The forehead is broad

and upright, but not very high. Superciliary ridges and glabella very

slightly marked, and eyebrows thick, level, and seldom showing much

tendency to arch.

Face.—The face is long and scutiform, narrowing in rapidly in the

bigonial region. The cheek-bones are not prominent ; the horizontal

lines at the " root " of the nose are very deep, and have between them

a raised ridge or fold of skin. The eyes have irides of a blue or light

bluish-grey, seldom hazel, and are moderately wide apart ; being often

half-closed they give the impression of being small, and are marked

externally by deep horizontal wrinkles. The nose is in many cases

rather short, and in profile is usually straight or sinuous, rarely aqui-

line, and then not to a great degree. The mouth is large and fre-

quently open with lips of medium thickness. The teeth are remarkably

short, broad, and even, remaining white, and, apparently, sound to an

advanced period of life. The chin is long, but not projecting; the

mental process being small, and the jaw is very long with but little

curve. The ears are small, outstanding,^ and somewhat coarsely

moulded, and in nearly half the cases observed had the lobule adherent

or absent. Several abnormalities were observed, as presence of the

Darwinian tubercle, flattening of the upper part of the pinna, with

obliteration of the anti-helix, and in one case (No. 5 of those measured)

1 This is probably due to the lateral bulging of the mastoid processes so

noticeable in the crania.

Z2
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there was arrest of growth of the left ear which was about a third of

the size of the right.

Shin.—The complexion is pale and very seldom freckled, not

bronzing from exposure to the sun, but becoming a clear red. Wrinkles

come early, especially about the eyes.

Sair.—The hair is usually a dark brown, sometimes, though

seldom, black ; in many cases it is of a dark shade scarcely distin-

guishable, when cut close, from true black ; the beard, which is usually

much lighter than the hair of the scalp, in these cases is often a clear

dark brown. As a general rule the dark hair is accompanied by blue

or grey eyes, and the black by light or dark hazel. The hair of both

sexes is often abundant, but partial baldness is not at all uncommon
even in men under forty. The beard is usually fairly large.

Sight and hearing.—Both of these are very acute ; of 1 8 men tested

with Snellen's types, not one had vision of less than f, and nine of them
could read the 5 metre type at over 14 metres. The distance at which

they can make out a sail or a bird on the wing is amazing. Their

hearing is also very acute.

(b). Statistics of Sair and Eye Colour

:

—

Children.—I. Eors.

Hair.
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II. GlELS.

Hair.
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II. Females.
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II. Femm-es.

Hair.
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Cephalic Indices, Coerected for Compaeision- with Skitlls.

No.
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(d). Proportional Measurements.—The proportional measurements

are of some interest, as differing, in some respects, not only from those

of the Aran Islanders, but also from the accepted canons, and from

the proportions obtained by Quetelet, Gould, and others, in their

investigations on several European peoples. The stature is taken as

equaling 100.

Pace.

Here, as was observed to be the case last year, the proportion

borne by the face to the height is very great, the total face-length

being to the stature as 7*48 to 100 (the canon being 6*60).

Nose.—This is not very constant in its relations to the body-height,

varying between 2'47 and 3*72, and giving an average of 3-30, nearly

exactly that of the French canon. It may be stated that the propor-

tion is less than three in only five instances, and out of the forty

measured, one only is below 2-80.

Upper Limb.

Span.—This nearly corresponds with the average Irish proportion.

In every case it is greater than the stature, but in one instance is very

nearly equal to it. The average proportion is 104-95, thus testifying

to the length of limb. The extremes were 100-72 and 109-14. The
mean span of the Aran series was 101*94, and that of Gould's series of

827 Irish soldiers 104-6.

Hand.—This ranges between 10-76 and 12-08, but as a rule is

slightly below the French canon of 11*50, the average being 11-33.

Forearm.—This section of the upper limb is subject to considerable

variation. On the "whole it is long, but not to so great a degree as in

the case of the Aran Islanders, where it was 15*18, while here it is

15*03
; this, with the greater proportion of the span to the stature, is

probably due to the burlier build of the Bofin men.

(e). Crania.—In addition to the observations made on the living

subject, the measurements of a series of crania, the first ever put on

record from this island,^ were obtained at St. Colman's Church, in

Knock townland. As they could not be removed at the time of my
first visit, I was forced to measure them on the spot, and, as it turned

out afterwards, it was well that this precaution had been taken, as, on

revisiting the place some time after, in the hope of being able to obtain

some of them, I found that they had all disappeared, having in the

meantime been removed to some place of concealment.

1 Since this was written Professor A. C. Haddon has read before the Academy a
Paper on some crania obtained by him from Inishbofin : antea^ p. 311.
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The specimens, about twenty in number, were piled in a heap in a

small recess near the east window, and were all in a very bad state of

preservation, being much weathered from long exposure, in addition

to which they had suffered such extensive mutilations that only eleven,

all calvaria, were in a suitable condition to allow of measurement;

the others were merely shattered fragments of the cranial bones,

presenting no feature of interest except their thinness.

The following description of those examined is extracted from the

entries made in mv note-book at the time.

The specimens examined are very uniform in their characters, which

are, in the main, as follows :

—

Norma verticalis.—The cranial outline is a short but very even

oval, sometimes showing an approach to the quadrate in form, as the

frontal region is flattened, and the frontal and parietal eminences are

well-marked.

Norma lateralis.—The profile rises almost perpendicularly to the

culmination of the frontal eminences, as the glabella and superciliary

ridges project very slightly, and the frontal sinuses are not large.

The upper part of the curve sweeps evenly backwards, and dips down
rather suddenly below the lambda, in some cases projecting again below.

Norma facialis.—The forehead is seen to be broad, but not of any

great height, and the superior borders of the orbits are nearly level or

but slightly curved.

The muscular markings, as the inion superior curved line, and

mastoids, are in four cases (Nos. 1, 4, 6, and 11) strong; in all the

others they are very slight.

The sutures are rather complex, and by the very considerable

amount of obliteration they have undergone, would seem to have

belonged to persons of rather advanced age.

Pterion.—In every instance this is of the H type, but in two cases

it contains small epactals.

Indices.—The crania are, without exception, mesaticephalic, having

a mean cephalic index of 77, with extremes of 75-5 and 79-2. The
vertical index can only be obtained in three cases, owing to the

extremely shattered state of the specimens. All are tapeino-cephalic,

the figures being 70-5, 75'3, and 71'9. The auriculo-vertical height

is obtainable only on the same crania as the basi-bregmatic.

Curves.—The longitudinal curves, measurable in five instances, in

three of which the frontal arc exceeded the parietal, and, in all, it is

greater than the occipital. The parietal arc exceeds the occipital in

four cases, and is less than it in one.
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Description of Individual Crania :

—

(1). Calvarium of an adult male ; very much weathered ; of fair

size. Glabella small, but frontal sinuses fairly large. Forehead high

and perpendicular. Inion and superior curved line very lightly

marked, but mastoid processes very large, and bulged outwards

;

digastric grooves deep. Sutures complex and much obliterated.

(2). Female (?), much broken and weathered. Sutures very

complex, and obliteration advanced. Markings slight. Forehead

perpendicular, and frontal sinuses small.

(3). Probably male, small and very much broken. Markings slight.

(4). Male, extensively mutilated, the whole cranial base being

broken away. Forehead high and straight. Markings very strong,

the inion being immense. Viewed in norma verticalis the outline is

almost quadrangular.

(5). Calvarium undoubtedly female, with very slight markings.

Straight forehead, and complex much obliterated sutures. JS'orma

verticalis oval, with broadest part anterior.

(6). Male, with strong markings, mastoids being very large, and

projecting laterally. Perpendicular but low forehead. Small frontal

sinuses and projecting occiput. Norma verticalis almost quadrate.

The meningeal vessels have grooved the bone very deeply.

(7). Probably female, small, with a regular oval outline. Glabella

very small, and other markings slight, with the exception of the

mastoid processes and frontal sinuses, which are rather large.

(8). Probably male. Shape, when viewed in norma verticalis, a

blunt oval, approaching the quadrate. Markings slight, and frontal

sinuses small. Occiput projects above, but is flattened off below the

superior curved line. Sutures simple and unobliterated. Metopic

suture persistent. Condition, very much broken.

(9). Female calvarium, very much shattered, the whole base being

broken away. Shape, nearly quadrate. Forehead perpendicular, and

glabella of medium size.

(10). Probably female. Specimen is very much weathered, and so

shattered that two measurements only can be taken. There is a very

peculiar pit, about the size of half a walnut, occupying the spot on

which the inion ought to be situated. It is probably due to the

pressure of a wen or tumour.

(11). Male (?) calvarium of regular oval form, with perpendicular

forehead, and large glabella and superciliary ridges. Condition : this

specimen consists only of a much weathered and broken cranial vault.
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(3). Vital Statistics (Genekal kisd Economic).

(a.) Population.—The population of these islands, though still

dense, is, like that of the rest of Ireland, steadily decreasing, though

in this case the decline is of recent date compared with many other

parts of the country.

Between the years 1851 and 1871 the population had increased

from 1047 persons, occupying 196 houses, to 1262, and 251, respectively.

Some time after 1871, however, emigration began to take a sensible

effect ; and between that year and the census of 1891 there has been a

loss in people of 20*99 per cent., and in houses of 11*55 per cent.

That the decrease is entirely due to emigration is proved by the returns

of births and deaths for the decennial period 1880-1890, in which time

the births exceeded the deaths by 89 or 38*7 per cent., the respec-

tive numbers being births 230, deaths 141.

The Table given below shows the population of the islands at each

census since 1851, with the number of inhabited houses, average

number of inhabitants per house, and of acres per head. It thus

indicates the period at which the decrease began, and the amount of

congestion of the district, both past and present. This congestion,

however, must be greater than what the figures show, as under the

heading of Inishbofin are grouped some fifty-four otlier islands or

islets, all uninhabited, and varying in size from seventy-four acres

downwards. Some of these are utilized for grazing by the people of

the two larger islands, but a large number of them are quite useless,

being mere barren rocks.

Census.
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The distribution of population, inhabited houses, and out-buildings

in 1891, was as follows :

—
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to give by the kindness of the proprietor, Cyril Allies, Esq.,

J. p. :

—

Townland.
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In 1891 there were only nine holdings, with a rating of over £4

to £10, ninety-six with ratings between £2 and £4, and thirty-six at,

or under, £2.

(c.) Language and Illiteracy—Language.—All the inhabitants (with

the exception of a very few old people, most of whom live in Inish-

shark) now speak English, but their vocabulary does not seem to be

very extensive. To a very large extent they speak Irish among them-

selves, but many of the children and young people have little or no

acquaintance with the language. Irish is most spoken in Inishshark,

which is less in communication with the outer world than Inish-

hofin.

It is much to be regretted that, as no return of the Irish-speaking

districts by parishes is made by the census authorities, the proportion

of those speaking Irish alone, and Irish and English, cannot be

given here.

Illiteracy.—The population of the parish of Inishbofin of five yeare

of age and upwards was, in 1891, 895, of whom 415, or 46*4 per cent,

were illiterate :

—
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(e.) Health.—Taken as a whole, tlie people may be said to be a

healthy one. Serious diseases, apart from accidents incident to their

callings, are but few in number ; and the general physique of the

people speaks to a healthy active life.

Consanguineous Unions.—A large proportion of the marriages come

under this heading, including not only those of persons within the

prohibited degrees, for which dispensations are obtained, but also

those which take place between people who are related in some recog-

nisable but hardly nameable degree. Cases of the first class, or those

which require dispensations, are of frequent occurrence, but seldom or

never take place between persons nearer of kin than third cousins.

The other cases, of course, are the most common of all, as from the

size of the population and its isolated position, every family must,

after a few generations, become more or less related to every other.

Marriages with strangers, though more numerous of late years, are not

common. The uniformity of strain does not appear to have produced

any effect except the great similarity of appearance already noticed

(p. 322) ; no cases of malformation or congenital disease are ascribed

to it.

Diseases.—For most of the following facts I am indebted to the

kindness of Dr. P. J. Hart, the medical officer of the islands, who,

besides affording me much valuable information relative to the people

and their ailments, the result of his long experience of them, kindly

allowed me to look over his notes of cases. The main diseases may be

classed as follows :
—

Insanity.—There is at present no case of this among the natives of

the islands, nor has there been one since 1888 when a case which,

however, was not of long duration, occurred in Inishshark.

Idiocy and Imbecility.—Properly speaking there is no idiocy ; but

there are two cases in which the persons, though shrewd and sharp

enough about most of their own affairs, yet show signs of mental want

in a sufficient degree to amount to slight imbecility.

Epilepsy is not common, but two cases are known in one of which

the patient is subject to delusions, and always states, after a fit, that he

has been with the fairies on the mainland. Of the other no information

could be obtained except that the patient had had '' fits."

Deaf-mutism has not been known for years on either island, but a

case of temporary dumbness occurred on Inishshark in 1892.

Blindness is equally rare, there being but one case, a man over

sixty years of age who acquired it late in life.
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Malformatio7is are scarce, but as mentioned before (p. 323), arrest

of growth of the pinna of the left ear was observed in one instance
;
and

a boy with talipes eqiiino-varus was seen near Westquarter ;
but his

condition was said not to be congenital, but acquired as the result of

an accident.

Kernice have been of pretty frequent occurrence of late years, Dr.

Hart having seen six cases since 1888, before which date he had no

record of having observed any cases of it. Of these six, four were of

inguinal hernia, three on the right side, and one on the left, one was a

left femoral, and one, in a female child, umbilical. The sudden

occurrence of so many cases in succession would seem to indicate some

cause of recent origin ; what this may be it is difficult to see, but it is

ascribed by some to the new style of work required for the building of

the fish-curing station, piers, and other relief work, requiring the

lifting of heavy weiglits.

Fevers.—Measles and scarlet fever have not been seen for some time.

Some Years as-o there was an outbreak of enteric fever in Middle-

quarter, when a large proportion of the population of the hamlet were

attacked by it, and there were several deaths.

'' Constitutionar' diseases.—Phthisis, though not common, is some-

times met with ; and strumous affections, abscesses, &c., are not un-

frequently seen, though not very numerous on the whole. The only

wonder is that these affections are not more common, as the sanitary

state of the houses is not by any means good ; and it must be mainly

due to their open-air life that they do not suffer more. Malignant

disease is said to be unknown. Eheuraatism, especially in the form of

lumbago, is a very common complaint, but the acute form is rare.

Dietetic Diseases.—Tix^^Q, with rheumatism and bronchitis, form

the great majority of all the affections met with ;
the large extent to

which fish and potatoes enter into their dietary may have something

to do with this, but there can be no doubt that the use, or abuse, of

tea must bear a certain amount of the blame. The most common

forms of complaint are flatulence and constipation. As might be

expected from the fact of fish forming a large part of the every-day

food of the people, ento-parasites are among the most common of all

troubles, about every tenth case applying for treatment being due to

them. Ascaris lumhricoides is the worm most frequently found.

Respiratory Diseases.—Phthisis has been before alluded to
;
bron-

chitis and pneumonia are not uncommon in the winter months.

Local affections are but few, and those not very serious. Eijes.—
Phlyctenular ophthalmia is not very common. The teeth are usually
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very even and white, and seem to last well ; even men of over sixty

often have good incisors ; but many suffer from toothache. Abscess

of the alveolus, unlike what is seen in Aran, is not at all common.

Shin.—Ulcers due to the friction of ropes and of the thick home-
spun clothing when wet, eczema, " sea-boils," scabies, and acne, are

frequently met with, as is anthrax or carbuncle
; but, perhaps, the

most common of all skin affections, especially among the younger

members of the population, is tinea tonsurans. Alopecia areata,

Avhether caused by the last-mentioned affection or not, seems to be

common. Uterine troubles are not at all common. Venereal diseases

are practically unknown.

Accidents arising out of the surroundings and occupation of the

people are, as might be expected, very numerous. These are burns,

severe cuts from reaping hooks, injuries inflicted by domestic animals,

and, above all, contusions and fractures due in most cases to falls from

rocks and ponies.

4. Psychology,—For one who has had only a short experience of

the people this very difficult and delicate point is exceedingly hard to

deal justly with, but the following description, for the most part

obtained from local sources, both on the islands and on the opposite

part of the mainland, and to some small degree from personal observa-

tion, is believed to be accurate as far as it goes.

To strangers, the people are not, at first, attractive, as their manner

is shy and not unmarked by suspicion ; but after this reserve is broken

through they reveal themselves in a much more attractive light, and

are kindly, courteous, and very communicative.

Among themselves they are cheerful and social, given much to

gossip and chaff, though their wit is not of a very sparkling character.

They contrast strongly with the Aran Islanders in their taste for

music and dancing, concertinas and melodious being in common use in

several houses.

In their dealings with one another they are honest and fair, even

a petty theft being an extremely rare occurrence. As to their dealings

with the people of the mainland, the usual hostile statements, common

with all insular communities, are made by both sides with respect to

each others honesty, but much reliance cannot be put in these vague

assertions. Crime is almost unknown, and the administration of

justice is seldom called into requisition, and then only for small

quarrels among neighbours.
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Begging is practically unkno^m, and drunkenness, as a habit, does

not exist, the sobriety being very noticeable on holidays, though

occasional bouts of drinking are sometimes indulged in when a good

take of fish lias been made. They are very conscientious in their

religious observances, and depend greatly on the advice and control of

their clergy, with regard to temporal as well as spiritual affairs.

Sexual irregularities are extremely rare, no case of illegitimacy having

been recorded from the islands for years.

As fishermen they are brave, hardy, and extremely venturesome
;

this applies especially to the men of Inishshark, who are reputed

in Bofin to be the best and most daring boatmen on the west

coast.

Quarrels often occur, but a regular stand-up fight appears to be

unknown, the men usually contenting themselves with abusive lan-

guage, or at most a sudden blow or stone-throwing, A woman
when angered may use very abusive language towards a man, as she

would be practically safe from any fear of physical violence on his

part, even when she was very provoking.

On the other hand, they are not without faults. In their ordinary

life they are thriftless, and not too cleanly in many of their habits, and

have but little regard for ordinary sanitary laws ; their veracity, too,

is not altogether unimpeachable, while the people of the mainland

allege that they have a very strong aversion to the payment of debts,

rent, and cess, for the last-named of which they owe over £1300.

The habits and manners of the people of Shark are much the same

as those described above. The people are noted for their loyalty to

one another ; they never tell any stranger anything about their local

affairs. They are kindly and civil to visitors, always crowding down
to assist them on landing, but are said to be capable of acts of ferocity

when roused.

5. Folli-names.—The following list of fifty-one surnames comprises

all those now to be met with on the islands. Some of these names,

however, are those of families not long established on the islands,

while others, formerly common, as Gorham and Halligan, are now
without representatives.

The Gorhams are still, to some extent, connected with Inishbofin,

as one of them is proprietor of the only shop there worth the name,

and in addition holds a farm, but he lives on the mainland, and

manages them by deputy, only occasionally visiting the place himself.

It is possible that, owing to the heavy emigration, other surnames

may also have disappeared. In the list of surnames given in the
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Aran report there occurs the name Ryder, marked as having*

originally come from Inishbofin.^

Surnames of Inishbofin—No. of Families, 186.
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on this subject, I shall not attempt the treatment of it myself, but

shall quote the opinion of the Eev. Eugene O'Growney, wlio has an

exceptional knowledge of both people and language, and has hindly

furnished me with some of his notes relating to them. He says :

—

" The Irish spoken in Boffin has a very poor vocabulary, as far as I

heard it spoken. I must say, however, that it was not easy to get

the people to si teak it, and many children at first refused point blank

to utter a word of Irish. In most of the Irish-speaking districts of

the west, the people have preserved a number of old poetic prayers

and hymns, llany of these are very beautiful, and some appear to be

of great age. I was particularly interested at the time of my visit in

these hymns, but was told that the only hymn in use in Eoffin and

Shark was the ortha Mhuire, or prayer of Mary. I could not find any

person in Eoffin who could recite it, and the only person in Shark

who was supposed to have it in full was out at sea. An old man in

Boffin recited for me a portion of a quaint old religious composition in

English." In another place lie states that the people speak neither

English nor Irish well, their dialect of the language containing many

corrupted English words, and at least one curious word. " I recollect

that the cove in which St. Leo's well is situated is called fuath Leo.

I take the word fuath, which is the usual word in Inishshark and

Inisboffin for a ' cove,' to be a corruption of uamh, which is used by

the Eour Masters in the year 893 as meaning ' cave.'
"^

lY. Sociology.

1, Occupatio7is.—Every family combines fishing and farming, and

has some share in a boat. The farms are small (see p. 340), about three

acres and a-half under potatoes and oats, being about the average

amount of tillage per family. All are held direct from the landlord,

who resides on Inishbofin, there being no subletting or con-acre.

The rents average about £2 per holding, but vary much according to

the extent and quality of the land.

The holdings are not divided up into small fields, as in xiran, but

are often insufficiently fenced, allowing the cattle to stray, which

1 The Eev. E. A. Lavelle has, since the above was written, sent a translation of

a curious old Irish litany used on both islands, both in Irish and English, which he

obtained from an old man, aged 84, whose father, Peter Lavelle, fought under

Nelson at Trafalgar. As the litany is in English and of great length, it is not

inserted here, hut it is to he hoped that the Irish form will be recorded and pre-

served as it may possess the Hnguistic value wanting in a translation.
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sometimes raises cases of trespass. The fences are the usual dry stone

walls of the west, and the fields seldom have gates.

The crops most grown are barley, oats, potatoes, and a little rye,

and a few turnips. The manures are sea-weed and farm-yard manure,

and occasionally old thatch, saturated with peat smoke, and well

rotted with age. The agricultural implements employed are the

spade and shovel, and the sickle ; the use of plough or harrow is not

known. Low-lying, damp places are utilized for the growth of osiers

for panniers, baskets, and lobster-pots.

As is the case in many fishing communities, the fields are not well

kept, and have a rather untended appearance, the weeds being let

grow rankly in the potato fields, the reason given for which is that

without the shelter given by the weeds the crop would be speedily

destroyed by the winds
; but the most probable explanation is that

the amount of attention directed towards the fishing at the most
critical periods of the year causes the less important occupation to be

to some extent neglected. A family keeps a couple of pigs, some
sheep, a cow or two, geese (of which large flocks are kept on the

islands), ducks and fowl, but no turkeys.

Some sixty families are said to be in very poor circumstances, and
of these forty-six have no cattle.

The animals are to a large extent supported on the very extensive

commonage.

The pigs, cattle, and fowl are taken into the houses at night,

while the sheep, geese, and ponies get shelter how they can. The
pigs are not regularly fed, but have, as the people express it, ''the

run of their teeth " of the island, and by feeding on such provision

as they can pick up on the sea-shore, the flesh is often rendered rank

and fishv -flavoured.

Fuel is supplied either by peat cut from the bogs, or, in a large

proportion of cases, by " scraws " of the thin peaty layer which covers

the rocky surface of the higher and wilder parts of the islands, cut

into blocks the size of peats, and dried in the sun. The substance

thus obtained can be burned, and will throw out considerable heat,

but is extremely dirty and wasteful, as it contains a large proportion

of earth and small pebbles, which are left in the ash. from repeated

cuttings of these "scraws" the surface of the higher ground has

become much deteriorated in value, and this is especially the case on

Inishshark, where there are no bogs. In times of scarcity fish-bones

and cow-mats {hois de vdclie) are used as fuel.

For light, petroleum lamps and candles are now generally used,
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but a few years ago the ordinary means of lighting the houses was a

rude open lamp, filled with oil extracted from the livers of fish, and

having a piece of peeled rush for a wick.

Kelp-burning^ was formerly one of the industries of the islands,

but of late years it declined rapidly, and is now practically extinct-

As to the cause of this decay of a formerly profitable source of income,

very different accounts are given, some alleging the poor quality of

the weed ; others that they were not fairly treated in selling ; and

others again that it does not pay as well as the fish-curing.

The fish most taken are sea-bream, glassan (a sort of pollock),

mackerel, turbot, and plaice, used mostly for home consumption ; cod

and ling, which are cured at the fish-curing station for exportation,

and oil extracted from their livers
; also large quantities of crabs and

lobsters, which are taken to Ballyvaughan, Co. Clare, from which they

are forwarded to the English market. The boat used for conveying

them is of peculiar construction, and has a large salt-water tank

amidships, in which the lobsters are kept alive. The lobster-pots are

of the usual type. There is nothing unusual about their ordinary

method of fishing, except that the Inishbofin men, as mentioned in

a footnote to the account of that island in the Memoir of the

Geological Survey, already alluded to, do not follow the shoals of fish

around the western headland, but carry their boats across the narrow

isthmus in which Lough Bofin is situated.

The pursuit of the *' sun-fish," orbasking-shark {Selache maxima)^

was formerly a source of considerable profit to the islanders, but has

been almost altogether abandoned of late years owing to the decline in

the price of the oil, and partly, it is said, to the loss of several lives on

one occasion when a boat was charged and overturned by a wounded
fish, also to the partial disappearance for some years of the sharks.

The season for this enterprise is from April until the end of June,

and in that time large numbers of these fish were taken formerly, and

some are still killed from time to time. Mr. G. H. Kinahan, to whom
I am indebted for several notes relative to the condition of the islands

some years ago, says :
— " The sun-fish fishing was considerable in my

time (1870). I have seen strings of seven and nine fish
; when caught,

they towed them into the harbour, cut out the liver, and left the

carcass to rot, or be eaten by the pigs ; the stench in the harbour was
something to remember." A very full description of the fishing is

given by Sir H. W. Gore-Booth in a recent article. He states that

the value of the oil (from eight to twelve petroleum barrels full)

obtained from the liver of one of these fish has been variously estimated
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to him by old fishermen at from £30 to £100, so that the loss of this

industry must have told considerably on a poor community such as

this. The primitive method which he found in use on his visit to the

islands he describes in full as it was explained by Michael Halloran,

the *king'^ of Inishshark, a veteran harpooner, who had just killed

his nineteenth fish a few days before,

"I had been told that these sun-fish generally took from sixteen

to eighteen hours, and frequently longer, to kill ; in fact, I have heard

it sometimes took two days, so naturally felt considerable interest in

the gear used for the purpose. The king brought with him his trusty

harpoon, which, to my mind, looked a most antiquated arrangement,

especially designed to cut out of a fish, instead of holding it. I could

not see a whale-boat or anything like one, so inquired where the boat

was, and was shown an ordinary square-sterned boat, about 16 feet in

the keel, which had nailed on her starboard bow a piece of wood
about 1 foot long, with three small notches, or scores, barely half an

inch deep, cut in it. I found out that these notches or scores were all

they had to run the line through, and that when a boat fastened a

fish, it was a pulling match between our friend the shark on one hand,

and sixteen men on the other, a regular case of ' pull devil, pull

baker ' ! Such a thing as a bollard head to take a turn of the line

round seems never to have entered their heads."

In addition to fishing and farming, the other occupations are fish-

curing at the station recently established by the landlord, Cyril Allies,

Esq., J. p., who resides on the island, and personally superintends it,

and the trades, represented by a boat-builder, a blacksmith, a shoe-

maker who imports his leather from the mainland, a tailor, who still

adheres to the old method of measuring his clients without a tape,

using instead a sheet of paper, on which the several lengths are

recorded by "snips," or notches cut with the scissors; there is one

weaver who makes use of a rather archaic form of hand-loom, four

men who, on occasion, act as sawyers, extemporising a saw-pit in the

nearest convenient spot by the aid of trestles, and using to mark their

lines a cord blackened with the ashes of straw or shavings, and finally,

a fiddler.

^ In answer to an inquiry of mine relative to the position of king, Mr. Myles
Joyce, National Teacher of Bofin, writes:—" The title of king is not hereditary

in the island. There is at present a man removed something beyond his neighbours

in the way of education and position, who is, par excellence^ the king ; and to

whom all persons who want any information about the island or its history must
apply."
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There are three or four small shops, but only one has a regular

counter, and it is also the only public-house on the islands.

There is no regular employment for labourers, but occasional work

is paid for at the rate of l.s. 6^. a-day.

The women, besides attending to the ordinary domestic duties,

help the men at field work, at seed time and harvest, and at drawing

sea-weed for manure
; they card, dye, and spin the wool for clothing,

and in rough weather, when supplies from the mainland are short,

grind oats or barley in the quern, either for the cattle or for domestic

use. This is extremely hard work, and requires two women, one to

work at the grinding, and the other to feed the grain from her apron.

They also employ part of their time at quilting or knitting. The

average annual money handling of a family is from £40 to £50.

2. Family Life and Customs.—The children of a family, who are

usually numerous, are sent to school when about four years of age, and

at first attend regularly ; but as they grow older their attendance is

often very irregular, as they are liable to be kept at home by their

parents to assist at field work in times of pressure. They are said to

be very smart and intelligent, but their progress is interrupted and

checked by this cause. At the age of fourteen or fifteen years, when

they have readied the second stage of fifth class, they are taken from

school, and then enter into the regular routine of household and farm

work until tliey either marry or emigrate. They marry young, gene-

rally for purely family reasons, romance not entering into the case.

Courtship as a regular institution does not exist ; and if exceptional

cases occur they must be rare ; as for two young people of opposite

sexes to be seen walking together is looked upon as being decidedly

wrong, Matches are arranged by the parents from considerations of

suitability of families, not, as in many other places, by money bar-

gains. As soon as an arrangement is come to between the elders,

usually before Shrove, the young man goes and asks the girl per-

sonally ; if he be refused, which sometimes, though seldom, happens,

he considers himself disgraced, and is often inconsolable. The mar-

riages often take place without any rejoicings or social reunions, the

young couple going quietly home after the ceremony is over. In some

cases they set up house afresh on their own account, but if the bride-

groom be the eldest son who usually inherits the parent's house, &c.,

the bride goes to live with his family.

Mr. Michael Lavelle, to whom I am indebted for much valuable

information as to the customs and folk-lore of the people, informs me
that he has heard that sometimes, on the occasion of a wedding.
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'' straw-boys " go round with long straw masks on, and if they do not

get either money or liquor will threaten to break the windows and

furniture of the house. The women marry very young, from fifteen

years upwards ; and, if not settled in life by twenty or so, they usually

emigrate.

Infants are given butter immediately after birth, and are carefully

watched, lest they should be *' taken away " or changed. Por some
similar reason a parturient woman has a string tied round the wrist or

one of the fingers. All the wood in a house is carefully put outside if

the death of one of the inmates is thought to be imminent ; and if it

should occur the neighbours dread to give wood to make the coffin, as-

they believe that the person who does so will be the next to die ; and
if the plank of which the coffin is to be made is not taken down from
the loft where it generally is, before the person dies, no inducement

can make them use it for the purpose. The people never bury their

dead on a Monday, nor on the day of the week in which the Feasts

of the Holy Innocents has fallen for that year. They have a great

horror of suicides, and believe that if one were to be buried in the

graveyard it would cause the other corpses to turn over on their faces.

A wake is held the night before the funeral, on those who have
died abroad or been lost at sea, when the news arrives ; but owing to

the influence brought to bear on the people by the clergy in this

matter, it is now only attended by relatives of the deceased, and the

character of the ceremony is much altered, most of the old games, the

mock marriage, &c., being altogether obsolete, while the insobriety,

formerly common, is now a thing of the past. At the funeral the coffin

is carried out the back door, and is followed by the mourners. On
reaching the graveyard it is carried thrice round the old church in the

direction of the sun, and as soon as the grave is reached all those

attending the funeral scatter and go to pray at the graves of their own
relatives, which, having done, they raise the keen, beginning at the

person farthest from the open grave.

The Eev. E. O'Growney, who has generously placed at my disposal

a number of notes taken during a visit to these islands, thus describes a

funeral he witnessed in Inishbofin :
—"The old Irish funeral caovie

is still used in its full perfection. I happened to be engaged in the

church of St. Colman, deciphering a peculiar Latin inscription there,

when a large number of people, chiefly women, brought the body of an
infant for interment. While the body was being interred the women
scattered about the churchyard, each going to the grave of her own
friends. Those farthest from the newly-made grave began a low
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monotonous cliant of three or four lines ; the last phrase of each line

was very often go deo deo-deo (= for aye, aye, aye), the vowel sound of

easily accommodating itself to the prolonged chant. Another termi-

nation was nios-mo-mo-mo (= no more, more, more). I still recollect

one touching line of the dirge : it was

—

td mo theach'in follamh go deo-

deo-deo, ' my little house is empty for evermore, more, more.' Un-
fortunately, I know nothing ahout music, hut the chant reminded
me of the fourth line of the old air of ' The Blackbird.' "

Owing to tlie stone of the island not being easily worked the grave-

stones are usually rough, shapeless slabs, or are rudely chipped into

the form of a cross, while the rest of the grave is covered with flat

stones.

A large number of the men formerly went as harvesters to England
and Scotland, where some of the young girls still go as servants ; but
very few do so now, though they say the harvesting paid well. It is

more the fashion now to go to America even for a few years ; and
instances have occurred of people shutting up their houses, leaving all

their furniture and utensils as they were, going off to the United

States for three or four years, and then coming back, resuming posses-

sion, and falling into all the old ways and customs as if nothing very

unusual had occurred. It is quite a common occurrence for young
men to go to America for seven or eight years (generally to the neigh-

bourhood of Pittsburg to work at the foundries there), at the end of

that time to return home, settle down, and get married. Many of the

girls go to Scotland, as servants, for five or six months of the year to

assist their parents at home.

3. Food.—The dietary is much more varied than that of many
of the inliabitants of the inland districts ; it consists largely of fish of

various kinds, potatoes, and home-made bread. Elesh meat is rarely

tasted except at Christmas or some other great occasion, when a little

mutton may be eaten, but fowl and geese are occasionally used. The

fish which forms the staple of the diet is eaten fresh in spring and

summer time, and large supplies of it are salted and dried in the sun

for the winter's use ; the kinds cured are mainly ling, sea-bream, and

glassan.

Butter and cheese are not used ; and eggs, though forming part of

the regular food, are mostly employed as a purchasing medium for tea,

sugar, tobacco, &c., at the principal shop, whence they are forwarded to

Westport.

Tea has come greatly into use, and is taken in large quantities with

H.I.A. PEOC, SEE. nr., VOL. III. 2 B
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every meal ; it is made extremely strong, aud, as elsewhere, is the

cause of a good deal of dyspepsia.

Alcoholic liquors are not much drunk, as illicit distilling has

altogether ceased in this district.

An average working day's dietary is as follows :—Breakfast : tea,

and home made bread. Dinner : fish, or eggs and potatoes. Supper
;

the same as breakfast.

4. Clothing.—The homespun and home-dyed woollen fabrics still

constitute the bulk of the clothing worn, but are being superseded by

imported slop clothes of inferior quality ; and the dress on working

days is nondescript and often ragged. On Sundays and holidays the

proportion of imported clothing seen is greater, and the homespun

suits are sometimes very different from the old types, being imitations

in cut of the imported goods. The dress of the men consists of a shirt

of thick white or chocolate-coloured homespun, with a rather high

plain band collar, and large bone buttons, or, in some cases, it is made

of imported flannel, purchased in Clifden or Westport. The single or

double-breasted waistcoat, with the large collar-flaps buttoned back,

is, when worn, generally put on inside the bawneen, or white flannel

coat, instead of outside, as was formerly the case.

Trousers are of homespun or corduroy.

A thick comforter is worn about the neck by many, even in very

warm weather.

For head-dress, soft felt hats and caps of various shapes, all

imported, are now in general use, the old home-made flat, blue bonnet

being but little worn, except by the older men. It may be most

frequently seen in Westquarter and Inishshark.

The men wear thick worsted stockings of dyed or ''natural " wool,

and very stout boots of native make, as a regular part of their daily

attire, but the women and children go bare-footed, except on Sundays

and holidays. The dress of the women shows as great changes as that

of the men ; it is of the well-known Connemara tyiDe.

The head is covered by a red kerchief, or small shawl, often a

plaid, but so far as seen never by a " mutch" (a cap with white frill).

Over the shoulders a small red tartan shawl is folded, half hiding a

jacket, or bodice, of homespun, or imported woollen stuff; the petti-

coat is short, and dyed a bright red with madder, and sometimes

trimmed with a few rows of black braid, and a wide check apron is

usually worn. Some women, on Sundays, wear the old large blue

cloak with hood and double cape.

The small boys wear the kilt-like frock of white, red, or brown
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homespun, buttoned up the back, and reaching well below the knees,

until they reach the age of ten or eleven years. The dyes for the

homespuns are obtained from plants growing on the islands; the orange

used for stockings being got from a lichen {Ramalina scopulorum)
; black

and brown from the purple loosestrife {Lytlirum salicaria)
; bine from a

small cruciferous plant ; and red usually from imported madder, but

sometimes from water-lily roots. Alum is used as mordant.

5. Bicellings.—A house consists of a kitchen, and one or two bed-

rooms
;
and it is, as a rule, built of dry stones without any mortar,

though this is used afterwards for stopping chinks, and plastering the

walls internally. IMost of the houses are not whitewashed, with the

exception of a belt around the small windows, but lime-washed houses

are becoming more common than formerly. The house has two doors,

front and back, both opening directly into the kitchen: and the

windows are situated only on the front of the house
; they are of very

small size, and seldom made to open
;
yet, often, small as they are, they

are nearly filled up, so as to leave only from six inches to a foot

square of glazed surface. The chimneys and fireplaces are of the

usual type found throughout the rural districts of Ireland, except that

in some cases the chimney, after rising perpendicularly nearly to the

top of the wall, turns outwards and opens as a square hole in the

gable. The roof is straw thatch, laid on over " scraws " of grass

turf, and held down by a net-work of sougans (straw ropes), to the

ends of which heavy stones or long pieces of timber are attached. The
gable of the house is stepped, so that the thatch when laid on does

not project over the end wall, and is sealed down, to prevent water

getting under it at this part, by a plastering of clay.^ The thatch is

put on fresh every year, a new layer being laid over the older ones,

until the lowermost layer is thoroughly saturated with smoke, and

quite rotten, when the whole is stripped off and used as manure. The
floor is of beaten clay in the kitchen, but the bedrooms are sometimes

boarded. The most expensive material used in building a house is

wood, which is very scarce, and is usually obtained from drift wood,

washed up after a storm, in which way large beams often reach the

islands. It is owing to this scarcity of material, and the people

having to build their own houses, that there are so few outbuildings

or cattle-sheds, and that the dwelling-houses are so small. The
furniture is scanty, and testifies to the poverty of the people. A few

1 " Houses thatched in this manner are called on the west coast tighthe croithte^

i. e. ' shaken houses,' in contrast to the tighthe fuaighte 'stitched houses,' in which
the thatch is tied on by ropes or cords."

—

Eev. E. O'Guowney.
2 B 2
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stools, and a rough table or two, with a dresser containing a scanty

assortment of coarse earthenware, a spinning-wheel, and a quilting-

frame, constitute the furniture of the kitchen. In one corner is a pile

of turf for fuel, on which the fowl roost, and above the couples are

stored the dried fish, &c., for the winter's use, and the agricultural

and piscatorial implements.

The domestic utensils consist of the usual large three-legged pot,

slung on a crook over the fire, a griddle, a frying-pan, and, perhaps,

a quern, a boran or sieve of sheepskin stretched over a wicker

frame, and a couple of skids or shallow, circular wicker baskets. The

furniture of the bedroom, or rooms, consists of a couple of tent beds i

a few chairs and, perhaps, a small table. There is very rarely a loft

to the house. At night the cattle, fowl, and pigs are taken into the

kitchen, the pigs being accommodated in a pen beside the fire-place,

while the cattle are fastened at the opposite side of the room.

6. Transport.—The roads are good, and extend over a large part of

the islands, but are only used for foot traffic and cattle, as there are

no wheeled vehicles of any description, and all goods are carried

either in hampers slung on the back, the usual method of taking home

potatoes, &c., or in two wicker panniers or cleaves, slung across the back

of a pony or donkey, one or other of which is owned by nearly every

family. The harness of these animals is home-made, and of primitive

design, the panniers, manufactured from osiers grown on the islands,

being slung from pegs on a wooden frame, beneath which, to protect

the animal's back, is a thick straw mat saddle. Both sexes ride on the

horses behind the panniers, and both adopt the same position, a side-

ways posture, the men not riding astride.

The method of taking home the harvest is picturesque ; the ponies

have cloths hung over their faces to prevent their eating the grain,

and are then literally clothed with sheaves, which are hung all round

them, and piled up so as to give them the appearance of walking

straw stacks.

Por water transport there are a good many boats of various

descriptions, the primary use of which is for fishing; only one, the

post-boat, which goes thrice a week to the mainland if the weather

permits, being regularly used for transport.

The number and classification of the boats are, it is believed, given

correctly below, but it was difficult to get any two accounts to agree.

There are five hookers, seven pookauns,^ fifteen curraghs, one

yawl, and about thirty rowing-boats.

^ An undecked sailing- boat, cutter rigged.
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Inishshark has about twelve boats of from one to two tons. The
natives of this island do not approve of the curragh, for which their

•coast is too rocky.

The ordinary rowing boat is manned by five men, the curragh by
three.

The curragh is of the ordinary west coast type, consisting of a

light wooden frame covered with tarred canvas.

VI. FOLK-LOEE.

Of this interesting branch of the subject, I regret to be able to

give but little information, as the people are chary of talking upon
such matters to strangers, and only a local collector working for a con-

siderable time could be expected to gather much. Thanks, however,

to the kindness of the Eev. Edward Lavelle, his brother Mr. Michael

Lavelle, Mr. Myles Joyce, the schoolmaster of the island, as well as

to several of the boatmen and others, I am enabled to give the follow-

ing few notes on the subject. The legendary lore of these islands,

especially Inishshark, has been very fully dealt with by Lady AVilde,

to whose work I must refer the reader. These notes, however, are new.

Omens and death-warnings, such as the banshee, the death-watch, and

as mentioned previously (p. 352), the giving of wood out of a house

to make a coffin foretelling the death of the giver, are fully believed in.

Luch.—The sight of a red-haired woman or a cat, on starting out

in the morning, will bring bad luck to the fishing; and it is stated

that people have resorted to the expedient of getting a red-haired girl

to lie in wait for a rival, and cross his path as he was starting.

To remove from one house to another is also looked upon as

decidedly unlucky ; but should a move become necessary, it is always

made on Monday to the eastward, and on Tuesday to the westward,

according to the Irish saying L^ian Soir, agus Mart Siar (Monday,

eastward, and Tuesday, westward). Should any addition be made to

the dwelling it is always to the east, never to the west.

It is extremely unlucky to break a looking-glass ; so also it is to

mention a priest, or a fox, or a hare while fishing.

No man will buy a cow at the iS'ew Year without putting some of

her milk into his boots, as otherwise she would certainly run dry.

People born on Whit Sunday are thought to be exceptionally ill-

tempered.

The evil-eye, also, is strongly believed in ; and if any one praises

either a child or a beast belonging to a native without saying " God
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bless it," and any evil or illness happens afterwards, the chances are

that the blame will be put on the "bad eye." The evil-eye may be

rendered harmless by making the sign of the cross in the name of the

Trinity.

There is an old woman in Bofin who is considered to be a witch,

and is said to be in the habit of putting the '* bad eye " on people and

on domestic animals.

There are several beliefs about beasts and birds, such as that the

barnacles on the logs of drift wood, which often come ashore, develop

into geese, and that a gale of wind may be brought on by the simple

expedient of putting a black cat under a pot. Seals are thought to be

enchanted men, and will dive if they see a priest or a man in a black

coat; their appearance is said to portend bad weather. Who these

enchanted men were, and by whom they were placed under the en-

chantment, I could not ascertain, but the following mention of this

belief is made in a footnote by the late Mr. Hardiman, in his edition

of OTlaherty's *' H'lar Connaught" (p. 27) :—
"Many traditions, connecting these harmless animals with the

marvellous, are related along our western shores. Among these there

is one of a curious nature, viz. that at some distant period of time

several of the Clan Coneelys (Tllac Congaile), an old family of lar

Connaught, were by "Art magick," metamorphosed into seals! In

some places the story has its believers, who would no more kill a seal

or eat of a slaughtered one than they would of a human Coneely. It

is related as a fact that this ridiculous story has caused several of the

clan to change their name to ConoUy."

Fairies are firmly believed in by many, and one man who is sub-

ject to epileptic fits relates long stories of his dealings with them.

Many tales are told about them and their doings, but few of them

can be collected by a stranger, as the people are very reticent on the

subject. They are supposed to exercise a malign influence on infants,

especially before baptism, stealing them if good-looking, and supplying

their places with puny, wizened changelings. These are got rid of,

and the true child recovered by very simple means ; it is only neces-

sary to light a large fire and put on the pot to boil, and then to

threaten the changeling that he will be boiled, when he will vanish,

and the lost child be found in his place.

Woman who die in childbirth or from puerperal fever are believed

to be carried away by the fairies to act as wet-nurses.

Mrs. Allies informed me that her baby is regularly spat upon by

the people when its nurse takes it out, in order to keep off the fairies
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or the influence of the evil-eye ; and that she had been told by some of

the people that they had seen little men, dressed in green, and headed

by two others dressed in black, running over the hills.

In a recent Paper, ^ Professor A. C. Haddon gives the following :

—

'' In Innisbofin, Co. Galway, the people have a very firm belief in

fairies. Mr. Allies, who resides there, informed me that one old man

told him that he saw a number of faiiy girls, dressed in brown, around

him one day when he (Mr. Allies) was shooting rabbits. Mr. Allies

offered £50 if a fairy could be shown to him, and £100 if he took a

photograph of one. Mr. Allies has not yet paid away any money.

Mr. Allies and his brother were quarrying a rock by the side of the

harbour, and at last the men refused to work at it any longer, as it

was so full of ' good people ' as to be hot."

It is remarkable that the leprachaun does not appear in any of the

fairy tales of these islands, though the fir dearg figures largely in

them.

1. Customs.—The old customs kept up here are said not to be

numerous. AYakes and funeral observances have been already referred

to (p. 352). Beltane-fires are lighted on JSt. John's Eve, round which

the people gather, and, when the fire becomes low, they leap through

the smoke over the embers.

The custom of chasing the wren on St. Stephen's Day, so common

throughout the greater part of Ireland, is said not to be known here.

There are two holy wells on the islands, one, Tober Flannain, in

the graveyard close to Tempull Colman, in the townland of Knock, is

reputed to have worked many marvellous cures ; and the other, Tober

Leo, on Inishshark, not far from the cloghan of the saint, is also of great

local fame.

For the following note on Inishshark, I am indebted to Mr.

Michael Lavelle :

—

'' There is yet shown a ruin called Cloghan Leo, in which he (St.

Leo) is said to liave dwelt ; also fourteen stations, to each of which on

certain days these people make a holiday, and pray there for the day.

There is also a blessed well, called Thobar Leo, at which they pray

;

and after praying during the day, they go and sleep in the place

mentioned above (Cloghan Leo), but it is now almost to the ground.

" On one of the stations is a granite stone which is hollowed out

1 " A Batch of Irish Folk-Lore." Professor A. C. Haddon, Folk-Lore, vol. iv.,

p. 49.
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like a Inisin
;
it contains almost a gallon of water ; it is curious how it

came there, for there is not a pebble of granite here."

The people of the same island keep as a special holiday the 11th
of April, St. Leo's day, and will not do any work on it, while the

inhabitants of Inishbofin do not observe it at all.

2. Legends and Traditions.—There are many legends and tradi-

tional tales about places on the islands, of which the few which could

be collected are given below ; the main outlines only, in which all

versions agree, are related, as each story was lieard from more than
one person, and the versions differed in detail.

Lough Bojin {The Lahe of the White Coiv).—Avery long time ago,

so long that nobody knows exactly when, Inishshark was a well-

known island, and was inhabited ; but Inishbofin was unknown, as,

owing to enchantment, it was invisible. One day two fishermen were
lost in a dense fog, and drifted on until they found themselves beside

a rock, on which they landed and made a fire.^ As soon as the fire

touched the rock, the fog suddenly lifted, and the men found them-
selves on the shingly beach (now called the Is^'orth Eeach) of a strange

island; on one side of the shingly belt on which they were was the

sea, and on the other a lough, and close to them was an old woman
driving a white cow down to the water. She drove the cow into the

lake, and struck her with a stick, when she was at once turned into a

rock. One of the fishermen, who had followed out of curiosity, was
very angry at what he saw, and in his rage he struck the woman, and
at once both he and she were transformed into stones. The rock and
stones may be seen there still. The cow used to rise up out of the

lake, and walk about the island when any great event was about to

happen, but it is now more than thirty years since she was last seen.

It is from this cow that the island takes its name (Inis bo-finne),

Carrig Guairim.—An old chief of the islands named Guairim (or

Gorham), whose castle was situated just above Bofin harbour, h^d
a dispute with the monks of St. Colman's Abbey about the payment
of tithe, and, not content with not paying, he, with the assistance of a

family named Halligan, took the settlement of the dispute into his

own hands by seizing six of the monks, whom he slew by the road-

side in Middlequarter, at a spot where their blood is said to be seen

still on the anniversaries of the murder. Gorham did not escape

unpunished for this bloodthirsty act ; he was taken over to Einvyle

^ Another version is—" One of them knocked the ashes out of his pipe, for

they liad pipes then, though we do not know what they used to smoke in them."
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Castle, on the mainland, and tried there ; having heen convicted, he

was put to death, the means of execution being to chain him on a

rock, which is left bare at low water, so that wben the tide rose

again he was drowned. This rock has ever since borne the name of

Carrig Guairim or Gorham's rock. The belief is that ever since a

curse has rested on the families connected with the murder, and that,

in consequence, no Halligan can ever become a priest ; and that

several who have tried have all failed from one cause or another.

CromwelVs {or Bosco''s) Castle.—There are many stories related

about the old castle on Port Island, at the entrance to the harbour.

Tradition says that it was built by a pirate named Bosco, about whose

nationality there seems to be much uncertainty : one account making

him a Spaniard, another a Dane. He was an ally of Grania TJaile,

who had a fort a little farther up along the opposite side of the

harbour, and for whom he kept a fleet of boats. He had a chain

boom stretched across the harbour's mouth, from his castle to a place

known in Irish as the Cat's Hole, close to the castle of the Guairim

mentioned in the last tale, and to the site of the present R. C. Church,

and thus prevented ships from entering or leaving the place without

paying heavy dues to him. An embrasure or doorway overhanging

the sea is said to have been used by him as a means of disposing

of his prisoners ; and just outside the mouth of the harbour, and close

under the walls of the castle, is a small rocky islet, called the Gun
Eock, on which Bosco is said to have had a heavy gun planted to

defend the entrance.

During the Commonwealth, the castle is said to liave been at first

used as a prison for priests and monks transported tliither from the

mainland, and afterwards to have been strengthened, provided with a

small boat-harbour, and supplied with a garrison, for whom a market

was opened in Middlequarter. A large treasure is reputed to be

buried somewhere within the castle ; and a story is told of a priest

who at one time attempted to dig for it, but was ordered to desist

by a voice which spoke to him in Irish out of the ground.

The Bell of Inishsharh.—There once was a marvellous brass bell

in Inish shark, which was preserved with the greatest care, as it had

at one time belonged to St. Leo, the patron saint of the island, about

which the following legend is related. A Prench ship came to the

island, the crew of which plundered the place, and took away the

bell ; but their theft did not prosper with them, for they had not well

got it on board before very rough weather came on, and the vessel
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began to sink.^ Suspecting that the bell was the cause of their mis^

fortune, they threw it into the sea, and the ship was saved. Next

morning, when some of the islanders were searching for sea-weed on

the shore, they found the bell lying broken among tlie rocks. This

relic has long ago disappeared, having been cut up into pieces which

were worn as amulets, most of which have been taken to America,

but it is said that some are still kept as great treasures by some old

people in Inishbofin, who refuse to show them to anyone.

Richard O'Flaherty, writing in 1684, makes mention of this bell

(*' H-Iar Connaught," p. 117) ..." Inisark is of the same property

with Eofin and the saint therein worshipped, St. Leo ; of whose

reliques is a bell there extant."

St. Leo's Foot-ffiyit.—There is pointed out an impression in the

rock on which Cloghan Leo is built, which is said to be the imprint of

the saint's foot, and the people's explanation of how it came there is,

that when he had finished building the cloghan he had to leap down,

as he had no ladder, and alighting on the rock he left the print of his

foot upon it, where it still remains.

There is a tradition on the islands of a large treasure of gold being

hidden on Davillaun (a small island of the Bofin group), on which a

large vessel of the Spanish Armada was wrecked, and some of the

people claim to know exactly where it is. There are also many stories

about Lord Nelson, under whom several men from these islands served,

and wild tales of the old smugglers ; and a very narrow passage between

two dangerous rocks through which a daring smuggler once steered

his vessel, and thus baffled his pursurers, is pointed out.

Archeology.

Though making no pretentions to being an archaeologist, yet as an

inquiry of this sort would be imperfect without, at least, a partial

description of the antiquities of the place, I hope that the notes here-

under given may, in some degree at least, supply the want.

1. Survivals.—In these the locality is comparatively rich, a good

many old implements and methods of working, which have become

extinct in other places, being still common. Such are the continuance

of the use of plants and lichens as dyes, and some details of dress,

such as the old blue cap, &c., which have been referred to before.

^ One version of the story states that the ship had got as far as the Bay of

Biscay

!
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The spinning-wheel and hand-loom are the same as those commonly

used on the west coast, the former, as usnal, having no treadle.

Querns are still in use, and in connection with them the boran, or

sieve of sheepskin stretched over a wicker frame, used for screening

the meal.

Grain is still winnowed by shaking it in a sieve in a strong wind.

The method of washing clothes is the same as that customary in

Connemara, the clothes being folded, laid in the water of a lake or

pool, and beaten with a club or paddle.

The tailor, when making clothes, does not measure his customers

with a tape, but takes all his measurements on one sheet of paper,

marking the lengths by cutting notches out of the edge.

The curraghs, which are still in use, are of the usual fonn ; they

are rapidly going out of fashion, however.

The anchor used for small boats is a stone, not fixed in a wooden

clamp, as in Clare and Aran, but having a groove around it for the

rope.

As mentioned previously, the apparatus used for the shark-fishing

is very rude and primitive.

2. Antiquities.— Inishbofin is not very rich in architectural antiqui-

ties, and the few that still remain are being rapidly destroyed ; some

ruins which were standing in the first half of the present century have

altogether disappeared, and the others are much shattered.

In Inishshark, also, the buildings have sustained a great injury.

It does not lie within my province to enter upon any detailed

description of the ruins ; but I desire, in the following notes (extracted

almost verbatim from my Eield Note-book), to direct the attention of

archseologists to the buildings of interest in these islands which are

being rapidly blotted out of existence. The number and nature of

these have been described by the late Mr. O'Donovan, Mr. Hardiman,

Mr. G. H. Kinahan, and others.

In the account of their present condition given below, they are

arranged in the order in which they are described by Mr. Hardiman.^

Inishhofin.—(1). St. Colman's church, in Knock townland, built in

A.D. 667, is in a very ruinous state, and the interior is filled with

rough gravestones and weeds, and in a small recess near the east

window is a pile of crania and broken bones. In the enclosure around

the church the foundations of the cells (cloghans (?)) of the abbey, or

monastic colony, may still be traced, though with difficulty, but the

^ " H-Iar Connaught," p. 116, footnote.
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cells themselves, as well as parts of the church walls, have been pulled

down to serve as gravestones, or to build the wall of the enclosure.

In the immediate neighbourhood of the church, what is supposed

to have been a font, has recently been discovered.

(2). Tober Flannain, close to the church, is now surrounded by a

wall to keep the cattle away from it.

(3). Ait tighe Guairim.—The remains of the building which used

to stand on this spot, said by some of the older people to have been of

large size, have been cleared away to make room for the parish priest's

residence.

(4). Bun Graine, which formerly stood on a large table-like rock

a short distance from the entrance to the harbour, has entirely disap-

peared, and hardly even the traces of its foundations can be seen.

(5). Dun-mor.—JN^o traces are now left of the earthen fort which

formerly stood here.

(6). The castle or fort on Port Island, at the mouth of the harbour,

known as Cromwell's, or Bosco's, castle. This was a small fortified

barrack, consisting of a strong wall with four small bastions, enclosing

a courtyard of no great size, which was bounded on three sides by
buildings capable of lodging a small garrison, and containing a draw-
well in the centre. It is daily becoming more ruinous from the

exertions of the seekers after stones to burn for lime, who have
knocked away all the corner-stones of blue limestone, with the exception

of those of one angle which overhangs the sea, and have now extended

the same work of demolition to the fine arched doorway. The walls of

the inner buildings are also being torn down, to get at any limestones

that may be in them, the draw-well has been filled up with rubbish,

and a cowshed, constructed of stones torn from the walls, has been

built up beside the entrance gate. If it were not for the great tenacity

and hardness of the mortar it is hardly likely that any of the building

would now remain.

Inishshark.—(1). Teampull Leo.—This old church is now restored,

whitewashed, and slated, and is used as the place of worship on the

occasions on which the island is visited by the priest.

(2). The stone cross, Leac Leo, is now mounted on the east gable

of the church
; it is said to have carved on one side of it a chalice, and

on the other a human figure, supposed to represent a bishoj), with

hands extended.
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There is anotlier cross in the church which is of much finer

"workmanship, and is probably the true Leac Leo. In 1870, when
Mr. Kinahan visitecl the island, the church was in ruins, and was used

as a cattle pen, and the cross, or a stone coffin lid, he is not at this

time able to say which, was set up on its side, leaving a space between
it and the wall to form a trough.

(3.) St Leo's Cave {TIaimh Leo), on the south side of the island.

(4.) Tholliar Leo.—St. Leo's Well is situated, not in the cave, but

some distance from the top of a deep and almost precipitous cove,

called Fuath Leo.

(5.) Cloghan Leo is a small round cell, now almost completely ruin-

ous, built within an enclosure of very little larger area. The saint's

footprint is pointed out in the rock on which the building stands.

YII.

—

History.

As a Paper of this nature would be incomplete without some men-
tion of the changes and vicissitudes that the population of the islands-

has undergone, a slight historical sketch is attempted here. It is not,

and does not pretend to be, complete, as unfortunately the material

available is very scanty, especially in regard to its earlier history
; for,

though theYenerable Bede, the Four Masters, and others make several

references to the islands, yet these nearly all relate to ecclesiastical

events, which have at most only a secondary bearing on the history of

the people, and are not within the scope of this Paper.

The annalists record that in the second century a tribe of the Fir-

bolgs (Clann Humoir) who occupied that part of the mainland oppo-

site the islands were conquered and enslaved by Tuathal Teachtmar, a

Scotic or Milesian monarch, and it is probable, if the islands were

inhabited by members of the first -named people, that they shared the

same fate as the rest of their tribe. It is not known whether such

was the case, as this is "the only mention of this teritory while in

the hands of the Belgae," says O'Donovan in his " Letters," except

that one of their chiefs named Modh, or Modha, gave his name to Inis

Modha, or the Clew Bay islands. After the conquest of the Clann

Humoir the territorv came into the hands of the Milesians, and the

records about it relate, at first, to the deaths of their chiefs, and later

on in the 9th century to the incursions of pirates (believed to have

been Scandinavians), but make no specific mention of Inishhofin or

its inhabitants.
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In A.D. 667 (according to the Four Masters, the "Venerable Bede, and

others), St. Colman, having quarrelled with Wilfridus at Lindisfarne,

left that place, where he had been bishop for seven-and-twenty years

previously, and taking with him all the Scots (Irish) among the monks,

and in addition, some thirty English, he sailed away to Inishbofin,

where he settled and founded the abbey in Knock-quarter. To quote the

words of the Venerable Bede (given in Hardiman's Notes on O'Flaherty's

"H-Iar Connaught"), '' Secessitadinsulam quondam parvam, quae ad

occidentalem plagam ab Hibernia procul secreta, sermone Scotico Inis-

hojinde, id est, ' Insula Vitulse Albae ' nuncupatur." When they had
got settled on the island a quarrel arose between the Irish monks and

their English brethren, who apparently did not get the best of the

dispute, for St. Colman founded a monastery for them at Magh-eo on

the mainland, but seems himself to have lived mostly in Inishbofin,

where he died on the 8th of August, 676.

From this time forth until the tenth century, when all mention

of the abbey ceases, there are several references made by the annalists

to the island, but these all relate to the deaths of various abbots or

bishops, and no mention is made of any other population than the

monastic one.

After this there is a large gap in the records. Hardiman says :

—

'' From the seventh century to the seventeenth this island was little

known beyond the neighbouring shores of lar Connaught and Umhall
ui Mhaille ; but during the latter eventful century it was considered

of importance by the then contending parties in Ireland, and was alter-

nately fortified by them."^ The only break in this long period of silence

is the traditional account of the possession, for a time, of the islands by
a piratical crew, and of the establishment there, in the sixteenth

century, of a fort and station for her fleet by the celebrated Grace

O'Malley.

On the 14th February, 1652, the islands surrendered to the Parlia-

mentary forces, and it was at first resolved to repair the fort, which

seems to have been done, for it was occupied for three years after-

wards, and in 1655, it was recommended to the Council of State that

the garrison should be withdrawn, the works abandoned, and that

£600, along with the right to " sell the barque Elizabeth, of Galway,

which was sent to Buffin to carry limestone- there," should be granted

to any undertaker who would block up the harbour.

^ "H-Iar Connaught," p. 116, footnote.

2 The limestone referred to was probably the cut stone doorway and corner
stoues of the fort.
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The recommendation was not carried out, however, for in 1656,

the fort was repaired and provided with larger guns, instead of some
of those formerly in use, of whichi there were twenty-two. In the

same year it was resolved to appoint an "able pious and orthodox

minister of the gospell to be settled in Bofin and paid by the com-

pany" also "that Sir Charles Coote do consider of ordering that Colonel

John Honnor, the governor there shall suffer no Irish to keepe any
boats upon any part of that coast of Ir-conaght the co. of ]Mayo, or ad-

jacent islands " also to exclude all " ill affected Irish " from the island,

and to remove from the same all dangerous persons, to appoint a magis-

trate and make good highways towards the islands.

During the Commonwealth the island, as well as the Aran Islands,

was used as a prison for priests and monks deported thither from the

mainland, and allowed sixpence a-day for their maintenance. The
garrison is said to have been kept up for protection against the Dutch,

who had formerly made use of the fisheries there, and for whose ships

the harbour would have offered a safe place of retreat. Pdchard

O'Plaherty, writing in the reign of Charles II. (1684), makes no
mention of the history of the islands beyond stating that they had
formerly belonged to "this countrey of Conmacny-mara (Connemara)

in old times," but had for three hundred years belonged to "the
Owles," the Anglicized form of Umhall, or Umhall Ti Maille, the

ancient territory of the O'Malleys, which comprised the modem
baronies of Murrisk and Burrishoole, in the County ]\Iayo, which
were formerly named Umhall uachtrach, and Umhall iochtrach, or

Upper and Lower Umhall.

In the reign of James II. the island gaye the title of Baron
Bophin to John, ninth Earl of Clanricarde.

Whether the garrison was regularly kept up after the restoration

is uncertain, but it was so during the war in the reign of James II.,

for we learn that Colonel O'Riordan, who held the place for that mon-
arch, surrendered to a detachment of the Williamite troops after the

capitulation of Galway, The yictorious party now garrisoned the

place for a while to keep off the French privateers, who would other-

wise have made use of Bofin Harbour, as a secure station.

The islands are but seldom mentioned after this, indeed they seem
hardly to have been known to the outer world. In Seward's " Topo-

graphica Hibernia" (1795), Inishbofin is barely mentioned, and Car-

lisle's "Topographical Dictionary of Ireland" (1810) speaks of it as

supposed to contain 1200 acres, and to be situated at the distance of

about a mile and a-half from the mainland ; its valuation in the King's
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Books was at that time ten shillings sterling. In neither of these

works is Inishshark mentioned.

The islands seem to have remained in the possession of the Clan-

ricarde family until early in the present century, when they passed,

by exchange into the hands of the then Marquess of Sligo, from whom
they came into the possession of the Wilberforce family, and from

them into the hands of the present proprietor, Cyril Allies, Esq.

The islands were transferred on 1st February, 1873, from the barony

of Murrisk, County of Mayo, to the barony of Ballynahinch, County

of Galway, by an Order in Council.

The establishment of the fishery station and the construction of

new piers at Knock, and at the landing-place at Inishshark, by the

Government in 1892, are the latest occurrences in the history of the

islands.

YIII.

—

Ethnology.

In the present condition of Irish ethnology, it would be vain to

attempt to propound any theory or form any exact conclusion as to

what race or admixture of races gave origin to the present inhabitants

of the islands. Their own traditional history speaks of the inter-

marriage of some of the islanders with members of the Cromwellian

garrison, and of an earlier introduction of a foreign element (some

say French, others Danish or Spanish) by a piratical colony ; and I

am informed by Mr. G. H. Kinahan that he has heard that " a good

sprinkling of foreigners remained in Bofin, that went there while the

mine was working,"

Judging from the list of surnames given on a preceding page,

it would appear that the amount of foreign blood introduced must be

considerably exaggerated, as an analysis of the list shows that a great

majority of the names are those of old Connaught families. If the

name of the proprietor of the islands, who is English, be left out,

there are just fifty surnames on the islands, and thirty-three of these are

distinctively Irish, and most of them are to be found in the account

of the tribes of Hy Fiachrach, compiled by Duald MacFirbis

(though nearly all in Anglicized forms), eight are Welsh or Anglo-

Norman, but of old standing in Connaught, dating back to the 13th

century, two are Scotch (JS'aughton and M'Kendrick) ; one, Scuffle, is

asserted by the people to be of Scandinavian or other foreign origin,

and may probably be a corruption of Scholfield or Scovell ; another,

Lavelle, seems to be considered locally to be foreign also, but it is
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stated by some to be an Anglicized form, of a well-known Irish tribe

name ; the seven remaining surnames seem to be modern English.

Of the 212 families now living on the islands 20^ have surnames

of modern English or Scottish origin—29 Anglo-Korman or Welsh,

22 are Scuffles, 17 Lavelles, and the remaining 134 bear more or less

Anglicized forms of old Irish names. It may be concluded from this

that the population is, on the whole, not much mixed with any

element which might not be expected to be found in western Con-

naught.

IX. BlBLIOGEUPHT.

The literature relating to the islands is very scanty, but the

following make some mention of them :

—

Booth, Sie, Henry "W. Goee :

—

''The Basking Shark."—Longman's

Magazine, vol. xix., p. 59, 1891.

The Eoue Mastees {Cf. O^'Do'soyk^).

Hadeox, Peof. a. C. :
—"A Batch of Irish Eolk-Lore."—Eolk-Lore,

vol. iv., p. 349, 1893.

Haedima]!^, J. {Cf. O'Flaheety).

Mac Fieeis, Deald {Cf. O'Donovan").

Lewis :
— " Gazetteer of Ireland," 1837.

O'DONOVAN, JoHx :

"MS. Letters to the Ordnance Survey of Ireland." ]S'ow in

the Library of the Royal Irish Academy.
" The Annals of the Kingdom of Ireland/' by the Eour

Masters. Translated and annotated by John 0'Donovan,

LL.D.

"The Genealogies, Tribes, and Customs of Hy Eiachrach,

commonly called O'Dowda's Country. Erom the Book

of Lecan in the Eoyal Irish Academy, and from the

Genealogical MS. of Duald Mac Eirbis, in the Library

of Lord Roden."—Dublin, 1844.

O'Elaheety, R. :

"A Chorographical description of West or H-Iar Connaught,

1684.—Edited in 1846 by James Hardiman.

^ Including the landlord's.

K.I. A. PEOC, SEE. III., VOL. III. 2 C

Jj
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Official :

" Parliamentary Gazetteer of Ireland."—Dublin, 1846.

"Memoirs of the Geological Survey of Ireland. Explanatory

Memoir of Sheets 73, 74, 83, 84."--Dublin, 1876.

Wllde, Lady Peancesca :

"Ancient Legends, Mystic Charms, and Superstitions of

Ireland, with Sketches of the Irish Past."—London,

1887.

EXPLANATION OE PLATES VIII. AND IX.

Plate VIII.

EiG. 1.—James Joyce, aged 48 years, No. 5, Middlequarter.

EiGs. 2 AND 3.—Anthony Lavelle, aged 35 years. No. 2, Knock.

EiG. 4.—Group of men, Inishbofin.

Taken in order from left to right, the names are, re-

spectively :

—

BacTi row.—John Burke, boatwright ; Michael Halloran,

king of Shark ; John Tierney, postman; Mick Kerrigan,

weaver ; Eedmond Toole, fisherman.

Front row.—Martin Baker, John Malia (or Malley),

Ned Burke, Redmond Toole, all fishermen.

EiG. 5.—Group of women, Westquarter, Inishbofin.

Taken in the same order as the other group, the names

are—Margaret Ward, Nancy Browne (first cousins), Nelly

HoUoran, Mary Holloran (daughter of last), Brigid

Concannon.

Plate IX.

EiG. 1 .—Quern still in use in Middlequarter, Inishbofin.

EiG. 2.—Spinning wheel in Middlequarter.

Fig. 3.—Method of washing clothes, Church Lough, Knock.
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XYIII.

OT^ TWO MONASTIC SEALS THAT HAYE LATELY COME
INTO THE POSSESSION OE THE ACADEMY. By the

KEY. DENIS MUEPHY, S.J.

[Eead January 22, 1894.]

Two seals have lately come into the possession of the Academy : one

by purchase, the other by gift.

The first is the seal of the abbot of the Monastery of Canons

Eegular of Premontre, in Trinity Island, Lough Ce, Co. Eoscommon.

This Order, the members of which are usually called Premonstraten-

sians, took its name from Premontre, in Picardy, where its first house

was established in 11 20 by the founder of the Order, St. Norbert, after-

wards Archbishop of Magdeburg. Several of its houses were dedicated

to the B. Trinitv ; hence it is sometimes confounded with the Trini-

tarian, a totally different Order, established by St. John De Matha
for the redemption of Christian captives from the hands of the Moors.

Of this Order, too, there were several houses—priories and hospitals

they were called—in Ireland. The Premonstratensians had nine

houses, either abbeys or priories, in Ireland. Their great benefactor

seems to have been Clarus Mac Maoilin, Archdeacon of Elphin ; he

founded four of their abbeys, this among the number. The date of

its foundation, according to De Burgo, is about 1215. An abbot of

this house, probably the last, Eugene O'Mulchiran, was put to death

in Dublin in 1580, together with his neighbour, the Cistercian Abbot
of Boyle, as may be seen at p. 255 of Triumphalia S. Crucis.

This seal was found on the strand, near Galway, many years ago,

and was kept by the finder and his family as a sort of relic. It has

been lately purchased for the Museum, from Mr. Lynch, Mainguard-

street, Galway. The legend round the edge facing inwards is :

S ABBATIS SCE TEfTATIS. DE LOCH QU E.

In the field of the seal there is a standing figure, over the head

of which is a star, but this may be put in only to mark the end of

the legend ; he holds in his left hand a book (it may be the Eule

2 c 2
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of the Order), or perhaps the model of a church. The outlines of the

figure are so indistinct that it is not easy to say whom it is meant to

represent. I am inclined to think it is the founder of the Order ; for

Fig. 1.

he wears a mitre, and in his right hand he has a pastoral staff, the

crook of which is turned outwards, which usually betokens episcopal

jurisdiction as distinguished from that of an abbot, which does not

extend beyond his own monastery and its dependencies.

The second seal is that of the Cistercian priory of Athlone. The

houses of this Order are usually abbeys ; but when the members of

the house are few, or for a short time after its establishment, it is but

a priory ; the authority of the Pope raises it to the rank of an abbey,

and gives him who is at the head of it certain privileges which do

not belong to the Superior of a priory. The date of the erection of

this monastery is uncertain ; nor do we know of what house it was an

affiliation. It stood on the Connaught side of the river, on or close

to the site of the castle. In 1216 King John gave the abbey four

carucates of land in exchange for the site on which he wished to

erect the Castle of Athlone. In the "Annals of Clonmacnoise," under

the date 1216, we read: ''The English Bushop that was Deputy

(John De Gray, an interesting sketch of whose career in Ireland has

been given by Professor Stokes, in his ' Anglo-Norman Church in
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Ireland'), and Eichard Tuite founded a stone castle in Athlone,

wherein there was a tower of stone built ; which soon after fell and

killed the said Eichard Tuite, with eight Englishmen. My author

Fig. 2.

sayeth that this befell by the miracles of St. Queran, of St. Peter

and St. Paul, upon whose land the said castle was built." I^Tothing

whatever remains of the monastery; but the name of the patron is

retained in the parish of St. Peter.

The legend round the edge of the seal is :

i^ S PEIOEIS SCI PETEI I)E ATHLOTIf.

In the upper part of the field the B, Y. Mary supports with her

left arm the Child Jesus, whose right hand is raised in blessing : his

head is surrounded with a nimbus. In the lower part, under a

canopy, a priest fully vested, wearing the wide chasuble, more in

use in former times than now, stands at an altar, saying Mass.

His left hand holds a chalice covered with the pall. His right is

raised, making the sign of the cross over it, with only the two first

fingers extended, a manner of blessing now used only by bishops.

A tall cross is on the altar in front of him.

This seal came into my possession some years ago, having been

given me by the person who found it, on what was formerly abbey

land, near the Shannon. I have given it to the Museum.
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XIX.

ON AN OGAM MONUMENT, RECENTLY FOUND IN COUNTY
KEREY. Br THE RIGHT REV. DR. GRAVES, LORD
BISHOP OF LIMERICK.

[Read February 12, 1894.]

The Ogam Monument which I am about to describe was discovered in

the end of April, 1893, in the townland of Ballinvoher (Barony of

Corkaguiny, Co. Kerry, 0. S. Sheet 45), in the neighbourhood of

which many other Ogam inscriptions have been found. ^ It was visited

a few days after by the Rev. Patrick Sweeny, who furnished me with

an accurate drawing and a well-made rubbing of the inscription, which

is quite perfect. It reads

—

COIMAGNI MAQI FITALIN.

No doubt can be entertained as to any of the characters. Dealing

with inscriptions which are perfect and complete, we can speak with

confidence as to the mode in which they are to be read. The conclu-

sions of Ogamists, when they comment on imperfect inscriptions, and

are obliged to eke out their readings and explanations of them by

means of conjecture, cannot be thoroughly depended upon. They

may mislead us by the ingenuity with which they are stated, and

thus retard the progress of this branch of epigraphy.

Besides its perfect legibility, there is yet another reason why this

inscription deserves special notice. It contains a Proper Name which,

so far as my knowledge of Ogams extends, is absolutely unique. After

receiving the rubbing, I lost no time in trying to find the name
FiTAunsr in Irish hagiological and historical documents. I looked in

vain in the Annals and Martyrologies, and in the different copies of

the Sanctilogium Genealogicum. At last, in the treatise Be Matrihus

Sanctorum Sihernm (ascribed by Colgan and others to ^ngus the

Culdee), I lighted upon a name, Fidlin, which, as the hard t of the

ancient Ogam would be softened into n in the more modern mss., can

safely be identified with that which appears in the inscription. This

^ E. g. those discovered at Ballynahunt, Brackloon, Lougher, Eathduff, Ballia-

tarmon. Most of these bear crosses.
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name occurs in two passages of tlie treatise De Matrihus, as given in

the Book of Leinster :

—

(1). Bociira was tlie mother of the three sons of Fidlin, viz. Laidcend, and

Cainnech, and JEdchobran.^

(2). Bochra was the mother of the three sons of Irlamain, viz. Fidlin, and

Liadnain, and Dnlechain.^

The Eook of Ballymote^ and Book of Lecan* agree with the Book

of Leinster as to (2) ; but in (1) they read "Bochra was the mother

of the three sons of Bochra," the names of the sons being the same.

Laidhgenn, Cainneach, and Accobran, the three sons of Bochra, are

commemorated on I^ovember 28, in the IMartyrologies of Donegal and

Tallaght, and by Marianus Gorman. In the Felire,^ "the sons of

Bochra" are celebrated in the text on that day, while the Commen-

tator in the Lebar Breac gives their names as above. They are

described as "of Achad Eaithin in TJi-mic-Caille in Deisi Mumhan."

Assuming, as I am warranted in doing, that the Latin Y corre-

sponds both with the Irish F and the Welsh GU or GW,*' I may

safely compare Fitalm with Vitalinus and Guitelin or Gwythelin. As

for the second vowel in Fitalin^ it is so obscure in sound and unaccen-

tuated, that it matters little whether it is written as a, e, or o.

Let us take the "Welsh analogue first. We find in [N'ennius' the

following pedigree, which presents to us a Guitolin as great-grand-

father of Yortigern, and therefore a person who may have lived in the

middle of the fourth century :

—

" Hffic est genealogia illius [Guorthigirni] quse ad initium retro currit. Ferni-

mail, ipse est qui regit modo in regione Guortigirnianum, filius est Theudubr ; ipse

Theudnbr est rex Buelth regionis ; Theudubr filius Pascent, map Apguocan, map

Moriud, map Eldat, map Eldoc, map Paul, map Mepric, map Briecat, map Pascent,

map Guorthigirn, map Guortheneu, map Guitaul, map Guitolin, map Gloui : Bonus,

Paulus, Mauron, Guotolin, quatuor fratres fuerunt, filii Gloui qui aedificavit urbem

magnam super ripam fluminis Sabrinse, quse vocatur Britannico sermone Cair-Gloui,

Saxonice autem Gloucestre."

1 Book of Leinster, p. 372, col 2. 2 m^^^ p, 372, col. 3.

3 Book of Ballymote, pp. 212, 213. ^ pook of Lecan, f. 34 b.b.

•^ Stokes, Fel., pp. clxv., clxxiii.

^ Todd (Liber Hymnorum, p. 105, n.), speaking of the identity of the names

Futuma and Whithern, says:—"This pronunciation of the aspirated AV as F is

still common in many parts of Ireland, where the peasantry still pronounce the

word white nearly 2.% fight ; and the author of Capgrave's Life of St. Finnian tells

us that in "Wales his name was pronounced TFinnin.''^

' Hist. Nennii, ch. liv., p. 71, in Monumenta Historiae Britannicae.
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In the same work/ we read of a later Guitolin :

—

<<
' A regno Guorthigerni usque ad discordiam Guitolini et Ambrosii anni sunt xii,

quod est Guoloppum, id est Catguoloph."

To the last word a note is appended

—

*' Scilicet Pugna Guoloppi : de qua apud alios nil occurrit."

In the Irish version of Xeunius^ we find the following:—" Gor-

tigern, son of Gudal, took the chief sovereignty of Britain, and he was
oppressed by the fear of the Cruithnians and Gaels, and by the power

of Ambrose, King of Trance and Letavian Britain." Dr. Todd adds a

note:—" Aurelins Ambrosius, with his brother Uthyr Pendragon, are

said to have taken refuge in Britanny, and to have sailed from thence

to Totness, where they declared against Yortigern. But Aurelius is

not elsewhere described as having any sovereignty in Gaul. The
Latin has merely 'I^ecnon et a timore Ambrosii.' "

The passage in the Latin Nennius^ stands thus :
—" Guorthigernus

regnavit in Britannia : et dum ipse regnabat, urgebatur a metu

Pictorum Scottorumque, et a Bomanico impetu, necnon et a timore

Ambrosii."

We also find in the Genealogies and Families of the British Saints

in the lolo MSS.* mention made of Gwythelin, Saint and Bishop,

the son of Teithvalch, the son of Kynniaw, of the family of Bran the

Blessed. It is added :
" It is not known where he was Bishop of."

But in the Book of Llandafi, ^ the name Gwythelyn occurs in the

enumeration of Chorepiscopi of LlandafE prior to St. Dubricius, and

the Editor adds that he may be recognised among the Archbishops of

London in Godwin's list in the form Guitelinus. As Mnian is sup-

posed to have died in the year 432, this Guitelin must have lived

about the end of the fifth or the beginning of the sixth century.

I have met with one other reference to a person of this name.

St. Ambrose, in one of his sermons,*^ mentions a Vitalinus along with

his brother Marianus, as deserving praise for their generosity in con-

tributing towards the work of building a church.

Eor tiie present, I am not to be regarded as endeavouring to

identify the Eitalin of the Ogam with any one of the persons

mentioned above. I only remark that the designation Maqi Fitalin^

used, as I suppose it is, to denote a descendant, might refer to a pro-

genitor belonging even to the fourth century.

1 Ibid., p. 77. 2 Todd's Ed., p. 75. ^ ci^ap. xxviii.

* Page 541. ^ Page 623. ° Senu. Ixiii. 6.
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Coimagni, which gives us the name of the person commemorated in

the inscription, is the genitive of Coimagnus, the Ogamic form of Coiman,

Coeman, Caeman, Caoman. Of these spellings the first is the most

ancient. AVe have examples of it in the Book of Armagh— (1 ) latinised

as Coimmamcs,^ (2) as in the simple form Coiman." The termination

-agni, as representing the genitive of names ending in -an^ is common
in Ogam inscriptions. Thus Artag?ii (Artan), Colomagni (Colman),

Talagni (Talan).

The name Coiman appears to have been essentially an ecclesiastical

one. I do not remember to have met with any instance of its having

been borne in ancient times by a layman. On the other hand in

Colgan's Trias and Acta Sanctorum we meet Avith it as the name
of di:fferent individuals about twenty-four times. ^ It is probable,

nay almost certain, that this number migbt be reduced to about

fourteen, which, is that of the Coemans named in the Martyrology of

Donegal. Of these the following appear to deserve especial mention:

—

I. Coeman Brec, better known as ^ngus MacKissi, founder of

the See of Connor. He died September 3, 514. A full account of

Mm, based on the life in the Bollandist AA. SS. and on notices in the

Tripartite Life, and elsewhere, is given by bis distinguished successor,

whose recent loss we all deplore.*

II. Coeman of Airtne Coeman (Ardcavan) near Lough Garraan

(Wexford Harbour), was the son^ of Talan, son of Cathbad, of the

race of the Gregraide, of Loch Techet, and brother of Atracht.

In the Felire*^ on June 12 is commemorated '' the pious Coeman,

who was named vehement Sanct-lethan." He was so called after a

queen with whom he had been in bondage as a little gillie. A curious

story is told of his having been carried off from the queen by Bishop

Ibair, in spite of her opposition.

The Martyrology of Donegal (June 12) identifies Caomhan of Ard-

Caomhan with Sanct-Lethan, and adds that " he had the same mother

as Caoimhghin and !Natcaeimhe, of Tir-da-ghlas, i.e. Caoimell, daughter

of Cennfhionnan, son of Cis, son of Lughaidh. He was of the race of

Corb TJloim, son of Fergus, son of Eoss, son of Paiclhraighe." This

woiikl make him brother of St. Kevin of Glendalough. But it

1 Fol. 9, b. 2 ; Stokes, Trip., p. 305. .

- Fol. 19, a. 1 ; Stokes, Trip., p. 350.

3 See especially Trias, p. 177, note 88.

* Eeeves, Eccl. Antiq. of Down and Connor, pp. 237-9,
'" Stokes, Trip., p. 108. ^ Stokes, Fel. xciii., ci., cii.
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may "be doubted whether the brother of St. Kevin, who is said to have
died in 617 at the age of 120, could have taken away the monks of

Bishop Ibair, who died in 500. Many of the Kerry families, be it

observed, were descended from Corb Uloim.

III. Coeman of Killchoeman ''in regione Gesill," son of Brecan,

King of Britain, and Dina, daughter of the King of the Saxons. In
the Martyrology of Donegal (under Dabheog, January 1), he is called

"the pilgrim." In the Treatise " De Matribus," he is described as

the "pilgrim of Kilchoemain in the region of Geshil, and other

places." His father Brecan, Bracan, or Brychan was probably the

son of the captain of a band of Irish rovers ; his reign is computed to

have begun about a.d. 410. There is hopeless confusion as to the

names of his children and grandchildren in the Irish and Welsh
hagiographical records.^ The British parentage of this Coeman is

noticeable in connection with tlie name Fitalin. Colgan is disposed

to identify him with Coeman the Deacon, and with Mochoemog,
commemorated on the same day (November 3) as Coeman of Enach-
truim (vi.).

IV. Coeman of Sendomnach, the Deacon. In the Tripartite Life,^

we read: "Patrick founded at Ardlicce a church, named Sendom-
nach, and he left there Deacon Coeman "

; and in the Book of

Armagh,^ " Diaconus Coimmanus earns Patricio, qui fuit in oecclesia

magna Airdlicce." Colgan is disposed to identify him with Coeman
the Pilgrim, son of Brecan.

V. Coeman of Kill-Eatha. We are also told in the Tripartite

Life,* of a man of Patrick's household, Coeman of Cella Path.

Probably this is the same as^ Coeman of Kill-Riada, Patrick's
" -3/fl!c^o^w " (literally, youth: Colgan calls him Culicidarius, cham-
berlain), spoken of as one of "the twenty-four persons who were in

orders with St. Patrick."

All the above belong to the Patrician period. Out of the Coemans
of later death, we may select for special notice the two who are

commemorated in the Pelire.

^ See especially Eees, Essay on Welsh Saints, p. 112, &c. ; Colgan, AA. SS.,

Life of St. Canocus, Feb. 11.

2 Stokes, Trip., p. 105. ^ Yo\. 9, b. 2 ; Stokes, Trip., p. 305.
* Stokes, Trip., pp. 200, 350; Book of Armagh, fol. 19, a. 1.

5 Stokes, Trip., p. 264 ; Book of Leinster, p. 353, col. 4 ; L. Breac, p. 220^
col. 2.
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VI. Coeman of Enach Truim in Leix.^ He was commemorated

on JS'oyember 3, and is said by Marianus Gorman to have been the

brother of St. Caoimhghen of Glendalough, probably on the authority

of the commentator on the Eelire in the L. Breac. He flourished in

the middle of the sixth centurv.

YII. Coeman Brec of Eos-each in Meath.- He was of the race of

Conaire, son of Mogh Lamha. He died, according to the Four

Masters, in 614, and was commemorated on September 14.

I have not attempted to identify the Coeman of the inscription

with any of the Coemans enumerated above. But I have gathered

these notices in the hope that some Irish hagiologist, more sanguine

than I am as to the possibility of disentangling the confused mass of

Coemans, may light upon some clue to a connection between one of

them and the race of Pitalin.^ I only claim to have shown that this

monument, rude as it is, and bearing on it no Christian emblem,

presents evidences which, far from denoting a pre-Christian antiquity,

accord with the views of those who believe, as I do, that these monu-

ments belong to the Christian period—in fact, for the most part to a

time between the fifth and the seventh century.

^ Mart. Don., Xov. 3 ; Stokes, Fel. clxii., clxviii.

- Mart. Don., Sept. 14 ; Stokes, Fel. cxxxvii., cxlv.

^ Notices of some of the Coemans will he found in Sheaiman's Loca Patricianay

pp. 160—162, and 178. Though some of his identifications appear to me very

doubtful, his remarks upon the intercourse between the ecclesiastics settled near

Wexford and their brethren in Wales are interesting in connection with the inscrip-

tion now before us.
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XX.

A DESCRIPTION OE TWO LAEGE SPINEL RUBIES, WITH
PERSIAN CHARACTERS ENGRAVED UPON THEM. By
V. BALL, C.B., LL.D., E.R.S., Director of the Science and

Art Museum, Dublin. (Plate X.)

[Read January 22, 1894.]

About a year ago I was informed that Lady Carew possessed a precious

stone, with inscriptions in Persian characters engraved upon it. Some
months later I wrote to her ladyship on the subject, and she was so

kind as to furnish me with sealing-wax impressions of the Persian

characters, and she subsequently afforded me an opportunity of examin-

ing the stone itself, which proved to be a spinel ruby ; she also per-

mitted a careful model of it to be prepared. It was at the same time

weighed, but, being mounted with gold attachment, the actual weight

could only be estimated, and the specific gravity could not then be

ascertained.

Though polished superficially, it is quite uncut, and is of an

irregular pear shape. Upon four of its surfaces, respectively, the

names or titles of four of the Mogul Emperors are engraved. These
facts led me to make a preliminary communication on the subject to.

the AtJwncBum (No. 3454, 6th January, 1894). I now propose to re-

capitulate the facts with the further detail and illustration which such

an opportunity as the present affords.

The history of the stone is, that it was purchased by Lady Carew's

grand-uncle, Mr. Charles Alison, c.b., H.M. Ambassador in Persia, from
a merchant at Teheran, before the year 1870, say some twenty-five
years ago. Having been brought to England, it was for a time placed

in the hands of Messrs. Hunt and Roskell, the well-known jewellers

of Bond-street, and by them I have been informed that its true weight
is 1331 carats, and they have fully confirmed the view that it is a

spinel, by a further examination. Its dimensions are as follows :

—

length, 1-62 inches; maximum breadth, -9 inches. As was the case

with many other rubies and other precious stones of the period to

which it belonged, it was bored through from end to end, to admit of
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its being strung on a chain or suspended as a pendant/ and this means
of suspension has been made use of in its present mount as a pendant
from a necklace.

The four engraved names, to Trhich reference has just been made,

are as follows :

—

(1). ATclar Shahi.-

(2). Shah Alcdar, Jahangir Shah, 1021 (= a.d. 1612).

(3). SaJiih Kiran Sani, 1039 (= a.d. 1629).

Sahih Kiran Sani signifies Second Lord of the (auspicious) con-

junction (of the planets Venus and Jupiter). It was a title assumed

by the Emperor Shah Jahan, having been borne first by his ancestor

Timur. As we shall see, it was also used by IS'aclir Shah.^

(4). Alamgir Shah 1070 (= a.d. 1659).

Alamgir, or Lord of the Earth, was the title which Aurangzeb,

who reigned from 1658 to 1707, conferred upon himself. In this case

the last figure of the date is obscure or was never engraved, only the

figures 107 can be read with certainty; but the smallest mark being

the dot, for cipher, it has been adopted as the most likely figure to

have been either obliterated or perhaps even taken as understood.

My thanks are due to Professor Mir Aulad Ali for the assistance

he has given me in reading these inscriptions. "Without his aid I

should not have ventured on my own authority to publish them.

Before proceeding further with an account of this stone it will be

convenient to describe another spinel ruby, which my inquiries from

Messrs. Hunt and Eoskell have, so to speak, drawn from previous

oblivion. [N'ot only was this firm so good as to send me a leaden

model of it, which showed some indistinct traces of an inscription, but

on the occasion of a visit which I subsequently paid to London they

placed in my hands sealing-wax impressions taken from the original,

which are perfectly legible and of considerable interest in themselves

;

but they possess an additional value from the fact that, about the year

^ The custom of boring precious stones was common in the East ; it is referred

to by Tavernier ; and Manouchi mentions that Akbar sent some splendid rubies to

Goa, on which he desired to raise money for the expenses of the "v^ar in Gujarat

;

but, as these rubies were bored, no purchaser could be found for them.
2 Shahi is the possessive form of Shah.

3 According to the Tuzuk-i-Jahaugiri, translated by W. H. Lowe, Calcutta, 1889,

pp. 90, 91, the title was even used occasionally by Jahangir. As Shah Jahan

claimed to be the 'second,' and Timur Avas admittedly the 'first,' Jahangir's use

of it must have been ignored by his son.
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1861, after the impressions were taken, the stone itself was cut down

to form a rectangular-shaped jewel, and there is no other record of

the original form and engraved characters at present extant. The

weight of the stone, before cutting, was 197 carats, and in its reduced

form it may, perhaps, be only about one-third of that amount. Its

present possessor is not known. Messrs. Hunt and Eoskell state that

this stone was also a spinel.^

There were five separate inscriptions on it as follows :

—

(1). AUar Shahi, 1009 (= a.d. 1600).

(2). Shah AUar, Jahangir Shah, 1016 (?) (= a.d. 1607).

This date is doubtful as regards the 6.

(3). Sahih Kiran Sani {i.e. Shah Jahaji), 1044 (- a.d. 1634).

(4). Alamgir Shah {i.e. Aurungzeh), 1069 (= a.d. 1658).

(5). Bazu-lamP Shah Shdhdn.

Sultan Nadir Sahib Kiran.

Muntahhh Jawahir-Khdnd Hindustan.

" Armlet of the King of Kings, Sultan I^adir, Lord of the Con-

junctiou. A selected piece from the Jewel-treasury of

Hindustan." There is no date to this triplet; it must,

however, have been engraved between 1739, when Wadir

looted Delhi, and 1747, when he was murdered at

Khorassan.

The similarity in the titles on the two rubies has been made

apparent above, in addition to which it may be mentioned that there

is a considerable degree of similarity in the style of the engraving

of the names, respectively, excepting only Akbar's. This is suffi-

ciently apparent in the transcripts (see Plate X.), although the two

sets were reproduced by somewhat different methods—one by tracings

from photographic enlargements, and the other by hand-copies. In

making the former, as well as in the ingenious reproductions of

the inscriptions on the models, from, which he took the photographs

from which the Plate has been prepared, I had the assistance of Mr.

A. M'Googan, Technical Assistant in the Science and Art Museum.

1 In order to estimate the sp. g. of the original stone, I have compared its

weight with that of the leaden model, and its sp. g. The ruby M^eighed 197

carats, or 40'66 grams, from which it may be deduced that the stone was most

probably spinel, thus

—

40-66 X 8-928 (sp. g. of model)
| _3.q7 ( rather low, indeed, for spinel,

f lOT'lO (weight of model) /
~

' ( but far too low for corundrum.

2 In Persia, the Bazu-band or armlet often contains a talisman.
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Historical Engeayed Rubies.

With the object of, if possible, tracing the past history of the

two rubies under notice, it is necessary to consider some of the state-

ments as to rubies in the Mogul's and in the Shah's treasuries and

elsewhere, which have been recorded by writers.

An early notice of a monster ruby is to be found in "Elliot's

History of India," vol. ii. App, 454. Haji AEuhammad states that

one weighing 450 mishhals ( = say about 10500 carats), the like of

which had never been seen before, was obtained in the plunder of the

temples of Thaneswar by Mahmoud of Ghazni, in the year a.h. 405

(a,d. 1011). This sounds like a fabulous weight.

I do not think it worth while to refer here to the exaggerated

stories by Yarthema, Marco Polo, and others, as to monster rubies in

Burmah, Ceylon, &c., as they have no direct connection with the

present subject.

The term " balass," often used in the accounts of rubies, was
derived originally from Balkh, in Badakshan, where there are ancient

spinel-ruby mines. In my edition of Tavernier's '• Travels " I have

dealt with the ascribed origins of this name, which is now applied

by jewellers to rubies of a particular hue, not, exclusively at least,

to spinels. There is reason for thinking that many of the large

historical spinels, both of the East and Europe, may have come from

the locality in Badakshan, or possibly even from Afghanistan, rather

than from the better known localities of Ceylon and Burmah.

The following extract^ is one of the earliest references bv a

European to this region :

—

Timur " caused all the Meerzas and nobles in the land of

Samarcand to come to this festival ; amongst whom was the lord of

Balaxia, which is a great city ^ where rubies are procured, and he

came with a large troop of knights and followers.

'' The ambassadors went to this lord of Balaxia, and asked him
how he got the rubies, and he replied that near the city there was a

mountain whence they brought them, and that every day they broke

up a rock in search of them. He said that when they found a vein,

they got out the rubies skilfully, by breaking the rock all round with

1 Embassy of Ruy Gonzalez de Clavigo to the Court of Tiniour at Samarcand,

A.D. 1403-6. See Hak. Soc, p. 162.

- In the remote mountains of Badakshan there are the richest known mines of

rubies and lapis-lazuli.
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chisels. During the work, a great guard was set by order of Timur

Beg, andBalaxia is ten days journey from Samarcand, in the direction

of India."

The earliest notice of an etiyraved ruby appears to be by Josafa

Barbaro,^ who about the year 1472, was shown a number of balass

rubies, by the Shah (Uzun Hassan), among them being one fashioned

like a date fruit, of good colour, bored through and weighing 100 carats.

He also saw a string of twelve balasses " lyke unto olyves, of a very

clene color, between 50 and 80 carrata a pece. Then took he out

one sable balasse of two ounces and an halfe of a goodley facon,

bigge as a fynger, without any hole and of excellent color, in the

one corner thereof were certein Moresco I'res graven which moved me
to aske what I'res they were and he answered me that a certein

King had caused them there to be graven, syns which tyme neither

his predecessor nor he wolde grave any more, because it shulde

deface the whole." Our author on being asked by the Shah the

value of the balass ruby said it was worth a city, and he proceeds to

say :
" This doon he shewed me a rubie of an ounce and an halfe, of

the facon of a cheste nutte, rounde, faire coloured, and clene ; not

bored through and bounde in a circle of gold, which seemed to me a

mervallouse thinge, being so great ; he shewed me after, many

balasses both jewelled and unjewelled, amongst the which there was

one in a square table made after the facon of a little nayle, rounde

about the which were five other table balasses, the great one in the

middest weying 30 carretts or thereabouts, and the next twenty

carretts or thereabouts, betwene the which there were certein great

perles and turcasses set, not of any great estimasion, for they were

olde."

At this time Behlol Lodi was Emperor of Hindustan, and it was

not until eighty-four years later that Akbar came to the throne, viz. in

1556. But the facts are of importance, as they show that at this early

date there were several large rubies in the Persian treasury.

It was probable one of these which Chardin described in 1666 as

a monster ruby as big as a hen's egg, and of the finest and deepest

colour. It is said to have had the name Scheek Sephy {sic for

Sheik Safvi) engraved upon it.^ He flourished in the fourteenth

century, and was the progenitor of the Safvean dynasty.

1 "Travels to Tana and Persia," edited by E. D. Morgan and C. H. Coote ; see

Hak. Soc, 1873, pp. 53-60.

2 King, "Nat. Hist. Precious Stones," 1870, p. 237; Enault, "Les Diamants

de la Couroune "
: Paris, 1884, p. 84.
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In a native account^ of the completion of the Peacock throne by
Shah Jahan in the year a.h. 1044 (=a.d. 1634), it is stated that, in

the jewelled recess intended for the cushion forming the seat of

the king, there was set "a ruby worth a lalch of rupees- which
Sliah Abbas, the King of Irtm, liad presented to the late Emperor,

Jahan gir, who sent it as a gift to his present Majesty, the Sahib

Kiran-i-sani, {i.e. Shah Jahan) when he accomplished the conquest of

Dakhin. On it were engraved the names Sahib Kiran (Timur), Mir
Sluih llukli^ and Mirza Ulug Beg.* When, in course of time, it

came into the possession of Shah Abbas, his name was added
; and

when Jaliangir obtained it he added the name of himself, and that

of his father {^i.e. Akbar). jS'ow it received the name of his Most
Gracious Majesty Shah Jahan."

When in the year 1739, Muhammad Shah bestowed upon ^N'adir

Shah, " with his own magnificent hand," says another native writer,^

the peacock throne there was set in it a ruby upwards of a girih

(three fingers) in breadth, and nearly two in length (six fingers),

which was commonly called Kiraj-i-alam,^'- tribute of the world."

Dow,® who obtained his information from native sources, gives the

following account :

—

" In the year 1635 great rejoicings were made upon the birth of

the Prince (Suliman Sheko), and the Emperor, on the occasion,

mounted a new throne made of solid gold, embossed with precious

stones. The throne had been seven years in finishing, and the expense
of tlie jewels only, amounted to twelve hundred and fifty thousand
pounds of our money. It was afterwards distinguished by the name
of Tahht-i-taus., or the peacock throne, from having the figures of two
peacocks standing behind it with their tails spread, which were studded

with jewels of various colours to represent the life. Between the pea-

cocks stood a parrot of the ordinary size, cut out of one emerald. The
finest jewel in the throne was a ruby which had fallen into the hands
of Timur when he plundered Delhi in the year 1398. Jahangir, with
peculiar barbarity, diminished the beauty and lustre of the stone bv

^ Budshah Kama of Abdul Hamid Lahori ; Elliot, History of India, vol. vii.

pp. 45, 46.

- The value of a laTih of rupees at the time was about £11,250.

3 Shah Eukh Mirza, 4th son of Timur, died (aged 71) in 850 a.h. (= 1446 a.d.)
* Ulug Beg, son of Shah Hukh and grandson of Timur, born at Sultanieh

796 A.H. (1393 a.b) Published his Astronomical Tables, a.h. 841 (1437); slain

859 A.H. (= 1449 A.D.) See " Ain i Akbari," Calcutta, by Col. Jarret ; 1891, p. 5.

^ Jauhar-i Samsam., Elliot, vol. viii., p. 89.

' " nistoi y of Hindustan," vol. iii., p. 140. London: 1812.

K.I.A. PEOC, SEE. III., VOL. III. 2D .
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engraving upon it his own names and titles ; and when he was reproved

for this by the favourite Sultana, he replied :
* This stone will perhaps

carry my name further down through time than the empire of the

house of Timur.' "

The statement in this paragraph, and some other evidence which

I have recently acquired, tend to show that the usually stated valua-

tions of the jewels in the peacock throne are from five to ten times

more than they should be ; but I cannot enter into that question

further on the present occasion. This "throne" ruby, as we shall see,

subsequently became the property of Ranj it Singh.

The periods during which the above mentioned monarchs of Persia

reigned were as follows :—Timur, 1402 to 1409; Shah Eukh Mirza,

fourth son of Timur, 1409 to 1446 ; Ulug Beg, son of Shah Eukh,

1446 to 1449 ; Shah Abbas I., 1582 to 1627. The latter was an ally

and friend of Jahangir, Even the taking of Kandahar did not, it is

said, cause a serious rupture between them. It is uncertain whether

the despatch of the ruby by Jahangir to Shah Jahan was in 1617-6

or not until 1625, as on both of these dates there was reconciliation

and a passage of presents between father and son.

"We next have Tavernier's description and figure of a ruby belong-

ing to Shah Abbas II. of Persia :
—" It is of the thickness and shape

of an egg, is bored through, and of very high colour, with the exception

of a small flaw at the side. The custodians are unwilling to say what

it cost . . . those who keep the registers of the King of Persia's jewels

merely say that this ruby has been in the possession of the King for

many years."^ The weight is given, with the figure, as 192 ratis.

This would be equal to about I6I-2-3- English carats. Apart from the

discrepancy in the weight, the figure alone would suggest that this

was the stone referred to by Barbaro above.

A figure of what may probably have been the largest of the stones

mentioned by Barbaro, and subsequently by Chardin, has recently been

made to do duty as the "Mogul's diamond."^ It certainly does not

represent a facetted stone, but a huge cabuchon, probably a ruby.

Sir William Jones records that Ali Kuli Khan, afterwards called

Adil Shah, the immediate but only temporary successor of Nadir Shah,

before Shah Eukh was installed, had the treasures left by Nadir tran-

sported from Kelat to Meshed, where he distributed a portion of them

to great and small, without limit ; he dispensed the purest silver

like common corn, and the most precious stones like pebbles and

1 Tavernier's " Travels," Eug. Ed. 1889, vol. ii., pp. 127, 449.

2 See Nature, Nov. 5, p. 6 ; and Dec. 10, p. 126, 1891.
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glass. Subsequent revolutions and thefts served to further distribute

them.^

E-ecent visitors to Persia- mention a large ruby on the crown of

Persia as having belonged to Aurungzeb. It may be so, but the evidence

connecting it with him is not recorded, and one is tempted to suggest

that it may really be one of the stones above mentioned, which date

back to two centuries or more before Aurangzeb's time.

Aurangzeb's name is, however, definitely connected in history with
a ruby. As I have elsewhere related,^ Shah Eukh, the grandson of

IS'adir Shah, was oppressed by Mir Alum Khan, who tried to force him
to give up the Koh-i-nur diamond. It passed, however, into the hands

of Ahmad Shah, the then King of Kabul, who came to Shah Rukh's

assistance in the year 1751, and he took it with him to Kabul. But
Shah Rukh still retained other jewels (including the original peacock

throne ?) which had belonged to Kadir Shah, and these (about 1796),

excited the cupidity of the eunuch Aga Muhammad Khan, who had
already, from various sources, amassed many of the richest jewels

brought by I^adir from Hindustan, which had, since his time, fallen

into the hands of Lootf Ali Khan and sundry chieftains of Khorassan.

Malcolm* relates that "The blind Shah Eukh, who had long

ceased to exercise power, was yet believed to possess many precious

stones of great value, which he had concealed even from his sons.

These were demanded by Aga Muhammad Khan ; but he denied the

possession of them, and took the most solemn oaths to persuade that

monarch to credit the assertion ; but in vain. Torture in all its forms

was applied, and we almost cease to pity this degraded and miserable

prince when informed that his discoveries kept pace with the pains

which were inflicted upon him. Treasures and jewels were produced

which had been sunk in wells and built up in walls ; ard at last,

when a circle of paste was put upon his head, and boiling lead poured

into it, he in his agony discovered a ruby of extraordinary size and

lustre, which had once decorated the crown of Aurungzeb, and was
the chief object of the search of Aga Muhammad. That monarch, we
are informed (Persian MS.), the moment he heard that this jewel

was found, expressed the greatest joy. He directed the tortures of

1 *'Hist. de Nadir Shah," vol. ii., p. 127-8.

2 Viscount Polling-ton, "Half Round the World," London, E. Mason, 1867

p. 231; Eastwick, "Journal of a Diplomat," 1864, vol. ii., p. 118; Curzon.

"Persia," vol. i., p. 316.

3 " Tavernier's Travels," Eng. Ed., vol. ii., p. 414 .

4 " History of Persia," vol. ii., p. 290.

2 D 2
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Shah llukh to cease." He died, however, soon afterwards from his

injuries.

General Cunningham/ in some remarlcs on the Koh-i-nur and

Mogul diamonds, refers to a great ruhy with Shah Jahan's name upon

it. He gives no reference to the source from which he quotes the

statement, merely pointing out that the ruby was not noticed by Taver-

nier; but as his suggestion is that Tavernier mistook the liistories of

two stones, one being the Great Mogul diamond, it seems possible that

" ruby" is a slip for diamond, and that the diamond with Shah Jahan's

name, to which reference is made on a subsequent page, was really in-

tended in the passage. However, he may have referred to the ruby

set in the throne which was presented to Jaliangir by Shah Abbas I.,

and also bore Shah Jahan's name, as stated above.

In the year 1813 Eanjit Singh forced Sliah Shuja, then a suppliant

for his aid and protection, to deliver up to him the Koh-i-nur; and

he also, it is said, took from him many other precious stones and other

treasures, and bought up some which the Shah had been forced to

dispose of to merchants in Amritsar. It is certain that he acquired,

either by this means or otherwise, several of the jewels which had

b(>en taken from Delhi to Persia by ISTadir Shah. Among the stones in

Ranjit Singh's possession was an oriental topaz, possibly the one

described by Tavernier as belonging to Aurangzeb. Murray,'^ on what

authority is not recorded, states tliat llanjit had paid 20,000 rupees

for it. The same author mentions that Ivanjit possessed a ruby of con-

siderable size with the names of several kings engraved upon it, in-

cluding those of Aurangzeb and Alimad Shah. Another account of

this ruby, whic-h is said to have considerably exceeded two tolas

(= Say, about 120 carats) in weight, is given in a manuscript history

of Kashmir and the countries adjacent by Abdul Qadir of Eenares,

1830. According to him the names of five emperors were engraved

upon it.^

Lastly, Baron Yon Hugel* gives the following account, which iden-

tifies it with the stone set by Shah Jahan in the peacock throne. His

quotation from Dow (see ante, p. 835) has suffered in the translation,

first into German, and then back again into English :
—" A pommel of

1 "Arch. Survey of India Kep.," vol. ii., 1871, p. 390.

2 "A Memoir on the Diamond," 1839, p. 71.

^ See Prinsep, "Oriental Accounts of the Precious Minerals," Journ. A. S.

Bengal, vol. i., 1832, p. 360.

* " Travels in Kashmir and the Punjab," London, 1845, p. 303.
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one of the saddles struck me as particularly worthy of remark, having

a ruby two inches square, bearing on it the name of Jahangir. Dow,

in his 'History of Hindostan,' tells us that when Jahangir had his

name engraved on this beautiful stone, the celebrated Empress ^ur
Jahan told him that she thought it a pity : to which he answered,

* This jewel will more assuredly hand down my name to posterity

than any written history. The house of Timur, may fall, but, as long

as there is a king, this jewel will have its price.' IMany other names

are now engraven on it, the best known being Ahmad Shah's, who
found it in the famous peacock throne {Takht-i-Taus), made by Shah

Jahan in 1635 in Agra. This stone was stoleii from Timur in tlie

year 1398 at Delhi, and Jahangir repurchased it." (The statements

italicized are mistakes apparently due to a misreading of Dow).

The mention of Ahmad Shah (if the King of Kabul is meant)

prevents the identification of this ruby with the one wrung frcim

Shah Kukh by Aga Mahommed in 1796, as described above, for

Ahmad could not have possessed that stone, as he died in 1773.

Ahmad's name, as we have seen, does not occur on either of the rubies

now described, although Nadir's does on one of them ; but as we ha\e

a figure of this ruby of Eanjit's by Miss Eden,^ it maybe pointed out

that, making allowance for the drawing possibly nut being a close

representation of the form, there is some resemblance between it and

Nadir's ruby, which has been above described, and has the names of

four emperors and of iS'adir engraved upon it. Ranjit's ruby may

very possibly have been sold in 1850, when the Koh-i-nur was sent to

England, and the publication of this notice may perhaps lead to

further information.

Miss Eden's description, which accompanies the figure, merely says

tluit "it is an uncut ruby on which some Persian characters were

engraved."

Schonberg speaks of an emerald (? mistake for ruby), on which

several names were engraved, as being in the treasury at Lahore.

^

I have recently been informed that there is a large engraved ruby,

called the six-latch ruby, held in pledge for a debt by the Indian

Government. It is, or was some years ago, lodged for safety in a

bank at Luckuow. The name Sulaiman is said to be engraved

on it.

^ *' Portraits of the Princes and People of India," pi. xiv.

- "Travels in India and Kashmir, " Lend., 1853, vol. i., p. 322.
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Although it is not intended to mention here all the known engraved

or carved rubies which ar(i recorded, still it may be of interest to state

that there are two small figm^es of Buddha carved out of a ruby

and a sapphire, respectively, in the British Museum.
Rubies, too, have been cut into rings, thus :

—" In the second year

of his reign, Shah Jahangir was presented by Shaikh Parid-i-Bukhari

with an immense ruby made into a ring, which weighed 1 mtsqual,

15 surJchs, and was valued ;it 2-3,000 rupees."^

Lord Auckland possessed an emerald ring engraved with Jahangir'

s

name in the year 1880.

A Burmese ambassador to Persia had a ring with him as a present

from the King of Burmah for the Shah. Hoop, collet and all, were

cut out of one solid and perfect ruby of the first water.

^

I do not propose to enumerate here the large rubies which in the

sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries, found their way to

Europe ; but there are many references to rubies of exceptional size

in the writings by native authors, and among them the following :

—

" Raja Ram Chand Bhath of Chunagarh presented Akbar (? a.h.

991) with a most valuable tribute of 100 rubies and other precious

stones. The value of one of the rubies exceeded 50,000 rupees."^

" In the year 1015 a.h. (1606 a.d,) Asaf Khan presented a ruby

to Jahangir (which his brother Abu-l-Qasim had bought for 40,000

rupees, and sent to him), as a pesh-lash, on his appointment as Wazir."*

"In the year 1015 a.h. (1606 a.d.) Jahangir relates that he pre-

sented a ruby worth 25,000 rupees to his son Parwiz.^ ' On the 21st

of the same month I presented Parwiz with a necklace of four rubies

and one hundred pearls.' '"^

In the year 1616, according to Sir Thomas Roe, the Portuguese

offered the Emperor Jahangir a balass ruby, weighing 13 tolas, or

5^ oz. (= 783 carats), for 5 lakhs of rupees. He would only give one

lakh for it.'^

^ See Blochmann, " Ain i Akbari," Calcutta, 1871, p. 414.

2 See Wills, " The Land of the Lion and Sun," Lond. 1883, p. 376.

3 "Tarikh-i-Badauni," Elliot, "Hist, of India," vol. v. p. 531.

* See " Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri," Calcutta, Lowe, 1889, p. 87.

^ See *' Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri," by Lowe, Calcutta, Bib. Ind. p. 63.

« Id., p. 65.

"^ See "Travels," London, Trubner, 1873, p. 32.
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Engraved Diamonds.

Xot only were rubies engraved under the directious of the Mogul

Emperors, but there are records of three diamonds having been

marked with their owners' names. The first was a diamond whicli

weighed, it is said, about 116 carats, and was bought in Constanti-

nople in the year 1866, It was recut, and sold to the late Gaikwar

of Baroda for 3^ lahhs of rupees. Its weight was then reduced to

about 71 or 72 carats. Its original form and the inscriptions have,

however, been preserved by models and impressions. The latter read

as follows :

—

(I.) Shah Akhar.Jahangir Shah, 1028 (a. d. 1618-19). Here Shah

Akbar, as in the cases of the rubies, is honorific or expletive, and

a prefix to the name Jahangir, within whose reign (1605-28) the

diamond was therefore engraved. The style of the monogram is

similar to those on the rubies.

(II.) The second inscription is Sahib Kiran Sajii, 1039 (= a.d.

1629-30). This means the Second Lord of the Conjunction, a title

by which Shah Jahan was known, as has already been explained.

At one time I was inclined to believe that this diamond might

have been one which it is recorded Shah Jahan, then Prince Khurruni,

obtained when he took refuge in Golconda, and sold to his father,

Jahangir, for 1,000,000 rupees;^ but although the weights of both

nearly correspond, being about 120 carats, the dates forbid the sup.

position, the date of the acquisition of the latter being said to be

1623-24
;
while that of the first engraving of the former was 1619, as

has been just stated.

One published account of this diamond^ contains an extraordinary

misreading of the inscriptions, although copies of the original characters

are given with it, which can be easily deciphered. Needless to add,

the deductions drawn are wholly erroneous as to the persons named

;

and the dates, too, are inaccurately given in a.d. equivalents.

The second engraved diamond is that known as the '* Shah^^

which weighs 86 carats. It is in the Russian Treasury, having been

presented to the Czar by the Shah of Persia in the year 1829 or 1830,

when the son of the Crown Prince, Abbas Mirza, Prince Khusru, the

1 Herbert's "Travels," London, 1677, p. 87.

2 " Great Diamonds," 1882, p. 210.
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younger, visited Russia. The names engraved upon it are said to be-

Akbar Shah, Mzani Shah, and Fath Ali Shah : no dates are mentioned

in the published accounts of it.

It is possible that this stone did not descend to Akbar's successors.

It was, perhaps, given to him by one of the ISTizam Shah's on the con-

clusion of a treaty.^ Subsequently, it found its way to Persia, and

became the property of Path Ali Shah, who reigned from 1798

to 1834.

Most of the books on precious stones say that this remarkable

prism-shaped stone was cut down from 95 to 86 carats after its

arrival in Eussia, and it has been suggested that, by this process, the

engraved names have been removed. Eut the earliest authentic weight

is given by Rose, as 86 carats, ^ and the higher weight has, I think, got

into the literature of the subject by a mistake. In all probability

the engraved names are still on the stone.

The third engraved diamond is one called the Barya-i-nur, which i&

believed to be still in the Persian Treasury. Its Aveight was stated

by Malcolm to be 186 carats, but other and higher weights have also

been given by authors.^ I may mention that, through correspon-

dents at Teheran, I have recently made two separate attempts to ascer-

tain the true weight of this stone, and some other facts regarding the

jewels now in the treasury there, but both have failed to elicit any-

thing definite as yet. Even to make inquiries, I am informed, would

arouse suspicions which might lead to inconvenient consequences. It

is the case, too, that inquiries which I have presented about the Russian

historical jewels, though favoured in a very special degree by the aid

and sanction of high authority, have so far almost proved fruitless of

the results hoped for.

The Darya-i-nur is said to be a flat table, 1^^ in. by 1 in. by f ths in

Another account with figures, by Kotzebue, makes the thickness much
greater. It is said to have the name of Path Ali Shah engraved

upon it. Like the previously mentioned stones, it is reported by

several authors, as Forbes and Eastwick, to have been taken from

^ Akbar reigned from 1556 to 1605, and the Nizam Shahi Dynasty in India

lasted from 1490 to 1636, it having been brought to an end by Shah Jahan, \yho, as

M'ell as his father Jaiiangir, possibly never possessed this stone. The Nizam
Shah in this case may have been Bahadur Shah I.

^ "Heise nach dem Ural den Altai," &c., BerHn, 1837, vol. i., p. 50.

3 Forbes, nearly 264 carats.—"Oriental Memoirs" (1781), vol. ii., p. 175.

Kotzebue, 226 carats.—" Reise nach Persia" (1819), p. 182. Sir D. Brewster,

232 carats.— ''North British Review" (1852), p. 217.
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Delhi by Nadir Shah with the loot, of which jewels formed so large

a portion. But there are reasons for thinking that possibly it did

not form part of the Delhi loot, but may have reached Persia

earlier.

The Darya-i-nur is often mentioned, and has been figured by

Kotzebue,^ together with a companion stone called the Taj-e-Mah^

otherwise sometimes called the Persian Koh-i-nur. In form the

latter resembled Jahangir's diamond very closely. According to

Watson,- these two diamonds were in the possession of Aga Mu-
hammad, when he was murdered in 1797. Whether he had obtained

them from Shah Rukh is not stated. They were given by the murderers

to the General Sadek Khan Shekaki, and he subsequently made

his peace with Fath Ali Shah, by handing them over to him.

If this be the case, then, this particular Darya-i-nur could not have

belonged to Shah Shujah, but another stone, so called, probably

from what Karim Khan^ relates about it, did so, and afterwards fell

into the hands of Pianjit Singh.* It is still also called Darya-i-nur,

and is in the possession of the K^awab of Dacca at present. It is a

flat stone measuring l^- in. by 1 in. ; being mounted, its thickness and

weight are not known, as I am informed by the owner. Its early

history I have as yet been unable to trace fully, and furthur space

cannot be given here even to what has been ascertained on the

subject.

I have elsewhere^ ventured to suggest for consideration that the

Persian Darya-i-nur, if it only weighs 186 carats, may, perhaps, be

identical with Babar's diamond which he gave to Humayon, and which

has never since been referred to by contemporary authors as being in

the possession of the Mogul Emperors, though it has been asserted that

it must have descended to Humayon's successors. But what appears

to be more probable, perhaps, is, that Humayon himseK took his

diamond to Persia in the year 1540, when he had to fly from India,

being driven out by Sher Shah, who succeeded him. He regained his

throne only in the year 1555, and died in 1556.

1 "Eeise nach Persia," LS19, p. 182, PL 9, and Eng. Transl. 1819, pp. 299,

300.

2 ''A History of Persia," 1866, p. 107.

3 "Hist, de I'Asie Centrale," French trans, by C. Schafer, Paris, 1876,

p. 67.

* Schonberg, "Travels in India and Kashmir," London, 1851, vol. i.,.

p. 323.

= Tavernier's " Travels," Eng. ed., 1889, vol. ii., p. 443.
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The Qtjeen of Delhi's Engeayed Diamond Ring.

The diamond in this ring, which was recently offered for sale in

London, is engraved with the words AS b "Oh Ali"! It is said

to have been in the possession of Maharajah Bhulwand Singh.

The ring is enamelled, and is described as a fine specimen of the

best style of Indian workmanship.

There is nothing about it apparently to fix the date of the work-

manship with any degree of certainty, though it has been suggested

that the ring was made between 1550 and 1650, and the stone engraved

much earlier.

From all these facts it would appear to have been a custom with

the Mogul Emperors, Akbar and his successors, Jahangir, Shah Jahan

and Aurangzeb, to have their names engraved on their jewels either on

their succession or on some subsequent occasion, as fancy or the desire

to commemorate particular events suggested.

This is otherwise borne out by such statements as the following:

—

'* In the art of cutting carnelians Mulana Ibrahim is the pupil of his

brother Sharaf of Yazd. He surpasses the ancient engravers : and it

is impossible to distinguish his riqa and nastaUiq from the master-

pieces of the best caligraphers. He engraved the words la'l jalali, or

the glorious ruby, upon all imperial rubies of value." ^

It is said that Dara Sheko, instead of the sacred name of God,

adopted the Hindu name Prahhu (Lord), which the Hindus consider

holy, and he had his name engraved in Hindi letters upon rings of

diamond, ruby, emerald, &c.^

It is a source of amazement to some persons to learn that diamonds

have ever been engraved; but the phrase "diamond cut diamond" is

merely founded on the fact which is exhibited in the ordinary cutting

of diamonds by mutual attrition. Selected "hard" points can grave

the surfaces of other diamonds with no great difficulty.

[List, &c.

^ Blochmann, '* Ain i Akbari", Calcutta, 1868, p. 53.

2 Muhammad Khazim in " Alamgir-nama." See Elliot, vol. vii., p. 179.
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List of Recorded Cases of Riihies and Diamonds engraved with the Nawes

or Titles of the Mogul Emperors of India and the Shahs of Persia.

Dates of efigraving are added, so far as they are known.

Edbies.

"Shah's (mentioned by Chardin) :
—

Sheik Safvi, 14th century.

Timtje's, or Theone:—
Timur (1402-1409).

Shah Eukh (King of Khorassan, 1397-1446).

Ulugh Beg (King of Samarcand, 1446-1449).

Akbar (Mogul Emperor, 1556-1605).

Shah Abbas (Shah of Persia, 1582-1627).

Jahangir (Mogul Emperor, 1605-1627).

ShahJahan, Sahib Kiran Sani (Mogul Emperor, 1628-1658);

A.H. 1044, A.D. 1634.

Aurangzeb, Alamgir Shah (Mogul Emperor, 1658-1707).

Ahmad Shah (King of Cabul, 1747-1773).

Lady Caeew's (133|- carats), in possession of Lady Carew :

—

Akbar (Mogul Emperor, 1556-1605).

Jahangir (Mogul Emperor, 1605-1627); a.h. 1021, a.d. 1612.

Shah Jahan, Sahib Koran Sani (Mogul Emperor, 1628-1658)

;

A.H. 1039, A.D. 1629.

Aurangzeb, Alamgir Shah (Mogul Emperor, 1658-1707);

A.H. 1070, A.D. 1659-60:—

l^ADiE Shah's (197 carats), has been recut; present owner not known:-

—

Akbar (Mogul Emperor, 1556-1605) ; a.h. 1009, a.d. 1600.

Jahangir (Mogul Emperor, 1605-1627); a.h. 1016 (?), a.d.

1607.

Shah Jahan, Sahib Kiran Sani (Mogul Emperor, 1628-1658)

;

a.h. 1044, A.D. 1634.

Aurangzeb, Alamgir Shah (Mogul Emperor, 1658-1707);

A.H. 1069, A.D. 1658-9.

Nadir Shah (Shah of Persia, 1736-1747).
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Diamonds.

The " Shah" (86 carats), belongs to Russia:

—

Akbar (Mogul Emperor, 1556-1605).

Nizam Shah (dynasty lasted 1490-1636).

Fath Ali Shall (Shah of Persia, 1798-1834).

Jahangik's (116 carats) ; reduced, by cutting, to 71 or 72 carats, and

sold to Gaikwar of JBaroda :

—

Jahangir (Mogul Emperor, 1605-1627) ; a.h.1028, a.d. 1619.

Shah Jahan, Sahib Kiran Sani (Mogul Emperor, 1628-1658) ;.

a.h. 1039, A.D. 1629.

Dabya-i-nur (186 carats, ?) ; belongs to Shah of Persia :

—

Path Ali Shah (Shah of Persia, 1798-1834).

The deductions to be drawn from the names and dates in the

preceding list are as follows :—Akbar's name was engraved on the

"Shah" diamond on Timur's (or the Throne) ruby, and on Lady
Carew's ruby without any accompanying dates so far as is known. It

was also engraved on w^hat we call Nadir Shah's ruby in a.h. 1009

(=A.T). 1600). Another name engraved on the '' Shah" diamond was

that of the Nizam Shah, so that probably it was taken from or con-

ferred upon him by Akbar and was subsequently taken to Persia, not

necessarily by Nadir, but on some previous occasion, perhaps a century

before his time. Then about the beginning of this or the end of the

last century, it Avas engraved with the name of the then ruling

monarch of Persia, Path Ali Shah. Thus it was possibly never in

the possession of. any of Akbar's successors, the Mogul Emperors,

as has been already suggested.

I have long had in preparation the full histories of the " Shah,"

and manv other Indian diamonds : here it need onlv be said that this

one was presented to the Czar Nicholas of Pussia iu the year 1829 or

1830, by Prince Kliusru in deprecation of his anger at the murder of

his ambassador at Teheran.

Jahangir's name with the honorific prefi.x ''Shah Akbar," and in

a very similar style of monogram engraving, is dated as follows on :
—

Nadir Shah's KUBT, . a.h 1016? (a.d. 1607).

Lady Carew's ruby, . a.h. 1021. (a.d. 1612).

Jahangir's diamond, . a.h. 1028. (a.d. 1619).

Jahangir's name was also, as we have seen, engraved on the ruby

Avhich he gave to Shah Jahan, who had it mounted in the peacock
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throne. Unless the names of Timur and others which were upon it

were suhsequenlly deleted, it cannot be identified with iS^aclir Shah's

ruby.

The (]ucstion arises have the dates any meaning, and can they be

connected witli any liistorical events.

Jahangir succeeded Akbar in 1605 ; and I have failed to find any

plausible reason why the engraving on the rubies was deferred, as both

presumably,^ and the one which is dated, almost certainly, descended

to him from Akbar. The diamond, though not the one referred to on

p. 391, may still have been acquired through Prince Khurum {i.e. Shah

Jahan), when he was first in Golconda, about 1617, and may have been

engraved on the completion of its cutting. I can find no particular

events recorded as liaving taken place on the above dates.

Shah Jahan, who is in each case indicated by his title Sahih-

Kiran Sani, or S( cond Lord of the Conjunction, caused the diamond

and one of the rubies (Lady Carew's) to be engraved in A.n. 1039

(= A.T). 1629). The other ruby (Nadir Shah's) was engraved and dated

A.H. 1044 (=A.T). 1634-5).

Tlie first (late was the vear after his accession ; and tlie second was

notable as being that of the completion of the Peacock throne.

Shah Jahan also liad his name engraved on Timur's ruby,

which he caused to be set in the Peacock throne, and that, as we
have seen, unkss some of the names were afterwards deleted, was a

distinct stone.

AVhethcr the diamond known as "Jahangir's" ever reached the

possession of Aurangzeb is not recorded ; it was not seen by Tavernier,

and it did not bear any inscription later than Shah Jahan's. It first

came to light, of late years, in Constantinople in the year 1866. It

lias since been cut, and was reduced in weight from 116 to 72 carats.

It was tlun sold to the Gaikwar of Baroda.

Aurangzeb in the year 1658- assumed the title Alamgir, and that

is the title which appears on these two rubies. Nadir Shah's ruby is

^ Akbar' s name is engraved on the rubies, as we have seen, in the possessive

form, Akbar SJuilii.

2 Aiirangzeb's accession :
" On the first Zil-ka-da, 1068 a.h. (22nd July, 1658,

A.D.), alter saying his prayers, and at an auspicious time, he took his seat on the

throne of Ilimiustan, without even troubling himself about placing his name on

the coinage, or having it repeated in the khutba. Such matters as titles, the khutba,

the coinage, and the sending of presents to other sovereigtis, were all deferred to

his second taking possession of the throne. " Khafi Khan, Muntakhabu-1-Lubab,"

vok ii., p. 39 : see " Elliot," vol. vii., p. 229.
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distinctly marked 1069, i.e. a.d. 1658-59, the year of Aurangzeb's

accession, when he deposed his father.

Lady Carew's ruby has the figures 107, which maybe taken to

indicate 1070, or a.d. 1659-60 the year, or the year following, of

Aurangzeb's formal proclamation.^

Kow this matter is not altogether a small or insignificant ne,

because it is known that Shah Jahan, when dethroned by his son,

retained with him, in his prison, a large number of jewels which did

not come into Aurangzeb's possession till 1666, when, on the death of

Shah Jahan, they were handed to him in a gold basin by his sister,

Jahanara Begum, who accompanied the transfer by some rather uncom-

plimentary remarks on his past proceedings.

The Great Mogul diamond, or Koh-i-niir, and the other jewels

described by Tavernier, were, of course, not among these last, and

one certainly, and the other of these rubies probably, came into

Aurangzeb's hands, at or about the time of his accession, and were

soon afterwards engraved.

This is all I have been, as yet, able to deduce from these dates, and

names " graven in stone." Had all the famous stones been similarly

engraved, there would have been less room for discussion as to their

antecedents, than there now is. On the other, hand the process of

engraving on the prominent faces of large stones cannot but have

depreciated their values to a very considerable degree. Be this as it

may, Jahangir's prophecy, quoted on a previous page, has in a measure

come true, and it may he hoped that hereafter no stone still bearing

these great names, will ever, as some have been in the past, be re-cut,^

and their dates obliterated.

|_N0TE, &c.

^ Aurungzeb's proclamation. The second year of the reign commenced on the

4th, Eamazan, 1069, a.h. The Emperor's name and titles were proclaimed in the

pulpit as Abu-1 MuzafPar Muhiu-d din Muhammad Aurangzeb Bahadur' Alamgir
Badshah-i Ghazi. In former reigns one of the sides of the coins had been adorned

with the words of the creeds and the names of the first four Khalifs ; but as coins

pass into many unworthy places, and fall under the feet of infidels, it was ordered

that the superscription should be changed (for certain couplets containing the

Emperor's name). " Khafi Khan, Muntakhabu-1-Lubab," vol. ii., p. 77 : see

"EUiot," vol. vii. p. 241.
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l^OTE ADDED IN THE PEESS.

"While these pages were passing through the Press, I paid a visit

to the India Office in Whitehall, and took the opportunity of examin-

ing the life-size oil-paintings of the Shahs of Persia which are pre-

served there. Most unexpectedly I found among them one of Kadir

Shah, by an unknown native artist. It represents, with minute

fideKty, his jewels ; and on the left arm, high up, there is a hazu-layid^

the central jewel of which is a ruby whose form justifies the belief

that it is the very one the history of which has been rescued from

complete oblivion by the preservation of the sealing-wax impressions,

of which the readings are given above, and in the accompanying Plate.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE X.

Fig. L

Nadie Shah's Spinel Euby. (197 carats.)

1. Akbar Shahi, 1009.

2. Shah Akbar Jahangir Shah, 1016. (?)

3. Sahib Kiran Sani, 1044.

4. Alamgir Shahi, 1069.

5. Bazu band, Shah Shahan.

Sultan Nadir Sahib Kiran.

Muntakhb Juwahir Khana, Hindustan,

Fig. II.

L\Dy Carew's Spinel Rijby. (133^ carats.)

1. Akbar Shahi.

2. Shah Akbar, Jahangir Shah, 1021.

3. Sahib Kiran Sani, 1039.

4. Alamgir Shahi, 107.
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Monday, April 10, 1893.

De. J. K Ingeait, s.f.t.c.d., President, in the Chair.

Henry Gordon Dawson, ir.A.
; George Edward Josepli Greene,

L.ii.c.s.i., L. B.C. P.I. ; Professor Thomas Johnson, d.sc., f.l.s.
; James

Patrick Johnston, m.a. ; Asutosh Miikhopadhyay, ir.A., t.e.a.s., f.e.s.k.
;

and Michael M. Murphy, were elected Members of the Academy.

The Secretary read the following letters :

—

" jSTEWxHAii Geaxge,

" Cambeidge. March 25, 1893.
'' SlE,

"I beg leave to acknowledge the receipt of yonr letter,

announcing my election as Honorary Member of the Ptoyal Irish

Academy, together with the Diploma of Membership.

"I shall be obliged if you will convey to the President, Council,

and Officers of the Academy the assurance of my high sense of the

hoaour conferred upon me.

"It seems almost needless to tell you that I am proud to be a

Member of an Academy which such men as Hamilton, the Llovds,

Jellett, Salmon, and many others have adorned by their brilliant

discoveries.

" I have the honour to be

" Your obedient servant,

"G. H. Daewix.

^'THE SeCEETAEY IIoTAL IeISH AcADEilY."

"Eeelix, W.,
'

' Kuefuestexsteasse, 117,

"March 25th, 1893.

^'SlE,

"I am deeply gratified by the distinction conferred upon me

by the Eoyal Irish Academy in electing me an Honorary Member.

Your letter of March 22nd, which reached me this day, together

with the diploma, recalls to my memory the splendour and enjoyment

of the truly grand festive days I had the good fortune to witness at

R.I.A. MINUTES, SESSION 1893-'94.
f^^l
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Dublin in July last. Although their agreeable recollection could

never be effaced from my mind, it will be deeper rooted through the

tie which is to connect me henceforth with the eminent scholars of

the Irish capital, with many of whom, adorning the chairs of Trinity

College, I have already had the honour and the pleasure of personal

intercourse.

" "Will yon kindly be the interpreter of my feelings of very sincere

gratitude towards the illustrious body in whose name you obligingly

addressed me.

•' I am, Sir,

" Yours very respectfully,

" F. V. EighthOFEN.

'' To Edward Peeceval Weight, Esq., m.d.,

" Secretary of the Eoyal Irish Academy,
" Dublin."

"BEELm, W., Ahoei^steasse, 4,

'' Ibtli March, 1893.
'•'• Deae Sie,

'' I duly received the letter dated Dublin 22nd March, 1893^

informing me that the Eoyal Irish Academy elected me an Honorary

Member, and also the Diploma of Membership therewith sent to me.
'•' I beg to say that I accept the honour conferred on me with

feelings of sincere gratitude. I hope to complete within the next

year my former collection of Christian British Inscriptions, and so to

join in a certain manner, and within narrow limits, the great work

of elucidating the Celtic antiquity of the British Islands, in which

the labours of the Eoyal Irish Academy from its beginning take so

prominent a part.

" "Will you, dear Sir, kindly forward to the President and Mem-
bers of the Eoyal Irish Academy the feelings of sincerest gratitude

and highest esteem above expressed.

" I remain, dear Sir,

" Yours truly,

" De. E. HiJBKEE, Frof.
'^ Edwaed Peeceval Weight, Esq,.,

" Secretary E. I. A., Dublin."
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,

"48, Manoe-place, Edii^buegh,

'' March 24:th, 1893.
*' SlE,

" I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter, intimating that,

on the 16th inst., I was elected an Honorary Member oftheEoyal Irish

Academy, the Diploma of Membership thereof being received at the same

time. For the distinguished honour thus conferred on me, I can only

express my warmest thanks, and assurance that it will be my constant

effort in the future to advance, according to the humble means at my
disposal, the scientific researches in the prosecution of which your

Academy is so justly celebrated.

"I am, Sir,

" Your obedient servant,

" eobeet muxeo.
'* Edwaed Peegeval Weight, Esq., m.d.,

" Secretary."

Mr. Frederick W. Moore, e.l.s., read a Paper by Mr. David

M'Ardle " On the Hepatic^ of the Hill of Howth."

Professor J. P. O'Reilly, c.e., read a Paper ''On the Occurrence

of Lithothamnion in the bed of the Liffey."

Dr. Benjamin Williamson, f.e.s., read a Paper on "A Problem

connected with the Theory of Elastic Beams."

Ptev. Edmund Hogan, s.j., read the first Todd Memorial Lecture

for the present session. Subject, " The Linguistic Yalue of the Latin

Lives of the Irish Saints."

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.

Monday, Apeil 24, 1893.

Rev. Dr. Haughtox, f.e.s., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Mr. Robert Russell, m.a., f.t.c.d. ;
Prof. Thomas Johnson, n.sc,

F.L.s. ; Mr. James P. Johnston, m.a., and Mr. Michael Murphy

signed the Roll, and were admitted Members of the Academv-

[15*]
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The Secretary read the following letter :

—

" BoN^, imh April, 1893.

*
' Deae Peofessoe Weight,

" It is only to-day I came lionie after a journey of five weeks ;

it is thus I can only to-day express my sincerest thanks for the high

honour the Eoyal Irish Academy confers upon me by electing me

Honorary Member. I esteem highly this great distinction, and beg

you to express my profound gratitude to the Eoyal Academy.

" With the utmost esteem

" Eaithfully yours,

'' E. Steasbtjegee."

The Treasurer read, for the Eight Eev. Dr. Graves, Bishop of

Limerick, a Paper " On a Passage in Tirechan's Collections in the Book

Armagh."

Mr. Eobert Eussell, ma., f.t.c.d., read a Paper '' On the Geometry

of the Cubic."

Mr. Eobert Eussell, m.a., f.t.c.d., read also a Paper '' On Eulcr

Constructions in connexion with Cubic Curves."

Eev. Edmund Hogan, s.j., read his second Todd Memorial Lecture.

Subject, " The Linguistic Yalue of the Latin Lives of the Irish

Saints."

Dr. William Frazer read a Paper "On an Anglo-Saxon 'Bird-

Brooch' of Bronze, found in Dublin Excavations."

Donations to the Librarv were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.

Monday, Mat 8, 1893.

Dr. J. K. Ingeam, s.f.t.c.d., President, in the Chair.

Mr. Henry Chichester Hart, b.a., f.l.s., was elected a Member of

the Academy.

Prof. W. J. Sollas, ll.d., f.e.s., read a Paper " On the Eolation

of the Granite to the Gabbro of the Mourne Mountain District as

displayed at Barnavave, Carlingford."
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Ey permission of the Academy, Mr. J. E. Diierden read a Paper

'' On some new or rare Irish. Polyzoa and Hydrozoa."

Rev. Edmund Hogan, s.j., read his third Todd Memorial Lecture.

Subject, "The Linguistic Yalue of the Latin Lives of the Irish

Saints."

Prof. Atkinson, ll.d., read "A Review of Professor Rossi's

published South-Coptic Texts."

The Secretary read the following letter :

—

"An die Royal Ieish AcADEiir,

"zu Dublin.

" Sehe geehete Heeeen,

" Yon einer langeren Reise Zuriickgekehrt finde ich die

Ernennung zum Honorary Member of the Royal Irish Academy vor

und beeile mich fiir die hohe Auszeichnung, welche mir durch diese

Ernennung zu Theil geworden ist, meinen ergebensten und tief-

gefiihltesten Dank auszusprechen.

" Hochachtungsvollst und ergebenst,

" De. K. Betjgmann.

"Leipzig, 22 April, 1893."

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.

Monday, June 12, 1893.

Dr. George E. J. Greene signed the Roll, and was admitted a

Member of the Academy.

Rev. Dr. Haughton, e.h.s., read a Paper "On the Tides of the

Arctic Seas : ^^o. Ylll.—The Tides of Lady Franklin Bay."

By permission of the Academy, Mr. J. E. Duerden read a Paper

"On the Hydroids collected during the Royal Irish Academy Ex-

peditions, 1885, 1886, and 1888."

Rev. Edmund Hogan, s.j., read his fourth Todd Memorial Lecture.

Subject, "The Linguistic Yalue of the Latin Lives of the Irish

Saints." ...
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Mr. George Coffey, b.a.i., read a Paper "On the Cairns on the

Loughcrew Hills—Sliabh na Caillighe."

The Secretary read a Paper for Mr. E. C. Eotheram " On Path

Caves in the County of Meath."

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.

The Treasurer laid on the table the audited Abstract of Accounts

for the year ending 31st March, 1893, and the estimate for the year

ending 31st March, 1894, and read, in accordance with Py-Law 3,

chap. III., the List of Members in arrear.

Monday, June 26, 1893.

De. J. K. Ingeam, s.f.t. C.D.J President, in the Chair.

P-ev. J. H. Pernard, d.d., f.t.c.d., read a Paper ''On the Frag-

ments of the Latin Gospels contained in the Domnach Airgid."

A collection of Irish Antiquities, Gold, Silver, and Pronze, &c.,

recently acquired for the Academy's Museum, was exhibited.

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.

The following Science Grants, recommended by the Council, were

passed :

—

£30 to Professor Pambaut, for some additions to the Star Photo-

graph Measuring Apparatus, for the purchase of which a grant of

£85 was made February 24th, 1890, to Sir Pobert Pall.

£20 to Professor Cunningham, Eev. Dr. Haughton, and Professor

Haddon, to assist in prosecuting Ethnological Investigations in the

remote parts of Ireland.

£25 to Dr. "W. H. Thompson, to assist him in his Investigations

into the Intra-cranial Course and Cerebral Connexions of certain

Cranial ]S"erves.

£50 to a Committee, consisting of Dr. Scharff, Mr. P. Lloyd

Praeger, Mr. A. G. More, Mr. E. M. Parrington, Mr. Greenwood

Pirn, Mr. H. Dixon, Dr. M'Weeny, Mr. G. H. Carpenter, Professor

Johnson, Mr. P. J. Ussher, and Dr. Wright, to enable them to
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continue their Researches on the present state of our Knowledge of

the Flora and Fauna of Ireland.

£25 to the Economy Committee, towards the purchase of a

Lantern for use at the Meetings of the Academy.

Monday, ^N'oyembeh 13, 1893.

Dr. J. K. Ingeam, s.f.t.c.d.. President, in the Chair.

Eev. Dr. Haughton, f.e.s., read a Paper " On IS'ewtonian Chem-

istry. Kote V. Eecapitulation of the ^N'ewtonian Principles contained

in the four preceding Notes, with a Memorandum on the Law of

Avogadro."

Professor P. Atkinson, ll.d., read a Paper ''On South-Coptic

Texts. :N'o. II.—A Criticism on M. Bouriant's ' Eloges du Martyr

Victor, Fils de Pomanus.' "

Professor A. C. Haddon, m.a., read a Paper, " Studies in Irish

Craniology. IN'o. II.—Inishbofin, Co. Galway."

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.

The following Parts of the Transactions, Vol. xxx., were laid on

the table :

—

Part 6. " Ruler Constructions in Connexion with Cubic Curves."

Py Robert Russell m.a., Fellow and Tutor, Trinity College, Dublin.

Parts 7, 8.—Pt. 7 :
" On the Domnach Airgid MS." By Rev. J.

H. Bernard, d.d. Plate XX. Pt. 8:1." On the Stowe St. John ;"

and II. "On the Citations from Scripture in the Leabhar Breac."

Bv Rev. J. H. Bernard, d.d.

Part 9. "On the Tides of the Arctic Seas : Part YIIL—On the

Tides of the Lady Franklin Sound." By Rev. Samuel Haughton,

M.D., F.E.S. , Senior Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin.

Cunningham Memoirs.

Part IX. "On the Flinders Petrie Papyri." (Part IL) "With

Transcriptions, Commentaries, and Index. (With Eighteen Auto-

types.) By Rev. John P. Mahaffy, d.d., f.t.c.d.
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Thuesday, November 30, 1893.

(Stated Meeting.)

De. J. K. Ingeam, s.f.t.c.d , President, in the Chair.

The Ballot was opened for the election of a Member of Council in

room of the E,ight Hon. Sir Patrick J. Keenan, c.b., k.c.m.g., resigned,

and subsequently, on the Report of the Scrutineers, the President

declared Lord Walter Fitz Gerald duly elected a Member of Council of

the Academy.

Dr. Charles E. Browne read a Paper "On the Ethnography of

Iiiishbofin, Co. Galway."

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.

The President, under his hand and seal, nominated the Most Bev.

jS". Donnelly, d.d.. Bishop of Canea, as a Vice-President, in the place

of the Bight Hon. Sir Patrick J, Keenan, resigned.

Monday, December 11, 1893.

De. J, K. Ingeam, s.f.t.c.d.. President, in the Chair.

Professor Samuel J. MacMullan, m.a., and Professor J. Emerson

Beynolds, m.d., d.sc, f.e.s., were elected Members of the Academy.

The Secretary read a Paper by Dr. J. L. E. Dreyer, " On

Micrometric Observations of jS^ebulse, made at the Armagh Obser-

vatory."

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.
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Monday, January 22, 1894.

De. J. K. Ingram, s.f.t.c.d., President, iu the Chair.

Eev. D. Murphy, s.j., read a Paper "On two Monastic Seals that

have lately come into the possession of the Academy."

The Secretary read, for Sir Eobert Ball, ll.d., f.e.s., a Paper

"On the Theory of Pitch Invariance and the Theory of Chiastic

Homography ; being the Tenth Memoir on the Theory of Screws."

Dr. V. Ball, c.b., f.r.s., read a Paper " On two large hitherto

imdescribed Rubies, upon which the jN'ames or Titles of four of the

Mogul Emperors were engraved."

Mr. George Coffey, b.a.i., read " IS'otes on the Classification of

Spear-heads of the Bronze Age, found in Ireland."

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.

Monday, Pebetjary 12, 1894.

Dr. J. K. Ingram, s.f.t.c.d.. President, in the Chair.

Prancis Joseph Bigger and Frederick T. Trouton, d.sc, were

elected Members of the Academy.

Dr. Prazer, read a Paper " On Irish Swords of Iron previously

undescribed."

The Secretary exhibited, for H. T. Knoz, Esq., a Collection of

Stone Implements, found in British India, presented by Mr. Knox
to the Academy's Museum, and read the following notes thereon :

—

" The Palaeolithic tools bear no marks. They were found among

the hills to the IS". W. of Madras. The !N'eolithic tools are marked in

vermilion 1, 2, 3.

"1. These were found on or at foot of the Port Hill of Bellary

where it faces the south end of the ]S"orth or Human Pace Hill.

"2. These were found on the S. E. and E. face of the Peacock

Hill, and in the fields below.

" 3. These were found in the jS'orth or Human Pace Hill of

Bellary.
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"The Fort Hill and jSTorth Hill are close together; the Peacock

Hill is part of a small group of hills about five miles east of Fort

Hill. For purposes of classification they may be treated as ' Bellary.'

There is no apparent distinction between the settlements ; in all three,

the ashes and platforms for houses among the rocks and the character

of relics are identical. These hills are of granitic gneiss. But the

Peacock Hill is remarkable because in it crops out a huge dyke of

coarse diorite, presenting a mass of broken blocks and small cliffs, on

many of whose flat surfaces occur various figures, whose existence

was brought to notice by Mr. P. Pawcett in a paper read before the

Oriental Congress of 1891.

" Though the figures do not seem to have been known to Europeans,

the neolithic settlements have been known for years, and stone tools

have been collected in great quantities. When I went to Bellary

these sites had been well searched ; but previous collectors had

contented themselves with finely-finished and polished tools. Notic-

ing the ashes and house-sites, and the abundance of rough tools, it

occurred to me that these rough tools were the household tools, the

tools of everyday life in neolithic villages. I therefore collected

rough as well as fine tools. Of the latter comparatively few re-

mained ; of the former I found quantities. It was very evident that

for everyday use very roughly chipped stones answered. But they

all approximate more or less to the types of finished instruments.

" The collections of Mr. R. B. Poote and Mr. H. Gompertz show

that the polished tools were much the same in variety and shape as

those of Europe, with the exception of the great perforated axes and

great hammers of Europe. Perforated tools are vere rare. I found

only one, which I gave to Mr. Poote.

•'H. T. Knox.

'

' Beechen, Lyndhukst,

" IWi January, 1894."

A special vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Knox for this donation.

The Secretary exhibited, for R. Clarke, Esq., a large Stone Celt

and a Ball of Dark Coral Limestone found near Portaferry, Co. Down.

Bead Becommeiidation from Council, that the invitation of the
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Committee of the International Congress of Orientalists be accepted,

and that Professor E, Atkinson ll.d., be appointed as the Academy's

delegate, at the meeting to be held in Geneva, in the month of

September of the present year.

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.

Monday, FEBErAET 26, 1894.

De. J. K. lNGRA]\r, s.F. T.C.I)., President, in the Chair.

The Secretary read a Paper by the Ilight Ptev. Dr. Graves, Bishop

of Limerick, " On a recently-discovered Ogam Inscription on a stone

found about the end of April, 1893, in the County Kerry."

By permission of the Academy, Mr. Henry Dixon, b.a., read

" Some contributions to the Anatomv of Vanda teres

y

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors,

Stated Meeting.

Feiday, Maech 16, 1894.

De. J. K. IxGEAM, S.F.T.C.D., President, in the Chair.

The President declared the Ballot open for the election of President

and Council, and appointed Mr. James P. Lombard and Surgeon-

General Xing as scrutineers.

The President also declared the Ballot open for the election of

Honorary Members, and appointed Dr. E. P. "Wright and Dr. J. T.

Gilbert as scrutineers.

The Secretary of the Council read the following

E.EPOET OF THE CoUNCIL FOE THE YeaE 1892-93.

Since the date of tlie last Eeport, the following Publications of the

Academy have been issued :

—

Transactions, vol. xxx.

Part 5. " On a Block of Eed Glass Enamel said to have been

found at Tara Hill." By V. Ball, c.b., ll.d., f.e.s. With "Observations
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.

on the Use of Keel Enamel in Ireland." By Margaret Stokes, Hon.

Member, E. I. A. Plate XIX.

Part 6. "Euler Constructions in Connexion with Cubic Curves."

Bv Ptobert Eussell, m.a.

Parts 7 and 8. Part 7 : "On the Domnach Airgid MS." By
Eev. J. H. Bernard, n.n. Plate XX. Part 8:1." On the Stowe St.

John"; and II. "On the Citations from Scripture in the Leabhar

Breac." By Eev. J. H. Bernard, d.d.

Part 9. " On the Tides of the Arctic Seas : Part VIII.—On the

Tides of Lady Pranklin Sound." By Eev. Samuel Haughton, m.d.,

r. K.s.

Part 10. " On a Syriac Ms. of the JS'ew Testament in the

Library of the Earl of Crawford." By Eev. John Gwynn, d.d.

Plate XXI.

Cunningliam Memoirs.

:N'o. IX. "On the Flinders Petrie Papyri." (Part II.) With
Transcriptions, Commentaries, and Index. (AVith Eighteen Auto-

types.) By Eev. John P. Maliaily, d.d.

The following Papers are in the Press {Transactmis, vol. xxx.) :
—

Part n. "On the Geology of Torres Straits." By Professors

A. C. Haddon, W. J. Sollas, and G. A. J. Cole. (Plates XXII. to

XXV.)

Part 12. "On the Volcanic District of Carlingford and Slieve

GuUion. Part I. On the Eolation of the Granite to the Gahbro of

Barnavave, Carlingford." By Professor W. J. Sollas, ll.d., d.sc,

F.E.s. Plates XXVI., XXVII.

Proceedi7igs.

Of the Proceedmgs, Third Series, Part 4 of Vol. ii. was published

m May, 1893, and Part 5, completing the volume, was published in

August, 1893. The Eirst Part of Vol. in. of this series- wa^ also
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published in 1893, in the month of December. The Papers contained

these several parts of the Proceedings are as follows :

—

In Science {Mathematical)—

HaughtoD, Ptev. Dr., " J^Totes on I^ewtonian Chemistry.

JS'o. IV., Quinary Compounds." (Vol. ii., Part 4.)

JNTote Y., " Kecapitulation of i^ewtonian Principles and

Memorandum on the Law of Avogadro." (Vol. iii,,

Part 1.)

Johnston, J. P., m.a., "On Initial Motion." (Yol. in.,

Part 1.)

Eussell, P., M.A., " On the Geometry of the Cubic." (Yol. in.,

Part 1.)

Tarleton, F. A., ll.d., ''On a Problem in Yortex Motion."

(Yol. II., Part 4.)

In Science [Biological)—
Bell, A., "Correlation of the Later- and Post-Pliocene Ter-

tiaries on either side of the Irish Sea." (Yol. ii., Part 4).

Browne, C. P., m.d., "Some Crania from Tipperary." (Yol.

II., Part 4.)

Duerdin, J. E., " jS'ew or Rare Irish Polyzoa and Hydroida."

(Yol. III., Part 1.)

Frazer, W., f.e.c.s.i., " On a Skull from Lincoln and on Irish

Crania." (Yol. ii.. Part 4.)

Friend, Pev. H., " E'ew Irish Earthworms." (Yol. ii., Part 4.)

Haddon, A. C, m.a., "Studies in Irish Craniology : tne Aran

Islands, Galway." (Yol. ii., Part 5.)

Haddon, A. C, and Browne, C. E., " Ethnography of the

Aran Islands, Galway." (Yol. ii., Part 5).

M'Ardle, D., "The Hepatic^ of the Hill of Howth, Co.

Dublin." (YoL in.. Part 1).

O'Reilly, J. P., " JSTote on Lithothamnion met with in Deep

Cuttings at the ^fouth of the River Liffey." (YoL in.,

Part 1.)

Thomson, J., "On the Genera Calophyllum and Cum-

pophyllum." (Yol. ii., Part 5.)
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In literature—
Atkinson, Eobert, ll.d., "On Professor Eossi's Publication of

South-Coptic Texts," and on M. Bouriant's '* Eloges Du
Martyr Yictor, Pils de Eomanus." (Yol. in., Part 1.)

Ball, y,, LL.D., " Yolcanoes and Hot Springs of India, and tlic

Folk-Lore connected therewith." (Yol. in.. Part 1.)

Grraves, Bt. Bev. Charles, d.d., " On the lignum Cojitensionisy

(Yol. III., Part. 1.)

O'Looney, B., " On an Old Irish MS. found in Co. Clare." (Yol.

III., Part 1.)

O'Beilly, J. P., "On Captain Cuellar's Narrative of his Ad-

ventures in Ireland, 1588-1589." (Yol. in.. Part 1.)

Bay, S. H., and Haddon, A. C, m.a., "The Languages of

Torres Straits, with Yocabularies and T^otes.—Part I."^

(Yol. II., Part 4.)

In Antiquities—
Deane, Sir T. 1^., " Beport on Ancient Monuments in the

County Kerry." (Yol. in., Part 1.)

Olden, Bev. T., m.a., " On the Burial Place of St. Patrick."

(Yol. n., Part 5.)

The Second Yolume of the An?ials of Ulster, edited by the Bev.

Dr. Mac Carthy, has been recently published, and Dr. Mac Carthy

expects that the following volume will be issued during the ensuing

Academic year.

Of the Todd lecture Series, Yol. v. is in the Press ; and it is hoped

that the Bev. Edmund Hogan will deliver the third series of Lectures

during the incoming session.

The Council regret that, owing to the illness of the photographer

employed on the work, the Yellow Booh of lecan is not quite completed

;

but there remain now only twelve pages to be photographed, and the

early publication of the work is confidently anticipated.

An old copy of some of the Irish language compositions of

Dr. Keating, author of the " History of Ireland," has been liberally

presented to our Library by the Treasurer of the Academy.

The Committee appointed by the Council to Beport on the Con-

dition and Arrangements for Exhibition of the Academy's Collections
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m the Museum of Science and Art lielcT their Annual Visitation on

the loth January, 1894. The Council have reason to regard the

Committee's Report as satisfactory.

The following Grants in aid of the preparation of Scientific

Reports have been sanctioned by the Academy :

—

£30 to Professor Rambaut, for some additions to the Star Photo-

graph Measuring Apparatus, for the purchase of which a grant of

£85 was made, February 24th, 1890, to Sir Robert Ball.

£20 to Professor Cunningham, Rev. Dr. Haughton, and Professor

A. C. Haddon, to assist in prosecuting Ethnological Investigations

in the remote parts of Ireland.

£25 to Dr. W. H. Thompson, to assist him in his investigations

into the Intra-Cranial Course and Cerebral Connexions of certain

Cranial T^erves.

£50 to a Committee, consisting of Dr. Scharif, Mr. R. Lloyd

Praeger, Mr. A. G. More, Mr. R. M. Barrington, Mr. Greenwood Pim,

Mr. H. Dixon, Dr. M'Weeney, Mr. G. H. Carpenter, Professor T.

Johnson, Mr. R. J. Ussher, and Dr. E. P. Wright, to enable them

to continue their Researches on the present state of our Knowledge

of the Elora and Fauna of Ireland.

And a sum of £25 was placed at the disposal of the Economy

Committee, towards the purchase of a Lantern for use at the Meetings

of the Academy.

The following Members have been elected since 16th March

1893:—

Francis Joseph Bigger.

Henry Gordon Dawson, m.a.

George Edward Joseph Greene, l.e.c.s.i., l.e.c.p.i.

Henry Chichester Hart, b.a., f.l.s.

Professor Thomas Johnson, d.sc, f.l.s.,

James Patrick Johnston, m.a.

Professor Samuel J. MacmuUan, 3i.a.

Asutosh Mukhopadhyay, m.a., f.e.a.s., f.e.s.e.

Michael M. Murphy.

Professor J. Emerson Reynolds, m.d., f.e.s.

Frederick T, Trouton, d.sc.
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At the Stated Meeting, on the 16th March, 1893,

George H. Darwin,

Baron Ferd. von llichthofen,

Edward Strasburger,

were elected Honorary Members in the Section of Science ; and

Karl Brugmann,

Eniil Hiibner,

Robert Munro,

in the Section of Polite Literature and Antiquities.

The Academy has lost by death within the year three Members :

—

John Hill, C.E., elected February 11, 1867.

His Grace the Duke of Leinster, m.a., elected February 14, \ 876.

George Gerald Tyrrell, elected April 10, 1876.

The Academy has also lost by death two Honorary Members in

the Section of Science :

—

Jean Martin Charcot, m.d., elected March 16, 1883.

Alphonse De Candolle, f.e.s., elected March 16, 1876.

The President read the following statement :

—

With respect to int|uiries made by Dr. J. J. Digges La Touche

relative to the work done by the Irish scribes, and to the need of a

Catalogue of the Manuscripts in the Academy's Library, the Council

have taken both matters therein referred to into consideration, and

have directed the following statements to be placed in the hands of

the President to reply to Dr. La Touche :

—

"As to the preparation of a Catalogue of Mss., such as is sug-

gested by Dr. La Touche, the Council regret that there are no funds

at present available for such a work, however desirable it- might be.

"As to the work done by the help of the Irish scribes, the

Council state as follows, in the words of the Irish Mss. Committee,

who have charge of the matter :
—

' The work of the scribes employed

by the Committee is now deposited in the Treasurer's Office, where it

can be seen and examined, and includes— (i.) transcripts of nearly all
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the Medical Mss. in Irish in the Library of Trinity College, Dublin,
and also of the more important of the other Mss. ; and (ii.) slips

taken from Irish literature of the later period, as well as special

glossaries of many of the printed works in Irish.' "

The motion for the adoption of the Eeport was then put and
passed.

On the Eeport of the Scrutineers, the President declared the fol-

lowing elected as President and Council :—

Pkesident.

John Kells Ingram, ll.d.

Council.

Committee of Science.

Edward Perceval Wright, m.d.

V. Ball, LL.D., F.E.S., C.B.

Francis A. Tarleton, ll.d.

Benjamin Williamson, d.sc, f.e.s.

J. P. O'Reilly, c.E.

George L. Cathcart, m.a.

George Hemy Kinahan, c.E.

Eev. Samuel Haughton, m.d., f.e.s.

William J. SoUas, d.sc, f.e.s.

Robert F. Scharjffi, b.sc, ph.d.

The Earl of Rosse, z.p., f.e.s.

Committee of Polite Literature and Antiquities.

Robert Atkinson, ll.d.

Rev. Maxwell H. Close, m.a.

P. W. Joyce, ll.d.

John R. Garstin, m.a., f.s.a,

John T. Gilbert, ll.d., f.s.a.

William Frazer, f.e.c.s.i.

Rev. Denis Murphy, s.j.

Louis C. Purser, m.a., litt.d.

Most Rev. Bishop Donnelly, d.d.

Lord Walter Fitz Gerald.

R.I.A. MINUTES, SESSION 1893-'94. flSI
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On the Ileport of the Scrutineers, the President declared

Baron Ferdinand von Mueller, k.c.m.g., ph.d., f.e.s.,

Michael Foster, m.d,, f.e.s.,

duly elected as Honorary Members in the Section of Science.

The Ballot was then opened for the election of Officers, and the

following were subsequently declared duly elected :

—

Teeastjeee—Rev. M. H. Close, m.a.

Seceetaey—Edward Perceval Wright, m.d.

Seceetaey of the Council—Robert Atkinson, ll.d.

Seceetaey of Foeeign Coeeespondence—Joseph P. O'Reilly, c.e.

LiBEAEiAN—John T. Gilbert, ll.d.

Cleek of the Academy—Robert Macalister, ll.b.

The President, under his hand and seal, appointed the following

Vice-Presidents for the year 1894-95 :

—

Rev. Samuel Haughton, m.d., f.e.s.

John R. Garstin, m.a., f.s.a.

Most Rev. Bishop Donnelly, d.d.

Right Hon. the Earl of Rosse, k.p., f.e.s.

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.

The Academy adjourned.
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ROYAL IRISH

GENERAL AESTEACT OP THE ACCOrNT OF REV. MAXWELL
FOR THE YEAR ENDING

RECEIPTS.

§Klma from last Year,

PARLIAMENTARY GRANTS :—

General grant in aid,

[For Treasure Trove Account see below.]

MEMBERS' PAYMENTS:—

Entrance Fees,

Annual Subscriptions, . . .

Life Membersbip Compositions,

PUBLICATIONS SOLD:—

Transactions and Cunningbam Memoirs,
Proceedings,

Irisb Facsimiles,

Todd Lectures, and Irisb MSS. Series, .

ANNALS OF ULSTER:—

Refund by Government,

INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS :—

Life Composition—2f per cent. Consol. Stock,

Cunningbam Bequest—2|- per cent. Consol. Stock,

£ s. d.

3 1 6

1500

47 5

279 6

105

137 5 5

20 19 4

26 5

23 4 8

266 4

99 10 2

70 18 3

£2578 19 4

Total of
each Class.

£ s. d.

3 1 6

1500

431 11

207 14 5

266 4

170 8 5

2578 19 4

TREASTJIIE TROVE

;

Balance from last year,

Grant 1893-4, . . .

£



ACADEMY.
H. CLOSE, TEEASUHER OF THE EOYAL IRISH ACADEMY,
31ST OF MARCH, 1894.

PAYMET^TS.

For scientific AND LITERAEY PUEPOSES :—
Scientific Peports,

Library,

Irish Scribes,

Printing Todd Lecture Series,

Do. Transactions and Proceedings, . . . .

Do. Cunningham Memoirs,

>> ESTABLISHMENT CHARGES :—

Salaries,

"Wages and Liveries,

Furniture and Repairs,

Fuel and Gas,

Insurance,

Stationery,

Printing (Miscellaneous),

Postage,

Freights, Incidentals, and Contingencies,

>)

5J

ANNALS OF ULSTER :—

Paid on Account of Editing and Printing Vol. ii.,

INl^'ESTMENTS (CAPITAL) :—

Life Membership
Compositions,
Todd Memorial
Fund, ....
Cunningham Fund,

Description.
Total
Stock.

Gov. 2| Stock,

Do.
Do.

do.
do.

£
3723

i486

2653

,, Balance to Credit,

<£ s. d.

125

318 6 11

115 7 8

284 12 4

362 10 4

414 4 8

369

222 9 6

8 3

56 17 6

8 2 6

6 6

3 5

20 10

31 1

Total of
each Class.

s.

1620 1 11

109 4

725 16

109 4

123 17 5 123 17 5

£2578 19 4 2578 19 4

ACCOUNT.

£ s. d.

Treasure Trove purchased, 220 3
Balance to credit, 193 11

£413 1 2

ACCOri^T.

£ s. d.

Salary of Todd Professor, 40
Balance to credit, 85 17 3

£125 17 3

knowledge and belief.

—

Maxwell H. Close, Treasurer, R.I.A.—
\_For Auditors Report see next page.



AUDITORS' REPORT.

"We have examined the above General Abstract, and compared the Vouchers for

the details of the several heads thereof, and find the same to be correct, leaving

a Balance to the credit of the Academy's General Account of One Hundred and

Twenty-three Pounds Seventeen Shillings and Five Pence, and to the Treasure

Trove Account of One Hundred and Ninety-three Pounds and Eleven Pence,

and to the Todd Memorial Account of Eighty-five Pounds Seventeen Shillings

and Three Pence, making in all a Balance of Four Hundred and Two Pounds

Fifteen Shillings and Seven Pence.

The Treasurer has also exhibited to us Certificates in respect of the

invested Capital, showing that the amounts of Stock standing in the name of

the Academy were £2653 9s. 9(?., Two-and-three-quarters per Cent. Consolidated

Government Stock, Account A, being the Capital of the "Cunningham Fund"
;

and £3723 5s. \d. Two-and-three-quarters per Cent. Consolidated Government

Stock, Account B, being Capital derived from Life Compositions. Like Certificates

have been exhibited to us showing a sum of £1209 18s. 4f?., Consolidated Govern-

ment Stock, in the Court of Chancery, and a sum of £276 9s. \\d., Consolidated

Government Stock, standing in the names of Trustees, which together form the

Invested Capital of the " Todd Memorial Fund."

,c.. .. i
^- REYNELL,

)

(Signed), < } Auditors.
\ HENRY KING,

(

Wth May, 1894.
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PUBLICATIONS
OF THE

EOYAL IRISH ACADEMY.

TRANSACTIONS:

Quarto, Boards; or in Parts, stitched.

Vols. I. to XXIX. (so?ne out of'print.)

Vol. XXX. (Current Volume.)
PART

1.—On the Tumuli and Inscribed Stones at New Grange, Dowth, and Knowth. By
George Coffey, A.I.B. (AVith Plates I. to VI. and Map.) Price 6s. (Xovem-
ber, 1892.)

2.—On an Ogam Inscription supposed to bear an Anglo-Saxon Xame. By the Right
Eev. Charles Graves, D.D., Lord Bishop of Limerick. Price Is. (Novem-
ber, 1892.)

3.—On the Anatomy and Physiology of Frotopierus annectens. By W. N. Parker,
Ph.D. (TVithPlates VII. toXVII.) Price 10*. (December, 1892.)

4.—On the Relative Positions of 223 Stars in the Cluster x Persei as Determined Photo-
graphically. By Sir Robert Ball, LL.D., F.R.S., and Arthur A. Rambaut,
M.A., D.Sc. (With Plate XVIII.) Price 2*. 6^. (January, 1893.)

5.—On a Block of Red Glass Enamel said to have been found at Tara Hill, By V. Ball,
C.B., LL.D., F.R.S. With Observations on the Use of Red Enamel in Ireland.
By Margaret Stokes, Hon. Member, R.I.A. (With Plate XIX.) Price Zs.

(May, 1893.)

6.—Ruler Constructions in connexion with Cubic Curves. By Robert Russell, M.A.
Price Is. (October, 1893.)

7.—On the Domnach Airgid MS. By Rev. J. H. Bernard, D.D. (With Plate XX.)

8.— I. On the Stowe St. John ; and II. On the Citations from Scripture in the Leabhar
Breac. By Rev. J. H. Bernard, D.D. Price 2s. Qd. (November, 1893.)

9.—On the Tides of the Arctic Seas : Part VIII.—On the Tides of Lady Franklin
Sound. By Rev. Samuel Haughton, M.D., F.R.S. Price 2s. (November,
1893.)

10.—On a Syriac Ms. of the New Testament belonging to the Earl of Crawford and
Balcarres, and on an Inedited Version of the Apocalypse therein contained. By
the Rev. John Gwynn, D.D., D.C.L. (With Plate XXI.) Price 3s. Qd
(December, 1893.)

11.—On the Geology of Torres Straits. By Professors A. C. Haddon, M.A., W. J.
SoLLAs, LL.D., D.Sc, F.R.S., and G. A. J. Cole. (With Plates XXII to
XXV.) Price 4s. (May, 1894.)

12.—On the Volcanic District of Carlingford and Slieve Gullion. Part I.—On the
Relation of the Granite to the Gabbro of Barnavave, Carlingford. By W J
SoLLAS, LL.D., D.Sc, F.R.S. (With Plates XXVI. and XXVII.) Price 2s W
(May, 1894.)

For Farts of Vols. XXVI. to XXIX., see page 5.
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PROCEEDINGS: '

Octavo, cloth ; or in Parts, stitched.

Series I.—Vols. I. to X., 1836 to 1870 [some out of j^t'int).

Series II. (Science) :

Yol. I., complete. \_Title-i}age and Index ivith Ft. 1, Vol. 111.1

Yol. II., complete. \_Title-2mge and Index loitli Pt. 1, Vol. III.']

Yol. III., complete. [Title-page and Index ivith Part 10.]

Yol. lY., complete. [Title-page and Table of Contents with Part 6.]

Series II. (Polite Literature and Antiquities) :

Yol. I., complete. [Title-page and Index with Pt. 13.]

Yol. II., complete. [Title-page and Table of Contents with Part 8.]

Series III.—Yol. I., complete. [Title-^mge and Table of Contents ivith Part 5.]

,, Yol. II., complete. [Title-page and Table of Contents with Part 5.]

„ Yol.III., Nos. 1 and 2.

(In Series III. the Papers relating to Science, Polite Literature and Antiquities,
are published together, as in Series I.)

CATALOGUE OF THE ANTIQUITIES IN THE MUSEUM^
OF THE ACADEMY

By Sir William R. Wilde, M.D., M.R.I.A.

Part 1.—(Stone, Earthen, and Vegetable Materials.) [Out ofprint.']

2.—(Animal Materials and Bronze.) Price 7s. 6J.

3.

—

(Antiquities of Gold.) Price 3s. 6^.

Photographs of Antiquities in the Museum of the Academy.

Mounted on card- board, Is. each. [List on application.']

*The Museum was transferred in October^ 1890^ to the Science
and Art Museum^ Dublin.

IRISH MANUSCRIPTS—FAC-SIMILES.
[Editions limited to 200 coines.]

THE accurate study and critical investigation of the ancient literary and his-
toric monuments of Ireland have hitherto been impeded by the absence of

fac-similes of the oldest and most important Irish Manuscripts.
With a view of supplying this acknowledged want, and of placing beyond risk

of destruction the contents of Manuscripts, the Academy has undertaken the pub-
lication of carefully collated lithographic or photo-lithographic copies of the oldest
Irish texts still extant.
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In folio, on toned paper.—Price £3 3s.

LEABHAH NA H-UIDHKI : a collection of pieces in prose and verse, in the

Irish language, transcribed about a. d. 1100 ; the oldest volume now known
entirely in the Irish language, and one of the chief surviving native literary monu-
ments—not ecclesiastical—of ancient Ireland ; now for the first time published,

from the original in the Library of the Hoyal Irish Academy, with account of the

manuscript, description of its contents, index, and fac-similes in colours.

In Imperial folio, on toned paper.—Price £4 4s. ; or £2 2s. per Part.

Parts I. and II. ; or in One Vol., half calf.

LEABHAR BREAC—the " Speckled Book"— otherwise styled "The Great

Book of Dun Doighre "
: a collection of pieces in Irish and Latin, tran-

scribed towards the close of the fourteenth century ; "the oldest and best Irish

MS. relating to Church History now preserved."

—

{G. Petrie.) Now first pub-
lished, from the original MS. in the Academy's Library.

In Imperial folio, on toned paper, with a Photograph of a page of the

Original.—Price £6 6s.

THE BOOK OF LEINSTER, sometime called The Book of " Glendalough "
:

a collection of pieces in the Irish Language, compiled in part about the

middle of the twelfth century. From the originalMS. in Trinity College, Dublin, with
introduction, analysis of contents, and index, by Robert Atkiin'SOn, M. A., LL.D.,
Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Grammar in the University of Dublin, Secre-

tary of Council, Royal Irish Academy.
The Book of Leinster is one of the most important of the fragments of Irish

literature that have come down to us. In addition to copies of the native prose his-

toric accounts of the Tain B6 Cualnge, the Borama, &c., it contains a large fragment
of an early prose translation of the Historia de Excidio Troiae of Dares Phrygius

;

a great number of the poems and prose introductions of the Dindse7ichas or legendary

account of the origin of the names of places in Ireland ; very many historic poems,
in which the legendary and traditional accounts of the early history of the country

are preserved ; Irish genealogies and hagiologies ; and a great number of interesting

stories, illustrative of the manners and customs, the modes of thought, and the

state of culture, &c., of the people of Ireland just about the period of the Anglo-
Norman Invasion.

In Imperial folio, reproduced by Photo- lithography.—Price £5 5s.

THE BOOK OF BALLYMOTE : a collection of pieces in the Irish Language,
dating from the end of the fourteenth century ; now published in Photo

-

lithog^raphy from the original Manuscript in the Library of the Royal Irish

Academy. With Introduction, Analysis of Contents, and Index, by Robert
Atkinson, M.A., LL.D., Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology in the
University of Dublin ; Secretary of Council, Royal Irish Academy.

The Book of Ballymote contains numerous articles of interest to the Scholar
and to the Antiquary. The original portion consists of—Genealogical Lists

;

Histories and Legends ; a fragment of the Brehon Laws ; a copy of the Diiid-

senchas; Treatises on Grammatical Topics, &c. The other portion contains trans-

lations from Latin originals : the Destruction of Troy, the Wandering of Ulysses,

the Story of the -ZEneid, and the Life of Alexander the Great.
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Volume 1., octavo.—Part 1.—Containing: (1) Contents of The Book of Fermoy

;

(2) The Irish MS. in Eennes; (3) MacFirbis on some
Bishops of Ireland

; (4) Tain Bo Fraich
; (5) Tochmarc

Bec-Fola, &e. Price os.

Volume I., quarto.—Part 1.

—

Whitley Stokes, LL.D. : On the Felire of CEngus.

Price 14?.

Volume II., octavo.—Part 1.

—

Robeet Atkinson, M.A., LL.D. : U|m' bio|A-5Aoice

An bAii^ ["The Three Shafts of Death"] of Rev. Geoffrey

Keating. The Irish Text, edited with Glossary and
Appendix. Price 3s. 6^/.

THE TODD LECTURE SERIES.
Volume 1., octavo.—Part l.~W. M. Hennessy : Mesca Ulad.

Volume II., octavo.

—

Robeet Atkinson, M.A., LL.D.: The Passions and Homilies

from Leabhar Breac. With an Introductory Lecture on

Irish Lexicography. (Pages 1 to 958.)

Volume III., octavo.—B. MacCarthy, D.D. : The Codex Palatino-Vaticanus,

No. 830. Texts, Translations and Indices. (Pages 1 to 450.)

Volume IV., octavo.

—

Rev. Edmund Hogan, S.J. : Cath Ruis Na Rig for Boinn.

Text, Translation, Preface, and Indices, &c. (Pages

xxxii. + 282.)

Volume v., octavo.—Rev. Edmund Hogan, S.J., F.R.U.I., M.R.I. A.: The Latin

Lives of the Saints as Aids towards the Translation of Irish

Texts and the Production of an Irish Dictionary. (Pages

xii. + 140.)

THE CUNNINGHAM MEMOIRS.
No. I.

—

John Casey, LL.D., Dnbl. ; F.R.S. : On Cubic Transformations.

Price 6s. (June, 1880.)

No. II.—D. J. Cunningham, M.D., Edin. & Dubl. : On the Lumbar Curve in

Man and the Apes. (13 Plates.) Price 7s. 6d. (July, 1886.)

No. III.

—

Rev. Samuel Haughton, M.A., M.D., Dubl. ; F.R.S. : New Researches

on Sun-heat, Terrestrial Radiation, &c. (9 Plates.) Price 4s.

(December, 1886.)

]^o. IV.—Sir Robeet S. Ball, LL.D., Dubl.; F.R.S.: Dynamics and Modern

Geometry—A New Chapter in the Theory of Screws. Price 25.

(June, 1887.)

No. V.—J. Birmingham : The Red Stars—Observations and Catalogue. New
Edition, edited by Rev. T. Espin, M.A. Price 8s. (May, 1890.)

No. VI.—W. K. Parker, F.R.S. : On the Morphology of the Duck Tribe

[AnatidcB) ; and the Auk Tribe {Alcidcs). (9 Plates.) Price 5s. 6d.

(November, 1890.)

No. VII.—D. J. Cunningham, M.D., Professor of Anatomy in the University

of Dublin : Contribution to the Surface Anatomy of the Cerebral

Hemispheres. (8 Plates.)

No. VIII.—Rev. John P. Mahaefy, D.D., F.T.C.D. : On the Flinders Petrie

Papyri. (Part I.) With Transcriptions, Commentaries, and Index.

(With Thirty Autotypes.) Price £2 2s. (July, 1891.)

No. IX.—Bev. John P. Mahaffy, D.D., F.T.C.D. : On the Flinders Petrie

Papyri. (Part II.) With Transcriptions, Commentaries, and Index.

(With Eighteen Autotypes.) Price £2 2s. nett. (October, 1893.)

Index to the Papers published in the Transactions, Cunningham Memoirs, and
Irish Manuscript Series, from 1786 to 1886. Price 2s. Qd.
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Transactions, Vol. XXVI. (Science).

PART

1.—On the Binary Stars 44 Eobtis, tj Cassiopeise, and/iDraconis. By W. Dobekck, Ph.D.,
Member of the International Astronomical Society, Astronomer at Markree
Observatory. TFith Addenda to Previous Memoirs. Price \s.

2.—On the Intertubular Tissue of the Mammalian Testis. By Eeuben J. Harvey, M.D.,
(With Plate I.) Price Is.

3.—Report on the Chemical, Mineralogical, and Microscopical Characters of the Lavas
of Vesuvius from 1631 to 1868. By Eev. Samuel Haughton, M.D, D.C.L.,
F.R.S., Fellow of Trinity College, and Professor of Geology in the University

of Dublin; and Edward Hull, M.A., F.R.S., Director of the Geological

Survey of Ireland. (With Plate II.) Price 4^. 6^.

4.—On w Leonis considered as a Revolving Double Star. By W. Doberck, Ph.D.,
M.R.I. A., Astronomer at Markree Observatory. Price Is.

5.—Report on the Exploration of Shandon Cave. By A. Leith Adams, F.R.S., F.G.S.,
Professor of Zoology in the Royal College of Science for Ireland. (With
Plate III. and Woodcuts.) Price Is. Qd.

6.—Report on the AUotropism of Selenium, and on the Influence of Light on the

Electrical Conductivity of this Element. By Harry Napier Draper, F.C.S.
and Richard J. Moss, F.C.S. Price Is.

7.—The Red Stars : Observations and Catalogue. By J. Birmingham. Price 4s.

'' 8.—On a new Species of Parasitic Green Alga belonging to the Genus Chlorochytrium
ofCohn. By Edward Perceval Wright, M. A., M.D., F.L.S. ; Professor of

Botany in the University of Dublin ; Secretary to the Royal Irish Academy.
(With Plates IV. and V.)

9. On a Species of Rhizophydium Parasitic on Species of Ectocarpus, with notes on the

Fructiii cation of the Ectocai-pi. By Edward Perceval Wright, M.A., M.D.,
F.L.S. ; Professor of Botany in the University of Dublin; Secretary to the

Royal Irish Academy. (With Plate VI.) Price Is. Qd.

10.—A Supplement to Sir John Herschel's " General Catalogue of IS^ebulse and Clusters

of Stars." By J. L. E. Dreyer, M.A., F.R.A.S., Astronomer at the Earl of

Rosse's Observatory. Price 2s.

11.—On the aspect of Mars at the Oppositions of 1871 and 1873. By C. E. Burton.
(With Plates VII. and VIII.) Price Is.

12.—Direct Demonstration of the Properties of the First Negative Pedal of a Central
Conic from any Point in its Plane. By John C. Malet, M.A. Price Is.

13.—On the Intersections of Plane Curves of the Third Order. By Andrew Searle
Hart, LL.D., Vice-Provost, Trinity College, Dublin. Price Is.

14.—On a Proof that every Algebraic Equation has a Root. By John C. Malet, M.A.

15.—On a certain Surface derived from a Quadric. By John C. Malet, M.A. Price Is.

16.—Attempt to deduce the General Laws of the Variations of Temperature at the Earth's
Surface from those of Solar and Terrestrial Radiation. By the Rev. H Lloyd,
D.D., D.C.L., Provost of Trinity College, Dublin. Price Is.

17.—Report on the Acanthology of the Desmosticha (Haeckel). Part I.—On the
Acanthological Relations of the Desmosticha. By W. H. Mackintosh, B.A.

;

Senior Moderator in Natural Science, Trinity College, Dublin. (With Plates

IX., X., XL)
/18.—On the CeU-structure of Griffithsia setacea (^//is), and on the Development of its

Antheridia and Tetraspores. By Edward Perceval Wright, M.A., M.D.,
F.L.S., F.R.C.S.I.; Professor of Botany in the University of Dublin. (With
Plates XII. and XIII.)

19.—On the Formation of the so-called *' Siphons," and on the Development of the

Tetraspores in Polysiphonia. By Edward Perceval Wright, M.A., M.D.,
F.L.S., F.R.C.S.I. (With Plate XIV.) Price 2s. Qd.
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20.—On the Equations of Circles (Second Memoir). By John Casey, LL.D., F.R.S.,

M.R.I. A., Professor of Mathematics in the Catholic University of Ireland.

Price 35. 6d.

21,—On the Correlation of Lines of Direction on the Earth's Surface. By Joseph

P. O'Eeilly, C.E., Professor of Mining and Mineralogy, Eoyal College of

Science, Ireland. Price Is.

22.—Explanatory Notes and Discussion of the Nature of the Prismatic Forms of a Group

of Columnar Basalts, Giant's CauscM^ay. By Joseph P. O'Eeilly', C.E.

Central School of Paris ; Professor of Mining and Mineralogy, Eoyal College of

Science, Ireland. (With Plates XV. to XVIII.) [Title-page and Table of Con-

tents to Volume XXVI.] Price 5s.
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1 .—On the Bell of St, Patrick, called the Clog an Edachta. By William Eeeves, D.D.
Price l5.

2.—On an Ogham Inscription. By Eight Eev. Charles Graves, D.D., M.E.I. A.,
Lord Bishop of Limerick, &c. (With Plate I.) Price Is.

3.—On the Croix Gammee, or Swastika. By Eight Eev. Charles Graves, D.D.,
M.E.I.A., Lord Bishop of Limerick, &c. (With Illustrations). Price Is.

4.—Fasciculus of Prints from Photographs of Casts of Ogham Inscriptions. By Sir

Samuel Ferguson, LL.D. (With Plates I.* to V.) Price 2s.

5.—On Sepulchral Cellse. By Sir Samuel Ferguson, LL.D. Price Is.

6.—On the Patrician Documents. By Sir Samuel Ferguson, LL.D, Price 3s.

7.—On the Stowe Missal. By Eev. B. Mac Carthy, D.D. Price 4s. (With Plate VI.)

8.—On a Syriac MS. belonging to the Collection of Archbishop Ussher. By Very Eev.
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1.—On Chemical Equilibrium. By Francis Alexander Tarleton, LL.D., Fellow
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Edward Perceval Wright, M.A., M.D., F.L.S., Professor of Botany in the
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3.—On Blodgettia confervoides of Harvey, forming a new Genus and Species of Fungus.
By Edward Perceval Wright, M.A., M.D., F.L.S., Professor of Botany in

the University of Dublin. (With Plate II.)

4.—On new Genus and Species of Unicellular Alga, living on the Filaments of

Ehizoclonium casparyi. By Edward Perceval Wright, M,A., M.D., F.L.S.

,

&c., Professor of Botany in the University of Dublin. (With Plate II,)

Price Is.

5.—On the Periods of the First Class of Hyper-Elliptic Integrals, By William E.
Westropp Egberts, M.A, Price Is.

6,—New Eesearches on Sun-heat and Terrestrial Eadiation, and on Geological Climates.

By Eev. Samuel Haughton, M.D. Dubl. ; D,C.L, Oxon. ; LL,D. Cantab.
(Parti.)

New Eesearches on Sun-heat and Terrestrial Eadiation, and on Geological
Climates. By Eev. Samuel Haughton, M.D. Dubl. ; D.C.L. Oxon.

;

LL.D. Cantab. (Part II.) Price 25.

7.—Extension of the Theory of Screws to the Dynamics of any Material System. By
Egbert S. Ball, LL.D., F.E.S., Astronomer Eoyal for Ireland. Price Is. 6d.

8.—On some hitherto undescribed Compounds of Selenium. By Charles A. Cameron,
M.D., Professor of Chemistry; and Edmund W. Davy, M.D., Professor of
Forensic Medicine, Eoyal College of Surgeons, Ireland. Price Is.
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9.—Certain Problems in the Dynamics of a Rigid System Moving in Elliptic Space. By

RoBEKT S. Ball, LL.D., F.E.S., Andrews Professor of Astronomy in the

University of Dublin, and Astronomer Royal of Ireland. Price 1*-.

10,—On some Deductions from M'Cullagh's Lectures on Rotation. By Fkancis A.
Tarleton, LL.D., F.T.C.D. Price Is.

11.—On Certain Definite Integrals. By John C. Malet, M.A., Professor of Mathematics,
Queen's College, Cork. Price Is.

12.—On the Embryology of the Mammalian Muscular System. No. I.—The Short
Muscles (tf the Human Hand. By Bertram C. A. Windle, A.B., M.B., B. Ch.,
and Senior Moderator in Natural Science, University of Dublin ; Pathologist to

the General Hospital, Birmingham. (With Plates III. and lY.) Price Is. Q>d.

13.—Report on the Acanthology of the Desmosticha. (Part II.) By H. "W. Mackixtosh,
M.A., M.R.I. A., Professor of Zoology, and Curator of the Museum of Anatomy
and Zoology in the University of Dublin. (With Plates V. to YIII.) Price Is.

14.—Report on the Acanthology of the Desmosticha. (Part III.) Further observations
on the Acanthology of the Diadematidse. By H. W, Mackintosh, M.A.,
M.R.I. A., Professor of Zoology, and Curator of the Museum of Anatomy and
Zoology in the University of Dublin. (With Plates IX. and X.) Price Is.

15.—Expansion of Elliptic Functions. By William Nicolls, B.A. Price Is.

16.—On a Geometrical Transformation of the Fourth Order, in Space of Three Dimen-
sions, the Inverse Transformation being of the Sixth Order. By L. Cremona,
LL.D. Edinb., F.R.S., Professor of Higher Mathematics in the University of

Rome. Price Is,

17.—Catalogue of the Earthquakes having occurred in Great Britain and Ireland during
Historical times ; arranged relatively to Localities and Frequency of Occurrence,

to serve as a Basis for an Earthquake Map of the Three Kingdoms. By Joseph
P. O'Reilly, C.E., Professor of Mining and Mineralogy, Royal College of

Science, Ireland. (Plate XL) Price 2s.

18.—Report on some recent Foraminifera found off the Coast of Dublin and in the Irish

Sea. By Frederick Pryor Balkwill and Joseph Wright, F.G.S. (Plates
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Europe. By Joseph P. O'Reilly, C.E., Professor of Mining and Mineralogy,
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23.—On some Properties of certain Plane Curves. By R. A. Roberts, M.A. Price Is.

24.—Observations on Lion-breeding in the Gardens of the Royal Zoological Society of

Ireland. By Y. Ball, M.A., F.R.S., F.G.S. , M.R.I.A., Dii-ector of the
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XXIX.

ox A PANDEAN PIPE EEOM TANNA ISLAND, NEW
HEBHIDES. By J. P. O'REILLY, Professor of Mining,

&c., Royal College of Science, Dublin, and FOURNIER
D'ALBE.

[Read November 30, 1894.]

The Pandean Pipe, which forms the subject of this Paper, was
brought under my notice last year by Colonel Vigors, of the county

Carlow, who informed me that he procured it at Port Resolution,

Island of Tanna, New Hebrides, in August, 1850. It is therefore

well-authenticated as to its origin, and is taken as representa-

tive of the similar instruments in use in the island at the period

mentioned.

As this class of instrument is not one of universal use, and seems
at present to be confined to certain parts of Europe and the East ; as

moreover it is of extreme antiquity historically, its presence in the

New Hebrides presents a certain amount of ethnological interest, and
raises the question of whether it is to be considered as being of purely

native invention, or to be taken as coming by tradition from the race

which originally peopled the islands. In any case it implies a certain

capacity for art, and so far there is utility in recording its occurrence,

and in estimating its possible relations with other and more remote

Eastern countries by determining the tones or notes which the pipes of

the instrument represent.

As the Pandean pipe is still in use in Europe, and especially in

the south of Prance and in the Pyrenees amongst the shepherds, that

is amongst a very primitive and ancient race of people, I thought that

some useful result might be attained by having the exact pitch of the

pipes determined, so as to allow of comparison with similar European
instruments, either ancient or modem. At my request this was under-

taken and carried out by Mr. Eoumier d'Albe, then acting as assistant

in the physical laboratory of the Royal College of Science, and his

tabulated results present determinations so complete and precise as to

seem to me to be well worthy of being brought before the Academy
B.I.A. PEOC, SEE. III., VOL. m. 2 M
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as representing a most interesting contribution to ethnography. It is

desirable that similar determinations be made of the instruments in

use in the south of Europe, since, in the case of an instrument of such

great antiquity, there is always the probability of some relation being

found to exist between the existent European types and instruments,

such as that coming from the 'New Hebrides herein considered.

Eeclus, in his ^'Nouvelle Geographic," vol. xiv. p. 922, says of

the Polynesians :
—*'I1 est certain que par de traits nombreux de leur

genre de vie, aussi bien que par leurs institutions, leurs mythes, et

leurs pratiques religieuses, les Polynesiens ressemblent de diverses

manieres, a leurs voisins occidentaux de toute race, Papoua, Indonesiens

Malais, Japonais meme. lis otfrent aussi de nombreux analogies avec

les naturels de I'Amerique du Sud et du Nord, et Ton a pu, en

negligeant les contrastes et les differences placer a cote, les uns des

autres, comme freres de race les Polynesiens et les Araucans."
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He also shows that the migrations have been far more extended
and frequent amongst those races than would at first seem likely; and
summing up his conclusions as to the sources of the Polynesian races,

he says (p. 924) :—<'I1 est certain que I'ensemhle de faits, langues,

ressemblances ethniques, moeurs, et traditions designent les terres

occidentales, voisines del'Asie comme le principal lieu d'origine des

peuples Polynesiens ; c'est en sens inverse du mouvement general

des eaux ou des airs que s'est fait le mouvement des nations."

He further gives the conclusions arrived as to the very remote
period at which the principal migration took place :

—"A une epoque
deja fort lointaine, alors que les indigenes des terres voisines del'Asie,

n'avaient pas encore suhi I'influence hindoue et que la civilisation

malaise ne s'etait pas constitute, refoulant les habitants primitifs dans

I'interieur des iles. Aucune trace de Sanscrit ne se trouve dans les

langues Polynesiennes ; les insulaires de I'Oceanie Orientale descendent

done d'aieux qui n'ont pas connu les religions hindoues—p. 926, ces

temps sont tres eloignes de nous."

If it be admitted as possible that traces of this very remote origin

be still existing in the manners and customs of the Polynesians, their

music would be likely to be one of them, so that the object of the

present Paper would gather interest from that side also.

Mr. Pournier d'Albe' s determinations which follow, speak for

themselves; for the general reader his conclusion is that the notes

extend over three octaves, with five notes on each octave, the rough

sequence being C, D sharp, P sharp, A.

The Tani^a Steinx.

This instrument consist of a graduated series of fifteen pipes,

lashed together like the ancient Pandean pipes. The pitches of the

notes given by these pipes were determined

—

(1) By calculation, dividing the velocity of sound in air at 16° C.

by four times the sum of the length and the radius.

(2) By experiment, comparing one of the pipes (the fifth) with a

standard tuning-fork, and comparing the length of a stretched string

in unison with this fundamental pipe with the lengths corresponding

to the other pipes. Pour strings of different diameters and densities
"

were used for these measurements.

The results are given in the following Table. The lengths are

given in centimetres, and the pitches in complete vibrations per

second.

2 M 2
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Table I.

No.
of

Pipes.
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Table II.
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XXX.

OJS^ THE CRYSTALLINE FORM OF RIEBECKITE.^ By W. J.

SOLLAS, LL.D., D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Geology and

Mineralogy in the University of Dublin.

[Read January 28, 1895.]

RiEBECKITE.

System oblique

a:h : c=: 0-54748 : 1 : 0*29246, /3 = 76° 10'.

Observed forms

5(010), c(OOl),
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Fragments of a rock similar to the so-called micro-granite of Ailsa
Craig are found generally, though sparingly, scattered through the
glacial deposits of the east coast of Ireland, from Greenore^, near
Carlingford, on the north, to Greystones,^ in county Wicklow, on the

south. The identification of these fragments with the Scotch rock
depends on the presence in both of a characteristic blue hornblende,

known as rieheckite
; but for this there is little to distinguish them

from much of the granophyre of Carlingford and the Mourne Mountain
district, and it is by no means impossible that a riebeckite-bearing

granophyre may eventually be discovered as a constituent of the

Carlingford complex. Up to this, however, although I have made a

prolonged and painstaking search, I have failed to find it.

The fragments in the glacial deposits are usually well rounded
pebbles, under 6 inches in diameter, and of a remarkably compact
texture, which does not prevent them however from occasionally

containing numerous drusy cavities, which are tapestried by minute
crystals of quartz, felspar, and rieheckite, the chief mineral consti-

tuents of the rock. In a single instance, afforded by a pebble found at

Portrane, the cavities are large enough to afford room for well-formed

crystals of rieheckite up to 5 mm. in length. Several of these were
successfully extricated from the rock and measured by means of a

goniometer with a horizontal circle, made by Puess, and kindly lent

me by Professor O'Eeilly of the Royal College of Science.

/s'/

Fig. 1.

Our knowledge of the crystalline form of rieheckite was previously

very imperfect, no other faces than those of the prism and clino-

pinacoid had hitherto been observed. I^or is this surprising, for not

1 Cole, Nature, vol. xlvii., p. 464.

- Sollas, Proc. Geol. Assoc, vol. xiii., p. 118.
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much more than ten years have elapsed since the mineral was first

observed by Bonney,^ in granite from Socotra ; and it was not till some
years later that Sauer^ first recognised in it a new member of the

hornblende series, and gave it its present name. Its occurrence in the

British Isles was first made known by Bonney^ and Harker,* who
described it from Mynydd Mawr, in North Wales. A description of

the Ailsa Craig rock, which has furnished fragments to glacial deposits

on both sides of the Irish Sea,^ and the Isle of Man,^ we owe to

Teale.' The most recent reference to riebeckite is by Brogger,^ who
indicates the close relationship of this mineral and crocidolite to arfved-

sonite. The association of crocidolite and riebeckite had been earlier

pointed out by Lacroix.^

A summary of the results of the measurements I have made is

given, antea (p. 516), and I now proceed to offer some additional

details.

Oio lecT / \ / \ ^~:^ oto

Fig. 2.

All the crystals afforded by the pebble from Portrane present

1

3

Bonney, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc, vol. i., p. 273, 1883.

Sauer, Zeits. d geol. Ges., vol. xl., p. 138, 1888.

Bonney, Mineralogical Magazine, vol. viii., pp. 103, 169, 1888.
* Harker, Geological Magazine, p. 455, 1888.

° Lomas, Report British Assoc, p. 707, 1892. Cole and Sollas [loc. cit.).

6 Cole, Mineralogical Magazine, vol. ix.,.p. 222, 1891. Kendall, Journ. Isle of

Man Nat. Hist, and Antiquarian Soc, vol. i., p. 410, 1894.

' Teall, Mineralogical Magazine, vol, ix,, p. 219, 1891.

^ Brogger, Die Eruptivgesteine des kristianiagebictes, p. 38. Kristiania, 1894.

^ Lacroix, Comptes Rendu, vol. cix., p. 39.
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marked anomalies of form. In none does the angle between the basal

plane and clino-pinacoid measure exactly 90° ; it is almost always in

excess to tbe extent of from 2' to 15', and thus might lead one to

imagine that the mineral should be referred to the anorthic system.

Further examination shows, however, that the defect of symmetry is

as little consistent with the anorthic as with any other system. Thus

measurements in the [100] zone gave the following^ :

—

I. II. III. IV.

010 : 001,
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From these observations it is clear that ^e are dealing with
crystals in which the opposite faces are not parallel ! This anomaly
explains a difficulty encountered in measuriDg the zone [001], due to

the impossibility of exactly adjusting the crystals, so that the bright

signal should always fall on the cross wires of the telescope ; if the

adjustment were correct for any five faces it would invariably fail for

the sixth. The deviation, though not large, was obvious. The
measarements in this zone gave the following :

—

010 : 110
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produced on cooling through 100° C. could not give rise to a deviation in

any of the angles of the cube of more than a small fraction of a minute.

The effect is greater if quartz be supposed substituted for felspar, but

still quite inadequate. If instead of considering merely the mean
coefficient of expansion of these minerals we take into account the

coefficients of expansion in different directions a more marked

result would, in certain cases, follow ; but this would be dependent

on a definite orientation of material which could not legitimately be

predicated. Strains due to unequal contraction will thus scarcely

help us, and the complex growth of the crystals may be admitted to

furnish by itself a sufficient explanation.

Brogger,^ in studying Arfvedsonite, encountered similar anomalies to

those we have described, and explains them in a similar way. " ^ach

der Mehrzahl der ausgefiihrten Messungen zu schliessen, wiirde der

Arfvedsonit dem asymmetrischen Systeme angehoren ; obwohl aber

die einzelnen Messungen fiir sich in den meisten Fallen recht voU-

kommen schienen, diirfte eine derartige Schlussfolgerung doch gewiss

nicht berechtigt sein, denn die erwahnte, iibrigens gewohnlich ver-

steckte, subparallele polysynthetische Aggregation mehrerer Individuen

erklart geniigend die beobachteten Abweichungen von der monosym-

metrischen Symmetric."

Such polysynthetic aggregates would seem to offer a link between

homogeneous crystals and radiate fibrous growth.

"While this communication was passing through the press, I re-

ceived, by the kindness of the author, an important Memoir by

Professor Erogger,- in which appears (p. 33) a review of those species

of hornblende characterised by containing iron and soda. Professor

Brogger has shown that they fall into a series in which an increase in

the angle of extinction (c : C) is correlated with an increase in the

contents of iron and soda. The series is as follows :

—
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I have reduced the results of the chemical analyses given by

Broggar to molecular proportions of the various constituents, and

expressed their relations by the curves shown in the diagram (fig. 3)

S1O2 S102

FeO

na„o

FEjOs

o°-io°

below. It will be seen that silica being taken as constant the con-

stituents whose symbols appear only on the right-hand of the diagram

diminish as the angle of extinction rises, while those whose symbols

appear only on the left-hand correspondingly increase.

By means of heavy fluid I was able to separate a sufficient quantity

of the riebeckite which occurs in the pebble from Portrane, for a partial

analysis, with the following results :

—

Percentage.

Silica, 42-69

Alumina and iron oxide, . . 41 "71

Soda, 10-002

Potash, -866

It will be seen that the alkalies were present in unusually large

proportion ; the lime and magnesia were not determined, but it is

evident that only a small quantity of these constituents could have

been present.

If now we turn to Saner' s complete analysis of riebeckite^ we per-

ceive what would appear to be an important difference between this

1 Zeits. d. geol. Ges. 1888, vol. xl., p. 139.
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mineral and arfvedsonite, inasmuch as in the latter the iron is chiefly

present in the ferrous, and in the former in the ferric state. Konig,^

however, has analysed a rieheckite in which ferrous are in excess of

ferric molecules ; and Brogger is disposed to consider the state of

oxidation of the iron as of suhordinate significance compared to the

total quantity of this constituent present.

Lately C. Palache- has linked on glaucophane to rieheckite hy the

discovery of a new species of amphibole (Crossite) in which one

glaucophane molecule (aluminium sodium silicate) occurs in association

with two rieheckite molecules (ferric sodium silicate). It is a curious

fact, however, that while the new mineral stands intermediate to

glaucophane and rieheckite as regards its chemical composition, in its

optical characters it departs more widely from glaucophane than does

rieheckite itself.

To complete the comparison between rieheckite and arfvedsonite the

following Table is added :

—

Hornblende,

Arfedsonite,

Eiebeckite,

Ceystallogeaphic Elements.

a : b : c

. 0-54826 : 1 : 0-29377

. 0-54957 : 1 : 0-29751

. 0-54748 : 1 : 0-29246

75°
/3

2'

75 41

76 10

Angulae Measueements.
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XXXI.

NOTE O'N DEFECTIVE VISION AND OTHER OCULAR
DERANGEMENTS IN CORNELIUS MAGRATH, THE
IRISH GIANT. Br H. R. SWANZY, A.M., M.B., F.R.C.S.I.

(communicated by D. J. CUNNINGHAM, M.D.)

[Kead December 10, 1894.]

In June, 1891, Professor D. J. Cunningham presented to this Academy
a paper^ on the subject of the skeleton of the Irish giant, Cornelius

Magrath (died a.d. 1760, aet. 23), in which he gave an exhaustive

description of this most interesting museum specimen. Professor

Cunningham there also pointed out, for the first time, that Magrath

must have been the subject of the disease known as acromegaly.

Certain appearances on the interior of the base of the skull caused

surprise in Dr. Cunningham's mind that no mention is made of a defect

of sight in any of the contemporary descriptions of the giant now
extant, but he does not pursue the subject further. Yet it must be

remembered that in these fragmentary accounts of the giant, and which

are, for the most part, of the nature of advertisements—Magrath having

been exhibited over the Kingdom and on the Continent—the giant is

represented as a strikingly handsome person, although a study of the

lower jaw and of the other bones of the face, and of those of the general

skeleton, demonstrates that he must have had a forbidding countenance,

with an ungainly figure, and knock-knees. Hence the omission of a

statement concerning any failure of eyesight need not be wondered at

;

and my belief is that his vision was far from good, and that he probably

laboured under other ocular derangements. The grounds for this view
are as follows :

—

One of the most remarkable, and, after a certain period, one of the

most constant symptoms of acromegaly is that condition of sight known
^s bi-temporal hemianopsia : that is, loss of power, in the inner, or

nasal, half of each retina, with resulting blindness of the outer, or

1 Trans. Roy. Ir. Acad., vol. xxix. (Pt. 16), p. 553.
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temporal, side of each field of vision. Later on one or both eyes may
become quite blind. In the early stages of acromegaly, the patient

suffers little inconvenience, and it is often defective vision which first

induces him to seek medical advice. Now, amongst the post-mortem

appearances of the disease none is more striking or more characteristic

than a hypertrophy of the pituitary body, or hypophysis, which is

situated in the pituitary fossa, or sella turcica, on the inner side of the

base of the skull, and it is universally admitted that it is this hyper-

trophied pituitary body which, by its pressure on the optic commissure

lying in close anterior relation to it, causes the loss of power in the

inner halves of the retina, for the commissure contains the crossed fibres

of the optic tracts destined for that part of each retina. But in Magrath's

skull, an examination of the sella turcica can leave no doubt that, in

his case too, the usual alteration in the hypophysis was present in an

extreme degree. This is evidenced by the enormous size of the

pituitary fossa, the result of absorption of bone on all sides of it, a

condition which is described by Professor Cunningham in the following

words :
—" The expansion has been carried to such an extent that it has

led to the total obliteration of the sphenoidal sinus, and at one point in

the floor there is an elliptical perforation about one quarter inch long,

through which the fossa would communicate directly with the cavity

of the nose, were it not covered on the under surface by the expanded

ala of the vomer bone. The floor of the pituitary fossa exhibits a

number of deep depressions or loculi separated from each other by

salient smooth ridges. From this we may infer that the under aspect

of the greatly enlarged hypophysis was lobulated. The dorsum sellse,

which forms the posterior wall, is very nearly completely absorbed.

Only the basal part remains, and this is reared erect, and is as thin as

paper." Not a trace is left of either of the posterior clinoid processes.

In front, and this is the point which, in the first instance, interests us

here, ''the olivary eminence is completely gone, and the anterior wall

of the fossa, formed by an exceedingly thin lamina, bulges forwards so

as to encroach upon the nasal cavity. This portion of the cavity

extends below the posterior part of the floor of the anterior cranial

fossa. On the left side the fossa is bounded by a thin lamina, on the

outer side of which there is the groove for the internal carotid artery.

On the right side there is no such limitation, and the appearances are

such that I am inclined to believe that the enlarged pituitary body

bulged outward so as to enclose the right carotid artery, and even

extended forwards through the sphenoidal fissure into the back of the

right orbit." The dimensions of the pituitary fossa Professor
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Cunningham finds to be as follows :—Length, 38 mm. ; depth, 28 mm.

;

breadth, indefinite, owing to obliteration of the normal lateral

boundaries. Concerning the right sphenoidal fissures he says :

—

" Looking into the orbital cavities of Magrath's skull it is seen that

the right sphenoidal fissure has undergone a great expansion. This is

more marked in its inner wider part. Here it is no less than 11 "5 mm»
in width, and at least twice as wide as the corresponding part of the

left sphenoidal fissure."

I have myself examined Magrath's skull, and I can confirm the

above quoted description in all respects.

There can, I believe, be no reasonable doubt but that the destruc-

tion of the olivary eminence here involved the destruction of the optic

commissure, which lies on it ; and that the least visual defect we can

assign to Magrath is the usual one of acromegaly — bi-temporal

hemianopsia. The existence of this defect in a person of a low order

of intelligence, such as Magrath is stated to have been, and of no

education as he probably was, is quite compatible with the absence of

any statement as to defective eyesight in the accounts of him that we
have ; for in this, as in other forms of hemianopsia, the fixation point

often escapes completely, owing to overlapping of its supply from each

cerebral visual centre ; and hence, for objects looked at straight in

front, no great difficulty of sight may have been experienced. Objects

lying to the left-hand side could be observed with the seeing half of

the right retina, while objects lying to the right-hand side could be

observed with the seeing half of the left retina, in so far as the bridge

of the nose did not interfere. If then bi-temporal hemianopsia was

the only visual defect in Magrath's case, the vision he retained may
very well have been sufficient for his limited requirements, and he

may even have been so little inconvenienced as to have been himself

unaware that there was anything wrong with his sight.

But, I think, without carrying conjecture too far, we may conclude

that, for some time before his death, Magrath had other, and more

serious, loss of sight. From the appearances in the skull it is obvious

that the growth of the hypertrophied pituitary body was especially

marked towards the right side, and that it must have involved the

right optic tract containing, with others, the fibres for the supply of

the outer half of the right retina. This would result in loss of function

of the outer half of the right retina, and blindness of the nasal side of the

right field of vision ; or—as we have shown that the temporal side of the

field must have been lost from pressure on the commissure—complete

blindness of the right eye. If this were so, the giant can only have
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retained sight in the nasal side of his left field of vision, and I think

we must grant that he did retain this much vision to the end, for had
he been quite blind there would probably have been some reference to

the fact in the obituary notice of him, which appeared in two Dublin

newspapers of the day. Cases of acromegaly with complete loss of

sight in one or both eyes are not uncommon.

Furthermore, turning to the motor nerves of the eyeballs, it seems

to me not improbable that many of them must have suffered in their

functions. Both posterior clinoid processes have quite disappeared,

along with the grooves at their bases for the sixth nerves. I should

think, therefore, that these nerves were destroyed, and that the

muscles they supply, the external rectus in each eye, must have been

paralysed. Again, the growth of the pituitary body through the

right sphenoidal fissure is likely to have pressed severely on the

motor nerves of the eyeballs which pass through it, and to have

caused complete loss of power of all the muscles of the right eye,

so that it became quite immovable, and ptosis of the upper eyelid was

caused. The ophthalmic division of the fifth nerve also passes

through the sphenoidal fissure, and, if its functions were interfered

with, there was loss of sensation of the front of the eyeball, of the

eyelids, &c.

Again, and this point is indicated by Professor Cunningham,

it is probable that the growth of the pituitary body into the right orbit

through the sphenoidal fissure gave rise to a more or less well-marked

proptosis of the right eyeball in a direction downwards and outwards

as well as forwards. Protrusion of the eyeball from this cause has

been observed in other cases of acromegaly ; and the fact that in

Magrath's skull the right orbit is markedly larger than its fellow

affords additional evidence in this direction. If the motor nerves of

the eyeballs were affected in the manner I have suggested it to be

possible that they may have been, and if, as both Professor Cunning-

ham and I think, the right eyeball was protruded, Magrath's personal

appearance must have been even less that of an Adonis than is described

in Professor Cunningham's memoir—the right eye protruded and

immovable, and its upper lid hanging down and incapable of being

elevated; while, owing to paralysis of the left external rectus, the

left eye would have been turned in towards the nose.

It has been objected to my views that, although the hypertrophied

pituitary body gave rise to so much absorption of bone, it does not

follow that its pressure on the nerves in its neighbourhood was such

as to interfere with their functions. The tumour, it is said, may

E.I. A. PEOC, SEE. ni., VOL. HI. 2 N
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have grown round the trunks of the nerves, or slowly pushed them
aside without actually causing them injury or interfering ivith their

function. I do not consider that this objection has weight as regards

the optic commissure and optic tract, because it is only reasonable to

infer that these structures suffered in this extreme case in the way
they usually do in other cases of the same disease. As regards the

motor nerves of the eyeball, on the other hand, I am not prepared to

say that they may not be less susceptible to damage, and, as a matter

of fact, paralysis of the orbital muscles in acromegaly is not very

common, although it has been observed.
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THREE POEMS m MIDDLE-IEISH, RELATING TO THE
BATTLE OF MIJCRAMA. WITH ENGLISH TRANSLA-
TION AND NOTES, AND A SHORT TOCARULART, By
JOHN MAC NEILL, B.A.

[Eead June 11, 1894.]

(commfntcated by eey. edminst) hogan, s.j.)

Inteodtjctoey Note.

1. Summary of the Story of the Battle of Mucrama.^—Sadb,

daughter of Conn of the Hundred Battles, had, by Mac Niad, a son

Lugaid, also called Mac Con. She became wife of Ailill Olom, king

of Munster. Eogan M6r, her son by Ailill, had a dispute with

Mac Con, and drove him out of Ireland. Mac Con returned with an

army of Scottish, British, and Saxon auxiliaries, and took a stand at

Mag Mucrama, near the eastern shore of Galway Bay. Art, son of

Conn, then ard-ri, came against him, bringing seyen of the sons of

Ailill, including Eogan, as allies. Mac Con was victorious, and became

ard-ri, Art and the seven sons of Ailill having fallen on the field. The
night before the battle. Art stayed at the house of 01c Acha, a smith,

and the smith's daughter became by him the mother of a posthumous

son, Cormac, called Mac Airt. To Eogan Mor also was born a posthu-

mous son, Eiachu, by Moncha, daughter of Di'l maccii Chreca, a di^uid.

So far the story as given in the Book of Leinster, and edited by Mr. S.

H. 0' Grady, Silva Gadelica, p. 310. The prose preface to the poem
marked A below states that, according to some, the episode of the

vision and prophecy took place on the day before Art marched against

Mac Con. This episode, a Christian interpolation, is found, with a

very corrupt version of the accompanying poem, in all the modernized

copies of the tale that I have examined. These copies are therefore

derived from a source known to the LIT. writer as existing in his day.

1 "About A. D. 195," MS. Mat., p. 43. The story must have been popular.

Comh marhh le JiArt is still the equivalent of "as dead as Juhus Caesar" or

"as dead as Queen Anne."

2 N 2
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For a list of later versions see Essai d'un Catalogue^ &c., by H. D'Arbois

de Jubainville.

2. The Texts and Versification.—The poem A is from Leahhar

na hUidhre, where, with its preface, it occupies all p. 119 and two lines

over. The poems B and C occupy each an exact half-page of the Book

of Leinster, 146 ;8 and 147 a. The general type of the metre of A and

C is the stanza called dechnad mhecc, consisting of four pentasyllabic

verses, each ending in a monosyllable, verses 2 and 4 rhyming. In B

the type is rannaigecht mor, four heptasyllabic verses, each ending in

a monosyllable, verses 2 and 4 rhyming. In all three poems, however,

many of the stanzas are irregular. Twelve stanzas of C are in ^

' chain-

verse," the opening part of the stanza being linked to the foregoing

stanza by the repetition of one or more of its closing words. Less

evident is the linking which will be found in most of the stanzas both

of B and C, the closing and opening verses of adjacent stanzas being

joined by alliteration.

3. The Matter of the Poems.—The poem A is in effect a Christian

interpolation in the epic tale of the Battle of Mucrama, which

belongs to the "Leinster Cycle." Such interpolations may represent

efforts on the part of the poets to secure the toleration of the Church

for the traditional pagan literature of the country. The vision of

angels is manifestly founded on Jacob's dream. Stanza 27 contains

an allusion to a secret burial like that of Moses or of St. Patrick.^

The poems B and C seem to be the work of one person. They

have in common (1) the linking of verses noted above
; (2) a number

of similar allusions and expressions; B 1-8 = C 29, 30; B 17, 18

= C 37, 39 ; B 20 = C 23 ; B 22, 24 = C 25, 26
; (3) both poems con-

tain similar precepts of conduct for a prince. These two poems are

not without literary merit. One of them, C, has already been ear-

marked by Dr. Atkinson in his analysis of the "Book of Leinster"

prefaced to the Academy's facsimile. The following points of interest

may be noted :

—

Art keeps a hunting-seat (sudi selca), A 1.

Deer are excluded from a sacred enclosure, A 9.

"Women make pilgrimages to a battle-field (or tomb?), All.

Corpses are washed before burial, A 24, 27.^^

The details of a chief's equipment for battle, B 8, C 29.

1 See O'Curry on this piece, MS. Mat., p. 391.

2 This may account for such font-Like stones as are found in the souterrain of

Grange.
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Especially noteworthy are the counsels of government laid down.

They are (1) strict control of dependent princes, B 17, 18, C 37, 39, 46

;

(2) firm exercise of sovereignty—"countries are not benefited by
holding the rein of kingship with the finger-tips," B 18, C 35, 36;

(3) no mercy to an enemy, B 19, C 44 ; (4) stern punishment of

criminals, C 38, 40, 41
; (5) those fit for arms to be favoured at the

expense of the non-fighting population, C 44. This last counsel—''to

every strong man his land"—contains the germ of a feudal system.

It is evident that the idea of " State" was not non-existent in Ireland

when these verses were written. Unfortunately, native princes were

not found to act consistently on the principles therein laid down.

4. The Language.—In the list of words appended, I have meant

to include only such words, forms, or meanings as are not to be found

in the principal glossaries already published as instalments of a scien-

tific Irish lexicon, or such as are hitherto but slightly authenticated.

The extent of the list indicates the difficulty experienced with the

text. It contains about 150 words, all taken from two pages of MSS.
The following, if correctly read, are, so far as my knowledge of printed

matter goes, hra^ Xeyo/^eva : athan, attdil, baethlach, hanthaig^ Iruich-

nech, cirhhide, cliu A. corp^ focoidled, cred, cwmale, dlaind, dlom, dominiy

draeth, driamail, faidc, fi'^dlg, forscailtech, fuigset, gart, gillchaide^

gualaire^ Idmaire, domraifes, smerdnide, trem, truclia^ tulcid}

One fact cannot fail to strike the student of unedited early Irish

literature—the extent of vocabulary which is not held in common by

the two great divisions of Irish literature, ecclesiastical and profane.

I have made use of the contractions : Ath. = Dr. Atkinson's Glossary

to the Passions and Homilies ; CRnaR. = Cath Euis na Eig, by Rev. E.

Hogan, S.J., Todd Lecture Series, vol. iv. ; TT. = Windisch's = Worter-

buch; besides other contractions familiar or self-explaining. Yowels

marked thus, a, are not marked in MS. The numbers within paren-

theses in the text refer to the Additional ^otes on pp. 554 et sqq.

1 The LL. text of The Battle of Mag Mucrime is also edited by Whitley Stokes,

Mevv.e Celtxque, xiii., 426. In his glossary are the words—Jrocc, ell, mnin (cf

h'uc, eill, mtiui, in this text and glossary) ; also baid-athair (cf. C, 4), and eo (cf.

C, 13, 27).
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FASTINI AIRT M^/C'C CUIND OCUS k CHRETEII
INSO.

[LU. 119a.] 1. La roboi Art vnacc Cuind io selga i mbregaib IS and boi-seom

na sudi selca oc Duma Derg-luachra .i. ait hi fail Tre6it(l) indiii.

Ambai and iarom oo fegad ar ind radairc ior cech letb co faca timtbi-

recht na n-aingel suas 7 anuas and. Dob«r di' oi'd ani sin 7 ro-lTnad

ratb in Spiruta Nairn fuclietoir. 7 tic rath fastini fair. 7 fallsigthfr

do each ni no-biad do iartain. 7 a imscar 7 'M.eicc Cou asin chath ro-boi

ar hert oco. ISsf;^ airmit fairend(2) conid ar a barach luid do thabairt

catha ITuc^-flma di'a-ndechaid in n-echtra(3) do thig (Uilc)' Acha in

goband diar-chomraic iri Etain(4) dia-ndernad Connac. Conid and ro-

tog-som a adnacol isind inud sin fo deig na cretmi ro-biad iartain.

Conid for slioht na fisi sin ro-chan-som na runnu sa 7 ic tairgiri ua

cretmi. co n-opert.

2. Cain do Dewna*" Den doma addonruacht

lias Brega brug' drecht Dergliiachra cen uacht.

3. Wi bat fergaib fir (5) 0011 foefet hi fos

imroefet fri berla'' 6 Ruini di'tnib doss.

4. Sosod see cowered aithne* aingel ngel

comrad olocan bind' ra lind tailecnd treb.

5. Treoit trede fot im thrl fotu ind rig (6)

in tan has bee each and has mar a-mbri'g.

^ In margin.

^" Gloss, .1. denna dimor fer grada Airt, Denna Dimor, Art's favourite.

"" bnig .i.ferann (hence brugaid) Brehon Laws; .i. baile, O'Cl.

^ Gloss, .i. imrddjit beria romSnach, they will speak the Roman language.

Translated as if from immrdim, but perhaps imshoefet, impoefet should be read,

'they will turn to,' &c.
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THE PEOPHECT OF ART SOIS" OF CONN AND HIS
BELIEF, THIS.

1. A day that Art son of Conu was hunting in Brcga. This is

where he was, in his seat of hunting at the Mound of Derg-luachair,

i.e. the place in which TrcTit(l) is to-day. As he was there, then,

gazing on the sight on every side, he saw the going and coming

of the angels up and down there. He gave to his heed {i.e. gave

heed to) this' thing and was filled from the grace of the Holy Ghost

forthwith, and the grace of prophecy comes on him, and every thing

is manifested to him that was to be to {i.e. befall) him thenafter,

and his and Mac Con's parting out of the battle that was to he

fought (?) by him. It is this that some relate, (2) that it is on the

next day he went to give the battle of Mucrama when he went the

journey(3) to the house of Olc Acha the smith when he made a union

with Etain (4) when Coi-mac was begotten. And he chose his interment

[to be] in this place by reason of the Faith that was to be thereafter.

And it is on the track of {i.e. following up) this vision he sang these

verses and [by way of"] foretelling the Faith.

2. Pleasant for Denna Den the mound he has reached

Over Brega, the place of songs of Derg-luachaii' without

coldness.

3. They shall not be- truly-heroic (5) till they sleep here.

They will go to the language from liome tliat protects as

a bush.

4. Dwelling of sages with creed (?), acquaintance with bright

angels.

Converse of sweet bells in tlie time of tlie Taihend-tribes.

5. Trevit, a trio of sods, from the three sods of the king, (6j

When all else shall be little, then shall their- power be great.

' Perhaps aithne should read aittreb, as in the modern version. I have rendered

it as if for itieluie.

' Kead clocdin, as in modem version, or else inbiiul.

^ lit. that. - Or, ' thou shalt not be."
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6. Basa mar ar thus ic Dia digrais gail

basa bee biaid uair basa mar iartain.

7. Nothogfaind mo chliu* ma uir uarda band

for nim iar mbrath. glond don drong con bia and„

8. Ge fiadig fa huir as fir is ni go

la luth aingel ngel dobertbar nem do.

9. Badat ail each cluain niptar dir na oiss

imma duma dess hi taimdfet^ do chrois.

10. Danatarsind talcind ropad amra in brig''

a De doni in muir a De doni in tir.

1 1

.

Messi 7 'KacG Con*^ dm bat budig brain

torsi ae mnaib aniar loing^ ae mnaib anair.

12. La Lugaid mo lecht(7) eoncaband^ mo fhirt

dofoeth Eogan mar do laim Beinne Brit.

13. Temair fail cew rig Eogan een Chliii Mail (8)

bruig Banba for len ni seel erotha eain.

Cain d.

14. Mo duma^ mo din iar searad ram shluag

mo phort idan an m' ilad 7 m'uag.

15. Gid ebind bith sund oc seilg ar each fiad

aebni in maith iar eind oeond flaith find fial.

16. Mo labra ni lim acht fris in flaith find

atchither ni cam ra rig riehid rind.

17. Tiefa in tailcend tend cona muintir maith

romnigfea domm ueht ar in phurt in flaith.

* Gloss, .i. mo chorp, my body.

^ From dofoirndim.

'^ Cf. " is uasal in brig,''^ Regla Mochuta.
d Gloss, .i. higaid.

* Read loingsi as in modern version, and to rhyme to torsi.
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6

.

Thou shalt be great at first before God excellent in power.

Thou shalt be little, there shall be a time/ thou shalt be great

thereafter.-

7. I should choose my body [to be] under earth, chill its death (?)

In heaven, after judgment of deeds for the multitude, that

it may be there.

8. Though it decay under earth, it is true and not false,

Ey the power of bright angels, heaven shall be given to it.

9. Every meadow will be pleasing to thee ; the deer have

not been allowed

Around its mound on the south, on which they will plant thy

cross.

10. If I should come to them, the Talcends, glorious would be

the import,

God who makest the sea, God who makest the land !

11. I and Mac Con, from us ravens will be sated, [there will be]

journeys by women from the west, voyages by women
from the east.

12. By Lugaid my tomb, (7) he builds here my sepulchre,

Eogan Mar will fall by the hand of Eeinne Brit.^

13. Tara of Fal without king, Eogan without Cliu Mael, (8)

Banba's lands in grief, it is not a tale of pleasant shape.

14. My mound, my protection, after parting with my army.

My pure bright haven, my tomb, and my grave.

15. Though it is sweet to be here hunting for every game,

Sweeter the good hereafter with the bright noble Prince.

16. My speech, it is not to me but to the bright Prince,

It seems, it is not crooked to the King of heaven of stars.*

17. The strong Tailcend will come with his good household

;

He will cleanse me to my breast on the spot, the prince.

f Eead congab and? s Gloss, .i. duma ndergluachra.

1 At a future time. Cf . the modern ' do bhios i gCorcaigh td bhadhain 6

shoin,' I was in Cork a year ago ; and cf. French il y a.

2 Perhaps ba-sa = it (their power) shall be; sa emphatic.

3 A British aUy of Mac Con, see MS. Mat. p. 43.

* riched rindmas, Fel. ; rindnem, ib. May 29 ; ri na rind, SnaR, 7424.
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18. Faicfid acorn sund* nech da tic mo dm (9)

bid moti bas tren mo seel hi tig rig.

19. Ic digail ar cned misi 7 mo naem

bid me in tare mor is ma thene^ ram tbaeb.

20. Mairc ocan dom sil asa hole don-rua

digeltar co prapp mairg a m.acQ, sa ua.

21. Mairg rig co brath brecht gebas eill mo naitn

do Themraig in trir (10) atchid ni ba cain. Cain d.

22. Ei Temrach in trir gen Erind na laim

co brath ni ba ri no co ti nar ndail.

23. Trosced trede sund a thol fein rosbi'a

messi leiss com naem a thol fein rosbia.

24. Mo thonach co trie a tiprait in trir (11)

mo chorpan glan gluair isin cnocan cam. C. d.

25. Is me Art a De cen mo maco, hi cri

is saeth lem in bith cen ith(12) no co ti

26. Eid less d' Erind liair da farcbur in main

dom echtra hi tech n-Uilc ri'a crad mo chuirp chain.

Cain d.

27. Biaid com fholuch an iar tonuch mo thaeb

en CO nertaib nual dar dercaib sliiag saer*^

28. Atlochur dem rig ria tochur ma naem

bith dom churp co saim isin phurt chdid chain.

Cain d.

29. Ar CO fuin dom rig ferr muin na each main

mo chorp nag i n-uaig eona chloich e[h]ruaid chain.

Cain d.

^ Gloss, .i. i treoit .i. lonan treoti, in Trevit, Lonan of Trevit.

^ Gloss, .1. lonan.

^ Gloss, .i, uscQ dar stlilib saer-cland ocom chainiiid, water (= tears) through the

eyes of free families bewaihng me. But cf . B 9.
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18. He will leave with me here one from whom my protection

comes
; (9)

It will be the more [on that account] that my story will be

great in a house of kings.

19. In avenging our wounds, I and my saint,

I shall be the great burden,^ and my fire by my side.

20. Woe to the youth of my seed who out of eviP will come to us

;

He shall be punished forthwith, woe to his son and his grandson.

21. Woe to the king till splendid doom who will take an advan-

tage of my saint

;

To Tara of the three, (10) ye see, it will not be pleasant.

22. The king of Tara of the three without Ireland in his hand

Till doom he shall not be king until he comes to us.

23. Let him fast three days here, his own will he shall have,

I with him, and my saint, his own will he shall have.

24. [Let] my washing^ [be done] speedily from the well of the three,

[Let] my clean bright body [be] in the pleasant hillock. (11)

25. I am Art, God, having no son in the body
;

I pity the world without corn till he comes. (12)

26. It will be an advantage to Ireland at a time if I leave the

treasure

From my journey to 01c' s house before the agony of my
pleasant body.

27. There will be burying me splendidly after the washing of

my sides

A bird with strong cries out of sight of free hosts.

28. I thank my King [that] before meeting my saint

My body [is] to be at ease in the pure pleasant place.

29. Lor till the ending of my King, better filth than any wealth,

lly perfect body in the grave, with its hard fair stone.

^ eire also = primas.

2 Or, 'whose evil.' Cf. isa libair = cujus Hbri, Todd v., p. 10 ; a Brigit isa

tir afchili, ' B. whose land I see,' LL. 49;8.

2 From donigim (cf. 1 7) . Modern tonachadh, the * laying out ' of a corpse for

burial, Gaelic Journal, No. 55, p. 110.
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30. Luagiii(13) cen recht rim cen dola ar fecht lem

bade luag aiP trom con-soich bond is cbend.

31. Da trichait marc^ min cen tart do cecb taib

concert-sa in da sreith cen chleith ni ba chain. Cain d,

32. Tfag-sa for cath. c6i mor bas bath dom re.

ar each la itu i cri nad sechna tol De.'^

33. Bas lir(14) fidbad fer fir fuigset mo dind

sluag De do nim nel co n-etib en find

34. Beth rombera draeth mochen amhiid ec

mese im la ma rith cid ba bith is brec

35. jS"f ni in-Erind ain risi tabraim th6eb(15)

ingi*^ Athar Mace 7 Spirut JN'aem.

36. Biafd dom thrucha trem uch uch is manuar

na bretha co saeb(16) na hetha na suan.

37. Mo thasi for cof bad masi la Dia

a uaig dil fo di moch in ri corria

38. Basa chell mo dind bad lem Erend I'ath

bruig Temra na tuath contuil fedna fiach

39. Consoifi cruth cnaim uas li* mind each main

la hor betha buain bad buaid cetha cain. Cain d.

40. Lecht maicQ, Cuind atchid co tuind dar a thaib

for bru in locha lain ni seel crotha cam.

Cain do.

=» Gloss, .i. clock, a stone. ^ Gloss, .i. ech, of horses.

« Eead toil nBe ? Cf. stanza 10, i.
<* Gloss, .i. acht, but.

e Read uaslm? Cf. stanza 29.

1 Cf. B3, 2. 2 Or, 'on a battle of lamentation.'

'All is vanity.' Cf. LL. 49)8, is brec uile iarna thiir.
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SO. The Luagni (13) without rule by me, not going on expedition

with me,

Their reward will he a heavy stone, which reaches sole and

head.^

31. Two thirties of smooth steeds without thirst on each side,

I have arranged the two ranks
; without concealment it will

not be pleasant.

32. I go on a path of battles,^ great will be the end to my life
;

On every day that I am in the body, may I not shun God's

wm.

33. More numerous (14) than the grass of the wood will be the

men who have sought my stronghold

—

God's army from heaven of clouds with wings of white birds.

34. [It is] life that will make me foolish ; welcome therefore

death

!

I in my day in [full] career, though it be life, it is falsehood.^

35. It is not anything in splendid Ireland that I rely on, (15)

But "Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.

36. There will be rending me through,—uch, uch ! it is woful

—

The false judgments (16) that go not into their slumber.

37. My remains being lamented will be pleasing to God
;

grave twice dear, soon may the King come !

38. Thou hast been, cell, my stronghold. Ireland's country

has been mine.

The lands of Tara of the tribes '

39. Bone shall change form ; a relic is nobler than aU treasure
;

At the end of the lasting world, it shall be the victory of a

pleasant shower.*

40. The tomb of Conn's son ye see, with a wave along its side,

On the bank of the full lake ; it is not a tale of pleasant form.

Pleasant for.

* Or, 'a surpassingly beautiful shower,' referring perhaps to the battle. Cp.

such expressions as fras faebar, and see Glossary, s. v. frais. Also cf. buaid

crotha, ' surpassing beauty,' buaid laech 7 clerech, principes et sacerdotes digni,

Todd Lect. v. p. 24, 3. A comparison may be intended between or betha buain,

39, and bru locha lain, 40. ,
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B.

MLILL ULOM CC

[LL. 146j3.] !• Beir mo sci'ath, sceo fri uath,

breo fri bruach bruichnech bedg,

cor-raib ar cliu ChoTcaaico C&is,

fornairt fri frais flanruad ferg.

2. Fid focoidled comfhuaim ngliaid,"

gualaire laTob ludite frais
;

smcrdnidc srair guala guirm

buale thing tuim tulcid ass.

3. AdlaTobda a asoin ri fraig,

cowgaib 6m fhodbrond com 6

;

diambui Cu Rui na nirt niad,

ropad sciath dingbala do.

4. Di'tnid tri cbSicir i catb

chro-derg aclach oailgg fi'ia fraico
;

talla mucc messa a caill choir,

is dhii?!d oir lenas dia slaitt.(17)

5. Is lamaire laich il-lurg,

CO nges badb dia burd(18) dia blai

;

ri hadart tend trice, mad truit,

ni gabat gr«im grip guip gai.

6. Mo gai mo chlaideb mo sci'ath

ar ce.ch n-ai ni fiach fir thaiss

ni duthracht fir maith-laim meirb

dom sheilb for seilb(19) Gormaicc Cais.

7. Eo-choisc cumu mo chliathaig

HI iarfaig Eogan mo chr6(20)

fer detla cass claidib giaiss

bid lais con co duthras do.

8. Mo da derg-shleig mo chlaideb

mo sci'ath fo [sciath fo]' sceo CMwale
;

m' ech mo cliai'pat mo chath-barr

mo gath-land in n-umaide.

» Read ghad.

^ Doubtless repeated through the carelessness of the scribe.
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B.

AILILL OLOJI CECINIT.

1. Take my shield, thorn (?) against thorn/ flame against seething

bank of rapid movements, till it be on the left of Cormac C'as,

strong in the blood-red strife of heroes (?)

2. "Wood that used to silence (?) the sound of battle, shield-anu

of heroes -who Tvork prowess ;
- pointed one of marrow, shoulder

of blue, a dense ring of thunder breaks forth from it.

3. Hero-like its aspect on a wall, it stretches from my heel to my
ear ; il Cu Eui were in his hero's strength, it would be a shield

worthy of him.

4. It shelters three fives (of men) in the gore-red battle of warriors,

point against shield ; a pig devours the fruit of its goodly

hazel, it is a plate (?) of gold that clings to its rod. (17)

5. It is the hand-aiTu of a hero on the track, and a raven cries from

its border, (18) from its breast ; on its strong active face, though

rapid, ^ the cjuick beaks of spears do not take a hold.

6. My spear, my sword, my shield, to none of them has a spiritless

man a claim ; they are not the desire of a tender-handed weakly

man, [they are (?)] for my possession above the possession(19)

of Cormac Cas.

7. Grief has checked my prowess (?) ; Eogan does not seek my
tent; (20) a bold ringletted man of green sword, he shall have,

though it has not been wished for him.

8. My two red spears, my sword, my shield
;

my horse, my chariot, my helmet, my lance-blade, the

Brazen.

' Or, strife against hatred (?) Sceo .i. cangin, ' MS. Mat.' p. 481.

- Or, who speed the shower (of spears).

^ Or, if it be combat, i.e. when there is combat.
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9. Ucli mo chride is cirbbide

m' fheoil da feche issi om
;

is seinm cruitte dar a hamarc(21)

sid a charat ri Maco, Con.

10. Cluiche tond tretbnach.

bethir bethrach. breo co neim

iartbar mna iarthar mairc mais

gop con gop gai glais fomgeir

toeb do thabairt riu is dar timna

isse tigba inti dobeir. (22)

11. Dobiur-sa innamail c5ir

tungim noil fom arm dric dron (22)

connach corn dia cbarait

toeb do thabairt ri 'M.aco, Con.

12. M<?cc Con macQ, laechda Lugaid

is ar phudair is d'eitchi

;

orm-sa imroet ulairt

imrubairt ar mo sheitchi.

13. !Mo shecht vnaieo, ro-s-marb M.accQon

isse a ngol nglechrach ngarg

Dubmerco7^ Mug Corp Eogan
Lugaid Echaid Dichorp Tadc.

14. Temair isathan^ cen Art

imrualaid bratt dar grein

ro-tharngirset na druide

do-s-ficfad uige do cbein.

15. Conoiohev Cass cluicbe maitb

dofaesat leis laicb don leirg

acht mad M<?cc Con y Cairpr^

ni fhuil ar na fairpr*? a fheirg.

16. Athnascfid Cass coma ngiall

bid lais riam,—rad co faidc,

—

6 inbiur Atba Cliath cruind

co Tech nDuind iar iiK^ivind aird.

17. Apair ri Cass cunged smacht

noco gnath gart cen sherbe

nucu maith ri ac na bit geill

noco maith geill cen geimle.

* Read uchdn, alas ; cf . is manuar, A 36.
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9. Ucli ! my heart is torn, my flesh boiling and yet raw ; it is the

playing of a harp out of sight, (21) the peace of his friend

with Mac Con.

10. Playing of sea-waves, bear of bears, flame with venom, back of

woman, rear of beautiful steed, hound's mouth, green spear'

g

mouth in my flesh—to place dependence on them, it is contrary

to precept, it is the end of him who does so. (22)

11. I give a just similitude
; I swear an oath by my fierce strong

weapon, (22) that it is not juster for his friend to place

dependence on Mac Con.

12. Mac Con, a valiant youth, Lugaid, it is for evil and from spite

he had his way with me (?), he practised on my wife.

13. My seven sons, Mac Con slew them, he is (the cause of) their

vehement wild bewailing, Dubmercon, Mug Corp, Eogan, Lugaid,

Echaid, Dichorp, Tadg.

14. Tara, alas! (?) without Art; a cloak has passed across the

sun ; the druids prophesied, a stranger should come to her (Tara)

from afar.

15. Cass will arrange good pastime
; warriors will fall by him from

(= on) the field ; except Mac Con and Cairpre, there is none on

whom he will not increase his anger.o^

16. Cass will bind a treaty of hostages, it will be his always,—

a

.... saying (?)—from the estuary of round Ath Cliath to Donn'g

House in the west of high Ireland.

17. Say to Cass, let him demand sway; sourness without bitter-

ness is not usual ; the king is not well who has not hostages,

hostages are not well without fetters.

E.I. A. PBOC, SEE. III., VOL. III. 2
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18. Is gat fas flaitli cen giallu

ni laech meni trialla treoir

nocon-ed chobras na tire

naidm na ri'ge ar cind in nieoir.

19. Is mairg ances a bidbaid

in n-inbaid dochora illen

ni hi in cbomairle mada

iss-ed rodoscara in scel.

20. Tanic Art

cbuchum d'iasacht mo sbecbt m^fcc

da ternad Eogan ar set

barfhaelsaind ec mo she mace.

21. Mairg teit ar iasacbt

i cath i scor anma imod

ro-mert-sa dar es mo neirt

aitble mo meic is Meic Con.

22. Eomthacbt-sa cuma Eogain

docbuaid ar ciabair^ mo chiall

orom fadein ro-thrascrus

nacbocw/7^ fadein^ ro-tbascius cian.
A

23. Ba d'orbba claidib ocut

atchluinfet Scuit sceoil a airm

, nocbo bia maith ar detin

bad Cass ar ecin a ainm.

24. Ar-dom-rulla-sa mo bith

atcblu is dom ritb dom-raifes

dom-ni driamail cacba tias

in coi cbias mo laiches.

25. Scret rorinn

cnet nacb cinid'' sceo fri niad

doi fri doi

feufaid broi beir mo sciatb.

^ Read ceohair in assonance with Eogain ?

^ Omit fadein.

<= Read cind to rhyme with rinn.
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18. A prince without hostages is a withered rod; he is not a hero

unless he seek sway ; it is not this that helps the countries, the

rein of kingship on the finger's end.

19. Woe to him who spares his enemy in the time when he falls

into misfortune ; it is not the vain counsel, it is this that

the story. -

20. Art came to me to borrow my seven sons ; if Eogan came away
on [his] path, I should welcome the death of my six sons.

21. Woe to him who goes on loan into battle, into the loosing of

souls in action (?) ; I have lived after my strength, after my son

and Mac Con.^

22. Grief for Eogan has choked me, my reason has gone into gloomi-

ness
;

to my own loss I have overthrown, in that not for myself

I have stored up long.

23. Thou shalt have thy inheritance of a sword, the Scots will hear

the tidings of his arm ; he will not be good in carefulness, Cas^

will be hardly his name.

24. My life has slipped away from me, I see it is from my course

it will carry me (?) ; everything that comes (?) makes me
melancholy (owing to) the lament that my hero-ship laments.

25. A cry has pierced (?), a groan that is not natural, a dispute

with a hero, right (hand) against right, it will lay bare brow

take my shield.

1 EUiptical, the sense being, ' after what has befallen between my son and
Mac Con.'

2 * Gentle ' is one of the meanings of Cas in O'R. Or, detin, ' submissiveness,'

deide .i. twihla, O'Cl. ; then ' Cas, "passionate " (O'Brien), will needs be his name.'

2 2
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1. A m<?ccain na ci cia-so dogr<? ar-atai.

mo chride dos-lofa dia clor-sa do chui.

2. Dia clor-sa do chui bid comrac da chua.

meraid co ti brath. bid cond each co hiia.

3. Is ua dobeir cheird is sain cerd cecb ui

toich duit cidat ri toich duit cidat drui. (23)

4. Is d(9rb issis fir fotracbad ar fan

do baid-athair baid na toraig dot dail

5. JSTa toraig dot dail in be thondgel toich.

do -mathaix in maith con beba dot breith.

6. Con beba dot breitb do -mathair in maith

OS do chind cen chleith ro-boi i tind fri cloich. (24)

7. Ro-boi i tind fri cloich Moncha ingen Dil

CO ro-gentea-su in n-uair genemna do rig.

8. Biat ri-siu co d^rb doratad fort sheilb.

tolsechu bia marb oldas bia meirb. ^

9. Biat mathi do chland(25) bid airegda in drong

bid roga ior laechaib tracht i tecaib tond

10. Do nert o Thaig Duind sair co Ath cruind Cliath.

bud e t'ainm la each Fiachu fer da liach.

11. Da liach deit a n-ec ar 6en ba echt mor.

t'athair is do -mdthaiY ar do banthaig bron.

12. T'athair is do ladthmT da mor-echt immaig.

gaet in fer i cath marb in ben dot breith.

^ meirbh, 'weak, weakly,' 1 Cor. xi. 30 ; 2 Cor, x. 10. I have heard 'Id

meirbh ' = a sultry enervating day.

^ Or, my heart will melt itself, will be melted.

- mad'ioich = mad dil, Fel. 112, and see Glossary.
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1. Child, do not weep, though in sorrow thou art; it will melt

my heart^ if I hear thy weeping.

2. If I hear thy weeping, it will be a duel of two warriors, it

will live till doom, each will be ... to grandson.

3. It is a grandson that follows (a grandfather's) calling, special

is the calling of each grandson ; it belongs to thee, though thou

art king, it belongs to thee, though thou art druid. (23)

4. It is certain it is truth, thou wast left desolate, thy fond father

dear, that he comes not to meet thee.

5. That she comes not to meet thee, the wave-white pleasing'*

lady, thy mother the noble, who died in giving birth to thee.

6. Who died in giving birth to thee, thy mother the noble, above

thee without concealment she was in travail against a stone. (24)

7. KShe was in travail against a stone, Moncha daughter of Di'l,

that thou mightest be bom at the hour of the birth of thy King.

8. Thou shalt be a king assuredly ; it has been given into thy

possession ; sooner wilt thou be dead than thou wilt be effeminate.

9. Thy descendants (25) shall be nobles, the band shall be pre-

eminent, it shall be a choice over heroes, a strand on which falls

a wave.

10. Thy power from Teg Duind east to round Ath Cliath, thy

name to everybody shall be Fiachu, Man of Two Sorrows.

11. Two sorrows to thee the death of both, it was a great tragedy,

thy father and thy mother, a grief to thy bright house.

^

12. Thy father and thy mother, two great tragedies abroad;* the

man was mortally wounded in battle, the woman died in giving

birth to thee.

,1 Bright, or white, in the Hteral sense. Cf. dun drech-sholuis Belga, CEnaR.

Possibly ban-thaig = woman-house (nursery ?), but bdnthaig makes assonance with

mdthair.

* I. e. among folk generally.
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13. Mo b^wnacht for Eogan ri Eogan a eo.

b(9;inacht ior a marb b^wnacht for a beo.

14. In bmnacht sin bes feib as decb atchuas

dobiur-sa dia eis fort mullac/i anuas. (26)

15. Corbat nirt i fus biat bawna ria fr^is. (27)

corbat ri ro-fes i ndiaid QoYvnaicc Caiss.

16. Corbat cara sluaig corbat roga rig

corbat cruitlinecht cbaem, corbat craeb co fin.

17. For reli do cbluitb biat forscailtecb raitb

socbaide not-riarfa bid tu in Fiacba flaitb.

18. riatbius oc do sbfl suba sid 7 sam.

ith blicht buidne buadcba do tbuatha oc do grad.

19. A gillai bic buid ni fhetur-sn duad.

ni tbanic do cbiall fotcicber i suan.

20. Mmcicber i suan tatham dual do bruc. (28)

marb«(^ mo shecht trucq, ior Mucr^tma mucc.

21. Ito-marb«d:? mo TRaco, 7 mo she meicc.

diliu lim mo m.acG andat mo shecht m.eicc.

22. Mug Corb. is Dubmercon. Dicborb. Eocho ard.

ropdar croda cruaid Lugaid 7 Tadg.

23. Diliu lim-sa Eogan andat ciarbat ile

rop e smir mo chnama rop hi in chuslend cride.

24. Eop e cond mo shluaig rop e mo choll ciuin

rop e cuit mo bel rop hi mo chruit ciuil.

25. Am cwmthach dia eis nidam tualhge duis

am aneoil dia eis is todiiiir mo gniiis.

26. Domrigne lose len ato im thost im thniith

ro-leic mo da laim ro-chraid mo da shiiil.

^ Or, rather ' brooch,' but a distinctive badge of royalty seems to be here

signified
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13. My blessing on Eogan, loe Eogan's his cro-vvn;^ a blessing on

his dead, a blessing on his living.

14. That blessing also,^ in the best way that has been told, I give

after him on thy head from above. (26)

15. That thou mayest be mighty in this world ; thou shalt be a

drop before a shower, (27) that thou mayest be a king, it is certain,

after Cormac Cas.

16. That thou mayest be beloved of the host, that thou mayest be

choice of kings, that thou mayest be goodly wheat, that thou

mayest be a branch yielding wine.

17. In the brightness of thy fame thou wilt be prodigal of bounty;

many will obey thee ; thou shalt be the " Prince Fiachu."

18. Sovereignty to thy seed, pleasure, peace, and ease, com, milk,

victorious bands, thy peoples loving thee.

19. Dear little lad, thou knowest not hardship ; thy reason has not

come ; thou wilt fall into slumber.

20. I shall not fall into slumber, I have cause for grief, (28) the

slaying of my seven sons on Mucrama of swine.

21. My son was slain and my six sons ; dearer to me my son than

my seven sons.^

22. Mug Corb and Dubmercon, Dichorb, tall Eocho, they were

brave and hardy, Lugaid and Tadg.

23. Dearer to me Eogan than they, though they were many ; he

was the marrow of my bones, he was the heart's vein.

24. He was the head of my host, he was my gentle hazel, he was

the food of my lips, he was my harp of music.

25. I am sorrowful after him, I am incapable of joy (?), I am
senseless after him, my aspect is miserable.

26. Woe has made me blind, I am silent in my grief; it hag

relaxed my two arms, it has tortured my two eyes.

- Or bes, ' certainly,' Atk.

3 Including Cormac Cas who survived. :-
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27. Rop eo uasind fhid ropo rigda ind rail

in tan atr^^cht maco. Con a dlom ferge fair.

28. Bid fiu da m«<?c Con in cundscle darat

a vndthaiY dind ulc cen brathair cen mace.

29. Mo mind rig mo rig-sciath mo chlaideb rim go

mo chath-merge cenand ro-thairc ferand fo

—

30. Beo-thimnaim do Chass bid cuibrend cu sliss

biat ecla ria Cass am^;^ tein fri criss.

31. Bid claideb ri slaide bid craide re hir

daig bidat gai gera fogena dia sil.

32. Cartfait clanna lareoil dia coille dia clar.

gentair am<?/ twrcu losfait am^^^ gran.

33. M tfowgebtbar friu ior domim na ngleo.

rige n-uathmar n-ecnech laecbda leitmech leo.

34. Bo-laus cian i cein ar do charait im bron. *

cid e Cas mo leoman rop e Eogan m5r.

35. Bop fortren mo gr^im each crich ar bam cend.

ni ro-thuUius buide ropom twire tend.

36. Dom tbuathaib co trice nir tbreicius dom smacht

ni thubat a m.eicQ, i n-agid mo m.acQ,.

37. M mor foracbus eter da romra rian.

for clar na tri c5iced c5icfher na rom-giall.

38. Qi^eh . .
.^ i ngemil ca^^/i gillcbaide i iiglass

Qech echtach each angbaid i slabraid ro-snasS.

39. Cach so-domna rig da rig-fhlaith a laim

a cbomet ar glinne co-ro-chinne a dail.

* Or, i mbron, 'in sorrow.' ^ Space for about three letters.

* I do not understand this. Sparks of fire from horses' feet, &c., are at present

called teine ehreasa.
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27. He was a yew above the copse, kingly was the oak, when Mac

Con arose, his fit {lit. mass) of anger on him.

28. Worth two Mac Cons will be the conflict that his mother

brought forth from evil without brother, without son.

29. My king's crown, my king-shield, my sword with my javelins,

my white-faced battle-standard that has won good land

—

30. I bequeath, while alive, to Cas, it will be a share with &

slice (?), thou shalt have fear before Cas as fire to a girdle.^

31. He shall be a sword to hew, he shall be a heart to be wrath-

ful, for they will be sharp spears that will serve his seed.

32. They will clear out the descendants of larel from their wood-

land (?) from their plain ; they will breed like wild boars, they

will increase like grain.

33. They will not be withstood on the place (?) of the fights ; king-

ship dreaded, violent, warlike, mighty will be theirs.

34. I have cast far afar^ on thy friend in my sorrow ; though Cas

is (now) my lion, it was (formerly) Eogan Mor.

35. My grasp -was strong (in) every territory where I was head ; I

did not earn gratitude, I was a stiff lord (?).

36. Of my peoples actively I did not renounce my sway ;
their

sons do not bring a charge against^ my sons.

37. Hardly did I leave between two waves of sea* on the plain of

the three provinces^ five men that did not do homage to me.

38. Every [ ] in a fetter, every hostage (?) in bonds^

every murderer, every wicked one in a chain was bound.

39. Every good heir of a king, from his sovereignty his banish-

ment,^ (it was my wont) to keep him in security till he should

complete his conditions (?).

2 i.e. predicted far in advance (?)
^ Or, will not oppose?

* i.e. between the seas on east and west.

5 Leinster and the two Munsters (?).

® Or, captivity. See "W. under lam, gabdil Idma.
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40. Cach doer-chland each merlecli na marbthar arrec

triar oc rig dia n-altram gebend carcar cepp.

41. Cach cintach nacli coiscther cech bithbinech braitb.

6 gebind co cuthi 6 chutbe co croich.

42. Ro-cbertus for Lagniu lan-eraic giais gluind

ni moidet in n-ammus tarras is ro-tbuill.

43. Tucus ri toeb cricbe cia heraic bad mo
dub des is dub tuinne cet n-unge is cet mbo.

44. E-i cecb mbaethlach baes ri cech mbidbaid bas

ri cech tren a thalam ri cech truag a thlas.

45. Ise in tecosc coir tecoscim dom shil

conid ferr a moch-bas ar ro-thlas rig.''

46. For rig a Fhiachw iarsna do sceoil deit

na rop dal co n-attail a m^ccain rao meicc.

^ Read iudd ar-ro-thlds rig, than their over-feebleness of kings (?)
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40. Every base tribe, every outlaw tbat is not slaiu in vengeance,

three hath, a king to nurse them, fetters, prison, stocks,

4\. Every offender that is not restrained, everv treacherous

criminal, from fetters to dungeon, from dungeon to gallows.

42. I fixed on the Leinstermen a full eric they

do not boast the attack ; it was arrested and deserved the punish-

ment.

43. I left it to the choice of the territory which eric would be

greater, black of land (?) and black of wave, (or) a hundred ounces

and a hundred cows.

44. To every fool folly, to every foe death, to every strong his

land, to every wretch his feebleness. ^

45. This is the right teaching I teach to my seed, that better is

their early death than the over-weakness of their kings.

46. With a king, Eiachu, the end of thy story to thee, let it not

be a dealing with an after-dealing,^ child of my son.

1 tren and truag are often contrasted. They seem to mean respectively a

man fit to serve in war and a man unfit to serve.

- i.e. deal decisively, once for all.

[Additional Notes.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES.

(1) Treoit, now Trevit, about three miles east of Tara; ^' Dubha Beargluachra

A. uim Teamhraidh thoir budh dheas.''^—R.I.A, 23 N 19,

(2) So in R.I.A. 23 N 19, and other modem MSS.

(3) This phrase echtra Airt do thig Uilc occurs below at A 26, and also in the tale

Genemain Cormaic, Silva Gadelica, p. 253 w. It was probably the title by which

that episode of Cath Mucrama was known.

(4) Achtan a hainm, Silva Gadelica, p. 315.

{b) fergaib fir : this construction is common in chevilles ; but here the locution

is predicate, and its proper interpretation is essential to the interpretation of the

text. I confess I have failed to understand the context. The stanza may be mis-

placed. In the modern version it follows stanza 36, where, however, it appears

equally inconsequent. Locutions of the iy^Q fergaib fir have been explained in an

interesting variety of ways. A few instances :

—

1, 2. for buirr bile buidnib reb
\
rolla a delb trumib tor, "there grew up a tree

on which companies could sport, with the form of his face set out on

its clustering top."—MS. Mat., p. 474.

3. fore ri herend trognaib triath, "the fork against the kings of Erinn, sons of
chiefs.—lb., p. 481. In spite of the gloss, I should read /or cri herend,

on the body {i.e. land) of Ireland.

4. drumne dor milib molta, the topping chief of a thousand laudations."—Ib.y.

p. 484.

5. dammared Find fichtib glond, W., Ir. Texte, p. 158 z, "were F., the fighter

of battles, living."

—

0'' Curry'' s Translation.

G. atberitn rib aidblib tiiir, " I say to you, with prodigies of a host ; or, vastness

of lords or multitude.'^''— CRnaE, p. 8.

7. gabsat in fir buidnib sel, "they held the land bg battalions awhile (i.e. in

their might).^^—lb., p. 58.

Numerous other instances might be cited, the majority showing by the misty

character of the translation that the translators were by no means clear as to the

meaning or construction. Of the instances cited, only Nos. 4 and 7 seem to make

sense, and at the same time to fit in with the originals. But the sense is made

in two quite different ways. I believe No. 4 to be near to the proper rendering.

The locution consists of— (1) a dative plural, and (2) depending on this, either

a genitive singular or a genitive plural. The second word, therefore, is qualifica-

tive of the first. The first word is attached adjectivally (sometimes, perhaps,

adverbially) to a word in the preceding phrase, usually to the last preceding word.

The use of the dative adjectivally and adverbially is instanced in such remnants of

archaic syntax as cossaib tirmaib, iarna foebraib fennad, Fel. Prol. 48 : ind locdin

rogabtha deissib ocus tririb, ib. 209 B. The whole locution has an attributive sense,

and may often be equivalently expressed by prefixing co, as in the verse loiscther

maistiu linaib gal, Silva Gad., p. 368 ; is tu banfhlaith buidnib sluag, LL. 49 /8,

where the adjective locutions col-linaib gal, co mbuidnib sluag would seem of

equal force. In this last instance we might make one epithet of the location,

is tti banfhlaith shluag-buidnech, "thou art the host-banded princess," and it
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would seem as if, when the instinct of the old dative construction was lost, some

such equation was present to the writer's mind. Thus, side hy side with mac

Flannacdin I'mib sloig, LL., and a cldr Jind-glan jictih sluag, LU. 51 ;3, we find

laechrad Laigen linmar sluag.— Silva Gad., p. 351. Cf. A27, en co nertaih mud,
' a hird with powers of cries, i.e. of powerful cry.' Along with the dative plural,

ficht'ih glond (No. 5), connici in card fichtib drong, Ir. Texte, p. 218; Jictib sluag,

LU. 51 ;8, we find the singular la Fergus fein Jiched gail, LL. . . . (showing thatW.
does not rightly assign fichtib to fiche = twenty) ; with bet-sa bliadain linib id,

Silva Gad., p. 243, stands a onaccu legind lin cell, LB. 130)8, if, indeed, this last

is not of different construction. That the true instinct of the dative plural con-

struction was early lost appears also from the loss of the dative ending : TJlaid uile

aidble gal, CRnaR, p. 4, &c., and from the use of nouns not plural in sense in these

locutions : ar gelladh do tolaib gal, Silva^Gad., p. 138. This kind of locution may
he treated, therefore, as a single adjective ; sometimes, perhaps, as an adverh. I

would equsite fergaib ftr with, fir-fhergach [ixova ferg = hero ?), and diinib doss in

the same stanza with doss-ditnech, afi'ording protection like a hush, a common simile

(see MS. Mat., p. 484, &c.).

In the first seven instances cited, (1) I should render bile buidnib reb, 'a tree of

sportive hands ' [reb-buidnech, reabh .i. cleas, O'Cl.
; (2) a delb trummib tor, 'his pon-

derous image
' ; (= thor-tromm, cf. tortrommad, oppression)

; (3) trognaib triath

= triath'trognach, 'of lordly lines,' trog .i. clann, Cormac
; (4) milib molta, as

given by O'Curry; (5) = glond-fhichtech, 'stout in combat'; (6) = tur-adbal,

'(man) of great journeys'; (7) = sel-buidnech, '(the land) covered with bands

arrayed at distances apart' [sel bee, a short distance, Atk.). Such renderings, if

they seem to add little to the meaning—chevilles are not meant to convey much of

import—are at least clear and consistent efforts to grapple with an obscure though

frequent construction.

(6) Dumha Bergluachra a ainm gus anois, 7 budh Tre-fhod [a] ainm 6 so amach

do na tri fhodaibh r{ogh[_d/i']a bhainfead-sa do chois na cleithe fiadhoi^h. fuil am''

Idimh .i. fod fdni' chosaibh, fod fani' cheann, ", fod ceachtar mo dhd thaoibh, gurah

an\n'\ sin aidhneac[_f'\ar mo cliorp.—Modern version.

(7) Cf. is lim-sa atd do thig-lecht.—Man. and Gust., III. p. 434.

(8)
'

' Beal dtha na ndeise, now Anglicised Athneasy, the name of a ford and parish

in the barony of Coshlea, county of Limerick, four miles to the east of Kilmallock.

This ford, according to the Four Masters (1579) is in the very centre of the terri-

tory of Cliu Mail mic Ugaine.'"— 0''Bon. Sup.

(9) St. Lonan of Trevit.

(10) Temraig in trir. I do not know the allusion. Cf. stanza 24.

(11) The rhyme trir: cain shows that the diphthong ai, = modem aoi, was

pronounced as at present, or nearly so.

(12) Bliadain do (Mac Con) iar sain ir-rigu i Temraig ocus ni thdnie fer tria thai-

main nd duille tre fhidbaid nd grdin)ie i n-arbur, Silva Gad., p. 317 ; ticfa ith sceo

blicht d'' echtra Airt do thig Vile do gein a meic mSir.—lb., p. 253.

(13) Luagni : see CRnaR, p. 237.

(14) lir evidently = ZiVic?jr, 'as numerous as,' see Trip. Life, I. 216 ; Rev. Celt.,

III. 177. Xote the order, fidbad fer = 'woods' grass.' Cf. cath cot, 32, Frend

iath, 38, perhaps tailcend treb, 4
;
fedna fiach, 38. Bas put for bid, owing to

the frequency of the relative form before comparatives (?).
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(15) Tabraim thoeb : cf. B 10, 11. For the aspiration, cf. C 3.

(16) False judgments, sc. of Mac Con. (See MS. Mat., p. 43.) The false judg-

ments are here conceived as sleepless spirits, which for some reason are to torture

Art in his tomh.

(17) This seems a way of saying ''though the framework is of plain hazel, it

is overlaid with gold ornamentation."

(18) Cf. Ba se dim n-immaric daronsatar go ra-gdrsetar boccdnaig 7 bandnaig

7 geniti glindi 7 demna aeoir do bilib a sciath.—Man. and Cust. iii., p. 448.

(19) Cf. Ba chutadom sheilb-se sain for seilb neick n-aill n-aile.— CIttiaR, p. 48.

(20) Cf. It crina indue mo chrui—nisfeithet meic nd hui.—Silva Gad., p. 317.

(21) Cf. A 37, dar dercaih sluag.

(22) The ioWow'm^ is, irom. Nuall-ghubha OiUolla Ohiim {R.I.A., 23 E 3), which

is partly a gloss on portions of B and C :

—

Sgeala leat a dird-righ ? ar si [^Sadhb/i^.

Ataid sgeala mora olca agam, air Oilioll .%. do sheacht mie 7 dirdrigh Eirionn do

hhrdthair-si do mharbhadh dgcath MJmighe Mo Croimhe, 7 do mhac eile .i. Mac Coin

do ghabhdil rioghacht Eirionn. Is ansan ro mhuighe a gean gdire air an rioghain air

n-a chlos sbi di. Truagh, truagh san, a rioghain, air Oilioll. Oir ni tonuighthe

[iontiigtha ?) taobh re mnaoi go brdth taireis an ghdire sin do rinnis. Go ttabarthar

taobh re teine do loisg-feadh neach no ris an uisge do bhdithfeadh diiine no re hiathrar

eich phreaba do bknaill^fjeadh e, no re rinn gaith gear do ghoinfeadh e no re Jiacail

coin foithleimnigh, no re beithir bddhbha beimion do leadradh. 7 do luighim fa am
[fani') armaibh gaisge no go dtugadh taobh re gach nidh diobh san, nach iontuighthe

[iontugthd) taobh re mnaoi go brdth taireis an ghdire sin do rinnis.

(23) One of Fiachu's grandfathers was a king, the other {Silva Gad., p. 314) a

druid, *' Oir dlighe gach ua (lu) dlighe a sheanaithirib {shean- aithreach) . dd bhrigh

dlighir-se neart do ghabhdil do reir gliocais 7 gaoise 7 ealadhan. oir Dil, mac Da
Chreagadh do sheanathair. 7 misefein do sheanathair eile.''''—Nuall-ghubha, p. 20.

The verse is quoted by O'Cl. s. v. toich :
' Toich duit cidh ad Righ, toich duit cidh

ad dhraoi .i. ata dMhchas no dligheadh agat bheith ad Eigh 7 ad dhraoi,' = you

have a natural bent or right to be both a king and a druid. The infixed or suffixed

pronouns -am, -ad, are in later times often confounded with am, ad = in my, in thy.

(24) "is iiime tugadh Fiachadh Mtdlleathan d''ainm air .%. Moncha inghean Dil

mhic Da Chreaga a mhdthair. 7 do bhi a dtarngaire do, dd mbeith se go taireis an

chatha gan bhreith, nach mbiadh mac mnd i n-Eirinh do bo fhearr nd e, 7 6 chtca-

ladh Moncha an tarangaire sin do choinghibh a cheann fria cloch, a dtuair sin do

fhaghdil do. no gur leath a bhathas fria an gcloich, 7 is de sin lea7i Fiachadh

Muilleathan de.''''—Nuall-ghubha, pp. 17, 18. See also Silva Gadelica, p. 315.

There is a similar legend about St. Molaise's birth, ib., p. 19.

(25) From Fiachu were descended the Eoghanacht tribes, named from his father

Eoghan Mor. The sovereignty of Munster alternated between these and the Dal

gCais, descended from Cormac Cas.

(26) anuas may mean, *in addition,' 'also'
; fair anuas = * over and above.'

—

CRnaR, pp. 24, 26.

(27) banna ria frais, a proverbial expression : see Fled Bricrend, 52.

(28) irnc, interpreted as if broce, 'a badger,' Nuall-ghubha, p. 20: ni feidir

(fheadair) t6 do dhuadh na do dhochar fein f6s. ni hionan sin 7 mise. <5ir ni

dhe&ma codla[dh] bo codla[dh] do bhroc 6 la catha Mhuighe-mo-croimhe fos",

going on to explain that the badger sleeps the least of all animals !
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GLOSSAEY.

adart, as., B 5, 'the convex face of a shield' (?), commonly 'a pillo"sv.' Cf.

adhairt, 'front,' 'van,' O'R. ^^Adart also means a 'sword-rest':

a claidbe for an-adartaih,'''' W. Stokes in Eev. Celt. v. 254. This

meaning will not read into the present context. Cf. ar adhart,

'forward,' Sc. Gaelic.

aneoil, nsm., C 25, 'without knowledge' ; 'insensible,' 'stupefied.'

athan, B 14 (?), read iwhdn, ' alas.' Cf. is monuar, A 36.

athnascfid coma ngiall, B 16, 'he will bind {i.e. impose) a condition of (giving)

hostages.'

attail, ds., C 46, 'a re-arrangement,' = ath-ddil ; the rhyme maccdin shows thfr

vowel -lengths.

ba-sa, ba-sa, ba-sa, A 6 ; hd-sa, A 38, read ha-su {bd) (?), 'he thou,' or (?) 'thou

shalt be.'

baethlach, ^5., C 44, 'a foolish person.' Cf. echlach, ' a horseboy,' CEnaE.

band, A 7 (?), perhaps uarda a band^ 'chill its death '
: bann .i. bds, O'Cl.

- banthaig, ds., C 11, ' woman-house, nursery' {?).

bath, ns., A 32, .i. bds no marbhadh, O'Cl. ;
' destruction,' O'E.

bert, ds., A 1, in cath ro-boi ar bert oco, ' the battle that was to be given by
him '

(?).

beth, ns., A 34 = hith or betka, 'life ' (?). Cf. tein = teine.

bethrach, B 10, gp., 'of bears,' ox nms., 'bearlike.'

blai, ds., ' breast
'

; ns. blae, CEnaE.

broi, as, B. 25 (?), braoi, ' eyebrow,' O'E.

bruc, ds., 'sorrow' (?), brog .i. bronach, dual do brugh .i. adbar broin, O'CL;
ni gnaih i mbruc os cech treib, SnaE. 7295.

bruichnech, B 1, 'glowing' (?), bridthneach, O'E.

buid, vsm., C 19, 'dear, beloved, = bdid. Cf. bold, 'kind'; boide, buide, 'kindness,'

Atk. ; Scotch Gaelic, ^o'ic^Amc/i, 'pretty.'

burd, ds., B 5, 'edge' ; bord, 'edge,' O'E.

cailgg, B 4, 'point' (?), caiJg, 'a sting'; calg, 'sword, sting, prickle' ; colg,

' sword,' &c., O'E.

cartfait, C 32, ' they will cast out ' : cartadh, ' cleansing ' ; cartaighthe, ' cleansed
'

;

cartam, 'to cleanse, purge, clear out,' O'E.; cartadh, 'to throw or

fling out,' J. H. Molloy's ' Irish Grammar,' p. 83. Gi. focheird. Or,

'they will send away': cartaid tinithirid, 'he sends a messenger,'

LB 213a; Palladius rocartad o cJiomorba Petair i nEirind, LB 89

;

rochart Find eseom for iarraid tcsci, LL 208a. Cf . also cartad raite,

Laws I. 128.
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cenand, C 29, * white-faced '
: ceann-fhionn, cenann, ' white-headed, having a star

or white spot on the forehead, ' O'Don. Sup.; mintan cenunn ('a white-

faced tomtit'?); ib. under coibhche. In spoken Irish ho cheannann =
* a white-faced cow.' Cf. gabur cenand, Fled. Brier. 47, cenandain,

cenn-fhind, CRnaR.

ro-cliertus, C 42, 'I fixed, imposed '; coneerf-sa, * I arranged,' or ' arrange thou,'

A 31. See cicher.

cetha, A 39, read catha (?)

ciabair, ds., B 22, ' grief, gloominess.' Cf. ciamair, ' sorrowful,' Atk. ; ciamhair,

'sadness, weariness, sombrousness,' O'R. ; see note.

-cicher, dep. fut. 1 s., 2 s., 3 s., of -cerdaim ; concicher chdche, ' he will practise or

play a game (?) B 15. Cf. coeertaim, concertaim, W. fotcicher i suan,

* thou wilt fall asleep ; nimcicher i suan, ' I shall not fall asleep,' C 19.

foclnchur-sa urchar, "W., * I will cast a shot.'

cind, iar cind, 'hereafter,' A 15.

cinid, B25, 'inherent, natural, belonging to one by descent' (?) from ciniud: see

O'R. See also note.

cirbbide, nsm. B 9, 'torn, lacerated' ; ciorhuighthc, 'maimed, mangled,' O'R. Cf.

also ciorrbadh, cearb, cearbaim, O'R. ; cerbaim, eerp^ W.

cliathaig, as., B 7, ' valour, prowess '(?) Cf. cUathach, 'battle,' O'R.

cliu, A 7, tno chliu .i. mo chorp.

clor, CI, 2, 'I hear,' pres. subjunctive 1 s. (deponent).

cMuitli, gs., C 17, ' of fame,' nom., cloth.

fo-coidled, sec. pres., B 2, ' used to silence, envelop '(?) Cf. caidhle, ' finishing '
;

caidhlighthe, 'finished,' O'R; codhal no codhal .i. croiceann, O'Cl.

cdille, ds., C 32 (?). Cf. each re cdille do Cormac ocus in cdille eile do Fhiacha do'n

ferunn oUi nAth Cliath eo a eheile, Silv. Gad. p. 320, 1. 12.

concert-sa, A 31, ' arrange thou ' (read -su), or T-pret., ' I arranged.' See under

cicher, concicher.

cond, C 2, 24, 'head, leader' (?). cojm .i. ceann, O'Don. Sup.

do-chora, B 19, ' he falls, happens.' Cf. dorochar, ' I fell
'

; tachar .i. tarla,

O'Cl.; tacharaim, 'I meet, coincide, occur,' O'R.; and see tochur,

' below.'

cred, A 4, ' credo, creed '(?).

cua, gen. dual., C 2 '(of two) heroes' (?). Cf. cua, 'martial,' O'R.; c'ld ratuc

( = rot-tuc) a chua ' M. & C.,' in., p. 430; and see the curious gloss

quoted by Nettlau, Rev. Celt., vol. xi., p. 27.

cuibrend, ns., C 30, 'a ^h.OiXQ,'' = conferand {^). Cf. cobsaid = con-fosaid ; coibsiu

— ' confessio.' The word is still in use, meaning ' a piece of land.'

See Gaelic Journal, No. 60, p. 185.

cumale, B 8, 'also (?) along with them' (?).

cumthacli, nsm., C 25, 'sorrowful' (?), from cuma {gen., cumad{?), 'grief ; usually

for the loss or absence of something dear. \_Bhfuil cumha ort, ' do you
feel lonely ' ?—Ai-ran Is. Cumha mhur a mhdthar nifhdgann a croidhe.

Modern Ballad.]
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cundscle, ws., C 28, 'conflict'; cuinscles, 'a conflict,' O'Don, Sup.; Tothoetsat

tri nonbur ina chet-cumseli lets, LIT., 93, line 1. Cf. ainnscle .i. gleo is

innsa no is annsa, O'Dav. 55. Borochair isin cetchuinnscliii —\sin

gleothanaise, SnaR. 6584-5.

cunged, B 17, ' let him seek, demand ' ; imperative 3 s. of condaigim.

des, gs. (?), C 43, 'land,' O'R. ; .i. fearann, O'Cl. = < fee-simple land,' Mann.
«& Oust., iii. 493, = -'-:9 land,' ib. 28. Cf. aire desa, 'a noble of a

certain rank.'

detin, ds., B 23, = dethitin, 'care' ; deide, 'care, diligence,' O'R.

detla, nsm., B 7, ' bold,' .i. dana, Fel. Prol., p. 232 ; de'adia, * bold, confident,' O'R.

dir, A 9, 'lawful.' niptar dir na oiss immd duma.

dlaind, ws., B 4, 'a piece or plate of metal' (?). Cf. dluim, gl. massam, "Wb. 22*,

or = lann, ' lamina.'

dlom, C 27, 'a fit (of anger)' (?). Cf. dluim, gl. massam. {m = mh).

doi, ns,, as., B 25, 'hand'; for doi dessel, 'on right hand,' SnaR, 8197.

doma, ns., A 2, = duma, 'a mound.'

domim, C 33, seemingly ds. of a neuter men-%tQm..
;
perhaps read dromim, = dro/H-

maimm.

draeth, A 34, 'foolish' (r). Cf. drtcth, 'foolish'; draos, 'trash,' O'R.

driamail, B 24, 'fretful, mournful' (?). Cf. dreamh, ' surly, sullen
'

; dreamlmach,

'perverse'; dreamhnaim, 'I rage, fret'; driuch, ' fretfulness, anger,'

O'R.

dric, ds., B 11, 'wrathful, fierce.'

dron, ds., B 11, 'strong, straight,' .i. direch no daingen, O'Dav.

duad, as., C 19, 'hardship,' Three Shafts, means in modem (Munster) Irish

' difficulty.'

dub, C 43, in dub des 7 dub tuinne has a proverbial or technical meaning, 'black of

land and black of wave,' implying certain commodities, &c., exacted as

tribute. Perhaps ' doubtful or disputed portion,' Cf . dubjine, ' doubt-

ful relationship.'

duis, C 25, ' love, esteem,' O'R. (?). The case is also doubtful, as the adj. tualaing,

tualnge seems (see W.) to take three constructions— (1) it stands as pre-

dicate to the noun following, or (2) takes a genitive, or (3) an accusa-

tive, duis .i. uasal, O'Dav., .i. sead, O'Cl.

duthras, B 8, pref. pass. (?) of duthracur, ' I desire.' Perhaps read duthracht.

eill, as., A 21, gebas eill mo naim, 'who will take an advantage of my saint' ; el

for Fhionn .i. greim no baoghal^ ar Fhiotm, O'CL; eill, i.e. faill, 'an

advantage, opportunity,' O'R,; do fuair se faill air, 'he took an

advantage of him,' Rev. E. Hogan, 'Irish Phrase Book,' p. 78 ; ar a

aoi ni bhifriothaise ar nachffaghtar faillfa dheoidh, 'however, there is

no watch of which advantage may not be taken at last,' ' Life of Hugh

Roe O'DonneU,' p. 12. Faill is still similarly used.

^ baoghal, ' an advantage by which danger may be brought on an enemy.' lai

bhfagbhail baogailfair, ' Four Mast.,' 1440 ; O'Don. ' Sup.'

K.I.A. PEOC, SEE. III., VOL. lU. 2 P
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eitcM, ds., B 12, 'spite, hatred' (?) ; etig, gl. turpe, SG. 28^.

etha, A 36, na hetha, ' which go not.' See ethaim, W.

bar-fhaelsaind, B 30, < I should rejoice at, welcome ' : sec. fut. of forfaelim. Cf

.

forbdelid, forhdelte, forbailtech, W. ;
[fjorfdiltius, CRnaR.

faidc, B 16, in cheville ; rad cofaidc, * a . . . saying.'

fairend, A 1, 'a section, certain persons' ; ns., with plural verb.

fairpre, B 15, 'he will increase' (active); depend, fut. oi forbiur, as tibre of

dobiur.

feche, ds., B 9, ' act of boiling ' ;
Jichim, ' ich koche,' W. ; moA. Jluchadh.

fenfaid, B 25, resid fendfaid, 'will flay' (?). But/m. .i. lorn, O'Dav.

fiadig, A 8, =feodaig, ' withers, decays ' (?) ; conjunct, pres. 3 s. oifeodaigim. For

vowel change, cf. feochuine =Jiaich, W. ;
gleo^ gen. gliad, ceo, ciach, &c.

Or = ' turns to earth, moulders,' /a(? .i.ferann, O'Cl.

flanruad, B 1, 'blood-red' (?), leeLd fri frais Jlandruaidh ferg, 'against blood-red

strife of heroes' (?). But ci. fandruad ferci, Sergl. Con. 38; gusfland

ferce, M'Datho, 15.

fornairt, B 1, gs. or adj., ' of great power, powerful.' Cf. nirt, C 15.

forscailtech, nsm., C 17, 'liberal, generous' (?). Cf. eroslac, AXy..; fosgaltach,

' open-handed,' O'R. ; ^As osguilteachfailteach an ait sin Mre,' ' Munster

Poets,' 2nd ed., p. 48. Followed here by genitive.

fraic as. B 4 ' shield' ; ' ceitkre hanmonna ar sceith ganfheall, fraic, cobhTa,failte,

finneall,' ' Forus Focal,' quoted under /^-rt^^, /r«ic, O'E.

frais, as., ds., B 1, 2 ; C 15, ' a shower,' connected with feraim, ' I pour ' ; hence

the secondary meanings ' hospitality,' O'E. (Cf. feraidfor n-aigidacht,

feraidfdilti, W.), 'valour, prowess, fight' (?) ; (ferait mor-gleo, ita in

cath oc aferthain,'' W.).

fuigset, A 33, seems an S-fut., 'they will seek' (?) ; mani digsid, 'unless they

(ye?) come,' Wind. ' Gram,' § 286. Ci. iarma-foich, m iarfaig JSogan

mo cJiro, B 7.

fuin, A 29, cofuin, ' to the end'
;
fui», ' a stop, the end of a thing,' O'R.

;
per-

haps better, ' till it ends, tiU there is an end,' conjunct, pres. 3 s. of

fuinim .i. criochnaighim no sguirim, O'CL, used with do, see Atk.

fuinim. Fuiniud, 'sunset'; modiexn go faoin, 'till nightfall.'

gart, ns., B 17, ' acidity, sourness '
(?) ; hence goirt, ' sour' ;

goirtius, 'bitterness,'

Atk.

geir, ds., B 10, ' flesh,' lit. ' suet.'

gentair, C 32, ' will be born, will spring up' ; here clearly fut. depon. 3 p., but

the form is that of the pe7f., the ftct. stem being gign- or genf-.

gillchaide, C 38.

glinne, C 39, ' security,' ar glinne, ' secure, fast.'

go, C 29, = gau ap. of ga, 'javelin.'
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gran, C 32, 'corn, grain' : pi., inna gran, "W.

grip-, Bo, 'swift,' O'R., W.

gualaire, ns., B 2, ' a shoulder-arm' (?). Cf. Idmaire, B 5. This is an inorganic

formation, from the nom. instead of from the stem.

iarsna, ns., C46, 'end, last part,' perhaps 'consequence,' 'moral (of a tale).' Cf.

iarsma, 'relic, remnant,' O'R. ; ainiarsma, ' evil consequence,' 'Three

Shafts of Death.'

ilad, A 14, ' grave , = ulad.

im-ro-et, B 12, 'he obtained' (?) pret. 3 s. of im-emaim, -imim.

im-ru-alaid, B 14, 'has surrounded, enveloped'
; (?) conidrualaid, ' quod id conces-

sit, Z-, 456^ ; immelotar, 'circumvenerunt,' 457''.

imscar, A 1, a imscar 7 Meicc Con asin chath, ' the outcome of the battle for him
and M.' (?).

innamail, Bll, 'similitude, comparison'; ionamhuil, 'an equal'; ni ffuil ion-

amhuil Serins, 'there is not the like of Charles,' O'R.

Mr, as., C 31, ' anger ' {=ira ?) ; see "W. under ir, irach.

lamaire, ns., B 5, 'a hand-arm ; cf. gualaire, B 2.

leitmech, C 33, 'powerful'; Uidmheach, 'strong, robust, brave,' O'R., CRnaR.,

p. 257.

do-s-lofa, C 1, = do-s-lobfa, ' will destroy itself.'

lose, C 26, * bKnd, infirm ( = luscus).'

losfait, C 32, ' they will increase, multiply' ; los, 'a growing or growth,' O'R.
;

' increase ' (= ' produce of live stock'), O'Don. Sup.

ludite, B 2, 'who move, act'(?), luud, hid, luth, * motion.'

mada, nsf., B 19, ' vain, sine causa ' (W).

ro-mert-sa, B 21, T-pret. Is. oi maraim, mairim, 'I live.'

mochin, A 37, — mochen, 'welcome '
(?), or from cinim, 'may he soon arise '

(?).

mod, as., B 21, .i. obair, O'Cl.

mtiin, ns., A 29, 'mire, filth' (?). Qi. miiinleach, miUlleach, milnlach, 'mire';

poll mnnlaigh, 'cesspool, dungpit of Irish farmhouses
'

; miin, 'urine.'

naidm, B 18, 'bond, tie, rein' ; only the figurative sense, ' covenant,' &c., found

in various vocabularies.

nirt, C 15, ' strong.' If this be gen. of nert, not an adj., the use as predicate is

unusual.

noil, as., Bll, 'an oath,' O'Don. Sup. (queried by "W.).

oiss, np., A 9, ' deer.'

orbba, ns., B 23, 'inheritance'; orbe, "W. Cf. comarpe.

ptidair, ds., B 12, 'mischief {masc. in A\k.).

2 P 2
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dom-raifes, * that it will send, carry me (?). Cf. torramh, * pilgrimage '
; foraim^

'journey,' O'E,. ; rdim^ immrdim, W.

rail, ns.j C 27, ' oak-tree'; rail, O'E. ; rail, gen., rdlach : amail rdil no ihir, ' B.

Fenagh,' O'Don. Sup., ni bhiodh achd aon dhearc ar an rdlaidh (read

ralaig) O'R. ; np., railge^ CRnaR. ; rhymes with fair, therefore rail

not rdil.

rec, C 40, 'sale, harter'; ar rec, 'in recompense.'

reli, ds., C 17, 'brightness.'

rian, gp., C 37, * sea.'

richid, gs., A 16, 'heaven.'

ro-rinn, B 25, ' pierced,' from rindaimi?).

romra, ace. dual., C 37, 'tide, billow,' .i. ro-mara, O'Cl., O'Don. Sup. The

modern word for ' spring-tide ' is ramharta.

do-n-rua, A 20, 'who will come to us {?), is demin donrua, Mann, and Oust. iii.

426 ; fut. Zs. of doroichim; = do-ro, W.

ardom-ruUa-sa, B 24, ' has left, abandoned me' (?). Cf. atnilla, evasit, "W. ; imroll,

error.

ro-do-scara, B 19, conjunct, pres. 3 s. (?) of {dO')scaraim, issed rodoscara in seel, ' it

is this that gives rise to the tale (?) ; scaraim, ' I separate, open,

unfold,' O'E.

sceo, B 1, 8, 25 ['abundance,' O'E., .i. metaigh, 'increase,' O'Don. Sup.';

but cf. tiath .i. see, W. ; sceo .i. eangin, MS. Mat. p. 481].

ic selga, Al, = oc seilg, A 15, 'hunting.'

sliss, C 30, cuibrend eo sliss, ' a share with a slice (added) (?) ; or 'a share to the

side or edge '; i.e. ' a full share.'

smerdnide, B 2, 'pointed, the pointed one'(?); smeirne, 'spit, brooch, pin';

smeorne, ' point of a dart,' O'E. Cf. inn umaide, B 8.

ro-snass, C 38, ' was bound
' ;

pret. pass, of snaidim. Cf . claidim, ro-class.

soe, A 4, perhaps for gen. pi. suad, ' of sages.'

ro-thairc, C 29, 'won, obtained' (?) ; do-airei, 'efficit'; tairced, 'paret'; oc tairc-

iud raith, ' in efficienda gratia.' See W. and Atk. under taircim.

thaiss, gs7n., B 6, 'cowardly,' O'E. ; commonly 'moist, soft.'

talla, B 4, 'eats (from the tree) ' (?) ; tallaim, ' I cut off, lop, rob,' O'E.

tarras, C 42, 'was arrested, overtaken.'

tecaib, C 9, 'meets, comes against,' = tecaim, conjunct. pres. Zs. of tecmaim (mod.

teagmhaim) : tecmaing, 'accidit,' "Wb. 9^. See Atk. under tecmai.

Perhaps, however, a compound of gabaim.

tias, B 24, rel. pres. of tiat or teit (?) ; cacka tias, ' everything that comes,

happens' (?).

tigba, B 10, 'end, .i. each dedinach,'* (W.)
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timthireclit, A 1, ' going to and fro
'

; timthirecht hech il-l6 dnli, W.

tind, ds., C 6, ' pain, travail' ; tenu A. Udradh, O'Dav.

tochur, A 28, 'meeting.' See do-chora.

todiuir, C 25, 'miserable,' Stokes (Wind.).

toeb, C 43, Ulcus ri toeb, * I left it to the decision of (?).

toich, (1), C 3, 'natural, inherent, belonging by right'
; (2), C 5, 'pleasing.' In

Stokes' Bodl. Corm. Gl. ' Is gnath-belra som tra cid indiu la hlar-

Mumain maxime, unde dicnnt, " In fil toich duit ?" " Fil naire," ar

inti dia n-imcomarcar .i. fil ecin': * "Is there anything that is pleasing

to thee ? " " There is indeed," ' &c. "West Munster is still [cid indki)

the most archaic of Irish-speaking districts.

trem, A 36, 'throughout' (?). Cf. trem' in composition (W.) stands to tre, tria,

as Ham [rem-) to re, via, or iarom (iarma-) to iar ; also tar, tab'tn-, seek,

sechma-, co, com-. But perhaps = triumm, 'through me.'

trice, C 36, 'strictly or dexterously' (?) ; triCy 'urgent, dexterous,' O'R.

trucha, A 36, 'wounding, piercing' (?) ; truthaim, 'I sever,' &c., O'R.

truit, ns., B 5, 'fighting' ; mod. timd. Or 'rapid.'

thubat, C 36, ' they oppose, or find fault' (?).

tuire, C 35, 'a lord'; tuir, 'lord, sovereign, general'; tuire, 'good,' i.e. maith

{= ' a noble ' (?)), O'R. Cf . aire, ruire.

tulcid, B 2, ' bursts forth ' (?). Cf. tulgadh, 'breaking': tolc, 'a wave'; tolg, a

breach,' O'R.

ulairt,B 12 (?). O'R. has olart, 'a hone.' Fohrtata, 'sufllciency,' index Trip.

Life. Perhaps we may translate imroet afhulairt orm-sa = ' he got all

he wanted of me'; afhulairt = modern a dhothain, a shdith{?).
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XXXIII.

THE ORATOEY OF GALLERTJS. Er the EEV. THOMAS
OLDEjS", E.A.

[Read April 22, 1895.]

The group of buildings at Kilmalkedar in the extreme south-west

of Kerry has attracted a good deal of attention since Dr. Petrie

brought them into notice in his Essay on the " Origin and History

of the Eound Towers of Ireland." The earliest and most curious

of them are the Oratories of Gallerus and Kilmalkedar. The naming
of one of these buildings after Melkedar, and the subsequent dedi-

cation to him of the late Hiberno-Eomanesque Church of Kilmal-

kedar seem to designate him as the first preacher of Christianity in

that district.

The ruins which have been vested in the Commissioners of Public

Works under the Irish Church Act, 1869, section 25, have been
noticed by Lord Dunraven in his work on Irish Architecture, and
lately described by Mr. Eomilly Allen, in the Journal of the Eoyal
Society of Antiquaries of Ireland (vol. ii., 5th ser., p. 158 and

p. 261, 1892), but no light has yet been thrown on their history.

I propose now to offer some observations on the subject, especially

as regards the history of Melkedar and the origin of the name of

Gallerus.

The only historical notice of the place appears to be that in "The
Martyrology of Donegal " which refers to the mediaeval church there.

It is very brief ; but, by following up the clue there given, it seems

possible to ascertain something of the history of Melkedar. The
passage is as follows :

—" Moelcethair, son of Eonan, son of the King of

Uladh of Cill Melchedair, near the shore of the sea to the west of

Erandon Hill. He was of the race of Eiatach Einn, Monarch of Erin."

Erom this we learn that he belonged to the important tribe of the Dal
Eiatach of Ulster, who were intermingled with the Clanna Eudraige

and enjoyed the sovereign power in Uladh at this time. His
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pedigree is given in the Book of Leinster and the Lebar Brecc as

follows :

—

Melkedar

I

Konan
I

.

Eochaidh

I

Muirdach Muinderg,

King of TJladh, a.d. 479.

From it we find that the king referred to in the passage quoted was
Eochaidh, who, according to the Four Masters, died in 503. !N'ow, if

we allow thirty years for a generation, Eonan, his son, would have

died about 533, and Melkedar in 563. Melkedar flourished, therefore,

about the early part of the sixth century, and died probably a centuiy

after St. Patrick.

If I am right in these observations Dr. Petrie would seem to have

antedated the building of the oratories by nearly a century, as he

thought they belonged to a period earlier than 432. Others have erred

in the opposite dii^ection by assigning Melkedar to the seventh century,

misled apparently by the date (636) which stands above his name in

the '^ Martyrology of Donegal" ; but this date belongs not to him but to

Mochuda, the subject of the preceding entry.

The name Melkedar is unique, no other having borne it, and its

meaning of " servant or follower of Kedar " does not follow the analogy

of such names, as the second member is usually the name of a saint,

but there is no saint of the name of Kedar. Turning, however, to the

Book of Leinster, which is the earliest authority on the subject, we
find his name spelt Moel-Celtair (facsimile p. 349), which is therefore

the primitive form. ]S'ow, the King of TJladh, in pagan times, resided

in the great fortress of Down, originally named Aras Celtchair, from

the pre-historic hero Celtchar, son of Uithecar, and subsequently

known as Dun-leth-glaise, afterwards Dun-da-leth-glas, on which I

shall make some remarks presently, and now termed Downpatrick.

I do not think it can be considered a far-fetched derivation if I in-

terpret Moel Celtair as the follower of this Celtchar.

The only objection I see to it is that it assumes a Christian saint to

have been named after a pagan warrior. It must be remembered, how-

ever, that his name was chosen by his parents, and we know that his

father, Rouan, was brought up under pagan auspices. Eonan's father,

Eochaidh, was a violent opponent of Christianity; and it is stated, in the

" Tripartite Life of St. Patrick," that he ordered two girls to be tied to
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stakes on the sea-shore and drowned for refusing to abjure Christianity.

Brought up under such a parent, Ronan would naturally have been

imbued with admiration for the great pagan chieftain of his race, and

would call his son after him. But in Melkedar's youth, at the

beginning of the sixth century, Christianity was general in TJladh, and

Melkedar came under its influence, and, as the event proved, became

desirous of devoting himself to the missionary life. Students from the

K'orth of Ireland, it is well known, usually resorted for education and

ecclesiastical training to the school of Candida Casa in Galloway, founded

by St. Ninian, and known as the " Great Monastery." Those from the

South of Ireland found St. David's more convenient.

We may assume then that Melkedar was educated at Candida Casa,

and, going forth like others to seek a sphere of labour, selected this

remote corner of Kerry, and set to work to introduce Christianity there.

The numerous pagan remains, such as bee-hive houses and forts, seem

to show that the place then had a considerable population.

The erection of these little oratories would be the outward evidence

of the coming of the new faith, and, assuming that they date fi'om the

beginning of his labours, they would belong to the early part of the

sixth century. One of them bears the name of the saint ; the other is

known as Gallerus, the meaning of which we have now to inquire.

The first syllable is locally pronounced as in " Gallic"; and this being

so, the name is obviously Geal-arus—The White House. The " a " in

' arus ' is given as unaccented by Windisch and Stokes, and therefore

the proposed derivation corresponds with the pronunciation. But it

will naturally be asked why it received this name. In reply to this I

will ask you to return with me for a moment to Candida Casa, " the

White House," where I assume Melkedar to have been educated.

It is often thought that this name was given to St. Mnian's

Monastery because it was built of white stone, and even Dr. Todd, in

his notes to the Liber Hymnorum, fell into this error, though Ussher

long ago corrected it. But Bede, who is referred to, only says it was
" built of stone," which was unusual, as British buildings of that age

were usually of wattles. The name Candida Casa has therefore

nothing to do with the colour of the stone. It is in fact merely a

translation into Latin of the British Gwyn-dy " White House," a

common name for a church in these regions in early times, of which

whitherne (hwit-aern) is the Anglo-Saxon translation. Instances

of it are numerous. Such are a Gwyn-dy in Anglesea, another near

Caldecot in Monmouthshire, Gundy or Gwyndy, Teilo at Llandaff , and

Ty Gwyn which stood on the site where the Album Monasterum in
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Carmartlienshire was afterwards founded, and many others. It is

evident that the term ' white,' thus applied, had a moral significance

and in fact it is commonly employed in Wales in the sense of ' holy '

at the present day.

It bore the same meaning in Ireland, though this has not been

always recognized. In the Brehon Laws the Scriptures are termed

''the white language of beatitude." But the most remarkable

examples of the usage are those in which it is given as a designation

to eminent ecclesiastics. Fifty-six names in the " Martyrology of

Donegal" contain some form of the word /w??, white. Of these

there are fourteen Finn Barrs, or as the name is sometimes inverted

Barr-[f]inns, from which comes the Latin form Barrindus or Barrin-

thus. I^ow Finn Barr is not properly a name, but rather a designa-

tion, as all those so called have their own names also. The case of

St. Finn Barr of Cork illustrates this. According to his life :
" When

he was tonsured an elder said, fair is the hair of that servant of God."

Another elder replied :
'' Thou hast well said, for his name is changed,

and he shall be termed Finn Barr, but he shall not be so spoken of

but as Barra." This distinction is observed at the present day, and

the Cork people always speak of him as Barra or Barre, while in

ecclesiastical language he is Finn Barr. The legendary explanation

of the name given in the life is an instance of the habit of taking

figurative language literally, so frequent in the ecclesiastical literature

of the Middle Ages. The real meaning of Finn Barr is ' holy chief,'

or in Latin ' sanctus praesul.' It would be a singular fact if all the

saints into whose name the word finn enters had white hair

!

Such being the early usage as to the word ' white,' what could be

more natural than that Melkedar should call his oratory, after the

place of his education, ' The AATiite House.'

It may be objected to the derivation I propose that the primitive

word aru8 is not usually applied to Christian buildings, the term most

generally used being tech^ a loan word from the Latin. Arus is,

however, occasionally employed in connexion with Christian ideas, as,

for instance, by Keating, in his "Three Shafts of Death," several times;

but it may have been superseded as a name for a church in conse-

quence of its pagan associations. Melkedar' s use of it may be traced

to his early recollection of Aras-Celtchair, the ancestral residence of his

family. His history is little known, because the scene of his labours

was remote, but his memory is perpetuated by these buildings, and

especially by the Oratory of Gallerus which has weathered the Atlan-

tic gales for 1300 years, and is still as perfect as when it was built.
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I referred just now to the change of the name of Down from Dun-

leth-glaise to Dun-cla-leth-gias; and this leads me to notice the singular

mistake sometimes made by eminent Irish scholars as to this word da

when prefixed to place-names. It has been nearly always taken for

the numeral two, and in the case of Dun-da-leth-glas, Jocelyn trans-

lates :
"• the Fortress of the two broken fetters." Colgan again :

" Arx

duarum mediarum catenarum." But the name in the earliest autho-

rities, ''Fiacc's Hymn," Tigernach, and the "Book of Armagh," is

Dun leth giaise, and there is nothing about two in it. The fact has

been overlooked that da in such names is frequently not the numeral,

but a middle-Irish form of do^ meaning "of," and pronounced short;

and the legend invented by Jocelyn to account for the word two

here may be dismissed as worthless. Another instance of the

practice of inserting da before place-names is that of Glendalough.

The present pronunciation of the name correctly represents the

primitive form Gleann da Loch, found in Broccan's Hymn in praise

of Brigit (7th century), which could never have originated from da^

two ; and I may say that the local pronunciation of such names will

generally be found to be quite accurate. But at a later period, when

da was supposed to mean two, it became necessary to alter the word

loch to the plural locha, for of course the dual numeral could not be

placed in agreement with a noun in the singular. Hence the Four

Masters, departing from the early form, write the name Gleann da

locha, " The valley of the two lakes, and Latin writers, " YaUis duo-

rum stagnorum." This erroneous form of the name derived some

colour from the fact that there is a second and smaller lake at the

place. But this has nothing to do with the early name Gleann da

Loch, "the Yalley of the Lake," which refers only to the principal

lake ; and Moore was certainly right when he wrote of one only

—

<'
. . . that lake whose gloomy shore

Skylark never warbled o'er.
"

The name Gleann da Loch has been a source of some perplexity to

philologists when found in early texts, as it did not seem easy to

explain how the dual came to be connected with a noun in the

singular, on the assumption that da meant two. Windisch proposed

to solve the difficulty by reading lind (lakes) for loch, but this is a

violent emendation for which there is no MS. authority (Irische

Texte, p. 29).

One does not like to differ from so eminent a scholar as Dr.

O'Donovan, and no doubt it is his authority which has influenced
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modern writers in treating da always as the numeral. In the Supple-

ment to O'E-eilly's Dictionary he says: *'t)d, two, frequently enters

into topographical names "
; and then he gives instances, one of which

is Dun da leth glas and Gleann da loch, the very form of which ought

to have shown him his error. But when we find da prefixed to

personal names, the meaning is placed beyond mistake. Thus

Killaloe is in the Annals Cill da Lua, not surely the Church of two

Luas but "the Church of Lua," the well-known saint. Again

Kilmallock is Cill da Cellach, "the Church of St. Cellach, and so on

in numerous instances.

KOTE ADDED \^ THE PRESS.

Dun-leth-glaise, according to Bishop Beeves, means ' the Fort of

Leth-glas.' " In latter times," he says, " the syllable da was

inserted." There seems to have been no change of meaning intended,

and da meant simply a more emphatic form of the genitive. It was

afterwards taken for the numeral two, and then it became necessary to

make a change in the second part of the name, and so Lethglaise,

genitive singular, was changed to leth gJas, genitive plural, to corre-

spond with da. Jocelyn, as mentioned, translates this the ' Eort of

the two broken locks or fetters,' which is a complete change from the

original meaning, for glas, a lock or fetter, which is either masculine

or neuter, has no connexion with the glas, gen. glaise^ of the original

name.
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XXXIV.

OlS" THE POSITIOIS" OP ENCKE'S COMET AS DEDUCEI)
FROM PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEI^ BY MR. W. E. WILSON.
By ARTHUR A. RAMBAUT, D.Sc, P.R.A.S.

[Read February 11, 1893].

Two photographs taken by Mr. W. E. Wilson on the night of

November 30th, 1894, show Encke's Comet and the stars in its

neighbourhood, each plate being given an exposure of 30 minutes in

his two-foot reflecting telescope.

As observations of this comet, at such a distance as it then was
from the sun, are quite out of the reach of any telescopes of moderate

dimensions on account of the faintness of the object, I was much
pleased when I learned that these photographs had been secured, and

immediately requested and obtained his permission to measure the

plates, with the view of obtaining the position of the comet.

The plates were measured in the micrometer-microscope at the

Dunsink Observatory, which belongs to the Royal Irish Academy.
This was done in very much the manner described in a Memoir by
Sir Robert Ball and myself, which was read before the Academy on

April 25, 1892, and published in Vol. xxx., Part iv., of its Trans-

actions.

As there was, however, only one exposure on each plate in this

case, and in the method elaborated in that Memoir two exposures

between which the telescope had been displaced in right ascension

were contemplated, a slightly different procedure from that recom-

mended therein had to be pursued.

In the neighbourhood of the comet I found photographs of two
stars of the Bonn Durchmustering, namely, + 7°, 4886 and 4887.

The first of these was at such a small distance from the centre of the

plate that no sensible error could be introduced by taking it as the

origin of rectangular co-ordinates, as is shown by an application of

the formulae on p. 241 of the Memoir referred to above.

If a, S, are the right ascension and declination of the star from
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which measures are made, a', 8', those of another star, then the axis of

y being the projection of the meridian passing through the centre,

and X, y the rectangular co-ordinates of the image of the second

star, then it is shown, on p. 236, that

y cos 8 sin 8' - sin 8 cos 8' cos (a' - a).

X cos 8' sin (a' - a)

This is the tangent of the angle (<^) which the line joining the

stars makes with the axis of x. To orient the plate in the microscope,

therefore, we have only to place the plate so that a movement of one

of the two screws will carry the cross-wires in the eyepiece from one

star-image to the other. The line joining the star-images is then

parallel to this screw. iN'ext, by means of the position circle, the

plate is turned through the angle <^. It is then set correctly for

measurement from the centre.

In the case before us the positions of the stars being given by

Argelander for 1855, the H-screw was set in the parallel passing

through + 7°, 4887 for that year, so that the necessity for correct-

ing the co-ordinates of the stars for precession, to bring them up

to 1894, was avoided. In this way the co-ordinates of the comet

were referred to the equinox and equator of 1855, and then the

precession corrections applied finally to bring up the place of the

comparison star to the date of observation.

The appearance of the comet on the plate was not sharply defined

in outline, nor was there any distinctly marked nucleus from which

measures of a very high degree of precision could be made. It

showed, however, a gradual condensation towards the centre, and the

densest part of the image was accordingly taken as the point for

measurement.

Under the circumstances it is of course unnecessary to take in the

smaller terms in the formulae of reduction, and we have simply

Aa cos 8 = RhS:{\ + i?^rsin \" tan 8),

and ^h = Ryr- ^ R-^S:- sin I" tan 8,

in which R^ denotes the value of a revolution of the ^-screw,

Ry ,, ,, ,, F-screw,

Aa ,, the difference in R.A. of the two stars,

A8 ,, ,, in declination of the two stars,

and ^, V, the corresponding measures expressed in revolutions of the

screws.
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Determimng the values of R^ and Ry by measures of the second

comparison star, for which Aa and AS are known, we deduce the

values of Aa' and AS'—the differences in K.A., and declination of the

comet from the central star—by substituting them in the same

formulae.

We thus find that the differences in R.A. and declination between

the comet and BD + 7°, 4886, are, respectively, on the first plate

+ 22^^ -1 and+ 10' 20";

and on the second plate, which was taken three-quarters of an hour

later, +19^-4 and + 9' 56".

We have next to find the position of the comparison star on the

night in question.

This star was observed by Bessel in his Koenigsberg zones, and is

JN"©. 209 of 22^ in Weisse's " Positiones Mediae Stellarum Tixarum in

Zonis Regiomontanis."

Its position for 1825 is there given as

22^23"^ p-81, + 6° 53' 51"-7.

Its mean place for 1894 is therefore

22^ 26"^ 29^-09. + 7° 14' 47"-7.

The corrections necessary to reduce to the apparent place for

November 30th are, respectively, + 2'-59 and 18"-8,

so that we have as the apparent place on that date

22^ 26"- 3P-68, + 7° 15' 6"-5.

Adding the values found above for Aa' and AS', we find the

comet's position

—

on the first plate, 22^^ 26°^ 53^ -8, + 7° 25' 27",

on the second plate, 51-1 3.

The middle of the exposures corresponded respectively to 6^ 40"*

and 7^ 25°^, G. M. T., but no great accuracy was attempted in

determining these epochs. It will, accordingly, be best to take the

mean of the two, and we find the apparent position of the comet

corresponding to 7^ 2"" -5 G.M.T., iN'ovember 30th, 1894, to be

22^ 26"^ 52^-5, + 7° 25' 15".

The corresponding quantities, as found by interpolations from Dr.

Backlund's Ephemeris, published in Nature, JN'ovember 22, 1894, are

22^ 26"^ 53^-75, 4 7° 25' 51"-5.
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XXXV.

OjS" the oeiei^tatiois' of ceetaijS" dolmens recently
DISCOYEEED IN CATALONIA. By J. P. O'EEILLY,
Professor of Mining, &c., Eoyal College of Science, Dublin.

[Read April 8, 1895.]

The progress of prehistoric research has been, as is well known,
very marked during the latter half of this century in Europe
generally, but on some parts of the Continent to a much greater

extent than in others. Spain, in this particular, has been notably

behindhand, although so full of ancient remains of varied and vast

extent. It is, therefore, of interest to note the increase of activity

in this branch of study, as shown by the recent works of Spanish

authors and scientific bodies. One of the latter, the " Eeal academia

de ciencias yartes de Barcelona," has published, quite lately, a Paper

by Don Louis Mariano Yidal, entitled " Mas Monumentos megaliticos

en Cataluiia," which is very interesting from many points of view,

and with reference to which I think it worth while to submit some
remarks to the Academy. "With this object in view, I cannot do

better than translate the opening remarks of the author :

—

"Megalithic monuments are found distributed over the territories

of the Iberian peninsula with extreme irregularity : in Portugal

there exists a great number of tombs composed of large stones usually

known as dolmens, and named in that country ' Antas.' But in

Spain, with the exception of the district of Andalusia, where many
such monuments exist, notably the two crypts of Dilar and Antequera

(the latter well preserved) esteemed the finest and most remarkable

of Europe, there remain only some isolated dolmens in Estremadura,

Galicia, Asturias, &c. In fact Cataluua must be examined before a

region be met, showing frequent traces of the remarkable people who
built these singular monuments. This region again represents but a

very small surface relatively to the great extent of the province,

since it is limited entirely to the eastern extremity of the principality,

comprising part of the province of Gerona, and a small extent of that

of Barcelona. Exceptionally, one is noted as existing in the province
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of Lerida, and as to that of Tarragona, none have heen discovered

there up to this date (1893). In general terms it may therefore be

stated that the known dolmens of Cataluna are to be found grouped

in the extreme eastern part of our Pyrenees, the greater number

of them lying in the vicinity of Espolla. This limitation of the

known megalithic remains to such a relatively small space, must

however be understood as merely showing how very little the

mountainous part of this broken territory has yet been investigated,

since we all remember, how, in the French Pyrenees only a few years

ago, very few monuments of this class were known, whilst, at present,

we have ascertained the existence of many such, in the country

extending between the Gulf of Gascony and Cape Creus. It would

indeed seem inexplicable why the people, of wbom these constructions

are the remains, should have scattered them in great number on the

northern slope of the Pyrenean chain, while on the southern only a

few should have been left at one of its extremities.

"I have, from these considerations, been impelled to utilize my
excursions for the investigations of all such localities, as judging from

their names, seemed to indicate the probability of the existence of

some example of this class of monument ; and at present I have the

satisfaction of being able to add 1 9 dolmens and some menhirs to the

total number already known in Cataluna.

*'As may be seen from the sketches, all the dolmens, but one,

present the same form and the same style of construction ; hence, it

may be inferred that they are by the one and the same people.

" In the descriptive notes, I have endeavoured, where possible, to

mark the manner of orientation of these monuments. I am quite

aware that, although archaeologists usually treat this datum as of

interest, Nadaillac nevertheless, affirms that, judging from the total

evidence available, there does not appear to be any rule having

determined the direction of orientation. Although such a conclusion

would seem to result from my own observations, I nevertheless mark

the direction in each case, since no datum can be considered as

useless when treating a question on which the last word has not

yet been said."

The author then gives a detailed description of each particular

monument, with a sketch, plan, and dimensions; the direction of

orientation in each case being referred to the magnetic north, without,

however, the equally necessary date of observation and of the amount

of declination for the locality. As however it may be assumed that

the observations were made before 1892, and probably about that
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date, and as, moreover, the declination for that part of Cataluiia may
be taken as approximatively the same as that of Foix given in the
'' Annuaire du Bureau des Longitudes," I have marked out for each
case the bearing relatively to true north.

Having therefore corrected the data furnished by the author
for declination in each case, the following results have been obtained,
which show evidence of grouping according to three or four general
directions:

—

Dolmen de Pinana (p. 5), Termino de
)

Pinana, prov. de Lerida,
)

La Cabana de Mosquera (p. 8), Termino
|

de Pujol, prov. de Lerida,
j

Dolmen del MasPuig (p. 16), Termino
|

de Darnius, prov. de Gerona,
j

Dolmen " Llosa de la Jassa" (p. 17),
|

Termino de Estrada, prov. de Gerona,
)

La Cabana de Perauba (p. 6), Termino
j

de Peracals, prov. de Lerida,
)

Dolmen de " Can Kadal " (p. 19), Ter-
\

mino dela Junquera, prov. de Gerona
j

Dolmen "LabarracadelLladre"(p.l8), )

Termino de Estrada, prov. de Gerona,
j

La Cabana delMoro (p. 9), Termino de

Bescaran, prov. de Lerida,

Dolmen delMasBaleta (p. 20), Termino
j

de Junquera, prov. de Gerona,
|

Dolmen de Quera Eamat (p. 20), Ter-
|

minode Campmany, prov. de Gerona,
)

Dolmen de la VinaMunera(p. 18), Ter- )

mino deCami)many, prov. de Gerona, )
S. 14° 30' E.

Practically all the directions are more or less N.W./S.E., the

entrances of the dolmetts heing to the S.JE. Were the drawings of the

author completely reliable as regards the direction indicated, the

evidence of grouping might be taken as sufficient ; but there being

wanting any detail which would enable us to estimate the degree of

precision to be attributed to the sketches, it is both advisable and

E.I.A. PEOC, SEE. lU., VOL. m. 2 Q

T^.
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interesting to compare these results with similar data already

published. For that purpose, the following extract is taken from

Cartaillac's " Monuments primitifs des Baleares," 1892, p. 38 :

—

"Je n'ai point parle dans la description des edifices, de leur

orientation. II m'a paru bon de reserver ces details et de les

oTouper. En effet si les directions sont absolument variees il, n'y a

aucune observation a presenter, aucune lumiere a recevoir. Si au

contraire 1' orientation est constante pour chaque categoric de monu-

ments, il y a une explication a degager, un motif a rechercher, et

en outre les categories de monuments sont mieux justifiees."

He then gives a resume of the monuments examined by him

according to the classes in which he has placed them, with the

orientations, as follows :

—

Exposition de l'ente^e.

Talayots.

Cudia Cremada, .

Torre Llafuda,

L'Hostal, .

Son Morell de Baix

(Autre),

Torre nova de Lon-

zano,

Trebuco,

Pou de Torn,

Benietzem, .

Benicodrell de Da

vant,

Calafi,

SanAgusti, .

Algaida,

Heredat,

Sa AguHa .

Sud.

Sud.

S.E.

S.E.

S.E.

Sud.

. Sud.

s.s.w.

. Sud.

S.S.E.

Sud.

Sud.

S.S.E.

S.S.E.

Sud.

Edifices en T.

Binimaymut, . Sud.

Torre Trecanda, . S.W.

Torre Llafuda, . Sud.

Talati de Dalt, . Sud.

SonCarla, . S.W.

Torred'EnGalmes, S.W.

TorraubadeSalort, E.

Sa Torreta, . S.E.

Navetas.

Es Tudons,

Son Merce,

Rafal Bubi,

(Autre)

,

S^a Monica,

Calvia,

(Autre),

(Autre),

Benigaus Nou,

. S.W.
S.S.W.

S.W.

S.W.

S.

S.

s.

s.

N.E.

It will be easily recognised, that of the thirty-two directions indi-

cated in these lists, the direction N./S. occurs fifteen times, and more

markedly in the case of the Talayots. The two-thirds of the total

directions indicated being either S., S.E, S.S.E.

Cartaillac adds, in this respect :—
" En resume, la grande majorite de tons ces edifices sont ouverts

au Sud. C'est encore la direction de toutes les maisons de campagne
;

c'est r'orientation naturelle dans un pays ou regne le mistral vent de

N.E. qui souffle en tempete.
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" L'orientation des monuments n'eclaire pas les questions qu'ils

soulevent."

It may be seen that the orientation of the entrances of the

Catalunian monuments is also in the main to the S. and S.E. ; and so

far there is concordance between them and those mentioned by
Cartaillac in this respect. As to the degree of importance to be attached

to the matter of orientation and its significance, I do not pretend, in the

present Paper, to examine it, since, to do so with any hope of attaining

to some tangible conclusion, there should be at hand a very large

number of carefully and correctly made measurements, which, so far as

I am aware of, is at present wanting.

It may not be out of place to call attention to the local name used

in Portugal for the dolmens. The author of the Paper from which I

cite, says that they are there known as " Antas." Thisls also the name
given to them by Cartaillac in his " Ages prehistoriques de I'Espagne

et du Portugal." He cites (p. 147) from the Memoire of Martinho

de Mendon9a de Pina on the Antas (1733) as follows :

—

"Le mot Ayita ou Antas, au pluriel, comme on a coutume de

dire dans la province de Beira, parait propre a I'ancienne langue

portugaise puisqu'on ne lui trouve de connexion avec aucun mot de la

langue qui se parle actuellement chez nous, on de celle qui se parle

cher nos voisins. II entre dans la composition de divers noms de

bourgs et de villages existant depuis nombre de siecles, comme Antas

de Penalva, Antas de Penadono, et il entre de meme, par suite dans

plusieurs noms de famille.

'* Mr. Pereira da Costa, en 1868, dans sa ' Description de quelques

Dolmens ou Antas,' et Mr. Eoulin, en 1869, dans une note lue a

I'academie des Sciences, ' Remarques sur le sens primitif du mot
Antas' ont compulse la litterature en se fourvayant risiblement

au milieu des etymologies. Dans la 6™* Edition du Dictionnaire de la

langue portugaise par Moraes on trouve ce mot Antas comme issu du

Grec avraoi ' Je chemine ' et avec cette definition, ' autels anciens

distribues dans les routes poior servir comme bornes.' Trois idees,

autant d' erreurs !
'*

Cartaillac does not give the solution presented by Mr. Roulin in

1869, although his note on the matter is very interesting. Roulin

points out that the word, as indicated by Mendon9a, is a plural word

{antas, not anta) and connects it with the latin antce, a term of

architecture which passed into the French as " antes," explained by

the dictionary of the Academy des Beaux Arts as the pillars or

quadrangular pilasters which in certain Greek or Roman temples

2 Q 2
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terminated the lateral walls of the " Cella," and he gives as an

example the little temple of Themis at Rhamnus.

Roulin further states that he had presented to the Academy of

Sciences, in February, 1829, a Memoir on the Antas of Portugal, and

the significations of the word, wherein he showed that more than a

century before the voyage of Columbus the words Ante^ Anta, Danta,

had, in the entire peninsular, the double meaning which, at present,

the word Buffle has in French. That is to say that they were applied

to a thick leather prepared in a particular manner, as well also as to

the animal, the skin of which was best capable of receiving this mode

of treatment.

During a very lengthy period there was used, in industry, almost

exclusively for this purpose, the hide of a ruminant peculiar to the

northern countries, I'Elan (Cervis Alces) ; but the manufactured pro-

duct came from the South in the course of commerce with Germany

and the Low Countries, and it is from the name which it bore in the

German dialects that has been formed, that which it receives in Spanish

and in Portuguese ; from the German Elendthier, Ellen^ Elendt, or

rather the old Dutch Allant, Eelandt, there was formed, by separating

from the two words, the first syllable (mistaken for an article) Ante or

Anta, both still in use, that used in Spain being applied to any sort of

leather applicable for equipment purposes.

At p. 181 of his work on Spain and Portugal Gartaillac points out

the surprising ignorance that seems to reign in. Spain as regards the

megalithic crypts ; he states that in Estremadura they are known as

Garitas by the country people, and adds ''that is all they know of

them." Speaking of the term Area (properly speaking the tombs),

he states in a note :
—"It is unnecessary to point out the meaning of the

words garitas, areas, as they are synonymous of casa, little house,

shelter.

Lastly, at p. 186, he gives a very full description of the megalithic

tomb of Antequera, of which he says, "J'arrive au plus celebre des

tombeaux megalithiques de I'Espagne certainement 1' un des plus beaux

de toute 1'Europe." Le nom populaire de cette crypto encore portegee

par son vaste tumulus est la Cueva de Mengal, on a longuement deserte

sur ce nom de mengal sans aboutir a aucun resultat.

From these citations may not something clear be drawn as to the

word Anta, or Antas, or Ante.

1st. That it forms the first half of the name Ante-quera (or Cueva

de Mengal) the most celebrated Spanish megalithic tomb existing.

2nd. That in all probability its signification is the same as that
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given to this class of monuments in Spain by the country people, that

is garitas or arcas^ and consequently that it may mean little house or

shelter.

3rd. That, according to Mendon^a, it is not Portuguese, properly

speaking, nor does it belong to any of the neighbouring modern

languages, and therefore may be attributed to a language still more

remote, such as the Celtic.

4th. That in the name of the other great Megalithic monument

cited along with Antequera, i.e. Dilar, the first syllable may be taken

as representing the Celtic Teac or Tig, house, and therefore that the

words Anta, Antas, Antequera, and Dilar may all be considered as

containing the root Tig, house, or Teac, in one or other form.

It may also be noted that a town or locality bearing the name

Antas exists in the province of Almeria, towards its S. Eastern

extremity, and would merit examination for these ancient monuments

on that account.
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QUARTZ, QUARTZ-ROCK, AND QUARTZITE. By GEORGE
HENRY KINAHAN.

[Read April 9, 1894].

The classification of these rocks was a difficulty when I began the

study of rocks fifty years ago, and, as their classification seems to be

still in an unsatisfactory state, it may be allowable to call attention

to them, more especially as we are now asked to go back to the theories

in vogue many years ago. Quartz, that is the quartz veins, have

characters very similar to those of quartz -rocks. Many of them have

a lining, so that a hard specimen seems like a sedimentary rock. This

is, apparently, due to the fissure, in which one occurs, opening

gradually, and to layers being deposited along the walls of the fissure

as it opened. This seems to be nearly a certainty, as the films or

layers are invariably parallel, or rudely so, to the " foot wall " of the

lode, while they may be oblique to the '* hanging wall." Some

observers have stated that at the two sides of the veins the layers are

parallel to the lower and upper walls. This ought to be the case in a

lode that filled an open fissure, but in my experience I have not met

with an example. The nearest approach was in some of the lodes in

the S. W. Cork district, but even these would, in depth, wedge

against the hanging walls. The quartz in some lodes is a regular

clastic or fragmentary rock. The reason for this is a puzzle, because

if such veins are endogenous, as is generally supposed, such frag-

mentary portions are hard to be accounted for, unless, as is possible,

during drying and consequent shrinkage, portions of the lode were

shivered up, to be subsequently re-cemented by an influx of endo-

genous matter.^

The writer has tried over and over again to draw a boundary line

between quartz, that is vein quartz, and quartz-rock, but has not

1 In a Paper by T. A. Ricaid, Denver, Colorado, Trans. American Inst. Mining

Engineers, August, 1893, *' On the Origin of the Gold-Bearing Quartz of the

Bendigo Reefs, Australia," the writer suggests that the clastic portion of the reefs

is due to re -construction ; hot springs breaking up parts of the quartz reef, and

subsequently re-cementing the materials.
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succeeded in being able to lay down any law by which one could be

distinctly separated from the other. Both are more or less clastic,

both have linings like bedding, and both may occur as intrudes or pro-

trudes, or between the layers of stratification, the " lay and lay" of

the miner, or as dykes and veins.

As far as my knowledge goes Maculloch, the eminent Scotch

Petrologist, was a pioneer in separating quartzite from quartz-rock.

To my mind Scotchmen ought to be proud of him as the first observer

who had any idea of the classification of rocks. On the Continent

€otta and others separated quartz-rock from quartzite, calling the

first Greissen. At home Wylie seems to have been the first to sepa-

rate quartz-rock from quartzite.^ He was subsequently followed by

John Kelly and Jukes, and after that by myself. I was led to my con-

clusions by the study during some twenty years of the silicious rocks

in different places in Leinster, Munster, and Connaught. In a recent

most interesting and learned Paper by Professor Sollas the old theory

as to the origin of the quartz-rock has been again put forward, that

is, that they are only altered or silicijied ordinary sandsto7ies and grits.

But in support of his statement he has not mentioned any one fact

hitherto unknown. That quartz-rock masses are in part, at least,

clastic; that they have nearly always a lining or false bedding, and that

they occur as protrudes or intrudes, are all facts that were previously

known. Furthermore, it was also known and recorded, that some un-

altered arenaceous accumulations have very similar characters. Take,

as examples, the irregular masses of sandstone in the Cratloe Hills,

South Clare ; the so-called porphyries in the slate series of Killaloe,

€Ounties Clare and Tipperary ; the protrudes of grits in the Slieve

Phelim district,, county Tipperary ; the protrudes of grits in the

slate at Kilcavan, county Wicklow, and other protrudes mentioned in

the '' Economic Geology of Ireland. "^ These were recorded before the

writer imagined that the old theory for the genesis of quartz-rock

would ever be reproduced. All these arenaceous accumulations, but

especially the '' Mullasawnites " and the '' book sandstones " of the

ManorCunningham group, counties Tyrone, Donegal, and Londonderry,

make in very similar masses to the quartz- rocks of Carrick Mountain,

county "Wicklow, and those of the Forth Mountain, county Wexford.

They, occurring in massive and lenticular protrudes, have false

1 From Griffiths' map it is evident that that eminent geologist observed, in some

places, a difference between quartzite and quartz-rock ; but in general he did not

separate the one from the other.

-Vol. viii. New Series, Journal Roy. Geol. Soc, Ireland.
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bedding, while one or more boundaries may be fault lines, as if such

masses had acted as groynes during the thrusting and other move-
ments of the associated rocks. Quartz-rock, however, occurs also in

places as dykes, while these massive sandstones never do so. The
E,ev. Professor Blake, in his Paper on the ''Monians " of Anglesey,

mentions the quartz-rocks, there called '* quartz knobs," and seems to

be inclined to believe that they are eminently characteristic of Cam-
brian and Pre- Cambrian groups. This, however, is not the case in

Ireland, as in the Feakle district, county Clare, quartz-rocks occur at

the base of the Lower Carboniferous sandstone. In Slieve Partry, also

near Louisburgh, both in county Mayo, they occur at the base of the

Silurians. In the baronies of Kilmacrenan, Boylagh, &c., county

Donegal, they occur in the " Kilmacrenans," which are, probably,

equivalents of the '' Caradoc sandstone." In South "Wexford, in the

Bannow and Taghmon district, they occur both in the Ordovicians and

the Oldhamians; and near Greenore, in the same county, at the base of

the Ordovicians. In granite they occur at Oughterard, county

Gralway (of which specimens are in Trinity College, Dublin), also

north of Tinahely, near Hackettstown, on the E. and N. E. slopes of

Mount Leinster, and at Kiltealy, &c., counties Carlow, Wicklow, and

Wexford. This granite of Leinster is newer than the associated rocks,

which from their fossils are said to be Ordovicians.

The quartz-rocks of Kiltealy and Mount Leinster occur as veins

associated with the granite veins, that nan rudely parallel to the

boundary of the mass of the granite, being in regular courses and

having a similar underlie to the granite veins. It is possible that they

should be more correctly classed as vein quartz. They have, however,

characters similar to those of the intrudes at White Eock, north of

Tinahely, and at Eagle Hill, near Hackettstown: being more or

less clastic, having false bedding lines, and Professor SoUas's "dirt

bands." The Eagle Hill intrude is eminently peculiar, as in part it

is quartz-rock that graduates into a conglomeritic silicious rock, the

latter graduating into a conglomeritic granitic rock.

These rocks, associated with granite, have all the characters relied

on by Professor Sollas as proofs that quartz-rock is only a silicified

ordinary sandstone
;
yet none of them could ever have been ordinary

sandstone ; while Such characters would result from their having been

deposited by hotsprings, as has been suggested by the present writer

in previous publications.^

1 Geology of Ireland ; also "Quartzite and Quartz Rock," Transactions of th&
Manchester Geological Society, vol. xiv., part xv., pp. 326, &c.
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If quartz-rock is only silicifiecl ordinary sandstone, how is it that

one class of sandstone has been silicified, while all the other associated

sandstones are not so ? As in the following places :—In the county

Wexford, viz. at Honey's Eock on the east coast ; in the Forth Moun-

tains, from Wexford westward to Taghmon, and thence southward to

the sea coast of Bannow ; in county Wicklow, in Carrick Mountain,

and from that S. W. to Macreddin ; also in the Greystones and Bray

Head, etc., districts ; and in county Dublin, in Howth and Ireland's

Eye. In these several districts the associated rocks into which the

quartz-rocks protrude, or intrude, are now, or were, before being

metamorphosed, series of grits, sandstones, and shales. How is it that

the quartz-rocks were silicified, while the associated grits and sand-

stone, often in juxtaposition, are not so? In some of these districts,

especially the Forth Mountain, there is a conspicuous difference be-

tween the quartz-rock and the associated metamorphosed grits and

sandstones.

As pointed out in previous publications of the present writer's, all

silicious, calcareous, ferriferous, etc., springs, while in gentle ebulli-

tion, deposit the minerals in solution, these to be afterwards partly

broken up, whirled round and round in the orifice, and thereby

rounded, while, subsequently, when the springs are in violent action,

they are ejected and deposited around, where they are cemented into a

mass. ^Necessarily, a clastic rock thus formed is almost entirely

made up of the particles of the normal minerals of the spring due to

deposition. This, however, may not be always so, because if the

spring is deep-seated it may bring up pieces from one of the beds

through which it passes. Thus, the large calcareous spring on the

east margin of Lough Rea, county Galway, is continually bringing up

fine silicious sand. As far as my experience goes clastic quartz-rocks

are almost entirely made up of silicious fragments in a silicious, often

ferriferous, magma ; decidedly foreign particles only occurring at

certain centres, as if they were deposited in the immediate vicinity of

the springs. A spring origin for quartz-rock would, necessarily, in-

duce "false bedding," as each ovei-flow from the orifice would deposit

a separate layer.

All ordinary arenaceous accumulations have, in general, a con-

siderable mixture, whether they be sands or solid rock. Under

peculiar circumstances an accumulation may have been silicious or

nearly so, as at the present time we have such sands imported from

America. But in Ireland a pure silicious sand is rare. At Muckish

and in the Lough Salt range, county Donegal, we have such sands,
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but they are quartzites disintegrated in situ, and out of which the

iron has been leached. In places in the same county there are fairly

pure, silicious, ferriferous sands, which, if washed and then consoli-

dated, would make a good silicious rock. On Achill Island, county

Mayo, there is a small tract of pure silicious sand. At Ballydonegan

Bay, county Cork, and Bonmahon, county Waterford, there are pure

silicious sands, but they are artificial, being crushed rock detritus due

to the mine stamps. At Kilmainham Wood, county Meath, and other

places in the gravels, there are a few very pure silicious sands ; but,

in the main, silicious sands are very uncommon in the recent Irish

accumulations. It must, however, be allowed that in early times,

under circumstances of which we are not now cognisant, nearly

pure silicious rocks have accumulated. Take, for instance, the group

of rocks extending N. E. from Ramelton to the shore of Lough Swilly,

north of Rathmullen, and we find them to be in places almost purely

silicious. Then, again, many of the Coal Measure grits in Munster

and Leinster are highly silicious. So that in old times, for reasons

with which we are now unacquainted, silicious accumulations may
have been more common than they are now.

Although I believe that my theory as to the origin of quartz-rock

is nearer the truth than any other that has been put forward, yet I

feel that in its entirety it is not quite satisfactory. Take, for instance,

the quartz pipe-rocks of Sutherland, Scotland ; th.ey look very like

typical quartz-rock ; but if they are such, how did they accumulate ?

And if from hot springs, how did the worms, who have left their in-

numerable pipes, get into them ? Possibly they were heat-proof like

salamanders.

In the county Donegal there are two distinct classes of quartzite

and quartz-rock. The older are, probably, of Pre-Cambrian age, the

newer may, possibly, be equivalents of the Ordovician ; but these two
quite distinct groups are left undistinguished in the maps and Memoirs

of the Geological Survey, so that their age is at present quite obscured.

The newer, belonging to the Kilmacrenans, seem partly to corroborate

my theory, but partly the reverse. Some of these arenaceous rocks,

as it appears to me, must have been sandstone, while associated with

them are rocks that I would call quartz-rock. In some places the

latter rocks have well-defined boundaries, and can easily be separated

from the others, but in places the quartz-rock seems to graduate into

the quartzite. Similarly, in the tracts of silicious rocks of Sligo,

Mayo, and Galway, in some places the rocks are decidedly quartz-rock,

in others quartzite, but in some places it is hard to say in which divi-
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sion they should be placed. It must, however, be remembered that if

quartz-rock is sheared, it takes on a character similar to quartzite,

as is also the case in regard to granite and gneiss, as granite by shear-

ing changes into gneiss. It seems to me, therefore, that when quartz-

rock graduates into quartzite it may be due to a mass of quartz-rock

having been subjected to a shearing process which altered its margin

or margins, but left the main mass in its original condition. This is

suggested by the fact that the alteration is principally found in con-

nection with the planes of upthrust.^

Dykes of quartzite may occur, they being due to dykes of quartz-

rock being sheared, but a normal quartzite, that is, an altered sand-

stone or grit, rarely occurs as a dyke. Sometimes, however, such

dykes, like rocks, do occur, as has been recorded in the counties Mayo,
Galway, and Wicklow, they being due to silicious matter in solution

coming up through joint lines and silicifying the adjoining rock.

Eemarkable triangular patches thus changed into quartzite occur in

the Mweelrea grits, county Mayo.

SUMMAET.

The following characters are common to quartzites, quartz-rock,

and vein quartz :—All are highly silicious, they are more or less

clastic, and have a laminated or foliated or bedded structure.

Other characters of quartz-rock and vein quartz are the following:

—

They may occur as " lay and lay," that is between the natural beds of

the country rock, or as intrudes, or as protrudes, or as dykes.

Some sandstones and grits make very similarly to quartz rock,

they appearing suddenly as massive protrudes, or as lenticular cakes, or

as dykes of fault rock. Such sandstones and grits nearly always have

false bedding, while often they are margined by faults, as if they had

acted as groynes during the different earth movements. The latter is

also often a characteristic of quartz-rock masses.

Ordinary sandstones and grits nearly always contain fragments of

various kinds, due to their constituents being derived from various

sources, while normal quartz-rock, on the other hand, is usually

made up of silicious particles {vide ^ote B, p. 586).

^ In the basal Kilmacrenans conglomerate of the Knockanteenheg outlier, south-

west of Gartan lake, Co. Donegal, the inlying granite blocks and fragments are

elongated iu the portion of the rock immediately above the upthrust planes, while a

Httle higher up they are not so.
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If quartz-rock was only an ordinary silicified sandstone, it ought,

as a general rule, to contain more or less foreign particles. If, how-
ever, quartz-rocks are accumulated from springs, they ought to be

clastic, but the particles ought to be nearly all silicious, they being

derived from the breaking up of portions of the accumulation which
are subsequently re-cemented together. Such deposits ought also to

have false bedding, as each successive discharge from the springs

would be represented by a separate layer of accumulation.

NOTES ADDED I:N" PRESS.

A.—In the discussion it was stated that the silicious sinter deposited

from recent hot springs was quite distinct from quartz-rock, but an

examination of specimens from the hot spring deposits of New
Zealand shows that this is not so. My former colleague, Mr. W. W.
Watts, now of the English Branch of the Geol. Survey, has taken

the trouble to examine the specimens of the sinter from Iceland in the

Jermyn-street Museum. He finds the rocks are more or less clastic.

They show *' irregular layers of deposition which, undoubtedly, give

rise to the cauliflower-like surface of the sinter." "The third slide

shows little nests or pockets full of minute angular sand-grain, chiefly

of quartz, but also chips of felspar and other minerals. *
' These

grains are embedded in opaline silica."

B.— Quartz-roclcs.—If this class of rocks is due to the out-pouring

from hot silicious springs, necessarily it is probable that some other

mineral or minerals may be present in solution. That this is nearly

invariably the case is proved by the minute particles of mica, &c.,

developed in quartz-rocks by secondary action and by shearing ; also

by some quartz-rocks in places becoming felsitic.
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I.

—

Tnteoduction".

In" continuance of the series of local surveys undertaken by the DubKn
Anthropometric Committee and carried out as part of the work of the

Anthropological Laboratory of Trinity College, the third of these

surveys was made by me last August in the western portion of the
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barony of Erris, county Mayo. It was at first intended that only the

Parish of Kilmore, including the peninsula known as the Mullet (or

Erris proper) and the Inishkea Islands should be undertaken, but

unusual facilities for working the isolated district of Portacloy

presenting themselves, it also was included in the inquiry.

The circumstances under which the work was carried on differed

considerably from those experienced on the two previous occasions, the

field being wider and the people more scattered ; but the same methods

were adhered to as far as possible, and this report has been drawn up
on the same lines as its predecessors, in order to facilitate comparison

and reference.

II.

—

Physiogeapht,

The district dealt with in this Paper consists of two distinct localities,

one clearly defined, the parish of Kilmore, the other more indefinite in

its boundaries, being a tract of wild mountainous country around the

little hamlet of Portacloy ; both form part of the barony of Erris, in

the extreme north-west of the Co. Mayo.

Kilmore includes the Mullet peninsula, the inhabited islands of

North and South Inishkea, Duvillaun and Eagle Island, and a consider-

able number of uninhabited islets, the most remarkable of which is

Inisglora (Inis Gluaire). The Mullet, or Erris proper, is a long

narrow strip of land, nearly cut off from the mainland, as it is bounded

on the east or landward side by Broadhaven and the magnificent Bay
of Blacksod, some forty-five square miles in area, the only connection

with the rest of Erris being by a narrow isthmus, about 200 yards in

width. The peninsula runs nearly north and south ; its extreme

length is about fifteen miles, and its width varies from about seven

miles in the northern part to less than half a mile near its southein

extremity. The total area of the parish, including the islands, is

29,492 acres, or about 46 square miles.

The coast line, in the northern portion, consists mainly of high

cliffs, indented by deep coves with precipitous and often overhanging

walls, and in places pierced by caves and natural bridges. This pre-

cipitous coast extends from Broadhaven, on the north-east, round to

Annagh Head on the west, a distance, following the coast line, of

about thirty miles, the cliffs rising in many places to above 300 feet,

and affording only three inlets of any size. Blind Harbour, on the

north (200 acres in area, nearly all dry at low water), and Frenchport

and Scotchport on the west, the others are either inaccessible from the

land side or only practicable for curraghs. Erris Head forms the
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extreme north point of the peninsula. Off this part of the coast lies

Eagle Island, high and rocky in coast and surface, and a lighthouse-

station. Prom Frenchport (or rather Annagh Head, its southern

boundary) southward, the coast is sandy beach, shingle, and low
rocks, and is backed to a large extent by rolling ranges of sandhills.

Off this part of the coast lie Iniskea and Duvillaun, having a sandy
or rocky shore, and a surface of no great elevation. The eastern shore

along Blacksod Bay and Broadhaven is sheltered and low.

The surface of the Mullet does not reach any very great eleva-

tion, the highest point in the northern part being 410 feet above sea

level, and the rounded granite hill of Tarmon, in the extreme south,

369 feet. It is much diversified, a good deal of it being fertile land,^

especially on the east side, but in the north part there is a good deal

of bog and moor, and in the south and west rolling sandhills barely

held in check by bent. In some of the narrower portions a fertile

belt lies between two sandy ones.

The district of Portacloy is a wild mountainous region, with a coast

of precipitous cliffs of great height, and riddled with caves. Benwee
Head, which rises above the sea to the height of 1000 feet, is just

-outside the mouth of the deep narrow inlet which forms the harbour.

The surface of this part of the district is very wild, and consists

largely of bog and mountain. The climate is very mild, frost and

snow being of infrequent occurrence and not lasting for long, but the

rains are heavy and almost constant during the greater part of tlie year,

and storms are frequent and severe.

Vegetation floarishes well, but, owing to the storms, trees are very

few and only grow in sheltered localities.

The whole district is largely cut off from the outer world by the

wide stretch of wild and sparsely peopled country through which the

mail road from Ballina runs.^

III.

—

Antheopogeaphy.

1. Methods.—The methods employed did not differ to any great

extent from those made use of on the two previous occasions. A few

^ I am indebted to Mr. G. H. Kinahan, M.R.I. A., for the following note on
the geology of the Mullet :—The south rough portion is granite, while the north
rough portion is in part Archaean [query, the equivalent of the Sutherland Algonkian
rocks that have been called Old Bay), and in part of Archaean quartzite (query, the
equivalents of the Scotch Ton-idan Sandstone) ; while the central portion is

occupied by schists of an uncertain age that He unconformably on the Archaean
rock to the northward.
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changes were made to bring our observation form into closer accord

with that adopted by the Ethnographic Survey Committee of the

British Association for use in England. The new form admits of very

rapid noting, and in collecting easily and accurately the main physical

characters of the persons examined. It has not, however, any

advantage over the old form, of which it is a modification, in the

convenience of working up results, in fact it is inferior in this

respect as the spaces for indices at the bottom of the page, which

are omitted, proved a great help in tabulating the results of the

Inishbofin Survey ; another defect is that some of the points to be

noted are not strictly defined, and leave too much to the personal

opinion of the observer.

(a.) Hair and eye colour.—No change was made in this part of the

work, the method being exactly that used on the two previous

occasions. Eor full particulars the reader is referred to the Report

on the visit to the Aran Islands.^

(b.) Measurements and instruments.—These were the same as

formerly employed, with two additions:— (1) The height of the head

;

and (2) height of cranium, both projections, directions for taking

which were printed on the observation forms. These measurements

were given a trial, as they form part of the series on the English

form, but after a time they were abandoned for reasons given below.

The same set of instruments as used in Inishbofin was carried,

packed in a canvas case. It consisted of compas d'epaisseur,

compas glissiere, the portable pattern of Cunningham's craniometer,

Garson's anthropometer, steel tape, Snellen test types, note books,

nigrescence cards, and observation forms, as before. The only new
appliance was a Trinity hand camera, made by Messrs. Curtis, Suffolk-

street, Dublin, which, though subjected to rather rough treatment,

stood the test admirably and did very satisfactory work. When not in

use it was carried in a stout waterproof case slung over the shoulder.

(c). Remarks on methods employed.—The work had to be carried on

under rather different circumstances from those experienced before, as

the weather prevailing during my visit to the district was not too

well suited for field work, the rains being frequent and heavy, and

the wind very strong, besides this, the population is much more

scattered than any dealt with before, and long journeys had often to

be made for very little result. In some ways, however, the work

^Ethnography of the Aran Islands, Co. Galway, Proc. R. I. A., vol. ii.,

3rd ser., p. 768.
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was easier, the measuring being, in many cases, clone under shelter,

instead of on the hills, the roadside, or the sea-shore.

As is mentioned above the two new measurements had to be

abandoned owing to practical difficulties. It is a matter of experience

in work of this sort in Ireland that persons do not come to be measured,

they have to be sought out and induced to submit themselves to the

process, often no easy matter ; there are generally several to be

measured in quick succession, but if kept waiting long they will one

by one slip off and refuse to allow measurement ; and as the adapting of

the anthropometer for these projections takes some time, the instrument

having to be unshipped for each, and then fitted up again to measure

the next comer, it became evident that these projections would have

to be given up if anything like a sufficient number of persons was to

be measured. Moreover, accuracy in taking projection measurements

is by no means easily obtained, even under the most favourable circum-

stances in a laboratory, and the difficulty is increased so much in field

work, where it is not at all easy to get the men to understand exactly

what position they are wanted to assume, so as to make the results

unreliable.

The noting of the colours of the hair and eyes also presented

some difficulties, the chief being to distinguish between those who
were natives and strangers from other districts, which was rendered

greater by the absence of a distinctive dress (except in the case of

the people of Inishkea). In spite of these difficulties, however, I

succeeded in noting the eye and hair colours of 494 individuals, on 62

(male adults) of whom the full series of measurements and observa-

tions was made. As on the two former surveys precautions were taken

against recording the same person twice, as well as against the

inclusion of the men measured in the ordinary nigrescence cards.

(d). Photography,—Owing to the rain and rough weather as much
could not be done in this department as had been hoped, but in spite

of the difficulties of cloudy skies and high winds a number of photo-

graphs were taken, including, 17 portraits, 14 of them individuals

measured, 12 groups, taken in all parts of the district, 30 illustrations

of the occupations, modes of transport, and habitations of the people,

also several of the antiquities of the district, and a set of views sliow-

ing surface of land and nature of coast line, &c.

Some of these photographs were taken by myself, others by my
brother J. M. Browne. The addition of the hand camera to our

appliances has proved to be a great advantage, enabling portraits of

unwilling subjects to be taken, and adding to the value of the photo-

E.l.A. PROC, SKB. III., VOL. III. 2 R
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graphs of occupations by admitting of their heing taken when the

performers were in motion. It could also be used on occasions when

the high winds would not allow the setting up of a tripod stand.

2.

—

Physical Characters :
—

(a). The general physical characters of the people are as given

below, though some differences exist between the inhabitants of

different parts of the district.

The people on the whole are good-looking, especially when young;

many of the girls and young women are very handsome, but they

appear to age rapidly and early become wrinkled.

Stature and hulk.—The men of this district are as a rule of fair

average stature, very stoutly built, and broad shouldered ; while there

are few who can fairly be termed very tall, yet many reach a good

height, and the proportion of small men is by no means large. The

average stature of the 62 adult males measured was 1725 mm., or

about 5 feet 8 inches. The extremes were 1628 mm. (5 feet 4 inches),

and 1820 mm., or about 5 feet 11^ inches.

The women seem to be more even in height than the men.

Limls.—The hands are usually of medium size, broad and with

fingers squarely clubbed at the ends. The forearms (measured from

styloid process to the head of radius) are often very long for the

stature, and the span is sometimes very great, though in a few cases

it is less than the stature, a character also noted in the Aran Islands,

though the proportion of cases in which it was observed was much

greater there.

B^ead.—The head is generally well shaped and is often of large

size. The forehead is broad and upright (rarely receding), rounded

away at the sides, and of fair height ; superciliary ridges and glabella

of no great size, eye-brows thick and level.

The cranial curve rises to a pretty fair height above the ears

(height index 65*8), though not attaining the altitude seen in the

people of Aran and the men of Inishbofin, and descends in an even

sweep to the occipital protuberance as the occipital region does not

usually project.

In the majority of cases, as will be seen from the table of indices,

the head is mesaticephalic, the mean index being 77-4 (when two

units are deducted to reduce to the cranial standard). Of the 62

persons measured, 10 were brachycephalic, and 11 dolichocephalic.

The extremes were 86*2 and 72-3.
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Face.—The face is of medium length, with prominent cheek-bones,
and is rather broader in the bigonial region than observed in either

Aran or Inishbofin.

The nose is short and has nearly always a straight profile ; of the
62 men measured, 50 had straight, 8 sinuous, 2 aquiline, and 2
retrousse noses.

The wrinkles on the face are very deep, most so about the eyes
and at the ''root" of the nose, where there is often a raised fold of

skin between two deep furrows. The mouth is large, with lips of

medium thickness, often kept habitually apart when the face is at

rest, but the large hanging lower lip is not so noticeable a character

here as in other localities of the west coast.

The teeth are usually very shoit and even.

The chin is prominent, but not long, and the angles of the jaw are

rather oblique.

The eyes, which are placed moderately wide apart, have iiides of a

light blue or bluish-gray, and being deep set and (in the fishermen)

habitually half closed, they present to a casual observer the appear-

ance of being small in size.

The ears are small, projecting, and rather coarsely moulded.

Abnormalities of the lobule are common, and were seen in 33 out of

the 62 men on whom observations were made ; of these the lobule was
absent in 10, and attached in 23. Absence of the lobule is very

common in the northern part of the Mullet, and appears to be a local

character there ; in nearly all the men seen, at Muingcrena this part

of the organ was either of very small size or was absent altogether.

Flattening out of the pinna and Darwinian tubercle were observed in

several cases.

Skm.—Wrinkles, as before mentioned, come early, first appearing

about the eves.

The complexion is either ruddy or pale, rarely sallow ; on

exposure to the sun and wind it becomes a clear red, seldom

freckling or turning brown.

Hair.—The prevailing colour for the hair is dark brown, next in

order of frequency is brown or chestnut, next black ; fair and red hair

are comparatively scarce.

In the case of the Inishkea people, the most usual hair colour

seems to be a clear brown, accompanied by reddish-brown beard and

blue-grey eyes ;
in these islands also, there is a larger proportion of fair

hair than on the mainland. The hair and beard (when worn) are

fairly abundant. Greyness does not appear to set in early.

2 R 2
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Sight and Hearing.—Both these senses are very acute, especially

the former, which, in the fishermen, is extremely keen, many of these

men can see small objects floating on the water at a distance where,

even by. the aid of a strong glass, most persons would find great

difficulty in seeing them at all.

This description being a general one, little mention has been made

of the differences which exist between the people of different parts of

the district. It appears to be the general opinion on the mainland,

that the inhabitants of Korth Inishkea are taller than those of the

South Island, and, also, that the natives of both islands are fairer

than those of the mainland, and personal inspection has corroborated

these opinions. The islanders are readily distinguishable from the

mainland people, not only by their dress of blue homespun, but also by

their fairer hair and complexion, and their different cast of features.

The men of the district round Portacloy are darker in hair and

seem to be of a different type ; many of them are exceedingly fine

well-built fellows.

In no part of the district are the people of small stature, though

a large number of them are descendants of dispossessed Ulster people.

On the contrary, they appear to be taller and stouter than the

inhabitants of the southern part of the country. A statement,^

originally made by an anonymous writer, has somehow gained

currency, and has been repeatedly quoted abroad, noticeably by

M. De Quatrefages,^ and by M. Devay,=^ that the descendants of the

Ulster people driven two centuries ago into Sligo and Mayo, had

dwindled into dwarfs of five feet two inches high, prognathous and

pot-bellied.

This most certainly does not apply to any section of the

inhabitants of this part of Mayo, if indeed it were ever true of

any part of the counties named, which repeated inquiries and personal

observation agree in denying most positively.

The statement is quite unsupported by other writers dealing with

this region at the same time. Thus Mr. P. Knight, writing in 1834,

says of the people of Erris that " they are generally a good-

humoured, good-natured, hospitable, generous race

—

of middle size—
active, intelligent, and, when an opportunity offers of showing it,

industrious." C. 0.* describes the people as tall.

1 Dublin University Magazine, No. 48, p. 658.

2L'Unite de I'Espece Humain, ii., 316.

3 Devay Fr. " Du Danger des Mariages consanguins sous le Eapport Sanitaiie."

* *' Sketches in Erris and Tyrawley."
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Cephalic Indices, Corrected foe Comparison with Skulls.

No.
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(b.) Statistics of Eye and Hair Colours:—

Adults.—I. Males.

Hair.
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Children .—I. Boys.

Hair.
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Total.—I. Males.

Hair.
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(c.) Physical Proportions.—As in foregoing reports, the proportions

borne by the main measurements to the stature (taken as 100) have

been calculated, and are given in this paper : they differ consider-

ably from those of the people of the districts previously visited.

1'ack.

The face is not so long in proportion as met with in either of the

other localities. It varies between 6-48 and 8*26, with a mean of

7*36 : it is over 8 in one instance, and below 7 in nine out of the

sixty-two recorded.

Tipper Face.—Mean 4-30, as compared with 4 42 for Inishbofin.

ISfose.—This is not very constant in its relation to body-height,

haviLg a mean of 3-10 and extremes of 2*65 and 3*98. Thus, on the

whole, this feature is much shorter in the Erris people than in the

Aran Islanders (3*38) or the natives of Inishbofin, in whom the mean
exactly equalled the canon (3-30).

Sitting Height.

This measurement was for the first time taken regularly in field-

work in this district. The mean of the series is 51-33, but it varies

in individual cases between 49*44 and 55"29.

Uppee Limb.

Span.—Several cases are recorded in this series in which this

measurement falls short of the stature, a character found to be com-

mon in the Aran Islands, where it was met with in more than one-

fourth of those measured. The proportion in this case is one in

fifteen. Of the four cases, three are from North Inishkea and one

from the Mullet. The mean occupies a position between that of Aran

and that of Inishbofin, being 104'36 as against 101-94 and 104-95.

Sand.—This member is rather short, and is, as a rule, fairly con-

stant in its proportion to stature. It ranges, however, in extreme

cases between 10-10 and 12-24, and averages 11-34, being thus the

same as the mean of Inishbofin (11"33).

Forearm.—The forearm is long, giving a mean of 15*43, very

much greater than is the case either in the Aran series (15*18) or in

that of Inishbofin (15-03).
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No. Name. Age. Locality.
Eye

Colour.
Hair

Colour. Skin.

Cephalic.

Ears.

be
C

h-1

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44
45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

Magrath, Patk., .

Bourne, William,

Bourke, John,
Toole, Thomas,
Hogan, John,

Bourke, Domk., .

Heveman, Philip,

E,eilly, James,

Kane, Eichard, .

M'Loughlin, Th., 25

44

33

33

33
40

21

50

Meenaghan, Th.,

Dixon, •

,

CaflFerky, Hugh, ,

Coyle, Francis, .

Padden, Domk., ,

Padden, John,

Dixon, James,
Lavelle, Anthony,

Meenaghan, ML,

M'Ginty, Owen, .

Monaghan, ML, .

Keane, Patrick, .

O'Donnell, John,

Dixon, Patrick, .

Carey, Martin,

Lavelle, Patrick,

Dixon, Patrick, .

Burke, John,
Joyce, Patrick, .

Padden, Michael,

18

50

47
22

18

28

24

35

59

19

24

33

26

30

30

23
18

22

Portacloy

Portacloy

Portacloy

Portacloy

Portacloy

Portacloy

Aughleam,
Mullet

Drum, Mullet

Fallmore,

Mullet
Mullet

Blacksod,

Mullet
Blacksod,

Mullet
Tip., Mullet
Tip., Mullet

Tip., Mullet
Tip., MuUet

Tip., Mullet

Tip., Mullet
Tip., MuUet

Inishkea, S.

Inishkea, S.

Inishkea, S.

Inishkea, S.

Inishkea, S.

Aghadoon,
Mullet

Aghadoon,
Mullet

Aghadoon,
Mullet

'

Aghadoon,
Mullet

Belmullet

Buncrena,
Mullet

Knockna-
shambo, Mullet

blue
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(e.) Analysis of the Statistical Tables:—
The variations in type in the inhabitants of the different parts of

the district are shown by the following Table, which appears to

corroborate the belief entertained by the people that the men of North
Inishkea are taller than those of the South Island or of the Mullet.

They also show the greater proportion of light hair in the islanders :
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townlands having only been temporary. That this loss is entirely due

to emigration is proved by the returns of births and deaths in the

registration district of Binghamstown for the decennial period 1884-

1893 in v^hich space of time the births numbered 1260, and the

deaths 707, an excess of 553, or 22*7 per cent. The following Table,

which refers only to the parish of Xilmore, shows the population

of the district at each census since 1851, with the number of in-

habited houses, average number of inhabitants per house, and of acres

per head.^

Census.
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The distribution of population, inhabited houses, and outbuildings

was as follows in 1891 :

—

Locality.
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of heads of cattle the farm could rear by pasture
; but as some tillage

became afterwards necessary, they divided the crop-ground into

collops also, as well as the pasture, and each farm then had its number
of tillage collops and of grazing collops. The tillage collop is sup-
posed to be capable of supporting one family by its produce. In many
instances poor families have no pasture to correspond with their tillao-e

collop, and even of this they may have only a half or quarter, called

a geerla. . . . The prices of these collops vary according to the quality

of the farm
;
the average is about one guinea. The pasture collop is

the grass of a horse, or a cow, or two year old heifers, or six or eight

sheep. It is evident from this system, that although a man may
expend a good deal of labour in digging and manuring his ridge, it is

only a chance whether he will enjoy the labour so expended the
third year, and hence that he is careless of future benefits, and that,

of course, the land will be but imperfectly cultivated. . . . There is a
headman or hmg appointed in every village, who is deputed to cast

the lots every third year, and to arrange with the community what
work is to be done during the year in fencing, &c. . . . The king takes
care generally to have the rent collected, applets the proportion of

taxes with the other elders of the village, for all is done in a patri-

archal way, coram 'populo.''''

The following table, extracted from Mr. Knight's valuable little

book on Erris (p. 58), is given here as illustrating the condition of

people sixty years ago.

Knight's Population Table.

Population, &c.

Families, 1723

Males,

Females,

Rental, .

Sums or collops,

Amount of Tithes,

. 4290

. 4372
8662

£4300

4469

£258

Boats (sail).
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Knight's Population Table—continued.

Population, &c. Remarks.

Horses, .

Asses,

Cows,

Sheep, .

Pigs,

Ploughs,

Carts,

Feather beds,

Blankets,

87-.

56/
587

3
943

Or only one beast of burden nearly, to every
two families. Major Bingham and a

few others have some good horses. The
general breed is small, but hardy.

1967 This is more than one to each family.

2348

919

J
At Major Bingham's, Eev. Mr. Dawson's,

\ and Eev. Mr. Lyons's.

Same.

Or nearly one to every third family. The
-{6

1838

734

substitute—straw, rushes, or bent.

Men without shoes,

, T .,

,

oi c£. ( Wanting clothes, or nearly one-third of the
Men, women, and children, 3156

j ^.^ole population.

^ , . . _., ( In a year of great plenty, but after two of
Buying provisions, . . 751

| grelt scarcity.

Sick, .... 454

Died (1831), . . .236
Carriages (four-wheeled), 2

Carriages (two-wheeled), 8

(c.) Language and Illiteracy—Language.—1 regret to be unable to

give bere tbe proportion of people speaking Irish alone, and Irisb

and English, as the census authorities make the return by baronies

only. The great majority of the people are bi-lingual, speaking

both Irisb and English, employing Irisb mainly when speaking among

themselves, but tbere is some small proportion, especially among the

older people, who speak no English. Tbe inhabitants of Inisbkea

do not usually speak anything but Irisb on their own islands,

though having a fair knowledge of English ; but many of the women

on these islands have no knowledge of the last-named language.

About Portacloy there are many who '* have no English."

Illiteracy.—The return for this is given by parishes. In Kilmore,

in 1891, there were 3590 persons of five years old and upwards; of

these 2135 or 59*5 per. cent, were illiterate.
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(d.) Health.—It was found to be a difficult matter to obtain

reliable information on this point, but there seems to be, on the whole,

but little serious disease, and the people appear to be strong and
healthy. The affections su:ffered from are mainly due to the nature

of their food and occupations, and the unwholesome state of their

dwellings.

Consanguineous Marriages.—The intermarriage of relations seems
to be very common, not only on the islands, but also on the mainland,

where it is most common in small fishing hamlets difficult of access,

such as Fallmore, Tip, and Portacloy. While visiting Inishkea

inquiries were made as to these unions, and several of the inhabitants

assured me that intermarriage between the people of the North and
South Islands was not common, it being a far more usual thing for

the islanders to marry people from the opposite shore of the Mullet

;

thus, the South Island people seem to intermarry a good deal with
the inhabitants of Fallmore, a very primitive village at the extreme
end of the peninsula, which has only being provided with a road,

such as it is, since 1881. On both islands, however, the majority of

the marriages seem to take place between members of the community.
It does not seem as if it were usual for first cousins to marry, but

matches between relatives of all degrees farther out seem to be of

very common occurrence.

Tlirough the kindness of the Rev. H. Hewson, P.P. of Belmullet,

I am enabled to give actual figures, as he has kept the record of

dispensations for these marriages since 1875; from that date until

August, 1894, there were in the Parish of Kilmore, which contains

about 700 families, altogether 276 marriages, and of these 61 or 22-1

per cent, obtained dispensations, as the parties were relatives. In the

Parish of Belmullet, number of families 460, there were in the same
period 247 with 26 consanguineous (or 10-5 per cent.) and Kilcommon,
with about 620 families, had 276 marriages, for 72 of which, or 26-1

per cent., dispensations were granted. The average in the whole
three parishes was thus 19'5 per cent. To these may be added some
10 or 12 more cases of marriages of first cousins dispensed by the

bishop of the diocese. There does not seem to be any marked result

from this long continued close intermarriage, except the very marked
local types observable in the more isolated places, which seem to have

been fixed or preserved by this cause. This is especially the case in

the islands whose inhabitants, while bearing a general resemblance

to each other, differ much in appearance from their neighbours of th{;

mainland.
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It has been stated by one or two casual visitors that the natives of

Inishkea were dwarfed and very degenerate, but this idea seems to have
arisen from the islands having been visited at a time when most of

the able-bodied men were away at the lobster-fishery, and only the

immature, the old, and the ailing were at home. Ko man of less than

1640 m.m. (5 ft. 4J in.) was met with on either island, and the men
appear to be robust and athletic, while the women are, on the whole,

good looking.

The people themselves do not seem to ascribe any ill effects to the

close intermarriage. It is doubtful if these unions are proportionally

more frequent in Inishkea than on the mainland.

Diseases.—The following account is believed to be correct, though,

as before stated, there was much difficulty in obtaining accurate

information on this subject. Actual figures are given wherever they

could be obtained.

The principal diseases may be classed as follows :

—

Insanity.—A considerable number of cases occur in Erris, mainly

in the mountainous districts, comparatively few in the Mullet, and,

all informants agreed in stating, that there have been none for many
years from either north or south Inishkea.

The prevalence of insanity in the mountainous regions may pro-

bably be partly due to illicit distillation, and the influences of worse

food and inferior dwellings compared to those of the people of the coast.

Idiocy and Imbecility

.

—Repeated inquiries failed to find more than

two imbeciles, one on south Inishkea, and the other in BelmuUet.

Two members of the family in the south Inishkea case are lame ; no

history could be obtained relative to the parents.

Epilepsy is not very common, but several cases (number not ascer-

tained) are known ; none of these are in the islands.

Deaf-mutism.—There is one case of deaf-mutism in Belmullet.

Parents were said not to be related. No cases in the peninsula or on

the islands.

Blindness, except among the aged, is not common. A congenitally

blind boy was drowned in the year 1893, trying to cross in a curragh

from one of the islands to the mainland with a cargo of poteen.

Malformations seem to be rare, two cases of hare lip were the only

ones seen, and the inquiry failed to find any more except the two cases

of lameness mentioned above.

Fevers.—Enteric and typhus are both common, cases of the latter

being of frequent occurence. Measles and scarlet fever are not very

often met with.
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" ConstitutionaV^ diseases.—Phthisis and struma are stated to be

comparatively rare.

Malignant disease is very common in the Mullet, especially in the

electoral district of Binghamstown South, which includes all the

southern part of the peninsula. The majority of these cases are said

to fall into the hands of *' cancer curers," who use arsenic paste.

Rheumatism is one of the most prevalent troubles, especially in

the elderly and old.

'' Gravel " is a common complaint all over the district, and a good

many deaths from this cause are registered.

Dietetic diseases.—Digestive troubles are very common everywhere,

but more especially in the inland parts where the dietary is less

varied; "boxty," or potato-bread and the abuse of strong tea seem

to be very largely responsible.

Along the coast, ento-parasites, due to the large proportion of fish

in the dietary, are of very frequent occurence.

Respiratory diseases.—Bronchitis is very prevalent in the winter

and spring, and spasmodic asthma is stated to be not an uncommon
affection.

Local affections are few and not very serious. Conjunctivitis is

common, and much aggravated by the peat-smoke of the houses.

As regards dental troubles, the people are by no means free from

these, though as a rule the teeth are even and white, and remain

sound until late in life.

'' Female " troubles seem to be very common.

Venereal diseases are practically non-existant.

Shin.—Skin diseases are very prevalent. Among these the most

common are—tinea tonsurans, eczema, sea boils, and scabies.

Accidental injuries.—Owing to the mode of life of the people and

their environment, accidents frequently happen, especially fractures

and contusions from falls, bites and other injuries from domestic

animals, and burns.

4. Psychology.—The difficulties of treating this part of the

subject justly are, in the case of a stranger, very great, as his

acquaintance with the people cannot be of sufficiently long standing

to allow of the knowledge of more than the superficial part of

their character, while, in the case of a resident, personal likes and

antipathies, and local quarrels or friendships, largely influence his

opinions.

The following description, though to some extent derived from

personal observation, is for the most part obtained from several local
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sources, my informants being those who are brought into close contact

with the everyday life of the people. So far as it goes it is believed

to be accurate. Ko attempt has been made to do otherwise than

describe the actual state of the case, and while the faults of the

people are not extenuated, yet any circumstances which may explain

these are given as far as possible, and their good qualities are believed

to be stated without exaggeration.

To the casual visitor the people, on acquaintance, are decidedly

attractive ; in the outlying parts of the district, it is true, they are at

first rather suspicious of strangers, but after a short time are very

obliging and communicative, ready to show anything of interest in

their neighbourhood, and hospitable to the best of their power. The

natives of both the islands at Inishkea, are very hospitable and

kindly to strangers, of whom they are, however, rather distrustful,

a visitor being welcomed into their houses, and entertained with the

best they can give. With each other they seem in all parts of the

district to be much given to chaff and joking of a more or less

practical nature, and their sense of the ridiculous seems to be rather

keen. In times of trouble or distress they are very kind, generous

with what they have, and helpful to one another.

They are fond of music, dancing, and bright colours, and more

than one song-maker in their own tongue, the Irish, has been a native

of this district ; amongst these was the celebrated Dick Barrett,

several of whose productions have been collected and published. In
common with most of the people of our rural districts, there do

not seem to be many traces of artistic taste, and a native art

is conspicious by its absence. One or two instances of attempted

decoration were observed in Inishkea, none on the mainland.

On the whole, though cases of dishonesty and sharp practice in

bargaining occur, they are honest in their dealings with one another.

As is often the case in remote districts, the people of one locality

are sometimes on strained relations with those of another ; thus there

exists a certain amount of jealousy and distrust between the natives

of the two Inishkeas, while the people of the mainland do not readily

amalgamate with those of either island.

As regards intelligence, they are extremely sharp and shrewd,

and seem rather fond of argumentation. There is but little crime,

with the exception of illicit distillation and drunkenness, but the people

are very litigious, going to law with each other about slight trespasses

and similar matters. This tendency is not by any means of recent

origin, but has been remarked on by several writers. Maxwell
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mentions that at one time the people of Inishkea were much noted

for it, and that the fate of the two men, who some time in the last

century ruined themselves in a lawsuit ahout a sheep, became prover-

bial, and litigants were warned to remember the fate of " Malley and

Malone." C. 0.^ also refers to this peculiarity, which nowadays seems

to be more characteristic of the mainland people than the islanders.

In the course of the cases arising from this tendency, many curious

examples of ingenious cross-swearing occur. Intoxication is rather

prevalent on fair days and holidays, and at weddings and other

festive occasions, but at ordinary times there is not much of it

among the country people. They appear to be conscientious in their

religious observances, and depend much on the guidance and advice

of their clergy.

As will be judged from the extent and variety of their folk-lore,

they have a great love for the supernatural and mystical.

As regards morals, though illegitimacy is by no means unknown,

yet, when the size of the population is taken into account, it is

so rare as to be very creditable to the moral tone of the people.-

A stand-up fight rarely occurs when men quarrel, there may be

one or two blows struck, or stone-throwing may be indulged in, but

disputes do not usually get beyond cursing and vituperation.

As parents they are affectionate, but careless and unequal in their

treatment of their children, at one time over indulging them, and at

another punishing severely for a slight fault.

With regard to industry, but little can be said in their favour,

though energetic by starts, during which they are capable of a great

deal of work, accounts agree in stating that they dislike steady

occupation, and are indolent. It should be remembered, however,

that there has hitherto been but little inducement to them to cultivate

steady industry. The women seem always to have plenty of work

on hand, and to do it.

In this district, as in many others, the people are not very careful

in their re-payment of debts, and shopkeepers do not now give credit

to the same extent as formerly. As to rent and cess, to the payment

of these, too, a strong aversion is often manifested.

Many of their habits are not over cleanly, though this is largely

due to the wretched nature of their houses, and a strict regard for

truth is not a prominent part of their character.

^ " Sketches in Erris and Tyrawley."
- The total number of cases which occurred between the years 1884 and 1893

was 18.
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5. Folic Names.—The following list of surnames was obtained^
comprising all those of the district, with the exception of a few
new comers, and the names of the inhabitants of the town of

Belmullet :

—
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List of Surnames—continued.
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could be ascertained, are given below in both the ancient and the

modern forms.

Modem Form.
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Ireland. Barrett, Burke, Carey, Joyce, M 'Andrew, Walsh, and pro-

bably Williams (if it be, as is alleged, a form of Mac William or

Mac Qnillin).

(c.) The immigrants from Ulster come next, amongst whose
descendants are said to be the O'Donnells, Connells, Doghertvs,

Gallaghers, Geraghtys, Beillys (from Cavan), and perhaps M'Loughlins.

(d.) The Mac Cormicks came into the district in the reign of

James I.

(e.) Last come names of English origin, the most ancient of which
seems to be Bingham, dating from the reign of Elizabeth. Toilet, and
probably Dixon, are names of descendants of the Shane settlers. The
other English names are of shorter standing, and some of them may
really be anglicised local surnames.

The names of the English settlers signed to the petition to Sir

Henry Bingham, sometime in the reign of Queen Anne, are Higgin-

botham. Maxwell, Dennistoun, Linney, Langford, Tollett, Houston,

Parker, Gamble, Calwell, and Low ; of these, Tollett is the only one

now found in the parish, if Gammeli be not a corrupted form of

Gamble.^

IV.

—

Sociology.

1. Occupations.—Excluding the inhabitants of the little town of

Belmullet, in which most of the tradesmen reside, the people are, as

a rule, either fishermen or farmers, or they combine both occupations.

There are a few large holders and proprietors, but the majority of the-

farms are of small size. These holdings are but poorly fenced, a

frequent cause of dispute. Fences are usually earthen or turf, but on

the islands dry stone walls, such as are seen in Aran, are common.

The principal crops are barley, oats, rye, and potatoes. All the farming

is rude and primitive. Spade labour is practically universal, the

spades being of modern form, as the old " gowel "'^ or " gowel-gob," a

two-bladed or forked wooden spade formerly used here, has long been

extinct.

In 1834 there were only 3 ploughs and the same number of carts

in use in the Mullet : now (1895) the number of ploughs is 80, and of

carts 63.

^ Though these settlers are spoken of as Enghsh by the various writers who
have mentioned the colony, yet the majority of these surnames appear to be Scotch.

2 A specimen of this curious agricultural implement is figured in the Catalogue
of Antiquities of the Royal Irish Academy.
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The manures used are mainly sea-weed and farmyard manure.

In the mountains the practice of burning the land is common.

The pasture is fairly good, but the cattle and sheep are inferior,

though efforts are now being made to improve the breeds.

An average family has a couple of pigs, a cow or two and some

sheep, a large number of fowl, geese and ducks, and a donkey or

horse.

The fuel used is turf obtained from the bogs, which are extensive,

except in the southern part of the Mullet ; and the islands which have

now no turf of their own import from Achill or Ballycroy.

A very considerable quantity of kelp is made, on which, in the

Mullet, a royalty is charged by the landlord. About Portacloy there

is no royalty paid.

Fishing employs many of the men, though until lately the fish

taken was merely for home use. The kinds usually caught are

turbot, mackerel, ling, cod, and herrings; all of these, except the

turbot, are now cured at the fishing stations established at several

parts of the coast by the government. For home consumption, much

is eaten fresh, but a good deal of it is roughly salted for winter

use.

Lobsters are mostly taken by the men of Inishkea, and by a

couple of boats at Portacloy. The Inishkea men, while at this

fishing, mostly live in very primitive huts on Inisglora, where they

stay away from their families for six weeks or two months at a time.

The lobsters are sold in Belmullet for about five shillings per dozen,

and are sent by car to Ballina and thence to England. The lobster

pots are mostly of home manufacture.

The fishery stations mentioned above now afford employment to

many who formerly had no means of disposing of their surplus time

and fish.

Large quantities of eggs are exported from this district, Belmullet

being the largest ^%% exporting centre in Ireland. They are brought

into the town by the country people and sold to dealers, who, when

they have collected a sufficient quantity, send them on to Ballina,

whence they are sent to England. Butter is also exported in the

summer and autumn.

Illicit distilling is carried on to some extent in this district,

though not at all so prevalent as formerly. The stills are made in the

people's homes by travelling tinkers who live with the family until

the job is finished.

A good deal of homespun is made, but the dyes are not obtained
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from plants growing in the district as formerly, but are imported.

There are several weavers in the district, and the clothes are made up
by a local tailor. One unusual occupation, that of cloth miller or

presser is carried on by a man in Belmullet, who uses a rather primi-

tive press of his own construction.

There is very little regular employment for labourers, except

that given by a few of the resident gentry and some of the people

of Belmullet. Labourers receive Is. 6^. a day, or a Is. and their

food; if at harvest time, threshing or employed at cutting turf,

slightly more, about 2s. a day.

Little or no work is done by the majority of the men during the

winter months, except to gather a little drift weed along the coast.

The women attend to the ordinary duties of the house, assist at

field work and at bringing home turf ; they gather and dry carrageen

moss {sphaerococcus crisptus) which they sell at the rate of 2s. a stone

(unbleached) ; they also card and spin the wool. Old women often

get employment going from house to house oiling, carding, and
spinning the wool for the hDusehold ; for this work they receive

2s. a week and their keep.

2. Family Life and Customs.—The general characters of family life

are much the same as those of the people of Inishbofin.

The children, who are usually numerous, are sent to school, if

at all, at about five years of age ; they show plenty of aptness at

acquiring knowledge, but as their attendance is very irregular,

through their being wanted at home to help their parents, their

progress is much impeded. When they reach the age of fourteen

or fifteen years they leave school and enter into the regular work
of the household until they have attained means either to marry
and settle clown or to emigrate.

Some few of the girls, after leaving school, go out as domestic

servants either in local situations or to England or Scotland.

Both sexes usually marry young, the matches being arranged by
the parents, and money rather than romance being the chief element

in the case, as a projected marriage is often abandoned owing to

disputes between parents without the young people themselves being
consulted in the matter. Love-making, except in the case of engaged
couples, but seldom occurs, but that it does sometimes happen is

shown by the number and variety of love-charms and omens. As
in most other parts of Ireland the majority of marriages occur before

Shrove. When full agreements have been made by the parents, the

young man goes and asks the girl personally. If he be refused, he does
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not, like an Inishbofin man, consider himself disgraced, nor is he

inconsolable.

Engaged couples or newly married people often come in for an

amount of attention from the children of the neighbourhood, which,

however flattering it may be, is decidedly embarrassing; they are

followed about and cheered whenever they appear together. Weddings

are occasions of family festivities, and are usually followed by a dance.

" Straw-boys " go round to the house on these occasions and take part

in the dancing. They are disguised in tall conical-shaped straw

masks, adorned with strips of red and green cloth, white shirts

decorated with coloured ribbons, and white or red petticoats. The

band is headed by a captain and a mate, who enter the house first

and declare that they are shipwrecked sailors, and that they have

come to dance at the wedding; the captain then dances with the

bride, the mate with the bridesmaid, and the rest of the band with

the other girls. It is usual to treat the straw-boys to drink, but they

often refuse it, and never demand money, or indulge in any rowdy

conduct.

The young couple usually set up house on their own account,

except in the case of the youngest son, who inherits his parents' house

and property, in which case the bride goes to live with her people-

in-law.

When a person is dying, windows and doors are thrown open, and

the clock (if there be one) stopped ; it is considered unlucky or im-

proper for any of those in the house to cry until after the death has

actually occured.

Wakes are still held in this district, and many of the old obser-

vances and games are kept up ; but owing to the discouragement of

these by the clergy, the people show a great reluctance to give any

information on the matter. A good deal of drinking usually takes

place on these occasions.

The funeral customs have undergone some change during the past

thirty years, but much still remains that is worthy of notice. A grave

is not usually dug until the coffin reaches the graveyard, if begun before

hand it is never dug on a Monday, or commenced at least, but a start

is made, if necessity compels, by raising a few sods on Sunday. It is

believed to be unlucky to bury a corpse on New Year's Day, an act

which is thought to bring misfortune to the whole neighbourhood.

The coffin is usually taken out the back door of the house, and

conveyed to the cemetery by the longest route. At the graveyard the

eaoine is raised by the women immediately after the religious ceremony
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is concluded The burial grounds are kept much better than in many
other parts of the West; and on Inishkea, as well as in the Mullet it
It IS customary to decorate the graves with large white pebbles, and to
place at the head a neatly made wooden cross. A curious custom
exists, some instances of which were observed at Tarmoncarra ofplacmg tobacco pipes on the graves ; these are the pipes which were
left unused after the wake, mat the reason is for so placing them
could not be ascertained, but it is considered extremely unlucky toremove them. ^

TInbaptised infants are interred in separate burying grounds by
themselves, several of which are in the district.

It is now no longer customary for the people of the Mullet to bury
their dead m Inisglora, the last instance of this having occured over
thirty years ago. Formerly many families used regularly to make use
of this island as a cemetery, always taking a body over from a point
of the mainland opposite, which was stated by tradition to have once
been connected with the main, but to have got separated afterwards
by a channel which has gradually widened.

MaxwelV writing in 1832, says-- There are no people on earth
more punctilious in the interment of their dead than the peasantry of
this remote district. A strange and unaccountable custom exists of
burying different families resident on the main in island cemeteries
and great difficulty and often great danger attends the conveyance of
a corpse to its insulated resting place, m inducement will make
these wild people inter a body apart from the tomb of its fathers, and
if a boat will live, the corpse will be transported to the family tomb'
At times the weather renders this impracticable, but the deceased is
kept for many days unburied in the hope that the storm may subside •

and only when frail mortality evinces unequivocal tokens of decay
will the relatives consent to unite its dust with the ashes of a stranger ''

A considerable number of migratory labourers leave this district
annually to do harvesting work in England, on the proceeds of which
work they m part support themselves during the winter. The number
doing thus has decreased somewhat of late years.

There is not much to be said about the everyday mode of life
The men fish and attend to their holdings

; the women manage housed
hold affairs and assist at field work in times of pressure. The people
are early risers in the summer months, and, as a rule, retire to bed
early, few lights being seen in the hamlets after nine or ten p m

1 Maxwell, W. H., " WHd sports of the West," chap. xix.

2 T
K.r.A. PEOC, SEE. III., VOL. Ill
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A- cruel custom is said to have been common in the district at one

time, which was still in use in 1835, of harrowing with the harrow

fastened to the horses tail.

The females of a family sleep in the " room," the men in the bed

in the kitchen ; if the family be large, the beds will be very full, the

occupants lying ''heads and points," as several of my informants

phrased it, that is, some with their heads in the ordinary place, others

with theirs to the foot of the bed. No night-clothing is worn by

either sex among the poorer people.

A method of sleeping when the house was much crowded was

formerly practised in this district, which is fully described by a writer^

who has been frequently quoted in this Eeport :
—" This is what is

called sleeping in stradoge, and is regidated as follows :—The floor is

thickly strewed with fresh rushes, and stripping themselves entirely,

the whole family lie down at once and together, covering themselves

with blankets if they have them, if not, with their day-clothing, but

they lie down decently, and in order ; the eldest daughter next the

wall farthest from the door, then all the sisters according to their

ages ; next the mother, father, and sons in succession, and then the

strangers, whether the travelling pedlar, or tailor, or beggar; thus

the strangers are kept aloof from the female part of the family, and if

there be apparent community, there is great propriety of conduct."

3. Food.—The dietary varies somewhat with the locality, but

fish seems to form a considerable part of it in all but the mountainous

portions of the district. Flesh or fowl are rarely tasted, except at

Christmas time, or at Michaelmas, or some other great occasion.

The islanders are said to make some use of sea birds, but use fish as

the staple animal food. This is eaten fresh in summer, and coarsely

salted for winter use.

The main articles of diet are stirabout, soda-bread, and boxty

(a form of damper made of grated raw potatoes, and cooked on a

griddle. This extremely indigestible form of bread is much used in

the mountainous parts), potatoes, and tea, which is becoming more

extensively used than formerly, and is now taken at nearly every meal.

Whatever the other meals may be composed of, fish forms part of supper.

An average day's dietary in the Mullet would be somewhat as

follows :

—

Brealcfast.—Potatoes and fish, or Indian meal (sometimes oatmeal)

stirabout, buttermilk.

1 C. 0., " Sketches in Erris and Tyrawley," p. 34.
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Dinner.—Tea and soda-bread, or fish and potatoes.

Supper.—Fish and potatoes, with buttennilk as a beverage, or

stirabout and milk.

In the mountainous parts, potatoes and stirabout form, with tea

and boxty, the larger part of the dietary. In this region also the

poorer families do not usually take more than two meals a day during

the winter months.

Butter, cheese, and eggs are but very little used, the eggs being

exported, and in some remote parts sometimes bartered to the small

dealers for tea, sugar, or tobacco, instead of being sold for money.
In many parts a good deal of poteen is consumed, as illicit dis-

tilling, though much less common than formerly, still prevails to a

considerable extent.

4. Clothing.—When seen in their holiday dress the people appear

to be well dressed, and almost over-clothed
; but the everyday workino--

dress is, among the poorer part of the population, often of a very non-
descript, not to say ragged, character.

At first sight there does not seem to be much homespun worn, but
on closer inspection a great deal of it appears to be still in use, but
to be made up in modern style. It is usually dyed blue, but a good
deal of it is a natural grey made by mixing black and white wool,

and which, as it does not fade, is much in use. The costume of the
men varies much

; the old swallow- tailed coat with the metal buttons

is now seldom seen, being replaced by more modern patterns. The
trousers are either homespun or cordui'oy. Hats and caps of all

shapes are worn
;
they are usually purchased in Belmullet from local

shopkeepers who import them. Many of the men, on working days,

wear shirts of a thick, white, homespun flannel.

The men of Inishkea still retain a distinctive attire, their dress

being composed of a navy-blue homespun, of which shirt, vest, and
trousers are made ; many wear a loose blouse or frock of the same
material, which they prefer to "shop cloth," as they say it is

warmer, wears longer, and stands sea water better; it is certainly

more picturesque.

A great deal of second hand clothing is sold on fair days to the

poorer class of people by ''Cheap Jacks," who dispose of their wares

by a sort of Dutch auction.

The men wear boots in every-day dress, but the women and children

do so only on Sundays, market-days, and holidays. It is a common
custom for women going to market in Belmullet to walk barefooted,

carrying their boots in their baskets until they reach the outskirts of

2 T 2
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the town, where they sit down by the roadside, and put on their boots

and stockings, taking them off again when starting for home.

The old-fashioned frock or kilt-shaped garment, made of red or

grey homespun, and buttoned up the back, is still worn by boys up to

twelve years of age.

The dress of the women is on the whole less changed than that

of the men. Many of the elderly women wear the white-frilled cap,

others have a small red kerchief tied under the chin. Over the

shoulders a shawl of tartan or other striking pattern is folded, but

this is not so frequently of a bright red, as in other districts, as the

darker colours seem to be more in favour ; beneath the shawl is a

boddice of some dark material. The petticoat is short, but is only

occasionally the typical red homespun of the western peasant. It

is often grey, or dyed purple, blue, or some other bright colour, and

is sometimes ornamented by a few rows of black braid. Aprons of

check are much worn. Many of the older women wear the heavy

blue cloak with cape and hood on Sundays and holidays. The younger

women to a large extent copy modern fashions on festive occasions,

but the result is not happy, as their taste in colours is curious, and

they certainly look better in native costume.

A great variety of homespuns are made in the district, there being^

several weavers who turn out coarse flannel, tweeds, and friezes,

some of which are very good specimens of hand-loom work. The dyes

are nearly all imported, indigo and the made-up aniline dyes being

most used. Purple loosestrife {Lytlirum salicaria), which was at one

time pretty generally employed for this purpose, is now only used for

dying stockings.

5. Bicellings.—The habitations of the people present considerable

variety, some being extremely poor, others of a fairly good class. The

description given below applies solely to the houses of the people of

the rural parts, and not to Belmullet (which is a cleanly and well-

built little town, composed almost entirely of good-slated houses of

two stories) nor to the houses of the proprietors or large holders.

Of late years there has been much improvement in the style of

dwelling, but few indeed of the old turf cabins remain ; while the

semi-subterranean huts, some of which were inhabited in 1841, have

become altogether extinct.

The Farliamentary Gazetteer (1846) describes the majority of

dwellings as being built partly of stone and partly of turf, and con-

sisting of only one or at most two rooms.

An average dwelling now is built of stone, sometimes dry, at others
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cemented by " dobe " or tempered clay, or sometimes mortar. It
generally consists of two apartments, the kitchen and the "room."
The kitchen, which is usually of pretty large size, is used as the
living room

; it has a floor of beaten clay. This room has one, or

perhaps, two windows of small size, and seldom made to open. These
are always glazed now-a-days, but in the last century they were
covered with oiled sheepskin. The house has two doors, both of which
open directly into the kitchen, and are situated about two-thirds of
the way from the partition wall of the two apartments.

The end of the kitchen farthest from the fire is used as a pen for
the cattle and pigs. The fowl roost where they can, often on the
backs of the cattle.

Above the beams or couples in this part of the kitchen boards are

sometimes placed, making a sort of loft, in which fishing and boat
tackle, agricultural implements, and other articles are stored.

The fireplace is built against the partition wall between the
kitchen and the room. It consists of a stone hearth backed by a
"hob," also of stone, built out slantwise behind it to make the fire

draw well. This class of house has no chimney, the smoke escaping
through a circular hole in the roof immediately above the hearth.

" The room " is a smaller apartment than the kitchen, (measuring
about 12 feet by 10 feet) it has one or two small windows, and the
floor is sometimes boarded.

The furniture of the house is poor and scanty, that of the kitchen
consisting of a bedstead, rudely made up of drift-wood, two posts being
driven into the floor, a longitudinal piece uniting these and two cross-

beams at head and foot resting by one end on the posts, and having the
other built into the wall. Sometimes it is built up into four-poster shape
and has curtains. The bedding is composed either of feather ticks, or,

with the poorer people, of straw, covered with coarse sacking. The
bedclothes are often very dirty. There is a dresser covered with
earthenware plates, cups, and jugs of a poor and cheap description, a
table, two or three chairs, and a couple of forms or settles. A long
straw rope is usually stretched across the apartment to hang clothes to

dry on. Worsted when spun, nets, &c., are hung from the couples.

"The room" contains one or two beds of the sort described, a chair

or two, a table (in some cases), and a large chest.

The domestic utensils consist of the usual three-legged pot, a
griddle, a gridiron, and sometimes a pot oven, a few staved wooden
piggins, a boran or sheepskin sieve, and, in the mountains and islands,

a quern, now only used usually for grinding barley for cattle food,
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though it may be put to the less innocent purpose of preparing malt
for poteen, and a spinning-wheel of the usual type. For light at night

modern lamps are coming into use, but in many houses the *' flare " is

used. It consists of a rude sconce, in which is fastened a cylindrical

reservoir for oil, closed at the top by a lid, and having a spout like

that of a coffee-pot, through which the wick is drawn. Eush lights

are still used by some.

The house is often whitewashed outside ; the roof is thatch, of

straw in most localities, but on the islands, and some places in the

]3eninsula, bent is use instead. This is laid on over *' scraws " of grass-

turf and fastened down by sougans (straw ropes), the ends of which
may be attached to pegs driven into the walls, or have long pieces of

wood or heavy stones fastened to them. These ropes are often arranged

in a net work so as to hold the thatch more securely. Coir rope, bought
in Belmullet, is now used by some instead of sougans. The gable is

stepped or cut away so that the thatch does not project over the end wall.

There are several other types of houses, though the style just

described is the most common. Most of the newer houses and those

building have chimneys, pig-styes of turf or stone, and in some cases

byres. Few of the old one-roomed dwellings, built partly or alto-

gether of turf, are still to be seen, but there are a number of one-

roomed huts of stone, many of which have no windows.
The most primitive habitations in the district, and perhaps in

Ireland, are the rude huts {hoolies) on Inishglora, inhabited during the

lobster fishing season by the men of Inishkea ; they are about a dozen
in number, rudely built of dry stone and thatched with "scraws."
There is not room to stand upright in them, the height from floor to

roof being about 5 feet. Internally they contain a rude bunk filled with
straw for sleeping in and a few large stones to sit upon. Cooking
appears to be done out of doors. Successive batches of men live in

these huts for about three months of the year. Some of the poorest

houses on the mainland are in the isolated and primitive village of

Fallmore, where few of the dwellings have windows and few or none
chimneys. The houses on the islands are decidedly among the best in

the district. Many are whitewashed inside, and the furniture is of a

superior class, abundant material being thrown up as drift wood. The
beds are four-posted structures, with flat board tops, and some of them
have bright-coloured curtains, and the bedding is clean and tidy-

looking.

6. Transport.—Lying as it does far from towns of any size, and
separated from the nearest by a wide stretch of wild and thinly-
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populated country, the district under consideration is practically

isolated, and communication with other parts of the country is carried

on by road or by sea. Mails and passengers are carried daily to and
from Ballina and Belmullet by a good two-horse (Bianconi) stage-

car; and a similar vehicle, an opposition venture, also makes the

journey daily with passengers and light goods. The country beyond
Belmullet is provided with mails twice weekly. Goods are conveyed

by carts from Ballina, a distance of over forty miles, during the

winter and spring, and large sailing boats are sometimes employed
carrying heavy goods from Westport. But few wheeled-vehicles are

used except by the better-to-do, and in the remoter parts hardly

any are employed, turf, sea-weed, &c., being carried in cleaves or

pardoges (panniers with movable bottoms, slung over the backs of

horses or donkeys). The people, if poor, have to walk ; those better

off may ride to market. It is common for two to ride the one horse,

a man in the saddle and a woman en croupe, or both equestrians

may be women, in which case, sometimes, but very rarely, the

woman in front may ride astride.

The main roads are pretty good, but many of the smaller ones are

very little used, except at harvest time or when turf is being got in,

and as a result are grass-grown and uneven. Some small fishing

hamlets and outlying places are still unprovided with roads.

For water transport there are the sailing boats before mentioned,

used for the conveyance of goods from Westport. The form of boat

most in use is the curragh, which is manned by three men ; it varies

somewhat in pattern in different localities.

In the Mullet and the islands 142 curraghs are in use. "Very few

boats of other patterns are kept, as there are only three second-class

boats (yawls), and about thirty third-class. At Portacloy there are

about 30 curraghs.

The southern part of the peninsula and the islands obtain their

turf supply by boat from Achill and Ballycroy.

V. FOLK-LOKE.

Although poor in so many other respects, Erris is particularly rich

in folk-lore, many old customs, traditions, and beliefs, which have

died out, or are dying elsewhere, still flourishing there. The legends

and tales of the past and many old songs are still current, especially

among the older people, who, however, will not readily communicate

them to strangers, so that only a resident well acquainted with Irish
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is likely to succeed in collecting much. Fortunately there is a

resident (the Rev. P. A. O'Reilly), who is engaged in collecting the

old Irish songs of the district, several of which he has already

published. As to the legends, many of these have been recorded by

C. 0. and Mr. Knight, to whose works the reader is referred.

The following notes, mainly dealing with what may be termed

minor folk-lore, were some of them obtained from fishermen and others

of the natives, but mainly through the kindness of several residents,

some of whom desired that their names should not be mentioned.

1. Customs and Beliefs.—For the majority of the notes on these I

am indebted to the kindness of Mr. J. A. IS'olau, of Belmullet, who,

being a native of the district, and personally acquainted with nearly

everyone in it, has an exceptionally large knowledge of the subject;

for a large part of what remains I have also to thank Messrs. F. C.

Wallace, d.i. e.i.c, Belmullet, and P. T. O'Reilly, Carn.

A very large number of things are considered lucky or the

reverse. It is unlucky to dig a grave on a Monday, on which

day also no change of residence should be made, a Friday should

rather be chosen, as that is the lucky day for moving. To meet a

red-haired woman on starting out in the morning, to mention a priest

while fishing, to take fish out of a house without sprinkling some

salt on it, to sell milk without putting in a pinch of salt, to give fire

out of the house on May-day, or to anyone in whose dwelling a sick

person may be, all these are unlucky. People "born with teeth"

are unlucky also ; but to be "born with a caul " is a sign of great

good fortune, though should the original owner ever see it his luck

will depart ; the possession of a caul is believed to protect against

death by drowning. A mole on the face, if " above the breath," is

considered to have the same protective influence.

Death within the year is believed to be the fate of the man who
has the temerity to make an addition to the western side of his

house, or to build out at the back ; several instances of men who died

within a short time after thus offending are sure to be told to the in-

credulous.

The banshee, the death-watch, the creaking of furniture, and

the howling of a dog at night are all looked upon as death-warnings.

Several persons were met with who asserted that they had heard the

banshee before the death of relatives.

At weddings the bride and bridegroom must step over the

threshold of the chapel door together, as whichever goes out first

will be the first to die.
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The effect of the evil eye is much dreaded, and illness and

misfortune are ascribed to it ;
for this reason, a child or an animal

should not be praised without saying ''God bless it," to avert mis-

fortune. To counteract this influence, human beings may be spit upon,

or the sign of the cross made on them in the name of the Trinity.

Cattle sometimes have knot-charms tied to their tails.

Many animals have beliefs or customs connected with them. A
fox should not be interfered with by the people in his neighbourhood,

or he will revenge himself by raids on their fowls ; if well treated he

will do no damage.

Seals are thought by some to be enchanted men or transmigrated

souls, and for this reason are not molested. A man at Portacloy

asserted that it was unlucky to kill seals, and added, as a warning,

that he knew a man, a relative of his own, who went into a cave to

slay a seal, and on raising his club to strike it, saw the animal change

into a large frog. He did not, however, seem to have any very great

faith in his own story, as a few minutes afterwards he offered to sell

a sealskin.

It is believed also that on some nights seals assume human shape,

and that a number of them gather together on the rocks and wail

aloud.

C. 0. states that the people of Tip were reputed by their neigh-

bours to be '' peculiar " because they ate seals' flesh.

The soil of Inishglora is thought to be so fatal to rats that if one

of these animals be brought to the island it will die as soon as it

touches the soil, and a handful of sand from the island will perfectly

protect a house against this kind of vermin. A black hen used, on

some occasions (and may perhaps be still) to be buried alive with its

wings spread out to bring about a fair wind or some desired good

fortune.

Ghosts and apparitions are fully believed in. Two instances of

the spirits of drowned persons being seen walking about are reported

to have occurred within the past year ; one of these was said to have

occurred near Blacksod, where the ghost of a sailor was seen on the

sea-shore. An apparation in the form of a black dog is sometimes

seen by belated travellers not far from Portacloy. About half-a-mile

outside EelmuUet and within the peninsula of the Mullet, there is a

mound in a field by the roadside ; this is raised over the bodies of

some of the peasantry who were slain in a combat with the yeomanry

(known as the battle of Meenane Creve), in the year 1793. At this

spot the ghost of a young man without a head is seen sitting upon the
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bank by the roadside ; after a time it rises, walks across the road to
the mound, and then vanishes.

The ghost of Major is reported to be sometimes seen
riding a phantom horse at a spot near Cam, and circles on the grass
are pointed out as marking the scene of his equestrian feats ; he is

also said to ride at times to Bingham Castle.

There is a strong belief in fairies, and many people are to be
found who say that they have seen them. They are said to dance at

night and cause fairy rings
; they dwell in grassy mounds and travel

from place to place, using stems of the ragweed as horses.

The mirage which is sometimes seen off the coast is ascribed to

the fairies if it assumes the appearance of boats or ships ; they are

believed to have been seen to land on the shore, haul up their boats,

and vanish. Many stories are told respecting the impudent pranks of

these beings, and to their revenge for some injury, disease in

man and cattle is sometimes ascribed. A man may become paralysed

or waste away and die from fairy influence as well as from the evil

eye, but their malice may have a less serious ending, and may only

produce some disfigurement. Some time ago a man was one day
walking homewards, when he saw lying on the road a bright new
razor ; he picked it up and took it home with him, but after shaving

with it got sycosis menti, and the implement was then declared to be
a "fairy razor."

Women dying in puerperal fever are believed to have been taken
by the fairies to act as wet-nurses, and infants may be "taken away,"
and changelings put in their places. The changeling may be got rid

of by putting on a roaring fire and throwing him behind it, when he
at once vanishes in the smoke. The igtius fatuus is believed to be
caused by the fairies to lead people astray.

The attentions of these creatures are not expended on human
beings alone, for they may revenge themselves on those who vex
them by attacking domestic animals. Cattle becoming ill suddenly

are supposed to be " shot " by the fairies, and the owners will often

go to a great deal of trouble to find a person who possess a "fairy

stone," which is the only remedy. These stones are treasured very

carefully and are kept wrapped up in a piece of cloth ; they are used

by rubbing them on the afflicted animal, and repeating a charm or

prayer. Unfortunately no specimen of these stones was seen, so it

cannot be stated positively whether they are flint arrow-heads or not.

A farm-house at a place called lUaun glass, in the Mullet, has a

tale connected with it, illustrating the causing of disease in cattle by
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the fairies. A few years ago the cattle on this farm became ill, and

one after another died ; the people of the house consulted a *' fairy

woman," who told them that the cause of the disease was the defiling

of the fairies play-ground, by allowing a manure heap on the south

side of the house, but that if this were removed that all would be

well. Her advice was taken, and from that day forth the illness

ceased. Dirty water should not be thrown out at night for fear of

offending the fairies.

Many of the old customs mentioned by writers of the earlier part

of the century have become extinct. People from the mainland no

longer bury their dead on Inishglora, and some other customs con-

nected with this island have died out since it became uninhabited

;

the first that two people could not go together into one of the ruined

cells or cloghans without breaking bread between them, neglect of

which would cause one of the two to die within the year ; the other

that every visitor should kiss the wooden statute of St. Brendan.^

Though these customs have gone, many still continue to exist—wakes,

funeral customs, and straw-boys at weddings have been already men-

tioned; wren hunting is practised, and the "Avran-bush" carried

round on St. Stephen's Day, as in most other parts of Ireland. On
St. John's Eve bon-fires, or Beltain fires, are lighted, and people used

to jump through the smoke over them when they got low ; many still

endeavour on these occasions to take home a live coal to kindle their

own fires with.

The sign of the cross is made over the mouth when yawning to

avert evil. Hair-cuttings are carefully put away in a hole in the

wall in order that strength may be preserved.

The sale of cattle is completed by dipping a stick in dirt, and

marking the beasts therewith.

Girls sometimes try means of discovering what their future husband

will be like. The following is a specimen :—On the first sight of the

first new moon of the New Year, the girl kneels down and says seven

" Our Fathers " and seven "Hail Marys"; then she takes some of

the clay from under her left knee and puts it into a left stocking,

which she then buries until retiring at night, when she takes it up and

sleeps on it to dream of her future husband.

There is a love charm of a rather gruesome character which is still

^ It used to be the custom for all ships passing Inishglora to lower top sails in

honour of St. Brendan ; and it was believed that any man who thrice lifted th(»

statue in his arms was rendered capable of helping women in difficult labours.

—

O'DONOVAN.
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believed in, or at least spoken of, though not practised. It is called

the spancel, and is thus described by C. 0.^ :
—''This spancel, called

in Irish * stheioul dhrum agus tharragh,' signifying the skin of the

back and of the belly, consists of a continuous band of skin taken from

round the length of the body, viz. from the side of one foot up the

outside of that leg and side, over the head and down the other side

to the sole of the other foot, up the inside of that leg and down the

inside of the other, until the stripe meets where it first set out ; it is

used as a love charm, and its power is believed to be irresistible, it

being only necessary in order to secure the affections of the victim, to

tie the spancel round him while asleep ; if he does not awake during

the operation all must turn out to the wish of the operator ; if he does

awake, he dies before the end of the year, so the poor desired one has

no escape." The same author mentions several instances of this,

which were said to have occurred shortly before he wrote (1841), one

of which, the discovery of three young women taking the spancel off

a corpse, is still remembered by some of the older inhabitants. There

are several holy wells in the district, but the most famous is the well

of St. Erendan, on Inishglora, the water of which is said to remain

sweet and pure if drawn by a man, but to turn bloody and become
full of worms if a woman has the temerity to take it. Many tales

are told of the misfortunes which have happened to women who
persisted in drawing water from this well after being warned.
There is now resident in Belmullet an old man who lived for some
years on Inishglora. This man solemnly declared to the Eev. P.

O'Reilly and the writer that he had three times cleared out the

well after women had taken water from it, and that on each occasion

it was "full of blood and corruption"; he also said that from the

time he began to clean out the well until the job was completed
no water flowed in. though it began to come as soon as the cleansing

was finished. He added that if a woman were left alone on the

island with only a male child of a month old, and she wanted to get

water, the vessel would have to be held by the child's hand to

prevent the water from becoming bloody.

2. Charms and Leechcraft.—Disease is often ascribed to superna-

tural agencies, and for this reason is often treated by charms or

incantations. There are several local *' wise " men and women who
treat disorders partly by means of charms, partly by herbal and
animal remedies. In some cases the idea underlying the treatment

1 (( Erris and Tyrawley," p. 90.
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seems to be the transferrence of the malady to some inanimate

object, which, if found, may transmit the disease to the finder.

Charms, Sfc.—For "the Eose " (erysipelas) the following i&

sometimes made nse of, but to be efficacious it is thought that it must
always be applied by a person of the opposite sex to the patient :

—

The operator rubs salt butter into the part affected, and prays

over it, this process being repeated twice a week. (Communicated
by a friend, who has seen it employed.)

Eor the same—the old woman who performs this takes ten

pebbles from a well or brook, one she throws back into the water,

the other nine she takes to the patient, and having muttered some
prayers over them she puts each down on its upper side (i.e. the side

prayed over, and taking them up one by one, she rubs them on the

affected part in the name of the Trinity, and of the JTm^ of the Hose.

She then takes the stones to a stream and throws them in, praying

that so and so (naming the patient) may never have *' the rose " so long

as the stones remain there.

The following is employed for a mote or piece of barley beard in

the eye. The woman who practises this takes a clean bowl and a

-jug or cup full of clear water, she rinses her mouth with the water

until it ceases to be sullied, when she takes a fresh quantity in her

mouth and holds it there until she has repeated, or is supposed to

repeat, some prayer or charm. She then empties her mouth into the

clean vessel, and shows the mote floating in it.^ Written charms for

the toothache are sometimes worn about the person.

For a headache "head measuring" is employed; several old

woman practise it. The cause of the pain is believed to be the open-

ing of the head by separation of the bones. To cure this state of affairs.

the woman takes a cord which she passes round the head, and marks
the length ; this done she mutters a charm or prayer and measures

again, showing the patient that the circumference is now less and

that the head is closed, a kerchief is usually kept bound around the

brows for some time afterwards to prevent recurrence of the pain.

There is great faith in the efficacy of the touch of a seventh son,

especially in "evil" and ringworm. An Inishkea fisherman stated

that on the islands it is believed that toothache may be completely

removed and will never return if the tooth be rubbed with a dead

man's finger.

^I am indebted to the kindness of the Rev. H. Hewson, P.P., Belmullet, for
the description of these two charms both of which he has seen performed.
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In cases of difficult labour a ploughman may be called in to

lift and shake the woman gently, which it is thought will produce

the desired effect. The reason given is that as he shakes and scatters

the seed on the earth, so also he ought to produce a good effect here.

A nail which has got into the foot is always thrown into the fire.

Leechcraft.—Though regular medical assistance is usually sought

for serious complaints, yet, the more common ailments are often

treated by the people themselves, several of the older men and women
enjoying some local celebrity for this.

The following list of substances used medicinally was collected

;

it is believed to be but a small fraction of the local pharmacopoeia.

(a.) Animal substances.—Saliva is used for many purposes ; thus

button scurvy is treated by spitting on the floor and rubbing on the

mixed saliva and dust with the right thumb.

Seal oil is rubbed in for sprains and rheumatism, for which it has

a great reputation locally; it is sold in BelmuUet at a pretty high price.

The tongue of a fox is used as a poultice to extract thorns, &c.

(b.) Herbs.—Mr. Nolan kindly provided the following list of plants

in use in the district, most of which he has seen used. The qualities of

many of these were also described to me by several of the country people.

Dandelion {Leoontodon taraxacum), used for ''liver troubles."

Comfrey {Symphytum officinale), used as a styptic.

Samphire {Crithmum marifimum), used, boiled in milk, for heart-

burn.

Self-heal (locally called Heartsease) {Brunella vulyaris), used for

palpitations.

Mountain sage (Teucrium scorodonia), used " for the heart " and in

cough mixtures.

Ground-wood, or Bog-bark (not identified), used for gravel

(boiled in milk).

Bugloss {JEchium or Lycopsis), used, in poultices with oat-meal, for

abscesses, &c.

Ground-ivy {Nepeta ylechoma), used, as a '' tea," for " heart beat,"

or mixed with other herbs for a cough.

Nettles {Urtica dioica), used, with ginger, for "wind on the

stomach."

Ivy {Hedera helix), leaves used as a cap for a " scabby head."

Burdock root {Arctium lapua), \

Furze tops
(
Vlex\

^

\
usually combined and

Broom
(
Cytisus scoparius), l ^.""f^

^^^^ sugar-stick

^ ^ ^ , ^ ,

'

'

s 1 to form a cough-syrup,
i^arageen moss {ophcsrococcus europceus), J
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Horehoimd {Marrulium vulgare)^ used as an expectorant.

Marsh-mallow {AWma officinalis), used as poulticefor "sore breast."

Mullein ( Verhascicm thapsus), used as an infusion for coughs.

Parsely {Petroselinum sativum), boiled in milk for " gravel."

Belladonna {Atropa lelladoiina)^ used for palpitation or "heart

beat."

It will be seen from this list that several of the remedies used are

officinal ; and others, though not officially recognised, possess medi-

cinal properties.

3. Legends and Traditions.—There are many of these current in

the district, but only a small number could be collected. Among all

these, few bearing on the early history of this region seem to have

come down to the present time, except the tradition of a great battle

fought at Cross, in the Mullet, between the people of the country, and

an invading army under a king of Mimster who was slain in the fight,

and over whose remains a tumulus was erected.

There is, so far as could be ascertained, no tradition as to the

origin of the earlier inhabitants, either of the mainland, or of the

islands ; but the families whose ancestors came from Ulster two cen-

turies ago are well known, and sometimes are called by the name

Ultagh, instead of their own surnames.

It would be expected that there would be some tales connected

wdth the duns, of which there are several, but very few seem to be

known, even the oldest inhabitants not seeming to have heard any

history of them. The story of Dun Donald, related by Knight,^ the

vague tradition that Dunamoa was built by the Burkes, and besieged

by the " Danes" ; and another concerning Dun Fiachrach, which is

believed to have been a favourite resting place for the children of Lir,

and the fishermen of the neighbourhood say that the founder of the

fort used to ride a " water-horse," on which he could leap across the

deep caves on to the cliffs on each side of the dun. Many of the

people ascribe these forts to "the Danes."

The favourite tales and poems are either ancient myth, or of a

semi-religious character ; legends of the saints forming a large portion

of the old chroniclers' stock.

Mr Knight says^— " It is not from these cairns (Seefins) alone

we claim Fingal and Ossian as peculiarly ours ; we have heard them

in real song, and many a winter's evening have I heard the old chroni-

cler lying on his back quietly, in the bed beyond the fire, repeat the

ip. Knight, Erris, &c., p. 166. - Ibid., p. 110.
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* deed of old ' to delighted listening ears, but in language so ancient

as to be now almost unintelligible to most Irish speakers of the

modem school." The tradition of St. Brendan's discovery of America

is well known, but the statement made by old writers about the

supposed anti-putrefactive nature of the soil of Inishglora, does not

seem to be recognised by the people of the district, who point to the

bones among the ruins in disproof of the story.

O'Plaherty, in his " Ogygia," mentions the island in the following

lines :

—

*' In Innisglore on Erris shore,

Should we the bodies of our sires explore

We'ed find them blooming, fresh and fail-.

No human flesh can rot or perish there."

The PriesVs Leap.—Just below the sea face of Dunnamoe, and

separated from it by a narrow channel, is a large rock, which, tradition

relates, was once part of the cliff on which the fort is built. It is said

that once in the old times, some say the time of Cromwell, a priest

was saying Mass at Tarmoncarra, when he was surprised by the

soldiery. Not knowing whither to fly, he ran towards the cliffs and

reached them at this spot, his pursuers coming close behind him.

Just when all seemed lost the large mass of rock on which he was

broke away from the cliff and settled down in the sea as an islet,

bearing down the priest with it, comfortably seated, in a niche, known

as the "priest's chair," sheltered from the bullets of his enemies.

Thus protected he remained until night, when he was taken off in a

curragh by his people. The place has since been known as the

" Priest's Leap."

The Namhoge or Neeicoge.—There was formerly on Iniskea a small

stone figure called the neewoge (little saint), which was believed to have

great power over the weather, and was accordingly treated with great

reverence and used to be invoked for favourable winds. It is said that

a pirate landed on the island, and after carrying off all that was

portable, set fire to the houses, with the exception of the one in which,

the neeiooge was kept, which did not take fire. Search was made for

the cause and the image was taken out and broken. The neewoge

never fully recovered this treatment. His power, though still great,

was not the same as it had been.

Some years ago the attention of the parish priest became directed

to the existence of this image, and having obtained the stone by a

stratagem from the woman who was its custodian he threw it into the

sea. As he died not very long after this, some of the islanders ascribe
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his death to his interference with this figure. An Inishkea man spoke

about the matter with much indignation even after the lapse of

years, and said that they had never known misfortune or hunger in

the island until after the distruction of this neewoge.

Many different accounts have been given of the image itself. One
writer (C. 0.) states that it was a stone figure of rude workmanship,
and that it was dressed in a suit of homespun, renewed every year.

The description given by those who have seen it agree in stating

that it was not a statue but a small flat stone. One informant believed it

to be part of the head of a stone figure. This was enveloped in a

small bag of homespun, which was replaced when it got old and
soiled, and was kept in a blind window or recess in the wall in one of

the houses.

St. Brendan and the JDevil.—During my visit to Inishglora some
of the Inishkea fishermen, who were camped there at the time, pointed

out that no grass grew on a part of the island, and gave the following

explanation :—St. Brendan was one day disturbed in his devotions by
the devil, who appeared to him in the form of a beautiful girl and
tempted him. The saint indignantly repulsed the temptress, and
drove her towards the end of the island, blessing the soil as he went,

but at the point where the grass ends, Satan changed his form and
assumed the shape of a ram, which so astonished the saint that in his

excitement he ceased blessing and gave chase to the evil one who ran

to the rocks and jumped into the sea. The unblessed land is that on

which the grass does not grow.

YI. Archeology.

The few notes made in this section do not purport to be fully

descriptive, but merely to indicate the nature of the antiquities of

the region, which are of importance in the study of the people as

bearing on the history of their past, and to direct the attention of

archaeologists to the quantity of material worthy of study and record

which is still to be met with in this part of county Mayo.

1. Survivals.—The district is comparatively rich in these, though

many articles in use in the localities previously reported on are now
quite extinct in Erris. The primitive condition of many of the

houses, the absence of chimneys, and the custom of taking cattle into

the dwellings have already been referred to.

The quern is still in use in several houses, especially on the

islands and in the remoter localities, though now only employed for

E.I.A. PROC., SEE. III., VOL. III. 2 V
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orinding barley for cattle food, or in some few cases for malt for

poteen.

Hooped piggins are used in many houses, as also are sheepskin

sieves {horans).

The spinning-wheel for wool is of the usual Connaught type, with-

out treadle, and is made in the district. The cards used for the wool

are imported, being all made in Dublin. The hand-looms are the same

as used elsewhere in the West, and of rather rude construction, though

capable of turning out good work.

A machine of rather primitive design is used for compressing cloth.

It was made by its user, and has been working for many years.

Rush-lights are used in some houses, and in others the rude lamp

already referred to, which is evidently merely a reproduction in tin-

ware of the old stone or iron lamp for fish oil.

The stills employed by the makers of poteen are constructed of tin,

and of simple but effective design. They are made in the owners

houses by tinkers.

The curragh, of the usual form, is the boat most in use, and seems

likely to hold its own. It is now covered with tarred canvas, but

seventy years ago horse-skins were used for this purpose. A large

stone is often used as an anchor for small boats.

2. Antiquities may be divided into two classes

—

{a) Architectural

remains, and {b) Articles of use or ornament, (a) Architectural

remains are still very numerous, though many of the most interesting

have altogether disappeared ; of these the most noticeable was the

Oileach, the fortified seat of the chiefs of Hy-Fiachrach, which was

situated at Elly in the Mullet, on or near the position of Bingham's

Castle. Several castles belonging to the Barrets and Burkes have

also been entirely destroyed.

Some of the ruins still remaining are of pagan origin, others are

ecclesiastical structures. The principal pagan antiquities are the

duns or forts, both stone and earthen, the monuments, &c. There

are several duns, both within the district actually treated of in this

Paper, and along the coast line of the surrounding country ; those

within the Mullet are Dunnamoe, a stone fort of large size, built

on a rocky promontory overhanging the sea, and formerly one of the

most perfect on this coast ; of late years, however, it has suffered

severely, the greater part of the wall has been broken down to afford

building material for houses and walls about Belmullet ; the guard-

chambers mentioned by O'Donovan and others are now almost

destroyed, the outworks thrown down. One part of the wall alone
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is perfect, that overlianging tlie sea on the south side. Where the

original wall-face shows it is like the forts of Aran, composed of

blocks of stone, fitted neatly together without mortar ; it is about ten

feet high and eight feet in thickness. The ground in front of the

wall was originally provided with a fosse and a wide belt of stone-

stakes fixed upright in the earth, as in Dun JEngus on Inishmore,

Aran ; but all of these, with the exception of a few stumps, have now
disappeared. A full description of this fort is given by O'Donovan

in his MS. letters to the Ordnance Survey. The name of this fort,

Dunnamoe, is now believed by the people to be Du?i-na-mho, or the

fort of the cows, a name, the origin of which is stated in a ms. letter^

by a Mr. Owen Heenaghan, of Emlybeg, in the Mullet, dated May, 1821.

to be explained by the local tradition, that the cattle of the people

were kept there at the time of the battle at Cross, to be afterwards

referred to. O'Donovan, however, believed it to have been originally

named Bun Modha, after Modha, a chief of the Clann Huamore, Belgae,

who also gave his name to Inis Modha, or the Clew Bay Islands.

The other forts are Bun Fiaclira^ which consists of an earthen

wall across the narrowest part of the neck of a long narrow pen-

insula, with precipitous coast, situated in the townland of Aghadoon
;

the remains of a stone doon, " Spinkadoon," of somewhat larger

area, are situated a short distance to the north of this fort.

Bunadearg, the fort of the red man, is also situated on the west

coast of the Mullet. Forth, an earthen dun situated near the rectory,

is barely traceable. BunavinaUa, a large fort, stands on a rocky

height just outside the inlet of Portacloy.

There are several monuments of early date, the most remarkable

of which is Leacht var Frris, the monument of the slaughter of

Erris, near Cross, traditionally said to mark the sepulchre of a King

of Munster, who was slain there in a battle with the people of

Connaught. It is an irregularly pyramidal cairn, about fifteen feet

in height ; it lies within the remains of a nearly circular entrench-

ment ; there are several such cairns in the neighbourhood, one of

which, on being opened, was found to contain the skeleton of a man
buried in the upright position. Leacht var Erris was for a long time

buried beneath the sandhills, though its name and situation, and the

history of the battle were still remembered by the people; but one

night early in the present century a great storm blew off the sand

^ This letter is pasted inside the cover of a copy of Knight's "Erris" in the

Library of the Royal Irish Academy.
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and left the monument exposed, as well as a wide space round it,

which was strewed with human bones. There are also the remains

of an ancient cemetery, containing many graves, or cists of stone

flags in the sands of Cross ; these tombs are arranged in groups of

three, lying parallel to one another. C. 0. states that the remains in

these had been burnt, as the bones were charred
;
polished flat stones

and fragments of rings of steatite were discovered in these graves.

About half a mile to the southward is another stone tomb, known as

Leacht na Calliagh, or the hag's monument.

Some of the ruins at Inisglora were considered by O'Donovan and

others to have originally been the dwellings of the aboriginal

inhabitants, the Damnonii, converted in after times to monastic use.

These are, three tor-thighs, or bee-hive shaped houses, the largest

tor-thigh mor being 10^ feet in diameter/ the other about 10 feet

;

an artificial cave, or uaigh, now closed up, said to communicate with

some of the other buildings ; and a caisiol or circular-walled enclosure

containing these. It would appear to have been about fifty yards in

diameter. In 1838 the foundations of about fifty-six yards of this

caisiol were traceable.'^

The Christian antiquities, though interesting to the archaeologist,

are of little importance in a survey of this nature, and consequently

require but slight mention.^ They consist of ruins of churches and

monasteries, crosses and Ts^ells. On the mainland of the Mullet the

ruins are not of any very ancient date, the oldest probably being

St. Derible's Church at Fallmore, in the immediate neighbourhood

of which are her grave and her '' keeve " or vat, at which two

"patrons" used to be held annually, which were abolished about

1825 owing to some disorders arising out of them.* The other

remains are the Church of Tarmoncarra, of which only a small

portion of the wall remains, and Cross Abbey, a structure of com-

paratively modern date, having been founded posterior to 1216.

"By an inquisition taken, 27th Queen Elizabeth, this monastery

was found in possession of three-quarters of land, with the tithes of

the same each quarter being valued at 135. 4:d. sterling annually"

(Knight, p. 111).

The ecclesiastical buildings on the islands are of earlier date, the

1 This is now known to the people as ** St. Brendan's CeU."
2 O'Donovan, MS. letters.

3 For information as to these, see Lord Dunraven's " Notes on Irish

Architecture."
4 This church is fully described and illustrated in Lord Dunraven's " Notes on

Irish Architecture."
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oldest probably being the small oratory of St. Brendan, on Inisglora,

of dry stone, and measuring twelve feet by eight internally.^ This

building contains the remains of the wooden statute of St. Brendan,

long famed on this coast ; it used formerly be kissed by all visitors, and

miraculous powers were imputed to it ; now from exposure and damp

it has been reduced to a shapeless lump of decayed wood ; besides this

there are two churches, Teampidl na-hfear, the church of the men, 23

feet by 10 feet, and Teampull na-mlan^ the church of the women. There

are also small enclosures, supposed to be the garden of the monastic

settlement, in which garlic grows wild. The island was inhabited as

late as 1616 by a monk named "Walsh. Onliorth Inishkea there is an

old church which was dedicated to St. Columbkille ; it has a doorway

of the wedge shape, and is in fairly good preservation, the islanders

being very scrupulous in the care of their antiquities.

On South Inishkea the foundations of a similar building may be

traced. The holy wells are those of St. Derible on Inishkea and at

Pallmore, and the celebrated well of St. Brendan on Inishglora ;
the

belief in the antifeminine qualities of this well seem to have arisen

from its being inside the bonds of the monastery. Finally, there are

several ancient crosses, the most curious being the incised slabs of

Inishkea and Duvillane ; the others are the cross of Tarmoncarra

referred to in a previous section, and the monumental stone near

Fallmore, known as LeacM Mic Maitliin, lor is, after a native of that

region, whose house was at that time the most western in Connaught

;

he does not seem to have been distinguished for anything else.

(J) There have of late years been many finds of antiquities consist-

ing chiefly of articles of ecclesiastical use, mainly in North Inishkea.

Mr. J. A. ]S"olan, of BelmuUet, has obtained in the shell mounds on

Inishkea a considerable number of pins and needles of bone, bronze,

and copper ; some of these are of curious workmanship. He also

possesses the fragments of a bowl of composition with a jet edge,

found by some of the islanders, who broke it up as being a "fairy

bowl." An antique bell (bronze ?) was found some time ago in the

ruins of St. Columbkille' s Church, North Inishkea, by Phillip Lavelle,

king of the island, who preserved it.

Other objects of later date have been found—a chalice of the

seventeenth century, on Inishkea, a pectorial cross and pyx of silver,

dated 1669, some coins, &c.^

^ The antiquities of Inishgluair are described in " Notes on Erris."
^ Since the above was written several querns of smaller size than any now in

use have been found in some of the duns.
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YII.

—

History.

The history of the district forms a necessary portion of a report such

as this, to show what changes have occurred in the composition of the

population, what elements have been imported, and their effects. Un-
fortunately the material for a history of Erris is both meagre and

much scattered, long periods being left unaccounted for, except by

vague tradition or by the fanciful conjectures of some writers.

The following sketch, though not pretending to be complete, gives

an outline of what seems to be the recorded history as gathered from

the few writers who have dealt with the subject.

Erris was anciently known as lorrus Domhnann from its earliest

recorded possessors the Domhnanns or Damnonii (" deep diggers "), a

party of Eirbolgs, who, landing at Broad Haven under the leadership

of their chiefs Genann and Rudhraighe, settled the surrounding

country, which they held for some centuries, together with another

tribe of the same people, the Gamaradii {Gamhraidhe lorris). They

were first subjugated to some extent by the Lanaans, and in the

second century, were, according to the annalists, conquered and

enslaved by Tuathal Teachtmar, a Milesian or Scotic monarch ; it

does not appear, however, that the conquerors in either case drove

out or exterminated the original population, who were probably too

numerous for that, and it is even doubtful if it was permanently sub-

jugated, as many of the old writers speak of the Belgae as being still

in power in the fifth century. Erom this period until the year 1180,

there is no record of the people. Adamnan indeed speaks of the

district as Erris of the Damnonii, but does not state whether that

people were still in power or no. Respecting this long silence,

O'Donovan say's (MS. Letters) : "I, who have felt deep interest in

the history of Erris these seven years, and who have studied a great

part of the " rags and rhymes " of history, have not yet discovered any

notice of it from the period of the Belgae till the year 1180, when the

Fiachrian O'Caithniadh^ is mentioned as the chief of it.

The following are the records in the " Annals of the Four Masters "

respecting this family :

—

*' A.D. 1180.—Aodh O'Caithniadh, lord of lorris, was treacherously

slain by O'Ceallachain at Cill Chomain."
"- A.D. 1206.—Caithniadh O'Cathniadh, lord of lorris, died."

^ This name is probably modernised O'Kane.
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''a.d. 1274.—Feargal O'Caithniadh, lord of lorris, died in Hy-
Mac Caichaim (near Invermore, in the north of Erris)."

These O'Caithniadhs were thus in power up to the end of the

thirteenth century, after which there is no more mentionmade of them.

They were a branch of the descendants of Fiachra, a Milesian chieftain,

and Erris, during their sway, formed part of the region known as Hy
Eiachrach or the O'Dowda's country. The chief seats of the O'Dowd's
in Erris were Oileach of the King''s, a fort built nearly on the spot

where Bingham's Castle now stands, and Dun Caechain (now Dun
Keeghan, on Broad Haven), but there is another smaller fort. Dun
Fiachra in Aughadoon, north of the Mullet, traditionally said to

have been another of their seats. The O'Dowda's reign came to an
^nd, and the Barrets, Burkes, Lynnots, and other "Welsh and Anglo-

jN'orman families began to obtain a footing in the country about the

beginning of the fourteenth century, and by 1386 seem to have got

the sovereignty. They built several castles in the Mullet, of which
the remains of only one can now be traced. Their rule was wide-

spread, and many of their descendants are to be met with who still

nourish the memory of their ancestors glory. The keeping and defence

of Erris was given after the battle of Moyne by William Mor na

Maighare (William the Great of Moyne)^ the liead of the Barrets, to

Toimin and to Philpin, the grandson of Toimin (Duald M'Eirbis).

The Barrets ruled until the reign of Elizabeth, when some of their

property was forfeited, as is thought by O'Donovan, who, however,

states that he has no documentary proof.

In the reign of James I. one Darby Corraick bought a large part

of this territory, and his descendants ruled until the reign of Charles

11. , when the land was forfeited. It was somewhere at or before

this time that an influx of Ulster Celts into the district took place.

These were mainly O'Donnels, O'Reillys, and a few others. Other
parts of the district were forfeited during the commonwealth, so that

when M'Eirbis wrote there was neither Bourke, Barret, nor O'Dowd
holding property in Erris. In the reign of Charles II. a grant was
made of the whole half barony of Erris, the parish of Doonfeeny, in

Tyrawley, and the parish of Tarmonbarry in the county of Roscommon
to certain London citizens in charge for Sir James Shaen, Knight and

Baronet. Sir Arthur Shaen, son of Sir James, introduced into Erris

a Protestant colony who were mainly settled in the Mullet ; they were

_^ This battle was fought in 1281, between the Barrets and Cusack who was
assisted in the tight by two of the native Irish, Faithleach 0' Boyle and
Faithleach O'Dowd ; it resulted in the defeat of the Barrets.
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given leases and were accompanied by a clergyman of their own persu-

asion ; the only original inhabitants obtaining leases were the Cormicks.

This colony does not appear to have made any extensive change in the

composition of the population, as the settlers after a time ceased to be

agriculturists to any extent, and took the natives of the district on to

their lands as tenants. A curious petition to Sir Henry Bingham,
Governor of Connaught, in reference to the revenge taken on these

settlers by the natives, shows the names of those in the district in the

reign of Queen Anne, and of these but two now remain, all the rest

having disappeared, a fate which is ascribed by Mr. Knight to the

habits of extravagance induced by the nature of their life. Sir Arthur
Shaen began the canal across the neck of the Mullet, but soon aband-

oned the project, which was not revived until after the foundation of

the town of Belmullet. Sir Arthur's two daughters, he had no sons,

married, one Henry Boyle Carter of Castlemartin, county Kildare, and
the other John Bingham Esq., Newbrook, county Mayo, and the

.property was divided between these two.

In the year 1793 a fight took place in the Mullet between the

local yeomanry and the people of the district, in which thirty-six of the

latter were slain. The origin of the fight was the opposition to the

enrolment of the militia, then causing a great stir in the west of

Ireland. Major Bingham having come to reside in the Mullet in 1796

built Bingham Castle at Eley, and began to make some roads and
reclaim some of the land. The first road into the district was made in

1823, and about the same period Major Bingham founded the town in

the Mullet known as Binghamstown, which at first was fairly prosper-

ous and had at one time a population of 673.

In 1 823 the first vehicle entered the Mullet, and in 1 824 Mr. W. H.
Carter founded the town of Belmullet at the neck of the peninsula.

This town being more favourably situated, has completely destroyed

its rival Binghamstown, which, though once containing some fine

buildings, is now in ruins, and contains only about a dozen inhabited

houses. From the time of the establishment of Belmullet and the con-

struction of good roads into the districts, the condition of the people has

shown steady improvement, though it is still extremely primitive and

poverty-stricken.

VIII.

—

Concluding Bemaeks.

This report being, like its two predecessors, a record of available

facts, as found, in order to form a basis for comparison between dif-

ferent parts of the country, all advocacy of personal theories or opinions
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has been carefully avoided, it being evident that in the present state

of British ethnology there is not sufficient material available from

which to draw exact conclusions as to what race or admixture of

races forms the bulk of the population of this part of Erris. History

when combined with a study of the folk-names gives some slight help

in this respect. So far as records go, the population seems to have

been until comparately recent times an almost unmixed one, as it does

not appear as if the aboriginal inhabitants, though several times sub-

dued and enslaved, had ever been driven out or exterminated. Of the

immigrations into the district those having greatest effect upon the

population would seem to have been that of the fifteenth and four-

teenth centuries, the rule of the Barrets, Burkes, and other Walsh

or Anglo-Norman families, whose surnames now bulk largely among

the people, and the influx into Erris of the O'Donnells and others

from Ulster in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

Of these two the former would seem to have entered more largely

into the composition of the people than the latter, but it should not

be concluded that all those who bore the surnames of Barret, Burke,

&c., were of Welsh or Anglo-lS^orman blood, as the followers of many of

the chiefs of these names were in the habit of assuming their leaders'

names, though themselves aborigines of Connaught. The descendants

of the Ulster people, though to some extent settled in this district, are

for the greater part a colony by themselves in the mountainous region

of Ballycroy in the south of Erris.

Tne English Protestant colony introduced by Sir Arthur Shane,

having almost from the first set up as small landlords or middlemen,

subletting their holdings, did not mix to any extent with the original

inhabitants who became their tenants, have left but few descendants,

most of the families having left this part of the country. It is said

that about Portacloy the people are mainly of Ulster origin, but that

there has been a slight admixture of French blood from the intermar-

riage amongst them of some soldiers of Humbert's forces who, escaping

after their defeat at Ballinamuck, found refuge in that wild moun-

tainous district.

The inhabitants of Inishkea possess, as has been before stated, quite

different characters, physically and otherwise, from those of their

mainland neighbours ; they have no traditions as to their origin, but

may be looked upon as probably the most unmixed representatives of

the original inhabitants of the district.
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IX. BiBLIOGEAPHT.

The following make more or less mention of the district and the
people, but this list does not profess to be exhaustive :

—

Anonymous.—" The Saxon in Ireland " (1851).

Bald.—'' Map of the County of Mayo " (1813).

Baifouk, Miss.—*' Two Visits to the West Coast of Connaught."
(Murray's Magazine, August, 1891.)

Bennett.— " Six "Weeks in Ireland" (1848).

DuNEAVEN, E.—"JS'otes on Irish Architecture" (edited by Margaret
Stokes).

The Foue Masters {cf. O'Donovan).

Kaenet, J.—"Eichard Barrett, The Bard of Mayo." (The Gaelic

Journal, vol. v., p. 136, 1894.)

Knight, Patrick, C.E.—" Erris in the Irish Highlands and the

Atlantic Eailway." (Dublin, 1836.)

MacFirbis, Duald [cf. O'Donovan).

Maxwell, W. H.—" Wild Sports of the West " (1832).

MTaelan.—" Statistical Report of County Mayo" (1801).

Oceanus.—" Halifax N.S. to Blacksod." (Dublin, 1895.)

O'Donovan, John :

MSS. Letters to the Ordnance Survey of Ireland" (1838).

Now in the Library of the Koyal Irish Academy.

The Annals of the Kingdom of Ireland," by the Four

Masters. Translated and annotated by John O'Donovan,

LL.D.

"The Genealogies, Tribes, and Customs of Hy Fiachrach,

commonly called O'Dowda's Country. From the Book

of Lecan in the Royal Irish Academy, and from the

Genealogical MS. of Duald Mac Firbis, in the Library

of Lord Roden." (Dublin, 1844.)
0'Flaherty, R.—" Ogygia."

Official :

" Census of Ireland, 1891, vol. iv., No. 3."

"Memoirs of the Geological Survey of Ireland." Memoir of

Sheet.

C. 0. (Otway, Rev. C^sar).—" Sketches in Erris and Tyrawley."

(Dublin, 1841.)

a

a
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Society for the Piieservation of the Irish Language :

" oi&e cloinne lip. The Fate of the Children of Lir."

(Dublin, 1883.)

Trotter.—" Walks through Ireland."

Warren, R.—"Birds observed breeding on the coasts of Sligo and

Mayo." "The Irish]S'aturalist,"Yol. iv. p. 180. (Dublin,

1895.)

Note.—The late Dean Lyons, of Kilmore, the well-known archae-

ologist, had written the history of EitIs, but died without publishing

it. The MS. is now missing, but was until lately in the possession of

the Rev. James Durcan of Bangor, Erris.

EXPLAKiTION OF PLATES.

{From PJioiographs, hy C. R. & J". M. Browne.) \

PLATE XY.

1. Group of men at Muingcrena, Mullet. Taken in order from,^^

left to right, the names are :

—

4
Bach row—Patrick Toole, James M'Cormack, Patrick Padden

James Dixon, No. 50; J. Lavelle.

Front row—Francis Coyle, Xo. 47 ; Hugh Cafferky, No. 46
;

Anthony Lavelle, No. 51 ; H. Joyce.

2, '6. Anthony Dunleavy, aged 60 years, Emlybeg, No. 13.

4. William Gaughan, aged 28 years, Emlybeg, No. 12.

5.
, , No. 41 ; Richard Cane, No. 40. Both from

Fallmore, a small village at the southern extremity of the

peninsula of the Mullet.

PLATE XYL
6. Group of men from Iniskea.

7, la. Michael Cawley, aged 41 years
;
South Iniskea, No. 4.

8. Philip Lavelle, aged 33 years; North Iniskea, No. 1.

9, 9«. Patrick Cawley, aged 40 years; South Iniskea, No. 3.

PLATE XYII.

10. Group of men and boys at Portacloy. The figure on the

extreme right shows the dress of the younger boys.

11, 12. William Bourne, aged 33 years, No. 34, and Bourne,

both from Portacloy.

s,

>.
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XXXVIII.

THE THIHD EEPORT ON^ THE ^PREHISTORIC REMAINS
EROM THE S~I^DHILLS OF lilTE COAST OF IRE-

LAND. ByT.J. KNOWLES, M.R.I.A.

±»LATES XVIII., XIX., AND XX.)

[Read February 11, 1895.]
~"*"

-

In my firc-eport^ on this subject I described twelve prehistoric stations

situate'"' ^^ various parts of the coast, extending from Dublin north-

Mif^orrl, and round the north and west coasts as far as Stredagh in

anty Sligo. My second report- dealt with further researches in the

most important of these stations, and also with new sites discovered

within the stretch of coast line I have mentioned, and others on the

west coast outside that area as far as Killala in county Mayo. Follow-

ing a similar course I have now to report continued research in

various sites which I have already described, and also the discovery of

several new stations, not only inside the area already embraced, but

extending still further southwards along the west coast.

HoEN Hkad.

In 1892 I spent several days at Horn Head, and made further

diligent search among the hut sites in the sand-dunes of that place. I

carefully excavated portions of the old surface, and obtained pottery,

rude flakes, and implements of the hard crystalline rocks of that

neighbourhood, hammer- stones and anvil-stones, besides edible shells

and broken and split bones of various Mammalia. I obtained the butt-

end of a stone axe of greenstone, chipped into shape, but not ground,

and a portion of the same kind of rock partially chipped with the view,

1 expect, of making another axe. I also obtained a human skull in

1 Vide these Proceedings, series 2, vol. li., Polit. Lit. & Antiq., p. lOo; series

3, vol. i., p. 173.

2 These Proceedings, series 3, vol. i. p. 612.
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loose sand, but whilst it may have belonged to the Stone Age people,

the evidence is not satisfactory that it did so, owing to its not being

found in the old surface. It may possibly have belonged to a person

who was buried in the sand at a later date.

Balltness.

I spent two days among the hut-sites in the sand-dunes of Ballyness,

in 1892, excavating the old surface wherever it was undisturbed,

especially near places where huts had stood and also in the hut-sites

themselves. The old surface yielded the same kind of rude flakes and

spalls of quartzite rocks, with hammer-stones and other remains that

were found at Horn Head. Some fragments of pottery were also

found. A great many pins, brooches, coins, tradesmen's tokens, and

other metallic objects of very recent date had been found in these

sands several years ago when the sandy covering of thirty feet in

thickness was blown away, as described in my second report ; but the

people who formerly picked up those objects informed me that none

had been found for some years past. I kept a good look out for some

of the handsome pins and brooches that were formerly abundant on

the sands, but nothing of the kind turned up.

Sheephaven Sands.

I visited the southern end of these sands in 1892, and observed

many hut- sites similar to those of Horn Head and Ballyness. A farmer,

whose land adjoins the sands, informedme that, several years ago, bronze

articles of the nature of pins and brooches had been found, but that

no such objects had been obtained in late years. The hut-sites were

intact, and the old surface or black layer yielded the usual broken

quartzite pebbles with edible shells and broken and split bones. In

1894 I visited these sands near Bosapenna Hotel. The sites in front

of the hotel are very numerous, and several articles belonging to the

early Iron Period are reported to have been found. The objects of

the Stone Age observed by me were pieces of hard crystalline rock of

the district, broken so as to obtain flakes or spalls with sharp edges,

similar to what is found in other sites where flint does not occur.

i

POKTSALON.

I had previously found flint implements and other objects of the

Stone Age near Buncrana and Pahan on the eastern side of Lough

Swilly; and in 1894 I examined a considerable stretch of sandhills at
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Portsalon which is further down the lough on the western side. I

found numerous hut-sites having the same kind of blackish layer or

old surface, containing shells and some bones, the remains of the food

used by the early dwellers on the sands. Also the same kind of rnde

implements of hard crystalline rocks as were found at Horn Head,

Eallyness, and some other sites. I obtained one well-marked flake of

flint, a small piece of the usual kind of coarse pottery, and a few

hammer-stones. Some of the rude flakes or splinters which were

imbedded in the old surface and lying around the hearths showed

sharp cutting edges, whilst others had the edges more or less blunted

in such a way as would lead one to infer that the implements had been

employed in cutting or hacking. Some pieces were axe-like and

had bevelled edges. I show front and side views of an implement of

this kind in PI. xviii., figs. 3 and 3a. .

DUGORT, ACHILL ISLAND.

In ^November, 1893, Mr. E,. D. Sheridan wrote to me about

shell-mounds which he had found on Achill and other neighbouring

islands, from which he had obtained several objects of antiquarian

interest. I therefore visited Achill in the summer of 1894, and

examined some of the places he referred to. I excavated portions of old

surface along the shore near Dugort, and found hammer-stones, rude

crystalline flakes, bones and shells similar to those obtained from the

old hut-sites of Horn Head, Eallyness, and Bunbeg. Several small

quartzite flakes seemed to have had a slight dressing so as to fit them

for scrapers, and one large spall was undoubtedly dressed for an axe

with an edge at each end. The edges were formed by the junction of

the fractured side with the rounded or rolled outside of the pebble,

and presented the bevelled appearance we see on flint axes of the

kitchen-midden type. I show front and side views of the specimen

in PI. XVIII., figs. 1 and 2.

Keel Steand, Achill Islajjd.

Mr. Sheridan accompanied me to this place, and showed me the

shell heaps, which were small mounds two or three feet high. They

were formerly much higher, he said, but had been reduced in size

owing to the present inhabitants collecting the shells and burning

them for lime. "We found the usual old blackish surface, with bones,

shells, and other remains corresponding with those found in the
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various sites I have described in previous reports. The heaps, which
at first sight appeared as if formed entirely of shells, were in reality

composed of a mixture of sand and shells, and had a likeness to

similar mounds I have found occupying the centre of the large pits at

Portstewart. The old surface contained many round and broken
stones, some of which may have been pot-boilers. Several of the
rounded stones were well abraided at the ends, showing that they
had been employed as hammerstones.

MuLEANEY.

On the shore opposite Mulraney Railway Station there is a con-
siderable stretch of sandy beach ; and on the inland side, where there

is a good depth of sand, covered by a close green sward, I found
several gaps and pits where the wind had removed the sandy
covering, laying bare hearth-sites and the blackish old surface, with
shells, bones, and portions of crystalline rocks, the latter of which
were, without doubt, intentionally broken, in order to obtain sharp,

pieces for implements. Some of the specimens which I brought
away had the character of scrapers and choppers.

GalWAT.

I observed in the Geological Magazine for 1868 a Paper, by
H. Leonard, in which he says that there is, in the half-tide island of

Omey, a kitchen-midden containing a layer 3 feet thick, composed of

shells, calcined boulders, charcoal, and bones. He also quotes from
the writings of his colleague, Mr. G. H. Kinahan, m.k.i.a., in which
he says that there are many shell-heaps or kitchen-middens near the
shore of Galway Bay, some of which may be ancient, while others

are undoubtedly modern ; and he referred to one large accumulation
on a headland called Creggans, 210 ft. long, 70 ft. wide, and 8 ft. deep.

Dr. Buckland and he had a trench cut across it, but except twa
flakes of hard limestone, which were among the shells on the shore,

they did not find any implements.

I went to Galway in 1894, and extended my examination of the

bay as far as the coast of Clare. I did not find any sandhills such as

I was in search of, and though I made general inquiry among the

fishermen, no one knew Omey Island. I found, however, on Eabbit
Island remains of a kitchen-midden, but now greatly denuded.

What remains is about 30 feet in length, 3 to 4 feet in width, and
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the layer of shells is about 7 inches deep. On this island and on the

shore where it can be entered at low tide, I found numerous core-

like pieces of carboniferous chert, but no flakes or implements. The
shells in the midden I refer to were chiefly mussels, but there were

also some oysters and periwinkles. The midden, or collection of

shells, is probably of some antiquity, but not finding any other

remains to guide me, I could not speak with certainty regarding its

age.

Whitepaek Bat.

Since writing my last report I have made many visits to this

interesting place, and have dug over much of the old surface-layer,

always being rewarded with a good supply of remains similar to those

which have been previously found there. More bones of the Great

Auk were obtained in my later diggings, which Mr. Newton,

palaeontologist to the Geological Survey, was good enough to

identify for me. The old surface at this station is a typical one,

as it always yields a fair supply of remains, including worked

flints. It is different in this respect from many other stations,

where much of the old surface yields few or perhaps no remains.

Whitepark Bay, Portstewart, with Grangemore and Dundrum,

county Down, and particularly the first-named, have aided me in

the interpretation of those other prehistoric sites along the north and

west coasts, where there is little or no flint ; as without the previous

knowledge gained by observing the various implements of flint, and

the hammer-stones and anvil-stones that had been used in their

manufacture, I should probably have seen no meaning in the poor

flakes and implements of quartzite and other crystalline rocks found

at such stations as Horn Head, Ballyness, and other places more

recently discovered along the west coast. By observing the flakes,

choppers, axes, and scrapers of flint in an old surface, such as we find

at Whitepark Bay, one can easily see that the flakes and spalls of

hard rock in the places where flint does not occur were, from

necessity, used as cutting implements.

Glenluce, Scotland.

In the Catalogue of the National Museum of Antiquities of

Scotland similar remains to those found in the Irish sandhills are

figured and described. Prom the Glenluce sands in Wigtonshire,

and the Culbin sands in Elginshire, many arrowheads, saws, knives,
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and scrapers have been, obtained ; also beads of glass, chisel s

brooches, and pins of bronze. The catalogue says of tliese and
other sandhills in Scotland : "These sandy areas have been selected

because the blowing away of the sand exposes the articles which
have been dropped successively upon the old land surface in the

course of ages." At Glenluce alone
. about 30,000 objects were

found, but I believe every flake and chip have been collected and
included in this large total.

I visited Glenluce in the summer of 1894 to see the place which
had yielded such a large series of objects, and also to compare the
sandhills there with those I had explored in Ireland. I found the

same kind of old surface, but it contained few objects. In one place,

where a hearth had existed, I found a bone pin and a flat piece of

bone with a hole bored in one end, a hammer-stone with abraided

ends, and a flake of quartzite, showing a well-marked bulb of per-

cussion. At another site I found a quartzite scraper, dressed round
the edge with a series of regular chips. I got numerous small flakes

of flint, some small scrapers of that material, and also a great

number of pieces of flint in the form of waterwom pebbles, but many
of these showed evidence of having been small cores before they
acquired their waterwom condition. They had a great likeness to

the small cores and waterworn pieces of flint which supplied material

for implements to the prehistoric people in many of the Irish sand-

hills. I don't know whether the pebbles found at Glenluce can

be shown to be fragments of Scotch flint, but if not I should feel

inclined to believe they were Antrim flint that in some way had been
drifted across to the Scotch coast. These sandhills, like many in

Ireland, show a considerable breadth near the shore that is barren of

remains of the Stone Age. I found here, as in Ireland, that, in

addition to flint, other hard rocks were used for choppers and also

for scrapers, as we have seen by the worked example referred to. I
brought away some of the objects which had served as choppers,

showing the sharp edges chipped and blunted by use, and appearing

in every way like the rude cutting implements from those Irish sand-

hills, which are situated in districts where flint was scarce or entirely

absent.

Othee Discoveeies.

There are similar sites to those I have described, which have been
examined by other archaeologists. Mr. Robert Young and his son,

Mr. E. M. Young, m.e.i.a., found, near Eushfoot, county Antrim, an

R.I.A. PEOC, SEE. III., VOL. III. 2 X
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old surface, covered with sand, like that of "Whitepark Eay. They

have excavated considerable portions of this old surface during the

past three summers when staying at the seaside, and have obtained

flint implements and flakes similar to those obtained by me at White-

park Bay and Portstewart. Mr. E. M. Young has given an account

of the find to the Belfast Natural History and Philosophical Society

(see Proceedings for 1892-93, p. 37). The Messrs. Young invited me
to see the various remains which they had procured, and I found

them similar to those from neighbouring sites on the coast of Antrim.

Among the bones was a human jaw, and they informed me that the

skeleton of a child had been found a short distance from the place

they excavated, but apparently on the same level as that old

layer. They worked on the same plan as I did myself, that is, they

threw back the overlaying sand and then dug the old surface very

carefully with a garden trowel. This method is found to be the most

suitable for excavating in the sandhills, as it enables one to find and

examine the smallest object of either flint or bone.

Mr. W. H. Patterson, m.e.i.a., examined the sandhills at Eosa-

penna in July, 1893, and has given an account of his examination in

the Irish Naturalist for March, 1894. He says in many places

among the dunes the shell-mounds or kitchen-middens of the old

people are found in most places broken down by the winds and their

contents scattered and bleaching in the sand. Of the shells the most

numerous were the limpet and periwinkle, but there were many

others. He submitted them to Mr. S. A. Stewart, who named them.

There was among the rest, Venus verrucosa, which Mr. Stewart says

is a southern species, and not found as a recent shell in the north of

Ireland. Bones of the large animals and also of birds were common

;

and he found one bone ground to a sharp point. He reports the

finding of glass beads and bronze brooches of about the age of the

tenth century, and he himself found portion of a small comb, which

he says may not be older than the sixteenth or seventeenth century,

A.D. He found no pottery.

Archdeacon Wynne reports to the " Journal of the Eoyal Society

of Antiquaries," vol. in., 5th series, page 78, the discovery among

sandhills on the coast of Kerry, near Ballybunion, remains of red

deer of very large size, and pig, probably wild boar. He says :
'' The

next feature of the valleys, which exists in all, but in different

degrees, is the presence of kitchen-middens, chiefly heaps of limpet

shells in large quantities, in one or two cases of mussel shells . . . and

in most of the valleys of bones of large quadrupeds, the teeth of which
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are numerous." The greater quantity of these bones were split, and
almost all were broken as by the blow of a stone. In most of the

valleys certain spots had a blackened appearance, exhibiting carbon

mixed with limpet shells and broken pebbles. The bones, teeth, and
horns had been submitted to Professor Cunningham, and they were
found to belong to the red deer and pig. ISTo flint or pottery was
found. I believe this must be a Stone-Age settlement similar to the

places farther north which I have described. Stone graves con-

taining skeletons are mentioned by Archdeacon "Wynne. These seem
to be similar to the graves found a few years ago at Glenarni and
Island Magee, county Antrim, and on Skull Island, county Donegal,

which I have described in my second report. They are on the sites

of Stone-Age settlements, but whether they are graves of the Stone-

Age people or of later inhabitants who buried on the older sites

has yet to be determined.

Mr. W. H. Patterson, in the same volume, page 80, reports the

finding of sites belonging to the Stone Age among the sandhills of

Ballykinler, Dundrum Bay, county Down. The flakes, scrapers,

pieces of pottery, and other remains, show that they are of the same
kind as those found on the Dundrum side of the bay, which I

described in my first report.

In the '

' Journal of the Eoyal Historical and Archaeological

Association," vol. ii., 4th series, page 258, there is a Paper by
Mr. Geo. M. Atkinson on kitchen-middens in Cork Harbour. Some
of the mounds were at least five feet thick in the portion that still

remained. The shells were all marine species and judging by the

apparent rate of change must give some thousands of years for the

age of the first formation. The peasants told him that the shells

had been collected by the pagan Irish for the Bolgies. At Oyster

Creek, near Kinsale, he found remnants of kitchen-middens with

charcoal, rubbed stones, and bones of horse, ox {Bos longifrons)^ and

dog.

The Qtjaetzite Implements.

If flakes were split from the flat sides or faces of a quartzite

pebble they would appear like the specimen from Dugort, shown in

PL XIX., fig. 9, or that from Horn Head, shown in PI. xix., fig. 10,

and would be suitable for axes. One of these has a hacked and

blunted edge, which no doubt was occasioned by the specimen being

used as a tool. Plakes struck from the narrow sides, like fig. 4,

PL xviii., would be more suitable for chisels and scrapers. "We find

2X2
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that flint scrapers frequently show a serrated edge, and some have even

good-sized teeth (see PL xix., fig. 8, which I show as an example). A
certain roughness in the edge must therefore have heen a necessary

requirement in many scrapers, though not perhaps in all, and in that

case there is such a natural irregularity in the edge of a quartzite

flake that it would likely be suitable as a scraper without any

dressing, though we sometimes find flaking along the edge, as in the

case of the specimen from Glenluce. It may appear strange that we
do not find more implements of the quartzite kind in a carefully pre-

pared state. This difficulty has often occurred to me. Whilst firmly

believing that the rude flakes and pieces of hard rock with sharp

edges were used as tools, I believe that some may have been

roughly trimmed to shape ; but in coarse-grained rocks like quartzite

marks of dressing would not show very distinctly, and besides the

weather would obliterate such marks on quartzite very quickly,

whilst the signs of workmanship on flint would scarcely be affected

by weathering. Por these reasons I think many rude quartzite

tools of our earlier inhabitants may be passed by unrecognized. I

can conceive another reason for the rudeness of the quartzite tools.

That material has not the durability of flint, and the sharp edges of

the flakes are easily blunted ; therefore, seeing that the material was

unlimited in quantity, it would be found easier to break up the rock

and get fresh pieces with sharp edges than to spend time in specially

shaping or grinding an implement that would be so easily injured.

At Ballyuess and Horn Head I found, in the old surface, some

flat pieces of stone dressed into a circular shape. I show both front

and back view of one of these objects, which I found at Ballyness,

in PL XIX., fig. 6. Those from Horn Head are somewhat smaller

(see fig. 7) than the specimen shown as fig. 6, and some of them have

an indented outline owing to a series of small chips or flakes having

been struck off. An object of this kind may have been a sort of core,

from which small chips for either cutting or scraping were struck.

Some of them may hare been large scrapers or even plates.

Por the reasons I have mentioned above, the implements of

quartzite and other hyrd rock, which some people of the Stone Age
were under the necessrly of using, were not like those made of flint,

often handsome objectaa Collectors generally would not think of

giving such poor implemyuts house room, but when found in connec-

tion with other remains, and that they can be identified as imple-

ments, they have a certain value as showing the culture and habits

of people of the Stone Age in this country.
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The Pottery of the Sajs'dhtlls.

Eemains of the domestic clay vessels are very abundant in some of

the sandhills, particularly Whitepark Bay, Portstewart, Grangemore,

and Dundrum. I have found pottery in fair abundance at Horn Head,

and a little at Ballyness, Bunbeg, Bundoran, and Portsalon. G. H.

Kinahan, m.r.i.a., Trhen writing recently to the Irish Naturalist, asks

why it happens that pottery is not found in the sandhills of Donegal.

He evidently had not observed that in my previous reports to the

Academy I had mentioned the finding of pottery in several prehistoric

sites in that county. Other archseologists have also found the usual

prehistoric pottery in Donegal. Mr. E. C. Welch writes to the Irish

Naturalist that he had found specimens at Posapenna ;
and Alexander

D'Evelyn, m.d., Ballymena, informed me that he picked up some frag-

ments along the coast north-west of Portsalon in the summer of 1894.

Pottery has not yet been found at some of the sites mentioned in

this report, particularly those on Achill Island and other parts

of the west coast which I visited in 1894. At Keel, however,

Mr. Sheridan and myself found some clay among the blackish

material of the old surface which I have no doubt was brought

there by the prehistoric people for the purpose of making into

domestic vessels, and further search may bring some fragments of

pottery to light.

I have never found a perfect vessel in any of the sandhills, but I

obtained the broken fragments of several vessels, and was able to make

out their shape correctly. I show two restored vessels on pp. 660 and

661, figs. 1 and 2, about half natural size, which I can certify to being

true representations, as I had for my guidance pieces continuous from

top to bottom. The form of vessel shown in fig. 1 seems to be the most

common, but the form outlined in PI. xx., fig. 11, is also plentiful,

only the neck varies in width in different specimens. The Pev. Dr.

Buick gives restored views of other vessels from the sandhills in the

*' Journal of the Poyal Society of Antiquaries," vol. i., 5th series,

PL IV., facing p. 440, which I have no doubt are correct, though I

have not had the opportunity of verifying them. The form shown

in PI. XX., fig. 12, is taken from the bowl found by the Pev. Leonard

Hasse at Dundrum, county Down.

I show on PI. XX. several broken fragments of pottery having

different kinds of ornamentation. The marks on fig. 13 would appear

to have been made with the point of a bone pin. Tlie patterns on figs.

14 and 15 have been made by scratching the lines with a sharp-
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pointed instrument. The ornamentation on figs. 16, 17, and 21 has

been made apparently by stamping. The markings of plaited cord are

shown in fig. 19, and a combination of scratched lines and cord marks

is shown in fig. 20. The ornamentation on fig. 18 shows lines or small

grooves with marks between, which were probably impressed or

stamped.

Fig. 1.

Other specimens show raised marks made by the finger and

thumb, and there are grooves round some vessels as in fig. 1, which
were made by the finger or a bluntly-pointed instrument when the

clay was soft. I believe these examples give a fair idea of the orna-

mentation on the pottery from the sandhills, though the patterns

produced by the different styles of ornamentation show great variety.

It has been asserted that the pottery of the sandhills in nowise

differs from the ordinary sepulchral vessels which belong principally

to the Bronze Age, and is found accompanying interments in different

parts of Ireland, but I think anyone comparing a series of both kinds

of vessels would see a considerable difference though there will likely
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"be approaches to similarity both as regards shape and ornamentation

in some cases, as the pottery of the Bronze Age was no douht derived

from that of the Stone Age by a natural process of development.

The pottery of the sandhills where found in the old surface is

undoubtedly domestic, and is therefore very interesting on account of

its belonging to the Stone Age, as very little pottery of that kind has

heretofore been found in the British Isles.

Fig. 2.

It is possible that pottery of a later date than the Stone Age may

have been deposited on the sandhills when they were many feet

higher than the prehistoric surface. If such were the case it would,

like bronze pins, coins, and tokens which are frequently found on the

sands, fall to the level of the old surface when denudation of the sandy

covering took place. It is therefore necessary to be careful in our

examination of denuded material, lest, even in the case of pottery,

articles of the Bronze or Iron Periods should get mixed up with, and

be considered of the same age as the contents of the old surface.

Concluding Remarks.

In my jjrevious reports I have expressed the opinion that the

remains which I obtained from the old surface in the various sand-

hills belong to the Stone Age. Further experience has not caused me
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to change my views, and I still hold that the old surface and its

contents belong to the I^eolithic Period. I believe we are justified in

concluding from the evidence I have given that the whole coast of

Ireland was occupied in the Stone Age by inhabitants who made their

implements of whatever kind of hard rock came to hand, flint if it

could be obtained, but if that were scarce or not found in any district,

then chert, quartzite, or such other crystalline rocks as the place

supplied. Hammer-stones and anvil-stones were usually made of

water-worn pebbles, of quartzite, or other hard rocks, and in all

the prehistoric sites I have described, these two kinds of implements

have a general likeness.

I should state that my contention that the remains found in the

old surface belong to the Newer Stone Age has been called in question

by the Ee^. G. E,. Buick, ll.d., and the Rev. Leonard Hasse, and both

of them have stated that they consider it doubtful whether we ever

had a Stone Age in Ireland. I do not object to criticism as it makes

one examine his ground carefully, but in this case I think I can hardly

take my critics seriously as they employ arguments which are not

only at variance with the views expressed by myself, but with those

held by archaeologists in general, I have answered my two friends

very fully elsewhere,^ and therefore need not refer to the matter

further at present.

It is the opinion of several authorities that the heaps of shells

found in different places round the coast may differ greatly in point of

agCy which is also my own opinion, as the practice of using shell-fish for

food and throwing the shells in a heap has continued down to the present

day. I have seen heaps of this kind near dwelling-houses at Port-

stewart, and other parts round the coast where people were poor, and

shell-fish plentiful. But what distinguishes the Stone Age remains

from more recent accumulations is the old surface with its flakes,

hammer- stones, and other stone objects, together with bones of large

animals which have been broken and split for extraction of the marrow.

In recent accumulations such characteristic objects are absent. Besides

the present inhabitants appear to have no knowledge or tradition of

those accumulations which I regard as ancient, having been formed

by relatives or immediate forefathers. On my inquiring from a

very old woman who was present when I was digging a portion of

the old surface on Keel Strand if she knew who formed the heap

of shells, she answered that it was the Danes. They speak of the

1 Journal Eoy. Soc. Antiq., vol. iv., 5th Ser., p. 243.
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ancient shell heaps as they would do of earthen forts or other pagan,

remains.

Blown sand has shown itself an excellent preserver of prehistoric

remains, but this is best exemplified in places where the sand is not

over abundant, and in parts not too much exposed to strong winds. In

some exposed places the old surface has been broken up and obliterated,

and in such cases it is only in parts some distance inland that any

remains are found. I have observed some portions of old surface, after

having been denuded of the sandy covering, becoming covered with a

sw-ard of grass, and beginning to acquire another sandy covering, which

leads me to believe that there may be cases of an old surface having

had its covering blown away and another formed several times since

the sandhills were occupied by a prehistoric people.

If our earliest Neolithic inhabitants came here on foot with the other

fauna of the country, as I believe was the case, many of the earliest

remains near the coast will have been destroyed by denudation, but

those now remaining will show the old culture of our earliest

ISTeolithic people. I believe they first occupied the coast, and spread

inland along the various rivers. In parts along the shores of the

Bann, we find some implements, particularly the kitchen-midden type

of axe, similar to those found in the sandhills, which favours the

opinion I have expressed. I do not believe that these earliest people

of whom I am writing knew much, if anytliing, of agriculture. They

appear rather to have been hunters, living on the ox, pig, sheep, or

goat and red deer. We also find remains of horse and dog or wolf,

but whether any of these were domesticated or were hunted, and used

for food like the other animals, I am not certain. Among the birds

we find remains of goose, gull, duck, and the great auk. From the

number of bones of the latter bird which has been found it must have

been a common inhabitant of the ISTorth of Ireland at the time the

people of the Stone Age occupied Whitepark Bay and other parts of

the coast.
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XXXIX.

ON THE EOTIFERA OF THE COTJNTY MAYO. By JOHN
HOOD, F.E.M.S., Dundee. (Plates XXI. and XXII.)

[COMMUNTCATED BY PEOFESSOE d'aECY W. THOMPSON TO THE COMMITTEE

APPOINTED BY THE ACADEMY TO EEPOET UPON THE FLOEA AND FATJNA

OF lEELAND.]

[Read April 8, 1895.]

Dtjeing four short visits to the west of Ireland (in August, 1889,

June, 1891, August, 1892, and July, 1894), I chiefly occupied myself

in the study of the rich fresh-water fauna of that region. The follow-

ing list includes the species of Rotifera observed by me in the lakes,

ponds, marshes, and bog-pools within a radius of some sixteen miles of

the town of "Westport, together with a few marine species collected on

the neighbouring shore. My stay in the country on these several

occasions has been far too short to give this list any claim to complete-

ness. It is published merely as an instalment of, or contribution

towards, a more extensive catalogue, but nevertheless it may give some

idea of the exceeding richness of that abundant fauna. A longer

residence in the district could hardly fail to result in the discovery of

many other local species ; the want of boats on the many small lakes

has doubtless prevented the discovery of many forms which haunt

the deeper waters
; and the circumstance that my visits have all taken

place nearly at the same time of year may have led to the omission of

many more which become plentiful at other seasons. As a case in

point, to show how definite in the time of their appearance are certain

species of Rotifera, I may mention that, in a certain little lake near

Westport, I found the beautiful Lacinularia socialis make its appear-

ance at the end of July in the several years 1889, 1892, 1894, as

precisely to its season as the lapwing or the swallow. In 1891, my
visit to the west was a month earlier, and not an example was to be

found, though I searched for the species in every lake in the district.

Dr. Plate mentions the annual appearance of L. socialis about the

middle of June, in the neighbourhood of Jena. Very few countries

offer such advantages to the student of freshwater life as the west of
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Ireland. It is indeed a happy hunting-ground, with its countless lakes,

its deep swamps of sphagnum, its endless bogs, and its fortunate im-

munity from drainage and reclamation. Though my short experience

has been confined to the west, I do not suppose for a moment that it

is any better than the centre or east of Ireland. As one travels be-

tween Dublin and Westport, a distance of over 160 miles, as far as the

eye can reach one surveys a boundless tract of country unsurpassed

in its attractions for the naturalist.

The following list enumerates about 220 species, of which a con-

siderable number are very rare. No species is here described as new,

and two only, Pterodina hidentata and Eosphora elongata are recorded

for the first as new to Britain ; but two or three other species were

new, or new to Britain, when I first obtained them in the locality,

and in the case of several others I trust that I have elucidated points

previously obscure in their structure.

My list is longer than that published about two years ago by Miss

Glascott, who catalogues 158 species (Proc. E. D. Soc. viii. {n.s.)

p. 29) chiefly from the eastern counties of Ireland. I regret that I

have not found any of the 24 new species described by Miss Glascott.

In regard to these new species, it must be said that Miss Glascott's

figures are somewhat lacking in detail, and this fault must lead to a

permanent difficulty in identifying the forms that she describes. In

many cases it seems probable that her species are not really new to

science. Professor D'Arcy Thompson (under whose guidance this

Paper has been prepared) suggests that the following forms are identi-

cal with the annexed older species : viz.

—

Notovmnata c^jlmdriformis^ Glascott, with Proales orthodo7i, Gosse.

Proahs inflata, Glascott, with Furcularia sphcerica, Gosse.

Furcularia megalocephala, Glascott, with F. lacfistes, Gosse.

Furcularia semiset ifera, Glascott, with F. eva, Gosse.

Rotfer phaleratus, Glascott, with R. vulgaris, var.

And further that there is at least a striking, if not a suspicious, resem-

blance between the following :

—

Notommata riibra, Glascott, and N. torulosa, Duj.

Furcularia rigida, Glascott, and Proales coryneger, Gosse.

Eospliora striata, Glascott, and F. naias, Ehrenb.

Piglena inflata, Glascott, and Furcularia inflata, Gosse.

B. elongata, Glascott, and F. silpha, Gosse.

D. dromius, Glascott, and F. uncinata, Milne.

In yet other cases, Miss Glascott's identifications seem open to doubt

;
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for example, the Kotifer identified by her as Furcularia micropus (?)^

Gosse, seems, apart from other differences, to have been more than

twice the size of Gosse's species. Making some allowance for dupli-

cation in the case of such forms as the above, the whole known Rotifer-

fauna of Ireland now reaches a total of about 275 species.

For several of the drawings annexed to this Paper, and for a

knowledge of certain of the points of structure illustrated by them,

I am much indebted to my valued correspondents, Mr. C. E. Eousselet

and Mr. F. R. Dixon-Nuttall. Such species as are described and

figured in Hudson and Gosse's Monograph of the Rotifera, vols, i., ii.,

are cited here without bibliographical references, such references

being given only for species described in the supplement to that work
or in more recent separate Papers.

Order I.—RHIZOTA.

Family T.

—

Flosculaeiii)^.

Floscularia regdis, Hudson. A number of examples of this easily-

recognised, seven-lobed, species occurred on Sphagnum and on

Utricularia in a bog-pool two miles S.E. of Westport, and in

a swamp near Castlebar ; 1889-92.

F. coronetta, Cubitt. {F, temiilohata, Anderson, Journ. Asiat. Soc.

Bengal, 1891). Six specimens of this rare species were found

by me on Ranunculus in a small lake in the Xnappagh district,

two miles from "Westport, 1891. A few more occurred on Chara

in a bog-pool 2Jm. S.E. of Westport in 1894.

F. ornata, Ehrenberg. Fairly common on Utricularia, Chara and

Myriophyllum in marshes and lakes. Castlebar and Knappagh,

1889, '91, '92, '94.

F. cornuta, Dobie. Frequent in marshes and bog-pools on Chara and

Utricularia, in different places round Westport and Castlebar

;

1889, '91, '92, '94.

F. Cyclops, Cubitt. Scarce ; eight examples occurred on Chara in a

lake in the Knappagh district, 1891.

F. ambigua, Hudson. This species, first discovered by me on Tent's

Muir, Fife, in 1881, is fairly numerous in the bog-pools all

round Westport.
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F. algicola, Hudson. This species, also first discovered by me (Blair-

gowrie, 1882), was foimd fairly common in the Knappagh lakes on

each of my four visits. It invariably makes its home in the

o-lobular aka Gloiotrichia pisum, attached to the stems of Eanun-

cuius, Myriophyllum, and other aquatic plants. I have found

from one to twelve examples lodged in a single globule of the

alo-a, in which habitat it is frequently associated with Oecistes

mucicola.

F: campamdata, Dobie (? F. prohoscidea, Ehrenberg). Many examples

on Chara and TJtricularia in bog-pools; 1891, '92, '93.

F. longicaudata, Hudson. Of this species (first discovered by me on

Tent's Muir in 1881), I found many specimens on Sphagnum in

bog-pools in 1889, '91, and some on Myriophyllum in a lake

near Westport in 1892, '94.

F. trilohata, Collins. Tour specimens on Myriophyllum from a lake

in the Knappagh district. This handsome species perhaps owes

its large size {-h - "ra in.) to its viviparous habit.

F.amiulata, Hood, Science Gossip, Jan. 1888, p. 8. In this species

the corona is divided into three rounded lobes, the setae are very

short and delicate, and fringe the whole margin of the coronal

cup. I found a dozen examples on Sphagnum in a bog-pool

near Westport in 1891, and some on TJtricularia in 1892.

F. hoodii, Hudson. Of this rare and beautiful species, first found by

me on Tent's Muir in 1882, I obtained three examples on Sphag-

num in a small lake, Knappagh, 1891. Besides my own speci-

mens obtained in Scotland in 1882, '84, '86, and from the above

Irish locality, this species seems only to have been found once,

namely by Bilfinger in Wiirtemberg, 1890 (Jahreshfte d. Ver.

f. vaterl. Naturk. Wiirttb. 1894).

F. gossei, Hood, Int. Journ. of Microscopy and ISTat. Sci., April, 1892,

p. 73 ; cf. Pittock, Sci. Gossip, October, 1894. A few examples

of this rare species were found on Chara in a bog-pool in the

Knappagh district, 1892, '94.

F. caha, Hudson. This is also one of the species first discovered by

me. Since I first found it in Fife and Forfarshire, it has been

got in Wiirtemberg by Bilfinger (op. cit., p. 35). I found a few

examples on TJtricularia in a lake near Castlebar in 1889, and

again on Myriophyllum in one of the Knappagh lakes three miles

from Westport, in 1891.

The above list of Eloscules includes all the six species recorded by
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Miss Glascott, together with eight others here recorded for the first

time as Irish.

Family II.

—

Melicertid^.

Melicerta ringens, Schrank. This common species occurred abundantly
in a mill-pond at Westport, in 1889-91, and in a disused quarry
a mile from the town in 1894.

M. conifera, Hudson. Abundant on IJtricularia and Chara in bog-
pools, 2 miles E. of Westport, 1892, '94.

M. janus, Hudson. This species, first found by me in the Loch of

Lundie in 1880, was met with in abundance during all my four

visits, on Myriophyllum and Ranunculus in the lake at Castlebar,

and in lakes in the Knappagh district. It does not occur in Miss

Glascott' s list.

Limnias ceratoplnjlli^ Schrank. Abundant in a mill-pond at Westport,

1889, '92.

Z. amndatus, Eailey. Fairly numerous on Chara and Utricularia in a

marsh in the Knappagh district, 1892.

L. myriophylli, Western, J. Quekett Micr, Club, April, 1891. {Lim-

nioides myriophylli, Tatem.) I found many examples of this very

rare species on Sphagnum and Utricularia in a marsh two miles

east of Westport, 1889, '91.

Oecistes crystaUinus, Ehrenb. Eairly plentiful in the lakes of the

Knappagh district, 1889, '92, '94.

Oe. intermedius^ Davis. A number of specimens on Chara in an old

quarry a mile ^N". of Westport, 1892, '94.

Oe. pilula, Wills. Yery abundant on Sphagnum in a pool about 2

miles E. of Westport, 1892.

Oe. longicornis, Davis. I got a number of examples of this small species

on Ranunculus in a lake 2 miles S.E. of Westport in 1892, and

also on Sphagnum in moss-pools in 1894.

Oe. (?) velatus, Gosse. I found two specimens of this remarkable

form on Myriophyllum in a lake at Castlebar, 1891.

Oe. umhella, Hudson. Many examples on Sphagnum in bog-pools at

Castlebar and Westport, 1891, '94.

Oe. ptygura, Hudson. {Ptygura melicerta Ehrenberg.) Many speci-

mens on Sphagnum near Westport, 1891.
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Oe.miicicola, Kellicott. Hudson and Gosse, supplement, p. 6. Western,

Journ. Quekett Club, (2) iv., p. 320, PI. xxi., 1, 1891. Plentiful

in spheres of Gloiotrichia pisum from the Knappagh lakes : 1889,

'91, '94. Mr. Western found this species in Richmond-park in

1890, its first recorded appearance in Britain.

Oe. hrevts, Hood, Journ. E,. Microsc. Soc, 1893, p. 448, pi. vii. I

found a number of specimens of this species on Myriophyllum in a

small lake on the Knappagh road : 1889, '92, '94. It has also

been found in Germany by Bilfinger. Among the four species

of Oecistes enumerated as Irish by Miss Glascott is Oe. Irachi-

atus, Hudson, a form first found by me in 1882. We have

now, accordingly, ten species of this genus recorded from

Ireland.

Lacimdaria socialis, Ehrenb. Yery abundant on Chara and other

aquatic plants in the lakes of the Knappagh district. I have

already called attention to the absence of this species during the

earlier months of summer. It is remarkable that this very con-

spicuous species is absent from Miss Glascott' s list
;
perhaps it is

rare in the east of Ireland.

Conocliilus volvox, Ehrenb. Abundant in marsh-pools among rushes,

2 miles S.E. of Westport : 1889, '92
; near Castlebar, 1891.

C. unicornis, Eousselet, Journ. Quekett Club, Jan. 1892. This rare

species is a lake-dweller. I found it both in 1892 and 1894 very

abundant in two lakes in the Knappagh district. The large and

beautiful spheres each contained from a dozen to over a hundred

individuals.

Oeder II.—BDELLOIDEA.

Family PhilodijS'id^.

Philodina roseola, Ehrenb. A great many specimens in an old quarry

near Westport, 1891, and in bog-pools, 1892.

P. eryth'ophtlialma, Ehrenb. I found this widely- distributed species

on weeds in a bog in 1891 ; also attached to the tubes of

Fredericella sultana in a lake on the Knappagh road, 1891, '94.

P. citrina, Ehrenb. A few examples on Chara in a peat bog, E. of

Westport, 1894.

P. tulerculata, Gosse. A number of examples of this rare species were

got among decayed vegetable debris from the bottom of a lake two

miles east of Westport, 1891, '92, '94.
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F. aculeata^ Ehrenb. This very similar and equally rare species was

found to be fairly common in marshes among vegetable debris

^

1889, '94. Miss Glascott enumerates four out of the above five

species of Philodina, omitting P. tuherculata, but adding P.

megalotrocJia^ Ehrenb.

Rotifer tardus, Ehrenb. ItTumbers of this handsome species occurred

in a bog-pool 2^ miles east of Westportin 1891, and a few were

re-discovered in 1894.

R. vulgaris, Schrank. Common around Westport.

R. mento, Anderson, Notes on Indian Hotifers, Journ. Asiat. Society,

Bengal, 1889; Journ. Quekett Club, 1893, p. 276; Jennings,

E-otat. of the great lakes of Michigan, Bull. Michig. Eish Comm.
No. 3, 1894, p. 6. This species was first discovered near

Calcutta. Though rare it seems to be widely distributed, and

when met with it invariably occurs in large numbers. Mr. H.

S. Jennings found it in great abundance in 1893, in the swampy
shores of Lake St. Clair, Michigan. I also found it in thousands

in a ditch in Fifeshire in March, 1894; and again on the 2nd

August, 1894, in abundance in a marsh two miles from Westport.

It is a social species. Unlike any other species of the genus,

the animal inhabits a long, narrow, gelatinous tube, of a brownish

colour, and open at both ends ; a large number of these tubes

are packed closely together, and scores of the animals may be

seen projecting from their tubes, with their wheels all spinning

round, in the field of a 1-inch objective. The animal when
disturbed leaves its lodging, and swims swiftly through the

water ; and if industriously watched, it may be observed to

again occupy an empty tube.

R. macrurus, Schrank. I found a number of specimens of this, the

handsomest member of the whole family Philodinidae, associated

with the preceding species, in 1894.

R. macroceros, Gosse. I met with this species frequently in Knappagh

lakes in 1892-94, nestling in the axils of the leaves of Myriophyl-

lum.

In addition to three of the above five species of Eotifer, Miss

Glascott further mentions R. Jiapticus, Gosse, and R. phaleratus, n.sp.,

which latter is, as the writer says, ''probably only a variety of R.

vulgaris.''^

Callidina elegans, Ehrenb. A few specimens in an old quarry, to the

north of Westport, 1892, '94.
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€. lidens, Gosse. Numerous in a marsh-pool, 2^ miles east of "West-

port, 1892.

C. lihamata, Gosse. A number of specimens in vegetable sediment

from a small lake on the Knappagh-road.

Family Adinetid^.

Adineta vaga, Davis. Two examples only were found, consorting

together with Callidi7ia hihamata.

Oeder III.—PLOI^A. Sub-order Illoeicata,

Family Mickocodonid^.

Microcodon clavus, Ehrenberg. I found a large number of this rare

little gem (already got in Wexford by MissGlascott), in the large

lake at Castlebar, in 1891.

Family Asplanchnidje.

Asplanclina IrigTittvellii, Gosse. A large number of examples occurred

in Castlebar lake in 1892.

-Sacculus viridis, Gosse. This species occurred abundantly in a mossy

pool 500 feet above the level of the sea, to the east of Westport,

in 1889, '91.

Family Synchaetid^.

Synchaeta pectinata, Ehrenb. Plentiful in bog-pools all round West-

port. This handsome swift-swimming Rotifer was especially

abundant in 1892, when every pool contained fine examples; it

was not so numerous, yet by no means scarce in 1894.

S. tremula, Ehrenb. Quite as prolific in 1892, '94, as the former

species, in the bogs around Westport.

S. oblonya, Ehrenb. I met with this rare species in an old quarry on

a hill near Westport, where several examples occurred in com-

pany with Sacculus viridis.

S. lonyipes, Gosse. H. and G., Supplement, p. 17. JS'umerous in a

lake on the Knappagh road, near Westport.

>S. baltica, Ehrenb. I found this marine species plentifully in 1892, '94,

in a lagoon near Westport Harbour, and in other tide-pools in

Clew Eay. .

S. tavina. Hood. Int. Journ. of Microscopy and !N". S., 1893. Pro-

lific in a lagoon near Westport Harbour, 1894.

E.l.A. PEOC, see. III., VOL. III. 2 T
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Family Teiartheid^.

Polyarthra platyptera, Ehrenb. This curious skipping Eotifer was

found abundantly in the lakes and bog-pools near Westport and

Castlebar during all my visits.

Anarthra, n. g. A. aptera, TLood = Polyarthra aptera, Hood. Journ.

Quekett Club, Oct. 1893, p. 281.

(Plate XXII., figrs. 1, la, lb.)

In this very anomalous Rotifer, the lateral spines or skip-

ping appendages are entirely absent. The systematic position

of the animal is accordingly a difficult matter to decide ; for

the possession of such spines is not only a generic character of

Polyarthra, but is a character common to all the hitherto

described members of the Triarthridse, while, on the other

hand, the whole conformation and organization of the creature

is in other respects identical with that of Polyarthra. Thus

it has a sac- shaped footless body; the corona truncate, with a

single ciliary wreath ; a single large occipital eye ; the mastax

pear-shaped, and trophi forcipate. The corona is furnished, as

in Polyarthra, with two fleshy setose prominences, and in front

of each of these with a long style. Two small antennae are

situated low down in the middle of the back. Prom the very

close general resemblance to Polyarthra platyptera, I at first

placed this new species in the same genus : on reconsideration

it appears more convenient to isolate it in a separate genus, but

having regard to the general features of its organization, ta

leave it in close proximity to Polyarthra, as an aberrant mem-
ber of the family Triarthridse. I discovered this species in

1892 in a lake in Porfarshire, and on Aug. 1, 1894, I obtained

a few examples in a lake near Westport. These, as yet, are

the only records of the species.

Triarthra loyigiseta, Ehrenb. I found numbers of this common and

graceful species in a lake at Castlebar in 1891, and in bog-pools

around Westport in 1892, '94.

T. Ireviseta, Gosse. Many specimens of this tiny three-spined species

occurred in company with Brachionus rubens in a quarry near

Westport, in July, 1894.

Family HYDATiNiDiE.

Hydatina senta, Ehrenb. I met with a quantity of this large and hand-

some species in a duck-pond near Westport. The water was green

with Euglenae, which this Rotifer seems habitually to feed upon.
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Rhinops vitrea, Hudson. This is a rare and attractive species. I met
with but two examples in a lake at Castlebar in 1889.

R. orliculodiscus, Thorpe, J. E. Microsc. Soc, 1891, p. 304, pi. vii. 4.
Eilfinger, Eotatorienf. Wurttembergs, pi. xi., 2, 3. A number of
specimens of this rare and recently-described form occurred in a
bog-pool near Westport, 1891. This species was originally obtained
by Dr. Thorpe in October, 1889, in the mountains of Donegal.
The generic affinities of this species remain doubtful. The ab-
sence of proboscis and of eyes mark it as very different from
R. vitrea, and make it, perhaps, worthy of a new generic appella-
tion. The resemblance to Hydatina does not seem so striking as
Thorpe suggests it to be.

Notops hyijtopus, Ehrenb. I met with many examples, both male and
female, of this species, in a bog-pool near Westport, in June, 1891.

N. minor, Eousselet, Journ. Quekett Club, Jan. 1892, p. 359. '^any
examples in a marsh near Westport, August, 1892.

Ploesoma lenticulare, Herrick, EuU. Sci. Lab. Denison Fniy. I. i

1885. "An undescribed Eotifer," Yorce, Proc. Am.' Soc!
Microsc. 1882; Gomphogaster areolatus, Id., ibid., 1887, (cf. H.*
and G., Suppl., p. 58, pi. xxxiv.,36). Gastropus ehreniergii{J\
Imhof, Zool. Anz., xi., p. 171, 1888 (Ascomorpha (?), sp., Id!
ibid. X. p. 577, 1887). GastroscMza foveohta, Jagerskiold, Zool,
Anz., XY. p. 447, 1892; Levander, Acta Soc. pro Pauna et Plora
Pennica, xii. 3, p. 25, 1894. Bipalpus hjnceus, Wierz. and
Zach., Z. f. w. Z., Ivi., p. 236, 1892. Ploesoma hjnceus, Jennings,
Zool. Anz., xvii., p. 5b, 1894. Bull. Mich. Pish Comm m ""s

p. 13, 1894. '
' '

(Plate XXIII., figs. 9, 9a.)

The multitude of synonyms under which this Eotifer is
placed give a measure of the perplexity that it and its near
allies have caused to students of the group. Pirst recorded in
1882 by Yorce, who found it in Lake Erie near Cleveland, Ohio
it was again found not very long afterwards in the same State by
Herrick, who described and named it in 1885; and the name
given by the latter writer thus takes precedence over that given
by the original discoverer, who delayed publishing a description
of his species under a definite name till 1887.

Passing over the brief and obscure notice of Imhof, who, if
this species was really under his observation, described 'it under
the generic name Ascomorpha, Perty, a synonym of Sacculus, and
afterwards coupled it under the new generic name Gastropus

2 T
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Ploesoma lenticular

e

—continued.

with another species, G. stylifer, Imh. (suggested hy Jennings

to be identical with Notops pygmaeus, Caiman, Sudsonella picta,

Zach.), we next meet with our species unmistakably (though

imperfectly) figured by Jagerskiold, who found it near Stock-

holm, and commented on its resemblance to Ehrenberg's EucMa-

nis lynceiis. About the same time, but a month before (Sept. 17,

1892), Bergendal, in describing a new and closely allied form

under the name of Gastroschiza triacantha (Lund's Univ.

Arsskrift, vol. xxviii.), had called attention to its close affinity

with Ehrenberg's JE. lynceus, though he and Jagerskiold were

careful to speak only of resemblance, and not to venture on the

assertion of identity. In the same year, and even within a few

days (November 25, 1892), the species was described and dis-

cussed by Wierzejski and Zacharias, who now identified it,

under the name Bipalpus lynceus, with Ehrenberg's species, and

their identification, accepted by Jennings in his note on the

synonymy of this and allied forms (Zool. Anz. xvii., p. 55, 1894),

has been assumed of late to be correct by students of the Eoti-

fera. Levander, however, in a recent paper on Eotifera from

the neighbourhood of Helsingfors, passing over Wierzejski and

Zacharias's name as a synonym without further discussion, figures

our species under Jagerskiold's name Gastroschiza foveolata.

Bergendal's Gastroschiza lynceus (Lund's Univ. Arsskr., I.e.) is

simply a name given on the faith of Ehrenberg's description to

his original species, for the sake of conjoining it generically

with, while retaining it as specifically different from, the new
Gastroschiza triacantha, Bergendal.

Though Ploesoma lenticulare was thus found during many years

in various localities both in the Old World and the New, it had

not been taken in Britain till July, 1894, when I fished up a num-

ber of examples in two lakes a couple of miles east of Westport.

Mr. C. Eousselet, to whom I sent specimens, was successful

in preserving and mounting a number of examples of this rare

Eotifer with the corona and its cilia, the foot, and the antennae

extended ; even the colour is preserved in his preparations, and

the internal organs are so well shown that the whole anatomy

can be better examined in detail than in a living example.

These specimens have now been re-studied in Professor D'Arcy

Thompson's laboratory, and the result of this re-examination, in

which we have been helped by correspondence with infinite kind-
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Ploesoma lenticnlare—continued.

ness by Mr. Dixon-Nuttall, Mr. Western, and especially by Mr.

Rousselet himself, has been to convince us that our species is not

identical with Ehrenberg's, that Wierzejski and Zacharias were

wrong in so associating it, and that accordingly Herrick's name
Ploesoma lenticnlare must be reinstated in specific as well as in

generic priority.

Description.—A complicated lorica almost completely encloses

the body. Yiewed from the dorsal aspect it presents an elongated

anterior plate or neck-shield (a) whose lateral borders are free,

and to a slight extent overlap the adjacent portions of the lorica.

This neck-shield is traversed by a median longitudinal ridge, and

terminates in front in a prominent median tooth, with two angular

prominences on each side. A small specialised area at the

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

posterior end of the neck-shield lodges the dorsal antenna, and

immediately behind this the lorica is crossed (in the middle of its

length) by two deep V-shaped transverse dorsal furrows. Posterior

to these transverse furrows, an elongated flattened triangular area

[a) extends backwards, and two long grooves (hi) converging

backwards from its sides meet together behind it, and run a narrow-

ing course to an apex at the posterior end of the lorica. The ridge

separating those two long grooves is thus a prolongation of the

apex of the triangular shield and the grooves themselves may be

defined as the " median vertical grooves." The rest of the lorica

consists of two lateral portions united ventrally to one another

from a point a little way behind the foot. They are separate from

one another anteriorly to this point, and are also separate from and
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Ploesoma lenticulare—continued.

and overlapped by the neck-shield, as has been already described,
while posteriorly they join the dorsal areas already enumerated.
These lateral portions may further be described as each consisting

of a dorso-lateral and a ventro-lateral part separated from one
another by a prominent longitudinal ridge (r) which extends from
the neighbourhood of the outer angle of the neck-shield back to the
posterior apex of the lorica. The narrow dorso-lateral region is

marked by two other longitudinal ridges approximately parallel to

the boundary ridge (r), and is thus divided into tliree longitudinal
grooves, of which the most dorsal (/) is a mere shallow depression,

and scarcely extends further forward than the median transverse
furrows, while the other two (c, d), are well defined and run
forward towards the sides of the anterior dorsal plate. Each
ventro-lateral portion is traversed by three slight sinuous ridges,

which spring from a small central area in which is lodged the
lateral antenua, and run respectively to the dorso-lateral, ventral,

and oral margins.

Foot ventral, annulate, with two toes. Corona nearly
uniform posteriorly, but with three larger tufts of cilia on the
ventral side. Two large retractile frontal horns. Three antennae,

of which one perforates the anterior dorsal shield immediately in

front of the transverse median grooves, and the others perforate

the middle of the ventro-lateral portions of the lorica. Eye,
dark-coloured beneath the anterior dorsal shield. Mastax large

;

trophi forcipate. Length of the lorica about xio in.

Our figures of this Eotifer are, in so far as regards the char-

acters of the lorica, entirely the work of Mr. C. Rousselet, the
other structures represented being reproduced from drawings by
Mr. Dixon-Nuttall. Mr. Eousselet remarks that the animal is

exceedingly difficult to draw ; its complicated contours make it

almost impossible to render accurately in any one view the

arrangement of the grooves and ridges ; it is, accordingly, neces-

sary for the draughtsman to imagine it as artificially flattened

out, and the view of the dorsal aspect in particular is bound to

be to a considerable extent conventional or diagrammatic.
The illustrations hitherto given by other authors are all more

or less inadequate. Jagerskiold's original woodcut (Zool. Anz.
I.e.) is very rough and gives no details : Levander's^ is in points

^ Mr. Western remarks to us that one can produce a similar picture to

Levander's by focussing too low down instead of on the suxface of the lorica.
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Floesoma lenticulare—continued.

inaccurate ; the dorsal view given by Wierzejski and Zacharias

(I.e., pi. xiii., fig. 7) is perhaps the best that has appeared. In

both this last and in Levander's figure the median vertical

grooves are represented as entirely separate from one another,

the point of view not showing their posterior apical junction.

The most striking point in regard to the relation of this species

to Ehrenberg's E. lyjiceus is the complete omission from Ehreu-

berg's description of any allusion to the two conspicuous transverse

median furrows ;
this omission seems of itself conclusive proof that

the species are not the same. Whether Ehrenberg's species be, on

the other hand, identical with one of the other closely allied species

now known to us, for instance the very distinct G. truncata,

Levander (of which Mr. Eousselet has kindly sent us American

specimens collected by Mr. Jennings) is another question which

may, in the meantime, be left open for discussion.

The systematic position of the Eotifer is not yet settled, and in-

volves many difficulties, which difficulties are indeed only increased

when we take into account such undoubtedly allied species as

P.
(
Gastroschiza) flexilis, Jagerskiold = Bipalpus vesiculosus, Wierz.

and Zach. It is plain, that these species are not closely allied to

Euchlanis, and it is likewise plain, both that they fall into none

of the received families of the Loricata, and that it would not be

easy to form for their reception any single new family whose

definition should conform with the definition of the families at

present accepted. Levander, it is true, groups these allied species

under the new family Gastroschizidse, but does not essay a

definition of the family thus constituted. Mr. Jennings cuts the

knot of the difficulty by placing Ploesoma in the family Hyda-

tinidffi, on the ground of its obvious general and anatomical

resemblance with the typical species of Notops. Professor D'Arcy

Thompson entirely agrees with this view, and it is accordingly

here accepted. It involves the dispensing altogether, in this case,

with lorical characters ; and if characters drawn from the lorica

be found valueless in this instance as a guiding principle in

classification, it is more than possible that in many other cases

also they are in reality fallacious. In short, though this is not

the proper place to suggest a new classification of rotifers, we

may simply say that it seems likely that ere long a new classifica-

tion of the Ploima will be required, in which the characters of

the lorica will take a very subordinate position.
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Family I^otommatid^.

AJhertia intrusor, Gosse. I met with a few isolated examples of

this parasitic species, while examining sediment from two of

the small Knappagh lakes, in 1891, '92.

Taphrocampa annulosa, Gosse. Frequently met with in vegetable

debris from the Knappagh lakes : 1891, '92, '94.

T. Saundersice, Gosse. Frequent in similar situations to the last, near

Westport or Castlebar, 1891.

Pleurotrocha leptura, Ehrenb. Four examples in Castlebar lake, 1891,

and a few from the neighbourhood of Westport, 1892.

Notommata tripus, Ehrenb. Several examples of this very sluggish

species were found in a bog-pool amongst Sphagnum, at

Castlebar, in 1889; more frequent near Westport, in 1892, '94.

iV. cyrtopusj Gosse. Several examples in a bog-pool, 2 miles S. of

"Westport, 1892. The same pool was full of Chara, thickly

studded with Melicerta conifera.

N. pilarius, Gosse. I met with many specimens in the bog-pools

round Castlebar and Westport.

N. forcipata, Ehrenb. Eight specimens only, in vegetable debris

from a mill-dam, Westport.

iV. Umax, Gosse. H. and G., Supplement, p. 20, pi. xxxi., 8. A
number of specimens among Chara and Utricularia in a bog-pool

near Westport. Mr. Gosse records it from material sent him from

Carrick-on-Shannon by my son.

iV. hrachyota, Ehrenb. This form is widely distributed. Examples

were to be found in the water, and the vegetable debris from

most of the bog-pools near Westport and Castlebar,

iV. saceigera, Ehrenb. Fairly numerous in the sediment of the lakes

and pools in the Knappagh district, 1891, '92.

iV. ovuliim, Gosse. H. and G., Supplement, p. 20, pi. xxxi., 7.

Four specimens only, in a marsh near Westport, August 1, 1894.

iV. potamius, Gosse. H. and G., Supplement, p. 21, pi. xxxi., 9.

This symmetrical and well-marked species occurred in a bog-pool

near Westport, in June, 1891.

N. lacinulata, Ehrenb. This is the most sprightly and vigorous

species of the genus. In one or two small lakes many examples

occurred among Myriophyllum and other weeds, especially when
these were intertwined with confervoid filaments.
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JV. theodora, Gosse. H. and G., Supplement, p. 21, pi. xxxi., 8.

Two specimens of this beautiful hyaline species were found in

Castlebar Lake, 1891.

Cyrtonia tuba (Ehrenb.) = Notommata tula, Ehrenb.

(Plate XXI., 2, 2a.)

Of this rare, trumpet-shaped form, I took three specimens among

Sphagnum in a bog-pool near Westport, July 29, 1892. The

drawing of the species, in Hudson and Gosse's Monograph

(pi. xvii., 8), is, as Mr. Gosse admits, very unsatisfactory. I

have pleasure in submitting detailed drawings, made by Mr,

Dixon !N'uttall, from a living specimen sent by me from Westport.

I cannot help thinking that Miss Glascott's figures of " Notops

forcipata, n. sp." {op. c, p. 79, pi. vi., 5), may have been drawn

from this species.

Copeus ehrejilergii, Gosse = Copeus lahiatus, Gosse. A number of ex-

amples of this large species occurred in a bog-pool near Castle-

bar, 1891, and among sediment from a small lake a few miles E.

of Westport, 1894.

C. pachyiirus, Gosse. I found a large number of this handsome

species in a ditch near Castlebar in 1891, and again in 1892

among sediment from a lake near Westport, where diatoms and

desmids were abundant. It is in such environment that the

species is to be found, its food consisting wholly of diatoms and

desmids. The motion of this creature is slothful as it creeps

along while feeding, but, wishing to change its quarters, it

extends its ciliated auricles and swims with a graceful and

rapid motion. The male is not described by Gosse in the Mono-

graph, but has since been found by Mr. Kuttall, and described

and figured by him in the Journal of the Quekett Club, April,

1894, p. 333, pi. XV.

C. caudattis, Collins. I have frequently met with examples of this

symmetrical species in the marshes, bog-pools, and lakes near

Westport, 1889, '91, '92, '94.

C. Cerberus, Gosse. A moderate number of specimens were got near

"Westport, in localities similar to those inhabited by the pre-

ceding species, 1891, '92.

Froales sordida, Gosse. This species, first described by Mr. Gosse

from specimens sent from Dundee by me, was frequently met

with in bog-pools and marshes near Castlebar, 1891, and near

Westport, 1892.
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T. decipiens, Ehrenb. This species occurred, not rarely, but in small
numbers, in marshes and in a quarry-pool near Westport, 1889,
'91, '94.

P. gihha, Ehrenb. This small species seems to be scarce. My obser-

vations were confined to two examples from a marsh-pool near
Westport.

P. pefromyzon, Ehrenb. On two occasions, in 1891, '92, I have
found this species abundantly in a small lake near Westport. It

occurred on twigs of Myriophyllum, thickly covered with
Vorticellidae, on which animals Ehrenberg believed it to be
parasitic.

P. tigridia, Gosse. On each of my four visits to the west I met with
a few examples of this distinctive species near Westport.

Jlertwigia parasita, Ehrenb. JSfotommata parasita^ Ehrenb., Die In-

fusionsth., 1838, p. 426, pi. l., 1. Proales parasita, H. and G.,

ii. p. 89, pi. xviii. 1. Hertwigia volvocicola, Plate, Jen. Zeitschr.,

1885, p. 26, figs. 7, 8. I met with a large number of examples
of this species in Volvox glohator in Castlebar Lake, 1891. The
affinities of the creature are doubtful. Although it was assigned

to Proales by Mr. Gosse in the Monograph, I am convinced that

it does not properly appertain to that genus, from the species of

which it differs (1) in lacking foot and toes; (2) in possessing a

conspicuous fleshy, finger-shaped '' antenna." I am somewhat
inclined to think that its true affinities are with Sacculus, in spite

of its possessing an alimentary canal, wliich, in the latter genus,

has become atrophied : but in the meantime we may place it

apart under the name Hertwigia, a name coined for it by Dr.

Plate, who was unaware that the species was already known.
The creature is more interesting than graceful. It is to be found
within the beautiful spheres of Volvox glolator, from which it

derives its sustenance, and in which it deposits its eggs. After
laying its eggs it eats its way out of the Volvox colony, leaving

its eggs to hatch. It then swims through the water until it

finds a suitable Yolvox in which to make a new home, and,

effecting an entrance by eating a hole in the cuticle, there it lives

in ease and plenty.

Furcularia forficula, Bolton. I observed six examples in a bog-pool
near Westport in 1891, a few more in the same spot in 1892, and
a few in sediment from a neighbouring lake in 1894.
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F. ensifera, Gosse. A few specimens from a quarry-pool near West-
port, 1892, '94.

F. micropiiSj Gosse. Two examples of this blind, maggot-like species

occurred in water from a marsh near "Westport, 1892.

F. longiseta, Elirenb. Frequent in the water and sediment of a small

lake on the Knappagh road, 1889, '94.

F. cequalis, Ehrenb. I found a few examples of this species among
Utricularia in a bog-pool near Westport in 1892, '94.

F. spherica, Gosse. H. and G., Supplement, p. 26, pi. xxxi. 16. A
few specimens of this small species were got in a pool near West-

port Harbour, filled at high-water, 1892.

F. lophyra^ Gosse. H. and G., Supplement, p. 26, pi. xxxi. 19. I got

six specimens in all from a marsh near "Westport in 1889 and

1894.

F. molaris, Gosse. H. and G., Supplement, p. 25, pi. xxxi. 14. One

isolated example in a quarry-pool in 1892 ; three more in a bog

near Westport among Sphagnum, 1894.

F. hoUo?ii, Gosse. Four specimens in siftings from Castlebar Lake,

1891.

F. 7nari?ia, Dujardin. A few examples in a lagoon by "Westport

Harbour, 1891, '92, '94.

Di(/lenafo7ripata, Ehrenb. I met with a solitary example of this hand-

some species in a bog-pool among Utricularia, and two more in

a mill-pond at Westport among Ranunculus aquatilis, 1891, '94.

D. aquila^ Gosse. H. and G., Supplement, p. 28, pi. xxxi. 20. I

found a few examples on several occasions in the bog-pools

near Westport in 1891, '92. This species was found in the

county Leitrim in 1885, in material sent by my son to Mr.

Gosse.

I), stiillia^ Gosse. H, and G., Supplement, p. 29, pi. xxxi. 24. A
few specimens of this marine species occurred in the lagoon at

Westport Harbour, 1889, '91, '92. This lagoon, already more

than once referred to, is a piece of water cut off by the building

of the quay wall, through which, however, an opening or small

tunnel admits a partial ebb and flow.

D. pachida, Gosse. H. and G., Supplement, p. 29, pi. xxxi. 23. Two
examples were found in the lagoon in 1894. This was the first

time that I had met with the species, but it agreed obviously

with Gosse's figure and description.
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B. silpha^ Gosse. H. and G., Supplement, p. 30, pi. xxxi. 22. I

found five examples in the old quarry at Westport in 1894, two
on a first and three on a second visit. This species does not seem

yet to have been met with out of Ireland. An example from

county Leitrim, collected by my son, furnished Mr. Gosse with his

description in 1885.

B. giraffa^ Gosse. I found two specimens in vegetable debris from a

lake near Westport in 1889, and again two or three in a marsh-

pool near Castlebar in 1891.

D. catellina, Ehrenb. Many examples of this species occurred among
seaweeds in a pool of brackish water on Lord Sligo's policies,

filled at spring-tides, June, 1891.

J), hiraphis, Gosse. This species was very numerous in a shallow

pool, 2 or 3 inches deep, 2^ miles from Westport, 1892. The
pool contained Chara, together with a great quantity of diatoms

and desmids. The stomachs of the Eotifers were packed with
green vegetable matter.

D. permollisy Gosse. A few examples amongst Sphagnum, thickly

studded with Oecistes pilula, in a bog-pool, 2^ miles E. of West-
port, 1892, '94. This species was first described by Mr. Gosse

from specimens sent him from Dundee by me.

Distemma raptor, Gosse. This predacious species was first found by
me in the estuary of the Tay, in 1883, and I was pleased to

meet with it again in the west of Ireland in 1889. A number
of examples occurred in the lagoon at Westport Harbour in that

year, and again in 1891 and 1892, associated with shoals of a

little shrimp -like crustacean [Ifysis sp.)

J), platyceps, Gosse. H. and G., Suppl., p. 31, pi. xxxi., 25. I

sent Mr. Gosse a few examples of the species, till then un-

known, from water taken from a tide-pool at Carnoustie, Forfar-

shire, in 1886. A few examples occurred in a tide-pool at Clew
Bay in 1889.

Triphylus lacustris (Ehrenb.). Cf. H. and G., Suppl., p. 19, pi.

xxxii., 16. This interesting Rotifer closely resembles JVbtops

clavulatus, the most striking difference being that it has two
small frontal eyes, whereas the I«[otops has one large eye placed

on the dorsal side of the neck. I found this large and handsome
species in 1894, in a bog two miles east of Westport. It in-

habited a hole filled with water of a port-wine colour, and so
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numerous was it, that a single dip of the dipping-tuhe brought

up about a hundred individuals.

Eosphora elonyata, Ehrenb., = Furcularia najas^ Duj., = Notomtnata

eloiigata, Bartsch. Cf. Eckstein, Rotat. der Umgegend von

Giessen, Z. f. w. Z., xxxix., p. 358, fig. 30, 1883 ; H. and G.,

Suppl. p. 27, pi. xxxiii., fig. 9.

(Plate XXI., figr. 3—3d.)

I found a few examples of this large species in a small lake

on the Knappagh Road, two miles from Westport, on several

occasions during July, 1894. This is the first record of its

occurrence in Britain. Specific Characters.—Body elongated,

fusiform; corona truncate, with two styles on the dorsal edge;

vibratile cilia long. Eyes three in number, two in front, one in

the neck on the middle lobe of the brain. Brain of three lobes.

Antennae, three—one in front on the dorsal side, two dorso-

lateral antennae in the lumbar region. Cloacal vent immediately

above the foot. Eoot, one-jointed, with two short toes. Lateral

tubes and vibratile tags well defined, running from the neck

to a small contractile vesicle above the foot. Ovary a large

oval sac. Length, -^ inch. I am indebted to Mr. T^uttall for

the accompanying drawings which give a perfect likeness of

the animal ; they are taken from specimens sent him by me
from "Westport.

E. digitata, Ehrenb. H. and G., Suppl., p. 27, pi. xxxiii., fig. 10.

This species is not half the length of E. elongata ; the body is

more conical, and the toes are long. 1 found two examples

only in sediment from the neighbourhood of Xnappagh Lake,

1894.

Sub-Order

—

Loeicata.

Eamily Eattulide.

Mastigocerca elongata^ Gosse. JS'umerous in the lakes and bog-pools

near Castlebar and Westport, 1889, '91, '92.
'

M. ratttis, Ehrenb. I found a few specimens in the old quany-pool

at Westport in 1892, '94.

M. hicornis, Ehrenb. Eairly abundant in a small lake in the Knap-
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pagh district, and again in a marsh-pool on a hill near Westport,.

1891, '92, '94.

M. iernis, Gosse. H. and G., SuppL, p. 35, pi. xxxiii., 26. This

species was described by Mr. Gosse from specimens sent him

from county Leitrim by my son. I found a good many specimens

in lakes near Castlebar and "Westport, in 1889, '92, '94.

M. dicristata, Gosse. H. and G., Suppl., p. 35, pi. xxxi., 27. This,

the largest species of the genus, is by no means scarce in Ireland.

I found many examples in the lakes, marshes, and bog-pools,

during all my visits to "Westport.

M. carinata, Ehrenb. IsTumerous, in similar localities, on all my
visits.

M. lophoessa, Gosse. I got a few examples only in a pool on a hill

near Westport, associated with Saccidus viridis, 1891.

M. stylata, Gosse. Six specimens only occurred in 1889, in a pool

two and a-half miles from Westport.

Rattidiis tigris (Ehrenb.). In bog-pools, near "Westport and Castlebar,

1891, '92.

R, calypfus, Gosse. A few examples of this marine species (first

found by me in the estuary of the Tay), in the lagoon at "West-

port Harbour, 1889, and in a tide-pool to the north of the same

harbour, 1892.

R. hicornis, Western. Journ. Quekett Club, 1893.

(Plate XXII., figs. 4, 4 a.)

The chief characteristic difference between R. hicornis and

R. tigris is that the former has two stout spines on the dorsal

frontal edge, where the latter has one only. The toes of the

latter are longer than in those of the former species. A large

number of examples were got in a bog-pool in 1892.

[Since this paper and the accompanying plates were first

prepared we have received some interesting additional information

concerning this Rotifer from Mr. C. Rousselet. Besides its two

unequal toes, it has three small '^substyles" also unequal in

length. The dorsal antenna is very small and situtated in front

of the eye ; the lateral antennae are asymmetrical, the left being

very high up, on a level with the middle of the brain, while the

right is much lower down, below the middle of the body. The

brain is hyaline, pear-shaped, pointed and very large, descending
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to the middle of the body ; the large red eye is situated on the

anterior dorsal part of the brain. The foot-opening of the lorica

is (as correctly represented in our fig. 4) oblique from right to

left, allowing the foot and toes to bend only to the right and
neither dorsalwards nor ventralwards. The whole lorica has a

very slight twist to the right.]

Coelopus porcellus, Gosse. A few examples of this plump species

occurred in sediment from a lake in the Knappagh district, and
in a muddy pool on the face of a hill in the Croagh-Patrick range

near "Westport, 1891, '92.

C. minutiis, Gosse. A number of examples of this dwarf Eotifer

were found in water collected in a lake at Castlebar in 1891,

associated with Volvox glohator ; also in the mill-dam at West-
port, 1894.

Family Dinochakid^.

Binocharis pocillu^n, Ehrenb. A number of examples of this species

occurred in a marsh-pool near Westport in 1889, and in Castlebar

Lake and bog, 1891.

D. tetractis^ Ehrenb. Many examples occurred in the lakes and bog-

pools near Westport in 1891, '92, '94.

Polychaetus collinsii^ (Gosse). Binocharis collinsii, Gosse, Intell,

Observer, x. p. 269, 1866; H. and G., ii. p. 72, pi. xxi. 3.

Polychaetus spinulostis, Archer, Quarterly Journal Microscopical

Science, viii., p. 72, 1868.

(Plate XXII., fi^. 5.)

A few specimens of this rare species occurred in a small

lake two miles east of Westport in 1894. Mr. Archer records

it from the Carrig and Gallery districts.

P. siilquadratus, Perty, Z. Kennt. kl. Lebensformen, Bern, 1852,

p. 45, pi. i. Qa. Cf. C. Ternetz, Eotat. d. Umgebung Easels, 1892.

Western, op. cit.

(Plate XXII., fi^. 6.)

Mr. Gosse, in the Monograph of the Eotifera, expresses an

opinion that his Binocharis collinsii and Perty' s Polychaetus

suhquadratiis are identical. This view cannot be upheld ; there

are significant and persistent differences between the two forms.

The outline of P. suhquadratus is nearly square, and less
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elongated than in P. collinsii: and tlie dorsal plate of the lorica

bears eight spines only in the latter species, but twelve in the

former. It is clear, as has already been pointed out by more

recent writers, especially by Ternetz, that those two species

deserve to be associated together, and removed from the

genus Dinocharis. Both species are rare, but widely dis-

tributed. Mr. Western has obtained both in England, as I

have also done in Scotland ; and both have been also taken

by German and American observers. A few examples of P.

sulquadratus occurred in a lake near '\V^estport in 1894.

Scandium longicaudum, Ehrenb. A few examples of this species

occurred in sediment from the lake at Castlebar, 1891.

S. eiidactylotum, Gosse. I found a few examples of this handsome

species in sediment from the lake at Castlebar in 1891 : this is a

rare species. I made a second visit to the lake, expecting to find

more of this beautifully transparent creature, but failed to find

it again. It is one of the most tantalizing creatures I have met

with ; when one is in the field of view sailing gracefully and

slowly through the water, and the observer is enjoying the sight

of its symmetrical and crystalline form, then, all of a sudden

without the least warning, it springs with lightning speed out of

the field of view. This species was discovered by me, in 1881,

in Perthshire.

Stephanops muticus, Ehrenb. I found a number of examples in two

small lakes amongst Myriophyllum, and in a marsh-pool, near

Westport, 1891, '92.

S. cJdcsna, Gosse. I got a number of specimens in marsh-pools near

Westport in 1891, '92. I am somewhat doubtful as to its

generic relations ; it is very different from any other species, and

probably deserves to be removed from the genus Stephanops.

S. tripus, Lord. H. and G., SappL, p. 36, pi. xxxiii., 24. S. leydiyii,

Zacharias. In August, 1894, in a small lake in the Knappagh

district, I obtained a few specimens, which I refer to this species.

They possessed two small red eyes, wide apart ; a dorsal spine

as long as the whole animal ; a two-jointed foot, with a small

fine spine at the base of the toes. The total length of the

animal was —e o-
inch. This description accords with that given

by several German observers to a Stephanops described by them

under various specific names. I am of opinion that they have

all been describing the same species, and that it is identical
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with that originally described by Lord. In the latter author's

original description, and in the account given on his authority

in Hudson and Gosse's Monograph, the animal is said to be

devoid of eyes, the dorsal spine to be f the length of the body,

and the foot to possess only a single joint. The eyes are

exceedingly minute and liable to be overlooked, and the

other slight discrepancies may likewise be due to error in the

first description.

Family Salpixid^.

Diaschiza valga, Gosse. Examples of this species occurred frequently

in bog and marsh-pools amongst Utricijlaria, in the neighbourhood

of ^estport, 1889, '91, '92.

D. hoodiij Gosse. Many examples of this species occurred in Castle-

bar Lake in 1891 ; a number also in Knappagh Lake, and in a

pool on a hill near Westport, 1891, '92. Miss Glascott {op. cit.,

p. 68) notes the abundance of this ' rare ' species in Ireland.

D. pceta, Gosse. A number of examples of this species occurred in

the quariT-pool near Westport in 1894.

D. se?niaj)erta, Gosse. JS'umerous in Castlebar Lake in 1891.

D. /retails, Gosse. H. and G., SuppL, p. 37, pL xxxi,, 28. I found
many examples of this marine species in the lagoon at West-

port Harbour in 1891, '92.

D. ylohata, Gosse. H. and G., SuppL. p. 37, pi. xxxi., 30. A
number of examples in the old quarry, near Westport, 1892, '94.

Saljyina miicronata, Ehi'enb. Frequent in bog-pools amongst
Utricularia, Westport, 1892.

S. spinigera, Ehrenb. A few examples of this species occujTed in the

quarry-pond near Westport, 1889, '92.

S. hrevispina, Ehrenb. Examples were found fi'equently in Castlebar

Lake and Knappagh Lake, 1891, '92, '94.

S. eustala, Gosse. A number of examples were observed in water

from a ditch beside the Westport Railway, 1892.

S. hicarinata, Ehi'enb. H. and G., SuppL, p. 38, pi. xxxiii., 30.

A few specimens in vegetable dehris from the lake at Castlebar,

1891.

S. pertyi, Hood. Salinna hicarinata, F. E. Dixon-!N"uttall, J". E.

E.I.A. PEOC, SEE. III., VOL. m. 2Z
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Microsc. Soc, October, 1893, p. 639. Euchlanis hicarinata,

Perty. H. and G., SuppL, p. 40, pi. xxxiii., 31. I found two

examples of this species in a marsh near Westport in 1894; in

April, 1893, I obtained it near Dundee; and so far as I

know, these remain the only records of its occurrence in

Britain. Mr. Nuttall's description and figures of this species

are very accurate and life-like, and far superior to the drawing

in Hudson and Gosse, which is incorrect in several particulars. I

agree with Mr. Nuttall that this species deserves to be transferred

from Euchlanis to Salpina, and that, as that writer has already

suggested, it must receive a new name, the specific appellation

hicarinata, being already preoccupied by Ehrenberg's species.

Biplois daviesicd, Gosse. I found a number of examples of this hand-

some species in the lake at Castlebar, 1891 ; and in a small lake

east of Westport, 1892.

Family Euchlanid^.

Euchlanis lyra^ Hudson. Many examples of this, the largest member

of the genus, occurred in a marsh to the east of Westport, 1891.

E. hyalina, Leydig. H. and G., Suppl., p. 39. A number of

specimens from a small lake on the Knappagh road, 1894.

Eckstein {op. cit., p. 45) takes this species to be a variety of

E. triquetra, Ehrenb.

E, triquetra, Ehrenb. Eairly plentiful in the small lakes near "West-

port, 1892.

E. macrura, Ehrenb. A few examples from the lake at Castlebar,

1891 ; and a few more from two lakes to the east of Westport,

1892.

Family Cathtpnid^.

Cathypna luna, Ehrenb. Common.

C. rustzcula, Gosse. jSTumerous in a few marsh-pools, near Westport,

and in vegetable debris from Castlebar Lake ; 1891, '92, '94.

C. dionis, Gosse. H. & G., SuppL, p. 41, pi. xxxi., 38. This species

is easily identified by the dome-shaped posterior end of the

lorica and by the sharp-pointed toes. I got a few examples

only in a small lake on the Knappagh road, Westport, 1892.

C. latifrons, Gosse. H. & G., Suppl., p. 42, pi. xxxi., 37. This

species can be readily identified by the geometric form of the
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lorica, and by the symmetrical toe. A few examples in a moss-
pool, liigh up on a hill, near Westport, 1891, '92.

Bist^jla ffissefisis, Eckstein {op. cit., p. 41). I found the species rather
abundantly in two lakes, near Westport, associated with
Conochilus uniconiis ; 1892, '94.

D.flexilis, Gosse. I met with this corrugated species frequently in

bogs, near Westport and Castlebar, 1891, '92.

D. lipara, Gosse. H. and G., SuppL, p. 43, pi. xxxi., 39. A number
of examples occurred in the mill-pound, at Westport, 1894.

Monostyla cornuta, Ehrenb. More or less abundant all round West-
port.

if. mollis, Gosse. H. and G., SuppL, p. 44, pi. xxxi., 41. A few
examples occurred in the mill-pond, at Westport, 1891

; and in
a marsh-pool, S.-E. of Westport, in 1892, '94.

M. hdla, Gosse. Numerous in two small lakes, near Westport, and
in a marsh, at Castlebar, 1889, '92.

M. lordii, Gosse. A number of examples in a quarry pond, near
Westport, 1894.

Colurus dejlexus, Ehrenb. Frequent around Castlebar and Westport.

C. unmiatus, Ehrenb. A few examples from a marsh on a hill, near
Westport, 1891, '92.

C. caudatus, Ehrenb. Plentiful in lakes, marshes, and bog-pools
1889, '91.

C. dactylotus, Gosse. ]S"umerous in the lagoon and tide-pools at

Westport, 1892, '94.

C. C(Blopi7ius, Gosse. I collected a few examples from a tide-pool in

Clew Eay, 1889, '91.

C. dumnom'us, Gosse. H. and G., Suppl., p. 45, pi. xxxi., 44. A few
examples of this species occurred in the lagoon at Westport
Harbour in 1889 ; and again in 1894.

C. grallator, Gosse. H. and G., SuppL, p 45, pL xxxi., 43. Ex-
amples occurred in water from a tide-pool in Clew Eay, West-
port, 1894

C. dicentrus, Gosse. H. and G., SuppL, p. 45, pi. xxxi., 42. Common
in the lagoon, and in tide-pools in Clew Bay.

C. micromela, Gosse. H. and G., SuppL, p. 45, pi. xxxi., 45. Common
in salt and brackish waters of the tide-pools, Westport, 1889, '92.

2 Z 2
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Metopidia lepadella. Ehreub. Frequent in marshes and lakes near

"Westport and Castlebar.

M. solidus, Gosse. A. few examples only in the mill-pond at West-

port, 1894.

M. oxystermtm, Gosse. I found this pretty species prolific among

aquatic weeds in Castlebar Lake in 1891, and in two small lakes

near Westport during the same summer. Apparently it was

quite extinct on my later visits, as I found none after that date.

M. triptera, Ehrenb. This species was frequently met with in

vegetable dehris from lakes and marsh-pools around "Westport,

1889, '92, '94.

M. ovalis, Ehrenb. H. & G., SuppL, p. 48, pi. xxxiv., 2. This

handsome little species was frequent in the old quarry at West-

port, acd in bogs near Westport and Castlebar, 1891, '94.

M. cornuta, Schmarda. H. and G., SuppL, p. 47, pi. xxxiv., 3.

I met with fi.ve examples only in a pool in Westport Harbour,

1892, fi.lled at spring tides once or twice each month ; the water

was rendered brackish with rain during the intervals. This

species is conspicuous owing to the presence of two curved spines

on the dorsal frontal edge of the lorica.

M. pygmma, Gosse. H. and G., SuppL, p. 46, pi. xxxi., 47. This

species was frequently met with in bog-pools, among aquatic

weeds, near Castlebar, 1891, and near Westport, 1892. This is

another of the species sent some years ago by my son to Mr.

Gosse, from county Leitrim.

Monura colurus, Ehrenb. Erequent in the Westport lagoon, 1889,

'91, '94.

M. loncheres, Gosse. H. and G., SuppL, p. 48, pi. xxxi., 50. I met

with this sprightly little Rotifer abundantly among Ulvae and

Confervse scraped from the wall of Westport quay. It occurs in

similar situations in the estuary of the Tay, and is one of the

first marine liotifers that I met with there.

Mytilia tavina, Gosse. This species is another of my finds near

Dundee, and was named by Mr. Gosse after our Scottish river.

It was numerous in the Westport lagoon, in 1889, '91.

M. teresa, Gosse. H. and G., SuppL, p. 49, pi. xxxi., 52. Numerous

in a tide-pool in Clew Bay, near Westport harbour.
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M. pcecilops, Gosse. H. and G., Suppl., p. 49, pi. xxxi., 51. Very

numerous in a tide-pool to the north of "Westport harbour, 1889,

'91.

M. producta, Gosse. H. and G., SuppL, p. 49, pi. xxxi., 53. A few

exami^les in the Westport lagoon, 1891.

Cochleare tiirho, Gosse. I found a few specimens of this curious un-

symmetrical Eotifer in Castlebar lake in 1891.

Family Pterodinid^.

Pterodina hidentata, Ternetz, Eotat. d. TJmgeb. von Basel, 1892,

p. 44, pl.iii.,23.

(Plate XXII., fiff. ff.)

I found numerous examples of this Kotifer, at that time un-

known to me, in Castlebar and Knai^pagh lakes, 1889, '91, '94,

and had recorded and figured it in my notes as P. Mher7iica,

new species, but on the appearance of Ternetz' s paper, I per-

ceived that liis P. hidentata was identical with my species. Its

characteristic feature is the form of the lorica, which is un-

equally oblong ; the anterior half is narrower than the. posterior,

which bulge out into an almost circular curve. The species

is further peculiar in being furnished with two lateral knobs

on the posterior aspect of the shield-like lorica. The internal

organs are similar to those of P. patina and P. valvata. It is a

transparent and attractive Rotifer.

P. patina, Ehrenb. This species was fairly abundant in the quarry-

pond and mill-dam, and in some of the lakes, near Westport and

Castlebar, 1889, '91, '92.

P. truncata, Gosse. I found a few examples of this rare species in a

bog-pool two miles from Westport, among Sphagnum, the leaves

of which were studded thickly with Oecistes pilula, 1892.

P. clypeata, Ehrenb. This seems to be a widely-distributed species,

as I find it in the east of Scotland, in the Clyde district in the

west, and fairly well represented on the west coast of Ireland.

Many examples occurred on the Westport lagoon, and in other

tide-pools of Clew Bay; Louisburgh, 1889, Westport, 1891, '92.

P. valvata, Hudson. A number of examples occurred in the clear

water of a quarry-pond among Chara and Conferva, 1892, '94.

Eamily Beachionid^.

Brachionus urceolaris, Ehrenb. Numerous in the bog-pools around

Westport, 1891, '94.
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B. rubens^ Ebrenb. The water in a cattle-pond near Westport was

swarming with this species in 1894.

B. miilleri, Ehrenb. I found a number of this handsome species in a

tide-pool at Louisburgh, August, 1889, and at Westport in 1891.

Of the two figures given by Hudson and Gosse, that on

pi. XXX., fig. 8, is certainly by far the better likeness.

B. pala, Ehrenb. Mr. Hudson, in the Monograph, groups together

with this species, and as a variety of it, Ehrenberg's B.

amphiceros, which is marked by the possession of four short

spines on the posterior region of the lorica. The type-form,

that is to say the variety destitute of these posterior spines, was

fairly numerous in the old quarry at Westport in 1891.

B. angularis, Gosse. This pretty little species was found in con-

siderable abundance together with the preceding species.

Noteus quadricornis, Ehrenb. A few examples of this rare species

occurred in a small lake on the Knappagh road, 1891, '92.

Family Anue^id^.

Anurcsa curvicornis, Ehrenb. This, the smallest species of the genus,

occurred plentifully in several marshes and bog-pools around

Westport, 1889, '91, '92, '94.

A. hypelasma, Gosse. This small species was met with frequently in

similar localities to the last near Westport and Castlebar, 1891,

'94. A. tecta, Gosse, is, in my opinion, identical with A.
hypelasma.

A. aculeata, Ehrenb. Frequent in ponds and marshes round Castlebar

and Westport, 1889, '91, '94. Mr. Gosse's variety Irevispina

was also abundant. In some bog-pools, 2 miles E. of Westport,

I found specimens showing much variation, some possessing the

two short posterior spines, others devoid of them, and many again

in which only one of the spines was present.

A. cochlearis, Gosse. Plentiful in Castlebar Lake, 1891 ;
in the mill-

dam and in various lakes near Westport, 1892, '94.

A. serridata, Ehrenb. I found a great quantity of this species in a

bog-pool near Westport in 1892. The water was of a dark port-

wine colour, and was full of Utricularia, whose leaves were

thickly covered with Melicerta conifera.

A. liremis, Ehrenb. H. and G., Supplement, p. 54, pi. xxxiv., 32. A
few examples of this rare species were present in a tide-pool a
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short distance from the mouth of a stream running into Clew

Bay, Louisburgh, 1889.

A. testtcdo, Ehreub. H. and G., Supplement, p. 55, pi. xxxiv., 31. I

found a few examples of this species in Castlebar Lake, 1891.

Its markings are not unlike those of A. serrulata, Gosse, but

it differs from the latter in having two posterior spines, and in

the two median frontal spines being straight.

A. scMsta, Gosse. H. and G., Supplement, p. 56, pi. xxxi., 55.

Numerous in a pond near Westport, 1894, associated with

Brachioniis rubens.

Notholca longispina, Kellicott. A few examples of this beautiful and

remarkable species occurred in Castlebar Lake, 1891. This is

the only E-otifer that can swim backwards quite as well as for-

wards. I found it again in a clear lake near Westport in 1894,

associated with Conochilus unicornis.

N. acuminata^ Ehrenb. Fairly numerous in a marsh near Westport,

1892.

N. scapJia, Gosse. This species is quite at home either in fresh or

salt water. I found many examples in a mossy pool on the side

of a hill in the Croagh-Patrick range, 400 feet above sea level,

and again in a tide-pool by "Westport Harbour, 1891.

iV^. spinifera^ Hood. Science Gossip, Nov., 1887, p. 248, figs. 134,

135. Gosse, in H. and G., Supplement, p. 57, pi. xxxi. 6.

(Plate XXII., fig. 8, 8 b.)

As there is a slight error in regard to the lateral spines of

this species both in my own original description and in that of

my departed friend Mr. Gosse, and as several other points in

its structure have been better observed since these former

observations were published, I here give au amended de-

scription of the animal. Specific Characters.—Lorica broadly

sub-rhomboidal ; the dorsal plate slightly less than the ventral,

and joined to it by a thin elastic membrane. On the dorsal

plate in the lumbar region are a pair of hinged spines, one on

each side, which can be extended and folded up at the will of

the animal. When folded, the spines fit into an indented recess

on each side of the dorsal plate. The dorsal plate is striated,

and is furnished in front with six spines like the teeth of a saw.

The median paii^ and the outer ones are nearly equal in length,

the intermediate pair being somewhat shorter. The animal is
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furnished with three antennae, one on the occipital and two in

the lumbar regions. The first of these, which is very much the
largest, has a peculiar structure. It is shaped something like an
adder's head, the two lips of which open to emit two long and
several shorter setae, and close again when these setae are retracted.

The two small lumbar antennae are also dorsal in position, and
just penetrate the dorsal plate. An occipital eye is present,

large and bright red. The corona is formed of three cushion-like

lobes, clothed with long vibratile cilia in fan-like tufts. The
jaws are large and powerful. Of these characters, the cliief and
most peculiar is the pair of articulated spines, wliich can be pro-

jected outwards and folded up by a pair of muscles at the will

of the animal. These spines are undoubtedly organs of defence,

for the creature is observed to extend them on the least approach

of danger. The muscles and the nature of the joint are best

observed when an individual is secured in a compressorium and
examined under a power of 250 or 300 diameters, the irritation

caused by the cover-glass inducing the animal continually to.

extend and retract the spines. The hinge at the base of the

spine seems to be a ball-and-socket joint ; it is fitted into an
indented recess on each side of the dorsal plate, and may be

readily observed either when folded or extended under a sufficient

magnifying power. N. s'pinifer has a large stomach, usually

filled with brown matter, the colour of course depending on
the nature of the food within the creature's reach. The food

consists of both animal and vegetable organisms, chiefly Infu-

sorians, spores, and antherozoids of Algae. The head is pro-

jected a considerable distance beyond the front of the lorica, and
this circumstance, together with the presence of the long vibratile

cilia fringing the corona, enables it to be a vigorous swimmer.
The head is contracted swiftly within the lorica on the approach

of danger, at the same instant that the lateral spines are pro-

jected
; with its head drawn within the lorica, the creature is

then protected both by the six frontal and by the two lateral

spines. If the animal be kept in clear, filtered water, it becomes
very transparent ; the lateral tubes and vibratile tags may then
be easily observed, leading into an ample contractile vesicle,

which empties and fills twice in a minute. The animal deposits

its eggs at the bottom of the water, or on confervoid plants.

Length of adult -gV inch. I am indebted to Mr. Dixon-Nuttall
for the drawings which illustrate this description ; they are taken
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from living examples sent him by me. Many examples of this

species -^ere captured in a tide -pool near Louisburgh, Clew Bay,

1889 ; and again a large number were taken from the lagoon and

other tide-pools at Westport Harbour, 1891, '92.

N. thalassia^ Gosse. Mr. Gosse in his description of this species in

the Monograph has omitted to mention the antennse, of which,

like the preceding species, it is furnished with three. The occipital

one is very similar to that of N. spinifera ; it is quite as long,

but the sheath is narrower at the point. The dorso-lateral

antennae in the lumbar region are very minute. Many examples

occurred in the lagoon and other tide-pools about Westport

Harbour, 1891, '92, 94.

N. ruyosa, Gosse. H. and G., Suppl., p. 56, pi. xxxi., 59. A large

number of this species occurred in a tide-pool at Louisburgh,

ClewEay, 1889.

iV^. heptodon, Perty. H. and G., Suppl., p. 56, pi. xxxiv., 34. Anurcea

heptodon, Perty. This species is well distributed in the west

of Mayo. I found it sparingly in a number of lakes, and in the

quarry-pond near "Westport, 1889, '91, '92; also in the lake at

Castlebar, 1891. It was in the west of Ireland that I first met

with this species, although I have found it of late in Scotland

also.

N. lahis, Gosse. H. and G., Supj^L, p. 57, pi. xxxi. 56. This is the

smallest species of the genus, and a very attractive one. It is

easy of identification, owing to its possession of a posterior

appendage to the dorsal plate, not unlike the handle of a pair of

bellows. It also possesses a prominent occipital antenna, similar

to that of iV. spinifera. I am not positive as to the presence of

lumbar antennae. I found this species fairly numerous in the

quarry-pond at Westport in July, 1894, but in this spot only.

iV. hoodii, Western. Journ. Quekett Club, v. 1893, pp. 155-60. A
few specimens of this marine species occurred in a pool filled at

high water near Westport Harbour, Aug., 1893.

Order SCIRTOPODA.

Pamily Pedaxionid^.

Fedalion mirum^ Hudson. This most remarkable Rotifer is rare, but

at the same time widely distributed. Since the summer of

1871, when Dr. Hudson discovered it near Clifton, it has been

found not only in many parts of Europe, but even in Africa and
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at the Antipodes. It has never yet "been got in Scotland, though
I have zealously searched for it ever since its first discovery. I

was, however, successful in finding it in the west of Ireland in

August, 1892. It occurred in a peat-Log near Westport, where
the turf-cutters had left a series of trenches, about 4-^ feet wide
from 30 to 100 feet long, and about 3 feet deep, all filled with

water as brown as port wine. This peat-bog, with its series of

trenches, proved to be a happy hunting-ground, for each trench

had its own peculiar feature. In one of them Pedalion was in

abundance, associated with many other interesting forms ; and

strange to say not a single example of it was to be found in any
of the other trenches, although there was but a few yards of

separation between. Another of the trendies contained a luxu-

riant growth of Sphagnum, and on each leaf, (Ecistes pilula was
set as thickly as it could stand ; while in another trench there

was a growth of Chara and Utricularia, on which Melicerta

conifera were very prolific, and associated with it were numerous
examples of four species of Floscularia. The water of each

trench without exception contained Synchceta ^ectinata and S.

tremula. In some obscure way, the conditions in each ditch

favoured the development of the Synchaeta while repelling one

or more of the other species. I transferred gallons of water

from the trench containing the Pedalion to the other trenches,

but failed completely to establish it in any of them, although

there was no perceptible di:fference between them or the water

they respectively contained. I visited this peat-bog every day

for three weeks in August, 1892, and sent many consignments of

the Pedalion to my correspondents in England and Scotland.

When I made my last visit in 1894, I found the bog altered;

the trenches were filled up and all my fine Pedalion gone.

However, I had no great reason to complain, for I found a

species, if not as conspicuous, yet nearly quite as rare, namely,

Triphylus lacustris, which was growing very plentifully in a

small pool on the old spot. The only species remaining in the

pools of this bog, to represent what were found in 1892, was the

Melicerta conifera. The haunts and habits of Rotifers are strange.

Some species may be found to inhabit the same pool year after

year at the same season ; on the other hand some species will

inhabit the water of a pool or lake at one time in abundance,

then disappearing not to be found in the same habitat for many
years, until again they reappear in thousands.
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NOTES ADDED IN PRESS.

Since the preceding paper was written I have paid a fifth visit to

the Co. Mayo, in June, 1895. This excursion has enabled me to add

two species, and two only, to my list of West Irish Rotifera.

Stephanoceros Eichhornii^ Ehr. In Knappagh Lake, June, 1895.

Callidina parasitica, Giglioli. Abundant on Asellus aquaticus and

Gammarus, sp., in streams near Westport, June, 1895.

Note by W. T. Calman, University College, Dundee.

The following is a list of some Rotifers observed, when in company

with Professor D'Arcy Thompson, near Roundstone, Co. Galway, in

July and August, 1894. Most of them were taken from small bog-

pools among Sphagnum, &c. Ail the species named, with the excep-

tion of EucUanis subversa, are included in Mr. Hood's list for Co.

Mayo.

Melicerta ringens, Schrank.

Lacinularia socialis, Ehr.

Rotifer vulgaris, Schrank.

R. tardus, Ehr.

Adineta vaga, Davis.

Polyarthra platyptera, Ehr.

Copeus pacJiyurus, Gosse.

Furcularia longiseta, Ehr.

Mastigocerca hicornis, Ehr.

Dinocharis pocillum, Ehr.

Xoteus quadricornis, Ehr.

Euchlanis subversa, Bryce = ? Diplois propatula, Gosse.

CatJiypna luna, Ehr.

Monostyla lunaris, Ehr.

Pterodina patina, Ehr.

Anurcsa serrulata, Ehr.
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L. socialis occurred in profusion on the stems and leaves of

water-lilies in Crighdougli Loch, famous as the habitat of Naias

flexilis.

There is some doubt as to the proper name of the species I have

called JEuchlanis siihversa, Eryce. In Hudson and Gosse's Monograph

Mr. Gosse described and figured ^ a rotifer to which he gave the name
of Biplois pro;pahda, and which differed from the other members of the

Euchlanidse in having the dorsal plate of the carapace divided in the

middle by a longitudinal V-shaped cleft. The same rotifer was again

figured and described by Dr. W. Earnett Burn^, who asserted that the

V-shaped line seen by Gosse was due to an infolding of the membrane
connecting the plates, and not to a cleft in the dorsal plate; and that

consequently the animal should be removed to the genus Euchlanis.

Very shortly thereafter Mr. David Bryce described, under the name of

Euchlanis suhversa^, a form which, while resembling very closely in

most respects the animal figured by Gosse and Burn, differs very

markedly in having the ventral plate larger than the dorsal, and over-

lapping it considerably at the sides—an arrangement Avhich is unique

among the Euchlanidse. Mr. Bryce believes his species to be identical

with Diplois propattda, assuming that Mr. Gosse " might possibly have

been deceived in his interpretation of such difficult characters," and

that, in short, Gosse had turned his Kotifer upside down. In my
Roundstone specimens, however, the shape and relations of the carapace

were clear and distinct when the animals were swimming, and it seems

hard to believe that an experienced naturalist like Mr. Gosse (as well

as Dr. Collins, who sent him the specimens and drew the figures) should

have mistaken the ventral for the dorsal surface. I found the dorsal

plate very distinctly concave from side to side, rather than "nearly flat,

but having a central longitudinal depression," as Mr. Bryce describes

it, and the toes, somewhat more slender than in liis figure, were gently

curved dorsally, instead of being nearly straight. In all other than

these unimportant respects my specimens agreed perfectly with Mr.

Bryce's description.

1 H. and G., " Monograph," ii., p. 87, pi. xxiv. 2.

2 ** Science Gossip," xxvi., p. 35.

^Ibid. pp. 77-79.
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Table of Species.

The following synoptic list includes all the species recorded in

Ireland either by Miss Glascott or myself. Those found by me
are marked with (*), those by Miss Glascott with (f ) :

—

«..
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*f Philodina

t

n

*t

t

11

1)

Rotifer

[

)j

T1

?>

J)

n

??

*t Callidma

*t

*t

J?

57

5>

citrina,

tuberculata,

aculeata,

megalotrocha,

tardus,

vulgaris,

mento,

macrurus,

macroceros,

hapticus,

phaleratus,

elegans,

bidens,

bihamata,

parasitica,

vaga,*f Adineta

*f Microcodon clavus,

j- ? robustus

Ebrenb.

Gosse.

Ehrenb.

Ehrenb.

Ehrenb.

Schrank.

Anderson.

Schrank.

Gosse.

Gosse.

Glascott.]

Ehrenb.

Gosse.

Gosse.

Giglioli.

Davis.

Ehrenb.

Glascott.

Asplanchna briglitwellii, Gosse.

viridis,

pectinata,

tremula,

oblonga,

longipes,

baltica,

tavina,

Polyartbra platyptera,

Anarthra aptera,

'^f
Sacculus

*'f
Syncbseta

*

*

*

))

5?

'J

>?

3)

Triarthra

>>

*'f
Hydatina

^ Ehinops

*'f Notops
*

longiseta,

breviseta,

senta,

vitrea.

Gosse.

Ebrenb.

Ehrenb.

Ehrenb.

Gosse.

Ehrenb.

Hood.

Ehrenb.

Hood.

Ehrenb.

Gosse.

Ebrenb.

Hudson.

t
9

orbiculodiscus, Thorpe,

hyptopus, Ehrenb.

minor, Rousselet.

quadrangularis, Glascott.

•H'

Ploesoma

Albertia

lynceus,

intrusor,

*f Taphrocampa annulosa,

*f ,, saundersiae,
>>

«
f Pleurotrocba leptura,

(Ehrenb).

Gosse.

Gosse.

Gosse.

Ehrenb.
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*f Pleurotrocha gibba (?),

*f Notommata tripiis,

cyrtopna,

pilarius,

forcipata,

limax,

brachyota,

saccigera,

ovuluni,

potaraius,

lacinulata,

tbeodora,

aurita,

ansata,

naias,

Tolitans,

*t
*

*t

*t

*t

*t
*

*t

t

t

t

t

[t

t

t

t

t

>>

>>

}>

>>

»j

>?

j>

>>

>>

»>

>j

>>

>j

Ehrenb.

Ekrenb.

Gosse.

Gosse.

Ehrenb.

Gosse.

Ehrenb.

Ehrenb.

Gosse.

Gosse.

Ehrenb.

Gosse.

Ehrenb.

Ehrenb.

Ehrenb.

jj

j>

JJ

>>

J)

jj

Cyrtonia
^' Copeus

*t ,.

*t ..

*t »

*t ,-

*f Proales

*t „

n >.

*t >.

*t ->

*t >,

[t -

t »

Glascott.

cylindriformis, Glascott = Proales orthodon, Ehrenb.]

larviforniis, Glascott.

rubra, Glascott = ? N. torulosa, Duj.

lucens, Glascott.

gigantea, Glascott.

tuba, (Ehrenb.).

ehrenbergii, Gosse.

pachyurus, Gosse.

caudatus, Collins.

Gosse.

Hudson.

Gosse.

Ehrenb.

Ehrenb.

Ehrenb.

Gosse.

Ehrenb.

Glascott = Enrcularia spherica, Gosse].

Ehrenb. = ISotommata cylindriformis,.

Glascott.

(Ehrenb.).

Bolton.

Gosse.

Gosse.

Ehrenb.

Cerberus,

spicatus,

sordid a,

decipiens,

gibba,

petromyzon,

tigridia,

felis,

inflata,

orthodon,

Hertwigia parasita,

*f Eurcularia forficula,

^-j-
J,

ensifera,

^d?) ,,
loicropus,

*j- ,, longiseta,
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*f Mastigocerca bicomis,

*t

t

5)

>>

3>

5)

5?

^'\ Eattulus

jj

t

t 55

*f Coelopus

*t

t

t

t 5J

bicristata, (?)

bracbydactyla,

elongata,

iemis,

carinata,

lophoessa,

stylata,

tigris,

calyptus,

bicomis,

helmintbodes,

cimolius,

porcellus,

miniitus,

tenuior,

brachyurus,

eavia,

*f Dinocharis pocillum,

"^"f ,,
tetractis,

"^ Polycbsetiis collinsii,

*
,, subquadratus,

*f Scaridium longicaudum,

,, eudactylotum,

Stephanops muticiis,

chloena,

*

t

t

"^f Diaschiza

T >>

t ,; .

"^f
Salpinia

*t ..

*t ..

*

*
7>

7>

tripus,

lamellaris,

unisetatus,

valga,

hoodii,

paeta,

semiaperta,

fretalis,

globata,

exigua,

mucronata,

spinigera,

brevispina,

eustala,

bicarinata,

(Ebrenb.).

Gosse.

Glascott.

Gosse.

Gosse.

Ehrenb.

Gosse.

Gosse.

(Ehrenb.).

Gosse.

Western.

Gosse.

Gosse.

Gosse.

Gosse.

Gosse.

Gosse.

Gosse.

Ehrenb.

Ehrenb.

(Gosse).

Perty.

Ehrenb.

Gosse.

Ehrenb.

Gosse.

Lord.

Ehrenb.

Coll.

Gosse.

Gosse.

Gosse.

Gosse.

Gosse.

Gosse.

Gosse.

Ehrenb.

Ehrenb.

Ehrenb.

Gosse.

Ehrenb.

B.I.A. PEOC, SEE. m., TOL. III. 3 ^
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* Salpinia
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* Metopidia
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DESCEIPTIOI^ OF THE PLATES.

d.a., . .
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XL.

ON THE CHROMOSOMES OF LILIIIM LO^GIELORUM. Ey
H. H. DIXON, E.A., Assistant to the Professor of Botany,

Trinity College, Dublin.

(Plate XXIII.)

[communicated by de. e. p. weight.]

[Read Xoyember 11, 1895,]

The following is a short account of some ohservations on the nuclei of

Lilium longiflorum, which were made with the special object of deter-

mining accurately the number of the chromosomes formed by the

nuclear thread in mitosis both in the sexual and asexual cells.

The preparations were obtained from material fixed in alcohol, the

sections being made by a microtome using the ordinary paraffin-

embedding process (vide Zimmerman, Bot. Mikrotechnik). j^o fixative

was used, but the sections in paraffin were spread on the slide floating

in water and after the evaporation of the latter they adhered to the

glass and kept their position for succeeding manipulation. Staining

was carried out either en bloc by immersing the small portions of the

plant to be examined in dilute stain for several days previous to

embedding, or after the sections were cut and fixed on the slide.

With DelafiekVs Haematoxylin, the first method gave the clearest

nuclear staining, although by the second scarcely inferior results are

obtainable, when great care is taken to free the sections thoroughly

from all traces of paraffin, xylol, and alcohol before putting them

into the dilute stain. In the preparations obtained by staining en bloc

the chromatin elements only of the nuclei are stained ; but if staining

is carried out after sectioning, the cell-walls are stained. Ihe latter,

when the sections are thin, do not obscure the structure of the nuclei.

The chromosomes of the dividing nuclei of the vegetative cells are

usually most easily counted in series of sections, each of which is

5 fi or 10/x thick. Often, however, when dealing with the large

nuclei in the pollen-sac or embryo- sac, it is useful to cut some

sections 15 or 20 /x in thickness.
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In a series of sections cut to 10 /a a single dividing nucleus of a vege-

tative cell may appear on two or even three successive sections, and

when the poles of such a nucleus lie in a plane parallel to the surfaces

of the sections, the disposition of the chromosomes is very readily

followed. This occurrence, which is by no means exceptional, renders

the counting of the chromosomes, which is, ordinarily, in free hand

preparations a difficult and tedious task, perfectly simple. Thus, fig.

1, PI. XXIIL, represents the portions of dividing nuclei found on

successive sections. In fig. 1 eight chromosomes are to be seen in

the upper aster, and seven in the lower, in the first section, and in

the next eight above and nine below.

In these examples the number of chromosomes in the nucleus is

sixteen (or thirty-two after fission), and I found this number to occur

in the majority of the nuclei of the cells of the growing region, but

there were also other nuclei in which the number was larger ; in many
instances twenty-four. In some cases only twenty or twenty-two

could be seen. The smaller numbers may be due to the fact that a

few chromosomes were in these cases extravasated by the action of the

knife, although I think it probable that some of the nuclei may possess

these numbers of chromosomes which are intermediate between the

extremes sixteen and twenty-four. ^Numbers greater or less than these

were not found. The cells containing the twenty-four- or sixteen-

valent nuclei did not appear to occupy any definite position in the

plant, nor is the one or the other kind of nucleus characteristic of the

cells belonging to any definite tissue-system, e.g., nuclei with twenty-

four chromosomes were found in the dermatogen of the stem and young
leaves, in the cortex, in vascular strands of the leaf, in the central

medullary tissue of the stem, in the mesophyll, in the subepidermal

layer of the young anther. The nuclei with sixteen chromosomes are

about twice as numerous as those with twenty to twenty-four, and

they are found in the same organs and systems of tissue as the latter.

The possibility that the number of chromosomes may vary in the

asexual cells of a plant has already been expressed by Strasburger

(Ann. of Eotany, vol. viii. No. xxxi, 1894), and Guignard ("Nouv.
Etud. s. 1. Tecondation," p. 246), and from my observations on

Z. longiflormn it appears not to be an accidental occurrence but rather

the rule in this plant. Strasburger, however {loc. cit.), is inclined to

believe that such variations do not occur in the embryonic tissues or in

the growing region, but it was in these latter positions in which most
of my countings were made, and from my preparations I can hardly

doubt but that the number is in this case, at least, variable.
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It also results from these observations that the numher of

chromosomes is not constant for the whole genus Lilium ; for while

twenty-four is the most general number in L. Martagon [cf. Guignard,

loc. cit.) sixteen is more usual in L. longiflorum^ although twenty-four

^Iso occurs.

The meaning of the variation in number is difficult to explain. It

suggested itself that this difference among the nuclei might be due to

hybridisation, especially asZ. longiflorum is so highly cultivated a form,

but I could obtain no record of its being a hybrid, and when I compared

the nuclei of the variety "Harrisii" with the "type" I found that

the variation occurred in a similar manner in both.

Development of the Pollen.

The nuclei of the young stamen may contain sixteen or twenty-four

chromosomes ; these two numbers are found even in the cells of the

archesporium up to the formation of the special mother-cells of the

poUen ; however, those with twenty-four are rarer than those with

sixteen. Preparatory to the first mitosis of the special mother-cells of

the pollen the nuclear thread breaks up into half the number of

chromosomes. In this stage—the prophase as well as in the diaster

—

I have found nuclei with eight chromosomes and others with twelve.

In these stages and in the subsequent divisions to form the nuclei of

the pollen grains I have counted twelve chromosomes in drawings made
from about forty nuclei as well as eight in similar drawings from about

forty more. Besides these nuclei there are also others present which

contain ten chromosomes, and I have seen one or two with thirteen

and fourteen, but these latter are very rare. From these numbers it

follows that each kind of asexual nucleus, i.e. those with twenty-four

and sixteen chromosomes and, perhaps, even those with intermediate

numbers have representatives in the mother-cells of the pollen, some

of the nuclei of the latter possessing twelve, some eight, and some ten.

Thus, not only is the number of chromosomes in the asexual nuclei

of this lily variable, but even the number found in the nuclei of the

pollen mother-cells also varies within the limits stated.

With regard to the form of the nuclear figures of the divisions,

previous to the formation of the pollen grains, it may be noticed that

in the pollen mother- cells the nuclear thread, before being distinguish-

able into individual chromosomes, is a complexly coiled delicate thread.

The granules of which it is composed, even with high powers, appear

.to form a single row in the filament of linin ; at this time there are
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from two to three nucleoli present. The next stage entered into by
the nucleus is that which is conveniently called the *' synaptic " stage

by Moore ^ in which the linin aggregates together into a spherical mass
in the nuclear cavity drawing with it the chromatin granules. To judge

from the precision and clearness of the nuclear figures in surrounding

tissues of preparations containing the nuclei of the pollen mother- cells

in "synapsis," we may infer with the last-mentioned writer and
Earmer that this appearance is not due to defective fixing ; although

it is quite conceiveable that methods which are adequate to fix the

other nuclei are not suitable for these nuclei in this particular stage.

The spherical mass, formed in the synaptic nucleus appears to be a

ball formed of an extremely closely wound-up delicate thread. The
thread is beaded with very minute chromatin granules. In some cases

a looped portion of the delicate thread is not wound into the mass but

extends from it to the nuclear membrane. Again, in some cells a

number of granules (six to twelve) instead of the single mass are to be

observed, formed by the nuclear thread. I have not been able to

discover whether this latter appearance is a definite stage occurring in

all the pollen mother-cells or whether it represents a state which may
occasionally replace the more general condition.

In the next stage I observed the nuclear thread had the form of a

loosely coiled skein. It was still very delicate. In numerous places

along the thread portions were so folded on each other as to lie for some
distance parallel to one another (fig. 2) ; this appearance is not probably

due to the fission of a single thread, but rather to the approximation of

two distinct portions, as may be concluded from the occasional wide
separations and crossings of the parts of the thread, as well as from the

fact that the approximated portions come to lie more nearly parallel to

one another in the latter stages- (fig. 3.) This coiled thread next

breaks into a number of portions consisting of two more or less parallel

and comparatively long portions, which certainly, by their appearance,

suggest the idea that each pair has arisen by the approximation of two
thread-like portions rather than by the cleavage of one thread (fig. 5)..

Sometimes one may lie across the other or may be bent so as to cross

it twice or three times, or again, the two may be united by one pair of

ends while the other ends diverge from one another. At this time

1 Ann. of Bot., vol. ix., p. 431, September, 1895.

2 Farmer (Ann. of Botany, September, 1895) calls attention to a similar
appearance in the nuclei of the Liverworts, but concludes that it is brought about
by fission.
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there are one to three large nucleoli in the nucleus, and in each is

usually to be recognised a large vacuole. In one preparation, at this

stage, I saw a chromosome bent into the form of a ring surrounding a

nucleolus. Sometimes the chromosomes are bent into the form of a V,

but this appears to be the exception. During this period they are not

very susceptible of the usual nuclear stains.^

The slender parallel portions of each of the chromosomes gradually

grow shorter and thicker (fig. 4), so that they appear roughly quadrate,

triangular, or ring-shaped (fig. 5). This latter form arises probably from

the more complete approximation of the two portions at the ends than

in the middle. ^ In each case the distinction into two portions is more

or less completely preserved. "When the chromosomes, having these

forms, re-arrange themselves after the solution of the nuclear membrane

to form the nuclear plate, they dispose themselves in such a manner that

when viewed from the poles the division between the two portions is

apparent ; at least I believe that the division one sees under these

circumstances corresponds to the division in the slender chromosomes,

between the approximated portions of the thread, as this division alone

is visible at the first formation of the nuclear plate (fig. 7). But as each

of the chromosomes forming the nuclear plate appears, in most cases,

divided longitudinally into four portions by two planes at right angles

to one another, it is difficult to decide which of these two planes of

division corresponds to the space separating the two portions of each

chromosome which have come together by the approximation of

different parts of the thread. If the horizontal plane of division

corresponds to this space, it is evident that the division might be a

" reduction division." Often the shape of the chromosome, seen in

profile, seems to support this view ; but I think on the whole that it

is more probable, for the reasons already given, that the vertical

plane of division corresponds to the space separating the two portions of

the nuclear thread. In this latter case there could be no " reduction

division." At a slightly later period, inspection from the equatorial

plane shows these bodies (the short thick chromosomes) beginning to

undergo horizontal longitudinal fission (fig. 6) which commences at the

^ The nucleus of the pollen mother-cells in this stage present a remarkable simi-

larity to the corresponding stages in the development of the nucleus of the ovum
figured by V. Hacker (Arch. f. Mikr. Anat., 1895).

' Cf. Farmer, Ueher Kemtheiliing in Lilium-Antheren ; Flora, 1895.

Belajett'also notices other peculiar forms assumed by the chromosomes in the

division of the nucleus of the pollen mother-cells of Larix europcea ; Flora, 1894.
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inner end and passes outwards to the peripheral end of the chromosome
and causes it to assume the characteristic humped form, and later the

T- shape. In the latter stage the horizontal bar of the T is represented

by the inner ends of the dividing chromosomes which part asunder
from one another and bend up directly to the opposite poles, the vertical

bar corresponds to the still united peripheral portions of the chromosome.
Often before the inner ends are bent up towards the poles a more
transparent line may be seen dividing the chromosome horizontally and
along which the horizontal fission will take place.

Judging, then, from the appearance of the chromosomes from these

two aspects—the polar and equatorial—we may conclude that each

chromosome at the beginning of the formation of the nuclear plate

is composed either of four short straight rods with their axes lying

more or less exactly along the radii of the equatorial circle (quadrate

chromosomes), or they may be united one with another at their inner

ends in such a manner that their four free ends lie towards the peri-

phery, while the angle included by the united ends is towards the

centre (triangular chromosomes). In some cases the peripheral ends of

each come into contact with one another, and so the annular chromo-
some, composed of two annular halves in apposition, is formed. In
fine, whether the chromosome in the equatorial plate is triangular,

quadrate, or annular, it is divided more or less completely into four

rod-shaped bodies by cleavages taking place in the vertical and
horizontal plane ; more strictly speaking, the division in the vertical

plane represents an incomplete fusion. From Strasburger's " Practical

Botany," chap. 32, and Guignard's figures {loc. cit.,^gs. 13 and 14),

it is evident that they also have observed this structure in the

chromosomes of the equatorial plate in the pollen mother-cells,

since they figure the chromosomes as double when seen from the

polar as well as from the equatorial aspect, but so far as I am aware

they have not fully described it. Parmer (Flora, 1895) also describes

and figures the four free ends directed towards the periphery, but these

are in the case of L. longijlorum only occasionally to be made out

with distinctness. More recently Strasburger ('' Karyokinetische

Probleme," Jahrb. f. wiss. Bot. 1895) describes this process as a

double longitudinal fission taking place to prepare the chromosomes
for this as well as the following division in which he denies that

longitudinal fission of the chromosomes takes place. It is to be noticed

that he has not, in this last-mentioned work, re-examined the origin

of the double thread, but bases his belief of its origin by fission on

previous descriptions. The observations already described are against
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this view, and as I have also ohserved the chromosomes of L. chalce-

do7iicum and L. Martagon in the nuclear plate of the succeeding division

undergo longitudinal fission, there is additional reason to believe that

the process observed in the nucleus of the mother-cell is not a double

longitudinal fission. (Figs. 13 «, 13 5, 14.)

Eefore leaving the description of this stage I would like to direct

attention to an appearance which frequently presents itself when the

nuclear plate is regarded from the poles : the strands of the achromatic

spindle (at all events the larger ones) seem to alternate with the

chromosomes and do not appear to be attached to them (fig. 7).

The halving of the chromosomes, which takes place in the equatorial

plate, divides each chromosome in a horizonal sense, and it begins at

that part of the chromosome which lies towards the axis, while the free

ends lying towards the periphery remain in contact with one another for

a short time longer. The horizontal parts of the mother-chromosome,

which originally lay towards the centre, become bent abruptly towards

the poles, while the peripheral portions of these parts, which are still

in contact with one another, remain in the equatorial plane ; the

result is that when the whole chromosome is seen in jjrofile from

-the equatorial plane it is T-shaped, the vertical bar of the T lying in

the equatorial plane with the lower portion towards the peiiphery,

while the horizontal bar extends towards the poles. Just before this

horizontal cleavage has reached the peripheral end of the chromosome,

this end undergoes cleavage along the line of separation between the

two rods proceeding from the periphery in a vertical plane, so that the

peripheral ends of the rods part asunder from one another horizontally.

This cleavage, however, is never complete while the chromosome remains

in the equatorial plate, for while at the equator the inner ends of the

rods remain united. This double cleavage results in the formation of

two V-shaped chromosomes touching one another by their ends while

the apices are parted asunder and point towards the poles. The legs

of each V include at first a very small angle, and lie almost parallel

and in contact with one another [cf. fig. 8, and Belajeff, Flora, 1894).

In this formation of V-shaped chromosomes for the daughter

nuclei, it is to be noticed (as Belajeff, loc. cit., has already pointed out for

Larix, Lilium, and Pritillaria), that there is no bending over of

originally rod-shaped bodies through the intermediate S- and J -shaped

bodies, but they are formed by the direct fission of V-shaped mother

chromosomes.^

' Belajeff [loc. cit.) considers that this is the case in aU cases of karyokinesis

in plants, but this, I think, is not borne out by observation.
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As tlie V-shaped chromosomes move away from the equator, the

distance between each leg of the V increases, and at the same time

they begin to exhibit a distinctly beaded appearance, each leg being

formed of two to four bead-like masses of chromatin (fig. 9). At the

angle of the V the space between the bead-like masses becomes greater

than along the legs, and. finally, at the poles, or before the V-shaped

chromosomes have reached the poles, they each break into two jiortions

lying parallel to one another, and representing the legs of the V
(fig. 10) ; each of these straight chromatin bodies is composed of two

to four chromatin granules. In the daughter nucleus, even before it

is provided with its membrane, each of these chromatin bodies breaks

up into its constituent granules, so that these nuclei are composed of a

large number of spherical granules apparently unconnected with one

another (figs. 11 and 12).

Judging from the appearances just described, I think it probable

that each of the chromosomes into which the nuclear thread of the

pollen-mother-cells breaks, prior to karyokinesis, corresponds to two

chromosomes of previous divisions. These two chromosomes in the

early stages of division may be united end to end, and at first bend

loosely on one another or lie across one another in various ways.

Later on they come to lie side by side and present the appearance of

being formed by the longitudinal fusion of one chromosome. If this

view is correct, the doubling of the chromosomes previous to entering

into the nuclear plate does not correspond to the division of the

chromosomes which takes place in the equatorial plate of other cells
;

this fatter cleavage, however, takes place in the pollen-mother-cells

when by means of the horizontal fission the two V-shaped daughter

chromosomes separate one from another.

The double nature of the chromosome in this karyokinesis is not

only thus shown by their mode of origin, but also their appearance in

the nuclear plate points to the same fact ; and, finally, when the

daughter chromosomes approach the poles they sever themselves more

or less completely into two parts, again suggesting, as they do so,

their compound nature. In this way these observations seem to bear

out the view expressed by Strasburger,^ that the reduction in number

of the chromosomes is effected by the union of the chromosomes of

previous divisions in pairs end to end.

Unfortunately none of the material of Lilium longiflorum was fixed

at the right time to catch the division of the daughter nuclei to form

1 Annals of Botany, September, 1894.
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the pollen-tetrads. I supplemented tliis deficiency by observing this

division in Lilium chalcedonicum and L. Martagon. In the former, as

Farmer has observed for L. Martagon^ the second division of the pollen-

mother-cell conforms to the normal type of plant karyokinesis, i.e.^ the

chromosomes do not appear double before the nuclear plate is formed,

but in the nuclear plate they undergo longitudinal fission (figs. 13 and

14) ; the daughter chromosomes become V-shaped, by p<!issing through

J -shaped stages and the chromosomes are not so short and thick as in

the preceding division. A point that may be noticed in this division

is the fact that very often two of the daughter chromosomes remain in

contact with one another by one end, after their other end and the

other chromosomes have been gathered into the daughter nuclei.

Again, during even the later stages of division, fragments of the

nucleolus remain in proximity to the achromatic spindle and daughter

nuclei.

Development of the JEmhryo-sac.

In nuclear divisions in the very young ovule nuclei are to be found

with sixteen and with twenty-four chromosomes. In the earliest

stages I examined the embryo- sac was only distinguishable from the

surrounding cells of the ovule by its very slightly larger size, and by

its more granular protoplasm, but it is not uncommon to find two to

four cells in the axis of each ovule, all of which, at this stage, are

larger than their neighbours, and their protoplasm is distinguished

by its more granular appearance. In a division of one of the large

cells lying beside that which eventually becomes the embryo-sac, I

have counted sixteen chromosomes.

The primary nucleus of the embryo-sac, like that of the pollen-

mother-cells, passes through the " synaptic" stage, prior to entering

into the earlier stages of division, and its behaviour is similar in all

the stages of karyokinesis and the stages leading up to it, which I

have examined, to that of the nucleus of the pollen-mother-cells.

Naturally, so many preparations of this nucleus could not be examined

as of the nucleus of the pollen-mother- cells and, consequently, the

changes were not followed in such detail.

Before the nucleus becomes " synaptic," the embryo-sac has

enlarged considerably and the nucleus usually lies towards its basal

end. Above the nucleus in the protoplasm, fibres of great distinctness

become apparent, forming a spindle in the finely granular protoplasm,

the axis of which is at right angles to the axis of the embryo-sac (fig.

15). The appearance and position reminds one strongly of F. Herman's
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fig. of Sperm-motlier-cell of Salamandra maculata^ preparing for

division (Archiv f. mikros. Anat. 37). I have figured somewhat similar

spindles in the oosphere of Pinm silvestris (Ann. of Eot., 1894).

The presence of this spindle seems to be constant, for it occurred in

every embryo-sac of a young ovary examined by means of a series of

sections, and in other ovaries at the same stage of development.

Sometimes, however, when the nucleus has approached the distal end

of the cell, the spindle lies beneath it. This spindle is also to be seen

in embryo- sacs of the same stage in L. Martagon. I have not observed

the fate of this spindle. The nuclear filament of the primary nucleus

of the embryo-sac, before the individual chromosomes can be distin-

guished, resembles that of the pollen-mother-cells; it is delicate and

complexly coiled, and often two portions of the thread run parallel to

one another for some length. After the chromosomes have become

separate from one another, each is seen just as in the pollen-mother-

cells to be composed of two longitudinal portions, lying more or less

closely in apposition to one another, but often bent across one another,

or forming a loop together. The nuclear plate is formed of short thick

T-shaped chromosomes, like those of the pollen-mother-cells. I did

not observe the complete division of these, and the formation of the

diaster, but owing to the similarity of the earlier stages, and the form-

ation of the nuclear plate with these stages in the nuclei of the pollen

mother- cells, we may conclude with probability that the later processes

are similar.

In the short stages of rest preceding the next divisions of the

nuclei of the embryo-sac I have never seen the nuclei in " synapsis,"

nor have I seen any of the other phenomena which are characteristic

of the first division of the primary nucleus, and of the nucleus of the

pollen- mother-cells, in the divisions of the lower groups of nuclei in

the embryo-sac. These characteristics, i.e.^ doubling of the thread,

before the formation of the nuclear plate and fission into V-shaped

daughter chromosomes, are not, as a rule, to be observed in the

divisions ocurring in the upper group, although, in two cases, I have

seen the equatorial plate, formed of humped chromosomes, in the first

division, taking place at the upper end. In the great majority of

cases the plate is formed, even in this division, of slender bent

chromosomes, and in all the other divisions this latter form obtains

(figs. 16 and 17).

It may be seen that these observations do not lend support to the

assumption that the so-called " division with reduction " takes place

either in the formation of the nucleus of the pollen grains, or in the
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development of the oosphere. And while the division of the nucleus

of the pollen-mother- cells and the primary nucleus of the emhryo-sac

may very possibly conform to Professor Hacker's ' scheme, designed to-

illustrate the formation of the first polar body; yet there is probably

nothing in the succeeding divisions which could con-espond to his

scheme of the distribution of the chromosomes between the eog-nucleus-

and second polar body, for in all the later divisions observed the normal

longitudinal fission of the chromosomes occurred at the equator.

The variation of number of nuclear segments found in the dividing

nuclei of the vegetative cells and in the divisions which take place,

prior to the formation of the pollen-grains in the pollen-sacs, is also-

found in the mitoses which occur in the embryo -sac. As is well

known from Guignard's and Overton's researches, the upper nuclei of

the embiyo-sac possess a smaller number of chromosomes than the

lower ; this disparity in number is veiy plainly seen in the mitoses

taking place in the embryo-sac of Lilium longifioriim. But what is of'

special interest in the present case is the fact that the number of

chromosomes found in the upper nucleus of one embryo-sac, is not

always the same as that found in another embryo- sac taken from the

same ovary; one may possess twelve, the other only eight. In three

or four cases the number of chromosomes in this nucleus was found to

be ten. In these embryo-sacs the number of chromosomes in the

lower nuclei was usually, in those cases where it could be made out

with certainty, twenty-four, but also sixteen occurred. In the

subsequent divisions to form the four nuclei at the upper and the four

at the lower end of the embryo-sac, the upper nuclei were found to

possess eight to twelve nuclei, and the lower twenty-four or sixteen,

with occasionally intermediate numbers.

So far as I am aware variations in the number of the chromosomes

have not before been found, and pointed out as occurring in the game-

tophyto of flowering plants prior to the differentiation of the sexual

cells. Strasburger and Guignard first showed that the number in the

nuclei of the endosperm of lilies was variable, and I myself found that

the nuclei in the endosperm of Finus sylvestris differed from one another

in the number of their chromosomes. Again, Strasburger notices,

apparently as an anomaly, that he found some pollen-mother- cells of

Chlorophjton sternher(/ia7i2m,^ vrhich contained fourteen, while the normal

number of chromosomes in that plant is twelve. More recently Parmer^

^ Ann. of Bot., ix., xxxiii., 1895. • Kern- und Zelltheilung, p. 49.

' Ann. Bot., vol. ix. p. 488, September, 1895.
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describes variations in number occurring in tlie nuclei of tlie game-

topbyte of Fellia epiphylla^ e.g. nine and seven instead of tbe normal

eight.

It appears to be quite uncertain bow tbese differences in number

arise as all tbe nuclei of tbe plant must be derived ultimately from one

nucleus formed by tbe union of tbe male and female nuclei. Stras-

burger suggests (Ann. of Bot., Sept. 1894) tbat tbe variability in

number of tbe cbromosomes of tbe nuclei of tbe endosperm of tbe

Lilicese is due to tbe fusions wbicb take place between tbe nuclei of the

endosperm. It may also be brought about by tbe formation of multi-

polar karyokinetic figures wben two or more of tbe poles unite, and

tbe majority of tbe cbromosomes pass to tbe polar area formed of tbe

union of two or more poles, leaving but veryfew fur tbe single pole wbicb

remains independent. Tbis process I bave observed in tbe endosperm

of Fritillaria imperialis. But neither of tbese methods of variation,

nor tbe variation which might follow from tbe direct nuclear fi.ssion

can be assumed as having probably caused the discrepancy in the

numbers observed either in the embryonic or the sexual nuclei.

In the hopes of being able to observe mitoses in the embryo and

the endosperm I pollinated a large number of the stigmas of flowers

of Lilium longiflorum with pollen from different or tbe same flowers.

In no case however was tbe embryo formed, although in several

sections tbe pollen-tubes were seen penetrating the micropyle, and one

preparation showed one male nucleus passing into the embryo-sac, while

the other apparently remained behind in the pollen-tube. In these cases,

immediately after fertilisation, the three antipodal-cells become placed

in such a position as to form a hollow cone round the large endosperm-

nucleus. The sac at the same time collapses laterally and elongates

downwards, and the endos^Derm nucleus travels deep into tbe nucellus,

and carries the three antipodal cells in front of it in the form of a cap.

The nucleus of these latter gradually becomes indistinct while the

whole protoplasm of the cells becomes more highly refractive, and

stains very deeply. A similar fate overtakes the other nuclei of the

embryo-sac, but usually somewhat later.

"When no pollen-tube reaches the embryo-sac, a peculiar phenomenon
is sometimes observable. The central portion of the embryo-sac

becomes filled with a large number of nuclei formed by direct division

(fig. 18). Erom my sections it is impossible to say with certainty

whether these arise from division of tbe lower polar nucleus, or from

the endosperm nucleus, formed from the fusion of the upper and lower

polar nuclei, but from tbe preparations the former seems the most
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probable. They are of various sizes, and are budded off from the

originating nucleus in a manner resembling the budding of yeast cells.

Fig. 1 8 shows one of these nuclei being formed from the large central

nucleus. It may be noticed that this form of direct division is not

uncommonly to be seen in the nuclei of the endosperm of Fntillaria

impericdis, and is very unlike in appearance the typical direct division

found in Tradescantia and Characese, &c., where the resulting nuclei

into which the original nucleus divides are about the same size.

Protoplasmic striae radiate from the products of this direct fission,

just as they do from nuclei formed by mitosis, into the surrounding

protoplasm.

expla:n'atio^ of plate xxiii.

Figs. 1-12, Lilium longiflorutn.

Fig. 1 .—Diaster in the 5th cell from the surface of the apex, appear-

ing in two successive longitudinal sections of a bud.

Fig. 2.—Pollen mother-cell. Xuclear thread is seen doubled in places.

X 500.

Fig. 3.—Pollen mother-cell, after the differentiation of the chromo-

somes. X 500.

Fig. 4.—Same as Fig. 3 ; later stage.

Fig. 5.—Diagram illustrating the forms assumed by the chromosomes

of the pollen mother- cells prior to their arrangement in the

nuclear plate, x 1000.

Fig. 6.—Pollen mother- cell, nuclear plate seen from the equatorial

plane. The horizontal division of one chromosome is nearly

complete, which is also indistinctly divided vertically.

X 500.

Fig. 7.—Xuclear plate of pollen mother-cell seen from one of the

poles. The short thick chromosomes appear more or less

distinctly composed of two approximated portions. Fibres

of the achromatic spindle are seen between some of the

chromosomes, x 500.

Fig. 8.—Xuclear plate in pollen mother-cell seen from the equatorial

plane. The chromosome on the right is dividing horizon-

tally into two V-sh;iped daughter chromosomes, x 500.

K.I. A. PROC, SER. III., VOL. III. 3 B
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Fig. 9.—Pollen mother-cell. Daughter chromosomes leaving nuclear

plate. Each is seen breaking into two portions, x 500.

Fig. 10.—Diaster in pollen mother-cell, x 500.

Fig. 11.—Diaster in pollen mother-cell seen from the pole. A later

stage than Fig. 10. The chromosomes are breaking into

chromatin granules, x 500.

Fig. 12.—Later stage than Fig. 11. Granules formed by the chromo-

somes before the formation of the complete daughter

nucleus, x 500.

Figs. 13, 14, 15, Lilium chaleedonicum.

Figs. \Z, a and h.—jS^uclear plate of the second karyokinesis of the

pollen mother-cell appearing on two successive sections.

The chromosomes are undergoing longitudinal fission.

X 400.

Fig. 14.—A similar preparation to Figs. \^ a and h. The whole

nuclear plate is contained in one section, x 500.

Figs. 16-19, Lilium longiflorum.

Fig. 15.—Embryo-sac showing the formation of the spindle in the

protoplasm outside the nucleus, x 400.

Figs. 16, 17.—Two successive sections through the same embryo-sac,

showing the second karyokinesis. The chromosomes are

slender and longitudinally cleft.

Fig. 18.—Upper portion of an unfertilized embryo-sac, showing the

direct nuclear fission occurring in the central portion.

X 260.

All the figs, are copies of drawings made by means of a camera

lucida.
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XLI.

NOTE ON THE NUCLEI OF THE ENDOSPERM OF FRITIL-
LARIA IMPERIALS. Ey H. H. DIXON, B.A.

(Plate XXIV.)

[communicated by de. e. p. weight.]

[Read Xoyembek 11, 1895.]

The multinucleate protoplasmic lining of tlie embryo- sac of FritiUaria

imperiaUs has long been known as a Yery suitable object in which to

study the normal changes taking place in the nucleus during karyo-

kinesis. It is, howcYcr, not less remarkable for the Yariety of

extraordinary forms of nuclear diYision which present themselYcs

in it, especially before the formation of cell-walls in the protoplasm

surrounding the nuclei. As a rule, these nuclei are remarkable for

their size, and Yary from •05 mm. to '020 mm. in diameter ; but

among these nuclei there are otliers which stand out conspicuously,

CYcn in contrast with them, owing to their enormous dimensions.

Fig. 1, PL xxIy., represents one of these giant nuclei, which measiu'ed

•3 mm. in length. The position in the sac of these nuclei does not

appear to be constant, thougli they seem to occur more fi'equently at

the distal end than at the proximal, and they are also usually found in

groups together. Their mode of diYision is generally direct, and the

phases they pass through during fission are often so peculiar as to

appear grotesque. Sometimes the whole enormous nucleus is seen to

break up into a number of small nuclei of Yery irregular shapes and

dimensions. These smaller nuclei remain connected together for some

time by narrow filaments formed by portions of the mother nucleus

which haYe become dra^Yn out into thread-like forms. ^ Fig. 2 is drawn

from such a specimen. This figure also illustrates a peculiarity of

these direct diYisions, namely, the occurrence between the seYered

portions of the nucleus of regular striae in the protoplasm similar to

the spindle which persists for some time between two daughter nuclei

formed by karyokinesis.

^ "W. Flemming (Archiv f. Mikrosk. Anatomie., 37, 1889) describes similar

connecting filaments between the daughter nuclei farmed by direct division in the

leucocytes of the Salamander.
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In another form of division, whicli I have observed in these nuclei,

a number of (fig. 3) bud-like protuberances are formed on and project

from the surface of the large nucleus. These protuberances may swell

into a bag-shaped form and be cut ofP from the parent nucleus, or they

may branch and form two such bag-like appendages to the large nucleus,

which become cut off fi-ora it by the attenuation of the connecting

stalk. Each of the fragments thus severed from the parent nucleus

has all the appearance of a small nucleus. The number of these

fragments so cut off may be considerable, so that in the protoplasm

round a nucleus, budding in the maimer I have described, as many as

ten to fifteen of them may be seen.

Again, in direct division, the nucleus may become ring-shaped

(fig 4), and by the gradual attenuation of the annular nucleus in two

places it becomes parted into two nuclei. In some cases the ring

attenuates in three places and so the nucleus is divided into three

nuclei. Fig. 5 furnishes an example of both processes.^

In the simplest form of direct division the giant nucleus elongates

and becomes constricted about the middle, it then assumes the shape of

an hour-glass, and finally breaks into two fairly equal portions (fig. 13).

In the smaller nuclei also of the embryo-sac I have noticed irregulari-

ties of division. The most interesting of these are those forms of nuclear

fission which are intermediate ^ between normal karyokinesis and

direct division. In one of these forms before direct division the nuclear

thread breaks into a number of shorter pieces and the nucleoli disappear.

Without the nuclear membrane, however, dissolving or the formation

of the nuclear plate, the nucleus becomes constricted across the middle

so that it appears dumbell-shaped (fig. 6). The connecting piece between

the two ends of the dumbell is usually situated more to one side than

the other, and beside it in the protoplasm fibres arise, which present

the appearance of a normal spindle.^ The fact that even in these

forms of direct division, where the nuclear membrane does not

1 Ring-shaped nuclei and theii- direct fragmentation are described by W.
riemming (Arch. f. Mikros. Anat., 37, 1889) as occurring in the leucocytes of

the Salamander; cf. also Arnold (Archiv f. Mikrosk. Anatomie, 1889) and

Goppert in the same journal, 1891.

2 W. Flemming (Joe. clt.) says: " Ein bestimmter Unterschied zwischen

directer und indhecter Fragmentirung will niir tiberhaupt nicht recht durchfiihrbar

erscheinen."

Hess also (Ziegler's Beitrage z. patbol. Anat. ii. z. allg. Pathol., Bd. viii.)

found nuclear figures in the spleen of the mouse, which he regards as intermediate

forms between direct division and mitosis.

3 W. Flemming [he. cit.) found that the centrosomes lay usually at the one side

of the narrow connecting filaments between the nuclei undergoing dkect division.
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dissolve, the nucleoli disappear prior to the formation of the spindle

points undoubtedly to, at least, a partial nucleolar origin of the latter

structure ;
^ this view finds further support from the fact, in those

cases of simple direct fission in which the spindle is not formed (fig.

13), the nucleoli usually persist during the process of fission. However,
the dimensions of the nucleolus, before division, appears to bear no

relation to the distinctness of the spindle formed during division ; for

often during normal karyohinesis in the embryo -sac, before the

protoplasm is partitioned into cells, the spindles of the dividing nuclei

are very indistinct, while, before division, the nucleoli of these nuclei

were both large and numerous.

Yery often the connecting neck between the two daughter nuclei

is so delicate (fig. 7) that it is difficult to distinghish it from a

retarded chromosome of normal karyokineses (fig. 8). However, in

those cases, where retarded chromosomes form a connection between
the daughter nuclei, the latter do not reconstruct themselves completelv

{e.g. do not form their nuclear membrane) till all the chromosomes in

connection with them are retracted. Whereas in the other case the

daughter nuclei, while still in connection with one another by means
of the narrow neck, resemble resting nuclei except for the fact that

they possess definite protoplasmic radiations and the spindle lies

between them.

During these divisions ])ortions of the nuclear thread (chromo-

somes t) protude from the daughter nuclei and project into the

surrounding protoplasm (figs. 6 and 9). In no case was I able to

detect longitudinal fission of the chromosomes during direct division.

However, the manner in which two pairs of chromosomes, sho^vn

beneath the connecting neck in figure 6, are in contact with one

another, suggests the thought that they have been formed by longi-

tudinal fission.

Tripolar and quadripolar nuclei are frequently to be found in these

preparations, and in many cases these multipolar nuclei divide into

three or four daughter nuclei (figs. 10 and 11). Usually one of the

poles appears to have feebler attractive powers than the others, and

consequently the nucleus formed at it is small, since but few chromo-

somes are drawn to form it from the common nuclear plate. Again,

cases are found in which two of the poles coalesce, and round them the

majority of the chromosomes assemble, leaving for the other pole or

poles, but very few (sometimes only two to four). The variation in the

^ Cf. Strasburger. Karyokinetische Probleme, Jahrb. f. wiss. Bot. 1895.
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niimber of the chromosomes of the nuclear plate of cases of normal

karyokinesis in the endosperm very probably often arises in these

multipolar divisions ; for it is easily seen that in this way nuclei con-

taining abnormally large and abnormally small numbers of chromosomes

would be formed. Doubtless nuclear fusion is also often responsible

for the nuclei with large numbers, as Strasburger has pointed out. A
curious case of this latter process is figured in fig. 14, where two of

the daughter nuclei formed by the fission of two neighbouring nuclei

have united together immediately after division.

In the multipolar nuclear divisions the same transition forms

between direct and indirect nuclear division have been observed

(fig. 12).

It not infrequently happens that apparently without any formation

of a third pole a few chromosomes fail to attach themselves to either of

the daughter nuclei of a division, bat take up a position at the edge

of the rudiment of the cell-plate, and towards them the fibres of the

achromatic spindle appear drawn (fig. 15).

The portions of the nuclear thread which in the abnormal divisions

protrude from the daughter nuclei as well as the fragments of the

thread which remain external to them after the completion of division

become vacuolated so as to remind one of Van Beneden's and Neyt's

figures of the reconstruction of the daughter nuclei in Ascaris megalo-

cephala by the vacuolation of the chromosomes of the diaster (Nouvelles

recherches sur la fecondation et la division mitosique chez I'ascaride

megalocephale. Leipzig, 1887).

The ultimate fate of the daughter nuclei formed by direct division

I have not been able to ascertain.^ It seems probable, since these

divisions are found in such early stages of the growth of the endosperm,

e.g. before the formation of the cell-partitions, that these nuclei con-

tinue to divide either by direct division or by karyokinesis. It is,

however, quite possible that neither they nor their descendants ever

divide by karyokinesis unless they unite with other nuclei.

In conclusion it may be noticed that the abnormal divisions

^ Ziegler (Archiv f. Mikrosk. Anatomic, 30), concludes that direct nuclear

fragmentation only occurs when nuclei take on a specialized function and then

disintegrate. Again the same author (Biol. Centralb. 11) notices that nuclei

wiiich divide by amitosis are exceptionally large ; that direct fission occurs chiefly

(perhaps exclusively) in the nuclei of cells in which the secretory and assimilatory

processes are very intense.

Von Rath (Zool. Anzeiger, 1891) believes it probable that nuclei which
have once divided directly never divide by mitosis ; that direct division cannot be
repeated indefinitely ; that regenerative growth never takes place by amitosis.
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described in this note take place in the embryo-sac simultaneously

with normal examples of karyokinesis, and their successive stages are

to be found side by side with successive stages of the latter process, so

that it seems probable that the same stimuli give rise to these ab-

normal divisions as bring about karyokinesis.

In fixing the material from which the above descriptions were

made, the fertilized ovules were taken from fresh ovaries, and dropped

immediately into a large volume of alcohol. This material gave

excellent examples of normal karyokinesis and of resting nuclei, which

exhibited no traces of imperfect fixing, so that I think it improbable

that the abnormal divisions can be ascribed to this cause.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXIV.

All the figures are camera lucida drawings of nuclei found in the
endosperm of Fritillaria imperialis.

Fig, 1.—Giant nucleus, x 55.

Fig. 2.—Nucleus breaking into a number of parts. Striae are seen in

the protoplasm connecting the severed portions, x 250.

Fig. 3.—Nucleus dividing by budding, x 250.

Fig. 4.—Annular nucleus, x 250

Fig. 5.—Portion of the lining of the embryo-sac after the formation

of cell-walls, showing two annular nuclei, the upper one

of which is dividing into three, and the lower into two,

nuclei, x 75.

Fig. 6.—Form of nuclear division intermediate between direct and

indirect division. Between the two portions of the nucleus

a spindle is easily seen, x 350.

Fig. 7.—Similar to Fig. 6. Showing a very slender connecting piece

between the two nuclei, x 350.

Fig. 8.—Karyokinesis with retarded chromosome, x 350.
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Fig. 9.-—Direct nuclear division with thread-like projections from the

daughter nuclei, x 400.

Figs. 10, 11.—Successive stages in tripolar karyokinesis. x 350.

Fig. 12.—Quadripolar direct nuclear division accompanied with the

formation of achromatic spindles. To the right is seen a

case of abnormal karyokinesis. x 500.

Fig. 13.— Simple direct nuclear division, x 320.

Fig. 14.—Nuclear division immediately followed by nuclear fusion.

X 320.

Fig. 15.—Nuclear division in which several chromosomes have failed

to be reincluded in the daughter nuclei.
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Monday, Aphil 9, 1894.

Dr. J. K. iNGEAj^r, s.f.t.c.d., President, in the Chair.

Joseph Smith signed the EoU, and -^as admitted a Member of the

Academy.

Gerald E. H. Barrett-Hamilton, b.a., IS'athaniel Colgan, and

LinnaBus Greening were elected Members of the Academy.

The President received, on behalf of the Academy, a Portrait of

the late Sir William Kowan Hamilton (President of the Academy,

1837 to 1846), presented by Mr. John Eowan Hamilton O'Regan,

and a portrait of the late Rev. Thomas Romney Eobinson, d.d.

(President of the Academy, 1851 to 1856), presented by his widow.

It was proposed by Professor O'Reilly, seconded by the Rev.

M. H. Close, and carried unanimously :
—

" That a warm vote of thanks be given to Mr. John Rowan

Hamilton O'Regan for his donation to the Academy of the Portrait

of the late Sir William Rowan Hamilton."

It was proposed by Professor Atkinson, seconded by Professor

Wright, and carried unanimously :

—

"That a warm vote of thanks be given to Mrs. Robinson for

her donation of the portrait of her husband, the late Rev. Dr.

Thomas Romney Robinson."

Professor R. Atkinson, ll.d., read a Paper " On the Subjunctive

Mood in Welsh."

Mr. G. H. Kinahan, c.e., read a Paper " On Quartz, Quartz rock,

and Quartzite."

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.

Dr. J. J. Digges La Touche handed in the following Notices of

Motion :

—

*'That the Council are respectfully requested to report to an early

meeting of the Academy the names of the documents already copied

by the Irish scribes, and of those proposed to be copied in the future,

R.I. A. MINUTES, SESSION 1894—'95.
L^'*^ I
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and to state when the work for which these transcriptions are being

made is expected to be completed."

" That when allocating the Funds of the Academy the Council

do bear in mind the importance of cataloguing the mss. at present

unindexed, and, if possible, afford the Academy an opportunity of

applying to this most important work some of the money hitherto

devoted to other purposes."

Monday, Apeil 23, 1894.

Dk. J. K. Ingram, s.f.t.c.d.. President, in the Chair.

IS'athaniel Colgan signed the Boll, and was admitted a Member of

the Academy.

Eead the following Letter :

—

** Nine Wells, Great Shelford,
*' Cambridge, April 16, 1894.

*' Sir,

*'I beg leave to return my best thanks to your Academy
for the great honour they have done me in electing me an Honorary

Member. It is a distinction which, for many reasons, I estimate very

highly.

" Your obedient servant,

" M. Poster.
*'De. E. Perceval Wright."

Rev. Edmund Hogan, s.j., Todd Professor, read the first Todd
Memorial Lecture for the present Session, " On certain passages

from the Leabhar na h-Uidhri."

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.

The following Science Grants recommended by the Council were
approved :

—

£10 to Professor G. E. Fitz Gerald and Mr. E. Cullum, to assist

them in carrying on a Series of Magnetic Observations at Yalentia.j
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£20 to a Committee, consisting of Rev. Dr. Haughton, Professor

D. J. Cunningham, Professor A. C. Haddon, and Dr. C. K. Browne,

for the purpose of prosecuting Ethnological Investigations in the remote

parts of Ireland.

£50 to a Committee, consisting of Dr. K, P. Scharff, Mr. R. Lloyd

Praeger, Mr. A. G. More, Mr. R. M, Barrington, Mr. Greenwood Pim,

Mr. H. Dixon, Dr. E. J. M'Weeney, Mr. G. H. Carpenter, Professor

T. Johnson, Mr. R. J. TIssher, Mr. P. W. Moore, Mr. D. M'Ardle,

Mr. J. Duerden, and Dr. E. P. Wright, to assist them in continuing

their researches into the Eauna and Elora of Ireland.

£25 to the Economy Committee, towards the cost of a Lantern for

use at the Meetings of the Academy.

Dr. J. J. Digges La Touche moved the following Resolution, which

was seconded by Judge Kane, and passed :

—

" That it be referred to the Council to give a list of the documents

already copied by the Irish scribes, and of those proposed to be copied

in the future ; also to state when the work for which these transcrip-

tions are being made is expected to be completed."

Dr. La Touche also moved the following Resolution, which was

seconded by Master Pigot, and passed :

—

" That it be referred to the Council, when again allocating the

funds at their disposal, to consider the importance of cataloguing the

iiss. at present unindexed."

Monday, May 28, 1894.

Dr. J. K. Ingra:u:, s.f.t.c.d., President, in the Chair.

Frederick T. Trouton, d.sc, signed the Roll, and was admitted a

Member of the Academy.

By the permission of the Academy, Mr. R. J. Ussher read a

Report by himself, Mr. A. G. More, and Mr. R. Warren, " On the

Breeding Range of Birds in Ireland"; and a "Report of an Orni-

thological Exploration of the Counties Donegal, Fermanagh, Sligo,

and Roscommon."

["17*]
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Mr. Ussher also read, for Mr. E,. "Warren, "Reports on the Birds

breeding at Louglis Carra and Mask, and on the Coast of the Counties

Sligo and Mayo."

Eev. Edmund Hogan, s.j., Todd Professor, read the second Todd

Memorial Lecture for the present Session, " On certain passages from

the Leabhar na h-Uidhri."

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.

The Treasurer read (in accordance with By-Law 3 of Chapter III.)

the List of Members in arrear, and laid on the table the audited

accounts for 1893-94, and the estimate for the years 1894-95.

The following were laid on the table :

—

Transactions, Yol. xxx;.

Part 11. " On the Geology of Torres Straits." By Professors A.

C. Haddon, m.a., W. J. Sollas, ll.d., d.sc, f.k.s., and G. A. J". Cole.

Plates XXII. to XXV.

Part 12. "On the Volcanic District of Carlingford and Slieve

Gullion. Part I.—On the Eolation of the Granite to the Gabbro of

Barnavave, Carlingford." By W. J. Sollas, ll.d., d.sc, f.e.s. Plates

XXVI. and XXVII.

Monday, Juin^ 11, 1894.

Dr. J. K. Ingeam, s.f.t.c.d., President, in the Chair.

By the permission of the Academy, Mr. John Mac Xeill read a

Paper "On Three Middle Irish Poems, relating to the Battle of

Mucrama, taken from the Leabhar na h-Uidhri, and the Book of

Leinster." [Communicated by the Eev. Edmund Hogan, s.j.]

Dr. Charles E. Browne read a Paper by himself and Professor D.

J. Cunningham, f.r.s., "On Some Osseous Eemains found at Old

Connaught, Bray."

Eev. Edmund Hogan, s.j., read the third Todd Memorial Lecture

for the present Session, " On certain passages from the Leabhar

Breac."
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Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.

The Secretary of Council read the following RejDort from the Council,

which was adopted.

The following Eesolutions were sent to the Council from the

Academy:

—

1. ^' That it be referred to the Council to give a list of the

documents already copied by the Irish scribes, and of those

proposed to be copied in the future ; also to state when the work
for which these transcriptions are being made is expected to be

completed."

2. *' That it be referred to the Council, when again allocating

the funds at their disposal, to consider the importance of

cataloguing the irss. at present unindexed."

1. The Council submit the following list, drawn up by Dr.

Atkinson, of the mss. which have been transcribed with a view to the

compilation of the Irish Dictionary :

—

{a) Dictionary of the Irish Language, with English explanations,

now in the Library of Trinity College, Dublin. 28

volumes.

{h) Latin-Irish Dictionary, also in the Library of Trinity College,

Dublin. 18 volumes.

{c) The MSS. in the Library of Trinity College, Dublin, known
as

—

H 2. 16, 958 columns,

H 3. 18, 868

H 2. 15, 391 pages.

H 2. 7, 460 „

H 2. 17, 491 ,,

H5. 26,\

H 2. 25,

H 5. 32,

H 4. 13,

H 3. 21, J

Keating' s ''History of Ireland "

and " Three Shafts of Death."
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Medical Manuscripts

—

H 3. 15, 57 pages.

H 3. 14, 99

H 3, 22, 197

H 3. 7, 151

H 3. 20, 311

H 2. 8, 71

H 3. 2, 68

H2. 13, 231

E 3. 30, 275

E 4. 1, 367

{d) Astronomical Manuscripts in the Academy Library, and in

Marsh's Library.

Many bundles of slips of words excerpted from modern Irish

Mss. and printed works.

Almost all the required transcripts have been completed ; only a

few MSS. in the King's Inns Library, and, possibly, in the Bodleian

and the British Museum, still remain to be copied. The main work

will, for the future, be the preparation of slips for the Dictionary.

The Council find it impossible to fix with any degree of

accuracy the time at which the Dictionary could be published, but

t?ie mode of proceeding to be adopted with the object of accelerating

its completion is engaging the earnest attention of the Council.

2. With respect to the second Eesolution, the Council resolved to

report that they will, at the next allocation of the funds at their

disposal, take the matter referred to into their consideration.

Monday, June 25, 1894.

Dk. J. K. Ingeam, s.f.t.c.d.. President, in the Chair.

Gerald E. H. Barrett-Hamilton, b.a., signed the Eoll, and was

admitted a Member of the Academy.

Philip Argall was elected a Member of the Academy.

Bev. T. Olden, m.a., read a Paper "On the Consortia of the First

Order of Irish Saints."
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Profej^sor G. F. Fitz Gerald, f.r.s., read a Eeport by himself and

Mr. E. Cullum, ''On Magnetic Observations at Yalentia, 1889-9?."

Eev, J. P. Mahaffy, d.d., read " jS'otes on a Personal Narrative

of a Soldier on active service in Syria, as given in a Flinders Petrie

Papyrus."

The Secretary read a Paper by Rev. ^ , Darley, m.a., " On a Visit

to the Cistercian Monastery of Chiaravalle, near Milan."

Eev. Edmund Hogan, s.j., read the fourth Todd Memorial Lecture

for the present Session " On Certain Passages from the Leabhar na

h-Uidhri."

A Collection of Stone Implements from Berbice, British Guiana, was

exhibited for Charles Grove Young, m.d., and, on his behalf, presented

to the Academy.

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.

The following Science Grant recommended by the Council was

approved :

—

£20 to the Eev. J. P. Mahaffy, d.d., towards defraying the cost of

investigating some of the Petrie Papyri.

Eead Letter from Baron Ferdinand von Mueller :

—

**Melbouene, 21st Mai/, 1894.

"SlE,

" With emotions of the greatest appreciation, I received your

announcement that the Eoyal Irish Academy had conferred on me the

high distinction of election to one of its Honorary Memberships.

Pray express to the President and Members my profound homage.

If anything could add to the honour it is the thought that I am called

to a position once occupied by one of the most distinguished Phyto-

graphers of all ages.*

" Yery sincerely yours,

" Feed, von Mueller.

"Dr. Ed. Perceval Wright."

[Alpbonse De Candolle.]
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Monday, November 12, 1894.

Dr. J. K. Ingram, s.f.t.c.d., President, in the Chair.

Eev. Dr. Haughton, p.r.s., read a Paper "On the Tides of the

Arctic Seas. Part IX.—The Tides of the K. W. Entrance of Eobeson
Channel, Grinnell Land." /

Dr. E. F. Schai-ff read a Eeport '' On the Origin of the Land and

Presh-water Pauna of Ireland."

Dr. W. Prazer read a Note " On the Early Discovery of Gold in

Australia."

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.

Prtday, N'ovember 30, 1894.

(Stated Meeting.)

Dr. J. K. Ingram, s.f.t.c.d., President, in the Chair.

Dr. V. Ball, c.b., f.r.s., read a Paper "On Eeputed Luminous
Medicinal, and Poisonous Oriental Precious Stones."

Professor J. P. O'Eeilly, c.e., read a Paper " On a Pandean Pipe

from the Tonga Islands."

Monday, December 10, 1894.

Dr. J. K. Ingram, s.f.t.c.d., President, in the Chair.

Thomas Johnson "Westropp was elected a Member of the Academy.

Professor D. J. Cunningham, m.d., f.r.s., read a Paper " On a

Modification of the French Craniometer by E. E. Henry, i.c.s."

By the permission of the Academy, Mr. H. E. Swanzy, m.a.,

F.R.C.S.I., read a Note " On the Vision and Certain Ocular Derange-

ments of Cornelius Magrath, the Irish Giant." [Communicated by
D. J. Cunningham, m.d.]

By permission of the Academy, Mr. C. J. Joly, m.a., f.t.c.d.,

read a Paper " On the Theory of Linear Vector Functions."

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.
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lIo^fDAT, Januaet 14, 1895.

Dr. J. K. Iis^GEAM, s.r.T.c.D., President, in the Chair.

Eey. William F. Falkiner, m.a. ; Charles Jasper Joly, m.a., f.t.c.d.,

and Key. Denis O'Donoghue, p..p., were elected Members of the

Academy.

The Secretary read for Dr. Charles Grove Young, ]S"otes '' On Indian

Eelics from the Ozark Mountains, Missouri."

Donations to the Library were announced, and tlianks were
voted to the Donors.

The following was laid on the table :

—

Cunningham Memoirs.

1^0. X. " The Decorative Art of British IS^ew Guinea : A Study in

Papuan Ethnography." By Alfred C. Haddon, m.a., Professor of

Zoology, Royal College of Science, Dublin.

Monday, Jantjaey 28, 1895.

De. J. K. Ingeam, S.F.T.C.D., President, in the Chair.

Eev. William P. Palkiner, m.a., signed the Eoll, and was admitted

a Member of the Academy.

Professor W. J. Sollas, D.Sc, f.e.s., read a Paper " On the

Crystalline Porms of Eiebeckite."

Dr. Y. Ball, c.b., f.e.s., read a Paper on ''Further I^otes on

Engraved Eubies."

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.

The following recommendation from the Council was adopted :

—

"A sum of £435 7*. 4d., Government 2f per Cent. Consols, having

been transferred to the Eoyal Irish Academy by the Trustees of the

Eoyal Geological Society of Ireland on trust to expend the interest of
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same in illustrating Papers on Geology and Mineralogy thought worthy

of publication by the Council of the Eoyal Irish Academy :

**The Council recommend that the President and Treasurer be

empowered to affix the Seal of the Academy to an authorization to

the Chief Transfer Officer of the Bank of Ireland to lodge the interest

on the above Stock (now standing in the Books of the Bank of Ireland

in the name of 'The Eoyal Irish Academy, Account C')from time

to time to the current Account of the Eoyal Irish Academy.

*' The Income arising out of this Fund, and its Expenditure, will

be kept as a separate Account in the Books of the Academy."

Monday, Pebeuaey 11, 1895.

Eev. Dr. Haughton, f.e.s., Yice-President, in the Chair.

The Secretary read for Mr. W. J. Knowles his " Third Eeport on

Prehistoric Eemains from the Sandhills of the Coast of Ireland."

The Astronomer Eoyal (Dr. A. A. Eambaut) read a Paper "On
the Position of Encke's Comet," from Photographs taken by W. E.

Wilson, M.E.I. A.

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.

A special vote of thanks was passed to the Trustees of the British

Museum for their Donation of Antiquities from the excavations at

Amathus, Cyprus, which antiquities form an important addition to

the Comparative Section of the Academy's Museum.

Part 15 of Vol. xxx. of the Teansactions of the Academy "On
the Tides of the Arctic Seas," Part ix., by Eev. Dr. Haughton, f.e.s.,

was laid on the table.
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Monday, rEBEUAET 25, 1895.

De. J. K. Ingeam, s.r.T.c.D., President, in the Chair.

Charles E. Browne, m.d., read a " Eeport on the Ethnography of

the Mullet and of Iniskeen, Co. Mayo : heing a Third Eeport from

the Anthropometrical Laboratory of Trinity College."

His Excellency the Lord Lieutenant (Lord Houghton), Visitor of

the Academy, said :

—

" Me. Peesident and Gentlemen,

" I have been asked to say a few words, and I am glad to take

this opportunity of expressing my thanks, and, I am sure, the thanks

of all present, to Dr. Browne for his interesting and instructive

Paper. In doing so, I ought to mention that never having had an

opportunity—or, as perhaps I should have said, not having taken

advantage of the opportunities which I might have had—of mastering

even the elements of the science of anthropology, I am but poorly

qualified to judge of its application to any particular instance.

Speaking, however, from a different standpoint, I can say that the

subject of the Paper appeals particularly to my sympathies ;
because

the economical condition of that poor district of Erris, so remote

and so poverty-stricken, is one which always engages the sympathy,

and sometimes, I am sorry to think, the anxious concern, of those

responsible for the administration of the country. So far as I can

judge from a very limited experience—an experience of a single

visit—backed as it is by the information which I have had at my

command, I can bear out everything Dr. Browne said of the good

humour which characterizes these people, and, I may add, of the

patience with which they endure tlie hardships of their lives. Upon

the general question of these reports and inquiries, and of their merits

as a contribution towards the formation of a social science in the direc-

tion indicated principally, I think, by Mr. Herbert Spencer, I feel it is

presumptuous for a layman to speak. It suffices that those men of

science, who are best qualified to judge, have recognized, although

somewhat tardily, the importance of these close local inquiries. It is

evident that if such inquiries are to be of real value there is no time

to be lost. Every day, before our eyes, as it were, old local traditions,
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old customs, and old stories are fast disappearing before the inroads of

civilization. The very institutions of which we are most proud, our

improved education, our methods of access and communication, are

responsible for most of the devastation in this direction. Of course I

am aware that a great deal has been done by folk-lore societies, and

by dialect societies, but these reports differ from the work of such

societies in treating, as it appears to me, the life of the people

and their past as one organized whole. I have been reminded by

Dr. Wright that the current report of the British Association speaks

of these Papers of Dr. Browne as excellent types of how such work

should be done. I am sure we are always glad over here to set a

good example to the other partner, who in this matter does not

appear to be the predominant one.

" In the matter of dialects it has frequently struck me as curious

that we owe perhaps more to a foreigner. Prince Lucien Bonaparte,

than to any other one man, but I believe there are those who have

taken up and are energetically carrying on the work which he started.

One singular evidence of the increased interest taken in the study of

dialects which comes under our notice is the improvement we may
observe in the way in which the provincial dialects are treated on the

stage. Some years ago it was not an unusual thing on the stage to

hear a supposed Yorkshireman using expressions peculiar to White-

chapel in the intonation which belongs to the inhabitants of Somer-

setshire. I think that would hardly happen now; but I fancy

the stage Irishman still leaves much to be desired in speech, in

address, and in the way in which he comports himself in society—

a

manner which, I am bound to say, I have never observed during my
stay in this country. One feels that if a day comes, as I suppose it

will, when everybody, high and low, rich and poor, Irish, Scotch, and

English, will all speak the language of the morning newspaper in the

accents of the counting-house, the happy inhabitants of those days will

be glad to know the language their poor ignorant forefathers used when
expressing their ideas. But, after all, one cannot but feel that the

general support of work of this kind must depend not only on its

curiosity—scientific curiosity—but on its practical value, and I

venture to think that the other sciences, many of them, owe a

great deal to inquiries such as those undertaken by Dr. Browne.
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I can fancy that these reports might set the biologist on the track of

discoveries of prime importance to the welfare of mankind. I can

fancy the historian might discover in some apparently trivial survival

of an old custom or tradition the secrets of past actions and motives

which might baffle those who depend on written records alone. I can

fancy that the social reformer may learn from those reports that the

success of remedial measures must largely depend on special circum-

stances, and on the idiosyncrasies of those to whom they are to be

applied, and I can well fancy that by means of these data the states-

man may be able to solve some part of the present problems of govern-

ment. It is in this belief that I express the hope that so far as

possible, and as soon as possible, these inquiries may be carried on

through all parts of Great Britain and Ireland in which the disturbance

of the old characteristics of the people has been so slight as to enable

information so interesting and useful to be gathered as that which we
have heard in Dr. Browne's Paper."

The President, addressing the Lord Lieutenant, said that the visit

of his Excellency afforded pleasure to the Members of the Academy,

not merely by his presence, but because of his taking part in the pro-

ceedings of the Academy. His Excellency was not content merely

with the title of Visitor to the Academy—a title which belonged to his

high position—nor with his inspection in our Museum of the valuable

objects of interest to antiquarians, but came and saw the manner in

which they conducted their proceedings, thus practically recognising

his relation with the Academy, and manifesting the interest which

he took in their work. On the part of the Academy he tendered to

his Excellency their respectful thanks.

Saturday, March 16, 1895.

(Stated Meeting.)

Dr. J. K. Ingram, s.f.t.c.d., President, in the Chair.

The President declared the ballot open for the election of President

and Council, and appointed Mr. George L. Cathcart, m.a., and Mr.

John E. Gore, f.r.a.s., as Scrutineers.
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The President declared the Ballot open for the election of Honorary

Members and appointed the Treasurer and Secretary as Scrutineers.

The Secretary of Council then read the following :

—

Eeport of tke Council foe the Year 1894-95.

Since the date of the last Eeport the following Publications of the

Academy have been issued :

—

Transactions, yoI. xxx.

Part 11. "On the Geology of Torres Straits." By Alfred

C. Haddon, m.a., W. J. Sollas, ll.d., d.sc, f.e.s., and G. A. J. Cole.

Plates XXII. to XXY.

Part 12. *'0n the Volcanic District of Carlingford and Slieve

Gullion. Part I.—On the Relation of the Granite to the Gabbro of

Barnavave, Carlingford." By W. J. Sollas, ll.d., d.sc, f.e.s. Plates

XXVI. and XXVII.

Part 13. " Micrometric Observations of I^ebulse made at the

Armagh Observatory." By J. L. E. Dreyer, ph.d.

Part 14, '' The Period of Pitch Invariants and the Theory of

Chiastic Homography, being the tenth Memoir of the Theory of

Screws." By Sir Robert S. Ball, ll.d., f.e.s.

Part 15. "On the Tides of the Arctic Seas. Part IX.—On the

Tides of the ^N'orth-Western Entrance of Robeson Channel, Grinnell

Land." By Rev. Samuel Haughton, m.d., f.e.s.

Cunningham Memoirs.

^0. IX. Appendix. " On the Flinders Petrie Papyri." By the

Rev. John P. Mahaffy, d.d. With Autotypes I. to III.

^0. X. " The Decorative Art of British IS'ew Guinea : a Study in

Papuan Ethnography." By Alfred C. Haddon, m.a. With twelve

Plates, Map, and Numerous Woodcuts.

The Todd Lecture Series.

Vol. v., octavo. Rev. Edmund Hogan, s.j., F.E.r.i., m.e.i.a. :

"The Latin Lives of the Saints as Aids towards the Translation of

Irish Texts, and the Production of an Irish Dictionary."
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Proceedings.

Of the Proceedings^ Third Series, Part 2 of Tol. nr., was published

in May, 1894, and Part 3 of the same volume in December, 1894.

The Parts contained the following Papers :

—

In Science

:

—
" The Ethnography of Inishbofin and Inishshark, Co. Galway."

By Charles R. Browne, b.a., m.d. Plates YIII. and IX.

** On some Osseous Remains found at Old Connaught, Bray, Co.

Dublin." By D. J. Cunningham, m.d., f.e.s., and C. R.

Browne, m.d.

** On the Vegetative Organs of Vanda ieres.^'' By Henry H.

Dixon, B.A. Plates XI., XII., XIII., and XIY.
*' Studies in Irish Craniology. 2. Inishbofin, Co. Galway."

By Alfred C. Haddon, m.a.

*'0n the Origin of the Land and Fresh-water Pauna of Ireland."

By R. F. Scharff, Ph. D., B. Sc.

*' Report on the Breeding-range of Birds in Ireland." By R. J.

XJssher.

In Literature

:

—
*' On the Function of the Subjunctive Mood in Irish." By Robert

Atkinson, m.a., ll.d.

*' On the use of the Subjunctive Mood in Welsh." By Robert

Atkinson, m.a., ll.d.

*'A Description of two Large Spinel Rubies, with Persian

Characters engraved upon them." By Y. Ball, c.b., ll.d.,

F.E.S. Plate X.
'' On an Ogam Monument recently found in Co, Kerry." By the

Right Rev. Dr. Graves, Lord Bishop of Limerick.

*' On the Consortia of the First Order of Irish Saints." By Rev.

T. Olden, m.a.

In Ant iquities :—
''Notes on the Classification of Spear-heads of the Bronze Age

found in Ireland." By George Coffey., b.a.i.

*'' On two Monastic Seals that have lately come into the possession

of the Academy." By the Rev. Denis Murphy, s.j., ll.d.

*' On some Caves in the Slieve na Cailliagh District, Co. Meath."

By E. C. Rotheram. Plates YI. and YII.
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The following publications are in the Press :

—

Transactions.

" The Cytology of the Vegetative and Reproductive Organs of the

Saprolegniaceae." By Professor Hartog.

"The Theory of Linear Vector Functions." By C. J. Joly, m.a.,

F.T.C.D.

The Todd Lecture Series.

Volume VI., "The Irish !N"ennius of the Ledbar na hUidre and

Three Texts from the Lealar Breacc.''' By Eev. Edmund Hogan, s.j.,

Todd Professor.

The following Science Grants, recommended by the Council, have

been sanctioned by the Academy :

—

£10 to Professor G. P. Pitz Gerald and Mr. E. Cullum, to assist

them in carrying on a Series of Magnetic Observations at Valentia.

£20 to a Committee, consisting of Eev. Dr. Haughton ; Professor

D. J. Cunningham ; Professor A. C. Haddon, and Dr. C. E. Browne
;

for the purpose of prosecuting Ethnological Investigations in the

remote parts of Ireland.

£50 to a Committee, consisting of Dr. E. P. Scharff ; Mr. E. Lloyd

Praeger ; Mr. A. G. More ; Mr. E. M. Barrington ; Mr. Greenwood

Pirn ; Mr. H. Dixon ; Dr. E. J. M'Weeney ; Mr. G. H. Carpenter

;

Professor T. Johnson ; Mr. E. J. Ussher ; Mr. P. W. Moore ; Mr.

D. M'Ardle ; Mr. J. Duerden, and Professor E. P. Wright ; to assist

them in continuing their researches into the Pauna and Plora of

Ireland.

£25 to the Economy Committee, towards the cost of a Lantern for

use at the Meetings of the Academy.

[A similar sum had been allocated for this purpose in the preceding

Session, but not having been expended before the close of the financial

year, 31st March, 1894, it lapsed into the general funds of the

Academy.]

£20 to the Eev. J. P. Mahaffy, d.d., towards defraying the cost of

investigating some of the Petrie Papyri.
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The following Members have been elected since 16th March, 1894 :

—

Philip Argall.

Gerald E. H. Barrett-Hamilton, b.a.

JSTathaniel Colgan.

Rev. William F. Palkiner, m.a.

Linnseus Greening.

Charles Jasper Joly, m.a., f.t.c.d.

Bev. Denis O'Donoghue, p.p.

Thomas Johnson "Westropp, m.a.

At the Stated Meeting, on the 16th March, 1894

—

Baron Ferdinand von Mueller,

Michael Foster,

were elected Honoraiy Members in the Section of Science.

The Academy has lost by death within the year six Members :

—

Right Hon. William, Baron Emly, elected 12th April, 1841.

Right Hon. Sir Patrick J. Keenan, k.c.m.g., c.b., ll.d., elected

14th ISTovember, 1864.

William R. LeFanu, c.e., elected 10th February, 1845.

Daniel O'Sullivan, Ph. D., elected 8th January, 1866.

Gilbert Sanders, elected 10th January, 1853.

John Chaloner Smith, c.e., elected 13th January, 1868.

The Academy has also lost by death four Honorary Members in

the Section of Science :

—

Charles Edouard Brown-Sequard, elected 16th March, 1869. '

Arthur Cayley, elected 16th March, 1873.

Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand von Helmholtz, elected 1 6th March,

1864.

Karl Joseph Hyrtl, elected 16th March, 1864.

And four Honorary Members in the Section of Polite Literature

and Antiquities :

—

Heinrich Brugsch, Pasha, elected 16th March, 1882.

Commendatore GioTanni Battista De Rossi, elected 16th March,

1867.

Sir Charles Newton, k.c.b., elected 16th March, 1878.

William Dwight Whitney, elected 16th March, 1875.

U.I. A. MINUTES, SESSION 189-4-'95. L^°J
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The Third Yolume of the " Annals of Ulster," edited by the Rev.

Dr. MacCarthy, is now in the press, and the editor expects that it

will be published before the end of the present month.

The Rev. Edmund Hogan, s.j., the Academy's Todd Professor of

the Celtic Languages, whose tenure of the office expired in 1894, has

been re-elected for a further period of three years; and it is hoped that

the first series of his second Course of Lectures will be delivered

before the close of the present Session.

The Council regret that the publication of the photolithograph of

the "Yellow Book of Lecan" has been unavoidably delayed, owing to

circumstances which have necessitated the transfer of the remaining

portion of the work to another firm of lithographers, but this portion

is now being reproduced with all possible expedition, and the Council

therefore hope that the work will be completed shortly.

Steady progress has been made in the preparation of slips for the

Irish Dictionary by Mr. W. J. Purton, b.a., who during the past

year was appointed Assistant to the Editor of the Dictionary, and

who entered on his duties at the beginning of September, 1894.

During the past year the Library has received many valuable

additions to the series of English and Eoreign literary and scientific

publications. Some progress has been made in the preparation of a

draft catalogue of the printed books in the Library relating to

Ireland and Irish subjects, which it is believed will be found of much
practical value to persons who consult the Academy's Collections.

On the 23rd of January the Committee appointed for that purpose

held their Annual Visitation of the Academy's Collection of Antiquities

in the Museum of Science and Art, and their Report was duly pre-

sented to the Council and adopted.

A sum of £435 Is. 4:d., Government 2f per Cent. Consols, was during

the year transferred to the Royal Irish Academy by the Trustees of

the Royal Geological Society of Ireland, on trust to expend the interest

of same in illustrating Papers on Geology and Mineralogy thought

worthy of Publication by the Council of the Royal Irish Academy.

The additions to the Academy's Museum during the year consist

chiefly of various bronze and stone implements found in different

l^laces in Ireland, an interesting bone and bronze bird-shaped object

found at Innisfallen, and presented by the Board of Works, and a
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collection of antiquities from the Excavations at Amathus, Cyprus,

presented by the Trustees of the British Museum.

The Report was adopted.

Bead the following letter from Dr. Y. Ball, c.b., f.e.s. :

—

"28, Wateeloo-eoad.

''13th March, 1895.

•^Deae Sie,

" The family of the late Mrs. Robert Ball desire to present,

herewith, a portrait of their father to the Eoyal Irish Academy, of

which he was for some years the Treasurer.

" The portrait belonged to Mrs. Ball, and the family think that

in thus offering it to the Academy, they are adopting a course which

accords with her expressed wishes.

"Yours sincerely,

"Y. Ball."
" The Seceetaey,

"Eoyal Ieish Academy."

Resolved that a special vote of thanks be given to the family of

the late Robert Ball, ll.d., for the presentation of his portrait.

Donations to the Library were announced, and thanks were voted

to the Donors.

On the Report of the Scrutineers, the President declared the

following duly elected as President and Council for 1895-6.

Peesident.

JOHIS- KeLLS IlS^GEAil, LL.D.

Council.

Committee of Science.

Edward Perceval '^Yright, m.d.

Y. Ball, LL.D., F.E.S. , C.B.

Francis A. Tarleton, ll.d.

Benjamin Williamson, d.sc, f.e.s.

J. P. O'Reilly, c.e.

George L. Cathcart, m.a.

George Henry Kinahan, c.e.

Rev. Samuel Haughton, m.d., f.e.s.

"William J. Sollas, d.sc, f.e.s.

Robert E. ScharfP, b.sc, ph.d.

Arthur A. Rambaut, m.a., d.sc.
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Committee of Polite Literature and Antiquities.

Robert Atkinson, ll.d.

Eev. Maxwell H. Close, m.a.

John K. Garstin, m.a., f.s.a. .

John T. Gilbert, ll.d., f.s.a.

William Prazer, f.e.c.s.i.

Rev. Denis Murphy, s.j., ll.d.

Louis C. Purser, m.a., litt.d.

Most Rev. Bishop Donnelly, d.d.

Lord Walter Fitz Gerald.

Rev. J. H. Bernard, d.d.

The President declared the following duly elected as Honorary

Members :

—

In the Section of Science.

Karl Weierstrass, Berlin.

Emil Heinrich Du Bois-Reymond, Berlin.

Eduard Suess, Vienna.

In the Section of Polite Literature and Antiquities.

Adolph Erman, Berlin.

Eduard Zeller, Berlin.

Lieut.-General A. H. Pitt-Rivers, Salisbury.

Samuel Rawson Gardiner, Bedford.

The President, under his hand and seal, appointed

—

Rev. Samuel Haughton, m.d., f.r.s.,

John R, Garstin, m.a., f.s.a..

Most Rev. Bishop Donnelly, d.d.,

Y. Ball, C.B., ll.d., F.E.S.,

to be Vice-Presidents for the year 1895-6.

The Ballot was then opened for the election of Officers, and the

following were subsequently declared duly elected :

—

Treasueee—Rev, M. H. Close, m.a.

Seceetaet—Ed. Perceval Wright, m.d.

SECEETAEr OF THE CouNCiL—Robert Atkinson, ll.d.

Seceetaey of Eoeeign Coeeespondence—Joseph P. O'Reilly, c.e.

LiBEAEiAN—John T. Gilbert, ll.d.

Assistant Seceetaey—Robert Macalister, ll.b.

The Academy then adjourned.
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FOR THE TEAR ENDIl

RECEIPTS.

^kImCZ from last Year,

PARLIAMENTARY GRANTS :—

General grant in aid,

[For Treasure Trove Account see below.]

MEMBERS' PAYMENTS:—

Entrance Fees,

Annual Subscriptions,

Life Membersbip Compositions,

PUBLICATIONS SOLD:—

Transactions and Cunningbam Memoirs,
Proceedings,

Todd Lectures, and Irisb MSS. Series,

ANNALS OF ULSTER:—

Refund by Government,

INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS :—

Life Composition—2| per Cent. Consol. Stock, . . .

Cunningbam Bequest—2| per Cent. Consol. Stock, . .

Geological Illustration Fund—2f per Cent. Consol. Stock,

£ s. d.

123 17 5

1500

42
289 16

40 19

74 19 5

7 7 11

8 12 1

476 12

99 1 6

70 12 2

10 12 5

£2744 9 11

Total of
each Class.

£ s. d.

123 17 6

1500

372 15

90 19 5

476 12

180 6 1

2744 9 11

TEEASXJRE TEOYJ

£ s. d.
Balance from last year, 193 q 11
Grant 1894-5, 100

£293 11

TODD memoria:

£ s. d.
Balance from last year, 85 17 3
Interest on investments, 39 11 7

£125 8 10



DSE, TREASURER OF THE ROYAL IRISH ACADEMY,

MARCH, 1895.

PAYMENTS.

R SCIENTIFIC AND LITERAEY PURPOSES :—
Scientific Reports,

Library,

Irish Scribes,

Photo-litbographing Yellow Book of Lecan, ....
Printing Irish Texts,

Do. Transactions and Proceedings and Cunningham
Memoirs,

ESTABLISHMENT CHARGES :—
Salaries,

"Wages and Liveries,

Furniture and Repairs,

Fuel and Gas,

Insurance,

Stationery, '.

Printing (Miscellaneous),

Postage,

Freights, Incidentals, and Contingencies,

ANNALS OF ULSTER :—
Paid on Account of Editing and Printing Vols. ii. and iii.,

INVESTMENTS (CAPITAL) :—

Life Membership Com-
positions, . . . .

Cunningham Fund,
Geological Illustration

Fund,
Todd Memorial Fund,

Stock
Bought.

£
154

s. d.

15 3

Description.
Total
Stock.

Gov. 2| Stock,
Do. do.

Do.
Do,

do.
do.

£ s. d.

3678 o 4
2653 9 9

435 7 4
1567 2 3

Balance to Credit,



AUDITORS' REPORT.

We have examined tlie above General Abstract, and compared the Vouchers for

the details of the several heads thereof, and find the same to be correct, leaving

a Balance to the credit of the Academy's General Account of Seventeen Pounds

Four Shillings and Eight Pence, and to the Treasure Trove Account of Two

Hundred and Seventy-one Pounds Ten Shillings and Eleven Pence, making in all

a Balance of Two Hundred and Eighty-eight Pounds Fifteen Shillings and Seven

Pence.

The Treasurer has also exhibited to us Certificates in respect of the

invested Capital, showing that the amounts of Stock standing in the name of

the Academy were Two Thousand Six Hundred and Fifty-three Pounds Nine

Shillings and Nine Pence, 2| per Cent. Consolidated Government Stock, Account

A, being the Capital of the "Cunningham Fund"; Three Thousand Eight

Hundred and Seventy-eight Pounds and Four Pence, 2f per Cent. Consolidated

Government Stock, Account B, being Capital derived from Life Compositions ; and

Four Hundred and Thirty-five Pounds Seven Shillings and Four Pence, 2f per

Cent. Consolidated Government Stock, Account C, being the Capital of the Geo-

logical Illustration Fund. Like Certificates have been exhibited to us showing a

sum of One Thousand Two Hundred and Nine Pounds Eighteen Shillings and

Four Pence, 2f per Cent. Consolidated Government Stock, in the Court of Chan-

cery, and a sum of Three Hundred and Fifty-seven Pounds Three Shillings and

Eleven Pence, 2f per Cent. Consolidated Government Stock, standing in the names

of Trustees, which together form the Invested Capital of the " Todd Memorial

Fund."

,«. ,v ( W- REYNELL,
) ^ ,.

(Signed), < > Auditors.
^ ^ ^

( HENRY KING,
)

22nd April, 1895.
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PUBLICATIONS
OF THE

ROYAL IRISH ACADEMY.

TRANSACTIONS:
Quarto, Boards: or in Parts, stitched.

Vols. I. to XXIX. {soyne out ofprint). Yol. XXX. (Cukkent Volume).
PART
1.— On the Tumuli and Inscribed Stones at New Grange, Dowth, and Knowth. By

Gkorge Coffey, A.I.B. (With Plates I. to VI. and Map.) Price 6s. (Novem'-
ber, 1892.)

2.—On an Ogam Inscription supposed to bear an Anglo-Saxon Name. By the Bight
Rev. Charles Graves, D.D., Lord Bishop of Limerick. Price Is. (Novem-
ber, 1892.)

3.—On the Anatomy and Physiology of Protopterus annectens. By W. N. Parker,
Ph.D. (WithPlates VII. to'XVII.) Price 10s. (December, 1892.)

4.—On the Relative Positions of 223 Stars in the Cluster x Persei as Determined Pboto-
graphically. By Sir Bohert Ball, LL.D., F.B.S., and Arthfr A. Eamhaut,
M.A.,D.Sc. (With Plate XVIII.) Price 2s. 6^. (January, 1893.)

5.—On a Block of Red Glass Enamel said to have been found at Tara Hill. By V. Ball,
C.B., LL.D., F.R.S. With Observations on the Use of Red Enamel in Ireland.
By Margaret Stokes, Hon. Member, R.I.A. (With Plate XIX.) Price 3s.

(May, 1893.)
6.—Ruler Constructions in connexion with Cubic Curves. By Robert Russell, M.A.

Price Is. (October, 1893.)

7.—On the Domnach Airgid MS. By Rev. J. H. Bernard, D.D. (With Plate XX.)
8.—I. On the Stowe St. John ; and II. On the Citations from Scripture in the Leabhar

Breac. By Rev. J. H. Bernard, D.D. Price 2s. Qd. (November, 1893.)
9.—On the Tides of the Arctic Seas : Part VIII.—On the Tides of Lady Franklin

Sound. By Rev. Samuel Haughton, M.D., F.R.S. Price 2s. (November,
1893.)

10.—On a Syriac Ms. of the New Testament belonging to the Earl of Crawford and
Balcarres, and on an Inedited Version of the Apocalvpse therein contained. By
the Rev. John Gwynn, D.D., D.C.L. (With Plate XXI.) Price 3s. Qd.
(December, 1893.)

11.—On the Geology of Torres Straits. By Professors A. C. Haddon, M.A., W. J.

Sollas, LL.D., D.Sc, F.R.S., and G. A. J. Cole. (With Plates XXII. to
XXV.) Price 4s. (May, 1894.)

12.—On the Volcanic District of Carlingford and Slieve Gullion. Part I.—On the
Relation of the Granite to the Gabbro of Barnavave, Carlingford. By W. J.

Sollas, LL.D., D.Sc, F.R.S. (With Plates XXVI. and XXVII.) Price 2s. Qd.
(May, 1894.)

13.—Micrometric Observations of Nebulae made at the Armagh Observatory, By
J. E. L. Dkeyer, Ph.D. Price 2s. Q,d. (August, 1894.)

14.—The Theory of Pitch Invariants and the Theory of Chiastic Homography, being the
Tenth Memoir on the " Theory of Screws." By Sir Robert S. Ball, LL.D.,
F.R.S., Lowndean Professor of Astronomy and Geometry in Cambridge. Price
Is. Qd. (October, 1894.)

15.—On the Tides of the Arctic Seas: Part IX.—On the Tides of the North -Western
Entrance of Robeson Channel, Grinnell Land. By Rev. Samuel Haughton,
M.D., Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin. Price Is. (February, 1895.)

16.—The Theory of Linear Vector Functions. By Charles J. Joly, M.A., Fellow of
Trinity College, Dublin. Price Is. M. (July, 1895.)

17.—On the Cytology of the Vegetative and Reproductive Organs of the Saprolegniete. By
Marcus Hartog, M.A., D.Sc, Professor of Natural History, Queen's College,

Cork. (With Plates XXVIII. and XXIX.) Price 3s. (December, 1895.)

For Farts of Vols. XXVI. to XXIX., see page 5.
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PROCEEDINGS:
Octavo, cloth; or in Parts, stitched.

SbiuiES I.—Vols. I. to X., 1836 to 1870 {some out of 2)rint).

Series II. (Science) :

Vol. I., complete. ^Title-page and Index with Ft. 1, Vol. III.I

Vol. II., complete. \_Title-page and Index with Ft. 1, Vol.III.'\

Vol. III., complete. [^Title-page and Index with Part 10.]

Vol. IV., complete. \_Title-page and Table of Coiitents with Part 6.]

Series II. (Polite Literature and Antiquities) :

Vol. I., complete. {Title-ptage and Index ivith Pt. 13.]

Vol. II., complete. [Title-page and Table of Contents with Part 8.]

Series III.—Vol. I., complete. [Title-page and Table of Contents with Part 5.]

,, Vol. II., complete. [Title-page and Table of Contetits icith Part 5.]

„ Vol. III., Nos. 1 and 2.

(In Series III. the Papers relating to Science, Polite Literature and Antiquities,
are published together, as in Series I.)

CATALOGUE OF THE ANTIQUITIES IN THE MUSEUM*
OF THE ACADEMY

By Sir William R. Wilde, M.D., M.R.I.A.

Part 1.—(Stone, Earthen, and Vegetable Materials.) [Out ofprint.]

,, 2.

—

(Animal Materials and Bronze.) Price 7s. 6d.

,, 3.

—

(Antiquities of Gold.) Price 3s. 6c?.

Photographs op Antiquities in the Museum op the Academy.

Mounted on card- board, 7s. each. [List on application.^

The Museum was transferred in October^ 1890^ to the Science
and Art Museum^ Dublin.

IRISH MANUSCRIPTS—FAC-SIMILES.
[Editions limited to 200 copies."]

THE accurate study and critical investigation of the ancient literary and his-
toric monuments of Ireland have hitherto been impeded by the absence of

fac-similes of the oldest and most important Irish Manuscripts.
With a view of supplying tliis acknowledged want, and of placing beyond risk

of destruction the contents of Manuscripts, the Academy has undertaken the pub-
lication of carefully collated lithographic or photo-lithographic copies of the oldest
Irish texts still extant.
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In folio, on toned paper.—Pr/ce £3 3s.

LEABHAR NA H-UIDHEI : a collection of pieces in prose and verse, in the
Irish language, transcribed about A. D. 1100 ; the oldest volume now known

entirely in the Irish language, and one of the chief surviving native literary monu-
ments—not ecclesiastical—of ancient Ireland ; now for the first time published,

from the original in the Library of the Eoyal Irish Academy, with account of the
manuscript, description of its contents, index, and fac-similes in colours.

In Imperial folio, on toned paper.—Price £4 4s. ; or £2 2s. per Part.

Parts I. and II. ; or in One Vol., half calf.

LEABHAR BREAC—the ''Speckled Book"— otherwise styled "The Great
Book of Dun Doighre "

: a collection of pieces in Irish and Latin, tran-

scribed towards the close of the fourteenth centurv ; "the oldest and best Irish

MS. relating to Church History now preserved."

—

{G. Petrie.) Now hrst pub-
lished, from the original MS. in the Academy's Library.

In Imperial folio, on toned paper, with a Photograph of a page of the

Original.—Price £6 6s.

rpHE BOOK OF LEINSTER, sometime called The Book of "Glendaiough":
-i- a collection of pieces in the Irish Language, compiled in part about the
middle of the twelfth century. From the original MS. in Trinity College, Dublin, with
introduction, analysis of contents, and index, by Robert Atkixson, M. A., LL.D.,
Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Grammar in the University of Dublin, Secre-
tary of Council, Royal Irish Academy.

The Book of Leinster is one of the most important of the fragments of Irish

literature that have come down to us. In addition to copies of the native prose his-

toric accounts of the Tain Bo Cualnge, the Borama, &c., it contains a large fragment
of an early prose translation of the Historia de Excidio Troiae of Dares Phrygius

;

a great number of the poems and prose introductions of the Dindsenchas or legendary
account of the origin of the names of places in Ireland ; very many historic poems,
in which the legendary and traditional accounts of the early history of the country
are preserved ; Irish genealogies and hagiologies ; and a great number of interesting

stories, illustrative of the manners and customs, the modes of thought, and the
state of culture, &c., of the people of Ireland just about the period of the Anglo-
Norman Invasion.

In Imperial folio, reproduced by Photo- lithography.—Price £5 5s.

THE BOOK OF BALLYMOTE : a collection of pieces in the Irish Language,
dating from the end of the fourteenth century ; now published in I»hoto-

lithog-raphy from the original Manuscript in the Library of the Royal Irish

Academv. AVith Introduction, Analvsis of Contents, and Index, bv Robert
Atkinsox, M.A., LL.D., Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology in the
University of Dublin ; Secretary of Council, Royal Irish Academy.

The Book of Ballymote contains numerous articles of interest to the Scholar

and to the Antiquary. The original portion consists of—Genealogical Lists

;

Histoiies and Legends ; a fragment of the Brehon Laws ; a copy of the Dind-
senchas; Treatises on Grammatical Topics, &e. The other portion contains trans-

lations from Latin originals : the Destruction of Troy, the Wandering of Ulysses,

the Story of the ^neid, and the Life of Alexander the Great.
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THE IRISH MANUSCRIPT SERIES.
Volume 1., octavo.—Part 1.—Containing: (1) Contents of The Book of Fermoy

;

(2) The Irish MS. in Eennes; (3) MacFirbis on some
Bishops of Ireland

; (4) Tain Bo Fraich
; (5) Tochmarc

Bec-Fola, &c. Price os.

Volume I., quarto.—Part 1.

—

Whitley Stokes, LL.D. : On the Felire of (Engus.
Pi ice 14 «.

Volume II., octavo.—Part 1.

—

Robert Atkinson, M.A., LL.D. : C]m' "bio|A-5Aoice

An X)hf ["The Three Shafts of Death"] of Rev. Geoffrey
Keating. The Irish Text, edited with Glossary and
Appendix. Price 3s. 6d.

THE TODD LECTURE SERIES.
Volume I., octavo.—Part 1.—W. M. Hennessy: Mesca Ulad. Price 4s.

Volume II., octavo.

—

Robert Atkinson, M.A., LL.D.: The Passions and Homilies
from Leabhar Breac. With an Introductory Lecture on
Irish Lexicography. (Pages 1 to 958.) Price £1 10s.

A^'olume III., octavo.—B. MacCarthy, D.D. : The Codex Palatino-Vaticanus,

No. 830. Texts, Translations and Indices. (Pages 1 to 450.)

Price Is. 6cL

Volume IV., octavo.

—

Rev. Edmund Hogan, S.J. : Cath Ruis Na Rig for Boinn.
Text, Translation, Preface, and Indices, &c. (Pages
xxxii. + 282.) Price 3s. 6d.

Volume v., octavo.—Rev. Edmund Hogan, S.J., F.R.U.I., M.R.I.A.: The Latin
Lives of the Saints as Aids towards the Translation of Irish

Texts and the Production of an Irish Dictionary. (Pages
xii. + 140.) Price 2s. 6d.

Volume VI., octavo.—Rev. Edmund Hogan, S.J., F.R.U.L, M.R.I.A. : The Irish

Nennius from L. Na Huidre and Homilies and Legends from
L. Brecc. Alphabetical Index of Irish Neuter Substantives.

(Pages viii. + 130.) Price 2s. 6d.

THE CU1mN INGHAM MEMOIRS.
No. I.

—

John Casey, LL.D., Cubic Transformations. Price 6s. (June, 1880.)

No. II.—D. J. Cunningham, M.D., Edin. & Dubl. : On the Lumbar Curve in

Man and the Apes. (13 Plates.) Price 7s. 6d. (July, 1886.)

No. III.

—

Rev. Samuel Haughton, M.A., M.D. : New Researches on Sun-heat,

Terrestrial Radiation, &c. (9 Plates.) Price 4s. (Dec, 1886.)

No. IV.

—

Sir Robert S. Ball, LL.D. : Dynamics and Modern Geometry—

A

New Chapter in the Theory of Screws. Price 2s. (June, 1887.)

No, V.—J. Birmingham : The Red Stars—Observations and Catalogue. New
Edition, edited by Rev. T. Espin, M.A. Price 8s. (May, 1890.)

-^0, VI.—W. K. Parker, F.R.S. : On the Morphology of the Duck Tribe

and the Auk Tribe. (9 Plates.) Price 5s. 6d. (Nov. 1890.)

No. VII.^—D. J. Cunningham, M.D., Professor of Anatomy in the University

of Dublin : Contribution to the Surface Anatomy of the Cerebral

Hemispheres. (8 Plates.)

No. VIII.—Rev. John P. Mahafey, D.D., F.T.C.D. : On the Flinders Petrie

Papyri. (Part I.) With Transcriptions, Commentaries, and Index.

(With Thirty Autotypes.) Price £2 2s. (July, 1891.)

No. IX.—Rev. John P. Mahafey, D.D., F.T.C.D. : On the Flinders Petrie

Pa])yri. (Part II.) With Transcriptions, Commentaries, and Index.

(With Eighteen Autotypes.) Price £2 2s. net. (October, 1893.)

No. X.—Ai.FRi'D C. Haddon, M.A. : The Decorative Art of British New Guinea

—

A Study in Papuan Ethnography. (With Twelve Plates and
Numerous other Illustrations.) Price 14s. net. (December, 1894.)
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Transactions, Vol. XXVI. (Science).

PART

1.—On the Binary Stars 44 Bootis, tj Cassiopeise, and /x Draconis. By W. Doberck, Ph.D.,
Member of the International Astronomical Society, Astronomer at Markree
Observatory. With Addenda to Previous Memoirs. Price Is.

2.—On the Intertubular Tissue of the Mammalian Testis. By Reuben J. Harvey, M.D.,
(With Plate I.) Price Is.

3.—Report on the Chemical, Mineralogical, and Microscopical Characters of the Lavas
of Vesuvius from 1631 to 1868. By Rev. Samuel Haughton, M.D, D.C.L.,

F.R.S., Fellow of Trinity College, and Professor of Geology in the XJniversity

of Dublin ; and Edward Hull, M.A., F.R.S., Director of the Geological

Survey of Ireland. (With Plate II.) Price 4s. Qd.

4.—On oj Leonis considered as a Revolving Double Star. By W. Doberck, Ph.D.,
M.R.I. A., Astronomer at Markree Observatory. Price Is.

5.—Report on the Exploration of Shandon Cave. By A. Leith Adams, F.R.S., F.G.S.,

Professor of Zoology in the Royal College of Science for Ireland. (With
Plate III. and Woodcuts.) Price Is. ^d.

6.—Report on the Allotropism of Selenium, and on the Influence of Light on the

Electrical Conductivity of this Element. By Harry Napier Draper, F.C.S.
and Richard J. Moss, F.C.S. Price Is.

7.—The Red Stars : Observations and Catalogue. By J. Birmingham. Price is.

^ 8.—On a new Species of Parasitic Green Alga belonging to the Genus Chlorochytrium

ofCohn. By Edward Perceval Wright, M.A., M.D., F.L.S. ; Professor of

Botany in the University of Dublin ; Secretary to the Royal Irish Academy.
(With Plates IV. and V.)

9. On a Species of Rhizophydium Parasitic on Species of Ectocarpus, with notes on the

Fructification of the Ectocai-pi. By Edward Perceval Wright, M.A., M.D.,
F.L.S. ; Professor of Botany in the University of Dublin; Secretary to the

\ Royal Irish Academy. (With Plate VI.) Price Is. ^d.

10.—A Supplement to Sir John Herschel's " General Catalogue of Nebulae and Clusters

of Stars." By J. L. E. Dreyer, M.A., F.R.A.S., Astronomer at the Earl of

Rosse's Observatory. Price 2s.

11.—On the aspect of Mars at the Oppositions of 1871 and 1873. By C. E. Burton.
(With Plates VII. and VIII.) Price Is.

12.—Direct Demonstration of the Properties of the First Negative Pedal of a Central

Conic from any Point in its Plane. By John C. Malet, M.A. Price Is.

13.—On the Intersections of Plane Curves of the Third Order. By Andrew Searle
Hakt, LL.D., Vice-Provost, Trinity College, DubHn. Price Is.

( 14.—On a Proof that every Algebraic Equation has a Root. By John C. Malet, M.A.

i 15.—On a certain Surface derived from a (iuadric. By John C. Malet, M.A. Price Is.

It).—Attempt to deduce the General Laws of the Variations of Temperature at the Earth's

Surface from those of Solar and Terrestrial Radiation. By the Rev. H Lloyd,
D.D., D.C.L., Provost of Trinity College, Dublin. Price Is.

17.—Report on the Acanthology of the Desmosticha (Haeckel). Part I.—On the

Acanthological Relations of the Desmosticha. By W. H. Mackintosh, B.A. ;

Senior Moderator in Natural Science, Trinity College, DubUn. (With Plates

IX., X., XL)
18.—On the Cell- structure of Griffithsia setacea (^^/is), and on the Development of its

Antheridia and Tetraspores. By Edward Perceval Wright, M.A., M.D.,
F.L.S., F.R. C.S.I. ; Professor of Botany in the University of Dublin. (With
Plates XII. and XIII.)

19.—On the Formation of the so-called "Siphons," and on the Development of the

Tetraspores in Polysiphonia. By Edward Perceval AVright, M.A., M.D.,
F.L.S., F.R.C.S.l. (With Plate XIV.) Price 2s. ^d.

20.—On the Equations of Circles (Second Memoir). By John Casey, LL.D., F.R. S.,

M.R.I. A., Professor of Mathematics in the Catholic University of Ireland.

Price 3s. 'od.
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PART
21.—On the Correlation of Lines of Direction on the Earth's Surface. By Joseph

P. 0'E.EiLLY, C.E., Professor of Mining and Mineralogy, Royal College of

Science, Ireland. Price Is.

22.—Explanatory Notes and Discussion of the Nature of the Prismatic Forms of a Group
of Columnar Basalts, Giant's Causeway. By Joseph P. O'Reilly, C.E.

Central School of Paris ; Professor of Mining and Mineralogy, Royal College of

Science, Ireland. (With Plates XV. to XVIII.) [Title-page and Table of Con-

tents to Volume XXVI.] Price bs.

Transactions, Vol. XXVII. (Polite Literatuke and Antiquities.)

1 .—On the Bell of St. Patrick, called the Clog an Edachta. By William Reeves, D.D.
Price In.

2.—On an Ogham Inscription. By Right Rev. Charles Graves, D.D., M.R.I. A.,
Lord Bishop of Limerick, &c. (With Plate I.) Price Is.

3.—On the Croix Gammee, or Swastika. By Right Rev. Charles Graves, D.D.,

M.R.I. A., Lord Bishop of Limerick, &c. (With Illustrations). Price l*.

4.—Fasciculus of Prints from Photographs of Casts of Ogham Inscriptions. By Sir

Samuel Ferguson, LL.D. (With Plates I.* to V.) Price 25.

5.—On Sepulchral Cellae. By Sir Samuel Ferguson, LL.D. Price Is.

G.—On the Patrician Documents. By Sir Samuel Ferguson, LL.D. Price 3s.

7.—Ou the Stowe Missal. By Rev. B. Mac Carthy, D.D. Price 4s. (With Plate VI.)

8.—On a Syriac MS. belonging to the Collection of Archbishop Ussher. By Very Rev.
John Gwynn, D.D. [Title-page and Table of Contents to Volume XXVII.]
Price 2s.

Transactions, Vol. XXVIII. (Science.)

1.—On Chemical Equilibrium. By Francis Alexander Tarleton, LL.D., Fellow

and Tutor, Trinity College, Dublin. Price Is.

/ 2.—On a i\ew Genus and Species of Sponge with supposed Heteromorphic Zooids. By
Edward Perceval Wright, M.A., M.D., F.L.S., Professor of Botany in the

University of Dublin. (With Plate I.) Price Is.

3.—On Blodgettia confervoides of Harvey, forming a new Genus and Species of Fungus.

By Ldward Perceval Wright, M.A., M.D., F.L.S., Professor of Botany in

the University of Dublin. (With Plate II.)

4.—On new Genus and Species of Unicellular Alga, living on the Filaments of

Rhizoclouium casparyi. By Edward Perceval Wriuht, M.A., M.D., F.L.S.,

&c., Prolessor of Botany in the University of Dublin. (With Plate II.)

Price Is.

5.—Ou the Periods of the First Class of Hyper-Elliptic Integrals. By William R.
Westropp Roberts, M.A. Price 1*.

6.—New Researches on Sun-heat and Terrestrial Radiation, and on Geological Climates.

By Rkv. Samuel Haughton, M.D. Dubl. ; D.C.L. Oxon. ; LL.D. Cantab.

(Part I.)

New Researches on Sun-heat and Teirestrial Radiation, and on Geological

Climates. By Rev. Samuel Haughton, M.D. Dubl. ; D.C.L. Oxon.
;

LL.D. Cantab. (Part II.) Price 2a.

7.—Extension of the Theory ot Screws to the Dynamics of any Material System. By
RoKKRT S. Ball, LL.D., F.R.S., Astronomer Royal for Ireland. Price Is. 6d.

8.—On sOme hitherto undescribed Compounds of Selenium. By Charles A. Cameron,
M.D., Professor of Chemistry ; and Edmund W. Davy, M.D., Professor of

Forensic Medicine, Royal College of Surgeons, Ireland. Price Is.

9.—Certain Problems in the Dynamics ot a Rigid System Moving in Elliptic Space. By
Robert S. Ball, LL.D., F.R.S., Andrews Professor of Astronomy in the

University of Dublin, and Astronomer Royal of Ireland. Price Is.

10.—On some Deductions from M'Cullagh's Lectures on Rotation. By Francis A,
Tarleton, LL.D., F.T.C.D. Price Is.
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PART

11.—On Certain Definite Integrals. By John C. Malet, M.A., Professor of Mathematics,
Queen's College, Cork. Price Is.

12.— On the Embryology of the Mammalian Muscular System. No, I.—The Short
Muscles of the Human Hand. By Bertram C. A. Winble, A.B., M.B., B. Ch.,
and Senior Moderator in Natural Science, University of Dublin ; Pathologist to
the General Hospital, Birmingham. (With Plates III. and IV.) Price Is. Qd.

13.—Report on the Acanthology of the Desmosticha. (Part II.) By H. AV. Mackintosh
M.A., M.R.I. A., Professor of Zoology, and Curator of the Museum of Anatomy
and Zoology in the University of Dublin. (With Plates V. to YIII.) Price Is.

14.—Report on the Acanthology of the Desmosticha. (Part III.) Further observations
on the Acanthology of the Diadematidae. By H. W. Mackintosh, M.A.,
M.R.I. A., Professor of Zoology, and Curator of the Museum of Anatomy and
Zoology in the University of Dublin. (With Plates IX. and X.) Price Is.

15.—Expansion of Elliptic Functions. By William Nicolls, B.A. Price Is.

16.—On a Geometrical Transformation of the Fourth Order, in Space of Three Dimen-
sions, the Inverse Transformation being of the Sixth Order. By L. Cremona,
LL.D. Edinb., F.R.S., Professor of Higher Mathematics in the University of
Rome. Price Is.

17.— Catalogue of the Earthquakes having occurred in Great Britain and Ireland during
Historical times ; arranged relatively to Localities and Frequency of Occurrence,
to serve as a Basis for an Earthquake Map of the Three Kingdoms. By Joseph
P. O'Reilly, C.E., Professor of Mining and Mineralogy, Royal College of
Science, Ireland. (Plate XL) Price 2s.

18.—Report on some recent Foraminifera found off the Coast of Dublin and in the Irish
Sea. By Frederick Pryor Balkwill and Joseph Wright, F.G.S. (Plates
XII., XIIL, and XIY.) Price 2s.

19.—On the Botanv of Sinai and South Palestine. By H. C. Hart, B.A. (Plates XV
XVI., and'XVII.) Price 2s.

20.—On Three Circles related to a Triangle. By W. S. M'Cay, M.A., F.T.C.D. Price Is.

21.—On the Nitroprussides of the more important Bases of Opium. By Edmund W,
Davy, A.M., M.D., M.R.I.A., Professor of Forensic Medicine, Royal College
of Surgeons, and Examiner in Medical Jurisprudence, Royal University, Ireland,
&c. Price Is.

22.—Alphabetical Catalogue of the Earthquakes recorded as having occurred in Europe
and adjacent Countries, arranged to serve as a Basis for an Earthquake Map of
Europe. By Joseph P. O'Reilly, C.E., Professor of Mining and Mineralogy,
Royal College of Science, Dublin. Price 4s. Qd.

23.—On some Properties of certain Plane Curves. By R. A. Roberts, M.A. Price \s.

24.—Observations on Lion-breeding in the Gardens of the Royal Zoological Society of
Ireland. By V. Ball, M.A., F.R.S., F.G.S., M.R.I.A., Director of the
Science and Art Museum, Dublin, and Hon. Sec. of the Royal Zoological
Society. (Plate XVIII., and Tables). Price 2s.

25.—Geometrical Theorems, By John C. Malet, Professor of Mathematics, Queen's
College, Cork. [Title-page and Table of Contents to Volume XXVIII,

]

Price Is.

Transactions, Vol. XXIX.

1.—On the Plane Sections of the Cylindroid. Being the Seventh Memoir on the Theory
of Screws. By Sir Robert S. Ball, LL.D., F.R.S. (With Plates I. and II.)

Price 3s. fDecember, 1887.)
2.—On the Ogham Monument at Kilcolman. By the Right Rev. Dr. Graves, Lord

Bishop of Limerick. Price Is. (December, 1887.)
3.—On Two-Nosed Catenaries and their application to the Design of Segmental Arches.

By T. Alexander, C.E. ; and A. W. Thomson, B.Sc, Assoc. Mem. Inst. C.E.
(With Plate III.) Price 3s. (November, 1888.)

4.—The Brain and Eyelaall of a Human Cyclopian Monster. By D. J. Cunningham,
M.D. (Edinb. et Dubl.) ; and E. H. Bennett, M.D. (With Plates IV. and V.)
Price Is. Qd. (November, 1888.)
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PART
5.—On the Theory of the Content. By Siii Rorert S. Ball, LL.D., F.R.S. Price

2*. 6d. (January, 1889.)

6.—The Tripartite Life of St. Patrick : New Textual Studies. By the Rev. B.

Mac Carthy, D.D. Price Is. (May, 1889.)

7.—Geometrical Ilhistrations of JMewlands' and Mendelejeff's Periodic Law^of the Atomic
Weights of the Chemical Elements. By the Rev. Samuel Haughton, M.D.
(Dubl. et Bonon.), D.C.L. (Oxon.), LL.D. (Cantab, et Edinb.). Price 2s.

(June, 1889.)

8.—The Eighth Memoir on the Theory of Screws, showing how Plane Geometry Illus-

trates General Problems in the Dynamics of a Rigid Body with Three Degrees of

Freedom. By Sir Robert S. Ball, LL.D., F.R.S. (With Plate VI.) Price

Is. ed. (June, 1889.)

9.—The Focal Circles of Spherical Conies, By the Right Rev. Dr. Graves, Lord
Bishop of Limerick. Price Is. (July, 1889.)

10,—On Three Similar Figures, with an Extension of Feuerbach's Theorem. By
William S. M'Cay, M.A., F.T.C.D. Price Is. (July, 1889.)

1 1 .—On the Motion of a Pai-ticle, and the Equilibrium of Flexible Strings on a Spherical

Surface. By T. Preston, M.A. Price Is. (July, 1889.)

12.—The Pectoral Group of Muscles. By Bertram C. A. Windle, M.A., M.D. (Dubl.)

;

Professor ofAnatomy, Queen's College, Birmingham. Price Is. (November, 1889.)

13.—Markree Observations of Double Stars. By W. Dobekck, Ph.D., M.R.I. A.,
Director of the Hong-Kong Observatory. Price Is. (March, 1890.)

14.—Contributions to a knowledge of the Granites of Leinster. By W. J. Sollas, LL.D.,
F.R.S., Professor of Geology and Mineralogy, Dublin University. Price 3s. 6d.

(January, 1891.)

15.—On Curvilinear Coordinates. By Benjamin Williamson, M.A., F.T.C.D., F.R.S.,

a Vice-President of the Academy. Price Is. 6^. (March, 1891.)

16.—The Skeleton of the Irish Giant, Cornelius Magrath. By D. J. Cunningham,
M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., Professor of Anatomy in the University of Dublin.
(With Plates VII. and VIII.) Price 2s. (June, 1891.)

17.—The Theory of Permanent Screws ; being the Ninth Memoir on the Theory of

Screws. By Sir Robert Stawell Ball, LL.D., F.R.S., Royal Astronomer
of Ireland. Price Is. 6d. (November, 1891.)

18.—On some Fragments of an Uncial MS. of S. Cyril of Alexandria, written on Papyrus.
By the Rev. John Henry Bernard, B.D., F.T.C.D. (With Four Autotype
Plates.) Price 6s. net. (February, 1892.)

19.—On EUiptographs, and on a Mechanical Rocker for Detecting Oscillations : By
Thomas Alexander, M.A. I., Professor of Engineering, Trinity College, Dublin,
and A. W. Thomson, D.Sc, Professor of Engineering, Science College, Poona.
To which is added, A Mathematical Investigation of the Free Period of the

Rocker : By F. A. Tarleton, LL.D., Professor of Natural Philosophy in the

University of Dublin, and Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin. Price 2s. 6d.

(March, 1892.) [Title-page and Contents to Vol. XXIX.]

[For Vol. XXX., vide page 1.]

Index to the Papers published in the Transactions, Cunningham Memoirs, and

Irish Manuscript Sekies, from 1786 to 1886. Price 2s. 6tL

Applications for any of the Publications of the Academy are to be addressed to

The Treasurer of the Royal Irish Academy, 19, Dawson-street, Dublin;

or to

Hodges, Figgis, & Co. (Ltd.), Dublin ; or Williams & Norgate, 14,

Henrietta-street, Covent Garden, London; 20, South Frederick-
street, Edinburgh ; and 7, Broad-street, Oxford.
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